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INTRODUCTION. 

OrMuRI or Bargista is the language of a tribe which calls itself Baraki; but 

which its neighbours call Ormur. Similarly, they themselves call their language 

Bargista, while among others it is commonly known as Ormuri. According to 

Ghulam Muhammad Khan,' the Batakis claim to be Sayyids, and to be descended 

from one Mir Barak. They are said to have come to their present habitats at some 

unknown time from Eran, and to have ‘settled first in the Logar valley, south of 

Kabul, and subsequently also at Kaniguram in Waziristan where they now have 

some four or five hundred houses. When the Af,ans conquered the country, the 

Ormurs took to trading, and in pursuit of their calling wandered far and wide. 

There are thus at the present day a few villages of them in the PéSawar district, 

but here they have abandoned their language and talk P*sto. In some villages of 

the Logar valley they speak Persian, while in a few other villages of the same 

locality—Leech mentions the village of Barak—they have retained their own form of 

speech, which is also spoken in Kaniguram. 

The above is the account given by Ghulam Muhammad Khan. Two earlier 

writers agree on the whole with what he says, but state that the tribe is of Arab 

origin. Lieutenant R. Leech (J.A.S.B., vii, 1838, pp. 727 ff) gives a short vocabu- 

lary and a few phrases of the language, and remarks as follows :— 

‘ The Barakis are included in the general term of Parsiwan or Tajak ; they 

are original inhabitants of Yemen whence they were brought by Sultan Mahmud 

of Ghazm ; they accompanied him in his invasion of India, and were pre-emi- 

nently instrumental in the abstraction of the gates of Somnath. There are two 

divisions of the tribe. The Barakis of Rajan in the province of Lohgad, who 

speak Persian, and the Barakis of Barak, a city near the former, who speak the 

language called Baraki; Sultan Mahmud, pleased with their services in India, 

was determined to recompense them by giving them in perpetual grant any part 

of the country they chose ; they fixed upon the district of Kdniguram in the 

country of the Waziris, where they settled. * * * * * * * The Barakis of this 

place, and of Barak alone speak the Baraki language. 

We teceive a warning from the study of this Vocabulary, not to be hasty in 

referring the origin of a people merely from the construction of their language ; 

for it is well known that the one now instanced was invented by Mir Yuzuf who 

led the first Barakis from Yemen into Afghanisthan ; his design was to conceal 

| See pp. 5, 6 of his Grammar. 
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and separate his few followers from the mass of Afghans (called by them Kash) 

who would no doubt at first look upon the Barakis with jealousy as intruders. 

The muleteers of Cabul, being led by their profession to traverse wild countries 

and unsafe roads, have also invented a vocabulary of pass-words.’ 

Major H. G. Raverty (J.A.S.B., xxxiii, 1864, pp. 267ff.) also gives a short list of 

‘ Barakai’ words, and adds :— 

‘(The Barakais, who are not Afghans, are included among the people 

termed Tajiks (supposed to be of Arab descent,) dwell at, and round about, 

Kanigoram, * * * and about Barak in the province of Loghar, and But-khak 

on the road between Jalalabad and Kabul, south of the river of that name.’’ 

The following account of the language is principally based on a book written in 

1886 by Ghulam Muhammad Khan, District Inspector of Schools, Dera Ismail Khan, 

at the request of Major Macaulay, who was Political Officer with the Punitive Force 

that entered Waziristan in the year 1881. It is entitled Qawdaid-é-Bargista, and is 

written partly in Urdi, and partly in P*sto. It is a very full and carefully written 

work, containing a grammar, a vocabulary, and a collection of short sentences and 

stories in Ormuri. Unfortunately, owing to its being printed in the Persian charac- 

ter, the vocalization of many Ormuti words has been left doubtful, and this I have 

endeavoured to remedy so far as was possible by reference to other authorities. 

These are the manuscript materials collected for the Linguistic Survey of India, and, 

especially, a valuable transcription into the Roman character of Ghulam Muhammad 

Khan’s list of Ormuri verbs, kindly placed at my disposal by Mr. Longworth Dames. 

When all other sources failed, I consulted the local authorities in Waziristan, and I 

am indebted to Sir John Donald, K.C.I.E., the Resident, for much kind help ungrud- 

gingly rendered in the midst of his multifarious duties. 

From the above materials, I have prepared a full grammar and vocabulary of 

the language for the appropriate voluine of the Linguistic Survey. In these I at- 

tempted to show only the facts of the language, so as to give a purely practical 

account to those who wished to make a study of it for administrative purposes. 

The present work has a different object. Here, it has been my endeavour to 

treat this interesting and little-known language from the point of view of compara- 

tive philology, and to ascertain. its relationship to the other members of the Eranian 

family. Considerations of space, and also the desire to prevent leading facts from 

becoming obscured under a mass of details, have prevented the account of the grammar 

in the following pages from being nearly so complete as that which will be published 

in the Linguistic Survey, but I hope that I have not omitted any fact that is of 

importance for the object in view. 
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I must here acknowledge my indebtedness to P. Horn’s Grundriss der neupersis- 

chen Etymologie, to Protessor W. Geiger’s works on P*sto and Baloci, and to the sec- 

tions of the Grundriss der tvanischen Philologie that come from the pens of these emi- 

nent scholars. The amount of my indebtedness is shown by every page of my vocabu- 

lary, and without their help I could never have attempted the present work. 

In spite of the warning conveyed by Leech in the last paragraph of the passage 

quoted above, I think that I have been able to show that Ormuri, while it has in 

some respects developed on independent lines, is in the main a close relation of the 

languages and dialects of Western Eran. It is particularly interesting as retaining 

almost unchanged the one Medic word —oré«a —quoted by Herodotus,—a word which 

has suffered much wear and tear in every other Eranian language. It is interesting, 

too, that in some respects Ormuri shows remarkable points of agreement with the 

Pisaca languages of our Indian North-West Frontier. May we assume from this that 

the Pisaca languages once occupied an area much wider than their present habitat, 

and that Ormuri absorbed these peculiarities after the arrival of its speakers in what 

is now Ai,anistan, but before the Af,an conquest ? 

This is not the place in which to raise questions of ethnology ; but the facts 

regarding the relationship of Ormuri to other Eranian languages suggests an interest- 

ing field of investigation to students of that science. Ormuri is an isolated West 

Eranian language, spoken by a small tribe in the heart of the Afyan country, with 

the speech of which it has only the most distant connexion. It is a veritable fly in 

amber, and, though Ormurs may be neither rich nor rare, we are still entitled to 

‘wonder how the devil they got there.’ 

The first two notices of Ormutri and the Ormurs appeared, as we have seen, in 

the pages of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The Linguistic Survey of 

India, ‘the onlie begetter of these insuing’ pages, owes much to the same Society 

for the encouragement accorded to its conception, and for advice and guidance 

freely given to it in its earlier years. It is therefore with peculiar satisfaction that 

I see this investigation published as one of the Memoirs of the body with which it 

has been my pride to be associated for now just forty years. 

GEORGE A. GRIERSON. 





ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE FOLLOWING PAGES. 

N.B.—A bbreviations of adjectives may also be used as abbreviations of the 
corresponding adverbs. 

abl. = ablative. 

acc. = accusative. 

adj. = adjective. 

an. — animate. 

aor. = aorist. 

Ar. = Arabic. 

Av. = Avesta. 

Bal. = Baloci. (Northern dialect, unless 

otherwise stated). 

BS. = BaSgali. 

card. = cardinal. 

com. gen. = common gender. 

dat. — dative. 

EB. = Etymologie 

Geiger. 

ELA. =Etymologie und Lautlehre 
Afghanischen, by W. Geiger. 

E. Oss. —East Ossete. 

des Baluti, by W. 

des 

f. ov fem. = feminine. 

G. = Gabri. 

gen. = gender. 

GIP. =Grundriss der ivanischen Philolo- 
gie, edited by W. Geiger and E. 

Kuhn. 

Gl. = Gilani. 

H.=Grundmss dev newpersischen Etymo- 

logie, by P. Horn. 

Hn. = Hindi. 

inan. = inanimate. 

indef. = indefinite. 

inter]. = interjection. 

interrog. —interrogative. 

Kho. = Khowar. 

Kl. = Kalasa. 

Ks. = Kasani. 

Ksm. = Kasmiri. 

Kurd. =Kurdish. 

L. =Lahnda. 

LB.=Lautlehre des Baloéi, 

Geiger. 

loc. = locative. 

M. = Munyjani. 

m. ov masc. = masculine. 

My. = Maiya. 

Nay. =Nayini. 

N. Bal. = North Baloci. 

nom. —nominative. 

O. = Ormuri. 

obl. = oblique. 

O. Prs. = Old Persian. 

ord. = ordinal. 

Oss. = Ossete. 

a Sto, 

Pam. dial. —Pamir dialects. 

pers. = person. 

Pil — Palla 

Pn. = Panjabi. 

by W. 



xii 

pl. —plural 

postpos. = postposition. 

p-p. =past participle. 

p-p.f. =past participle feminine. 

prep. = preposition. 

pron. = pronoun. 
pron. suff. = pronominal suffix. 

Prs. = Persian. 

PS) Pisacas 

‘SS. Bal. = South Baloci. 

sg. = singular. 

Skr. = Sanskrit. 

Sm. =Samnani. 

Sn. = Sindhi. 

ABBREVIATIONS. = 

‘Sq. =Sariqdli. Ea 
Sng.—Sanglicl. 

S. => Siyni. 3 s iG 

Sn. = Sina. 

T. = Talis. 

V. = Veron. a 

Whe = Wayi. 

Wai. = Wai-ala. a 

Vd. = Viidya. | Bs. 
Ynb. = Ya,ynobi. oa 



SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION ADOPTED IN THIS WORK. — 

As a uniform system of transliteration, which can be employed both for Eranian 

and for Indo-Aryan languages, has to be adopted, I follow in the main that used in 

the Index of the Grundriss der tranischen Philologie, Vol. I. It will be observed that 

the transliteration of the Nagari alphabet necessarily differs in some respects from 

that usually followed in India. 

The following is the transliteration adopted for the Perso-Arabic alphabet as 

employed for Ormuri, as well as for other Eranian languages. 

| alif. ye Se 

en we z. 
) e: L t. 

Rete - S: é . 
t b. é y: 

a f. a) IE 

@ C. e) q. 

es Se! aa 
a) d J l. 

) a (° mM. 

x) 8 0) n or when representing niin 
5 Y. yunna. 

) ry. y ory n. 

) he 5) v, Ww, 0, u 

ra é. > h. 

5 Bie is Y; é, D 

) Le a le 

s. . vee. 

3 < Z u. 
ur Ss 

ae ae 
Waw-é-ma‘dila is indicated by a small “ above the line, as in Prs. y“ud, self; O. 

x’ura, he may eat. 

System of transliteration employed for representing the Avesta alphabet. 
= = = a neat Lee Lae = : 

4,4,€,€,9,9,0,0,4,4,1,14,4u, u.—k, Bs X32 V9 &y 75 t, d, 4, 8, t, p; b, is 

wv, n, Nn, M, ¥Y,v,W,7,S, 4, s, Z, h, xv. 



xiv 

System of transliteration employed for ean fhe old P 

a, 1, u—ka, ku, ga, BU, xa, CAmIGs 1, ta, tM, da, at, au, 

SYSTEM OF TRANSLITER 

System of transliteration ees for ia te oe ie | alphabe oa 

G, 4,4, 4, 4, 7,7, 4, 1, @, at, 0, an. 

h. 

k‘a ga gia na 

CD 4a a. ne 

tia da da na 

Ya da d‘a na 

‘a ba b'a ma 

va la va (or wa) 

sa sa_ ha. 



PHONETICS. 

$1. ORMURI SOUNDS. 

The sounds of Ormuri are the same as those of P*Sto, with one in addition. In 

the present paper they are indicated as follows: Ormuri has no written character of 

its own.! ; 
A. VOWELS. 

ee MRED ISI UP Un O.. AL. 0. 

B. SEMIVOWELS. 

y, v (w). 

C. CONSONANTS. 

MUTES. SPIRANTS. 

Nasals. | Liquids. 
Surd. Sonant. Surd. Sonant. 

Gutturals = i k g x, A y 

Palatals re 3 c 1 g (A) v3 

Fricatives Hs a & & 

Dentals at as, t Nea eC S Z n al 
z — z 

Cerebrals én3 oa (t) (d) So! n Va 

Labials a sf p b | m 

Remarks :— 

I. Owing to the fact that nearly all the Ormuti words quoted in these pages 

were originally written in the Persian character, the statements made in them 

regarding vowels must be read with a certain amount of reserve. 

In the first place, the vowel “, which is properly written * in the Persian charac- 

ter, is often written _ or ’, thus giving rise to considerable confusion. 

In the second place, Ghulam Muhammad Khan, the author of the book on which 

my inquiries are mainly founded, was far from consistent in his representation of the 

! In this section, I have followed the arrangement adopted by Professor Geiger in his Lautlehve des Baluét. 
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ma‘vuf and majhul vowels. I have made local enquiries, and have done my best to 

give the correct sounds, but it must be borne in mind that it is possible that 7 should 
sometimes be @, and that # should sometimes be 6, and vice versa. 

2. The vowel “ is the well-known fatha-2-Af,jani. It is the shortest possible 

sound of a, and is described as nearly mute (sakin). The diphthong az has been noted 

only as a termination of masculine nouns, and is borrowed from P*sto. I have no- 

where noted the occurrence of the diphthong aw. 

3. The sound § is that of the P*sto _». Ghulam Muhammad Khan says that it 

is sounded as in south-western P*Sto, and is a compound of y and §. As in P*Sto, it 

is a cerebral letter. But in Ormuri it is freely interchanged with the palatal s, and I 

therefore consider it together with that letter in § 28, below. The letter § naturally 

follows suit, and is considered in§29. The sound of ¥is peculiar to Ormuri. Accord- 

ing to Ghulam Muhammad Khan, it is a compound of yx, § and 7. European infor- 

mants tell me that it is impossible to represent the sound in writing, and, as a matter 

of fact, various persons transliterate it by widely different methods. Ghulam Muham- 

mad Khan represents it in the Persian character by the special sign ,4.. The letter 7 

is the P'sto ».. In Ormuri it is pronounced exactly like the Persian 7, and I have 

retained it only for purposes of derivation. The letter 7 itself occurs only in words 

borrowed directly or indirectly from Persian. 

4. The fricatives 6 and & are the sounds represented by the P*sto ¢ and ct: 

They are sounded nearly like the English ts and dz. 

5. The cerebral ¢ and ¢ occur only in words borrowed from Indian languages 

or in words of purely Indian derivation. ‘The cerebral 7 andy are pronounced as in 

P*sto. The w is sounded like 7, and is often so written. Thus fins or hirs, a bear. 

6. The other sounds call for no remarks here. 

I. VOWELS. 

Si2- 9, =: 

This vowel occurs only as a medial or asafinal. It is never initial. The mate- 

tials for its discussion are incomplete, because, in the Persian character, it is often 

written as? or uw. See § 1, Remark 1. In the following cases it appears written as “ 

in Ghulam Muhammad Khan’s grammar :— 

(1) As a medial letter it represents an original a, as in Av. xSvas, O. 5h, six; Av. 

maxsi-, O. m'si, a fly. Sometimes it acts as a svarabhakti vowel, as in O. wri, he 

takes, from w71-yok to take (Av. ./bar-). 

(2) As a final vowel, it represents an original @ in the termination of feminine 

nouns, adjectives, and participles. It also appears in O. &', what ? which corres- 

ponds to the O. Prs., Av., and Skr. pronominal base cv-. 

- S 35750 
(I) a=original a. Thus :— 

(a) Initial :—Av. a8tadasa, O. adtés; Av. azam, O. az. : 

(b) Medial :—Av. navaiti-, O. nawi; Av./pac-, O./ pay ; Av. parsti-, O. pat ; 

ee 
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Ay. savasa-,O. sal; Av. sarah-,O. sar; O. Prs. ,/tras-, O. ./tra- (trayék); 

Skr. vy yas-, O. \/yas-. 

(2) We have a for original @ in Skr.a@+ \/gam-, O. a,6k; O. Prs. 4+ /sta-, O. 
/asi-. Perhaps, also, O. ,/amar-, cf. P. ./awr-, to hear. 

(3) We have a for original 7 in Skr. ./7i8-, O. ,/vas-, and in various forms of the 

prepositions 27, mis, asin Skr. mi + /sad-, O. ./nas-t-; Av. nis + /bar-, O. ,/naw'l- ; 

Skr. nis + ./gam-, O. naytk. But, in Skr. nis + savati, O. nisi, the 7 is retained. 

(4) a represents an original w in two words, in each case being preceded by a 

guttural letter. Skr. gup‘ati, O. yafi; Av. sukurona-, O. sukal. Similarly, a after a 

guttural is represented by a in Skr. g‘arnati, O. galt. 

(5) A final 2 preceded by a guttural is weakened to a in Av. hé, O. a, the oblique 

suffix of the pronoun of the third person singular. 

(6) In Av. pazti-, ai-1 in crasis have been weakened to a in Av. paitt + ./zan-, 

O. ,/pazan-, recognize. Similarly, Av. paivi- becomes par, pra, or pr. 

(7) Apheeresis of original a occurs in Av. ahmi, Skr. asmi, O. h'm, 1am: O. Prs. 

amayam, O. max, we, us; Av. axsaéna-, O. Sin-wi. 

(8) Syncope of original a occurs in Av. ywasura-, O. ysir; Skr. mahisa-, O. mis, 

a buffalo; O. Prs. parana-, O. prin, yesterday. 

(g) Apocope of a is very common, or, rather, it is universal except in the case 

of a monosyllable such as pa, by (see § 40, 1). Thus; Av. xvasura-, Skr. mahisa-, 

as above. Similarly, Av. fSu-pana-, O. Swain; Av. daraya-, O. daray; Av. aspa-, O, 

yasp ; Av. asta, O. hast, and many others. 

(10) Original a is nasalized in Av. Misaiti, O. hayi, he sits; O. Prs. *avayaka-, 

O. hanwalk (hawalk), an egg. More often in such a case the original a is lengthened 

to @, see the next §. 
i § 4. @. 

(I) @ = original a. Thus :— 

(a) Initial :—No instances of this have been noted. In the two cases noted of 

original Z, it has become a. See § 3, 2. a 

(b) Medial :—Av. /8u-pana-, O. Swain; Av. navaya-, O. naw"; Av. pasa-, O. pari ; 

Av. *brasrya-, O. raya. 
(c) Final @ usually becomes “. See § 2, 2. 

(2) Medial a also sometimes represents an original a. In every example noted 

the a either followed or preceded the letter 7, anda syllable has generally been elided. 

Thus: Av. ar8-, O. ray’; Av. daraya-, O. driiy ot daray; O. Prs. parana-, O. prin; 

Av. sarata-, O. sal’. 
(3) Other cases of contraction also result in @. Thus: Av. maoiri-, O. mar(&di); 

Av. tiirya-, O. ta (cf. P. tr’). 
(4) @, representing an original a, is sometimes nasalized. Thus: Av. aspa-, O. 

yasp ; Av. asta, O. hast. 
Sie ee 

Regarding this vowel, see § 1, Rem. I. 

(I) 2 = original 7. 
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(a) Initial :—No examples. 

(b) Medial :—Av. pitar-, O. pi@; Skr. mahisa-, O. mis, with syncope of ah. The 

preposition 7s generally becomes na (§ 3, 3), but in one case it becomes 

nmi; Skr. nis + sarati, O. nisi. 

(2) As in Bal. (EB. § 5, 3), under the influence of a neighbouring palatal letter 

or 7, an original a may be represented by?. Thus:—Skr. Saknoti, O. hiti, he is able; 

Av. tarsti-, O. ,/tist- ; Av. star-, O. stirrak, a star; Av. yvasura-, O: ysiy; Phl. ard, 

meal, O. hil’ék, to grind; Av. araga-, O. hirs,a bear. In Skr. ./nam-, O. \/nim-, 

the 7 probably represents “. See § 1, Rem. I. 

(3) So, under the influence of 7, original a is represented by 7 in Av. maraya-, 

O. mirg’. 

(4) The Sanskrit vowel y appears as iv in Skr. gynati, O. yivi. Cf. hivs below. 

(5) We have nasalization of 7 in Phl. avd, meal, O. hil’ék, to grind; Av. arasa-, 

Skr. rksa-, O. hins or hiys, a bear ; Skr. Saknodti, O. hiki, he is able. 

SiO: 7%. 
Regarding this vowel, see § 1, Rem. I. 

(I) ? = original 7 :— 

Medial :—Skr. vvihi-, O. vid-an, rice. ‘ 

(2) In Av. ysap-, O. Siw, night, after the palatal §, a has become 7, instead of 2 

(§ 5, 2), in compensation for the weakening of the following # to w. 

(3) In Av. zarad-, there has been metathesis of the 7, and the two as coming to- 

gether, have become 7, in O. 2/7, the heart. 
(4) 7 is often the result of crasis. Thus Av. raieya- becomes O. rai; Av. navaiti- 

becomes O. nawi; Av. aysaéna- becomes O. sin(wi) ; and Av. spaéta- becomes spiw. 

Of special importance is the termination of the third person singular of the verbal 

present, Av. -aitz, Skr. -atv. After syncope of the ¢, as has occurred in the similar - 

case of Av. navaiti-, the termination becomes O.7. Thus, Av. baraiiz, Skr. b‘arati, 

O. w*7t, he carries. 
7. Uh: 

Regarding this vowel, see § 1, Rem. 1. 

(1) w = original w. 

(a) Initial :—No instances noted. Initial w becomes wu. See 4 below. 

(b) Medial :—Av. gantuma-, O. gunum, wheat ; Av. sukurana-, O. sukal, a porcu- 

pine. In the former, the first a has become wu (see No. 2, below), and in 

the latter, the second u has become a (see § 3, 4). 

(2) « = original a in Av. gantuma-, O. gunum; Av. garawa-, O. guru. In both 
cases the change is due to the influence of the w in the following syllable. Av. span-, 

Medic omixa, O. spuk; Av. /marz-, O. /muyaw-; Av. /mar-,O. ./mul-. In these 
the change is due to the preceding labial letter. In the same way we can explain Av. 

brazaitt, Skr. b‘vajatz, O. brusi, he glitters. In this connexion compare Av. ,/pac-, 

Phl., Prs. puy-tan, but O. pay-"ek. 

(3) « = original @ in Skr. \/cirn-, O. ,/éun-aw-, sift. 

(4) An initial original u becomes wu, as in O. Prs. us + \/sta-, O. ,/wust-, rise. - 
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Compare Phi. dzmiitan, O. ,/wuzm-aw-, test. So O. Prs. uska-, O. w(y)uk, dry, with 

compensatory lengthening. 

(5) Syncope of uw occurs in Av. fSu-pana-, O. Swan, a shepherd. 

. OSs We 
Regarding this vowel, see § I, Rem. I. 

(1) “ = original 7. 

Medial :—Skr. p‘ut-, O. put, puffed out ; Av. tum, O. ti. 
(2) # = original uw, owing to compensatory lengthening, due to the simplification 

of a following compound consonant. Av. /*duy3-, O. ./diis-, milk ; Av. du,sar-, O. 

duw*, a daughter ; O. Prs. uska-, O. w(y)uk, dry. 

(3) # is sometimes the result of crasis, as in Av. raoc-ah-, O. r(y)uz; Av. raoyna-. 

O. rin, clarified butter. 
(4) # may represent a vocalized w, as in Av. garawa-, O. guru, a kid. 

(5) # is nasalized in b#y, borrowed from Prs. bu#é, scent. 

S Gee Ce 
Regarding this vowel, see § 1, Rem. I. 

(1) No case of the retention of an original @ has been noted. In Ormuri it 

appears to be always secondary. 

(2) It represents an original zya or uya in Av. casrudasa (through *caéruasa 

*cagruyasa), O. barés, fourteen ; O. Prs. ciyant-, O. té@n, what ? 

(3) a has become @ owing to the influence of a neighbouring palatal in Av. panca, 

O. pend, five. 
- (4) It appears before § in Phl. tayr, O. té¥, bitter ; Av. miora-, O. mé¥, the sun 

(5) Itis nasalized in hé&ci (hénkci), tears. Cf. Skr. asvu-. The vowel changes 

in this word cannot at present be explained, as we do not know the form of the 

singular. See vocabulary s.v. 

(6) In Av. daraya-, O. daray, long, there has been syncope of a. So Av. maraya, 

O. mirg’, a bird, other similar cases. 
SeLOne AU. 

(1) This diphthong has been noted only as a termination of masculine nouns, 

adjectives, and participles, which is most probably borrowed from P*Sto, as in the 

word sayai, a man, which is common to both languages. The termination is derived 

from -aka- through *-aya-. See GIP, I. ii. 210. 

(2) Original a is syncopated in Av. gaivi-, O. gvi, a mountain. Cf. also § 3, 6. 

& cl nO 
Regarding this vowel, see § 1, Rem. I. 

(I) 0 represents an original ao in Av. gaosa-, O. goy, an ear. 

(2) As in P. 0 sometimes represents an original a4. Thus, Skr. palala-, O. paror", 
rice-straw: Skr. Sali-, O. 801, rice. It will be observed that both these words come 
from India. They are both almost certainly borrowed from Waziri P*sto. Cf. also 
Prs. Sar, O. 807, a city. Here the O. word has certainly been borrowed from Prs. 

through Waziri P*sto. See § 46. 
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(3) 6 frequently represents an original labial consonant or semi-vowel. Thus, 

Av., Skr. ./tap-, O. t6-k, hot ; Av. dva, O. d(y)0, two ; Av. cvant-,O.&0n, some. Simi- 

larly, a has become 6 under the imnenee of the follomine m in ‘Skr. namra- (through 

*navra-), O. nox, soft. 

§ 12. GENERAL VIEW OF VOWEL-CHANGES. 

(1) Changes of quantity :— 

(a) The vowel aislengthened. In every case noted the vowel is either preceded 

or followed by 7, and in most cases a syllable adjoining has been elided. 

8 4, 2 

Instances of compensatory lengthening of u will be found in §8,2. Thereis 

no compensatory lengthening in Skr. dimba-, O. dim, the belly, § 20, 2. 

(5) The vowel @ is shortened to “ in feminine terminations. § 2, 2. 

The prefix @ becomes a. § 3, 2 

u% becomes u in Skr. ,/curn-, O. ./éun-aw-. § 7, 3 

(2) Changes of quality :— 

(a) a and a become? under the influence of a neighbouring palatal letter or 7. 

$5, 2, 3. 
(b) a becomes uw under the influence of a neighbouring labial letter. § 7, 2 

(c) wu becomes a under the influence of a neighbouring guttural letter. § 3, 4. 

(3) Changes of quantity and quality :— 

(a) a becomes 7 or 2 under the influence of a neighbouring palatal. §§ 6, 2; 

9, 3, 4- - 
(b) « becomes @ in Av. miora-, O. méy. § 9, 4. 

(c) @ becomes a under the influence of a neighbouring guttural. § 3, 5. 

) 
) 

Apheresis of :—a, § 3, 7. 
Syncope of :—a, § 3,8; ai, § 10,2; a,in Av. maraya-, O. mirg’, §§ 5, 3; 9, 

Dyer 
(6) Apocope of a, § 3, 9. 

(7) Crasis :—at-1,a,§3,6. ait,7,§6,4; 9-2,1,§6,3; m,4,§4,3; a@,1,§ 6,4; 

GO, &, 80.3 3 aor a eStA as. 

(8) Nasalization of :—a, § 3, 10; 4@,§$ 4,4; 1,§5, 5; @, 88,5; 2,§9,5 

6; 4% 

II. SEMIVOWELS, LIQUIDS, AND NASALS. 

SAG a 

(I) y =an original Skr. y, only as an initial, in Skr. ./yas-, O. »/yas-, to boil. 
An original Av. y becomes &. See § 32, 2. No instances of an original medial y 

have been noted, but medial Skr. /y becomes y in Skr. sahyati, O. sayawt, he endures. 

Cf., however, O. myaur, in 4, below. 
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(2) An original § exceptionally becomes y in Av. gaosa-, O. gy, anear. Perhaps, 

in this case, the § has really been elided, and the y represents an 7, as a feminine ter- 

mination. Cf. § 28, 14. 

(3) We have prothesis of y in Av. aspa-, O. yasp, a horse. On the other hand, 

from Ay. asta, we have O. hast, eight, with prothesis of h. 

(4) y is frequently inserted before a long vowel. Thus :— 

Before a. P. maSat, O. ae (borrowed), a mosquito ; Prs. madiyan, O. myandéni 

(borrowed), a mare. 

Before 6. Av. dva, O. dyd, two; O. wazdk or wazydk, to kill; Av. gao-, Skr. go-, 

O. giyoy, a cow. 

Before #7. This is very common, as in Prs. poz, O. pyiiz, the face; Skr. dru-, O. 

dyur’, firewood ; Av. raoc-ah-, O. ryuz, a day; O. tyus, tyuz, you, oe tu, thou ; O. 

Prs. uska-, O. wyitk, dry. In Skr. mayura-, O. myaur, a peacock, it is doniperal i the 

y is original or not. 

Before @. There is a special tendency to insert y before a medial @. We see this 

best in infinitives ending in 2k. Here a faint sound of y is audible before the 2, as in 

yapfék, to weave. If the root ends in a vowel, nasalized or not, the y is fully sounded, 

as in hayék, to sit. 

This insertion of y before a long vowel is evidently borrowed from Waziri Peto, 

See § 47. - 

SE 4s. 0. 
(1) w=original v, w :— 

(a) Initial :—This occurs only when the letter was originally medial, as in Av. 

avwt + ./jan-, O. waz-yok, to kill. Such a word as O. w‘n", a tree, is bor- 

rowed from the P. wana. 

(5) Medial :—Av. navaiti-, O. nawi, ninety ; Av. navaya-, 0. naw", a hill-valley. 

(2) Original initial va or wv becomes ywa. Thus, Av. vac-, O. ywabi, he Be oe 

Skr. vatsa-, O. ywab,acalf; Av. ./vaz-, to fly, O. ywaza, he falls; Av. ./vax8-, O. ywasi, 

grass ; Skr. visvavayati, O. ywa¥ai, he washes ; Skr_ vitrasati, O. ywaya, he fears; Skr. 
ugsyaté, he is selected, O. ywarsi, he appears good. Original va becomes yd, as in Av. 
vara-, O. or-*ék, to rain. But original vi becomes 77 (§ 27). In one case, O. Prs. 
J *varst-, Prs. gastan, O. gist-’ék, to return, the presence of g instead of is explained 
by the fact that the word is borrowed from Prs. Though written gist-, the O. word 
is probably g’st. See §1, Rem. 1. 

(3) x# original xv (Skr. sw). Thus, Av. yvafna-, O. ywaiw,a dream; Av. ywanhar-, 
O. ywar,a sister ; Skr. swasriya-, O. xwarkai,asister’s son; Av. ,/,war-, O. ywal-ak, to 
eat; but; ,“ura, he eats; Skr. \/ sward-, to taste, O. yway, sweet. 

(4) dw =original dv in Av. dvadasa, O. dwas, twelve. On the other hand, it is 
vocalized in Av. dva, O. d(y)d, two, and becomes b in Av. dvar-, O. and Kurd. bar, 
a door. 

(5) w =an original medial p, as in Av. fSu-pana-, O. Swan, a shepherd ; Av.  / 
ap-, O. w-0k to obtain; Av. ap-, O. w*-k, water; Av. x8ap-, O. Siw, night (cf. Kurd. 
Séw). An original initial p is retained (§ 40, I). 
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(6) Similarly, for compound consonants we have #¢ in Av. haptaiti-, O. awai, 

seventy ; but Av. 8vipta-, O. Sippi or Sip, milk ; fn in Av. yvafna-, O. ywaw, sleep . 

and (Skr.) sp‘ in Skr. sp‘atayati, O. ywasrawi, he opens; Skr. sp‘urati, O. x“urti, he 
trembles. 

(7) w=an original bd only in borrowed words, such as Av. ./bar-, O. wr-iyok, to 

carry ; Prs. ab-riz, borrowed as O. awriz, a privy. O. wrzydk must be borrowed from 
P. wy-l, for, in O., original initial b=0. See § 41, I, 2. 

(8) w has been inserted after g in O. yward-"ék, to roar, if it is connected with 

Skr. ./gard-, gardatt, which seems probable on the analogy of P. yar-édl, Bal. 

garr-dy. Cf. ELA, 39, where the former is derived from Skr. ./g7, gynatt. This O. 
word is however borrowed from P. (§ 47). Other more certain instances of the inser- 

tion of w are Phl. candinitan, O. 6wan-’ék, to shake out dust; Av. spaéta-, O. spiw 

(with elision of ¢), white. 

(9) Syncope of v occurs in Av. /bu-, bav-, O. bi-yok, to be; and of 6w in Av. 
caswar-, O. ’ar, four. 

Sel See: 
(I) 7 =original 7 :— 

(a) Initial :—Skr. rat‘ya-, Av. vaieya-, O. rai, aroad; Av. vaoyna-, O. rin, clari- 

fied butter ; Skr. ./773-, O. ./vas-, to spin. 

(b) Medial :—Av. arvs-, O. ray", truth; Skr. wrana-, O. wrai, a mountain sheep ; 

Av. garawa-, O. gurui,a kid; Av. gairi-, O. gri,a mountain; Av. caswar-, 
O. bay, four; Skr. tavati, he crosses, O. tar, elapsed ; Skr. taruna-, tender ; 

O. tiri, moist sugar; Av. /taras-, O. ./tra-(trayék), toshy; Av. /éwaras-, 

O. /tras-, to cut; Av. ./dar-, O. dari, he owns; Av. daraya-, O. driy, 

long; Av. dvar-, O. bar, a door; O. Prs. parana-, O. pran, yesterday ; 

Skr. parigud‘nati, O. paryuni, he dresses himself; Av. patrt + /vay5-, 

O. /praw-, to sell; Skr. pari + /st‘a-, O. ,/prast-, to worship; Skr. 

pari + /sic-, O../prusn-, to sprinkle ; Av. maoiri-, O. mar-b07, an ant ; 

Av. maraya-, O. mirg’,a bird; Av. vara-, rain, O. yora, it rains; Av. sarah-, 

O. sar, the head; Av. ./zar-, O. zark", a woman; Av. hazanra-, O. 2ar, 

a thousand; Av. yvasura-, O. ysiv, a father-in-law; Av. ./xvar-, O. x“ura, 

he eats, but infinitive and past participle ywal-ak, with change of 7 to / 

(§ 17, 3). 
(2) Similarly, 7 represents an original y or 7, as in Skr. gynat1, O. yiri, he roars ; 

Skr. dy, diryati or drynati, he rends, O. r-"2k, rent. Skr. vy3yaté, he is selected, O. 

ywarsi, he appears good. 

(3) 7 does not represent an original /. The one apparent example, Skr. palala-, 

O. paror", rice-straw, is borrowed from India. Cf. Sindhi pavar'. The change of a 

to 0 is due to the influence of Waziri P*sto (§ 46). 

(4) When an original compound consonant contains an 7, the whole generally 

becomes O. ¥ (§ 29, I). But in a few cases it becomesy. Thus, Av. *cadrudasa, O. 

saves, fourteen. But here the Av. oy is not a genuine compound, as is evident from 
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the Skr. caturdaSa-. Av. *braerya-, O. ra¥ai, a brother's son. In this the original O. 

form may have been *S@¥az, the first ¥ becoming 7 for ease of pronunciation. Cf. 

sustak for *yustak in § 29, Ic. On the other hand, as stated in § 29, Ig, there are no 

instances of the occurrence of this change of by to §. Skr. vrihi-, O. ridan, rice. In 

this the v probably represents an original vowel. Cf. Greek épvfa. Less easy to 

explain are Skr. grat‘nati, he ties, O. granyi, a knot (cf. § 29, Ic), and Av. brazaiti, 

Skr. b‘vajat2, O. brusi, he glitters. 
(5) In the case of original compounds of which 7 is the first member, we have 

Skr. pitrvya-, Av. tuirya-, O. ta, a paternal uncle, where there has been syncope of 7 

or ry. Cf. P. tr’. Asa rule Skr. vt becomes O. ¢ (§ 16, 1), and Eranian rt, v0, rd, 78, 

and rm, become / (§ 17, 3). 

(6) Syncope of vy occursin Av. ./kar-, O. ka-yék, to do; Av. ./grab-, gavawnaiti, p.p. 

gavapta-, O. gla-s-tak or ga-s-tak, to take away; Skr. mihsarati, O. nisi, he emerges. 

This kind of syncope is very common in the Pisgaca languages. 

(7) There is apocope of 7 in Av. pitar-, O. pié, a father; Av. matar-, O. maw", a 

mother. These may be considered as nursery words. 

Serr 57 

(1) vy, which is rare except as a medial, represents an original vt in Skr. garta-, a 

hole, O. yir-’ék, to hide. 
(2) y exceptionally represents an original / or 7 in Prs. kalay, O. kra@y, a crow. 

? cf. O. krag*, a hyena, the derivation of which is unknown to me. In O. pari, a 

foot, the 77 is a diminutive termination borrowed from India. ‘The original is Av. 

pasa-, Skr. pada-. 
(3) Nearly every word containing 7 in O. is borrowed from P. The above are 

the only instances that I have noted which do not appear to have been so borrowed. 

The word fay’, a tank, is derived from Skr. tata-, and is evidently borrowed from 

India. 
EGiee Us 

(r) / = original initial Skr. 7, Eranian 7, in Skr. lihants, Av. raézaite, they lick ; 

O. /las-, lick; Skr. lagyaté, O. laga, he is applied; P. rawd-“l, O. lup-~ek, to be 
suckled ; Skr. ,//ud-, O. ,/lar-, to stir; O. Prs. radiy ; Prs. tu-ra, Kurd. -ta, va; P. 

dar ; O. dal, to thee. 

(2) The change of d to / occurs only in words borrowed from P., such as O. léwi 

(P. lew’), a wolf; O., lawanai, P. léwanai, mad. 
(3) Medial / = original Eranian medial 7 in Av. ./grab-, garawnaiti, p.p. garapta-, 

O. gla-s-tak or ga-s tak, gli, he takes away ; Eranian \/*garo-, O. galt, he twists; Av. 
davata-, cut, O. ./dil-, to reap; Av. marata-, dead, O. ,/mul-, to die; Av. sarata-, 

O. sal’, coldness ; Av. sarasa-, O. sal, a year; Av. sukurana-, O. sukal, a porcupine ; 

Av. zsrad-, O. zli, the heart; Av. ,/,var-, O. ywal-ak, to eat, but x“ura, he eats (see 

$15, 1b). We have seen in § 15, 1b that medial 7 also — original ry. The reason 

why 7 has remained unchanged in some words, and has apparently become / in others, 

is that in every case in which 7 has become 1, in O. Prs. and Av. it is invariably 
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followed by a dental letter (¢, d, 9, 8, or ~), which either follows it immediately or is 
separated from it only by the letter 7. Thus :— 

vat—gavapta-, darata-, marata-, savata-. 

10,—/ *garo-. 

vad ,—zaraa-. 

va8,—Ssarasa-. 

van ,——sukurana-. 

As for ywal-ak, x“uva, we must remember that ywalak is by origin a past parti- 

ciple, and corresponds to Av. ywarata-, while ,“uva corresponds to Av. ,varaiti, in which 

the ¢ is separated from the 7 by the diphthong a7, not by a. In the same way we can 

account for the Aor. of dilak,—Aor. sg. 2, dir 3, divi; na-wak, to take out,—Aor. 

sg. 3, na-w'va: mulak, to die,—Aor. sg. 3, mri. In none of the above cases is the a 

original. The original forms were rt, vd, 78, yn, and we are thus entitled to state that 

Eranian 7 + dental becomes / in O, and to compare the fact with the change of 7d to 

/in modern Prs. (GIP. I, ii, 56). ‘This applies only to words of Eranian origin Skr. 

vt becomes O. 7 (§ 16,1; cf. § 15, 5). 

(4) An Z appears to have been inserted in O. Prs. *avayaka-, Phl. yayak, O. 

hawalk (hanwalk), an egg. 

SiGer eae 
(1) m = original n :— 

(a) Initial :—Skr. ./nam-, O. ,/nim-, to descend; Av. nava, O. nh, nine; Av. 

navaya-, O. naw", a hill valley. 

(0) Medial :—Av. a,saéna-, green; O. Sin-wi, spinach; Av. pabana-, O. pan, 

wide; O. Prs. parana-, O. pran, yesterday ; Av. paiti + ./zan-, O. f 

pazan-, to recognize ; Av. /Su-pana-, O. Swain, a shepherd; Av. maéoman-, 

O. mémni, a female guest ; Av. zanu-, O. zéni, the chin. 

(2) In one word borrowed from India, probably through the Pisaca languages, 

n=an original /. Prakrit ,//é-, to take, O. n-0k, to take. Cf. KSm. ./m-. 

(3) = original nt or nd :— 

(a) nt, Av. gantuma-, O. gunum, wheat ; Av. cvant-, O. &n, some; O. Prs. ciyant-, 

O. 6@n, what? So all third persons plural of the Aorist (= old present), 

as in Av. baranti, O. w*rin, they take. 

(b) nd, Phl. yanditan, to laugh, O. xana, he laughs ; Phi. candinitan, O. &wan- 

‘ek, to shake out dust. But Av. aévandasa (GIP, I, i, 112), O. sandas, 

eleven (see § 35, 4). 

(4) 2 = original yn in Av. raoyna-, O. vin, clarified butter. 

(5) 2 =original d‘n in Skr. parigud‘nati, O. paryiuni, he dresses himself. 
(6) Original nc becomes nj before a palatal vowel ; otherwise, né. Av. panca, 

O. pénd, five; but panji-jistu, twenty-five; Skr. pari-sivicati, O. priind-aw-’ek, to 

cause to sprinkle; but prusnawi, he sprinkles, with metathesis of m and c, and change 

of c to s. 

(7) Occasionally nd‘, d‘n becomes n&. Thus, Skr. gand‘a-, a stink, O. yand, 

oye 
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bad; Skr. gud‘nati (cf. No. 5 above), O. ind, a garment. In these cases, it is evi- 

dent that the d has become @ under the influence of a lost suffix consisting of 7 or 
some similar palatal letter. 

SAK 705 

(1) This letter rarely occurs in O. words. When it appears it is almost always 

in words borrowed from P. In O:— 

(2) 2 = original ru, as in Skr. ./curn-aya-, to pulverize; O. bun-aw-ék, to sift. 

(3) ws, also written — vs = original 75 in Av. arasa-, O. hins or hirs (Prs. xirs), a 

bear. 

§ 20. m. 
(I) m = original m :— 

(a) Initial :—Av. may3i-. O. m*3t, a fly; Av. masaya-, O. mé x, a locust ; Av. 
mana, O. mun, my ; Av. ./marz-, O. miy-aw-ék, to rub ; Skr. mahisa-, 

O. mis, a buffalo ; Av. matar-, O. maw, a mother; Av. misra-, O. mas, 
the sun; Av. maraya-, O. mirg’,a bird ; Skr. pra-mysta-, forgotten, O. 

ya-mot, forgetful ; Av. mazeman-, O. mémni, afemale guest ; Av. maésa-, 

O. mai, a ewe; Av. maoiri-, O. mar-&07, an ant. 

(b) Medial :—Av. dasama-, O. dasam, tenth; Skr. ./nam-, O. /nim-, to descend. 

(2) As a member of a compound, m is preserved, the other member usually dis- 

appearing. Thus, Skr. dimba,-,O. dim, the belly (borrowed from India) ; Av. ca’man-, 

O. s0m (pl. bami), the eye; Av. ahmakem, O. Prs. amayam, O. may, us; but Av. 
ahmi, O. Prs. amity, Skr. asmi,O.h’m,I am. In Phl. dzmitan, O. wuzm-aw-"ék, to 

test, the entire compound is preserved. Here, the z and the m belong to two 

different words,—Av. ava + uz + /ma- (H. 21). 

P III. MUTES AND SPIRANTS. 

A (GUITURALS. 

S20 a he 
(1) k = original k. 

(a) Initial :—Av. ka-, who ? O. ka, who (relative) ; kuk, who? (interrogative) ; 

Av. ./kar-, O. kawt, he does; Av. /kart-, O. kar&i, split; Skr. krté, for, 

O. ki, on. 

(b) Medial :—Av. sukurana-, O. sukal, a porcupine ; Medic omixa O. spuk, a dog. 

Cf. also the ka- suffix below. 

(2) In two instances, both of interrogative adverbs, we have the interchange 

of initial k with g. O. guda, where ? kan or gin, when ? We may compare this with 

the Kurd. £0 or gd, who (relative). We have similar changes in the Pisaca languages, 

as in Maiya, gi, what ?; Ksm. gas (Skr. Ra@Sa-), light. In Skr. sikata, O. sag’, sand, 

the O. word has been borrowed from P. 
(3) In one word medial Av. k has apparently been weakened to y. Av. ahmakam, 

O. may, us. But, cf. O. Prs. amaxam, the x is the original Eranian sound, which has 

been preserved in O. as well as in old Bal. and in Munjani. 
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(4) & = original sk in O. Prs. wska-, O. w(y)uk, dry. 

(5) The ka suffix. This suffix appears under the form of -k, with a feminine -h‘. 
Thus :— 

(a) Masculine nouns. Av. ap-,O.w%-k, water; Av. star-, O. stivr-ak, a star; Av. 

/ya-, come ; O. &a-k, a place. 

(6) Feminine nouns. Skr. c‘ayd, Prs. saya, O. s(y)a@-k", shade; Av. gao, an ox; 

O. ga-k", flesh. 

(c) Adjectives. Av. tafta-, Skr. tapta-, O. t0-k, hot; Av. ./mar-, die, O. ma-k, 

withered. 

(d) It is added to the negatives na-k and (prohibitive) ma-k, not. 

(ce) The most prominent use is in past participles and infinitives. These are in 

each case identical in form, and end in ak, 6k, or ék. Thus, Av. darata-, 

cut, O. dil-ak, reaped, or to reap; Av. ./jan-, strike, Skr. hata-, struck, 

O. &-bk, struck, or to strike; Skr. gup‘ita-, plaited, O. yaf-’ék, woven, 

or to weave. The origin of the various vowels preceding the k is not yet 

satisfactorily established to my mind, but the fact that the termination 

k is the ka suffix is evident. 

Seg ee 
(I) x = original x :— 

(a) Initial :—Phl. ,anditan, to laugh, O. yana, he laughs. 

(b) Medial :—O. Prs. amayam, O. max, us (§ 2%; 3); Phl. puytan, O. payék, to 
cook ; Av. maésaxa-, O. méy, a locust. 

(2) x = original k‘. Skr. muk‘a-, O. mux, the face; Skr. stk‘a-, a point, O. su 

aw-*ék, to prick. 

(3) x = an original vz (Skr. yj) in Av. ./marz-, Skr. ./mrj-, O. muy-aw-"ék, to rub. 

Cf. Prs. mus-tan, P. mus-~“l, Northern P. mux-"l. The word may possibly be borrowed 

from Northern P., but this is extremely unlikely. O. always does its borrowing from 

the Southern, Waziri, P. Also cf. O. and Munjani max, S. mas, us. Rz ( = Skr. 7s) 

is probably represented by O. 2 (§ 30). 
(4) Very similarly, we have , representing original § in Av. avs-, O. ray’, truth. 

(5) Initial y = original ,wv (Skr. $v). Av. yvasura-, Skr. Svasura-, O. ysiv, a 

father-in-law. But original yv (Skr. sv) is preserved. See the next. 

(6) As a member of a compound consonant, original , is found combined with 7, 

with sibilants, and with v. yy becomes ¥ (§ 29, 10). In combination with sibilants 

(x5, xSv,), the yx always disappears (§§ 28, 8; 37, 3). But, with the single exception 

of ystv, in 5 above (in which yw = Skr. $v), original xv (—=Skr. sv) remains un- 

changed in O., as yw. Thus Av. ywanhar-, Skr. swasar-, O. xwar, a sister; Av. 

xvafna-, O. ywaw, a dream ; Av. ./,war-, O. xwal-ak, to eat, y*uva, he eats (§ 17, 

3); Skr. swasriya-, O. ywarkai, a sister’s son; Skr. ,/sward-, to taste, O. xway, 
sweet ; Av. vatd, O. ywat, own. : 

(7) xw = original sp‘ in Skr. sp‘atayati, O. xwasrawi, he opens; Skr. sp‘uratr, 
O. ‘urti, he trembles. In ywasrawi, the original s has been preserved by metathesis. 
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§ 23. &. 
(I) g =original Eranian g. Only initial:—Av. gai-, O. gri, a mountain; Av. 

gantuma-, O. gunum, wheat ; Av. garawa-, O. guru, a kid; Av. garawnaitr, O. gli, he 

takes away (§ 17, 3); Av. gao-, an ox, O. ga-k’, flesh ; Av. gaosa-, O. gay, the ear. 

An original Indian g is represented by y, whether initial or medial. Already in the 

later Av. an unprotected medial g had become y. 

(2) In one word, g =original Eranian medial y. Av. maraya-, O. mirg",a bird. On 

the other hand, an original Eranian medial y is preserved in Av. daraya-, O. dray, long. 

(3) In two cases, g = original k. See § 21, 2. 

(4) Original gry = O. gv. in O. granyi, a knot (see §§ 15, 4; 29, Ic), or it may be- 

come ¥ (29, Ic). 
SE24n yy. 

(I) y= original medial y in Av. daraya-, O. dray, long. But in Av. maraya, O. 

mirg*, a bird, original , has become g (§ 23, 2). No instance has been noted of origi- 

nal initial y. 

(2) y = original Indian g :— 

(a) Initial:—Skr. garia-, a hollow, O. yiy-ék, to hide; Skr. ./ gud‘- *gud‘natt, to 

clothe, O. yindé, a garment ; Skr. \/g7-, O. yirt, he roars; Skr. gup‘att, 

he plaits, O. afi, he weaves ; Skr. gand‘a-, a stink, O. yané bad. 

(5) Medial:—Skr. a@ + ./gam-, O. ay-5k, to adjoin; Skr. mv + ./gam-, O. 

na,-ok, to emerge; Skr. pari + ./gud‘-, *-gud‘nati, O. paryuni, he clothes 

himself. 

(3) y is prefixed to original initial va, vi, va (§ 14, 2). 

(4) wis inserted after initial yin O. yward~ék, to roar; but this word is bor- 
rowed from P. (§ 47). 

(5) Original yn becomes x (§ 18, 4). 

(6) We have syncope of 78 in Av. duysar-, O. diiw*, a daughter. 

S250 lb 

(I) 4 = original h in Av. hapia, O. hd, seven; Av. hisaiti, O. hayi, he sits. 
(2) Final / = original § in Av. Suva, O. §*h, 86, six. 

(3) In composition, hm (Skr. sm) becomes m (§ 20, 2), and hy becomes y (§ 13, 

I). But Av. ahmi, O. Prs. amity, Skr. asmi, becomes O. h‘m, I am. 

(4) Prothesis of h. O. Prs. *avayaka-, Phl. ,a@yak (GIP. I, ii, 67), O. hanwalk 

(hawalk), an egg; Skr. ama-, Prs. yam (GIP. ib.), O. ham, unripe; Av. a&ta, O. hat, 

eight; Av. arasa-, O. hins, a bear; Skr. édaka-, O. hiy, a ram. 

(5) Aphaeresis of h. Av. hazanra-, O. zar,a thousand ; Av. haptaiti-, O. await, 

seventy ; Av. haptadasa, O. awés, seventeen ; but O. hd, seven, see No. 1, above. 

(6) Syncope of h. Av. xvanhar-, O. xwar, a sister. Skr. mahisa-, O. mis, a 

buffalo ; Av. mah-, O. mai, a month. 

(7) From the above we see the very indefinite hold that aspiration possesses in 

Ormuri. We also notice this in many pairs of words spelt indifferently with or 
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without aspiration. Such are az or haz, 1; ha or @, he is; ho or 6, this; hon or on, 
this much ; and Aayék or ayék, to remain. 

B. PALATALS AND CEREBRAL SPIRANTS. 

S20 mC. 

(1) This letter is very rarein O. An original initial c almost always becomes &, 

and an original medial c becomes z (§ 38, 2), while an original mc becomes n& 

(§ 32, 5). 
(2) As an initial, it has been noted in three words, cig, high; ctw, a cave; and 

ctw, a roof. The derivation of none of these wordsis known tome. With cig we may 

compare the Pigaca (Sina) zigd, long. Possibly ciw, is not two words, but is one word 

with two meanings. . 

(3) As a medial, it occurs only as a palatalization of k or &, before the plural 

termination?. Thus, kwalanak,a boy, pl. kwalanact ; dik’, a girl, pl. duct; and many 

others. So éa&, a partridge, pl. act. 

$27. J. 
(1) This letter rarely occurs in O. An original j usually becomes &. In one 

word, Av. visaiti, O. jistu, an original vi has become 77. It is probably a case of the 

palatalization of y before 7, as also happens in the case of ¢ (§ 26, 3). For the origin 

of the y, see § 14, 2. On the other hand in the case of original v1, there is no pala- 

talization, an original initial vi becoming ywa. In Bal. gist, twenty, the correspond- 

ing initial g has not been palatalized. 

(2) When & is followed by 7 it is palatalized to 7, asin O. pénd, five; panji- 
jistu, twenty-five. i 

(3) As in the case of jist# in No. 1 above, the letters g and y become palatalized 

to j before the plural termination 7. But in this case, the 7 again becomes &, so that 

the grammatical rule is that final g and y become & in the plural. (§ 32, 3). 

5 20n san. 

(1) The letters § and § are interchangeable in O., as in the word Sor or $07, a 

city (Prs. Sav). They are hence considered together (see § 1, Rem. 3). 

(2) § = original § :— 

(a) Initial :—Skr. Sali-, O. 801, paddy. ‘This, however is almost certainly bor- 

rowed from Waziri P., so that no certain examples are available for 

original initial $. Cf. § 31, 3. In other cases an initial Skr. 5 is repre- 

sented by s (§ 37, 2a). 
(b) Medial :—Av. 6warsti, O. trasi, he cuts; Skr. viSati, he tears, O. vasi, he 

spins, vas-ti or vdsi, he causes to spin. For the change of § to s in asi, 

cf. Prs. réstdan or ristan, to spin, and cf. § 37, 20. - 

(3) § = original z (j), as in Av. brazaiti, Skr. b‘vajaté, O. brusi, he shines. 

(4) An original § becomes 6 in Av. ,/vas-, Bal. gwai-ay, to say, O. ywati, he 
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says, if the accepted derivation of the Bal. word holds good. But it is simpler to 

derive the O. form from the Av. Skr. \/vac-. See § 31, 3. 

(5) § =original Skr. s. Skr. pista-, adorned, O. pist-ak, to write ; Skr. maisa-, 

O. mis, a buffalo; Skr. ./mas-, O. mast-ak, to break. 

(6) § (2? 8) = original sy. Av. ./yaos-, yiisyeits, O. &us-"ék, to seek. 

(7) § =original 75, 7s. Av. tarsti-, O. tst-"%k, to run away; Av. caswarasata-, 

O. &asti, forty. 

(8) 5, § =original x5. It is in this case that the interchangeability of § and § is 

seen most clearly. Cf. § 37, 3. 

(a) §. Av. axsaéna-, green, O. Sin-wi, potherbs ; Av. x$ap-, Skr. ksapa, O. Siw, 

night ; Av. ,svipta-, O. 8ippi or Sipi, milk. 

(b) §. Av. baxSaiti, Skr. b‘aksati, O. bast, he gives; Av. ma,yéi-, Skr. maksika, 

O. m'si, a fly; Av. xvas. Skr. sas, O. 8h, 86, six. In each case the 

corresponding Skr. word has s. 

(9) § =original /§. Av. /Su-pana-, O. Swan, a shepherd. 

(10) In the word Sustak, to weep, § is used instead of ¥, probably owing to the 

influence of the following sibilant. (See § 20, Ic). 

(II) s¢ = original st, when preceded by a vowel. Thus O. Prs. @ + 4/sia-, O. 

ast-’k, to stand. But, if preceded by s,s+st become st, as in wust-"ék, to arise. 

When initial, st become ¢. See § 33, 5. 

(12) s¢ = original st. Skr. prsta-, O. pastan", an enquiry ; Skr. fista-, adorned, 

O. pist-ak, to write ; Skr. b‘ysta-, roasted, Phl. brist-an, O. brast-ak, to burn. 
(13) Original s also becomes final h (§ 25, 2), and (doubtful) 6 (§ 31, 3). Sk be 

comes k (§ 21, 4); 5m becomes m (§ 20, 2). Indian Sv becomes x (§ 22, 5). 

(14) We have syncope of original § in Av. gaosa-, O. gdy, the ear; Av. maésa-, 

O. mai, a ewe. In both cases, the § has become final, anda y (7) has been added to 

compensate for the loss of the palatal §. Or the y may be a feminine termination. 

Gr S45, 2. 

$520.7. 9: 

(1) This letter is peculiar to O. Regarding its pronunciation, see § 1, Rem. 3. 

It is often written with an, preceding it, thus 7¥, as in méry¥ or méy, the sun; but 

this is only a scribal variation in the method of indicating this difficult sound. It 

always represents an original compound letter, of which the second member was 7. 

The only compound of this kind that is not so represented is br (see § 15, 4). 

Thus :— 

(a) ¥ = original ky. Skr. krinati, O. Yina, he buys; Skr. krita-, O. Si-yék, 

bought. 

(5) =original yy. Av. siyra-, O. suy; Phl. tayr, O. t@¥, bitter. 

(c) = original gr. Phl. gristan, to weep, O. ¥Yawa, he weeps. It is noteworthy 

that the infinitive and past participle of this verb is Sustak, not Yustak. 

The simplification is probably due to the difficulty of pronouncing ¥ 

with a following s. Cf. vayai, for *¥a¥ai or *bvayai, in § 15,4. In Skr. 
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grat‘nati, O. granyi, a knot, the O. word is probably really grdz, and 

is borrowed from the Lahnda gira or giva. In the Persian character the 

word is written “3¢ 
is*) 

(d) = original tv. Av. vt + tarasaitt, Skr. vt + trasati, O. ywasya. he fears. But. 

in words borrowed from India, original ¢v is represented by ¢, as in Skr. 

patra-, O. pat, a leaf (§ 39). 
(ec) = or. Av. 6rayd, O. ¥é@, three; Av. brasrya-, O. va¥ai, a brother’s son (see 

§ 15, 4); Av. miova-, O. mé¥ or mér¥, the sun. Regarding Av. casru- 
dasa, O. sarés, fourteen, see § 15, 4. 

({) = pr. Skr. pramrsta-, O. yamot, forgetful ; Skr. prasp‘ayaté, O. ¥as~%k, to 

swell ; Skr. prapayati, O. ¥awi, he gives. In O. §i-8awa, he goes, the 
origin of the prefix is not clear. The éawa is connected with Av. ./Sav-, 

Skr. ./cyu- (see 6’@k in the vocabulary). With the 3, we may compare 

the P. pré-, which H. 191 derives from Av. ufaini-. Gieger, E1,A, 177, 

is inclined to refer it to Av. para-, O. Prs. and Skr. para-. Av. pairi- 

always becomes O. par or pra. See § 40, 2. 

(g) Original by becomes 7 in O. va¥ai, a brother’s son, and remains unchanged 

in O. brusi, he glitters. See § 15, 4. 

(h) = original mr. Skr. namra-, O. nor or nog, soft. 

(7) = original sv. (?) Skr. visravayati, O. ywa¥ai, he washes. 

(2) In one case ¥ = original vd. Skr. ./sward-, to taste, O. xway, sweet. O. 

ywardi (Skr. gardati, he roars), is evidently borrowed from India. 

$20: 2: 

As explained in § I, Rem. 3, this letter is pronounced exactly like the Persian 2. 

It chiefly occurs in words borrowed from P. ‘The only O. instance that I have noted 

is the verb daz-"ék, to load. This I connect with the Av. ,/daraz-, to hold firm, 

Skr. ./d‘rs-. This would lead us to refer the letter to an original Av. vz. Rz, the 

equivalent of the Skr. 77, is represented by x. See § 22, 3. 

C. FRICATIVES. 

§ 31. &: 

(1) This letter represents an original initial c. An original medial c becomes 2 (§ 

38, 2). Phl. -cak, O. 607, a diminutive suffix, as in mar-607, an ant; Av. caswar-, O. 

sav, four; Av. casman-, O. bom (pl. tami), an eye; Av. ci-, O. 6", what ?; O. Prs. 

ciyant-, O. &@n, what ?; Skr. c#ynayati, he pulverises, O. bunaui, he sifts. In Phl. 

candinitan, O. twan-’ék, to shake out dust, a w has been inserted (see § 14, 8). 

(2) A Skr. ts becomes O. & in Skr. vatsa-, O. ywaé, a calf. 
(3) Apparently é = original § in Av. ./vas-, O. ywatsi, he speaks, but this is a 

doubtful case. The original was probably Av. Skr. ,/vac- (see § 28, 4). The diffi- 

culty here is that the c of ,/vac- is not initial. As for Av. ./8av-, Skr. ,/cyu-, O. 

sawa, he goes, the original Indo-European form of the root was qiey- (Brugmann, 

Grundriss, ii, 916), and the case is really one of a change of initial c to & In On8 
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original § appears to be retained (§ 28, 2) when initial, although it must be confessed 

that only one example, and that a borrowed word, is available. 

(4) 80 = original cva, as in Av. cvant-, O. 86n, how much ? 
(5) Original 2c becomes 17 or n& (§ 18, 6). 

Ses 2e ates 

(I) & = original initial 7. Original medial 7 becomes z (§ 38, 4). Av. ./jan-, O 

dana, he strikes (inf. @-6k) ; Skr. ;anatrv, he knows, O. dina, he sees (see vocabulary, 

s.v. d@’@k). In Phl. ja#tan, O. za-yék, to chew, an initial 7 has exceptionally become z. 

This is probably really a case of borrowing from Prs. zawidan. But (§ 38, 4) initial 

& is often pronounced z, asin &0k or 20k, to strike; éut or zut, much. In &#si or 

dust, he seeks, & is interchanged with d (§ 35, 2). 

era — eae Eranian initial y. An original liars initial y remains un- 

changed (§ 13,1). Av. ./yda-, O. da, he goes, &a-k, a place; Av. yiiisyeiti, O. busi 

or dusi, he ae (Prs. justan). 

(3) Before the plural termination 7, an O. g or y becomes &. Thus, prong, a 

leopard (borrowed from W.P.), pl. prandi ; marvity, a frog, pl. maryudi, and many 

others (see § 27, 3). 

(4) & = original 1j (Indian h) in Av. *vavanja-, Skr. vrihi-, O. ridan, rice. 

(5) An original medial nc becomes n& in Av. panca, O. pénd, five. This n& 

becomes 1j before 7, as in O. panji-jistu, twenty-five (§ 27, 2). 

(6) n& = original nd; Skr. gand‘a-, a stink, O. yané, bad. See §§ 18, 7; 24, 2 

As stated in 18, 7, the change is due to the influence of a lost suffix, such as 7 or some 

such palatal letter. 

D. DENTALS. 

SS Sa io. ee 

(1) ¢ original initial ¢. Av. \/tap-, O. t0-k, hot; Av. tarsti-, O. ti3t7, he runs 

away ; Phl. tay, O. té¥, bitter ; Skr. tavat, O. ta, then; Av. tiirya-, P. iv’, O. ta, a 

paternal uncle ; Av. tum, O. tu, thou ; Skr. tavati, he passes over, O. tay, elapsed. 

In one case, O. dal, to thee (cf. Prs. t#-va@), an initial ¢ has apparently become d. 

This is due to the influence of the P. dav, from which it is apparently borrowed. 

(2) A medial ¢ is always syncopated. See No. 6, below. 

(3) Final ¢ is preserved in Skr. put, O. put, puffed out. Not impossibly, the 

origin of the O. word was some such form as *p‘utia-. 

(4) As regards compound letters commencing with ¢, initial ty becomes O. 7, 

as in O. Prs. tya-, P. da, O. ta, of, if this derivation is right, see § 59. As for ér, it 

becomes ¥ (29, 1d), but in the case of words of Indian origin, it becomes ¢ (§ 39). 

(5) As regards compounds of which ¢ is the latter member, original v3¢ is repre- 

sented by 7, in Av. parsti-, O. pat, the lower part of the back. Here O. agrees with 
the Pisaca languages. Cf. BS. pti, the back, Ksm. pata-, behind. Similarly, rst is 
represented by ¢ in Skr. marsti, O. mut-awi, he rubs. On the other hand 73 becomes 
% in Av. tarsti-, O. ti8t-’@k, to run away (§ 28, 7). In the case of O. Prs. \/varst-, 

O. gist-’ék, the O. word is borrowed from the Prs. gaitan, see § 14, 2 
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An original initial st =O. st, in Av. star-, O. stivy-ak (probably st*v-ak), a star, 

but in O Prs. ,/sta-, O. +’ék, to stand, it has become ¢. When the s¢ is medial, it is 

preserved after s, s + st becoming s¢, asin O. Prs. us + ./sta-, O. wust-’ék, to stand 

up. On the other hand, after a vowel, it becomes 3¢, as in O. Prs.@ + 4/St@-, 

O. ast-’ék, to stand upright. The Phl. verbal determinative -st-, is preserved in the 

O. verb gla-st-ak, to transport. See Vocabulary, s.v. 

(6) Original medial ¢ is syncopated. O. Prs. duvitiya-, O. dim, second; Av. 

navaiti-, O. nawi, ninety; Av. patti + ./zan-, O. pazan-’ék, to recognize; Av. pitar-, 

O. piz, a father ; Av. matar-, O. maw", a mother ; Skr. Sata-,.O. s@, a hundred; Av. 
spaeta-, O. spiw, white. 

Sieve i) 

This letter no longer exists in O. When an original medial, whether alone or form- 

ing part of a compound, it is almost always elided. Thus, Av. mazeman-, O. mémni, 

a female guest; Av. caswar-, O. bar, four. The only exception is 67, which is repre- 

sented by ¥, see § 29, re. Regarding Av. *casrudasa, O. barés, fourteen, § 15, 4. 

I have not noticed any case of the representation in O. of an original initial 9. 

S25 said. 

(1) d = original initial d. Av. ./dar-, O. dranak, to own, dari, he may own; 

Av. daraya-, O. dray, long ; Av. dasa, O. das, ten; Av. ,/dai-, O. d-’ék, to see; Av. 

/da-, dasaiti, O. d-tk, made; Av. darata-, O. dil-ak, to reap; Av. duysar-, O. dw’, 

a daughter; Av. ./*du,s-, O. dis-’ék, to milk ; O. Prs. duvitiya-, O. dim, second. 

(2) d = original y (through /, &) in Av. yiisyeitr, O. dust, or dusi, he seeks. 
(3) As to conjuncts of which d forms the first member, d‘n is represented by 

(§ 18, 5). The examples of the compound dv are very inconsistent. Av. dva, O. 

d(y)o, two; but Av. dvadasa, Skr. dvadasa-, O. dwas, twelve; while Av. dvar-, a door, 

becomes, as in Kurd., O. bar. 

(4) An original medial d suffers syncope. Av. zavad-, O. zli, the heart; Av. 

astadasa, O. astés, eighteen. Similarly, O. dwas, twelve (see above) ; 8arés (casru- 

dasa), fourteen; awés (haptadasa-), seventeen, and all the other numerals from 

twelve to nineteen. But for eleven, we have Av. aévandasa (GIP, I, i, 112), O. san- 

das, in which the original d is preserved by the m. The initial s belongs to the O. s@ 

or sd, one, the origin of which is unknown to me. 

§ 36, 5. 

Like 9, this letter no longer exists in O. An original medial 8 is always syncop- 

ated. Thus, Av. Aisaiti, O. hay, he sits; Av. masaya-, O. méx, a locust; Av. saraésa-, 

O. sal, a year; Av. duysar-, O. diw*, a daughter. But sy becomes § in Av. ymsyeiti, 

O. &usi or dist, he seeks (see § 28, 6). 

(a §37. s. 
(I) s = original s :— 

(a) Initial:—Av. savah-, O. sar, the head; Av. sarasa-, O. sal, a year; Skr. 

sahyati, O. say-awi, he endures ; Av. sukurana-, O. sukal, a porcupine. 
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(6) Medial :—Av. ,vasura-, O. ysiv, a father-in-law; Av. dasa, O. das, ten; 
similarly the other numerals up to nineteen ; Skr. \/yas-, O. yas-’ék, to 

boil. But Skr. asmi, Av. ahmi, O. h'm, I am (cf. § 25, 3). 

(2) s = original 5 :— 

(a) Initial :— Skr. 57k‘@, a point, O. st#y-aw-"@k, to prick ; Skr. Sata-, Av. satam, 

O.si#,ahundred. Inthe latter case, the Eranian form has s. There is 

no old Eranian form of the former available, but it also must have 

had ans. Cf. Prs. séy, Kurd. sii, Bal. sth. The change therefore, in 

the case of initials, occurs only in the case of Skr. $, corresponding to 

Eranian s, and is really no changeat all for an Eranian language like O. 

(0) Medial:—Skr. trimiat, Av. orisatam, O. Sistu, thirty; Skr. pimsati, he adorns, 

O. pist, he writes; Skr. rvigati, he tears, O. vas-t-i or 7037, he causes to 

spin, but vasi, he spins (see § 28, 2b). Here also the same remarks 

probably apply, although the old Eranian equivalents of two of the 

examples are not forthcoming. 

(3) In two words, s apparently = original ys. Av.  /*duys-, O. dis-’ék, to 

milk; Av. ,/vays-, Skr. \/vaks-, O. ywasi, grass. Ordinarily original § is repre- 

sented by § or § (see § 28, 8), and these are really borrowed from Prs. dosidan and 

was, or some such words, respectively. For the change of § to s in borrowed words, 

see § 40. 

(4) sya = original c‘a@y in Skr. c‘aya, O. sya-k", shade. 

(5) As regards original conjuncts of which s is the first member, for original st, 

see § 33, 5. For original rst, vst, see the same. For sf, see § 40, 5, and for original 

sp‘, see §§ 22, 7; 40, 6. 

(6) s suffers metathesis in Skr. sp‘dtayati, O. ywasrawi, he opens. 

(7) s has suffered syncope in Av. tarasaiti, Skr. trasati, he fears, O. traya, he shies: 

ywaga (vt + ./tras-), he fears. 
hee ies 

(1) 2 = original z:— 

(a) Initial:—Av. zanu-, Skr. hanu-, O. zéni, the chin; Av. ./zar-, Skr. /77, 

O. zar-k’, a woman; Av. zarad-, Skr. hydaya-, O. zli, the heart. 

(5) Medial :—Av. azam, Skr. aham, O. az, 1; Av. paiti. + ./zan-, Skr. prati-jna-, 

O. pazan-’ek, to recognize; Av. hazanra-, Skr. sahasra-, O. zar, a 
thousand. 

(2) z= an original medial c. An initial c becomes & (§ 31, 1). Av. /pac-, O. 

bizt, he cooks (cf. Prs. pazad); Av. vaoc-ah-, O. v(y)uz, a day. 

(3) Similarly z = original ycy in Skr. mycyatt, O. mastak, to be broken, mazt, he 

is broken, if this is the correct derivation (see vocabulary, s.v.). An alternative deriva- 

tion is Skr. masatt. 

(4) 2 = original medial7. Original initial 7 becomes & (§ 32,1). Av. alwt + / 

jan-, Skr. abi + han-, O. waz-‘0k, to kill; Skr. b‘yjjati, O. brazi, he roasts. In Phl. 

juitan, O. za-yék, to chew, an initial 7 has apparently become z. But the word is 

borrowed from Prs. zawidan. An initial & is, however, often sounded as z (§ 32, I). 
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(5) In Av. brazaiti, Skr. b‘vajaté, O. brusi, he shines, an original medial z (7) fais 

exceptionally become s. Iam unable to account for this. 

(6) Regarding original zm, see § 20, 2. 

E. CEREBRALS. 

§ 39. 1,4. 
These occur only in words borrowed from India, either directly, or through 

P*sto, and need not detain us. Such are Skr. patra-, O. pat, a leaf; Skr. gardati, O. 

ywardi, he roars (§, 47). For 7, see § 16; and for m, see § 19. An original Skr. sé, is 

represented by O. st, as in Skr. pista-, adorned, O. pistak, to write (§ 28, 12). An 

original Skr. ¢ is represented by O. yr (§ 16, 3). 

F. LABIALS. 

§ 40.2. 

(1)  =original p. Only initial. Medial p becomes 6 (§ II, 3) or w (§ 14,5). Av. 

V/pac-, O. pay-"%k, to cook; Av. pasana-, O. pan, wide; Av. panca, O. pend, five ; 
O. Prs. parana-, O. pran, yesterday ; Av. parsti-, O. pat, the upper part of the back ; 

Av. pitar-, O. piz, a father; Skr. pista-, adorned, O. pist-ak, to write. Geiger (EB. 

274, and elsewhere) derives the Bal. (and also O.) fa, by, from Av. upa. But, unless 

the « was dropped at a very early stage, the retention of the medial # is impossible 

inO. It is better to follow H. 144, and to refer it to O. Prs. patiy, Av. paiti, P. Bal, 

pa, Prs. bad, ba, bi. Similarly, Av. paiti + ./zan-, Skr. prati + /jna-, O. pazan-ék, 

to recognize. In Skr. prati + \/vé-, -vayati, O. pi-yék, to string beads, we have thez 

preserved, as in the Prs. 07, in order to distinguish the verb from O. pa-yék, to graze. 

(2) The preposition Av. pairi, Skr. pari, becomes O. par or pr. Thus Skr. pari- 

gud‘natt, O. paryuni, he dresses himself; Av. paivi + VShic-, Skr. pant + V/sic-, 

-sincati, O. prusnawi, he sprinkles; Skr. pari + ,/st‘a-, O. prasti, he worships; Av. 

*pairi + /vaxs-, O. praw-ak, to sell; Av. *pairi + /da-, O. pra-yék, to beat. 

(3) = original initial p‘ in Skr. p‘at, O. pit, puffed out (§ 33, 3). 

(4) p = original initial m in Prs. maska, O. pisk, butter; Prs. mac, P. maca, O. 

pag, a kiss. 

(5) sb = original sp :— 

(a) Initial :—Av. spaéta-, O. spiw, white ; Medic o7«a, Av. span-, O. spuk, a dog. 

(0) Medial :—Av. aspa-, O. yasp, a horse. 

(6) But original sp‘ is represented in O. by yw (§ 14, 6). 

(7) As already stated, medial p becomes 6 or w (§§ II, 3; 14,5). So also medial 

pt and jn (pn) (§ 14, 6). Initial /§(p3) becomes § (§ 28, 9). But in Av. x3vipia-, O. 

Sippt, or Supi, milk, pt has become ff or p (§ 14, 6). 

§ 41. 0. 

(1) 6 original 6. Only initial. No instances of original medial b have been 

noted. Av. baxaiti, O. basi, he gives; Av. bavaiti, he becomes, O. bi-yok, to be; Av. 

baotsi-, O. by, a scent; Av. bimi-, O. biimm’", the earth. 
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(2) Regarding Av. /bar-, O. wri-yok, see § 14,7. Regarding Av. dvar-, O. and 
Kurd. bar, a door, see § 35, 3. 

(3) In the case of Av. Skr. Wpac-, O. pay-'@k, to cook, the change of initial p 

to 6 in the O. present stem 0727, he cooks, is difficult to explain. Comparison with 

Phi. pazém, Prs. pazam, Kurd. bé-piz, etc., shows that it is very probable that this 

change really has taken place, and that it is not an instance of the adoption of a 

different stem for the present base. Possibly, there may have been conflux with 

Skr. b‘yjjatz, he roasts, O. brastak, brazi. 

(4) Initial by = original b7, b‘v, in Av. brazaiti, Skr. b‘vajaté, O. brusi, he glitters. 

Skr. V/d‘vajj-, b‘vjjati, he roasts, O. brazi, he burns. An exception is Av. *braorya-, 

O. va¥ai, a brother’s son, in which the initial bv is represented by 7. See §§ 15, 4; 

29, I and Ig. 

(5) Original mb is represented by O. m (§ 20, 2). 

§ 42. GENERAL VIEW OF VOWEL AND CONSONANT CHANGES. 

Ormuti. 

Eranian. Indian. | REMARKS. 

Initial. Medial. Final. 

an oe a, 3,1 ae a, 3,9 
| apheresis,| a, 3,1 ; 

aug BU Be followed or preceded by r. 
OS O58 as under influence of neighbouring 
O26) 34 palatal or 7. 
U, 0, W, _ | under influence of neighbouring 

| Pie AB ae} labial. 
syncope, | apocope, 

3, 8. 339, 
nasalized, 

3,10; 4,4 ; 

a a, 3 2 a, 4, I oe 2, 2 

é 3 ‘- a, 3,5 | preceded by guttural. 
a i. 53. 0,3 cs under influence of 7. 

syncope, 

g, 6 
v 4,5,1 

eB rae in preposition nis. 
Z g ey OE 
u wu, 7,4 u, 7,1 

a, 3,4 after guttural. 
syncope, 

7,5 
u e “, 8,1 

u u, 7,3 
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Eranian.| Indian. 

Lyk 

a 

wa, wa 
ao 
4 

ks 

ky 

ks 
g eg 

g 

gv : 
gv 

x 
x’ 

xs 
” 

yn 

yo 

c 
cua a 

; cay 

i] 
t 

t(?tt) 

ty 
ty re 

tv 

ts 
a 

dva 

Ormuri. 

REMARKS. 
Initial. Medial. Final. — 

W, GT, 
5) 4; 15, 2 

a, 3, 6 
syncope, 
LO? 
€,9,2 

aris 0, II, I . 
aerate ae [E Pitese ae a 
Boe, 2 Pe = only in two interrogative words. 

6 8 X> 22, 2 eile 

¥, 29, Ia a: 1 2 
ST 20y8 52028 2 
§, 23,1 + . | 
Vp 23> Loni, 2 Sane 7 | a 
24,1 24,1 

fy Aol, ite ze EY 3 
27,15, 43 probably borrowed. 

20), Le ; 
Ny 2250 x22,1 o. 3 

7 = | ¥, 29, 10 : 

5, §, 28, 8 s, s, 28, 8 | ax 2 

-: ¥» 23,2; “ 
24,1 | ; 4 bg 

2, 235204 only in one word. a 
n, 18, 4; : 

24,5 
syncope, 
24,6; 36 

BS Si et  ees eee 
&0, 31, 4 . 
sya, 37,4 .: 
&, 32,1 | 2, 38,4 
¢, 33,1 | syncope, 

33, 6 
. . t, 33,3 

t, 33; 4 ied a 

se 5,20; 1¢ 

t, 29, Id; 
39. 

a bom 1 

d, 35,1 | syncope, 
35; 4 

dwa,d(y)o, 
ba, 14, 4; 

39> 3° 
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d‘n 

Initial. 

| ¥. 29, Ie 

-| n&, 18,6; 

| ¥, 20, Ih. 
see 1ya, wya 

Ormuti. 

| Medial. Final. 

REMARKS. 

syncope, | 

34 
| syncope, 

+458 
¥, 29,12; 
”, 15,4 | 

| syncope, | 

| 3 
308), 28, 
ee Orn 20] 

'n, 18, 5; 

(jp Bs, wa 

nj, 18, 6; 
32,5 

&, 32, 4 
bai, ko eZ 
2, ro), 3 

nad, 35, 4 
m, 20, I 

} 
| 

| 32, 5 

| Mm, 20, 2 

| 8p ZOly 1s 

in one word. 

before palatals. 

& or d optional, 35, 2 
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Eranian.| Indian. 
Initial. 

sy Vy; I3, I; 

Ps 32, 2 
v, w 

va, vt ywa, 14, 2 
wa Res 

va y, 14, 2 

vt (iets, 2: 
op at 

DIL LS AT) 
ip v ipo DUay 
ty, l Ay pe 3 
y 

Tia, 
v0,785,Yn ' 

rcy 
vt 
va 

rn 
1s = 
vz x$ 
WZ 1) 
vs a 

| 
rst a 

rst ve 

EL ,) 4,17, 
nN, 18,2 

Ss OD S, 37> I 

st oe ai St, 7, 33,5 

sst ae 

sp || sp, 40, 5 
Sp) lex, 14,05 

22,73 
40, 6 

sy 3 P 

su (Av. | xw, 14, 3; 
xv) 22; 

Ormuri. 

Medial. 

w, fA, i 
syncope, 

14,9 

Poy HEN 1 

syncope, 
15,0 

ties 

2, 30,3 
7, 16, 1 

of; 29, 2; 

m, 19,2 
Ss, 20,7) 

Z, 22,3; 30 
X, 22,3; 30 

nS 
MS Of 7S. 

10,3: 

t, 3355 
St, 33,5 
t, 33,5 

S, 37,2 
syncope, 

S757 

Shy Aca ee 

Se) 
St, 33,5 
sp, 40, 5 

¥, 20, 12 

Final. 

apocope, 

1557 me 

46 one case. 

a in each case, a single exampl : 
AAS if preceded by vowel. 
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Ormutri. 

Eranian.| Indian. 

| Initial. | Medial. | Final. 

= 19 Z, 38, I z, 38, I 

z | 7 * Sn 20035 

| 38, 5) 

iS S22 S20, 2 

xX, 22, 4 . 
h, 25,2 

syncope, 
13, 228, 

Ty 
sk See 
Sm re > mM, 20, 2 

a (Bares, 37.2 |-°S; 37; 2 
$ §, 28,5 
st ds $t, 28, 12 

h 2. h, 25,1 i 
apheresis, | syncope, 

25,5 25, 6 
hy - y; 1352 

rd xW, 14, 3; . 
| 22. 

Sv xX, 22,5 

For other vowel-changes, see § 12. 

Other Consonant changes :— § 43. 
(Z) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

Apheeresis of :—/, 25, 5. 

Syuicope of :—+5, 24,6; 36; 7, 33,6; d, 35, 4; 9,34; 0w,14,9; 8, 36 
v,14,9;7; 15, 6; S/n ls S, 28, 14 (cf. No. 7) below) ; h, 25, 6. 

Apocope of :—7, 15, 7. 

Pigeicris Ofs— 74932 7, 27, 13 VV, 3; 33 7; 4; A, 25; 4. 

Insertion of :—y (before long vowel), 13. 4; w, 14, 8; /, 17, 4. 

Metathesis of :—r (O. vay", truth), 15, 10; s, 37, 6. 
Vocalization :—p > 0, w, II, 3; 13, 3; 14,5,6; wa > u#,8, 4; 5 > y@), 

28, 15 (cf. No. 2, above). 

25 

REMARKS. 

one instanice. 

one instance. 
one instance. 
or 5 has become y (?). 
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APPENDIX. 

ON LOAN-WORDS IN ORMURI. 

§ 44. Ormutri chiefly borrows from P*Std and Persian. In fact the greater part 

of its vocabulary is drawn from one or other of these two languages. The Persian 

loan-words are sometimes borrowed directly, and sometimes come through P*sto, in 

the latter case after receiving the colouring of that form of speech. Words are also 

occasionally borrowed from Indian languages and from Baloci. 

§ 45. The Ormurs dwell in the heart of Waziristan, and it is hence natural that 

most of the words borrowed from or through P*sto are in forms used in the Waziri 

dialect of that language, which often differ from those found in the dictionaries. 

The following are the main points of phonetics in which Waziri P*sto differs from 

the standard P*sto. of PéSawar. Most of them are taken from p. ii of the late Mr. J. 

G. Lorimer’s Grammar and Vocabulary of Waziri Pashto. No mention is made of the 

general points of difference between North-Eastern and South-Western P’Sto, such as 

N.E. x, S.W. §; N.E. g, S.W. %, as these are well known, and Waziri is only one 

of many South-Western dialects, all of which have these same peculiarities. 

Pésawar P*Ssto. Waziri P*sto. 

“asin wr'l, to carry. e, asin wrel, to carry. 

a, as in ,ax (S.W. a8), a tooth. 3, as in ,wods, a tooth. 

u“, as in Spin, a shepherd. ui, or7, asin Spun or Spin, a shepherd. 

6, as in 6b", water. é, as in 206 (f. pl.), water. 

b, as in béga, evening. w, asin wéga, evening. 

m, as in mélm', a guest. w, asin wulma, a guest. 

n, as in nyarat, a fireplace. l, as in lyarat, a fireplace. 

w, asin nwar, the sun. y, asin mydr or lmdr, the sun. 

Waziri is also fond of inserting a w after a guttural letter, asin P. kunda, Waziri 

kwunda, a widow ; and Waziri ywos, a tooth, quoted above. It often also inserts y 

before a long vowel, as in P. Jar, Waziri, yar, a road. 

In the following sections P. stands for standard South-Western P*sto; WP. for 

Waziri P*sto: O. for Ormuri: Bal. for Baloci: and Prs. for Persian. 

§ 46. O. sometimes shortens @ in borrowed words, as in P. ya¥, O. gas, a tooth; 

Prs. suffix -nak, O. -nak, see aywara-nak in Vocab. 

In O. we often find a borrowed @ represented by 0, as in WP. Thus, Prs. sar, 

O. 8dr, a city; P. maristan, O. mariston, a cemetery, and many others. 

In one case, we have a P. 7 represented by O. @. P. six-“l, O. stcaw-*ék, to prick. 

This is the reverse of the WP. custom. 
As in WP. @ becomes 2, in P. jota, O. zét*, a cow buffalo. On the other hand, 
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the 3 is preserved in P.380/a, WP. 322, O. 30), paddy. In this case, as we see from 

the Skr. $a/i-, the 6 represents an original a. 

§ 47. As regards semi-vowels, liquids and nasals:—We have seen above that 

WP. inserts y before a long vowel. Another example is P. maSa1, WP. myasat, a 

mosquito. When the latter is borrowed by O. it takes the form myasi. This ten- 
dency to insert y before a long vowel is carried to considerable lengths in O., as is 

shown in § 13, 4. 

WP. is also fond of inserting w after a guttural (§ 45). So, we have P. yat, WP. 

ywut, O. ywat, fat; P. yar-2d*l, to roar, WP. ywura, boasting, O. yward-’ék, to roar. 

We have seen in § 45 that P. m is liable to become WP. w. In P. awr-éd-‘l, O. 

amar-*ek, to hear, the reverse process has taken place. 

P. +, Prs. rd is often represented by yd in O. Thus, P. saya, Prs sardi, O. sardi, 

coldness; P. yava, Prs. gardan, O. gardan, the neck. This enables us to account for 

the rd in O. yward-ék, to roar, compared with P. yar-éd-"l, yurumb-éd-1, although the 

dictionaries give no P. form with which we can directly compare it. The difference 

between rd and rd is very slight, and might almost be called a mere variety of spelling. 

We have a change of 7 to/ in P. dar, O. dal, to thee (cf. § 33, I). 

Finally, a P. initial y has become hf in P. rand, O. hind, blind. 

$48. As regards gutturals:—We have one apparent instance of a P. medial k 

becoming g, in P. zzkai, O. sizgai, a porcupine. The termination kai is a P. diminu- 

tive suffix, and in that language often becomes ga: (Trumpp, p. 50), so that the 

change probably took place before the word was borrowed. 

A P. initial y often becomes O. g. Thus, P. yay-"l, O. gal-’k, to twist; P. yas, O. 
gas, a tooth; P. ywa, WP. ywo, O. giydy, a cow; P. yanam, O. gunum, wheat. 

§ 49. As regards palatals:—A palatal § in a borrowed word generally becomes s. 

Thus, Prs. s#rba, O. sirwa, soup; P. Siga, O. sag*, sand; Prs. samba, O. samba, Satur- 

day; Prs. Samaya, O. samax’, panicum frumentaceum; Bal. Sarr, O. sir, good; P. 

masa, O. myasi, a mosquito; Prs. dds-idan, O. diis-"ék, to milk (§ 37, 3); Prs. ga8t-an, 

O. gist-ék, to turn (§ 33, 5); Prs. Sudan, O. syok, to become. In a few cases the Sis 

retained, as in Prs. Sar, O. 367, a city; P. sdla, O. 801, paddy. 

Similarly, P. § becomes s in P. wa", O. ywasi, grass (§ 37, 3); P. yas, O. gas, a tooth. 

Similarly, 7 and 7 become z in P. Z0bal , O. zobal, wounded ; Prs. zawidan, O. zayék 

(§ 38, 4), to chew; P. zwandai, O. zwandai, alive; P. zzkat, O. sizgat, a porcupine. 

§ 50. The only example that need be given of fricatives is P. j0ta, WP. &éta, O. 

zét’, a buffalo calf. Here WP. initial & has become z. 
-§51. As regards dentals:—We may note the O. word dist (or dst, see § 1, Rem. 

1),a hand. The initial d shows that the word has been borrowed from Prs. dast, and 

not from P./as. The P. change of ¢, d, to / never occurs in O. 
A Prs. initial z, P. initial 7, becomes O. & in Prs. zar-idan, P. Zay-l, O. daur-eR.; 

to be annoyed. On the other hand, initial P. z becomes O. s in P. zizkai, O. sizgat, 

a porcupine. 

$52. As regards labia!s:—We have the WP. change of 6 to w in Prs. ab-7iz, O. 

aw-viz, a privy; Prs. bégah, P. bega, WP. O. wéga, evening. 
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In two exceptional cases we have Prat nical b pecomnaes 0. 

house, O. pon, a roof ; Prs. batak, O. ae a duck. 

O. bity, a amet 



A BRIEF SKETCH OF ORMURI GRAMMAR. 

$54. This sketch does not pretend to be more than an outline of the main facts 

of Ormuri accidence. A complete grammar will be given in the ninth volume of the 

Linguistic Survey of India. 

_ Ormuri does not possess a written character of its own. It has all the sounds 

used by P*Sto, and the P*sto alphabet is sometimes used for writing it. The P*sto 

letters _» and ) are pronounced as in the South-Western dialect of that language ; 

that is to say _» is sounded something like ,§ and is transliterated §, and , is sounded 

like a Persian 5 and is transliterated 7. The ¢ and g-sounds used respectively for 

these letters in North-Eastern P*sto are not found in Ormuri in connexion with them. 

Ormuri has one peculiar consonant of its own, the sound of which is said to 

approach that of a compound of x, §, and 7, or of the P*sto _» and ,. It is tran- 

scribed in these pages by the special sign ¥. Ghulam Muhammad Khan represents 

it by the sign 4 in the Persian writing of his Grammar. This sound represents an 

original compound letter of which the second member was 7, whether kr, yr, g7, t7, 67, 

pr, mr, or sy. The only compound of this nature that it does not seem to represent 

is by (§ 20). 

As regards vowels, attention may be drawn to the Fatha-¢-Afyani, so common in 

P*sto, and occurring in that word itself. It appears very frequently in Ormuri, and 

is transliterated by *. 

The system of transliteration adopted in these pages for other letters will be 

found on pp. xiii ff. 

Nouns SUBSTANTIVE— 

$55. The Article-—There is a definite article, a-, which may be prefixed to any 

common noun. Thus, a-savai, the man. It is not prefixed to any noun of which 

the meaning is already definite, such as a proper name or a personal pronoun. It is 

probably a by-form of the demonstrative pronoun hd or @, this. 

There is no real indefinite article. The numeral sd, one, and the indefinite pro- 

nouns kuk, anyone, and &* , anything, are often used to supply its place. 

56. Gender.—There are two genders, masculine and feminine. Most nouns indi- 

cating inanimate objects are masculine but there are many exceptions. Nouns 

ending in a are, as in P., masculine (see GIP. I, ii, 210), and those in “ (derived 

from original Z, and equivalent to P. a) and @ are feminine. Most nouns ending in a 

consonant are masculine, and most of those ending in 7 or #@ are feminine. 

$57. Number.—There are two numbers, singular and plural. ‘The sign of the 

pluralis7. Thus, gap, a stone, pl. gapi; wn", a tree, pl. w'n%. The masculine ter- 

mination a1 becomes a7, as in sayat a man, pl. sarai. 
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If a noun ends in a consonant preceded by a, the @ is generally shortened and 

the consonant doubled before the plural termination, as in bazar, a market, pl. bazarrt. 

Other long vowels are also liable to changes. Thus :— 
o 

som, an eye, pl. bami. 
S SOV, 7a =Citys pl. Sé77. 
injir, a fig, pl. onj?77. 
SYity, a grape, pl. say. 
Syu@y, a mother-in-law, pl. sayadi. 
zéy, a thorn, pl. zayst. 

In some of these, e.g. in ami, eyes, it is in the plural that the original vowel is 

preserved (cf. Av. caSman-), and the 6 of &m is due to epenthesis caused by some lost 

singular termination, such as uw or 6. In Sor (Prs. Sar), a city, on the other hand, the 

change of @ to 0 is due to the influence of the neighbouring Waziri P*sto, and the 

plural is formed from the original sav, the a@ becoming @ under the epenthetic influ- 

ence of the following 7: 

This final 7 has also an epenthetic effect on certain final consonants. Thus a 

final k is palatalized to c, as in panduk, a pomegranate, pl. panduct; duk", a girl, pl. 

duci. Similarly 6 becomes c in &a&, a partridge, pl. baci (? bacc?), while g and y be- 

come &, as in ping, a cock, pl. pindi; kray, a crow, pl. kraéi. 

The origin of the plural termination 7 is the Phl. iia; which has also survived 

in the Prs. and Kurd. ha (GIP. I, ii, 106). The 7, however, does not appear in any 

other Eranian dialect. 

§ 58. Declension.—Ormuti agrees with Persian and with Gabri, and differs 

from other modern Eranian forms of speech, in having no oblique case for nouns 

substantive. The noun remains unchanged throughout declension. ‘The only excep- 
tion is that a or @ is added to masculine nouns, and 7 or 2 is added to feminine nouns, 

to form a vocative. Some pronouns, however, have oblique cases, and relics of the 

oblique case have survived in certain adverbs, in which it ends in“. Thus:— 

béz, the place above, pa-béx", upwards. 

nist, the place outside, i-nist", outside. 
mux, the front, i-muy", before. 

pes, the rear, 1-pe’", behind. 
and others. 

As for the noun substantive, the nearest approach to what we may call cases is 

formed by prepositions, viz. :— 

pa, by, forms an Instrumental (but not an Agent). 

ta, of, forms a Genitive. 

t or ku, on, forms a Locative. 

We thus decline savaz, a man, as follows :— 

Sing. - Plur. 
Nom. asf saya, sayat. 
Instr. fi pa-sayat, pa-sayat. 

Gen. o ta-sayat, ta-sayal. 
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Sing. Plur. 

Loc. 1-sarat, 1-sayvat. 

Voc. 3; wo-saraia, wo sayaia. 

There is no special form for the case of the Agent, used for the subject of the 

past tenses of transitive verbs. The Agent in such cases is the same in form as the 

nominative. 

$59. As regards the above prepositions, pa corresponds to P. and Bal. fa, Prs. 

bad, ba, bt, O. Prs. patty, Av. patti. See § 40, I. 

The preposition ¢a takes the form tar before the pronouns of the first and second 

persons, and before certain interrogative pronouns. Thus, tav-mun, of me; tar-ti, of 

thee ; tar-kuk, of whom? It seems to correspond to Kurd. dé, P. da, which Geiger 

~—(ELA. 23) derives from O. Prs. tya-. But the form tary stands in the way of this, and. 

I am inclined to suggest that, as in the case of 7 (see below), there has been an inter- 

change of the functions of the locative and genitive prepositions. Just as the Ormuri 

1, the preposition of the locative is to be connected with the Persian genitive preposi- 

tion 7, 2, so the Ormurti genitive preposition tar, ta, is to be connected with the Persian 

locative preposition (an)dar, dar (GIP. I, ii, 161). It is thus derived from O. Prs. 

a(n)tar, Av. antara. 

In the same way, I connect the preposition 7, on, with the Prs. kasva-é-1zafat or 

preposition of the genitive, z, é, of. 

If the noun is a proper name of a person, or is a substantive pronoun referring 

to a person, ku or ku is used for the locative instead of 1. This preposition seems to 

be of Indian origin, and to be connected with the Skr. kyta-; Hn. ka, of; ko, to. 

Here we have another instance of a genitival word being used to indicate the locative. 
Cf. also Sq. cui, on. 

§ 60. Other case-relations are indicated with the aid of postpositions, which 

govern either the genitive or the locative. 

The following govern the genitive :— 

par’, for, as in ta-sayai par", for a man. 

inél’, in possession of, as in ta-savai inél", in possession of a man. 

The following govern the locative :— 

ki ot Iki, to, as in 1-sayat ki (or iki), toa man. This forms a dative. 

last’ ot last’ di, from, as in 1-sayai last’, from aman. ‘This forms an ablative. 

So, mar, in; izar, on; gad, together with, and others. The connexions of these 

with other Eranian languages are given, so far as I have been able to ascertain them, 

in the vocabulary. 

§ 61. ADJECTIVES.—Some adjectives do not change for gender or number, while 

others do so change. Examples of immutable adjectives are :— 

avat, wide. land, short. 

yank, bad. stiy, weary. 

xiv, drab-coloured. tok, hot. 
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Mutable adjectives generally form their feminines by adding the feminine termi- 

nation “, as in spiw, white, fem. spiw*. They form their plural in one of two ways. 

With some, the plural is the same as the feminine singular. Thus, the plural of sfiw 

is spiw*. Others form the plural in the manner prescribed for substantives. Thus, 

hond, blind, fem. sing. hond", plur. héndi. In the plural there is no distinction between 

masculine and feminine. 

Except that the plural is of common gender, none of the above rules apply to 

past participles. These will be dealt with in §§ 77, 78 and 86. 

§ 62. Comparison.—Comparison is generally effected by putting the noun with 

which comparison is made into the ablative case, with the postposition /dst*, as in 

i-Sustak last* di a-saby sir ha, patience is better than weeping ; 1-harr" last" di sir ha, it 

is better than all, i.e. it is best. 

§ 63. Numerals.—These are :-— 

Cardinals. Ordinals. 

I. sd ors’, fem. syi. awwal or 1-muy". 

2 AW 0: dim. 
Bune: yaim. 

4. bar. kar'm. 

5. pend. pankam. 
6. Sth: S“ham. 
7. ho. hom. 
8 hart. hastam. 

9. nh. n*ham. 

Io. das. dasam. 

II. sandas. sandasam. 
12. dwas. dwasam, and so on. 

Tee Ses. 

14. barés. Cardinals.—Contd. 

15. panes. 29. no-jistv, and soon in the 
16. Suwés. other decads. 

17. awes. 30. Sistu. 
18. astés. 40. basti. 

Ig. wunés. 50. pankastu. 

20. istu. 60. Ss§warstt. 
21. s0-7isti. 70. awat. 
22. du-jisti. 80. hastai. 
23. Sw-sisti. go. nawi. 
24. bari-jisti. 100. sé. 
25. panji-jistit. 200. dé Soh. 
26. §6-istiZ. 300. ¥é sth. 

27. ho-jisti. 400. bar sth, and so on. 
28. hasti-jistu. OOO. 28%; 

rr 
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The derivations of the above will be found in the vocabulary. I do not know 

the derivation of sd, one. It may have a pronominal origin, and be connected with 

sa-, that. It is the only numeral that changes for gender. 

PRONOUNS .— 

§ 64. Personal Pronouns.—The pronoun of the first person has, exceptionally , 

an oblique form in the singular, the nominative being az or haz, and the oblique 

singular mun. The pronouns of the first and second persons take tar, not ta, as the 

preposition of the genitive (see § 59), and, as they refer to persons, they take ku or 

ki, not 1, in the locative (7b.). We thus get the following declensions :— 

E Thou. 

Sing. 

Nom. az or haz. ti. 

Instr. pa-mun. pa-tu. 

Gen. = tar-mun. tar-ti. 

Loc. ki-mun. ku-tu. 

Plur. 

Nom. may. tyus or tyuz. 

Instr. pa-miay. pa-tyus (tyuz). 

Gen. tar-max. tar-tyus (tyiz). 

Loc. ku-max. ki-tyus (tyuz). 

The origins of these forms will be found in the vocabulary. Here we may point 

out the parallels : — 

Kurd. az: Prs. man, Kurd. (suffix) min; Old Bal. and M. max, S. mas; O. Prs. 

amayam, but Av. ahmakam. 

Prs. 4, Kurd. tu, té, but P. ta. For the plural the original forms are probably 

lus, tuz, as O. commonly inserts a y before a long vowel (§ 13, 4). ‘The nearest 

Eranian forms to this are P. tasé, tasu#, you, the origin of which is obscure (GIP. I, 

li, 217). With tyu#z, we may perhaps compare P. mu#z, we, the origin of which is 

also unknown. Much nearer is the Panjabi tust, and the Maiya (Pisaca) tus, 

you. 

§ 65. Relics of the third personal pronoun survive in the contracted pronouns 

(h)al, to him; wi or wa, on him; and di, from him, which will be dealt with in the 

next section. Usually the demonstrative pronouns perform the office of pronouns of 

the third person. 

§ 66. Contracted Pronouns.—These are :— 

First Person. Second Person. Third Person. 

Dat. hiv or vi, to me, tous. dal, to thee, to you. hal, to him, to her, to it, to 

them. 

Loc. di or da, in or on me, di or da,inor onthee,inor wi or wa, or (after a con- 

in or on us. on you. sonant) a, in or on him, 

her, it or them. 
Abl. a9 os efptes di from him, her, it, or them, 
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The pronouns of the dative are used like the P*Sto 7@, to me; dar, to thee; and 

war,tohim. ‘They are very commonly employed to modify the meaning of a verb. 

Thus, while the verb &6k means ‘ to go,’ we have :— 

vi (or hiv) &dk, to come (P. va-il"l), lit. to go to me. 

dal &ok, to go to you (P. dar-tl'l). 

hal &6k, to go away (P. war-tl'l), lit., to go to him. 

The locative pronouns di or da (first and second persons) and w? or wa (third 

person) are employed in a variety of idiomatic senses to indicate presence in a particu- 

lar place. Thus, di ha is used to mean ‘he is here,’ while wa with ha (the copula) 

postulates existence, as in hafod wa ha, he is, 1.c., he exists. Ha by itself never pos- 

tulates existence, but is always used as a pure copula. 

In the words juiy and hal, the h is not original. After a consonant it is dropped, 

and the remaining -7y or -al is attached as an enclitic to the preceding word, the final 

consonant of which is then doubled. Thus, 6” hiv, today to me, becomes &'nn-17, 

and 6" hal becomes &'nn-al. The w of wi or wa is original, but is liable to be dropped ~ 

after a consonant. 

$67. The original form of O. hiv or vi appears to bezv. In this the final 7 is 

connected with the Persian and Kurd. (cf. Kurd. méra, to me) dative postposition 72, 

but the origin of the entire word, as in the case of the P. 7@, to me, is unknown. 

As shown by the P. dar and war, in the O. dal, to you, and (h)al, to him, the / 

also represents the Persian postposition va, O. Prs. vadiy. The O. words are possibly 

borrowed from P. and this appears to account for the change of 7 to J, which in O. 

words occurs only when 7 is immediately followed by a dental. In radiy, the ris 

separated from the d by the letter a Why the change from 7 to/ has not occurred 

in (A)iv, I cannot say. In vi it has been preserved by being initial ab amitio. With 

the da of dal we may compare the Kurd. pronominal suffix of the second person, -éa, 

and with the a of (h)al, the Prs. va-va, to him, and Av., O. Prs. ava-, he. 

Di or da, the locative of the second person may be compared with the P*sto pro- 

nominal suffix dé or dz, Av. #2. It is difficult to explain the use of the same forms 

for the first person. We may perhaps refer to the O. Prs. adam, I, but here the d 

appears only in the nominative singular. Wz or wa, in him, etc., goes back to Av., 

O. Prs. ava-, he, and may be compared with Prs. 6, 67, vat, Kurd. au. 

Di, from him, etc., is probably a contraction of ta + é@ (P. da + @). 

For further particulars regarding these contracted pronouns, see the Vocabulary, 

S. VV. 
§ 68. Pronominal suffixes.—As in other Eranian languages, the use of pronominal 

suffixes is common. There are three sets indicating (a) the nominative, (b) the accu- 

sative, and (c) any other oblique case. They are as follows :— 
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Nom. Acc. Other Cases. 

First Person. 
SHiSe) bx. ac sxe ||, IO mM. mM. 
2 ae Seale Sens nN. nN. 

Second Person. 
Se. - 2 eG SRG Oe: i Oe 
PGES 2 ae sree (Cele nN. N. 

Third Person. 
SHE... - i a eek wa, a, ot “wa. | wa, a, or “wa. 
ters. is .. | 0” OF én. Wa, a, OF “Wa. | Nn. 

When a suffix consists of a single consonant, a is inserted as a junction-vowel if 

a consonant precedes. Thus bydk + m becomes bydkam. 

(a) The suffixes of the nominative are employed with the past participles of 

intransitive verbs used as the past tense, to indicate the subject. Thus, bydk, been ; 

byok-am, I was. 

With the past participle of a transitive verb, they indicate the object. Thus 

xwalak-am, ate me, literally, eaten (was) I. 

(5) The suffixes of the accusative indicate the object of a transitive verb in a 

tense not formed from the past (penta kee Thus, b% x“ura, he eats; bu y“ura-m, he 

eats me. 

(c) The remaining group indicates the subject of a eancitive verb in a tense 

formed from the past participle (which is passive in signification). In other words, 

in this connexion the suffix indicates a pronoun in the Agent case. Thus, ywalak-a, 

he ate, lit. eaten by him. To this, a suffix of the first group may be further added, as 

in ywalak-"wa-m, he ate me, lit. eaten by him I. 

The same suffixes can also be added to nouns and adjectives, usually to dene 

the genitive, but also capable of being employed to indicate other cases. Thus, 

a-kitab, the book; a-kitab-am, the book of me, i.e. my book; ywas-am, pleasing 

to me. 

For the derivation of these suffixes, see the Vocabulary, s. vv. -a, 1; -a, 2; -ai; 

-am; -an; -in; -at; -wa; and -yén. Many of them agree most nearly with Kurd. 

forms. 

§ 69. Demonstrative Pronouns.—These are hafo, haf", afo, or af", that, and 13, 3, 

ha, or @, this. The forms ending in 6 are not used in the feminine. Those in “ and 

in @ are of common gender. Both may be used either substantively or adjectively, 

and both are commonly employed as pronouns of the third person. 

Hafo, etc., drops the initial ha or a in the oblique cases, and then becomes /6 or 

f’. Its plural is hafai or afat (com. gen.), with fai in the oblique cases. When it 

refers to a person, it takes the preposition ku or ki, not 1, in the locative, as in ku-fo 

ot ki-f’,onhim ; k#-f’,onher. Otherwise, it takes7,asin1-/6,7-/*,on it. The genitive 

is, singular, ta-fo or ta-f" ; plural, ta-fai. 
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The word (h)a-f6 is a compound. With ha-, a-, we may compare ‘the definite 

article, a- (§ 55), and Av. ha, and with -fo, -/* , Av. ava-. Compare P. ha-,’ that. | 

§ 70. The plural of hd, etc., is hai or hat, which is of common gender. It has. 

two oblique forms. When it is used as a substantive referring to an animate being, 

its oblique form is 7", plur. vaz, both common gender. ‘Thus, éa-7’, of this person ; 

ta-rai, of these persons ; ku-r*, on this person. In other circumstances, i.e., when 

used as a substantive referring to an inanimate object, or as an adjective (whether 

referring to an animate being or to an inanimate object), the oblique form is p’, 

plur. pai. Thus, ta-p", of this thing; ta-pai, of these things ; 7-p", on this thing ; ¢a-p" 

sayat, of this man. 

This pronoun is to be referred to the Av. hd, ha, but the oblique forms present 

no little difficulty. I account for 7‘ as follows: In the particular instance of this pro- 

noun, the genitive ta-r’ is pronounced as one word. Ghulam Muhammad Khan 

draws special attention to this as a curious fact (p. 131). We have seen (§ 59) that the 

original form of the preposition of the genitive is ¢av, not ta, and that this tay has sur- 

vived in the case of certain other pronouns. I believe, therefore, that we should really 

divide this genitive as tar-", not ta-r’,' in which case the “ is at once accounted for as 

the true oblique form. In process of time the origin of the form would be forgotten, 

and the analogy of nearly every other genitive, including that of the pronoun hafo, 

would suggest that the preposition was ta, and that the oblique pronoun was 7", which 

would thus gradually come into use for the other cases. 

I am unable to give any certain derivation for the oblique form *. ‘Two sug- 

gest themselves to me, but they are both pure guesses. It may be derived from the 

O. Prs. hauv, that, with hardening of the final v to p; or it may by origin bea 

dative plural, and be derived from Av. abyo, to these. But in both cases there is a 

total want of intermediate links. 

§ 71. Reflexive Pronoun.—This is ywat, which is an adjective meaning ‘ own.’ 

For ‘self,’ we have a-ywai &an, lit. ‘one’s own life.’ The locative, 1-ywat iar 

means ‘ mutually.’ 

The origin of ,waz is Av. yva-td, of oneself. Cf. Kurd. y#, Prs. x“u-d. 

§ 72. Relative Pronoun.—This is ka, who, which, what. It is immutable. Its 

origin is O. Prs., Av. ka-, who? Cf. Prs. ki, P. ka, Kurd. ko or gd. With the last 

we may compare O. kan or gan, when ?, and guda, where? When O. wishes to 

retain the interrogative force of this pronoun, it adds to it the -ka-suffix. See the 

next section. 

§ 73. Interrogative Pronouns.—These are kuk, who?, and 6’, what? The 

former refers to persons and the latter to things. Neither changes in declension, but 

the genitive of huk is tar-kuk, as in the case of the first two personal pronouns. To 

these we may add één, of what sort ?, and 6d”, how much, how many ? 

The origin of kuk is the O. Prs., Av. ka-, mentioned in the preceding section, with 

| Ghulam Muhammad Khan (1. c.) says that ¢av@ is a contraction of tar-v¢, but gives no proof of the statement, and 

is to far clearly wrong. But he is right in recognizing the preposition as tar, not ta. 
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the -ka-sufix added. That of & is the O. Prs., Av. pronominal base ci-, which 

reappears in the Prs. cz, P.&a. With één cf. O. Prs. ciyant-, of what kind ?, and with 

$0n, the Av. cvani-, how much ?. Cvyant- and cvant- are different forms of the same 

word, and each means both ‘ qualis’ and ‘ quantus’. In O. both forms have been 

preserved, and the meaning differentiated. 

§ 74. Indefinite Pronouns.—All the above interrogative pronouns may also be 

used as indefinite pronouns, the distinction of meaning being indicated by the tone 

of voice. Thus, kuk, anyone, someone; &", anything, something, andsoon. Besides 

these, we may note :— 

bz, other; Av. bitya-, second. 

hes, anything, something ; borrowed from Prs. héc. 

har, every ; borrowed from Prs. It has a plural harr’, meaning ‘ all.’ 

VERBS.— 

§ 75. The conjugation of the verb follows the usual Eranian system. There are 

two bases, a present and a past. From the present base are formed the customary 

conjugational tenses, which, in the case of Ormuti, have become the Aorist and the 

Imperative. From the past base is formed the past participle by the addition of the 

-ka-sufix, and from the past participle is formed the usual array of past tenses. 

Moreover, with one or two isolated exceptions, the verbal noun, or infinitive, is iden- 

tical in form with the past participle,—in this agreeing with P*sto. In the case of 

transitive verbs, the tenses formed from the past participle are passive in signification, 

and agree in gender and number with the object, the subject being put in the case of 

the Agent. In this respect, Ormuri is in an older stage of development than standard 

Persian, and agrees with the Persian dialects and with the Eastern Eranian languages 

such as the Pamir dialects, Baloci and P*sto. If the subject is a pronoun, it is indi- 

cated by a pronominal suffix in the Agent case, as in ywalak-am, a masculine thing 

(was) eaten by me, ie. I ate something masculine. If the subject is a noun sub- 

stantive, its Agent case is the same in form as the Nominative, so that the sub- 

ject is apparently, and only apparently, in the nominative case. Thus sayai ywalak, 

by a man a masculine thing (was) eaten, i.e. a man ate something masculine. The 

feminine and plural (com. gen.) of ywalak is ywalk, and savat ywalk means either ‘a 

man ate something feminine,’ or ‘ a man ate several things of either gender.’ 

§ 76. Past Participle.—The past participle and infinitive is formed by adding 

the -ka-suffix to the past base, with 2, 0, or a, as a junction-vowel. We may thus 

say that it is formed by adding -2k, -0k, or -ak to the past base. By far the greater 

number of past participles end in 2k, and the verbs whose past participles have this 

termination form the first conjugation. I am unable to give any reason for the 

distinction between the vowels 2, 0, and a. Perhaps the 3, is the relic of an older 

labial vowel, as in bydk, become, compared with its original, the Av. ba#ta-, or of an 

original p, as in ¥1ydk, given, compared with the Sanskrit prapita- (for the change of 

pr to ¥, see § 29, f.). According to a strong tendency of Ormuri (see § 13, 4), the 
final 2k is pronounced with a y-sound preceding it. After a consonant, this y is but 

faintly heard, and the termination will be found written "2k in these pages, but, 
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after a vowel, it is fully pronounced, and the termination will be written yék, with a 
full y. A y is also often inserted before the @ of -dk, but in that case appears to be 
always fully sounded. . 

This  ék, (y)6k, or ak termination of the past participle and infinitive also exists 

in the Wa,i terminations -ak of the infinitive (e.g. W. kand-ak, O. yan-ak, to laugh), 

and -k of the past participle (e.g. W. mdrt-k, O. mul-ak, dead). It also occurs in the 

Baloci infinitive termination -ay, as in yand-ay, to laugh ; but it is still more frequently 

met with in the Pisaca languages, in which the junction-vowel 7 may be compared 

with the 2 of the O. -@k. Thus:— : . 

PaSai, past part. and infin. han-ik, struck, to strike. 

Veron Kafir, infin. pesumtin-tk, to strike. 

Kalasa Kafir, infinitive, nis-ik, to sit; ty-ék to strike. 

Khowar, infinitive, d-7k, to strike; gan-tk, to take. 

Sina, infinitive, sido-iki, to strike ; past participle, sid-2g0, struck. 

§ 77. Except in the case of a few irregular verbs, the past participles of the 

first conjugation form the feminine singular by changing the termination "@k to ak. 

The plural, which is of common gender, is always the same as the feminine singular. 

Thus, yaf’@k, woven, fem. and plur. yafak. 

The past base of an Ormuti verb of the first conjugation is most easily obtained 

by taking the feminine past participle and rejecting the final ak. Thus, yaf- from 

yaf-ak. In the case of this and of most other verbs it can be equally easily obtained 

by rejecting the final "2k of the masculine; but this will not apply in all cases. 

Some verbs are slightly irregular in their masculine past participles, while they are 

regular in the feminine. In other words, in adding the masculine termination con- 

tractions due to the following long vowel of the "2k are found, which do not occur in 

the simpler feminine form. Thus, from the Av. /Sav-, to go, we get quite regularly 

the feminine past participle éaw-ak. But in the masculine, under the influence of 

the heavy following syllable, the aw is elided, and we get the contracted form 682k. 

It will thus be seen that the feminine (and plural) of the past participle is the simpler 

form, and is that which retains the original past base with the least change. It will 

be remembered that we have seen something of a similar state of affairs in the case 

of nouns (§ 57). For instance, the plural, sami, of 60m, an eye, is nearer to the 

Avesta casman- than is the singular. 
§ 78. The two following verbs of the first conjugation are quite irregular in the 

formation of the past participle :-— Past participle. 

Infinitive. Masculine. Feminine 

and Plural. 

kayék, to do, to make. dok. dak. 

pax’ék, to cook. paxak pyuxk. 

As explained above, there are also a few other verbs which are irregular owing 

to contractions in the masculine, and for other phonetical reasons. It is unneces- 

sary to give them here. They will all be found in the vocabulary, with their deriva- 

tions so far as I have been able to ascertain them. 

Pie 
anh. 4 
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Verbs of the second conjugation (in -6k and -ak) are quite irregular in the forma- 

tion of the feminine-plural of the past participle. A list of these past participles, 

with the feminine of each, will be given when dealing with the present stem (§ 86). 

The form of the past base has to be obtained independently in each particular case. 

Generally speaking —though in each case there are exceptions,—there is this main 

difference between the two conjugations, that in the first conjugations the past and 

present bases are the same, or, in other words, that the present base, derived from 

the old Eranian present, is also adopted for the past base. On the other hand, in 

the second conjugation the past and present bases are different. The past base is 

derived from the old Eranian past participle, while the present base, and it alone, 

is derived from the old present. Sometimes an altogether different original verb is 

used for the present base, as we have seen was the case in the verb kayék, to do, 

quoted above. 

$79. From the past participle are formed a past tense, and various periphrastic 

tenses. The past tense is formed by adding pronominal suffixes to the past parti- 

ciple. In the case of intransitive verbs these suffixes indicate the subject, with 

which the past participle agrees in gender and number. Thus, from wwus?’ék, to arise, 

we get the following past tense, the suffixes employed being those used to indicate 

the nominative (§ 68a) :— 
Singular. Plural. 

Masculine. Feminine Common Gender. 

I. wusték-am. wustak-am. wustak-yéen. 

2. wusték-a or -é. wustak-a or -é. wustak-at. 

3. wust’éR. wustak. wustak-in or én. 

It will be observed that there is no nominative suffix for the third person 

singular. 

§ 80. In the case of transitive verbs, the past participle, being passive in origin, 

agrees in number and person with the object, and if the pronominal suffixes of the 

nominative are added, these necessarily indicate the object. Thus, yaf’ék-am, woven- 

I (masc.), 7.€. wove me (masc.); so yafak-am, wove me (fem.); yaf’ék-a or yaf’ék-é, 

wove thee (masc.), and so on. But if pronominal suffixes of the agent (§ 68c) are 

added, they indicate the subject, as in ya/’ék-at (a masculine thing was) woven-by- 

thee, 7.e. thou wovest something masculine, and soon. In practice, however, it is 

more usual to add these suffixes of the agent, not to the verb itself, but to one of 

the preceding words in the sentence. Thus, with the verb standing by itself, we 

have ,walak-at, thou atest a masculine thing, but if we wish to say ‘ thou atest the 

pomegranate (a-panduk), we say a-panduk-at ywalak, in which the suffix -at is added 

to a-panduk, and not to ywalak. 

In using the past participle alone to form a past tense, Ormuri follows the ex- 

ample of Persian, Kurdish, and the Pamir dialects, but differs from P*St6, in which 
the participle by itself has the force of an imperfect. 

§ 81. Several derivative tenses are formed from the past participle. These fall 
into three groups. 
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(a) A particle is simply prefixed to, or follows, the past tense already described. 

By adding bu, we get an imperfect, and by adding sw, we get a future imperfect. 

Thus, wust’ék-am, I arose; b% wust’ék-am, I was arising ; s% wust’ék-am, I shall be 

arising. Sometimes the bz” or sz follows the main verb, and then it, and not 

the past participle, takes the pronominal suffix. Thus, instead of b% wust’ék-am, 

we may have wust'ék b-am; and instead of s%# wusték-am we may have wust’ék 

s-am. 

This 6% and this s# are also used with the present base to form, respectively,.a 

present and a future, and their employment may be compared with that of similar 

particles in other Eranian languages. Corresponding to b%# are P*Sto wu, Persian mé; 

and corresponding to s# are P*sSto ba, Persian b:, Kurdish bé. But the use of ba is 

not exactly the same as that of the P*sto wv. In Ormuti the past participle alone 

indicates past time, and with bz% has the force of the imperfect. In P*sto, the use 

of wu is the reverse of this. Here, the past participle alone has the force of the 

imperfect, and with wu it indicates simple past time. Again, in Ormuri the present 

base alone is the foundation of the aorist, a tense with an indefinite force fluctuating 

between that of the present and that of the future, and generally used as a present 

subjunctive. With bw this aorist becomes a simple present. In P*Sto, the present 

base by itself forms a simple present, which with ww becomes an aorist. On the 

other hand the use of the Persian mé is the same as that of the Ormuri bu. 

The Ormuti word b% may be compared with the Persian b#-, the base of the 

vetb bidan, to be (GIP. I, ii, 220). So also s# is to be referred to the base Su- of 

the Persian ’udan, to become. Both these words also appear in Ormuri as ordinary 

verbs under the forms bydk,to be,and sydk,to become. See the following para- 

graphs. 

§ 82. (b) An auxiliary verb is used with the past participle. The most impor- 

tant auxiliary is the verb substantive, the present tense of which is conjugated as 

follows. It does not change for gender :— 

Sing. Plur. 

I. ‘hm, hyén. 

2. har, hai. 

3. ha, hin. 

In this the initial / is often dropped, and quite possibly is not original. The 

origin is O. Prs. amiy, Av. ahmi, Skr. asmi, Iam. Cf. Prs. am; P. am, yam. 

The remaining tenses of the verb substantive are taken from the verb byok, to 

be, to become, which, like the Prs. biadan, is conjugated throughout. The past is 

conjugated as follows :— 
Sing. Plur. 

Masc. Fem. Com. Gen. 

1. byodk-am, buk-am, buk-yen. 

2. bybdk-a or -é, buk-a or @, buk-ai, 

ce) buk, buk-in or -én, 
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The future is conjugated as follows :— 

Sing. Plur. 

I. su bm, su byén. 

2. subi, su bai. 

3. su ba, su bin. 

This verb is cognate to Prs. bidan ; Av. bavaitt, past part. bita-. 

Another auxiliary verb, used only in the formation of passives (see § 95) is sydk, 

to become. ‘This verb is conjugated like bydk, substituting s for 6 throughout. 
This verb, syok, is not original in Ormuri, but is borrowed from the Persian 

sudan. The change of § to s occurs only in such borrowed words (see § 49). Through 

Sudan, it is to be referred to Av. /Sav-, to go. This Avesta root reappears in its 

proper Ormuti form in the verb &@k, to go. See both these words in the vocabulary. 

§ 83. Three tenses are periphrastically formed with the aid of these auxiliary 

verbs. 

A perfect is formed by conjugating the past participle with the present tense of 

the verb substantive, as in wust’ék hm, I have arisen; yaf’ék h°m, has woven me. 

A pluperfect is formed by conjugating the past participle with the past tense of the 

verb substantive, as in wust'ék byok-am, I had risen; ,af’ék bydk-am, had woven me; 
and a future perfect by conjugating the past tense with the future of the verb sub- 

stantive, as in wust’ék su b°m, I shall have risen; ,af’ék su b’m, will have woven me. 

§ 84. (c) A third group, consisting of a present conditional or optative and a past 

conditional or optative, is formed by adding -an’ to the past participle, or to the past 

participle of byok added to the past participle, of the main verb. These change for 

gender and number, like other tenses formed from the past participle, but do not 

change for person. Thus:— 
Present conditional, wust’ék-an", (if I, thou, or he) should arise, or would that 

(I, thou, or he) should arise. 

Past conditional, wust’ék byok-an", (if I, thou, or he) had arisen, or would that 

(I, thou, or he) had arisen. 

Iam unable to suggest the origin of this -an", the use of which corresponds to 

that of the Persian 2 (GIP. I, ii, 151). 

§ 85. Present Base.—In the regular verbs of the first conjugation the present 

base is identical in form with the past base, and, like it, is obtained by taking the 

feminine of the past participle and rejecting the final -ak. Thus, ,af’@k, woven, to 

weave ; fem. ,afak ; present base, yaf- (see§ 77). With the few irregular verbs of the 

first conjugation, and with all verbs of the second conjugation (the infinitives and past 

participles of which end in -dk or ak), the case is different. Here the above rule can- 

not be applied, for the present base is usually derived from the old Eranian present, 

and the past base from the old Eranian past participle. There are altogether about 

fifteen -0k verbs and twenty -ak verbs. In all these the present base can be obtained 

by taking the third person singular of the aorist, and rejecting the final 7 or a. 

§ 86. The following is a list of the verbs of the second conjugation. It shows 

(1) the infinitive and past participle, masculine and feminine, (2) its derivation when 
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known, (3) the third person singular of the aorist, and (4) its derivation when 

known. It must be added that some of the derivations given are far froin certain, 

but space is not available for me to give my reasons in each case. These will be 

found in greater detail in the vocabulary, to which reference should be made before 

rejecting off-hand any particular derivation proposed by me. When Avesta or Old 

Persian forms are not available for establishing a derivation, I have in several places 

given the corresponding forms of the cognate Sanskrit verbs. It must not therefore 

be assumed that the Ormuri words are derived directly from the Sanskrit words quoted- 

In nearly every case they are derived from cognate Eranian forms that, at the time 

of writing, are unknown to me. 

The verbs are grouped in classes, and are not in alphabetical order. 

Ormuri Past Participle. Ormuri Aorist. 

Masculine Singular. | Fem, Sing. | Derivation. Sing. 3 Derivation. 
| 

&-6k, to arrive . | &a-k Skr. yata- &-a Skr. yatr. 
by-dk, to be, become .. | bu-k Av. bita- b-a Av. bavaiit. ie 
sy-6k, to become su-k Skr. cyuta- s-a | Av. Savaité. TheO. 

| word is borrowed 
from Persian 

| | Sudan. 
nas-t-ak, to sit . | nas-k | Vedic nisatta- n-a Av. nishisait. 
nwas-t-ak, to lie down | nwas-k- ? nw-t Be ihe 
hat-ak, to abandon .. | hot-k | Skr. systa- z-a Av. havazaty. 
mul-ak, to die . | mal-k | Av. marata- myr-t Av. *marattt, mairy- 

| e1té. 
praw-ak, to sell | pra-k | Skr. pari-uksita- | pra, pra | Av. patri-uysyerte. 

| | 
n-ok, to take na-k Skr. labd‘a- nis-a Bi oa 
ny-0k, to place | na-k | Skr. nthita- Ni-Wt Av. mdasaiti. 
w-0k, to get .. | wa-k | Av. ayapta- waw-t Av. apayett. 
yi-yok (for §-yok), to | $i-k | Skr. prapta- Jaw-t Skr. prapayat. 

give. | 
tat-ak, to drink | tot-k | Skr. typta- ty-7 Skr. typatr. 
gla-st-ak, to carry gla-s-k | Av. garapta- gl-t Av. gavawnait. 

&-ok, to strike da-k | Av. jata- can-a Av. jana. 
hanz-yok, to remain hanz-uk | Av. ham-jata- hazn-t Av. ham-janai. 

over. 
waz-yok, to slay waz-uk Av. atwi-jata- wWwazn-a Av. aiwir-janatt. 
d’-@k, to see d’é-k Skr. d‘ita- &un-a Av. zananti (pl. 3). 

gi-yek, to buy yu-k Skr. krita- yin-a Skr. krindatt. 
kwul-ak, coire kwal-ak ? kin-a ? 
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Ormuri Past Participle. Ormuri Aorist, Sing. 3. 

Masculine Singular. Fem. Sing. Derivation. Sing. 3. Derivation. 

xwal-ak, to eat . | walk Av. xvarata- yUr-a Av. yvarattt. 
wri-yoR or w'l-ak, to wri-k or! Av. barata- | wr-t Av. baraiti. This 

take. wir. verb is borrowed 
from P*sto. 

dil-ak, to reap .. dal-k Av. darata- dir-t ? Skr. diryatv. 
dra-n-ak, to possess .. dvt-n-k Skr. d‘yta- | dar-i Skr. d‘aratt. 

ywas-t-ak, to fall .. | wwas-k ? ywaz-a Av. vazatt. 
mas-t-ak, to break mas-k Skr. masita- maz-t Skr. masati. 

(trans.). 
bras-t-ak, to burn (in- byi-k Skr. b‘ysta- _bras-i Skr. b'vijyaté. 

trans.). | 
bras-t-ak, to burn byris-k | Skr. d'vsta- | braz-i Skr. b‘yjj ate. 

(trans.). | | 
pis-t-ak, to write pis-k Skr. pista- pis-t Skr. pimsate. 
his-t-ak, to read his-k Skr. Szksita- haw-a ee 
Sust-ak, to weep .. | Sust-ak ? Jaw-a Cf. Phl. gvistan. 
vast-ak or ros-ak, to > ? Nee ? 

cause to spin. | 

xan-ak, to laugh ? ? _xana Cf. Phi. ,anditan. 

ywe-k, to say jwe-k | ? ywabi Connected with Av. 
| /vac-, which be- 

| longs to the second 
Av. conjugation. 
It has apparently 
been transferred to 
the first Av. con- 
jugation, so that 

; ywabi =*vacaii. 
paxék, to cook. Past | pyiy-k Skr. pakwa-, Phl. | biz-7 Cie Phi pazemy Mt 

participle masculine | pbuxtan. cook. 
pay-ak. 

A few verbs have altogether different bases for the present and the past. 

This :-— 

u,rok, to be attached 
way-yok, to enter 
i,k, to emerge 
&-6k, to propel 
ka-yék, to do. 

participle 
line, do-k. 

Past 

mascu- 

a-ak 
warak 
Nay-ak 
d-ak 
da-k 

Skr. d-gata- 
Skr. ab‘igata- 

| Skr. nirgata- 
| Skr. yata- 
Av. data- 

awas-a 
_ Wes-a 

_Ns-t 
| d-a 
| kaw, kt, or 

ha 

? Av. a-yasatt. 
? Av. atwi-jasattt. 

Skr. nthsarati. 
Av. dadaiti. 
Av. karanaotte. 
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§ 87. The following tenses are formed from the present base :— 

Aorist. 

Present. 

Future. 

Imperative. 

§ 88. Aorist.—The aorist is the direct descendant of the old Eranian present, 

and is itself occasionally used as a present, or even as a future. Generally, however, 

it has the force of a present subjunctive. It is formed by adding personal termina- 

tions directly to the present base, and is thus conjugated for the verb y,a/’ék, to 

weave, present base ya/-. 
Sing. 

I. yap’, 

2. yéft, 

3: aft, 

We may compare this with the Avesta :— 

Sing. 
1. barami, 

2. barah, 

3. baraiti, 

and with the Sanskrit :— 
Sing. 

I. Dd‘avam, 

2. b‘arast, 

3. b‘arati, 

Plur. 

yap en. 

yafar. 

yafin. 

Phar: 

bavamahi. 

baraéa. 

barantt. 

Phar: 

b‘avamas. 

b‘aratha. 

b‘arantt. 

It will be seen that in the singular and in the third person plural the Ormuri 

forms can all be derived directly from those of the Avesta. In the first and second 

persons plural, instead of the original terminations, the pronominal suffixes of the 

nominative of these persons (§ 68a) have been added, evidently on the analogy of the 

corresponding persons of the past tenses. 

About twenty-nine verbs of the first conjugation and nineteen verbs of the 

second conjugation have a instead of i as the termination of the third person singular. 

I have failed to discover any system according to which a is preferred to7. Most of 

the a-verbs are intransitive, but there are numerous intransitive verbs that take 7. 

As examples of a-verbs we may quote :— 

amayr’ék, to hear, 

cal’ék, to proceed, 

lag’ék, to be applied, 

trayék, to fear, 

byok, to be, 

wazyok, to slay, 

ywastak, to fall, 

Aorist, sing. 3. 

amara. 

cala. 

laga. 

traya. 

ba. 

wazna. 

ywaza. 
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The termination a occurs in other Eranian dialects. Kurd. has ¢ or a, which 

Socin (GIP. I, ii, 280) connects with the verb substantive ast, he is. Of the Kasan 

dialects some have 4, and others e, uw, and 7. 

§ 89. The second person singular presents several peculiarities. If the root 

vowel is a, it is generally strengthened to 2, as in yéft in the above paradigm. Other 

root vowels are similarly strengthened, as in sat?, he may keep; séiz, thou mayst 

keep: 5227, he may cook ; béz7, thou mayst cook. This occurs only when the third 

person singular endsinz. We may compare this strengthening with the vowel changes 

that occur before the long 7 termination of plural substantives (§ 57). 

Sometimes the second person singular is formed simply by dropping the final 

vowel of the third person, with or without strengthening of the root vowel. This 

occurs whether the third singular ends iniorina. Thus, ,wasi, he may say, 2nd 

person, ywaé; basi, he may give, 2nd pers. ba§; amara, he may hear, 2nd pers. amar. 

There are other minor irregularities, which will be found in the full grammar. 

$90. Present.—The present is formed by adding the particle 5% to the aorist. 

Thus, 5% yaf’m, I weave or am weaving. The origin of b% has been dealt with in 

§ 81a. See also the following section. 

$91. LFuture.—The future is formed by substituting sz (see § 81a) for the bu of 

the present. Thus, si ya/’m, I shall weave. 

The terminations of the aorist are true terminations and not pronominal suffixes. 

Hence, they cannot be detached from the verb and attached to 0# or si, as can be 

done in the case of the terminations of the past tenses (§ 81a). 

§ 92. Imperative.—The imperative closely follows the aorist. It is conjugated 

as follows :— Sing. Plur. 

I. yafm, yafyen. 

2. yéf or yen, yafai. 

3. yafun or yafon, yafun or yafon. 

In the second person singular, the termination 7 of the second person singular of 

the aorist is dropped, provided the word is not a monosyllable. Thus, we have yé/, 

not yéfi. To this, the termination “m is commonly added. If the second person 

singular of the aorist is a word of only one syllable, then the second person singular 

of the imperative optionally takes the form of the third person. Thus, from mulak, 

to die, we have m7, thou mayst die, and mi or mron, die thou. 

The third persons singular and plural have the same forms, in both cases being 

made by substituting wn or on for the final 7 or a of the third person singular of the 

aorist. SofarasI am aware, this m-termination of the third person of the imperative 

does not occur in other Eranian forms of speech. I am inclined to connect it with 

the optative termination an’ (§ 84). 

§ 92a. Other verbal forms.—A noun of agency is formed by adding wunkaz to 

the present base, as in yaf-wunkai, a weaver. This is borrowed from P*sto. As in 

that language, it is the nearest approach to a present participle possessed by Ormutri. 

Ormuri possesses no conjunctive participle, corresponding to the Hindi kar-ké, 
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having done. Its force is obtained by a periphrasis. Thus, the Hindi woh kam kar- 

ké cala gaya, he, having done work, went away, would in Ormuri be expressed by 
hafo kar dok wa & ékk-al, he did work and went away. 

§ 93.. Derivative Verbs.—A denominative verb, of the first conjugation, may be 

formed from a noun or an adjective. If an intransitive verb is required, the syl- 
lable 2k is added to form the past participle and infinitive. Thus, from sfiw, white, 

we have spiw’ék, to become white. If a transitive verb is required, then awék or 

ayék is added, as in abad, inhabited, abadaw’ék or abadayék, to make inhabited, to 

populate. 

§ 94. Causals.—The termination aw’ék or ayék is also used to make transitive 

verbs from intransitives, and causals from transitives. It is added to the present 

base. Thus, amar’ék, to hear, present base, amar-; causal amavaw’ék or amarayeék, 

to cause to hear: yaf’@k, to weave, present base, yaf-; causal yafaw’ék or yafayék,-to 

cause to weave: na-walak, to take out, present base na-w'r-; causal na-w*vaw’ék or 

na-w'vayek, to cause to take out: hi-8’2k, to call, present base i-&-; causal ki-baw’ek 

or ki-bayék, to cause to call. The feminine of all these past participles ends in awak. 

The termination ayak also occurs, but very rarely. 

This causal termination is to be compared with the P*sto causal termination -av, 

which, as pointed out in GIP. I, ii, 222, is of Indian origin. Cf. Pali -a@p1, -aya, -é. 

§ 95. Passive.—A passive is formed by conjugating the past participle with the 

verb sydk, to become (see § 82). Thus, yaf’%k, to weave; yaf'ék syok, he was woven, 

yafak suk, she was woven, and so on. 

INDECLINABLES.— 

§ 96. Adverbs.—The subject of indeclinables belongs rather to vocabulary than 

to accidence, and a very few remarks will suffice. 

The usual pronominal adverbs are :— 

pa-p" rang, in this manner. 

pa-f' rang, in that manner. 

6" rang, how ? 

&tk*, because. 

ta-p" par’, for this reason. 

ta-f" par’, for that reason. 

ta-&* par’, for what reason ? why ? 

pa-p or 1-d", here. 
pa-f" or 1-w", there. 

guda, where ? 

ho wagt, now. 

haf’ wagt, then. 

&° wagqt, kan, or gan, when ? 

It will be seen that nearly all these are phrases, not independent words. 

The ordinary negative is nak, but mak is used with the imperative. The usual 

na and ma have taken the ka-suffix. 
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§ 97. Altogether peculiar to Ormuti, and of very frequent occurrence are the 

particles at and di. One or other of these appears in every finite sentence when 

the substantive to which it refers is not definite, i.e. when it is not preceded by the 

definite article a- (see § 55) or is not a proper name or a personal pronoun. If the 

verb of the sentence is intransitive, or a copula, then they refer to the subject. If 

the verb is transitive, they refer to the object. If the word to which either refers is 

singular, then a? is used. If it is plural, or a singular noun of multitude, then dz 

is used. 

It is dificult to determine the exact force of these particles. They are often used 

with a slightly adversative force, as in :— 

yas aiha, ka zyar at ha? sug ai ha, 

black .. is, or yellow .. is? red .. is, 

i.e. is it black ? or is it yellow ? (nay) it is red. 

ho at tar-mun marza ha; ha ai ta-f ywar ha, 

this.. my brother is; this .. his sister is, 

i.e. (on the one hand) this is my brother ; (on the other hand) this is his sister. 

They often have an emphatic force, like that of the Hindi hi. Thus :— 

kiu-Zaid gad di bi mayliug ga buk-in; yo ht kukk-wr dinak «ok, 

Zaid with .. other people also were ; but other anyones-(to-me).. not came, 

Zatd ai vi-kobk, 

Zaid .. came, 

i.e. (on the one hand) other persons also were with Zaid ; but (on the other hand) no 

others came (-27-&0k) ; Zaid alone (Hindi Zaid-hi) came (ri-&6k). 

But most often they have no apparent translatable force, and simply indicate 

the subject or object of asentence. For instance, if there are two nouns in a sentence, 

one singular and the other plural, and if ai appears, then we know that it is the 

singular noun which is the subject, if the verb is intransitive, or which is the object, 

if the verb is transitive. Similarly di points out a plural noun in the same way. 

Thus, take the phrase :— 

sayai di bu panduct—s y*urt.. 

man .. .. pomegranates eats, 

i.e. aman eats (bu x*u7vi) pomegranates. Here the verb is transitive, and therefore 

di refers to the object. As di, not ai, is used, the object must be plural, and is there- 

_ fore ‘ pomegranates,’ and not ‘ man.’ 

Agajn :— 

a-sayat at panduk  walak. 

the-man .. pomegranate ate, 
i.e. the man ate a pomegranate. Here, as sayvai has the definite article, ai cannot 

refer to it. It must therefore refer to panduk, which is therefore the object of the 
transitive verb ‘ ate.’ 

In such cases these particles are generally pleonastic and cannot be translated, 

as in the following sentences :— 
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sir gawan ai ha, he is a good youth. 

ho bar at haluk ha, this load is light. 

din at bu cigi, smoke is rising. 

ta ai déri, dost thou possess (dranak, to possess) an uncle (¢@) ? 

gak* di béz"n, cook flesh (a noun of multitude). 

bon dal di saw’m, how many may I give to thee (dal) ? - 

The origin of these two particles is unknown to me. The fact that they cannot 

be used with any definite noun leads us to compare them with the Persian ya-é-wahdat, 

which is derived from the Av. aéva-, one. If this derivation is accepted, we are 

tempted to connect the plural particle di with Av. dva, O. dyd, two; but it must be 

confessed that all this is pure guesswork. It may be mentioned that Kurd. has a 

series of determinative postpositive articles, a, e,7, regarding the origin and use of 

which scholars are not agreed (GIP. I, i, 274). 

§ 98. Prepositions and Postpositions.—These have been dealt with in §§ 58-60. 

§ 99. Conjunctions.—We may mention :— 

wa, and. 

ga, also. 

bi, moreover. 

ya, Or. 

x0, but, 

ka, that, if. 

None of these require special notice. 

§ 100. Interjections call for no particular notice. 

§ ror. AN ORMURI FOLKTALE. 

(From Ghulam Muhammad Khan’s Grammar). 

Sultan Mahmiid i-s* lawanai likt ywék-in ka, ‘1-6 Wki-t bu zh sa?’ 

Sultan Mahmiid one madman to said that, ‘what for-thy .. heart becomes?’ 

Hal-a_ ywek-in ka, ‘ta-kawan wrai i-mundyal lki-mm-al bu zh SA: 

To-him-he said that, ‘of-young sheep fat-tail for-my-for-it .. heart becomes.’ 

Sultan i-s* sayat liki pa-bami dak ka, ‘syi milai-l at = Yawat.’ 

The Sultan one man to with-eyes made that, ‘a radish-to-him even give-ye.’ 

Ka miulai-l ats w'lk, a-lawanat bu  a-milai-a xwalk, wa 

When a-radish-to-him .. brought, the-madman .. the-radish-he was-eating, and 

sar-a bu y“urtayek, wa xani-wa bia  dak-n. Sultan Mahmidd-al 

head-he .. was-shaking, and laughters-he .. was-making. Sultan Mahmtd-to-him 

ywéek-in ka, ‘ai lawanat-a, ki bu xan?’ A-lawana-l ywek-in 

said that, ‘O madman, why .. laughest-thou?’ The-madman-to-him said 

ka, ‘az bi ta-p’ par’ yan'm, ka kase tu bad8ah syok-2, 1-mundyal nar ai 

that, ‘I .. of-this for laugh, that since thou king becamest, fat-tail in even 

ywar nak han&éyok ha.’ 

fat not remained is.’ 

Grammatical Notes.—i-s* lawanai, locative governed by the postposition Mkt 
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Many other similar cases occur lower down. ywék-in, said, pl. 3, agreeing with 

‘words’ understood, ‘he said words.’ ‘This is the usual idiom for ‘he said.’ 7-6" /iki-t, 

for what. The -is the suffix of the genitive of the second person, referring to 2/7 ‘ thy 

heart.’ bz sa, pres. sg.3 0f syok. Hal-a, hal, contracted pronoun of 3rd person. -a, 

pronominal suffix of agent case of 3rd person, forming the subject of ywék-in. Itki- 

mm-al =liki+m+hal. The mis doubled before (h)al (§ 66). It is the suffix of the 

genitive of the 1st person, ‘my heart.’ fa-éami, instr. pl. of 60m, an eye. dak femi- 

nine of ddk, past part. of kayzk, to make. It is feminine to agree with 73a7", a sign, 

understood. ‘He madea sign.’ sy? is feminine of sd or s*, one, a. It agrees with 

milat, miulai-l = milai+hal. wk, f. of wlak, to bring. bi ,walk, imperfect fem. of 

xwalak, to eat, ‘he was eating (the radish, fem.).’- The subject is the final -a of a- 

milat-a. yani-wa, xanivis plur. of yan,alaugh. -wais suffix of 3rd person sing. agent. 

It takes this form, with w, after a vowel. bz dak-in, imperfect, 3rd pl. Mahmidd-al, 

for Mahmid+hal, with doubling of the d before (h)al. bi xan, pres. sg. 2 of xanak, to 

laugh. a-lawanat-l = a-lawanai+hal. ta-p’, gen. sing. inanimate of hd, this, governed 

by the postposition par’, for, = Hindi 7s-ké liyé, or is-liyé. 

Free Translation. 

Sultan Mahmiid once said to a madman,"‘ for what doth thy heart long?’ The 

madman replied, ‘my heart longeth for the tail of a fat-tailed sheep.’ The Sul- 

tan made a sign with his eyes to one of his men to give the madman just a radish. 

When they brought the radish and gave it to him, the madman began to eat it, 

shaking his head and laughing the while. Said the Sultan to him, ‘O madman, why 

dost thou laugh?’ He replied, ‘This is why I am laughing, that since thou hast 

become king, there has been no fat left even on the tail of a fat-tailed sheep.’ 

THE LINGUISTIC CLASSIFICATION OF ORMURI. 

§ 102. In order to ascertain the relationship borne by Ormuri to other Eranian 

languages, it will be convenient to follow, in the main, the lines taken by Professor 

Geiger in his General Survey of the Eranian Dialects and their Grouping in GIP. I, 

ii, pp. 412ff., which have been freely utilized in what follows. 

§ 103. As pointed out by Professor Geiger, Classical Persian stands apart from 

other Eranian forms of speech as the descendant of the court and literary language of 

the times of the Achzmenides and of the Sasanides. This was based on the dialect 

of the ancient district of Persis, which corresponds to the modern Farsistan. Persian 

goes back, through Pahlavi, to the old Persian of the Achzemenide inscriptions, and 

owing to the fact of its being from the first a literary language has been preserved 

from decay ,—or its development has been retarded,—so that it has remained un- 

changed for a thousand years. 
§ 104. Very different was the fate of the various local Eranian dialects other 

than that of Persis. With nothing to retard their development, they are in a much 

further advanced conditién of phonetic growth than their classical brother. They 

fall into two main groups,—a Western, or Medic, and an Eastern; both of which 
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agree in being more nearly related to the old language of the Avesta than to Old 

Persian. Although the word ‘dialect’ has been used in the foregoing remarks, it 

must be understood that under the term are included all the other known Eranian 

languages, such as Kurdish, P*sto, Baloci, and the Pamir dialects. We thus get the 

following classification :— 

A. Classical Persian; most nearly related to Old Persian. 

B. Non-Persian Dialects; most nearly related to the language of the Avesta. 

a. Western :— 

Ossete. 

The Western Dialects of Persia. 

The Central Dialects of Persia. 

Kurdish. 

b. Eastern :— 

P*sto. 
Baloci. 

The Pamir dialects. 

Our task is to discuss where in this arrangement we should put Ormurti. 

§ 105. Ormuti agrees with Non-Persian dialects in representing an Indo-Euro- 

pean k, by s, and an Indo-European g,, g,4 by z, and not, as in Persian, by # and d, 

respectively. Thus, O. das, but Prs. dah, ten (§ 37, 1b): O. zi, but Prs. di, heart 

(§ 38, Ia). 

§ 106. Ormuri also agrees with Non-Persian dialects in the change of original 

initial dv to b. Thus, while the ©. Prs. duvitiya-, Sanskrit dvitiya-, is represented in 

Prs. by di (-gar), another, the corresponding Av. bitya- is represented by O. b7 (§ 74); 

and Av. dvar-, a door, becomes O. bar (§ 14, 4). 

§ 107. Most of the Non-Persian dialects preserve an initial v unchanged. In 

Prs. it becomes in some cases 0, and in others g. In Baloci this latter change is also 

common, and in Ormuri there is a regular similar change to yor7. Thus, the Phl. 

vaca-k becomes baca in Prs., and veca, or some such word, in most Non-Persian 

dialects. But in Bal. it is gwas-/, and in O. it is ywaé, a calf. Similarly, Av. visatt, 

Prs. bist, Bal. gist, O. jistu, twenty. -An interesting point here is that, while the 

general Persian rule is that v before @, 2, 7, ty, becomes b, and before u,1,7, becomes 

g, in O. it becomes y before a, 7, a, and 7, before z (§§ 14, 2; 27,1). The two de 

velopments, though somewhat similar in result, run therefore on independent lines. 

§. 108. In the Non-Persian dialects, an original medial c generally retains its 

palatal character, but becomes z in Persian. In this respect Ormuri agrees with 

Persian as against the dialects. Thus, Av. fac-, to cook; Prs. pazad, O. biz, he 

cooks ; Av. raoc-ah-, Prs. voz, O. ryuiz, a day (§ 38, 2); but, for the dialects, e.g. 

W. picam, I cook; G. viij,a day. At the same time, S. and Sq. have z like O. and 

Prs., as in S. pezam, Sq. pezam, I cook. Ormuti is therefere not a solitary exception 

in regard to this general rule for the dialects. i 

§ 109. In certain of the Non-Persian dialects there is a tendency for an original 
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spirant letter,—h, x, 0, or f,—to disappear when immediately followed by another con- 

sonant. It is in the western dialects that this is most frequent, and with them Ormuri 

is in entire agreement. Thus, original y§ becomes § or § (§ 28, 8), ow and ft alto- 

gether disappear (S§ 14, 9; 21, 5c), and /S becomes § (§ 28, 9). With a following 7, 

xy and ev, become the special Ormuri sound § (§ 29, I, 9, ¢), and no example is 

available for /r. 

§ 110. In the Non-Persian dialects there is a tendency to weaken intervocalic 

labials to semivowels or vowels. In the western dialects this is most common, and 

here again Ormuri agrees. Intervocalic p regularly becomes w or 6 (§§ II, 3 ; 14, 5). 

No example occurs for 6, but intervocalic fn becomes w (§ 14, 6). 

§ 111. Intervocalic ¢, 9, and d, are retained in P*sto and Baloci, but in the 

western dialects they regularly disappear and also occasionally disappear in M. and 

Yd. They also regularly disappear in O., but not so in Prs. (§§ 33, 6 ; 34; 35, 4)- 

§ 112. Ormuri agrees with P*sto and the Pamir dialects in having developed the 

fricative letters & and &, from the original palatal c and j(y) (§§ 31, I; 32, 1, 2). It 

also agrees with P*sto in the use of the letter §, which, as in that language, is fre- 

quently interchanged with § (28, I); but, unlike P*sto, it does not change initial 

sonants to spirants, nor does it show any trace of the P*sto change of d and ¢ to J. 

In inflexion, like P*sto and the Pamir dialects, it forms causal roots by means of the 

suffix -av-. 

§ 113. Ormuri exhibits a striking agreement with the Pisaca languages in the 

elision of intervocalic 7 (§ 15, 6), and in the frequent epenthetic changes of vowels 

and consonants, especially in the formation of the plural of nouns substantive and 

adjective (§§ 57 ; 61) and of the masculine singular of past participles (§ 77). In in- 
flexion, it also agrees with the Pisaca languages in the plural of the second personal 

pronoun (§ 64), and in the characteristic termination k of the infinitive and past 
participle (§ 76). 

§ 114. Turning to other inflexional characteristics, we find that Ormuri agrees 

with Prs., as against the Non-Persian dialects, in having lost the oblique case. The 

only traces of this that survive in Ormuri are found in a few adverbial words (§ 58) 

and in the singular of the first personal pronoun (§ 64). On the other hand, Ormuri 

has preserved the distinction of gender, which is lost both in Persian and in the 

western dialects, but is retained in the East, in P*Sto, Baloci, and the Pamir dialects. 

Ormuri also differs from Persian in the use of the passive construction with transitive 

verbs in the past tenses. Nearly all the Non-Persian dialects agree with Ormuri in- 

this respect. 

§ 115. Ormuri agrees with the western dialects in its noun substantive using a 

plural formed with a termination derived from the Pahlavi -iha (§ 57), although the 

particular resultant termination does not appear elsewhere, whereas, in P*sto and 

the Pamir dialects the relics of the old plural terminations have been retained (GIP. 

I, ii, 419). On the other hand, Ormuri does not use the termination -an, which, like 

-iha, has survived in Persian, and which is also used in the western dialects and in 

Baloci. 
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In the formation of the genitive it does not employ the zza@fat, which we meet in 

Persian and in most of the western dialects, but uses the preposition ta or tar, which 

is to be compared with the P*sto preposition da, and with the Kurd. genitive formed » 

with dé. It is, nevertheless, to”be remembered that the use of the iza@fat in the 

western dialects is considered by Professor Geiger (p. 419) to be a borrowed practice, 

due to the influence of literary Persian. 

§ 116. Attention must be drawn to one point of inflexion in which Ormuti 

agrees with Old Persian and Persian as against the Avesta and most of the dialects. 

This is the plural of the first personal pronoun, max, we, to be referred to the Old 

Persian amayam, Persian ma, as against Avesta ahmakaom. In this Ormuri agrees 

with Old Baloci may, and Sijyni mas. The singular az, I, occurs also in Kurd. and 

Talis az, and is derived directly from Av. azam. On the other hand, we have seen 

that the nearest form to the plural of the second personal pronoun tyus, you, is the 

Panjabi twsz (§ 64). Although occurring in an Indian language, this last word is 

almost certainly of Pisaca origin. 

§ 117. So far as I have been able to compare them, Ormuri also agrees with the 

Non Persian dialects, as against Persian, in vocabulary. Thus, the Persian word for 

‘to speak’ is guftan, derived from the O. Prs. /gaub-, gaubataty, to speak ; but the 

O. ywzk, to speak, as in the case of the corresponding words in Non-Persian dialects, 

must be referred to the Av. /vac- (§ 31, 3). Again, the Persian 377, milk, is derived 

from Av. ,siva-, while the O S77, milk, as in the other dialects, is derived from Av. 

xsuipta- (28, 8a; cf. GIP. 3, ii, 414-5). 

§ 118. To sum up:—While Ormuti agrees in a few points with standard Persian, 

it undoubtedly belongs to the group of Non-Persian forms of Eranian speech. Situ- 

ated as its speakers are in the heart of a P*St0-speaking country, it would be extra- 

ordinary if it had not,—as it has,—adopted a few peculiarities from that language. 

In some respects it shows points of agreement with the Pamir dialects, and in two or 

three important particulars with the Pisaca forms of speech. In other points,—such 

as the use of the letter .i §¥ the prefixing of , or 7 to words originally commencing 

with v, and the formation of the plural of its nouns and participles,—it occupies a 

somewhat independent position ; but on the whole it agrees generally, and closely, 

with the western Eranian dialects, including Kurdish. 
This conclusion is confirmed by the form taken by one remarkable word. Ac- 

cording to Herodotus, the Medic (i.e. North-West Eranian) word for ‘ dog ’ was oaéka. 

The corresponding Ormuri word is spuk, agreeing almost letter for letter with the old 

Medic form. No other Eranian language has preserved this word in its entirety. 

Persian has sag, and the dialects have varying forms such as saba, espa, supa, spat, 

se, andsoforth. In none of them are both the p and the k preserved. In each case, 

one or other has been lost. Ormuri alone has preserved all three consonants. 



VOCABULARY AND INDEX OF THE ORMURI LANGUAGE. 

Note.—In this Vocabulary, which also serves as an Index of all Ormuri words 

occurring in the body of the work, the order of words is based on the alphabetical 

order of the consonants, without any regard to the vowels. The latter come into 

consideration only in cases in which the same consonant or consonants are followed 

or separated by different vowels. Thus, the different words containing the conso- 

nants f¢ will be found in the succession pat, pait, and put. All words beginning with 

vowels (whether preceded by ‘azm or not) are arranged together at the commencement 

of the Vocabulary, their mutual order being determined by their consonants. 

The following, therefore, is the alphabetical order followed in this Vocabulary :— 

Vowels (2, Ze t, 0, u), b, C, d, d, &, 8, is §, ¥ h, h, ih k, Xx» l, m,n, th, p, Y,7, 7, 8,8, 

§,5,5,9,0,¢, 1,8, 0, W, y, Z, 2, 2, 2, 4% 

Worpbs BEGINNING WITH VOWELS. 

a-, a prefix having the force of the Eng- 

lish definite article, as in a-sarat, 

the man. It is apparently a form 

of the demonstrative pronoun /a or 

a, this. §§ 55, 97, etc. 

-4, 1, or -é, pron. suff. of the nom. sg. of 

the second personal pronoun. 

Peet. 2, Kurd: 7M. at; Other 

Pam. dial. at. § 68. 

-a, 2, pron. suff. of the third person singu- 

lar in any oblique case, including 

the acc., but notin the nom. After 

a vowel it takes the form -wa. 

Poé, Bal 2, Kurd. ¢c, BLA: 56. 

Av. -hé, -sé. §§ 3, 5.; 68 ; Ior. 

a, see ha, 2 and ho, t. 

at, interj. O. § Ior. 

ai, particle of emphasis used with singu- 

lar nouns, the corresponding word 

with plural nouns and with nouns 

of multitude being di. In this 

sense it closely corresponds to the 

Hindi -4i. It is also used in every 

finite sentence, agreeing with the 

subject of an intransitive verb, and 

with the object of a transitive verb, 

in this case being employed only 

when the noun is not definite. We 

may perhaps compare the vowels 

a, €, and used in Kurd. as a post- 

positive article, GIP. I, ii, 274, or 

with Av. aéva-, Prs. ya-¢-wahdat. In 

that case, di may perhaps be con- 

nected with O. dyd, two. §§ 97; 

Iol. 

-ai, pron. suff. of the nom. pl. of the 

pronoun of the second person. P. 

ie SO, 

1-, preposition, in, on. 7-d*, here; 7-w’ 
5) 

theres iCieku, ku. Cf. Prs. 7, es 

of ; §§ 58 5 59 5 64 ; 69 ; Lor. 
6, see Ho, I. 

abad, inhabited. abadaw’ék or abada- 

yék, to populate. § 93. 

id’, adv. here. § 96. 

afo, see hafo. 

ay-0k (p.p.f. ayak ; aor. sg. 2, awas, 3, 

awasa) to be attached ; to hit, reach 
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the mark ; to adjoin; to be born. 

Cf. nayok, wayyor. 

Skr. @+ 7 gam-; p.p. dgata-, to 
arrive. The origin of the present 

stem is doubtful. ? Av. 44 7asattt, 

he comes, with syncope of 7. §§ 3, 

2 > 24, 20r) BO: 

axwava-nak, adj., hungry. Connected 

with ywalak, to eat (aor. sg. 3, 

x"ura) ; -nak is Prs. -nak. Cf. tra- 

nak, thirsty, from tatak, to drink 

(aor. sg. 3, 172). 

-am, pron. suff. of the first person singu- 

lar in any case. Common in other 

Eranian languages. §§ 68 ; Ior. 

imbai, pl., friends. 

amarék (p.p.f. amarak; Aor. sg. 2, amar, 

3, amara), to hear. Cf. P. adwr-éd'l. 

§§ 3, 2; 47 ; 889 ; 94. Causal 
amaraw’ék or amarayék. § 94. 

pron. suff. indicating :— 

(1) the acc. pl. of the first and 

second persons. 

(2) Any other plural case, except 

the nom., of all three persons. 

In Kurd. the pl. termination for 

all three persons is ina, in, in, en, or 

na. All Pam. dialects have an for 

the first person pl., except M. which 

has am. For the third person pl. 

S. has én, M. at, and the others aw. 

§ 68. 

-inm or -é€n, pron. suff. of the nom. pl. of 

the third person. Kurd. im or in. 

S. én. See the preceding. § 68. 

on, see hon. 

ida, in inka sal, next year but one. 

inkan, adv. the day before yesterday. 

§ 57. 
inél*, postpos. governing gen., in possess- 

ion (of), belonging (to). With di, 

1, from. This word is probably it- 

onjiy, a fig. P. 

AWES 

self a locative, 1-nél", but the mean- 

ing of él" is unknown. § 60. 

inar, postpos. governing loc., in. This 

word is itself a locative, t-nar, in 

the house, at home; hence, gener- 

ally, inside. Cf.zzar. §§ 60, 71. 

unés, catd., nineteen. The word is bor- 

rowed from the Hindi unis. § 63. 

avay’, see ray’. 

1-vast", postpos. governing loc., begin- 

ning from. Cf. /ast’. 

drat, adj. wide. P.; 61. 

a-sal, adv., this year. Cf. sal. Prs. im- 

sal. 

ispék (pl. tspici), m. barley. 

asvik, adj., fresh, newly made. A doubt- 

ful word. 

asté@s, card., eighteen. 

Prs. hazdah ; BS. astib. re 

Av. astadasa. §§ 3, 1a; 35,4; 63. 

ast-’@k (p.p.f. astak; Aor. sg. 2, i3t, 3, 

asta), to be standing, to stand up- 

right, to be upright. 

Prs. ista-dan ; BS /ut-, Veron f 

1st-. 

O. Prs. 44+ ~Ssta-; Skr. @+V7 

st‘a-, atist‘att, he stands by. §§ 3, 

2326 TAO Bin, 

pron. suff. of the second person sg., 

indicating any case except the nom. 

sg. 

Prs. W. S. at; M. ef. Cf. -a, 1. 

§§ 68, IOT. 

awiat, card., seventy. 

P. avid ; Prs. haftad. 

Av. haptati-. §§ 14, 6; 25, 5; 

63. 

iw", adv., there. 96. 

awriz,a privy. Prs. ab-riz. 

73 352: 
awasa, see ayok. 

awés, card., seventeen. 

P. dwalas ; Prs. haftdah. 

-at 
d 

See §§ 14, 
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Av. haptadasa. §§ 25, 53; 35,4; 

63. 
awwal, ord., first. 

ayék, see hayék. 

az ot haz, personal pron., I. 

Ar. 63. 

Sg. obl. mun; Pl. nom. and obl. 

max. 

For sg. nom. cf. O. Prs. adam; 

Av. azam ; Kurd. az; P. za; W. zu; 

Meee So 3 kd 25°72; 38. TO; 64; 

IOI ; 116. 

For sg. obl. cf. O. Prs. mana; Av. 

mana; Prs. man; M. sg. obl. men. 

S$ 20, Ia ; 64 > 97- 

For Pl. forms cf. O. Prs. amayam ; 

Av. ahmakam; Old Bal. may; S. 

mas ; M. max; P.muz. §§3,7; 20, 

ian 2b 5-22, 10 ; 64 ; E16, 

izar, postpos. governing loc., on. This 

word is probably itself a loc., 7-zar, 

but the meaning of zar, in this sense, 

is unknown. Cf.inar. § 60. : 

azan (pl azanit), m., a certain millet, 

china. 

(?) cf. P. dan ; Prs. arzan. 

bi, bthé or btyé, pron. adj., other, another. 

Adv., moreover. 

tae udrcan, GCG. bide <KS. abi: 

W. bm, two; M. we; Ké&m. bryé; 

L. bi, also. 

Av. bitya-; Skr. duitiya-. 

97 ; 99; 106. 
boi, adv., near. 

bu, verbal particle, used with the past 

to form the imperfect, and with the 

aorist to form the present. 

Cf. P. wu, used with the imper- 

fect to form the past, and with the 

present to form the aorist. Prs. p.p. 

bu- (GIP.I, ii, 220). The Prs. hamé 

or mé, of a different origin, is used 

§$ 74 ; 

BRAST-AK BB 

Sinmlanly es Sia. Ck: §S° 905, 97); 

Lor 

bud, adj., concealed, hidden. 

badsah, aking. Prs. Ior. 

bagay-wal, adj., impetuous for the mare 

(of a horse). 

b'1, adj.,in good health, well. 

bal-un, to be convalescent. 

Cf. K&m. 

blaz-ék (p.p.f. blazak ; aor. sg. 2, bléz, 3, 

blazi), to make over, to give in 

charge ; to instigate. 

bambarai (pl. the same), f., a wasp. P. 

bambara. 

bumm’,{., the earth. Av. bum. 

Tee 
§ 41, 

band (pl. bandt),m.,alargestream. Prs. 

band, a dam. 

ban-*ék (p.p.f. banak ; aor. sg. 2, beni, 3, 

bani), to throw down, to throw, to 

fling ; to insert. 

W. v/biing- (pres. 

throw. 

bay, a door. Kurd., KS. bar; W. bar; 

Ksm. bar; P. war; Prs. dar. 

Av. dvar-. §§ 14, 4; 15, 10; 35, 

Be Wt, A & OS). 

bay,m.,aload. Prs. bar; 97. 

bragat (f., bragiy"), adj., spotted. piebald. 

P. brag. (?) corruption of Ar. ablag. 

Jargista, name of the language here 

dealt with. This is the name used 

by its speakers. Other people call 

it Ormuri. 

brast-ak, i (p.p.f. brusk ; aor. sg. 2, bras, 

3, brast), to burn (intrans.). 

Prs. birtsta, roasted. P. writ-ed'l. 

wurat-ed‘l, to be roasted. Cf. the 

next. §§ 28, 12 ; 86. 

brast-ak, 2 (p.p.f. brusk; aor. sg. 2, brézi, 

3, brazi), to burn (trans.). 

Prs. birist-an, to roast; W. va- 

ves-n, to parch (grain); P. writ-awul, 

btuin-am), to 
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wurat-awul, to roast. §§ 38, 4; 41, 

3, 4; 86. en 
Skr. Wbd‘vajj-, b‘vjjatt, to roast, 

p.p. b‘vsta-. Phil. brist-an, to roast. 

brusék, (p.p.f. brusak ; aor. sg. 2, bru8, 

3, brusi), to glitter. 

P. brés-ed'l; Prs. baraz, ornament. 

Av. brazaiti; Skr. b‘vajaté, he 

shines) @S8) 7, 2ar5, Ali 2Oneea Zor 

5 Tn Bes Ake, Al 
brazi, see brastak, 2. 

bas-ék (p.p.f. baSak; aor. sg. 2, ba§, 3, 

bast), to grant, give, distribute. 

Cf. b-°éR. 

Prs. baxs-idan; Bal. bask-ay; P. 

bas-“l. 

Av. bax8-aiti, he gives. §§ 28, 8); 

abigaeat 5 Yefo): 

bat" (pl. bat7), f., a duck. Cf. patakk’*. 

Prs. bat,a duck ; P. bata, a heron. 

batkiy" (pl. batkiyi) f., a wild duck. 

Cf. Prs. batak, a duckling, and the 
preceding. 

batér® (pl. batér’t), f., a quail. Borrowed 

from L,. batéra. 

buy, a scent, smell. Borrowed from 

Prs. bué. §§ 8, 5\; 41, 1 : 52: 
b-ek (p.p.f. bayak), to grant, give. This 

verb is used only in the past tenses. 

The aorist tenses are taken from 
bas’ek, q.v., of which it is perhaps 
merely a contracted form. 

bi-yok or b-yok (p.p.f. buk ; aor. sg. 2, bi, 
3, ba), to be, to become. 

Kurd. di-bim, Iam; Prs. biid-an, 
buvam; P. wi, he may be; Bal. 
bi-ay, to be; S. ve-d, he is: M. vl-d, 

he was. , 

Av. bavaiti, he is. §§ 14, 9 ; 41, 
1; 68; 76; 82 (conjugated); 86; 
88 ; 97. 

bryan, the lower part of the back, the 

back part of the waist. 

DA 

bizi, see pay-ék. 

bazar, the arm from the elbow to the 

wrist. 

(?) Cf. Av. bazu-; Prs. bazu, the 

arm above the elbow. : 

bazav,m., a market. Prs. bazar. §57. 

buzwa (pl. buzwat), f., a spider. 

boz, picking, choosing. 

boz-’ek, (p.p.f. bdzak), to pick, to choose. 

Cf. doz. 
bez, the place above or outside ; above ; 

outside, bé3".  § 58. 

cig, adj., high, tall. 

This word may possibly be _ bor- 

rowed from Pisgaca. Cf. Sina Zo, 

long. The latter has the same ori- 
gin as dray, q.v. In Pisaca lan- 

guages dy is liable to become Z. § 

26), 2. 

cig-’ék (p.p.f. cigak; aor. sg. 2, cig, 3, 

cigt), to rise. Cf. the preceding. § 

97- 
cal-"ék, (p.p.f. calak; aor. sg. 2 cal, 3, 

cala), to go, proceed. Borrowed 

from India. § 88. 

ciw, 1, (pl. ciw7), f., a hollow or caveina 

precipice. § 26, 2. 

ciw, 2 (pl. ctaz), 37a root, Ss 2ome 

da, 1, di, see &OR, 3. 

da, 2, or di, contracted pronoun of the 

locative singular or plural of the 

pronouns of the first and second 

persons. We may compare the P. 

dé or dé, the enclitic pronoun of the 

second person singular (Av. #2), but 

it is difficult to explain the O. use 
for the first as well as for the second 

person. It may, however, be point- 

ed out that in P. the plural form mu 

oe 
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is used both for the first and second 

persons, though, here, there is a 
different origin in each case (GIP. 

#8. 2r7), Ci also O. Prs. adam, 

I, and §§ 66, 67. 

di, 1, contracted pronoun of the third 

person singular and plural, from 

him, her, it, or them. It is com- 

monly used pleonastically with the 

ablative postposition /ast*. §§ 60; 
62. 

The word is probably a contrac- 

tion of ta+é (P. da+é), from him. 

§§ 65-67. 
di, 2, plural particle of emphasis. See 

ai. § 97. 
du, for dy, q.v.,in compounds. § 63. 

dokar (pl. dodéarrt), m., maize (jowar). 

dar may be a corruption of j6war. 

dok, see kayék. 

duk* (pl. duct), f.,a girl. This is probably 

duw", q.v., with the ka-suffix. Cf. 

eee 20; 3 5 57- 
dal, contracted pronoun, indicating the 

dat. sg. and pl. of the second person, 

to thee, to you. 

ele due. sce $$ 17, F: 33; 1; 

47 ; 96-7; 97. 
dil-ak (p.p.f. dalk; aor. sg. 2, dir, 3 divi), 

to reap. 

Av. darata-, cut. 

2 eye sae - BO. 

dim, ord., second. 

Prs. duyum, duwum; P. dwayam. 

O. Prs. duvitiya-, GIP. I, ii, 116. 

59°33, 9; 35, £5 03. 
dum ’ék (p.p.f. dumak; aor. sg. 2, dum, 

3, dumi), to ache to be painful. 

din, smoke. 

Prs. dud; Kurd. du; Bal. dihi, 

(S.) dit; BS. dum; Ksm. d*h. Cf. EB. 

go. 

Skr. d‘uma-:; Phl. dat. 

pce §5-F7, 3); 

DUSKI 57 

Iam unable to explain the final 

min this word. § 97. 

dr* (pl. dvi), f., a hair. 

Cf. Kho. dvoh, hair of the body. 

dari, see dranak. 

dirt, see dilak. 

dray or daray (f. dray"), adj., long. 

Prs. divaz; P. lary’. 

Av. daraya-, Skr. dirg‘a-. Cf. H. 

Myo Cis CE. SSB OS U5 BAO), Ox 
TPR OR2ahee.. 24. Te oo ee Te 

dra-n-ak (p.p.f. dronk ; aor. sg. 2, déri, 3, 

dart), to own, possess, have. 

Prs. dastan, daram, to possess ; 

Bal. dar-ay; P. lar-“l. 

Av. /dar-, Skr. /d‘y-. Like the 
§ of dastan, the n of dranak is a root- 

determinative. §§ 15, 1b; 35, I; 

86; 97. 
darvési; pl. lies. The sg. nom. is probab- 

ly daros or (?) davdy, or some such 

word. 

Prs. daro,; Av. draoya-. 

darza0, m., sound, noise. 

das, card., ten. 

Piss ddim. /4Si AV. dasa. 288 

B55) 371205 303); 105 
dasam, ord., tenth. 

Prs. dahum; P. lasam. Av. da- 

sama-. §§ 20, 1b; 63. 

dist (? d’st, see § r, Rem. 1), a hand. 

Borrowed from Prs. dast. H. 567; 

i AL ps5 Omer. 9: 51: 

dus-’ek (p.p.f. dusak or duk; aor. sg. 2, 

dus 3, dust), to milk (a cow, etc.). 

Borrowed from Prs. dds-idan. §§ 

825 35; 1; 3f53; 49- 
Av. V/*duys-; Skt. /duh-; H. 578; 

EB. 94. 
dusi, see bus’ek. 

duski, a little, somewhat. 

a little. 

(2)\icina beste, 
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uw (pl. duwi),f.,a daughter. Cf. dik". 
Prs. duxt, duxtar; Sanglici day. 

Av. duygsar-; Phl. duyt. §§ 8, 2; 

24,6; 35,1; 36. 
dwas, catd., twelve. Prs. duwazdah; P. 

dwalas. Av.dvadasa. §§ 14, 4; 35, 

BS (sk 
dwisam, ord., twelfth. Prs.duwazdahum ; 

P. dwalasam. Av. dvadasa-. § 63. 
dyo, card., two. In compound numerals, 

this becomes di, as in di-jisti, 
twenty-two. Prs. du, Bal. do. Av. 

dva. 

Regarding the insertion of y, see 

3 13) 4) BSS aity 33, Abe bee 
63; 97. 

daya, N. of the first ten days of the month 

Safar. (?) cf. das, ten. 

d--ck (p.p.f. d-’ék; aor. sg. 2, diuni, 3, 
dina), to see. 

Prs. di-dan; P.lid-l. Av. /dai-, 

Skr. /d‘7, did‘ite’, p.p. d‘tta-. 

The present stem is from Av. / 
zan-; Skr. /77a-,toknow. Cf. Cas- 
pian Prs. (Talisi) zane, know. In 

Bal. za@n-ay, to know, is also used to 

mean Otoseel MSS\22 aes rs Bi. 

dur' (pl. dar’) f., dry twigs, firewood, 
fuel. 

(2?) cf. Prs. duvak, a plank: Sir. 
dru-, wood. § 13, 4. 

daz-‘ek (p.p.f. dazak; aor. sg. 2, dézi, 3, 

daxt), to load. 

P. /és-"l, pres. sg. 3, lézi. 

ao, pres. sg. sérz-am. 

Connected with Av. /daraz-, to 

hold firmly ; Skr. V/d‘ys-. § 30. 

Sq. 8ayt- 

dub" (pl. dub'i), f., a pit, at water-hole. 
Hn. duba, flooded land. P. dab, 
immersed. 

dabar’ (pl. dabar't), f., a kind of pigeon. 

DZUNA 

dim, f., the belly. Skr. dimba-. §§ 12, 
Lge) 20n2: 

da, see &0k I. 

dak (£. dak"), adj., lamed, wounded, hurt. 

Cf. Gok, 2: 

&ak, m., a place. 

Prs. 7a7; P. &@é. | 

Av. V/ya-,tocome. H.417. The 

O. word has the ka-suffix (§ 21, 52). 
dik", adv., because. P. 96. 

&k-0k, 1, or 20k, 1 (p.p.f. dak; aor sg. 2, 

dat, 3, &a), to arrive, come, go. 

Cf. P. di, he goes. 

Av. /ya-,tocome, to go. H. 417. 

§§ 32,2; 66; 86; 97. 
&-0k, 2, ot 2-0k, 2 (p.p.f. dak ; aor. sg. 2, 

kan, 3, &ana), to beat, strike. Cf. 

wa-2yok. 

Prs. zadan, 

Bal. jan-ay. 

Av. /jan-, janaiti; Skr. /Shan-, 

hanti, hanati, to strike. Cf. the 

next. §§ 21, 5¢; 32.0; 36) 

&-0k, 3, or 2-0k, 3 (p.p.f. dak; aor. sg. 2, 

di, 3, da), to propel. 

Cf. M. za, to strike, de, he 

strikes; W. di-am,I strike. In the 

Pisdca languages ¢ or dt commonly 

means ‘beat,’ as well as ‘give.’ 

Thus, Veron pesum-ti-ogo ; KI. ty-ék ; 

Kho. di-k, to beat. The past stem 

therefore is derived from the Eranian 

equivalent of Skr. yata-, »/yam-, 

yacchati, to restrain, support, give. 

Cf. prayék. The present stem is to 

be referred to Av. »/da, dadaiti, to 

give. § 86. 

dem, the place below; below. 

dan, life. Prs.7an. § 71. 

dana, see Gok, 2. 

dina see d’ék. 

zanam; P. wa-zl; 



DZUNI-~UTAN 

&ini-yuian, a certain time of the night, 

sleeping time. (?) cf. @ék. 

dark’, see zark’. 

daur-eék (p.pf. daurak; aor. sg. 2, daur, 

3, aura), to fret, to be annoyed. 

Prs. 2ar-idan; P. Zay-"l, to mourn. 
H. 646 connects this with Skr. / 

1%-, javatt, to call out, but this does 

not account for the vowel in the O. 

word. §5I. 

&us-"ék (p.p.f. &usak or diisak, aor. sg. 

2, &uS, dus, 3, &usi, disi), to seek, 

search for; to look at, inspect. 

Prs. jus-tan, to seek. 

Av. yumsyeiti, he fights. H. 419. 

Be 323 S832, 25 535,02; 30. 
éut or zut, much; very. § 32, I. 

dawan, young; a youth. Prs. jawdan, 

§§ 97, Tor. 
da-yéek (p.p.f. dawak ; aor. sg. 2, &éwi, 3, 

dawi), to lead, conduct, fetch. 

This verb is the causal of gdh, 1. 

fa, fo, see hafo. 

ga, conj., also; even. 

gat, m., a bedstead. 

guda, adv., where? in what place? Re- 

garding the initial g, see §§ 21, 2; 96. 

gudat-cargat (pl. gudai-cargai), the 

hoopoe. In P. the hoopoe is called 

mulla-cargak, being called a Mulla 

because he carried the letter of Solo- 

mon to the Queen of Sheba. 

gad, 1, numeral definite suffix, as in di- 

gad, the two, both. 

gad, 2, gwad, ot givgad, postposition 

governing loc., with, together 

with. §§ 60 ; 97. 

guk, adv., merely, only. 

gak’ (pl. gaci), flesh. 

Prs. gost; P. ywasa. 

$§ 97 5 99. 

GURU 59 

Av. gao-, an ox; flesh. EB. 128. 

§§ 21, 50 ; 23, 1; 97. 
gli, see glastak. 

gal, adj. recumbent, lying down. 

galy, the shoulder. 

gilak (pl. gtlacci), m., a rat. 

glast-ak or gast-ak (p.p.f. gask ; Aor. sg. 

2 and 3, gilt), to take away, trans- 

port, carry (something inanimate) ; 

to arrange the hair. 

Prs. givtft-an ; Bal. gir-ay. 

Av. V/grab-, garawnaiti, p.p. garap- 

ta-; Skr. /grab’- grb‘nat. Cf. H. 

gog. In gla-si-, the st is a verbal 

determinatives S$ £5 50 175 3 23) 

BGS 5) 8 Or 
gal-ék (p.p.f. galak ; aor. sg. 2, géli, 3, 

galt), to twist, spin, roll up (intr.). 

Prs. ,altidan, to roll (Gntr.); P. 

yarl, to twist (tr.). 

As pointed out in ELA. 40, this 

presupposes an Eranian «/*garo-, = 

Skr. s/grat‘-, grat‘natt. §§ 3, 4; 17, 

35/48: 
gi-*ék (p.p.f. gilak; aor. sg. 2, gil, 3, 

gili), to be tickled, to feel tickling. 

Cf. W. gil-géc, a tickle. 

gan, see kan. §§ 21, 2 ; 96. 

gon (pl. ganni), m., a stick. gon"-mirg" 

(pl. gon"-murdi), f., a kind of skylark. 

gingit (pl. gingitt), m., the dung-beetle, 

the scarabeeus. Borrowed from P. 

gune't. 
gunum (pl. gunumi), m., wheat. Bor 

rowed from P. yanam. §§ 7, 1); 7, 

Vis), Bile Bip Ie Petey 

gap (pl. gapi), m., a stone. § 57. 

gvi (pl. the same), m., a mountain. 

Kurd. giv; P., W. yar: 
Av. gairi-; Skr. gimi-; Phl. gar. 

EINE a7 ems eek, 2 3015 NOr 23 nL. 

guri (pl. gurat), com. gen., a kid. 

Sq. yévv, a kid. 



60 GIRAD, GIRGAD 

Av. garawa-,a foetus; Phl. gafr,a 

young one. H. 88, 88 bis. §§ 7, 

DiS AT gO EZ weal 

givad, girgad, see gad, 2. 

gavdai-yal (pl. gardat-yalt), m., a kite, 

a bird of prey. 

girgis" (pl. girgisz), f., a centipede. 

gvanyi (? grat), f., knot. Probably bor- 

rowed from L. giva@. See §§ 15, 4;: 

23 ese 2ORelG: 

gvan-‘ék (p.p.f. granak ; aor. sg. 2, gréni, 

3, grani), to chew, masticate (In- 

dian corn or the like). 

giv-aw--ek (p.p.f. givawak); aor. sg. 2, 

givéwt, 3, givawt), to scratch. Bor- 

rowed from P. gar-aw-ul. Cf. Bal. 

gar-dy. 

gavdan, the neck. Borrowed from Prs. 

gardan See § 47. 

gas, {., a tooth. 

Probably borrowed from P. yas, 

see § 46. Cf. Prs. gaz, the teeth, 

gas-tan, to bite. 

Origin doubtful.- See ELA. 333; 

H. 885. §§ 46 ; 48-9. 

gastak see glastak. 

gisték (p.p.f. gistak ; aor. sg. 2, gist; 3, 

gisti), to turn back, to turn, return. 

The initial g shows that this word 

is borrowed from Prs. gast-an, and 

should probably be spelt g“st. See § 

t4, 2, and ci 886; GiPs li So: 

Regarding the change of § to s, see 

§ 49. $§ 14, 2; 33,53 49. 
gat-ak (? p.p.f.), to be fallen, to lie upon. 

A doubtful word. Cf. ywastak. 

gatés, in zawal gatés, a certain time of 

the day, 12-30 P.M. 

Cf. P. zawal, decline of the sun. 

goy (pl. the same), an ear. 

Prs. gos; Kurd. guh; Bal. gos; P. 

ywaz. 

yOR-AW-YEK 

AV. gaosa-. §§ 11, 1302 eze 

L 228) ey 

gryoy (pl. gawit or gwai), f., a cow. 

Prs. gav; Kurd. g@; Bal. go-y; P. 

ywa; W. yau, yit; M. yawa. 

Av, gao-; Skr. g6-. H. 888. §§ 13, 

43; 48. | 
gazot, m., a plough-bullock. ? cf. P. 

yub-kat. 

yafin", {., weaving, the art of weaving. 

yafwunkat, m., a weaver. § 92a. 

yaf-"ék (p.p.f. yafak; aor. sg. 2, eft, 3, 

yafi), to weave, plait. Causal ,af- 

awék or yafayek, § 94. 
Skr. gump‘-ati or gup‘-att, he plaits. 

§§ 13,45 21, 5¢ 3 24, 24; 345 775 00m 
83 ; 85 ; 88 ; 90-924, 94-5. 

ylami, a horse’s bridle. Probably a 

metathesis of Prs. lagam. 

yun (f. and pl. yuni), adj., hidden ; lost. 

yank (f. the same; pl. yandéi), adj., 

bad. 

Prs. gand, a stink; Bal. gand-ay, 

bad; S. ganda, bad; P. yand-‘l, to 

dislike. 
Cf. Skr. gand‘a-, a stink. The 

initial y shows that the word cannot 

be of Eranian origin. Cf. §§ 18,7; 

23, 1; 24, 244 32, © OT s@iemeae 

934- 
yun& (pl. yundi), a garment. 

Cf. P. ayust-l, ayundi, to dress ; 

Ynb. nu-yunt-, to dress oneself (pres. 

stem). Skr. s/gud‘, gud‘yat. CE. 

ELA. 7. §§ 18,7; 24, 2¢: 
ynwain (? ynwat) (pl. the same), f., a 

water-course. 

yrat (pl. y%7), f., a fireplace. 

Cf. P. nyavat, m. 

yras (f. was"; pl. yrést), adj., black. §97. 

yor-aw-ek (p.p.f. yorawak; aor. sg. 2, 

ean ey 



yIR-YEK 

yoréwt, 3, yorawi), to throw, propel. 

See y6r-ék. 

yir-ek (p.p£. yirak ; aor. sg. 2, yi, 3, y72), 

to roar (asa tiger). Cf. yward-’ék. 

Prs. yurr-idan, to roar ; Bal. garr- 

ay, to roar; Ossetic (Western) yar, 

voice ; P. yar-éd‘l, to chatter, 

Skr. /g7-, grnati, to callto. Cf. 

ELA. 39. §§5,4;15, 253 24, 2a. 
yor-"ék (p.p.f. yorak ; aor. sg. 2, yor, 3, 

yora), to rain (intr.). 

Prs. bar-idan; Bal. gwar-ay (gwar) ; 

P. 6r-éd'l. 

Av. vara-, rain. Cf. EB. 147 and 

PB F5.. $8 54, 2:-15, 10. 

yar-"ek (p.p.f. yarak ; aor. sg. 2, yar, 3, 

yaya), to have open eyes. P. yur- 

éd'l. 

yeh (p.p.f. yirak ; aor. sg. 2, yr, 3, yi77), 

to swerve, go to one side ; to be con- 

cealed, hidden. 

P. yar-ed°l, to swerve. 

garta-, a hollow, a cave. 

24, 2a. 

yuti, the act of running. 

yi’ (pl. yé7), f., a badger. 

yw-ek (p.p.f. ywek; aor. sg, 2, ywak, 3, 

ywaki), to speak. 

Bal. gwas-ay. 

Av. /vac-, to say. GIP. I, ii, 

Aig. CE § 31, 3; $§ 14, 2; 28, 4; 
Bis 4. O0.;- O07: LOE 2 TE7. 

ywar, an oath, in ,war d’ék, to cause to 

swear, and ywar ywazv’ék, to swear. 

yward-ek (p.pf. ywardak; aor. sg. 2, 

yward, 3, ywardt), to roar (asa tiger). 

Cf. yrék. 

Cf. L. garkan, to roar; gargar, 

rumbling; Sn. guyvan", to thunder. 

Prs. yurr-idan, Bal. garr-ay, to 

roar; P. yar-éd’l and yuyumb-éd'l, 
to roar. 

Skr. gard-, gavdati, to roar. 

Ci Okt, 

ss FO, I; 
d 
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See § 47. §§14, 8; 24, 4; 29, 2; 
39; 47. 

ywars-"ék (p.p.f. ywarsak; aor. sg. 2, 

ywars, 3, ywarsi), to appear good, to 

look nice. 

? Skr. Vuy5-, vy8yati, to choose, 

select ; pass. vy3yaté. §§ 14,2; 15,2. 

Chey 2 ale a9) LOM: 

ywasi (pl. the same), m., grass. 

Borrowed from Prs. wa. 

7m sn Cael. 200. 

aie 

ywast-ak (p.p.f£. ywask; aor. sg. 2, ywaz, 

3, ywaza), to fall. 

Prs. vazidan, to blow (of the wind); 

Bal. gwaz-ay, to pass over ; W. waz-n, 

to fall, past sg. I wast-am. 

AANA c= COmyaue EO A. 205), 

S$ 86; 83. 

yway-"ék (p.p.f. ywagak ; aor. sg. 2, ywas, 

3, ywaya), to fear. 

Cf. W. wasuk-an, pres. sg. I, wast- 
am, to fear. 

? O. Prs. vt -+/tras-; Skr. vi+ 

/tras-, trasatt, with syncope of s. 

§§ 14, 2; 29, Id; 37, 7. 
yway-aw-’ék (p.p.f. ywayawak; aor. sg. 2 

and 3, ywayai), to wash, clean. 

? Skr. vi+r/sru-, -svavati, caus. 

ywary,m., fat, grease. 

See § 

SS) iil A 87/5 Shi 

-syvavayatt, to wash away. § 14, 2; 

ZO ele 

ywat (f. ywat"), adj., fat, stout. Cf. ywar. 

§ 47. 
ywak (pl. ywatki), com. gen.,a calf 

- Prs. baca; KS. veca;S. Bal. gwas-k ; 

P. bacar; W. wus-k. 

Phl. vaca-k ; Skr. vatsa-. 

Sy wa, Be Ba, BS MO 
ywabt, see ywék. 

ywaza, see ywastak. 

ywaz-ék (p.p.f. ywazak ; aor. sg. 2. ywaz, 

3, ywazt), in ywar ywaXéek, to take 

ES 4. 
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an oath, toswear. Cf. Bal. gwas-ay,, 

to say. See ,wék. 

ha, 1, ha ha@ or ho ya, adv., yes. 

Bal: haus Pos Mea Video: 

ha, 2, or @, Verb Subst., he is. h°m or 

“m, I am. 

Pits. am; Po am, yam; Bale avall 

meaning ‘I am.’ 

O. Prs.amiy; Av. ahmi; Skr. asm, 

Team 9$§)25 Ge n00)- 82 (conjugat- 

SON AOS ONE VD IR 7 AO, Be 
25,3; 37, 10; 82. 

ho, 1, or 6 (f. ha, a, also used as masc. ; 

obl. sg. an. 7", inan. #"), demonstra- 

tive pronoun, this. Cf. hafo, that. 

Ci; Pits 717, tas; an, hate Bal. 

é, this; @, that. P; ha-7, thats oss 

25731553095 70; 90-7 star. 
Av. ho, ha. 

For the origin of and p", see § 70. 

ho, 2, card., seven. 

Prs. haft; Bal. hapt; P. Gwa; W. 

hub; M. avdé; Ynb, au. 

Av. hapta. § 25,1, 5; 63; ho- 

jistu, twenty-seven, 63. 

hafo or afo (£. haf" or af’, also used as 

masc.; obl. sg. /0, /’), demonstrative 

pronoun, that. Cf. ho, 1. 

With ha-fo, cf. P. ha-y'. The word 

is a compound. With ha-, cf. Av. 

ha, and with fo-, cf. Av. ava-. §§ 

69; 92a; 96-7. 
hal, contracted pronoun, indicating the 

dative singular or plural of the third 

person, tohim,tothem. It is often 

used as an enclitic,and when suffixed 

to a word ending in a consonant, 

hal becomes -al. 

Prs. va-va, to him; P. wa-r; W. 

yar; S. wi-rd, wi-r, all meaning ‘to 
him.’ 

Av. ava-, he. §§ 65-6; g2a; Lor. 

HENTSCT 

haluk, adj., light, not heavy. Borrowed 

from India. Skr. lag‘u-. Cf. P. 

halak, a boy. § 97. 

hil’ék, see hinkék 

him, see ha, 2. 

ham, adj., unripe. 

Prs. yam; Bal. ham-ay; P. 6m. 

okr. ama-. See GIP. I, ii, 67. 

§ 25, 4. 
hom, ord., seventh. 

Prs. haftum ; P. Gwam. 

Av. *haptama-. § 63. 

h°n, interj., of warning or reproof. 

Prs. han, hin. 

hon or Gn, pron. adj., this much, so much. 

§ 25, 7. 
hond (£. hond", pl. héndi), adj., blind. 

> CEP. yand. §§ 47; 61. 
hané-yok or hanz-yok (p.p.f. hanéuk or 

hanzuk; aor. sg. 2, hazn, 3, hazni), 

to remain behind, be left behind ; 

to remain over and above. 

Av. ham + J/jan-, *ham-janaitt, 

Skr. sam+/han-, to collect. See 

&ok, 2. Cf. Prs. han-, an-, GIP. I, 

ii, 157: ss986); ror 

hinl-’ék (? hil-’ék) (f. hinlawak, ? hilawak),. 

past participle, ground, pulverized. 

This may be used as a verb in the 

past tense only. 

? Prs. ard, flour; Bal. art‘, flour ; 

P. an-“l, to grind, ova, flour. 

Av. asa-, ground. Cf. H.13. §§ 

CRs 

hentci (? hébci), pl. tears. The singular 

is probably honék, or some such 

word. 
Prs. ask; P. G§a; W. yask. BS. 

acu; Kho. asvu ; KSm. a3". 

Av. asru-, *asvaka-; Skr. asru-. 

H. 69, 88; but see LB. 4 Nowa 

§ 9,5. 
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hint-ék (? his’ék) (p.p.£. hin’ak ; aor. 

sg. 2, hénbi, 3. hinki), to be able, to 

can. 

Cf. Ksm. hék-un, to be able, past 

part. hécyov. 

Skr. V/Sak-, saknoti, to be able. 

$$ 5, 2, 5- 
hanwalk (2? hawalk) (pl. hénici, ? hélci), f., 

an egg. 

Prs. xa@ya; Kurd. ha’tk; S. Bal. 

haik ; P. hagai, ha. 

O. Prs. *dvayaka-; Latin, ovum; 

Phl. x@yak. H. 468. GIP.I, ii, 24. 

$$ 3, 10; 25, 4. 
hanz-yok, see han&-yok. 

hins ot hirs (pl. hinsi, hirsi), m., a bear. 

Prs. yirs; S. yurs; BS. ib. 

Av. arasa-, Skr. rksa-. Cf. GIP. 

i 67. S§=, Rent..5 ; 5, 2,5; 19, 

33; 25, 4- 

hin-ék (p.pf. hinak; aor. sg. 2, hin, 3, 

hini, to bray (like an ass). 

P. han-éd-‘l ; Bal. hink-ay, to neigh. 

har, every, Prs.§ 74; harr’, all, § 62. 

iiy ot 77, contracted pronoun, indicating 

the dative singular or plural of the 

first person; to me, to us. It is 

often used as an enclitic, and then, 

when suffixed to a word ending in a 

consonant, takes the form -ir. 

P. va. Prs. mara; W. mar, 8. mu- 

yd, muy. The origin of this form 

and of P.v@is unknown to me. §§ 

66-7 ; 97. 
harr’, see har. 

ny (pl. ivi; £. mr’, pl. iyi), a ram; f. 

a ewe. 

P. héyai, ashort-tailed ram; ? Bal. 

vid, id. 

Skr. @da-ka-. § 25, 4. 

hirs, see hins. 
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hast, card., eight. 
eight. § 63. 

Prs. hast; P. ata; W. hat, S. wast, 

Sq. woxt, M. aska. 

Av. asta. §§3,9; 44; 13,3; 25, 
4; 63: 

hastat, card., eighty. 

Prs. hastad ; P. atid. 

Av. astatti- ; Skr. aSiti-. § 63. 

hist-ak (p.pf. hisk; aor. sg. 2. wiw, 3, 

hawa), to read. 

For the past base cf. Skr. Scksita-, 
instructed. 

For the present base, cf. P. /-wast- 
“lL, to read, pres. sg. 3, -walt; BS. 
/wal-, to read. § 86. 

hastam, ord., eighth. Cf. hast. 

tum. § 63. 

hatak (p.p£. hotk; aor. sg. 2, 2; 

to abandon. 

Cf. P. pré-zd-l, pres. sg. 3, pré-zdt. 

? Cf. Av. Yharz-; Prs. stan, hi- 

lam. H. 1097. The Past base in 

that case would be derived from the 
Eranian equivalent of Skr. srsta-. 

§ 86. 

hat (pl. hat), m., a market. 

Borrowed from P. hatai. 

Skr. hatta-, ,. hatt. 

anything, something. Prs. héc. 

§ 74. 
hebci, see hénkci. 

hik-ék, see hint-"éR. 

hawa, see histak. 

hawalk, see hanwalk. 

ha-yek or a-yék (p.p.f. hayak; aor. sg. 2, 
héyt, 3, hayt), to remain; to dwell, 

abide ; to be seated. 

Prs. mi-Sast-an, .m-sin-am; Bal. 

nind-ay (p.p. mista). 

O. Prs. VWhad-; Av. Vhad-,. his- 
atti; Skr. /sad-, stdatt. §§ 3, 10; 

13,45; 25,1,7; 36. 

hasti-jistu, twenty- 

Prs. has- 

3, 2a), 

hes 
} 
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haz, see az. 

hazni, see han&éyok. 

jistu, card., twenty. 

Prs. bist; Bal. gist; P. -wist, 3a. 

Av. visaitt. §§ 27,1, 3; 63; 107. 

ka, 1,interrogative and relative pronoun, 

who ?, who (§§ 21, Ia; 72); used as 

conjunction, if, that (§ 99, Tor); or 

(§ 97). 
Prs: o> Bale P ka 

O. Prs., Av. ka-, who? 

ka, 2, see hayek. 

ki, 1, or ktyé, adv., why ? 

Other Hranian languages employ 

the base chi for this adv.” ici i, 

BS. kyé, kiwé, how ?, kiu, why? ; 

why ? 

Skr. kim, etc. 

ki, 2, postpos., interchangeable with 7, 

to, for. 

Cf. Hindi ko (dialectic k2), L. ki, 

Ksm. kyut" ; Skr. kyté, for. § 60. 

ku- or ku- postposition of the locative, 

used only with proper names of per- 

sons and personal pronouns, on. 

With other words, 7- is used. 

Cf. Sq. c#-, on. Probably con- 

nected with Skr. kyta-; H. ka, of; 

ko, to. See§59. §§ 21, 1a; 58-9; 

64; 69; 97. 
huc-mayak (pl. kuc-mayaci), m., a crab. 

haf (pl. kaft), m., chaff. 

Cf. Prs. kaf; Av. kafa-, foam. 

kiftar (pl. kiftari ; f. kiftar*), m., a pigeon. 

Borrowed from Prs. kaftar. 

huk, interrogative pronoun, who? In- 

definite pron., anyone, someone. 

Prs. kt, who?, Ks., ke, kz, ko, ko. 

O. Prs., Av. ka-, who? The O. 

KARTSI - 

word has the -ka suffix. 

553 73-43 97- 
kukrat (pl. kukvat; f. kukriy*), a puppy. 

§§ 21, Ia; 

Borrowed from India. Skr. kwk- 

kura-. 

kulan or kullan or kwalan (pi. kulanni, 

etc.), a son. 

Compared with kulank* and kul- 

anak, qq.v., this word seems to have 

‘young one’ for its original mean- 

ing. 

kulank* (pl. kulanct), com. gen., a kitten. 

kulanak or kwalanak (p1. kulanact), a male 

child, a boy. See kulan. § 26, 3. 

hiliy" (pl. kiliyi), f.,a field-bed. ? a dim- 

inutive of P. k“laz, a village. 

kan or gan, adv., when ? 

Prs. kat; Bal. k‘asén; P. kala. 

Skr. kad@. See §§ 21, 2; 96. 

kina, see kwulak. 

kun, adj., deaf. P.kdn. See H. 845. 

kundak, adv., perhaps. Cf. kaska. 

kanéar (pl. kanéarri), a harlot. Pn. ~ 

kanqar. 

han‘-wray" (pl. kan*-wrayi), {., a kind of 

crow. 

Cf. P. kar-y'; Bal. guray. 
wray', cf. Phi. varay. 

hap-’ék (p.pf. kapak ; aor. sg. 2, képi, 3, 

kapi),to cut,sever. Borrowed from 

Pn. kapp-na. Ct. P. gan-kap,a cut- 

With 

purse. 
kav,a work. Prs. § 92a. 

kor, anger. 

W. gar. Probably, as in W., a 

corruption of Arabic gahr. 

krik, aversion, loathing. 

P. kraka. 

karal,m., a mat. 

karbi, adj., split, torn, rent asunder. 

Cf. Prs. hard, a knife. 

Av. Vkart-, karantattt ; Skr. kyt-, 

kyntatt, to cut. § 21, Ia. 



KIRWAS 

kirwas (pl. ? Rirwassit),m., a kind of lizard, 

the P. ,adamaz. 

krag® (pl. krati, ? kradt), f., a hyena. 

P. koz or Rog. § 16, 2. 

kyay (pl. kradi), a crow. See kan'-wray". 

§§ 16,2; 57. 
Prs. kalay; P. kar-y’. H. 862. 

krum, adj., deep, of great depth. 

kasé, adv., since. § IoT. . 

kaska, adv., indicating hope or uncertain- 

ty, perhaps. Cf. kundak. 

kigsar, adj., young, junior, younger. P. 

kasr. Skr. kts6ra-. 

kitab,a book. Ar. 68. 

kotal’ (pl. Rotal’t), f., a pelican. 

P. kotan, a pelican (Bellew), a wild 

goose (Raverty). 

kotkiyi (pl. the same), f., a room in a vil- 

lage guest house. 

P. kota, a flat-roofed house, of 

which the word is a diminutive. 

hi-6-"ek (p.pf. ki-bawak; aor. sg. 2, ki- 

&2wi, 3, ki-€awi7), to call, summon. 

See &-"2k, to proceed, go. § 94. 

Causal, ki-baw ek, § 94. 

kaw, see kayék. 

knwar, (pl. Rawat), m., a well. 

P. kuhai; VL. k‘uh; Skr. kitpa-. 

kwul-ak (p.pf. kwalak; aor. sg. 2, kini, 

3, kina), coire. Wecan hardly com- 

pare Av. gamo, coitus, Prs. gddan, 

as the change of g tok has no paral- 

lels except in the case of interroga- 

tive pronouns. Cf. kan. 

kwalan, see kulan. 

kwalanak see kulanak. 

kwas, interrogative pronoun, what? § 

86. 

kiyé, see ki, i. 

ka-yek (p.p.m. d-tk,{., d-ak; aor. sg. 2, 

kéwi, ka, 3, kawt, ki, ka), to do, to 

make. 

Prs. kar-dan (1 pres. kun-am), 

xSINI 65 

Kurd. kir-in (r pres. ka-m); P. ky-"l 

and kawul (p.p. ka). 

O. Prs. VYkar-, kunavahy; Av. Vf 

kar-, Ravanaoiwtt; Skr. /ky, karote. 

SS5 RON 21, 1a = 78-0780. 

With the p.p. d-6k, we may com- 

pare Av. /da-, dasqitt; Skr. /d‘G-, 

dad‘ait1. §§ 35,1; 78; 86; 92a; Lor. 

xat, (pl. the same), f., a field. . 

Cf. Skr: Wksi-; Rsiti-, the earth ; 

ksétra-, a field. 

x0, conj., but. 

Cf. P. yo, certainly, undoubtedly, 

surely. 

Cf. Skr. R‘alu, certainly. §§ 07; 

xal, in sa-xal, of this kind ; éa-xal, of what 

kind ? and so on. 

xalt, N. of the eleventh month of the 

Ormuti calendar = Zi’l-qa‘da. 
xela, adj., ignorant. 

xul-"ék (p.p.f. xulak; aor. sg. 2, xl, 3, 

xu#li), to fall (as leaves from a tree). 

? cf. Skr. V/sk‘al-, sk‘alati, to fall 

down. 

xan (pl. xani), a laugh (§ ror). yanak, to 

latigline (SSmekOn 3 0r. 22 eld 70. SO. 

IOT). 

Prs. xanda ; Kurd. kenin, to laugh; 

Bal. k‘and-ay, to laugh; P. yanda. 

Phi. ,anditan, to laugh. 

xivyani (pl. the same), f., a gutter. 

xsiy, m., a father-in-law. 

Prs. yusur; P. syxar. 

Av. xvasura-, Skr. Svasura-. §§ 3, 

SS. Zeenat 22), 5. Orn 37 a0. 

x37ni, f., a wife’s sister. 

Prs. xusv“#, a mother-in-law, “2, 

akinsman. P. ywasina, a sister-in- 

law; dy§ai,a brother-in-law ; ywasa, 

a mother-in-law. 
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Skr. Svasri-, mother-in-law ; Syaiz, 

a wife’s sister. Cf. syity 2. 

xit (pl. xz#t7), m., a sheet. 

yutan, N. of a certain time of the day, 

bed-time. 

Cf. P. ma-yustan, ma-yutan, - bed- 

time ; mas-psin, afternoon. 

xwa, adj., fallen ; ywa syok, to fall. 

xwat, reflexive pronominal adj.,one’s own. 

Prs. x“u-d, self; Kurd. ya; S. yu, 

Sq. xa. 

Av. xva-t6, of oneself; Skr. swa-, 

self) EL. 5042 asse22), 6: Fae 

xwal-ak (p.p4. xwalk ; aor. sg. 2, x“uri, 3, 

x“ura), to eat. 

Prs. y“ur-dan; P. ywar-"l. 

Av. /xvar-. §§ 14, 3; 15, 10; 

WY, 33°22; 0%; 08 75); 805) GO nog. 
xwar, f., a sister. 

Prs. x“ahar, N. Bal. gwahar; P. 

xO”. 

Av. yvanhar-, Skr., swasar-. Re 

garding gwahar, see GIP. I. ii, 417. 

§§ 14,35 22; 0; 25, 65707. 
x ura, see ywalak. 

xwarkav, m., a sister’s son, a nephew. 

xwarkiyi, f., a sister’s daughter, a 
niece. 

P. xdrayat. 

Skr. swasriya-. §§ 14, 3; 22, 6. 
xwarin’", in 1-xwarink", on the right (not 

left). 

? Cf. P. Sai, which Geiger, LA. 

376, doubtfully connects with Skr. 
daksina-, through */§az. 

x“urt-"ek (p.p.f. y“urtak ; aor. sg. 2, x“urt, 

3, x‘urti), to shake (intr.). Causal 

x urtayéek (§ 101). 

P. S07-éd-‘l. 

? Skr. /sp‘ur-, sp‘urati. §§ 14, 
6 322 44. 

xwasr-aw-ek (p.p.f. ywasrawak; aor. sg. 

LAL-YEK 

2, xWasréwi, 3, xwasvawi), to open, 

unfold (trans.). 
P. ywar-aw-ul. 

? Skr. /sp‘at-, spatati, causal 

sp‘atayati. §§ 14,6; 22,7; 37, 6. 

xway (f. xway’), adj., sweet. ,wazawi, 

sweetness. 

P. x6%; Bal. va8. See EB. 407. 

§§ 14, 35 22;°05229,22: 
? Skr. /swad- or sward-, swardaté, 

to taste. 

ywaw,m., a dream. 

Prs. x“ab; N. Bal. whav. P. yb. 

Av. xvafna-; Skr. swapna-. §§ 14, 

30 7228 .0% 

xwazawi, sweetness. See xwagy. 

lag~ék (p.p.f. lagak ; aor. sg. 3, laga), to 

be applied. 

L. lagg-na. 

Skr. /lag-, lagati, passive lagyaté. 
§ 88. 

ligék (p.p£. ligak; aor. sg. 2, hg, 3, 

ligt), to roll, wallow. 

? Cf. P. ryay-éd-l. 

lak, ascent. lk-~ék (p.pf. kayak ; aor. 

sg. 2, likai, 3, likayi), to ascend, 

mount. We should probably spell 

l"k- throughout. 

P. dak, standing upright. 

lik’, pain. 
liki, postposition, interchangeable with 

ki, and governing the locative, to, 

for. 

The word appears to be a com- 

pound, J1-k7. See ki, 2. With h-, 

cf. P. la. -8§ 605107 

lak*-§"wai (pl. lak*-5“wat), m., a deer. 

lal-’ék (p.p£. lalak ; aor. sg. 2, lal, 3 lala), 

to hang, be suspended ; to raise an 

outcry. 

P. lal-éd-“l, to rajse an outcry. 



LAND 

land, adj., short. P. § 61. 

langiy’, f., the leg. 

Prs. ling, the leg; Bal. ling, léng, 

the thigh ; P. l/éngaz, the leg below 

the knee; W. Jong, S. ling, Sq. lang. 

lup-ek (ppt. lupak; aor. sg. 2, lup, 3, 

lupt), to be suckled, to drink one’s 

mother’s milk. i 

Cf. P. rawd-l; Sq. rivd-ao. § 
e7 ¥. 

loy*, (pl. J6vz), f., a small mountain tor- 

tent. 

lap-’ék (p-p.f. layak; aor. sg. 2, léri, 3, 

layt), to stir, agitate ; to mix, blend ; 

to be mixed, blended. 

P. lar-‘l. 

Skr. /lud-, lodati. § 17,1. 

lasp-aw-ék (p.p.f. laspawak; aor. sg. 2, 

laspéwt, 3, laspawi), to push, shove. 

last’, postposition governing loc., from. 

Cf. P. /asta, side, margin. §§ 60; 

62. 

las-*ék (p.pf. lasak; aor. sg. 2, lési, 3, 

last), to lick. 

Prs. lés-idan, listan; W. liyam, 1 

lick. 

Skr. /lth-, léhm, V lick. H. 954. 

SEGUP a 67257 S17; 1. 

lewn (pl. léwiti), com. gen., a wolf. 

Borrowed from P. /éw*. See ELA. 

VOT mt By a 

lawanat (pl. lawanaz; f. lawaniy", pl. la- 

wantyt), adj., mad. 

Borrowed from P. léwagaz. 

LOE NGSS 17,25 TOL; 

lwang (pl. lwandi), the slope down a 

mountain. Cf. pécumat. 

? Cf. Bal. t‘ah-lang, the slope of a 

precipice. 

lwuz , hunger. 

Borrowed from P. lwaza. See 

ELA. p. 45. 
lyivat (pl. the same), m., a lamb. 

ELA. 

MALA 67 

mai (pl. the same), f., a ewe. 

Prs. més, Kurd. mt, mé, mia, a 

sheep; P. mézZ,a ewe, maz, a ram ; 

W. mai, a sheep; S. may, a sheep. 

Av. maésa- (f. maési) ; Skr. mésa- 

(f. mest). §§ 20, 14; 28, 14. 

mat, m., a month: 

Prs. mah; EK. Oss. mai; P. -mai 

(H. 968) ; W. mv. 
Av. mah-, Skr. mas-.  § 25, 6. 

mak, prohibitive particle, used as a nega- 

tive with the Imperative. Cf. nak. 

Prs. ma; P. ma-. 

Skr. Av. ma. The final k is the 

-ka-sufix. §§ 21, 5d; 96. 

mak, adj., withered, faded. 

Prs. prz-murda ; P. mraw. 

Av. /mar-, Skr. /my-, to die. § 

DING! 

max, S€e az. 

méx, milyat, m., a iocust. 

For méy, cf. Av. masaya-. 

milyat is borrowed. Cf. Prs. ma- 

bye Mlax. 88S 22,10; 20: 

muy, the face; the mouth. 

Borrowed from P. may. Skr. mu- 

R‘a-. §§ 22,2; 58; muy’, 63. 

mayak (pl. mayaci), a kind of pulse, ming, 

phaseolus mungo. 

Cf. P. mai. 
mayliug, people. Ar. § 97. 

Muy-aw-ék (p.p.f. muxawak; aor. sg. 2, 

MuyéwWi, 3, muxawi), to knead; to 

rub, shampoo. 

Prs. mus-tan; P. mus-71; Bal. 

MUS-Ay. 

Av. /marz-, Skr. /myj-, to 

cleanse. H.983. Cf. mutaw’ék. §§ 

TRAE) ZO; Gee Ze, 8. 

mal ,a word added to indefinite pronouns 

of number, to indicate persons, as in 

bon, several (things) ; 80” mal", sev- 

etal (persons). 
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milat, a radish. P. § rot. 

mul-ak or mull-ak (p.p.f. malk ; aor. sg. 

2, 3, mrt), to die. 

Prs. mur-dan; E. Oss. médl-in ; 
Bal. mir-ay. 

Av. /mar-, Skr. /mr-.  §§ 7, 2; 

iy A313. On 
miltay, a gun. 

Turki milteq. 
miliz (pl. milizt), f., an apple. 

? Cf. W. miir, S. miin, Sq. man, 

M. aminga. 

memnt, {., a female guest. 

Prs. mihman; P. mélm* (f., mél- 

mana); Sq. merman. 

Av. maéoman-. H. 1002. 8§§ 18 

DRS 2 On meet. 

min, adv., yet, still; yet more, still more. 

mun, 1, See az. 

J 

mun, 2, adv. and conj., then, at that 

time; for that reason; used to in- 

troduce the apodosis of a conditional 

sentence. 

mund-yal, the tail of a fat-tailed sheep ,= 

Prs. dumba. § 101. 

mri, see mulak. 

myrig or mrik (pl. mradi), pl., a slave. 

? Cf. P. mraz. 

mire” (pl. mirgt and mirdi) f. and mur- 

yan (pl. ? muryanni), m.,a bird. 

Prs. mury; P. mury'; S. Bal. murg. 

Av. maraya-, Skr. mrga-. §§ 5, 3; 

0,0 3712 Seis: 10.4 20pm een 2 

2A I. 

muryawi (pl. the same), f., a wild duck. 

Prs. muryadi. 

d 

mevy, see meg. 

miark&oi (pl. the same), f., an ant. The ter- 

mination 807 is, as appears from the 

Prs. mor-ca, a sign of the diminutive. 

Prs. mor, morca, KS. morcuna. 

Av. maoit-. H.993. §§ 4,3; 15, 

T5920, Sees. 1. 

MUT-AW-YEK 

mariy", {., the throat, gullet, windpipe. 

Borrowed from P. marai. 

maryok, the moon. 

marza (pl. marzawt), m., a brother. 

Prs. mirza, mirza, a prince. 

may (pl. marr), m., flour, ata. 

Cf. Skr. 4/myd-, to triturate. 
mayiston, a cemetery ; Waziri P. § 46. 

maryity (pl. maryudi),f.,afrog. § 32, 3. 

mst (pl. the same), a fly. 

Prs. magas; Kurd. ms; P. mac; 

Bal. mahisk, (S.) makask. 

Av. mayst-, Skr. maksika. §§ 2,1; 

20,14; 28180: 

ms (pl. mist; f. mis, pl. mis%)) maa 

buffalo. 

P. més; Bal. ga-més. 

Skr. mahisa-. §§ 3,8; 5,10; 20, 

ia; 25), Osn205- 

mast-ak (p.pf. mask ; aor. sg. 2, maz, 3, 

mazt), to break (intr.). 

Cf. P. mat, broken. : 

Cf. Skr. /mas-, to injure. The 

only authority for this root is the 

Dhatupatha. The p.p. is said to be 

masita-. A form such as *masta- 

would account for O. mastak. Per- 

haps the present base is represented 

by Skr. /myrc-, mrcyatt, to injure. 

§§ 28, 5; 38,3; 86. 
mex, often written méry, the sun. 

Prs. mihr ; M. mira. 

Av. misra-. §§ 9,43; 12, 30; 20, 

Lf.> 20.908 eues 

mutyal-"ek (p.pf£. mutyalak; aor. sg. 2, 

mutyal, 3, mutyali), to thrust into, 

to prick. 

matat (pl. matatti), f., an apricot. 

mut-aw-"ék (p.pt. mutawak ; aor. sg. 2, 

mutéwt, 3, mutaw7), to rub, anoint. 

Cf. Prs. mustan, malidan; Bal. 

musay; P. mus‘l. 
Av. /marz-, marozattt; Skr. / 



MUT 

mrj-, marstt, p.p. mrsta-. 

aw-"ék. § 33, 5- 

mut, the fist. 
? Borrowed from P. mit. - 
Prs. must; W. most ; Sq. mut. 

Av. mustt-; Skr. musti-. 
maw", {., a mother. 

Prs. mad, madar ; Kurd. mak; KS. 

mat, moya; Bal. mao; P. mor; Hn. 

ma. | 

Av. Skr. matar-. 

Ba a Ee ~ 335, 6. 

maya, a flock, a herd. 

myandéni, f., a mare. 

? A loan-word from Prs. madiyan, 

P. madyan. 

Av. Skr. matar-. § 13, 4. 

myaur (pl. myaurt), m., a peacock. 

Hn., P. and Bal. mor. 

Skr. mayura-. §§ 13, I, 4. 

myasi (pl. mydsaz), f.,a mosquito. 

Borrowed from P. maSat. 

4; 47; 49- 
mizdtk (pl. mizdicz), m., a mosque. 

Ar. masjid. Cf. Bal. masit. 

mz-ek (p.pi. m’zak), to be twisted (of 

string, rope, etc.). 

CE. muy 

no, see n*h. 

naci (pl. the same), f., a white ant. 

naok (p.pf. nayak; aor. sg. 2, ms, 3, 

nist), to emerge, issue. Cf. a,ok. 

Skr. miv++/gam-, p.p. nirgata-. 

For the present stem, cf. Skr. mih+ 

J sy-, mhsaratt. §§ 3,3; 5,15; 15, 
6; 24, 2b; 86. 

mh, card., nine. §§ 18, 1a; 63. no-sisti, 

twenty-nine. § 63. 

Prs. Bal. nuh; P. noh. 

Av. Skr. nava. 

n'*ham, ord., ninth. 

Prs. nuhum; P. nam. 

§§ 13, 

NISI 69 

Av. nauma-, Skr. navama-. The 

hin n*ham is modern. See H. 1056. 

§ 63. 

nak, neg. adv., not. 

Av. Skr. na. The k of nak is the 

-ka-sufix. §§ 21, 5d; 96-7; I01. 

-nak, see aywara-nak and tra-nak. § 40. 

nak,{.,a wife. nak kayék, to take a wife, 

to mafry a woman. 

The word may be the p.p-f. of 

nyok, to put, q.v. 

n-0k (p.p.f. nak ; aor. sg. 2, mts, 3, ntsa), to 

seize, catch hold of. 

P. niwul, pres. sg. 3, nisi. 

Cf. Skr. flab‘; Prakrit //é-, take. 

In modern India this root generally 

preserves the/, but in K&sm. it be- 

comes #2-. I can make no sugges- 

tion as to the origin of the present 

base mis-. §§ 18, 2; 80. 

nikiz-ek (p.pf. nikizak ; aor. sg. 2, nekiz, 

3, ntkizt), to throw down; to throw, 

propel. 

nalatti, pl., swine. The singular form of 

this word is not available. 

num-ék (p.pt. nimak ; aor. sg. 2, nim, 3, 

nimi), to descend. 

Skr. /nam-, namati. This would 

lead us to suppose that here, as else- 

where, 7 represents ". See §1, Rem. 

TSS Se ceO Lan ZO ia. 

nini, the nose. 

? Prs. bint; Bal. gin, breath. 

Av. vaéna-, the breather, the nose. 

The origin of the initial ” is obscure. 

Can we postulate an Av. *mi-vaena-? 

nar, {., a house. 

Novy, see NOY. 

noyi (pl. the same), f., bread. 

Borrowed from P. nwaryai. See 

ELA. 153. 
nisa, see Nok. 

msi, See NAyOR. 

Cf. mak. 
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nas-t-ak (p.p.f. nask; aor. sg. 2, nai, 3, 

na), to sit. 

Prs. nisas-tan; P. 

(pres. sg. 3, ma). 

Av. m+/had-, nishisatte; Skr. 

m+/sad-, nisidatit. H.1033. For 

the past base cf. Vedic nisatta-, seat- 

ed] S$.3h 22066) 

nist, the place above, or outside. Used 

in adverbial phrases, such as 7-nisi", 

outside. § 58. 

noy, often written norgy, soft, not hard. 

Prs. narm. The a has become 6 

under the influence of the following 

m. Skr. namra- (through *nadra-). 

see §$ IT, 35 20) 1. 

naw" (pl. naw?) f., a hollow between two 

hills. 

Prs. nav, a trough; P. nawa, a 

(kSé-)nast-"l 

gutter. 

Av. navaya-, flowing ; Skr. nav-ya-, 

navigable. H. 1024. §§ 4,10; 14, 

UGA a Hose 107} 

nawt, card., ninety. 

Prs. navad ; P. nawé. 

Av. navatti-; Skr. navatt-. 

14, 105533, 05 Ose 
niwt, see nyodk. 

na-w'l-ak (p.p.£. na-wlk; aor. sg. 2, na- 

wr, 3, na-w'va), to take out, bring 

out. Cf. wlak. Causal, na-w'raw- 

“ek or na-w'vayeék, § 94. 

Av. nis+/bar-, -baraitt ; Skr. nis 

+/D‘y- -b'aratt. §§ 3,3; 17,3; 86; 

94. 
na-w'va, see na-wlak. 

nwas-t-ak (p.p.f. nwask; aor. sg. 2, and 

3, nwz), to lie down, to go to sleep. 

Probably a by-form of nastak, q.v. 

Cf. W. nast-am,I lay down. § 86. 

nawyt, f., a bride. 

Borrowed from P. nawé. 

§§ 6, 4; 

Cf. EB. 

273. 

PAy-YEK 

ny-ok (p.p.f. nak ; aor. sg. 2, ntw, 3, ni- 

wt), to put, place, set. 

Prs. nihadan (pres. sg. 1. nth-am). 

Av. n1+/2 da-, Skr. m4+W7fd‘@, 

p.p. nthita-. H.1057. § 86. 

niyak, m., a maternal uncle. 

P. niyay". 

PSCC 0; ie 

pa, ptep., by, by means of. 

Prs. bad, ba, bv; P., S) Balapae 

O. Prs. patty; Av. pair; Hh. Ean: 

§§ 40,1; 58-9; 96; Tor. 
pié (pl. the same), m., a father. The 

compound zal-pzé (q.v.) means either 

a grandfather or a grandmother. 

Prs. pidav; Kurd. pier, (Zaza) pi; 
KS. pet; Bal. pit; P. plar. 

Av. Skr. pitar-., H. 286. 

1b; 15,7; 33,6; 40,1. 
poi, understanding, intelligence. 

P. poh, intelligent. 

pecumai (pl. the same), m. the slope up 

amountain. P. Cf. lwang. 

pak* bas" (pl. pak bagi), f., a kind of 

kite or falcon. 

pikak (pl. pikaci), m., milk, tyre, butter- 

milk. 

Bal. p‘ilkay, to milk. 

payék (p.p.m. payak, f., pyuxk ; aor. sg. 

2, bezi, 3, biz7), to cook. 

The origin of the initial bin the 

present stem is obscure. See § 41, 3. 

Prs. puxtan, pres. sg. I, paz-am, 

Kurd. patin, bé-piz; S. Bal. pac-ag ; 

W. poc-am, Sq. pezam, S. pez-am, I 

cook; P. pay-awul. 

Av. Skr. /pac-, to cook; Phl. 

puxtan, pazeém. H. 285. §§ 3, 1b; 

7,23 22, 10; 38) Zags n iG lemons 

783; 86; 945.808: 

$5 5) 
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plast~ék (p.p£. plastak ; aor. sg. 2, plast, 

3, plasti), to fold, wrap. 

plat-ek (p.p.f. platak; aor. sg. 2, plat, 

3, platt) to be upset. 

P. palatl. 

Skr. paryasta-; Pr. pallatta-. 
pan, adj., wide, extended. 

Prs. pahn; KS. pén, pan, Kurd. 

pan; P. plan. 

Av. pasana-. 

AO, E: 

pin (pl. pin7), m., honey. 

Prs. angu-bin ; Bal. béna,; P. ga- 

bina. 

Phl. ang-pén, bee-honey. 

bon (pl. pani), m., the upper terrace or 

roof of a house. 

? Prs. ban, a house. 

roof. § 52. 

pandik (pl. pandici), m., a pomegranate. 

? Cf. P. pnd, a lump; fand, a 

load for the head ; fanditkat, a small 

load for the head. §§ 57; 80; 97. 

pene, card.,five ; panji-jistu, twenty-five. 

Se 15.0527, 25°32, 5; 63: 

H. 344. §§ 18, 10; 

Phil. ban, a 

Prs. panj; Bal. pfanc; P. pinka ;. 

W. panz, 8. pinz. 

Av. Skr. parca. §§ 9,3; 18,6; 

Pe eT yA OF: 
pankam, ord., fifth. 

Prs. panjum; Bal. piancumi,; P. 

pinkam. 

Av. *pancama-; Skt. parcama-. 
§ 63. 

panéés , card., fifteen, § 63. 

panéasti, card., fifty. 

Prs. panjah ; Bal. p‘anjah ; P. pan- 

&os. 

Av. pancasata-, Skt. pancasat-. § 

63. 

ping (pl. pindi or pindi),m.,a cock. §57. 

ping’, N. of the time just before dawn. 

? Connected with ping. 

PRUSN-AW-YEK 71 

pingrak (pl. pingraki), m., a moth. 

pingiy® (pl. pingiyt), f., a hill plateau. 

panjt, see penk. 

par’, postpos. governing gen., for. 

Cf. P. da-para, for the sake of. 

§§ 60; 96. 
pert, f., adv. now. 

Apparently connected with p, the 

inanimate oblique form of the pro- 

noun fo, 1, this. ? for p* véri, at 

_ this time. 

paryun-ék (p.pf. paryunak; aor. sg. 2, 

paryun, 3, paryunt), to dress oneself, 

to put on clothes. 

Skr. part+r/gud‘, -gud‘yati, he 

wraps up, -gud‘nati, he is angry. 

Here there has been confusion be- 

tween the twoforms. Cf. P. @-yist‘l; 
to clothe; Bal. gus, clothing. §§ 15, 

ED Om yt 2 4). 20 AO) 2. 

porkat, in pa-porkat, adv., together with. 

Cf. P. povi, close to; on the far 

side. 

Av. paire (loc. of para-), Skr. pave, 
on the far side. ELA. 182. 

parkay* (pl. parkayi), f., wood in chips, 

splinters, wood split up for firewood. 

pran, adv., yesterday. 

Prs. pavan; P. parun or parun. 

O. Prs. parana-, former ; Av. pari, 

Skr. pavah, beyond ; Skr. pura, for- 

fe tlve nw ElEGOS. sc SSaCieO 5 45) 27> Bhs, 

LOE EO) LU eAO), I: 

priunkawék, see prusnaw’ék. 

paror’ (pl. paroyi), f., rice-straw. 

P. palala; \,. palali. 

Skr. palala-. §§ 11, 2; 15, 3. 

prusn-aw-*ék (p.p.f£. prusnawak ; aor.sg.2, 
prusnéwt, 3, prusnawi), to sprinkle. 

The causal of this verb is prindé- 

-aw-ék, § 18, 6. 

Prs. pasidan, pasanjidan ; P. pas-'l. 

Thg O. form can be referred to 
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Av. pain +/hc-,-hincaits ; Skr. pari 

+/sic-, -sivicatt. The Prs. and P. 

forms should probably be referred 

to Av. paitt-, Skr. prati-. §§ 15,10; 

TO 30, AQ: 

prast-"ék (p.pf. prastak ; aor. sg. 2, prast, 

3, prasti), to worship. 

Prs. parast, a worshipper. 

Skr. pari4+v/st'a-. H. 208. §§ 
T5 plo AO, 2s 

par'sk* (pl. présct), f., a swallow, a swift. 

Prs. piristu, dialectic farastuk. 

Cf. Greek zepiorepd, a dove (H. 382). 

pre’, in mes-preé, N. of a certain time of 

the day, sunrise. (méy,—sun). 

praw-ak (p.pf. prak; aor. sg. 2 and 3, 

pra or pra), to sell. 

Prs. firvoxtan; P. prowl. 

Av. *pain+v/vays-. H. 824 gives 

*frat+»/vays- for Prs. firdytan, but 

see § 40,25) "Soims D+ 44002 286" 

parawak,a broom. Cf. parayék. 

pra-yek (p.p.£. prawak; aor. sg. 2, priw, 

3, prat), to strike, beat. 

Kl. prau, beaten ; Kho. prat, beat- 

en. Both these words also mean 

‘given.’ BS. /pré-, to give, also 

used in Wai Kafir. 

Av. pairi+/da-, dadaiti ; Skr. pant 

+/da-, -dadati, to hand over. Cf. 

the colloquial English ‘I'll give it 

you.” Or the origin may be the 

Eranian equivalent of the Skr. pra- 
yata-. Cf. &6k, 3. § 40, 2. 

para-yék (principal parts not available), 

to sweep. Cf. parawak. 

pari, f., the foot. 

Prs. par; Bal. p'a8; S. Bal. pad ; 
P. pab. 

Av. pasa-; Skr. pada-. The final 

vi of the O. word is probably the 
well-known Indian diminutive suffix. 

§§ 4, 10; 16, 2. 

PUT 

prong (pl. prandi), m.,a leopard. Bor- 

rowed from Waziri P. § 32, 3. 

pary-éek (p.pf. paryak ; aor. sg. 2, paryat, 

3, paryt), to fry, roast. 

pisi, 1 (pl. the same), f., a firefly. 

pist, 2, see, prstak. 

pus (pl. pust), com. gen., a cat. 

Prs. pusak; S. Bal. pusi; P. prs0; 

W. pis, S. pad, M. piske. 

pisk, 1 (pl. prsct), m., butter. 

Prs. maska, Nay. mesge, fresh but- 

ter, (s40n4 

pisk, 2 (pl. prsct), m., the pulse (of an 

artery, etc.). : 

pis-t-ak (p.pf. pigsk; aor. sg. 2, pis, 3, 

pist), to write. 

Prs. ni-vistan, ni-bistan. 

O. Prs. (ni) +/pais-, Skr. /p18-, 

pimsati, p.p. pista-, to adorn. H. 

IO51. §§ 28,5, 12; 37, 20; 30; 40, 
1; 86. 

pust'n-aw-ék (p.p£. pust'nawak ; aor. sg. 

2, pust'néwi, 3, pust’nawit), to ask. 

A nominal verb from pust'n", en- 

quiry. P. pust-éd°l; Prs. purs-idan. 

Av. Vparas-, parasaitt, to ask ; 

Skr. Wprac‘-, pycc‘ati, p.p. prsta-, 

to ask- 0S 285002? 

pat, the upper part of the back. Cf. pes; 
Prs. pust; P. pust; N. Bal. p‘ust. 

Kim. pata-, behind; B8. fiz, the 

back ; Wai Kafir, pat, behind. 
Av. parsti-, Skr. prst‘a-. §§ 3, 10; 

33,53 40, I. 
pait (pl. patti), m., cooked pulse.  P. 

patti. 

pit, adj., blown out, puffed out. piut-ek, 

to be puffed out. 

Prs. puk, pik; cf. buk, the wind- 

pipe; P. pu. 

Skr. piut-, put. S585 5 133-ten 

40, 3. | 
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patakk*, f.,a duck. Cf. bat*, batkiy-. 
Prs. bat, batak. § 52. 

pt, m., the forehead. 

pat (pl. patti), the leaf (of a tree). 
P. pat, the bark of a tree. 

Skr. patra-. §§ 29, Id; 309. 
pab,akiss. pak-ék, to kiss. 

Prs. mac; P. maca. § 40, 4. 

paé (pl. pas), f., millet-bread. 

be, the back ; adj., far, distant. Cf. pat. 

Cf. Hn. pic’é, behind. § 58. 
peut, abstemiousness. 

pick (p.pf. pitak; aor. sg. 2, pis, 3, 
pikt), to drip. 

? Cf. Bal. p‘it-ay. 

pitw* (pl. piwi), f., a hollow piece of 

ground. 

pa-yek (p.p.f. payak; aor. sg. 2, peyi, 3, 

payt), to graze cattle. 

P. powul. 

O. Prs. Wpa-, Av. Wpa-, piiti ; 
Skr. W/pa-, pati; Phl. patan, all 

meaning ‘to protect.’ Cf. H. 282, 

156. § 40,1. 

pi-yek (p.pf. piyak), to string beads. 
P. pewd'l. 

Skr. prati + »/vé-, -vayati. 

pyuz, f., the mouth, face. 

Borrowed from Prs. poz (piiz), the 

snout of animals. Cf. P. poza. For 

the insertion of y, see § 13, 4. 

pazan~ék (p.p.f. pazanak ; aor. sg. 2, pa- 

Zan, 3, pazani), to recognize. 

P. pezandl; W. pazdan. 

Av. pati ++/zan-, Skt. pratit+/ 
jna-, janati. ELA. 312, EB. 422. 

Men eraeo, Karey Oe 38, Xd; 
40, I. 

§ 40, I. 

fr, see ho, i. 

vai (pl. vai), f., a road. 

Prs. rah; Kurd. v7; P. dar. 

RASRAI 73 

Av. vaiya-, Skr. vat‘ya-. LA. 

96. $§ 6, 4; 15, Ia. 
vt, see hr. 

rican (pl. vidanni), m., rice. 

Prs. bivin], Sm. varin]; P. wrizé. 

Av. *vavanja-, Skr. .vvihi-. Cf. 

Greek dpufa. H. 208. §§ 6, 1; 15, 

4; 32, 4. 
ray",{.,truth. This word always appears 

as a-rdy", in which a is apparently 

the definite article. Possibly, how- 

ever, the word is really aray*. Cf. 

the Av. form below. 

P. 115-tiya. 

Av. ars-, etc. 

SEOs ZONAL 

vin (pl. runi), m., clarified butter, ghz. 
Prs. vGyan, Kurd. rin; Sq. raun. 
Av. raoyna-, oil. H.632. §§8, 3; 

ee Ae enn A 

vandar, a mill. 

P. jaranda ; Bal. jandar. 

Skr. yantra-. Metathesis of 7 in 
OFand P- 

vang, manner, mode. Prs. § 96. 

vasék (p.p.t. vasak; aor. sg. 2, vest, 3, 

vast), to spin (thread, etc.). The 

Causal of this verb is ras-t-ak or 

vos-ak. §§ 28, 2b; 37, 2b. 

Prs. v13-tan, vés-id-an to spin, ré- 

sam, abrésam, silk ; Bal. résay, brésay, 

to spin; P. 7é51, wrésl, to spin. 

Skr. 718-, visati, to tear. EB. 

AD, JES Mes Se3 53) 115. Kae 20, 20), 
Bi. PAD) 

vosak, see ras’ék. 

vastak, see vas’éR. 

vayat, m., a brother’s son, a nephew. 

P. wrar*. 

Av. bratiirya-, derived from *bra- 

ovyya-. ELA. 277. Regarding the 

initial v instead of ¥, see § 15,4. §§ 

A, ED; 15) AGe29, Ic, Ie; 1g; 41, 4. 

HVA, 188, $$ 4, 2: 
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y"wan, fire. 

Assuming that the an is a termi- 

nation, cf. P. Gv; Prs. asar. 

Eranian *aov-; Av. a@tar-. H. 9. 
vawas (pl. rvawasi), com. gen. a fox. 

Prs. vobah, Gl. ruwas; Bal. rvop‘- 

ask. 

Av. vaopis (2), Skr. lopasa-. EB. 

323. 

vy-ék (£. ryak), p.p. torn (of cloth). From 

this is formed a verb rvayék, to tear 

(trans.). 

Prs. daridan; Bal. diray, dinay; 

P. dar'l. 

Av. /dar-, Skr. /dz-, diryatt or 

drnati, p.p. dirna-, totear. EB. 78. 

In O. the initial d has been dropped. 
Sota C2: 

vi-yek (p.pf. viyék; aor. sg. 2, rini, 3, 

vina),to shave. Cf. P. yriy%l. 

ryuz (pl. ryuizi), a day. 

Prs. 702;,G. 7); Bal.swos, (S2)\7oc : 

P. wrak. 

Av. vaoc-ah-, Skr. rocis-, light. 

Regarding the inserted y, see § 13, 4. 

S$'8: 3 asa 38) 2. Tos: 

rit (pl. ruti), the cheek. 

s‘or so (f. and pl. syz),card., one. §§ 35 

4; 63. Used as an indefinite article, 

§ IOI. s0-jisti, twenty-one, § 63. 

sa, see sy6k, I and 2. 

su, 1,card.,a hundred. With the higher 

hundreds, sdh is substituted, as in 

du soh,.two hundred, § 63. 

Prs. s(s)a#a@>) Bal. saseuerusal) 1: 

sd; Hn. sau. 

Av. sata-, Skr. Sata-. 

37, 2a; 63. 
si, 2, verbal particle, used with the past 

tense to form the future imperfect, 

§§ 33, 6; 

SAMYA 

and with the aorist to form the 

future, and corresponding in its use 

to the Prs. 07. 

Connected with sydk, 2, to become, 

q.v. §§ 81a; oI. 

sag’, f., sand. 

Borrowed from P. Szga. 

49. 
saggaru, m.,a kid. Cf. guru. 

sth, see sis, I. . 

stkak (pl. stkact), com. gen., a hare. 

? Cf. P. soz; Skr. SaSa-.. BAe 

210. 

sukal (pl. sukali), m., a porcupine. 

Prs. sugur, Six, sixul; P. Shon. 

Av. sukurana-. H. 744; ELA 

218. §§ 3,4; 7,10; 17, 33p2uawoe 
39, La. 

Stx, adj., straight. Cf. the next. 

Sity-aw-"ék (p.p.f. sityawak; aor. sg. 2, 

SilxéWi, 3, Sixawt), to prick, pierce. 

Prs. séy, a spit; P. six, to pierce: 

Skr. Sik‘G-, a point. Cis yoz 

§§ 22,2; 37, 2a; 46. 
sal, a year, in inca sal, this year. 

Prs. sal. 

Av. saraga-. 

He) BO. 
sal*, {.,a feeling of cold, coldness. 

Prs. sard, Kurd. sav; P. sor, cold. 

§§ 21,2; 

H. 605. §S33 uae 

Av. sarata-, cold. H. 731. §§ 4, 

Dwi] 4os 

samba, Saturday; yak-samba, Sunday, 

and so on. 

Borrowed from Prs. Samba. § 49. 

sama, (pl. samay7), f., a kind of grass, 

panicum frumentaceum. 
Borrowed from P. Samayxa. § 49. 

samsi-§i (pl. the same), an iguana. 

Cf. Prs. susmar; P. samsara. 

samya (pl. samyaz), f. vermicelli. 

Hn. samai, siwarya. 

Skr. samita-, collected. 
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sma-yék (p.p.f. smayak ; aor. sg. 2, sméyi, 

3, smayt), to string (beads, etc.). 

sandas, card., eleven. §§ 18, 35; 35, 4; 

63. 

sandasam, ord., eleventh. § 63. 

spuk (pl. spuct), com. gen., a dog. 

Prs. sag; P. spat. 

Av. span-; Skr. Svan-; Medic ondxa 

(Herodotus, I, 110). The word is 

interesting. O.is the only modern 

Eranian language that preserves the 

original Medic form in its entirety. 

Dewees 743. “$87, 2; 21, 10: 

40, 5a; 118. 

spar-aw-’ék (p.pf. sparak; aor. sg. 2, 

sparéwt, 3, sparawi), to wink, blink. 

spik-aw-"ék (p.p.t. spiibawak ; aor. sg. 2, 

spibkéwi , 3, spukawi?) ,tofall(asleaves); 

to sit down. 

spiw (f. and pl. sfiw*), adj., white. 

Prs. sipéd, saféd, Kurd. sipi; M. 

Supt. 

Av. spaéta-, Skr. Svéta-. H. 708. 

For P. spin, see ELA. 200. §§ 6, 4; 

FAW; 33; 0; 40,52; OL; 93. 
spiwék, to become white. § 93. 

sary, the head. 

Perhaps a loan-word from Prs. sar. 

Av. sarah-, Skr. Sivas-. §§ 3, 10; 

Rp, 37. 52; LOE. 

siy (f. and pl. stv* or sv*), adj., good. 

CE Bak Savr. §§ 49; 62; 97. 

sari, in suvt mahal bari zar, N. of a cer- 

tain time of the day, 8 or 9 a.m. 

surta, £., a certain musical instrument. 

sivwa (pl. sirwai), f., soup. 

Borrowed from Prs. surba, P. sor- 

wa. § Ag. 

Vie i). 2 wag. PP 88 10,1; 55; 57; 

755 97; Ol. 
saydi, coldness, i.q. sal’, q.v. 

Borrowed from Prs. sardi, P. saya. 

§ 47. 

SYAK4 75 

srum, adj., immersed. 

sisn--ék (p.p.f. stisnak ; aor. sg. 2, sisn, 3, 

sisnt), to neigh (like a horse). 

Borrowed from P. sasn-éd-‘U. 

sus’ (pl. sws%7), a mountain ewe (f. of 

wrat). 
sug, (f. and pl. sus"), adj., red. 

Prs. suryx; Bal. suhr; P. sur. 

Av. Suxva-, Skr. Sukra-. §§ 29,10; 

Q7- 
st°v, adj., great, big. 

Borrowed from P. stay. CEé£. Prs. 

suturg ; Bal. istur. 

Skr. st‘ura-, st‘ula-. 

stiyvak, a star. This word should prob- 

ably be spelt sét’vak (pe )> the 

spelling es being a misprint. 

Pts. sijava; Av. stav=. §§ 5,2, 4, 

55 21, 54; 33; 5- 
stiy (f. and pl. the same), adj., weary 

(? st°y). 

Borrowed from P. stayat, weary. 

Av. starata-, terrified. ELA. 206; 

180, 16%. SORE 

satek (p.p.f. satak; aor. sg. 2, séti, 3; 

satz), to keep, take care of. P. sat‘l. 

§ 80. 
sway, adj., mounted, on horseback. 

Prs. suwar, asway; P. sor. 

ably borrowed from Prs. 

Av. *aspabara-, a rider. 

syity, I (pl. sat), {., a grape. § 57. 

Syity, 2 (pl. sayadi), f., a mother-in-law. 

§ 57: ; 
This can hardly be referred to Skr. 

svasvu-, and the numerous connected 

Eranian words such as Prs. yusvi. 

H. 487. Cf. xSini. 

syak*, {., shade, shadow. 

Prs. saya; Bal. sah. 

Skr. c‘aya ; Phl. sayak. 

37, 4- 

Prob- 

§§ 21,50; 



16 SY-OK 

sy-0k, I (p.p.f. suk; aor. sg. 2, su, 3 sa), 

to break (of a rope). 

Sy-0k, 2 (p:p.f: sHizgaot. se. 1,some 2. 

Si, 3, sa), to become. 

Prs. Sud-an; P. swul, to become, 

originally , to go. 

Av. V/Sav-, Savaité; Skr. /cyu-, 

cyavaté, to go. ‘The change of S tos 

shows that this word is borrowed 

from Prs. The true O. derivative of 

Av. /Sav-, is 6-°ék, q.v. §§ 49; 82; 

SORRO5 Or 

sa-yék, I (p.p.f. sayak; aor. sg. 2, séyi, 

3, Sayi), to abrade, grate, smoothe. 

Say-ék, 2 (p.p.f. sayawak; aor. sg. 2, 

Sayéwi, 3, sayawi), to bear, endure. 

P. sah. 

okr. Ysah-, sahyatt. §§ 13, 1; 

87,00. 

sizgat (pl. sizgaz), com. gen. a porcupine, 

a hedgehog. 

Borrowed from P. zizkat, a por- 

, rough. The P. termi- 

nation kai or gai is a diminutive 

suffix. §§ 48; 49; 51. 

cupine; 2277 

sabr, patience. Ar. § 62. 

svat, condition, circumstance. 

Borrowed from Ar. surat. 

S61 (pl. Sali, ? Si), m., rice in the husk, 

paddy. 

Borrowed from P. sdda. 

Skr: Salt=. (S$Sa1, 2:) 28 ne 46; 

49. 
sinwit (pl. sinwaz), f., spinach, potherbs, 

sag. 

Prs. yasin, grey-blue ; P. sim, green. 

Av. aySaéna-, green. §§ 3, 7; 6, 

4; 18,10; 28, 8a. 

Sipt or Stppt, f., milk. Av. 

See GIP. I, ii, 415. 

xsuipta-. 

Prs. 3iv is from 

SUST-AK 

Av. xSiva-. 

117: 
§§ 14,6; 28, 8a; 40,7; 

Sor or $67 (pl.-Sér7), m., a city. 

Borrowed from Prs. sar. 

Av. xSaeva-.. §§ 11, 2% 28) 1 Aoe 

49; 57- 
Suti, in dyd-Suti, N. of a certain time of 

the day, 4-30 to 5 p.m. 

siw, £., night. 

- Prs. ab; Kurd. S4w; P. Spa. 
Av. xsap-. §§ 6,2;.14,5; 28, 8a. 

56, see Sth. ; 

§*h, card., six. Suwés, sixteen. In com- 

position we have §0-, as in $6-sisti, 

twenty-six; 25, 2; 63. 

Prs. a5; P. Spaz; M. 4&2. 

Av. xsva3; Skr. sas-. §§ 2, 1; 25, 

2, 28; SOE LOR 

sham, ord., sixth. § 63. 

Say, adj., dressed, wearing clothes. 

sam, the act of showing, pointing out. 

Cf. Prs. ni-San ; Bal. S6n-déay; P. 

S6wul. ELA. 377. 

Smus-"ék (p.p.f£. Smusak ; aor. sg. 2, Smus, 

3, Smusz), to slip, slide. 

Cf. Bal. k‘isk‘ay, to slip; P. Swat, 

slippery ; Sq. znius-am, I slip. 

S0r, see Sor. 

Sarwarak (pl. Sarwaraki), m., a bat. 

Cf. Prs. sab-para; S. Bal. sap-car 
(night-goer); P. sapérak, soparak. 

Sarék (p.p.f. Sarak; aor. sg. 2, Sar, 3, 

Sara), to turn, revolve (intr.). 

Sust-ak (p.p.f. Sustak ; aor. sg. 2, iw, 3, 

yawa), to weep. 

Prs. givistan, giryad; Bal. giréy. 

O. Prs. *grid-atiy; Phl. gristan. 

GIP. I, ii, 138. The original form 

of the O. root is contained in the 

present base commencing with g. 



SWAN 

Seas 2Qnre. §§:28, 10; 29, 1c; 62; 

86. 

Swan, 1I,m., a shepherd. ‘ 

Prs. suban, suwan; Bal. Sawdank ; 

P. Spin. 

Av. fsu-pana-, Skr. pasuman.” H. 

pee GER rr? \ S$ 3,-9%. 4, 10; 

ce Sey EO, ED 5 285.0 
swan, 2, m., a king-crow. 

Suwan (pl. Suwant), m., an olive tree. 

P. S0na. 

- Suwés, card., sixteen. 

Swatstt, card., sixty. 

Prs. Sast; P. 3péta. 

Av. xSvasti-, Skr. sast-. 

§ 63. 

See Sh. § 63. 

Ee 78%: 

gé, card.,three. In compounds this word 

takes the form 37w, as in JYiw-jistiz, 

twenty-three. § 63. 

M. Sarai; Prs. sth; P. dé. 

Av. orayo0, Skr. tvayas. §§ 29, Ie; 

63. 

37-biik , adj., rotten, stinking. 

¥ak (pl. ¥aci), f., a flea. 

Cf. P. wraga, rwaga, rwaia. 

yaim, ord., third. See $é. § 63. 

Si-mol (pl. 3¥i-mali), m., a field-embank- 

ment. 

ya-mot , adj., forgetting, forgetful. 

Prs. faramos ; Bal. Samosay, to for- 

get. 

Skr. pra+»/myrs-, p.p.-mysta-. H. 
812. §§ 20, Ia; 29, If. 

Yina, see ¥iyék. 

gés, card., thirteen. 

Av. onidasa. 

yistu, card., thirty. 

Av. orisata-. Cf. 92. §§ 37, 2b; 63. 

yas-"ék or (?) ¥a-*' 2k (p.p.f. Yasuk ; aor. 

sg. 2, and 3, ¥asi), to become swol- 

len, to swell. § 29, rf. 

Chas. $63. 

TA 77 

? Cf. P. parsédl, to swell; Bal. 

siyay, to swell. 

? Cf. Skr. pra+vV/sp‘ay-, or pra+ 
ut+/sp‘ay-, -sp‘ayaté. Or the Skr. 

may be Svi-, Sva-, Svayati. See 

EB. 347. 
§i-6--2k (p.p.f. 3i-bawak ; aor. sg. 2, ¥- 

b2wi, 3, Yi-bawi), tosend. Cf. &ék. 

The present stem shows that in this 

case the verb is causal. 

With 37, 2? cf. Av. upaini; Skr. 

upart; Prs. bar; P. pré. See H. ror. 

Geiger, ELA. 177 is doubtful asto the 

origin of P. pvé. See § 20, rf. 

&ék is to be referred to the Av. 

V/sav-, Skr. of cyu-. 

The present verb comes from its 

causal, Skr. cyavayati. § 29, if. 

yawa, see Sustak. 

Jawi, see Wyok. 

§i-yek (p.p.f. Siyék; aor. sg. 2, Yini 3, 

gina), to buy. 

Prs. xavidan. 

Skr. /Vkri, krinati. §§ 29, 1a; 86. 

§1-yok (p.p.f. Yuk; aor. sg. 2, ¥ert, 3, Ya- 

wt), to give. 

Skr. prapaya-. The 6 in the in- 
finitive is a relic of the second #. 

So also the w of Sawi. The aor. sg. 
2, ¥évi, is probably a compound, yew 

+71, givetome. §§ 29,1/; 76; 86; 

Of = LOr: 

¥iw, see 2. 

ta, 1, adv., then (consecutive). 

Hn. 76; S: Bal. ta. 

Skr. tavat; Prakrit, fava. § 33,1. 

ta, 2, ptep., of. When used with a pro- 

noun of the first or second person, 

the form used is tar, notta. ‘Thus, 

tar-mun, of me; but ta-savat, of a 

man. 



78 TA 

Cf. Kurd dé; P.da@. Geiger, ELA. 

23, derives the latter from O. Prs. 

tya-, but if the O. ta has the same 
origin as dda, the existence of the 

form tar puts difficulties in the way 

of this derivation. I therefore 

derive it from Av. antara; O. Prs. 

a(n)tar ; Prs. andar, dar, see § 59. 

S5335 4 58-9 045 705 aor 
TOM = 105,. 

ta,m.,a paternal uncle, a father’s brother. 

Prva 

Av. titrya-; Skr. pityvya-. ELA. 

234. §§$ 4,3; 15,5; 33,15 97. 
ti, see Pek. 

tu, pron. 2nd person, thou. PI. tyus, 

tyuz. 

Pts. tu, Kurd. t,tu; S. Bal. tau: 

Rata. 

O. Prs. tuvam ; Av. tim; Skr, tuam. 

§§.8) 15 23, 4eesee bs; G4ceior 
For the plural we have Prs. Suma ; 

N. Bal. Sawa; Ossetic smay, sumay ; 

S. tama, Sq. tama’. The last two 

commence with ¢, as in O. Cf. P. 

tasé, tasu, you. As O. frequently 

inserts a non-original y before 7% (see 

§ 13, 4), the original plural forms 

may be ?is, tuz. 

Av. yuzam, instr. y3ma; Skr. yii- 

yam, acc. yusman. §§ 13, 4; 64; 

030 

tak, see PER. 

tak (pl. tact), m., a mountain torrent. 

tak-nurg’, f., a wagtail. 

Cf. P. tak, a precipice. 

tok (f. and pl. the same), adj., hot. 

P; tod (iad); rs. fafa Bal: 

t‘afay, to be hot. 

Av. tafta-; Skr. tapta-. ELA. 240. 

The O. word has the -ka-suffix.  §§ 

Tt) 3 > Oi eres, 1% Oi 

TUSK 

ta-minak, ta-minsak*, postpos. governing 

loc., up to, as far as. 

Cf. Prs. ¢@, up to (Hi: 366). 

tand* (pl. tand’2), {., acid food eaten as a 

relish = Prs. qatiq. 

tupi (pl. the same), f., buttermilk. 

? Cf. P. tarwé. 

tvt, see tatak. 

tar, 1, adj., passed, elapsed. 

Skr. Yty-, tavatid. §§ 15,10; 33,1. 

LAN. 2 SCCN daze 

tivt, in tivi-sakkar, m., moist sugar. 

Prs. tay, moist. 

Skr. tar-una-. 

1b. 

tva-nak, adj., thirsty. 

Derived from the present base tva- 

of tatak, to drink. Cf. aywara-nak, 

hungry. For the termination, cf. 

Prs. -nak (GIP. I, ii, 183). 

trap, running (the act). . | 

Cf. P. tap, a leap. Hn. tayap, 

aleap,a bound. The last is a con- 

traction of taypay, which appears in 

the verb tarpavana or tavapna, to 

bound. Tarpar is derived by Platts 

(Hn. Dictionary, s.v.) from Skr. 

J/tat- or tad-+ /sp‘ar- or sp‘at-. 

tyvas-’ék (p.p£. trasak ; aor. sg. 2, tvé8t, 3, 

tvasi), to pare, clip, cut. 

Prs. tavas-idan. 

Av. /éwaras-, dwarsti, to cut. §§ 

Thy 8b: Zoro 

tva-yek, (p.p.f. trvayak; aor. sg. 2, trayi, 

3, traya), to fear; to start, shy. 

Prs. tarsidan ; P. tarhéd‘l. 

O. Prs. /tras-, Av. /taras-; Skr. 

J/tras-, trasatt. H. 384. §§ 3, 10; 

155, 10 5037078 oo 
tay® (pl. tay’), f., a tank, reservoir. 

Skr. tata-, tataka-, tadaka-, tadaga-. 

S16y3: 

tusk, adj., empty. 

See H. 382. § 15, 



TIST-YEK 

Prs. th; P. tas; Bal. t‘usay, to 

faint; W. tosam, Sq. tisam. Old 

Eranian *twsa-; Skr. tucc‘a-. Hz. 

404. ‘The O. word has the -ka-suffix. — 
tist-ék (p.p.f. ttstak; aor. sg. 2, st, 3, 

tisti), to run away. 

P. tastéd‘l. 

Av. tarsiz-. ELA. 232. §§5, 2; 

BONG 335; 13 5- 
tey (f. té3") adj., bitter. 

Prs. taly ; jee trix. 

Phi tay. Cf. ELA: 235. §§ 9, 4; 

29, 16; 33; 1- 

tat-ak (p.p.f. totk; aor. sg. 2 and 3 ri), 

to drink. Cf. tvanak. 

? Cf. Skr. VYirp-, typati or trpyatt, 

p.p. typta-, to be satiated. § 86. 

tesan, heat, warmth. Cf. 7d. 

tuwa, sunshine. Cf. 76k. 

tek (p.pf. tak; aor. sg. 2 and 3, é) to 

be standing up, to stand still, to 

stand. 

O. Prs. /sta-, Skr. »/st‘a-, tist‘ate. 

p-p. st‘iéa- (in Prakrit f1a-, t‘1a-). 

Cf. Prs. istadan, H. 84. Or we may 

compare the Skr. passive, st‘iyaté. 

$3355- 
tyus, tyuz, see tu. 

tand (pl. tandi), m., the stalk of Indian 

corn. 

P. tanta, Bal. tanda. Cf. Skr. 

tantva-, a thread. Possibly influ- 

enced by Skr. kanda-, a stalk. 

tit, in tut mm ryuz, N. of a certain time 

of the day, about 3-30 p.m. 

Cf. Hn. tutna, to break. Nimryuz 

means ‘ midday.’ 

6’, inan. pron. interrog. and indef., what ? 

(8§ 2,2; 31,1; 73; 96; Io); any- 
thing (§§ 55; 74), something. Used 

TS4N 79 

substantively. The adj. form is 

ben, q.v. 

Ris) Clem ) 6a. 

O. Prs. Av., Skr. pronominal base 

C1-. 

in mar-k07, an ant, a diminutive 

suffix, like the Prs. ca. 

Phl. -cak, see GIP. I, ii, 177. § 

Biles 

baftari, music. 

éak, adj., sour, acid. 

Cioi<sme 6h", sour) > cl) ers: 

turus; P. triw; S. Bal. trusp, trups. 

Cf. GIP. I, ii, 31. In Pisaca langu- 

ages, such as K&sm., ¢ frequently 

becomes &. 

bak", adv., as. 

Compound of &*, what ? and ka, 

that. 

éék, the bosom of a woman; (?) the 

nipple. 

Cf. P. tai, the nipple of a woman’s 

bosom ; Sq. 27 ; Sanglici cz77. 

bak-aw-'ék (p.pf. takawak; aor. sg. 2, 

takéwt, 3, bakawi), to cut, to pluck 

out by the roots. 

Cf. P. suk-awul. 

ta-yal, pron. adj., of what kind ? See yal. 

6,at, adj., fat, fattened. 

éél, in 1-&2l", on the left, towards the left. 

pCi So bal. corssce:E by .0S: 

tal-’ek (p.p.f. Balak ; aor. sg. 2, &él7, 3, 

éali) , to bring or to take away (some- 

thing animate) ; to take (a woman) 

in matriage. 

talyor (pl. balyarat), m., a place where 

water is collected for purposes of 

irrigation. 

bom (pl. fami), an eye. 

Prs. caim; S. Bal. cam. 

Avi caiman-. §§ 20,2; 31,1; 57; 

ie Ole 

bn, adv., today. § 66. 

&07 
J 
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ban (pl. 6én7), a year. 

één, interrog. pron. what? Used adjec- 

tivally. Cf. &* and bdn. 

O. Prs. cvyant-, of what kind. §§ 

Q, 2; 18, 34; 31,1; 73. 
&0n, pron. adj. indef., some. 

Prs. cand. 

Av. cvant-. §§ 11,3; 18, 3a; 31, 

4; 733 97- 

bink’vat (pl. bindé*vai), m. the grey part- 

ridge. 

P. tansarat, tangsarat. 

gang, in 1-bang’, adv., near. 

? Cf. Skr. utsanga-, vicinity. 

bangil, the forearm. 

Borrowed from P. bangal. Cf. 

Prs. cangal, cangul, a claw. 

bun-aw-ek (p.p.f. bunawak; aor. sg. 2, 

bunéw7, 3, ’unawi), to strain, sift. 

P.cun‘l. P. canawul and Bal. cana, 

are borrowed from Hn. c‘an-nda. 

Skr. /cirn-, curnayati, to grind, 

pulverise. S817 3-12.) aes 

BU et. 

bar, card., four; tari-jistu, twenty-four 

(§ 63). 
Prs: cay, cahar. FP. &alor®: sete: 

BLA. 14. 

Av. caswaro., Skr. catwaras. §§ 14, 

ON ey Ha Sey gee yl 21a) 
éar°m, ord., fourth. See ’ar. § 63. 

éarés, card., fourteen. 

Prs. cardah; P. twarlas. 

Av. caérudasa; Skr. caturdasa-. 

$$ 9, 25-15)145°29, Te; 345°35,.4; 
63. 

savwok (pl. ’arwéci), m. a generic term 

for goats or sheep. 

P. kavwai, cattle, connected with 

P. gar, pasture. 

bastu, card., forty. 

Prs. cihil, cil; P. balwest. 

WEGA 

Av. caswarasata-, Skr. catwarimsat-. 

H. 454. §§ 28, 7; 63. 
bab (pl. bact), m. a kind of partridge. §§ 

BO 33 57 
bawa, see Bek. 

swan-ék (p.p.f. bwanak ; aor. sg. 2, &went, 

3, &wani), to shake out dust from 

clothes. 

S. Bal. canday; P. sandl. 7Ge 
Ksm. band", a blow. Phl. candini- 

tan, to stir. See H. 54. §§ 14, 8; 

Go SU eee 202 

éwarét, adj. torn, tattered. 

? Cf. P. éwal, torn. 

b-ék (p.p.f. bawak ; aor. sg. 2, btw, 3, 

bawa, ba), to move, go, proceed 

(=Hn. calna). 

Prs. Sudan, to go, to become; P. 

swul, to come, to go, to become ; W. 

cau-am, 8. sao-am, I go. 

Av. VSav-, Savaité. Skr. cyu-, 

cyavaté, to go. Cf. syok, 2. §§ 29, 

Tf; 3% 35 7730924 

-wa, pron. suff. of the third person singu- 

lar, indicating any oblique case, in- 

cluding the accusative, but not the 

nominative. ‘This is the same as-a, 

2, the w being inserted for the sake 

of euphony after a vowel. See -a, 

Zoe SNOO: 

wa,1I,and. §§ 99; 92a. 

wa, 2 or wi, contracted pronoun of the 

third person, indicating the loc. sg. 

or pl., in him, in her, in it, in them. 

Prs. 6, Kurd. au; P. wa-r. 

O. Prs. ava-, gen. avahya. See 

GIP. II, ii, 217. §§ 65-7. 

wakok, see wazyok. 

wéga, the evening, night. 

Borrowed from WazitiP. Cf. Prs. 

begah. § 52. 



WAy-YOK 

way-yok (p.p.f. wayak; Aor. sg. 2, wés, 3, 

wésa), to enter. 

A componnd of wa (Av. atwi, Skr. 

ab‘1)+,0k. See ayor. 
Skr. ab’i++/gam-, p.p. ab‘igata-. 

The origin of the present stem is 

doubtful. ? Av. aiwi-jasaitr, he ap- 

proaches, with syncope of 7. § 86. 

wk, wak, water. 

Prs. @b, Kurd. aw; P. tba; N. 

Bal. af. 

Av. Skr. Gp-. 

§§ 14,55 21, 5a. 
w-0k (p.p.f. wak; aor. sg. 2, waw; 3, wa- 

wt), to get, obtain. 

Cf. Prs. yaftan, H. 1124. 

Av. V/ap-, apayetti; Skr. /ap-, 

apnoti. §§ 14,5; 86. 

Way-ay-ek (p.p.f. wayayak; aor. sg. 2, 

Waxat, 3, Waxayt), to dig. 

wilak (p.p.f. wk), another form of w7- 

yok,q.v.,to bring,fetch,carry. The 

present base is taken from w7tyodk. 

§§ 6, 4; 86; Ior. 

wn? (pl. w°n% or w*nn"t), f. a tree. 

Borrowed from P. wana. See EB. 

BIg SS 41a 5 57- 
wan, {. a co-wife. 

P. on. 

winkok, m. the son of a co-wife, a wo- 

man’s step-son. 

P. b’nzar. 

wang (pl. wangii), m.a certain poisonous 

insect. 

wagt, time. Ar. § 96. 

wrat (pl. wrai), m. a mountain sheep. 

The f. is sus", q.v. 

Prs. bavra, a lamb; P. wrat, a 

lamb; Bal. gwarak‘, a lamb. 

Skr. uwvana-, a young ram. H. 

211. §§ 15,15; Iotr. 

war, in war-ka, adv., indicating doubt or 

ignorance, God knows. 

With -ka-suffix. 

wri, see wr1yor. 

wuray-aw-ék (p.p.f. wurarawak ; aor. sg. 

2, wuraréwi ; 3, wurayawi), to drive 

away, turn out. 

wr*st*, a beard. 

Probably connected with Prs. 775, 

Av. raésah-, but hardly with exactly 

the same original. See note by Horn 

on 77§ in GIP. I, ii, 87. 

wri-yok or wlak (p.p.. wruk or wlk; 

AOiks Se. By Ws Se Ta) WO) AIRS, 

fetch, carry. 

Borrowed from P. wy-%. Cf. Prs. 

burdan ; Bal. baray; S. Sq. vir-d, he 

brings. 

Av. /bar-, baraiti; Skr. Sb‘z-, 

b‘avatt, to bear. The word is bor- 

rowed from P., for in O. original 

oO DSO, SSA G0 O, ZS see o/s 

TKS) BY) 8 lal A Ptol Or, 

wark (pl. wayci), a worm, an insect. 

wriy* (pl. wy%), f. a kind of food. 

L. wari; P. barat. 

Skr. vattka. 

wesa, see way yor. 

-w*spal-ek (p.p.f. w*spalak ; aor. sg. 2, 

w*spal, 3, w*spali), to wring, squeeze 

out, press out. 

? Skr. ut+ V/sp‘al-, causal ut-sp‘al- 

ayatt, to rend. 

wust-ék (p.p.f. wustak; aor. sg. 2, wust, 

3, wusti), to rise, arise. 

Cf. Bs. usta, rise (impve.), KSm. 

/woth-, torise. Hn. /ith-, to rise. 

O. Prs. us+/sta-; Skr. ut+v 

SORA SS) 7, ANG Ase atll § e336 5) Keys 
81; 83-4. 

watk (pl. watci), f. a walnut. 

Cf. Skr. aksdta-, which is probably 

a compound. 

wawt, see wok. : 

wyiuk (f. wyuk’), adj., dry. 
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Prs. xusk, Kurd. viisuk ; Bal. husk ; 

P. wue. 

O. Prs. uska-, Av. huska-; Skr. 

suska-. O. very commonly inserts 

y before a long vowel. See § 13, 4. 

SSI 23 Th, MG at, Hh: 
wz" (pl. wz7), a she-goat, a nanny goat. 

Borrowed from P. wuza. Av. bi- 

za-, see LB. suppl. 37. 

wuzm-aw-ek (p.p.f. wuzmawak, aor. sg. 

2, WUZMEW1, 3, WUZmawi), to try, to 

test. 

Phl. dzmutan; Prs. azmidan. H. 

ZT ASS Gp Ae ee 

wazna, see wazyok. 

wézay, adj., apart, separate. 

? Cf. P. wézar, displeased. 

waz-yok or wak-ok (p.p.f. wazuk ; aor. sg. 

2, wazn, 3 wazna), to kill. 

Cf. Prs. awzan, slaying, 

powering, vigorous; P. 

slay. 

Av. aiwit+n/jan-, -janaitt, to slay ; 

Skr. abu+J/han-, -hanti or -hanatz, 

Cf. ok) 2, and sr. 

over- 

wazl, to 

to overpower. 

L845. S$§'03, Fear, Tansee 4 eo. 

88. 

ya, or. Prs. § go. 

-yén, pron. suff. of the first person plural, 

indicating the nominative case. 

This is probably really én, with y 

prefixed (see § 13, 4). We may then 

compare the suffix an of the Pamir 

dialects, indicating the first person 

plural in the agent case. GIP.I, ii, 

210. S166: 

yany, an embrace. 

yanak, ash, ashes. 

yasp (pl. yaspi), m., a horse. 

Prs. asp; Bal. haps; P. as (£. aspa); 

M. yasp, Yd. yasp. Cf. EB. 4. 

ZAL 

Av. aspa-; Skr. asva-. 

4; 13,33 40, 54. 
§$35°05 4: 

- yas-ék (p.p.f. yasak ; aor. sg. 2, yas, 3, 

yasa), to boil (intr.). 

P. yas-édl, to bubble, boil over. 

Av. yaéyantim, seething ; Skr. / 

yas-, yasatt or yasyatt; and »/yés-, 

yesati, to foam, bubble. Cf. ELA. 

293. §§ 3, 10, 135 (hed 7peue 
yevyée-gay, m., a ploughman. 

Cf. P. yawé, ploughing. 

zobal, adj., wounded. 

Borrowed from P. z6bal. § 4g. 

zban, the tongue. 

Prs. zaban, from which it is prob- 

ably borrowed. 

Av. hizi-, Skr. thwa. H. 650. 

zbus~ek (p.p.f. zhugak; aor. sg. 2, 2bu5, 

3, zbusz), to suck. 

P. 2bes7. 

zab-aw-ék (p.p.f. zabawak; aor. sg. 2, 

zabéwi, 3, zubawi), to card (cotton, 

ete? 

P. zambl (this word is not given 

in the dictionaries, but is quoted by 

Ghulam Muhammad Khan). Cot- 

ton is carded with a kind of bow. 

Hence, perhaps, we may compare 

Prs. zamburak, a cross-bow. 

zean (pl. zganni), m., a division or section 

of a field. 

z0k, see &OR, 1, 2, 3. 

zlt, m., the heart. 

P.zy*; Bal. zivde; M. 2ah: sPrsaao 

Av. zavad-; Skr. hyd-, hydaya-. H. 

571. §§ 6;35; 17, 35355450 me 
IOI, 105. 

zal (f. zal", pl. zélz), adj., old. 

Prs. zal, see H. 648. The word is 

borrowed from Prs. It is quoted 

here, because its plural, 22/7, is also 

5 22 ae 



ZAL-PIE 

used as the plural of zavk*, a woman. 

So also, in Bal., za/ is used to mean 

‘woman.’ EB. 419. 

zal-pié, com. gen., a grandparent, whe- 

ther grandfather or grandmother. 

A compound of za/, old, and fré, 

a father, qq.v. 

zént, f., the chin. 

Prs. zanax; Bal. zanay; P. zana; 

S. zingit. 

Av. zanu-, Skr. hanu-. 

38, Ia. 

zangak, the knee. 

The original of zan- is Av. zanu-, 

Skr. janu-. From this we have Prs. 

zamu- Bal, W. zan; Sq. zong; P. 

zangiin. Several of these have, as in 

the case of zan-yak, a termination 

added. In the O. word it was prob- 

ably -tra-ka, drva-ka, or something 

of the sort, commencing with a com- 

pound consonant containing 7. See 

$26, E. 

zanyi (pl. the same), f., a crane. 

P. zana. 

zay, card., a thousand. 

rs: hazar; P. 274 

Av. hazanra-, Skr. sahasra-. §§ 

gee ey AED: OF. 

zarvi (f. the same), adj., small, little. 

? Borrowed from Ar. sarra, a little. 

zyak (pl. zrad&i), f., the red-legged par- 

tridge, the bartavelle. 

Cf. P. zarka. 

zurat (pl. zuryatti), m., curdled milk. 

zark? or kark’ (pl. zarki or zéli), f., a wo- 

man,awife. For zéi, see zal. 

Av. /zar-; Skt. VW]7-, javati, to 

grow old. Hence Prs. and O. zal, 

old (m.andf.). In Bal. zal has come 

to mean ‘a wife’ (originally ‘ old 

S§ 18, 10; 

Vv 

ZA 83 

woman’). EB. 419. Similarly, we 

have O. zark* (pl. zéli), a woman. 

Cieza eSsar5, 10> 38) ta. 

ZstéRk (ppl. zStak; aor. sg. 2, z8t, 3, 

z0stt), to seem bad, to be rejected. 

zey (pl. za¥si), a thorn. 

Cia. 8-57. 

zut, see cut. 

zée" (pl. zétt), f., a cow-buffalo calf. P. 

jota, Waziri déta. §§ 46; 50. 

zwayk (pl. zway*ci), m., the kernel of the 

pine-nut. 

Cf. Prs. cil-yoza. 

metathesis of y6za. 

zwandar (f., zwandiy’), adj., living, alive. 

Borrowed from P. zwandai. See 

H. 683. § 49. 

zawri (pl. the same), f., a leech. 

P. Zawara; Bal. zaray, zavay; Prs. 

zalu, zalu. Probably borrowed from 

P: 

Skr. jalitka-. H. 664. 

zwarand, adj., pendent, hanging. 

Borrowed from P. dwarand. Cf. 

W. zvov-n, to hang. 

za-yerR (p.p.f. zayak; aor. sg. 2, zéyt, 3, 

zayt), to chew, masticate; to ask 

.for; to wish for, desire; to search 

for things in the hair. Itis uncertain 

whether ail these meanings should 

be referred to the same root. 

Pts. jawidan, 2awidan, to rumin- 

ate. P. Z6wul, Zoy'l. 

Phil. jutan. H. 415. 

The O. word is probably borrowed 

oie! IPS, (OS Bae a) RS 2a. ap 8 ANS) ls 

49. 
zvyay, yellow. P. 97. 

zWay may be a 

za, see hatak. 



INDEX OF WORDS, OTHER THAN ORMURI, OCCURRING IN THE 
FOREGOING PAGES. 

The alphabetical order of the Indexes of Old Persian, Avesta, and Sanskrit 1s that 

of the alphabets of the respective languages. The alphabetical order adopted for the In- 
dexes of the other languages is the same as that employed in the Ormuyi Vocabulary, as 

explained on p. 53. 

After each entry is given, first, the word or words in the Ormuri Vocabulary under — 

which it is mentioned, and, next, the numbers of the sections, 1f any, in which reference 

is also made to tt. 

V qeu- 5 31, 3- 

* 7A ’ a agy-; rowan. 

-am 5 -am. 

undxa; SPUR; 7, 2% 21, 10; 

HON 5a) Lo, 

RAGWi: Az mOve 

a(n)tar ; ta, 2; 59. 

amayam ; AZ; 3, 7; 20, 2; 

2X 22 Oe eT. 

amy; Na, 2: 20, 2025, 3 ; 

82. 

ava- ; ds ee Or 

avahya ; wa, 2. 

*avayaka- ; hanwatk ; 3, 

17,43; 25, 4. 
uska-; wytk; 7, A; 8, 2; 

Told 221 ee 

TO 

Ra-“ ka, 1: kukeegen. 73. 

/kar-, kunavahy ; kayék. 

V/ gaub-, gaubataty ; 117. 

*onidatiy ; Sustak. 

INDO-EUROPEAN. 

ERANIAN. 

/ *gare-; gavéek; 17, 3. 

MEDIC. 

OLD PERSIAN. 

Clee he De 7 

cryant-; ben; 9, 2; 

31,1; 73. 

18, 34; 

tuvam ; tu. 

tya-; ta, 2; 59. 

/ tras-, tarsatry ; trayek ; 3, 

1b. 

+11; ywaxek. 

duvitiya-; dim; 33, 6; 35, 
Te eOO! 

d 

patry; pa; 40,1; 59. 
parana-; pran; 3,8; 4,2; 

15, 20, 16, 10% -A@n ee 

para-; 29, If. 

V/ pa-; payék. 

*tusa-; tusk. 

J pais-; pistak. 

mana ; az. 

VJ *varst- ; I4,2; 33, 5: 

YAALY -AI7 Te mOge 

VJ sta-; P@R; 33, 5- 
+a; asPek ; 3,2; 28, 

eee sey oo 5 
+us ; wusPek;7, 4; 33, 

yo 

V/had-; hiyék. 

hauv; 70. 



-attt ; 6, 4. 

aiwt; wayyok; wazyok; 86. 

| axgaéna-; Sinwi; 3, 7; 6, 
4; 18, 16; 28, 8a. 

V/ ap-, apayeitt; wok; 14, 

5; 86. 

antara ; ta, 2; 59. 

ava-; haf6; hal; 67; 69. 

avasa-; hins; 5, 2; 5,5; 

19,33 25, 4- 
Oi FA > 4, 25. 15, 10; 

aay 

aspa-; yasp; 3,9; 4, 4; 
13,33 40, 50. 

*aspabara-; swar. 

asru-, *asvaka-; héntci. 

gama G25 3,1: 38, 10: 116. 

asa-; hinbék. 

asta ; hast; 3,9; 4, 4; 13, 
33 25, 4- 

aStadasa ; astés; 3, 1 

4. 

astaiti-; hastai. 
ahmakom; az; 20 

22045 116. 

Chm ha, 2.3, 7; 20).2; 

25, Ss 37s 8b; -82- 

is ee 

SEPA: 
d 

atar-; rv°wan. 

ap-; wk; 14,5; 21, 5a. 

abyo ; 70. 

ayapta-; 86. 

uxsyeiti + pairt ; 86. Seer/ 

Vax5-. 

wpa; 40, I. 

upaini ; ¥i-Bék. 

aéva-; di; 97. 

aévandasa ; 18, 3b; 35, 4. 

INDEXES—AVESTA. 

AVESTA. 

Ravana 2 bo Rune 2h Wax 

723 73: 
kafa-; kat. 

/kar-, kavanaottt; kaye ; 

herons Ziel dee OO. 

/kart-, kavantaiti; kari ; 

2th 

Paty Pb TO, 2: 15, 10; 

ZoTs 

gantuma-; 7,1b; 7,2; 18, 

SU Sea 

gavrawa-; guru; 7, 2; 8, 4; 

Ey, FO 32, 1. 

gamo ; kwulak. 

gavapta-; glastak ; 

17 BPE olER 

gao-; giyoy; gak*; 13, 4; 
Zee 020k: 

BAOSA AOOY se TK eke 3, 2 ; 

2, 1. 

ity 5 (ONS 

/ grab-, gavawniaiti ; glastak ; 

MeO) 325, £5 0: 

xstva-; Sip; 117. 

xSmaG ; th. 

SUAS SI; 2, 25, 2); 28, 

8b. 

xsuasti- ; §warsti. 

xsuipta-; Sipt; 14, 6; 28, 

SAO, 75, 1X7; 

caswarasata-; bastu; 28, 7. 

cabwaro ; bar; 14,9; 15, 10; 

31,1; 34. 
casrudasa ; barés; 9,23; 15, 

a 8) AS oh 

85 

“casman-; 80m; 20, 2; 31, 

LS A AE 
CNP NARMS ORE. SUR 3 te 

cvant-; k6n; 11,3; 18, 3a; 

31,4; 73- 

jata-; 86. 

+aiwt; 86. 

+ham; 86. 

/jan-, fanart ; &ok, 2; 21, 

56.32) OO: 

+aiwt ; wazyok ; 

RG QOu Ar OO: 

+ham; hand&yok ; 86. 

J/jas-, jasatti+aiwt; Way- 

yok ; 86. 

Ea on SO. 

I4, 

N/UEP- 5, EL, 3598 339 = 
tafta-; t0k; 21, 5¢. 

tarsti-; tsP@k; 5, 2; 28 

73 SSH as Soy). 2 
/tavas-, tavasattt ; 

55 LO 3757 
+vi; 29, Id. 

tutvya-; t4; 4, 3; 15, 5; . 
2a Bee 

tum; tu; 8,1; 33, I. 

emda, 2; O77 

B) 

trayeR ; 

/ dar- (davayeh) ; dranak ; 

Heap) Scale 

/ dar-, davata- ; ryéek. 

davaya-; dvay; 3, 93; 4, 23 
G), Of aby MOS 23525 Bal 
I; 35, I. 

/ daraz-, davazayeiti ; da ek ; 

30. 



86 

dasa; das; 35,1; 37, 10. 

dasama-; dasam; 20, 1b. 

/da-, dadaiti; &bdk, 3; 86. 

+pain ; prayeR ; 40, 2. 

V/da-, dasaiti ; kayék ; 35, i. 

+1; nyok ; 86. 

J dai-, disaitt; d’@k; 35, 1. 

data-; 86. 

davata-; dilak; 17, 33; 21, 

5G 4355.1 3 OO: 

/ *duys-; dus’ ék ; 8,2; 35, 

D537 > 3: 
duysar-; duw*; 8,2; 24,6; 

36. 

AVA AGVOr elo eae 

14,4; 35,3; 97. 
dvadasa ; dwas; 14, 4; 35, 

2; 

QUAI Ut LA, 4 pale aD = 

B59 3 9 4a, 25) Lob: 
dvaoya- ; davési. 

3, 4; 

/owaras-, pwarstr ; trasék ; 

Toe Toe 22s 

dvayo; ¥@; 20, Ie. 

évidasa ; ¥és. 

svisata-; Yisit ; 37, 2b. 

Patt Pa 93~0, AOA > 50. 

pain; 3,02 20) Nie 40, 2: 

VS pac-; pay’ek ; 3, 1b; 7, 
25630; 251 Oaee oy 
108. 

pasana- ; pan; 18, 1b; 40,1. 

pasa-; payt; 4, 1b; 16, 2. 

panca; pend; 9, 3; 18, 6; 

32,55; 40, I. 
*pancama-; pankam. 

pancasata-; pankastu. 

para-; 29, If. 

INDEXES—AVESTA. 

paro ; pran. 

parsti-; pat; 3, 10; 33,53 
AO mT: 

VS pa, pati; payer. 
para-; porkar. 

pawre ; porkan. 

V/ pavas-, parasaiti ; 
naweéR. 

pitar-; pie; 5, 10; 15, 7; 
3351040 ae 

pust’- 

VJ bays-, baysatti ; 

Z Om OO Alla ole 

V/bar-, baraiti ; wriyok; 2, 

WO) Apel Ape eee 
86; 88. 

baraea; 88. 

bavaht ; 88. 

bavamahi ; 88. 

bavamt ; 88. 

baranti ; 18, 3a; 88. 

+ms; nawlak ; 3, 3. 

bazu- ; bazar. 

barata-; 86. 

bitya-; bi; 74; 106. 

VJ bi, bavaiti ; biyok ; 14,9; 

ATE, es hO2i OO: 

bita-; 82; 86. 

bumt-; biimm*" ; AT, I. 

buza-; wz". 

baoist-; 41, I. 

bratmrya- ; ragyar. 

*bvaorya-; va¥at; 4,1; 15, 

4; 29, 1é ; 41, 4. 

brazait ; brus’ék; 7,2; 15, 

45228035 30san Ae 

base ; 

{su-pana- ; swan, te Se oe 

4, TOR Fo 5Gpt ARS ES, 
TD 628 80: 

na; nak. 

nava; n*h; 18, ta. 

navait-; nawi; 3, 1b; 6, 

4; 14, 10; 33, 6: 
navaya-; naw*; 4, 1b; 4, 

LOS aS, a. 

*ni-vaena-; nini. 

nishisaitt, see »/had- 

nauma-; n*ham. 

matryewté, see «/mar- 

MAxS1-; MSA; 2,1 * 20. eae 

28, 8b. 

MAsAxa-; Mex; 20, Ia; 22, 

TD: 36. 

mana; az; 20, Ia. 

/ mar-, *maraitt, mairyeite ; 

mak; mulak ; 7) 2m 

5c; 86. 

/marz-, marazaitt ; mtby- 

aw’ék ; mutawék ; 7, 2; 

ZO EG, 22038 

ma; mak. 

/ma+ava+uz; 20, 2. 

matar-; maw*; myandént ; 

15,7; 20, 14.—33010 

mah-; mai; 25, 6. 

maraya-; mirg*; 5,35; 9, 6; 
15, 10; 20, las 2oyeze 

ZAG le 

marata-; 17,3; 86. 

miora-; mé¥; 9, 43 12, 30; 

2.0, =1d 5@ 20), Le 

musti-; mut. 

maéoman-; méemni; 18, 1b; 

20, TGs te 

maésa-; mat; 20, Ia. 

maotri-; marb0t; 4, 3; 15, 

Ib: 2opsa 

3) 

V/ ya-; kak; 6k, 1; 21, 5a; 

3252 



yiuzam ; ti. 

yaesvantim ; yas’ék. 

J/yaos-; yuisyertt ; use ; 

2 6,3932 2. ar 2 36) 

V/ vay8-; 14, 2; 37, 3. 
+ paint, patri-uxsyertt ; 

prawak; 15, 1b; 

AOS. 

+/ra; prawak. 

/vac-; ywek; 14,2; 28,4; 

ape 3; 86-5 E17. 

V/vaz-, vazarti; ywastak ; 14, 

2? G0. 

Af tds = 28, A= 37, 3. 

vara-; yorek ; 14,2; 15,10. 

*varanja-; ridan; 32, 4. 

visattt ; jist; 27,1; 107. 

vaéna- ; niNt. 

vaisya-; vat; 6,4; 15, Ia. 

vaézatte; 17,1. 

vaésah-; w*rst’. 

raoyna-; vun; 8,3; 15,14; 

18, 4. 

vaocah-; ryuz; 8, 3; 13, 4; 

25.22 108. 

vaopis ; rawas. 

- Sata-, satam ; Su; 37, 2a. 

sarah-; sar; 3, 1b; 15, 15; 

47 Ie: 

Savaa-; sal’; 4,2; 17, 3. 

ang-pen ; pin. 

thai; 57; 115. 

ard; 5,23 5,5. 
ozmutan ; wuzmawék ; 7, 4; 

LM, 2 

ban ; pon. 

INDEXES—PAHLAVIL. 

sarvasa-; sal; 3, 1b; 17, 3; 

36; 37, 14. 
sukurana-; sukal; 3, 4; 7, 

KO Ze a2 aa 37, pe 

SUxVa-; SUS; 29, ID. 

star-; stirrak ; 5,2; 21, 5a; 

335 5: 
starata-; stir. 

span-; spuk ; 7,2; 40, 5a. 

Spaéta-; spiw; 6,4; 14,8; 

33, 6; 40, 54. 

/zan-, *zaniaiti, 

Wek; 86. 

+paitt ; pazanwék ; 3, 

OS TS. UUs Se Moe 

BO, 10 AGO, 1: 

zanu-; zéni; 18, 1b; 38, Ia. 

/zar-; zavk*; 15, 1b; 38, 

Ia. ; 

zananti, see »/zan-. 

zanu-; zan¥ak. 

zevad-; 2t; 6,3; 17,3; 35, 
7,2 SBX6 Ge 

zanantt ; 

/sav-, Savaité; syok, 2; 

H-ek ; Bek; 29, 1f; 31, 

S12 nO: 
C5 As 2: 

v 

=Ss 

Shad-, hisaiti; hityeh; 3, 
HO 7 25 ks 30: 

PAHLAVI. 

bristan ; brastak, 2. 

-cak ; 807; 31,1. 

candinitan ; &wan’ék ; 

EEO I. 311, 

duxt ; duw. 

dut: dun. 

14, 

37 

+m, m5, 

nastak ; 86. 

hapta; ho, 2; 25, I. 

haptadasa ; awés ; 25, 5. 

ha ptaiti-; await; 14,6; 25, 

5. 

*haptama-; hom. 

VS harz-, harazarts ; 

86. 

hazanva-; zr; 15, 10; 25, 

Be Boy). 

Gs 10, Maal Ge OO 70: 

-hé; -a, 23; 3, 5. 

harazaitt, see /harz-. 

VS hic-, hincarts :— 

+ patti; prusnaw?eék. 

+pain; prusnaweék ; 

AO 2k 

hizu-;, zban. 

huska-; wyitk. 

ho: ho, i; 70. 

mshisaite; 

hatak ; 

xvato ; xwat; 22,6; 71. 

xvafna-; xwaw; 14, 3; 14, 
Os 22M. 

xvanhar-; xwar; 14, 3; 22, 

©? Ase Os 

/ xvar-, xvaraitt ; ywalak 14, 

35 U5)y Os 1) Be CAO: 
86. 

xvasura- ; xstr; 3, 8; 3,9; 

5 2 ay MOS 245 58 Sys 
1b. 

yvavata- ; 17, 3; 86. 

gafr; guru. 

gar; grt. 

grvistan ; Sustak ; 29, Ic; 86. 

julan ; 2avyeR; 32,1; 38, 4. 

xanditan ; xan; 18, 3b; 22, 

1a; 86. 
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xayak ; hanwalk ; 17,4; 25, 

4. 

puxian , pay’eR ; 7, 2; 22, 

T6102 As} 

aksota-; watk. 

-att; 6, 4. 

ab‘t; wayyok; wazyok. 

ab‘igata-; way’dR ; 86. 

asiti-; hastat. 

asvu-; hén&ci; 9, 5. 

asm: ha, 25 3, 7. 20.) 2: 

255 355 375 ae Oe. 
aham ; 38, 1b. 

agata-; ayok; 86. 

ap-; wk. 

V/ap-, apnoti ; wok. 
apaya- +pra; Siyok; 

AAO) 1G pee! Ob 

ama-; ham; 25, 4. 

uksita- + parr; 86. 

utsanga-; bang. 

uparnt ; ¥i-8ék. 

uvana-; wrar; 15, 1b. 

rksa-; hins; 5, 5. 

édaka-; hv; 25, 4. 

kada; kan. 

kanda-; tand. 

Rim Wet 24. 

kisova- ; kisar. 

kukkura-; kikrat. 

kupa-; kuwat. 

Vkr-, karott ; hayek. 

INDEXES—SANSKRIT. 

pen (ang-pen) ; pin. 

patan ; payék. 

pazem ; payrék ; 41, 3; 86. 

sayak ; syak*. 

SANSKRIT. 

V/kyt-, kyntati ; kari. 

kyta-; kit; 59. 

kyté; kt, 2; 21, ta. 

Vkri-, krinatt; siyék; 209, 

Td: 86: 

krita-; 29, 1a; 86. 

ksapa; 28, 8a. 

V/kst-, ksitt-; xai. 

ksétra-; yat. 

k‘alu ; yo. 

gata- +ab‘t; wayyok; 86. 

+a; ayok; 86. 

+nih; nayok ; 86. 

gand‘a-; yank; 18, 7; 24, 

20.5932, 0; 

/gam- +ab1; wayyok ; 86. 

+4; ayok; 3, 2; 24, 
2b; 86. 

+nih; nayokR ; 3,3; 24, 
20-780. 

garia-; yee: 16, 1; 24, 

2G 

/ gard-, gardati ; ywar@er ; 

14,8; 29,2; 39. 
giri-3 grt. 

J/eud‘-, gud‘yat, gud‘nate ; 

yunk ; 24, 2a. 

+part; paryuwek ; 15, 

1b: TSS E24 

AON: 

J gup‘-, gupiatr, gump‘att ; 

yapPek ; 3,4; 24, 2a. 
gup‘ita-; 21, 5€. 

tay ;t2Y; 9, 4; 29, 10; 33,T. 
vacak ; ywa’; 107. 

varay; kan*-wray*. 

VS ei, eynati ; yer; 5, 4; 
14, 0; 15; 2> 245 2¢8 

OMY IO Rt, A 
/ grat’-, grat‘nati; 15, 4; 

20, Ie: 

V/ grab‘-, grb‘nati ; glastak. 

V gurn-, gurnat ; 3, 4. 

caturdasa- ; barvés ; 15, 4. 

catwaras ; bar. 

catwarimsat- ; basti. 

ae Shien 9p, 

/ curn-, curnayatt ; bunaw- 

tk; 7, 33-12, 10. ome 

ae, We. 

/cyu-, cyavaté; syok, 2; 

31-8; eR; 29,17; 31, 

3: 
cyavayatt ; ¥1-b7éR. 

cyuta-; 86. 

Cl- 

caya; syak*; 21,50; 37,4. — 

jalitka-; zaw*ri. 

_janu-; zangak. 

jthwa ; zban. 
/f7-, javatt; zark*; daur- 

ek: 38, 1a. 

/jna-, janati ; Pek; 32, 1. 

+prati; pazawek ; 38, 

LD eAOn ie 

dimba-; dim; 20, 2. 



tat, tatayatt ; trap. 

tata-; tar*; 16, 3. 

tataka- ; tar’. 

tad, tadayati ; trap. 

tadaka- ; tar’. 

tadaga- ; tar’. 

tantra-; tand. 

V/tap-, tapati ; IT, 3. 

tapta-; t0k; 21, 5¢. 

taruna-; tivt; 15, 1b. 

tavat ; ta, 1; 33,1. 
tucc‘a-; tusk. 

V/ty-, taratt ; tar, 1; 15,10; 

33, I. 
Vtrp-, trpati, typyati ; tatak ; 

86. 

irpta-; tatak ; 86. 

trayas ; ¥é. 

/ tras-, trasati ; trayek. 

+u; ywa¥ek ; 14, 2; 

29, 1d; 37,7. 
trimsat ; 37, 2b. 

tvam ; tit. 

daksina-; ywarint'. 

dirg‘a-; dray. 

dirna-; véR. 

V/duh-, digd'1 ; diis’éR. 

VJ dr-, diryati, dynati ; Pek ; 
15,2; 86. 

dru-; dyur*; 13, 4. 

duttiya-; bi; 106. 

/ da, dad‘ati ; kayeR. 

+m; nyok. 

J/ di, did‘ité; Pek. 
d‘ita-; Wek ; 86. 

d‘uma-; dun. 

VS d'y-, d‘arati ; dvanak; 86. 

d‘yta-; 86. 

namra- ; 

INDEXES—SANSKRIT. 

V/d'ys-, d'arsati, d'rsnote ; 

daz#éR ; 30. 

na; nak. 

/nam-, namatt ; 

2 Oneida 20°. 10} 

(DIS ISG BY AG), 
th. 

nava-; nh. 

navati-; nawi. 

navama-; n*ham. 

navya-; naw". 

Mi-; 3, 3. 
nirgata- ; nayok; 86. 

nisatta- ; nastak; 86. 

MS-; 3, 3- 

nihita-; nyok ; 86. 

pakwa; 86. 

/ pac-, pacati ; pay’@k; 41, 
a. 

panca-; péenk. 

pancama-; pankam. 

pancasat-; pankasti. 

patra-; pat; 29, 1d; 30. 
pada-; pari; 16, 2. 

parah; pran. 

para-; 29, If. 

part; 40, 2. 

pari-uksita-; 86. 

paryasta-; plat ék. 

palala-; paroy"; 11, 2; 15, 

a 

pasuman ; Swan, I. 

SJ pa, pati; payeR. 

pare; porkat. 

pitar-; pié. 

pityvya-; ta; 15, 5. 

/ p1s-, pimsatt ; pistak ; 37, 

2b; 86. 

niméeR ; 

89 

pista-; pisiak; 28, 5; 28, 
2?) 30); 40sEt CO: 

pura; pran. 

prsta-; pustanawék ; 28,12. 

pystia-; pat. 
Vprac-, preciati; pust'n- 

awék. 

pramrsta-; Yamot; 20, Ia; 

2G), Tif 

prayata-; prayer. 

prapaya-, prapayats ; S1yok ; 

ZO Tf 186: 

prapta-; 86. 

piut- ; DUG Sal Boney: 
40, 3. 

VJ b‘aks-, b'aksatt; 28, 8b. 

VJ d'y-, b'avati; wriydk; 6, 

4; 88. 

b‘aratha , 88. 

D'arants ; 88. 

b‘arast; 88. 

b‘avamas ; 88. 

b'avam ; 88. 

+ms; naw'lak. 

b‘ysta-; 28,12; 86. 
Vd vajj-, byjjati ; brastak, 

BS 870i, Ble Alt Bye abou als 
86. 

b‘yjjyaté ; 86. 

JS b'vaj-, b'vajate ; brus’eR ; 

Di, ARAN AS, 3 POS: 
93 41, 4. 

agz makstka ; msi; 28, 8b. 

mayura; myaur ; 13, 4. 

/mas-,masatt ; mastak ; 38, 

Bi S10 

masita-; mastak ; 86. 

*masta-; mastak. 
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mahisa-; mis; 3, 8; 3, 93 
SplOls 2On Ta 2a Ore 26), 

5. 

ma, mak. 

matar-; maw"; myandéni. 

mas-; mat. 

muk‘a-; muy; 22, 2. 

musti-; mut. 

Ymyr-, marati, 
fo) 

mak; mulak. 

mrga-; murg". 

/mrc-, myrcyatt ; mastak ; 

38513: 
/mrj-, marstt ; muxaw?ek ; 

mutaw’ék ; 22, 3; 33, 5- 

V/mrd-, mydnati ; mar. 

J/myrs-, marsati,+pra; Ya- 

mot. 

myrsta- ; mutawék. 

+pra; yamot; 20, Ia. 

mriyateé ; 

mesa-; mat. 

yata- ; &o0k, 3; 86. 

+ pra; prayer. 

yantra-; vandar. 

/yam-, yvacciatt ; &ok, 3. 

/yas-, yasati, yasyatt ; yas- 

2k -o3) Or «Doren 7, L0Or 

J/ ya, yati ; 86. 

yata-; 86. 

yusman ; tit. 

yuyam ; tit. 

/ ves, yesati ; yas’ék. 

vat‘ya-; vat; 15, Ia. 

/ ris-, risatt; vavék; 3, 3; 

150 1a> 28, 20 87220. 

vocis-; ryuz. 

VJlag-, lagati, passive lag- 
yaté; lag’ék ; 17, I. 

INDEXES—SANSKRIT. 

lag‘u-; haluk. 

V/lab‘-; nok. 

labd‘a-; 86. 

VS lih-, léhmi, lihanti ; las- 

AROS Re 

J/lud-, lodati ; lar’ék ; 17, I. 

lopasa-; vawas. 

vatsa-; ywab; 14, 2; 31, 2. 

vatthka ; wyvy". 

J vrs-, vysyatt ; ywars’éR. 

vrsyaté ; ywars’éR ; 14, 

2) TE 

J/ve-, vayati,+pratr; pt- 

MAES ZO), 1, 

vvim-; rikan; 6,1; 15,4; 

32, 4: 

VJ sak-, Saknoti; hinbér ; 

ECE ney 
S@la= > SW.33 O87. 2a 

Sasa- ; stkak. 

pry 28 

siksita-; histak; 86. 

31R‘a; sityawék ; 2; 37, 2a. 

Sivas-; sar. 

Sukva-; sug. 

suska-; wyith. 

Syali; xSini. 

Svan-; spuk. 

Svasura-; xStv; 22, 5. 

Suasvi- 3 xSini; syuy, 2. 

Jf 8va-, Svi-, Svayatt ; Yas’éR. 

Svéeta-; spiw. 

sas-> 5°h.; 28, Op: 

sasti-; Swarstt. 

satta-,+nt (nisatta-); nas- 

tak ; 86. 

/sad-, sidati; hayerR. 

+1; nastak; 3, 3. 

samita-; samya. 

V/sah-, sahati, sahyati; sa- 

yeh, 23 E35 Tay aan 

sahasra-; 2ar. 

SURGLA; 21, 2) 

V/sic-, sincatt, + pari; prus- 

naw’ék; 15, 1b; 18, 6; 

AOnEZ. 

+ pratt; prusnawék. 

V/Sr-, savatt,+ nih; nayok ; 

35 35) 259 Onn oo: 
systa-: hatak; 86. 

V/sk‘al-, sk‘alati; yub er. 

V/ sta-, tast‘atr; t’éR. 

sttyaté; Pek. 

+4; asték. 

+ut; wusték. 

+pani; prasPék; 15, 

TOR WAG 2: 

st‘ita-; Pek. 
st‘uiva-, st‘iila-; st*r. 

V/sp‘at-, sp‘atatr, causal 

sp‘atayati; xwasraw”eh ; 

lvap; 14, 6; 22,7353 7 m0: 

VJ spiar-, sp‘aratr; trap. 

J/spial-, sp‘alatt, causal 

sp‘alayati, + ut; w*spabeR. 

J spia-, sp*ay, sp‘ayaté, + 

pra, or+pra+ut; Yas’ék; 

ZO pei 

J spiur-, sp urate; 

ek: TAy iO se22 nage 

J/sru-, svavatt, causal sva- 

vayatt,+v1; ywayaweR ; 

IA, 23205 a, 

swa-; xwat. 

/swad-, swadaté ; xway. 

swapna-; xwaw. 

/sward-, swardaté; was; 

T4, 33 225 Deez 

swasar-; xwar; 22, 6. 

x“unt- 



INDEXES—PALI, PRAKRIT, PERSIAN. 91 

swasriya-; xwarkat; 14, 3; +ab‘1; wazyok; 38, 4. Mta-+n; nyok; 86. 

aon. +sam; hand&yok. hyd-, hydaya-; 2li; 38, ta. 

hatta-; hat. 

VAhan-, hantt, hanati; &6k, hata-; 21, 5e. 

a hanu-; zéni; 38, la. 

PAL. 
-€-, -Apt-, -aya-; 94. 

PRAKRIT. 

J/lé-; nok ; 18, 2. tava; ta, 1. pallatta-; platék. 

t‘ta-, tta-; tek. 

PERSIAN. 

634;°1; 50: baca; ywa’; 107. cand ; &on. 

a= 84. Gade Pas 40), 1 50: cangal, cangul ; bangil 

bs -4 SE. budan ; byok; 81; 82. cay; bar. 

6; wa,2; 67. bégah; wéga; 52. cardah ; &’arés. 

61; 67. buk ; pit. casm; bom. 

abrésam ; ras’ék. baxsidan ; basék. 

ab; wk. ban; pon; 52. 

abriz; @wriz; 14,7; 52. bin (angubin) ; pin. du; dyo. 

asar; r°wan. bint; nini. did; diin. 
am; ha, 2; 82. band; band. didan; d’ek. 
imsal ; asal. bar; Sri-6éR. digar; bi; 100. 

an-; han&york. bar; bar. 

an; ho, i. 

in; ho, tI. 

andar ; ta, 2; 59. 

angubin ; pin. 

ard; hinl’ék. 

avzan; Azan. 

asp; yasp. 

wstadan ; asbék; téR. 

aSWaY ; Swar. 

ask; hénk&cz. 

at; -at. 

awzan ; wazyoR. 

azmudan; wuzmaw’ék. 

ba; pa; 40,1; 59. 
bt; pa; 40,1; 59. 
Wt; sé; 2; 8X. 

bu-; bu; 81. 

bue; buy; 8,5; 53. 

baridan; yor'ék. 

burdan; wrryok. 

birin) ; vid&an. 

barra; wrat. 

birista; brastak, i. 

biristan; brastak, 2. 

barvaz; brux’ék. 

bist; jist; 107. 

bat; bat’; patakk’. 

batak ; batkiy" ; patakk* ; 52. 

buvam; byok. 

bazu; bazar. 

bazar ; bazar. 

(4 Pal eB 

cilul ; bastiz. 

cahar; bar. 

cil; basti. 

cil yoza ; zway'k. 

dah; das; 105. 

dahum; dasam. 

duxt, duxtar; duw. 

dil; 2li; 105. 

dumba ; mundyal. 

dar; bar. 

dav; ta, 23 50. 

daridan; Vrék. 

daroy; dares. 

duruk; @ur". 

divaz; dray. 

adgst; aise 51: 

dosidan; dus*ék ; 37, 3; 49. 

dastan; dranak. 

duwum, duyum ; dim. 

duwazdah ; dwas. 

fivoxtan ; prawak. 

favamos ; Yamot. 
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gadan; kwulak. 

guftan; 117. 

gand; yank. 

gavdan; gaydan; 47. 

giviftan; glastak. 

givistan, givyad; Sustak. 

gos; goy. 

gost; gak*. 

gastan (to bite); gas. 

gastan (to turn); gust'ék; 

T4,2; 33,5; 49. 

£av ; gryoy. 
gaz; gas. 

yaltidan ; gal’ék. 

yurvidan ; yirek; ywardéR. 

-ha ; 57. 

héc; heb; 74. 

haft; ho, 2. 

haftdah ; awés. 

haftad; awai. 

haftum, hom. 

hameé; bit. 

han, hin: h*n. 

han-; han&yok. 

har; har; 74. 

hast ; hast. 

hastad ; hastai. 

hastum; hastam. 

histan, hilam; hatak. 

hazar ; zar. 

hazdah ; astés. 

jar; &ak. 

jan; &an. 

qustan; &us"ék; 32, 2. 

jawidan ; zayek. 

jawan; kawan. 

ht: kas huh s 9o: 

kat; kan. 

INDEXES—PERSIAN. 

kaf; Raf. 

kaftar; ktftar. 

kalay; kyva@y; 16, 2. 

kunam ; kayék. 

kar, kar. 

hard ; karbi. 

kavdan, kunam, kayék. 

xam ; ham; 25, 4. 

xanda 3 xan. 

xavidan ; ¥iyek. 

xi7s ; hins; 19, 3. 

XUSVU; xSiNi; SYUly, 2. 

XUSUY 5 XSI. 

Usk; wyitk. 

xasin ; Sinwi. 

x“ ab » xwaw. 

x*ud; xwat; 71. 

x“ ahar ; ywar. 

y“urdan ; xwalak. 

x eS ; xSINt. 

xava ; hanwalk. 

lagam; ylami. 

ling ; langiy’. 

lésidan ; las‘ék. 

listan ; las’ék. 

ma; mak. 

ma; 110. 

mé; bi; 81. 

mac; pas; 40, 4. 

mad, madar ; maw". 

madiyan ; myandéni ; 13, 4. 

magas ; msi. 

mah; mai. 

mihman; memnti. 

mihr ; még. 

malidan ; mutaw?ék. 

malay; méx. 

man; az; 64. 

ma-va; hr. 

mor, morca ; mark&or. 

murdan; mulak. 

MUry; mirg. 

muryabt ; muryawt. 

mirza; marza. 

maska; pisk, 1; 40, 4. 

mes; mat. 

must ; mut. 

mustan; muyawék ; mut- 

awék ; 22,3. 

nibistan ; pistak. 

nuh ; nth. 

nihadan, nitham ; nyok. 

nuhum ; n*ham. 

-nak ; aywaranak ; - tranak ; 

46. 

narm ; nog. 

nisan; Sam. 

nisastan, nisinam; nastak ; 

hayek. 

Nav; Naw". 

navad ; naw. 

nivistan ; pistak. 

par; part. 

pidar ; pie. 

pahn; pan. 

puk ; pit. 

puxtan ; paxr’ék; 7, 2. 

pan] ; pend. 

panjah; pankasti. 

panjum ; pankam. 

paran ; pran. 

pursidan ; pust'naw?er. 

parast; prast’ék. 

piristu ; par*sk*. 

pasidan ; prusnaw’eék. 

pusak ; pus. 

pasanjidan ; prusnaw’eR. 

pust ; pat. 



INDEXES—PERSIAN DIALECTS, OSSETE. 

poz; pyuz; 13, 4. 
pazad ; 38,2; 108. 

pazam ; pay’ék ; 41, 3. 

pizmurda; mak. 

1a - OF: 

vobah ; vawas. 

vOyan ; run. 

vah; rai. 

rang ; rang. 

' vésidan ; raS’ék ; 28, 2. 

res; wr*st’. 

vesam ; vas’ék. 

ristan ; vas’ék ; 28, 2b. 

v0z; ryuz; 108. 

saféd ; spiw. 

sag; spuk ; 118. 

suguyr ; sukal. 

sth ; ¥é. 

Séx ; SUxaw’ék ; 37, 2a. 
Stull, stxur ; sukal. 

siped ; spiw. 
sard ; sal’. 

sardt ; sardi; 47. 
SUIx; SUSY. 

KS. abi; bi. 

KS. espa, 118. 

ds 5 EXO. 

G. Indi ; 01. 

KS. bar; bar. 

farastuk ; par'’sk’. 

KS. ke, kt, k0, ko; kuk. 

yar ; Pek. 

(E.) mat ; mai. 

susmar ; samsi-31. 

suturg ; st’r. 

suwar ; swar. 

saya; syak* ; 21, 50. 

Suban ; Swan, I. 

Sab-para ; Sarwarak. 

Sudan; sy0k, 2; Wék; 40; 
See G02" OO: 

suma ; tu. 

Samba ; samba; 4g. 

SU SOL Il warn 20,, 1; 40: 

urba; sirwa; 49. 

Sast; Swatsti. 

ta; ta-minak. 

ti; tu; 64. 

taft ; tok. 

tih; tusk. 

PERSIAN DIALECTS. 

Ks. ma; maw’. 

KS. morcuna ; marsk0i. 

Nay. mesge; prsk, tI. 

KS. moya; maw". 

KS. per; pié. 

KS. pan, pen; pan. 

G. 1; ryuz ; 108. 

OSSETE. 

(E.) malin ; mulak. 

taly ; ley. 

tar ; tart. 

UWA: 17, hs Boe i 

tarsidan ; trayék. 

turus ; bak. 

tavasidan ; tras’ ék. 

(HOD (Oyhe 

va-va; hal; 67. 

was; ywasi; 37, 3. 

vazidan ; ywastak. 

ya; ya. 
yaftan ; wok. 

zaban; zban. 

zadan, zanam; &ok, 2. 

zal; zal; zark*. 

zalu; zaw°ri. 

zamburak ; zabaw’ék. 

zann; zangak. 

ZANAx 3; ZEN1. 

zaridan ; dauvrék; 51. 

93 

Zawidan; zayék; 32,1; 38, 

4; 49. 

Gl. ruwas ; vawas. 

G. saba, 118. 

T. stpa, 118. 

K8. veca; ywak; 107. 

Sm. varin] ; vidan. 
T. zune; Wek. 

SMax, Sumax; ti. 
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Pat 07. 

au; wa; 67. 

Boh, V2 Use Ope 

Ue. AVEO 7 

en; -an. 

in, in, ma; -an; -IN. 

aw; wk. 

(ae (WAR LOANS itadéy 

PR est, 

bim (dt bim); byok. 

bé PZ; AL, 3. 

bay: Dar 2A, AS Ame, 

AE MtD 22 Oe Lis: 

du; dun. 

ga; giyoy. 
PORE 2 Zan fe: 

giuh ; goy. 

gir; gr. 

M. a; ha, I. 

Mitdie =a. 

Ynb. au; ho, 2. 

M. axsé; S*h. 

M. -am; -an. 

M. aminga; miliz. 

-an ; -an. 

S.*-8n; -an ; -tn. 

M. aska; hast. 

“at; -a, I. 

M. -at; -an. 

W., S. -at ; -at. 
M. -e¢; -at. 

M. avdé; ho, 2. 

W. biti; di. 

KURD. 

-ha; 57. 

ha tk; hanwalk. 

ee Ppt AAS Gf Pe 

kenin; yan. 

kivin, kam; kayék. 

x4; xwat; 71. 

me, mi, mia; mat. 

-min ; 64. 

méra; 67. 

mis ; mst. 

Na ; -an. 

(Zaza) pi; pre. 

pan; pan. 

pier; pre. 

PAMIR DIALECTS. 

W. vo biing-; bawek. 

W. bar; bar. 

Sq. citi; ku; 59. 

Sng. ciji; bék. 

W. cauam, ®ék. 

Sng. day; duw". 

M. dehi; dk, 3. 

W. diam; &ok, 3. 

Sq. saxtao; daPek. 

W. gilgéc; ger. 

S. ganda; yank. 

INDEXES—KURD, PAMIR DIALECTS. 

patin, bé pit; pay’eh. 
prz (be prz) ; pay’tk; 4X, 3. 

Va V7, le mOne 

Vt; Vat. 

vUN ; YUN. 

SC, LLGe 

Styt ; 37, 2a. 

sipi; spiw. 

sar; sal’. 

Saw; Stw; I4, 5. 

ta 17, &O7e 

tui, ti; tu; 64. 

viusuk ; wyuk. 

W. yau, yi; gryoy. 

W. yar; grt. 

Sq. yérv 5 guru. 
M. yawa; grydy. 

Vdi h0> ig 

W. hiib; ho, 2. 

W. hat; hast. 

W. kandak ; 70. 

Ss XU ; xwatr. 

Sq. xu ; xwat. 



W. lixam ; las‘ék. 

Sq. lang; langiy*. 

S. ling ; langiy*. 

W. long; langiv’. 

W. mai ; mai. 

W. mit; mai. 

S. may; mat. 

ReMi 222, 364. 

Sq. meiman ; mémnzi. 

Sq. man; miliz. 
M. men; az. 

S. min ; miliz. 

W. mar; Inr. 

M. mira; més. 

W.. mir; miliz. 

S. murd, mur ; hir. 

W. mortk ; 76. 

W. most; mut. 

S. mas; az; 22,3; 64; 116. 

Sq. mut; mut. 

W. nastam ; nwastak. 

W. pocam; pay*ék ; 108. 

W. panz; pend. 

S. pinz; pend. 

W. pasdan ; pazawék. 

at. -dat. 
I 

Bee, hes 2,25 At. 

Oba; wk; 45. 

ayustl; yink; paryun’er. 

Ay§al ; sini. 

am, yam; ha, 2; 82. 

om; ham. 

an‘l; hinlér. 

Or; Y'wan. 

orved'1; yorek. 

INDEXES—P'STO. 

S. pas; pus. 

W. pis; pus. 

M. piské; pus. 

Sq. pezam, S. pezam; pay- 
ck; LOS: 

) 

Sq. vaun; rin. 

Sq. rivdao ; lup*ék. 

S. sdoam ; Bek. 

M. supi; spiw. 

M. Sarat; ¥é. 

Sq. 27; 62k. 
S. tama Oe 

Sq. tamas ; ti. 

Sq. tisam ; tusk. 

W. tosam; tusk. 

M. via; byok. 

S. vad ; byok. 
S. Sq. vird; wrivok. 

W. varesn ; brastak, 2. 

P'sT0. 

ova; hinléR. 

ata; hast. 

atia ; hastai. 

“aU, 94- 
avid; awat. 

owa; ho, 2. 

Owalas ; awes. 

owam ; hom. 

95 

M. we; bi. 

Sq. woxt; hast. 

S. wird, wir; hal. 

W. wusk; ywas. 

W. wasukan ; ywas'ek. 

S. wast; hast. 

W. wazn; ywastak. 

Yd. yasp; yas. 

M. yasp; yasp. 

W. yar ; hal. 

S. yurs; hins. 

W. yask ; hénkci. 

IER Zer a2: 

W. 2; az. 

W. zay; 229. 

I, AOS ear 

W. 2an; zangak. 

S. zing; zéni. 

Sq. zong; zangak. 

Sq. znitsam ; Smus’ék 

M. Za, dehi; &ok, 3. 

W. xivoun ; zwarand. 

/awr-, awredl; amare ; 

By 25 47. 

ba; 81. 

bacat; ywask. 

bega; 455 52. 
bambara ; bambarai. 

bn; wan. 

b'nzat; winkor. 
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brag; bragat. 

breséd’l . brus’éeR. 

barat; wriy". 

bas‘l; bas’éer. 

bata ; bat’. 

cunl; bunawék. 

canawul ; bunaweéR. 

ad; 50semrs: 

da-para ; par". 

+2; di, I. 

data 

Gectdd, 21077 

dvé; ¥é. 

ARY SSAGL alg Me. ATO. 

day‘l; rye. 

dwalas ; dwas. 

dwayam ; dim. 

diih; dub‘. 

bite: bak. 
di: doh, x. 
dika: dik’. 
dwarand ; zwarand. 

-gar ; sizgar; 48. 

gabina ; pin. 

gung't; gingit. 

gankap ; kapek. 

garawul ; givaw?ék. 

yax; 45- 
yand'l ; yané. 

yanam ; gunum; 48. 

yar 5 grt. 

yared'l ; 

47- 

yiPéek ; ywardék ; 

INDEX ES—P4S8TO. 

yaya, 47. 
yaved'l ; yiyék. 

yured'l; yareék. 

yar'l; gabék; 48. 

yuyumbed'l ; ywardék ; 47. 

y@8; gas; 45; 46; 48; 49. 
ya 5 47. 
yubkat ; gazoi. 

ywa; grydy; 48. 
ywasa; gak". 

ywar ;, ywar. 
ywaz; goy. 

ha; hanwalk. 

ho; ha, i. 

hagai; hanwalk. 

hay’; ho, 1; hafo; 60. 

halak ; haluk. 

hanédl; hiner. 

hérat ; hir. 

hatai ; hat. 

javanda ; vandar. 

jota ; zet"; 46; 50. 

ka sha, 1592, 

-kat; sizgar; 48. 

hog; krag*. 

kithat ; kuwat. 

kala; kan. 

k‘lat; kiliy’. 

kon; kun. 

kunda; 45. 

kary"; kan*-wray’ ; kray. 

kraka,; krik. 

kr‘l; Rayék. 

ksé-nast'l; nastak. 

kasr; kisar. 

kotan ; kotal*. 

kota ; kotkiyi. 

kawul; Rayer. 

koz: krag’. 

x0 5 xd. 
x00 ; xwaw. 

xadamai ; kirwas. 

xanda ; xan. 

xO” ; xwar. 

xorayal ; xwarkat. 

xry'l ; river. 

xustan (ma-yxustan) ; xutan. 

xutan (ma-xutan) ; xutan. 

xwarawul ; xwasvawék. 

ywarl; xwalak. 

xwasa ; xsint. 

xWAaSina ; Sint. 

x0z 5 xway. 

la; lRi. 

lid; @ék. 

lig; duski. 

lak ; lak. 

laléd*l; labék. 

land ; land. 

léengai; langiy". 

lay; vat; 45. 

lary’; dray. 

lav"; dranak. 

layl; lay’éR. 

las; das. 

las; 51. 

lasam ; dasam. 

lasta ; last’. 

leg*l; dav ér. 

lew", lew; 17, 2. 

léwanat ; lawanat ; 17, 2. 

lwast'l; histak. 

lwaza; lwuz*. 

; mak. 

-mat; mat. 

mai; mayak. 

mi; da. 

mac; m'St. 

Ma- 5 



maca; pa&; 40, 4. 

madyan ; myandéni. 

max; Mux. 

ma-yustan, ma-yutan ; xutan. 

muxil; 22, 3. 

milat; milai. 

max ; mex. 

méelm? ; mémni; 45. 

mraé; mrig. 

marat; marty’. 

mor; maw. 

mor; myaur. 

mury ; mirg’. 

maristan ; mariston; 46. 

mraw ; mak. 

mas-psin ; xutan. 

masat; myast; 13, 4; 473 

AQ. 
més; mis. 

mus'l; muyaw’er ; 
7G = 22, 3. 

mat; mastak. 

mut; mut. 

maz; mat. 

mez; mat. 

muz; az; 64. 

mutaw- 

Naval; rat; 45. 

noh ; neh. 

nam; n*ham. 

nast’l (ksé-nast'l) ; nastak. 

nawa;, naw’. 

NAWE ; NAW. 

nawe; nawyi. 
niwul ; nok. 

NWAY ; 45. 

NwWAayal ; NOt. 

mya’; miyak. 

pa; pa; 40,1; 59. 
pu; put. 

INDEXES—P'STO. 

poh ; poi. 

pal; part. 

palala; paror*. 

plan ; pan. 

palat'l; plaber. 

pind, pand, pandukai; pan- 

dur. 

pinka ; peng. 

pinkam ; pankam. 

panos ; pand&astu. 

pre Si-®ek ; 20, Tf. 

para (da-para) ; par’. 

parun ; pran. 

port ; porkatr. 

prowul ; prawak. 

prézal ; hatak. 

parsédal-; ¥as’ék. 

piso ; pus. 

pasl; prusnaw’ék. 

psin (mas-pSin) ; xutan. 

pust ; pat. 

pustéd'l ; pust‘nawék. 

paiti; pait. 

pat ; pat. 
péewd'l; pryer. 

powul ; payer. 

poza; pyuz. 

pezand’l; pazawe. 

va; hair; 67. 

vyaved'l ; lig’ék. 

ves‘l: vas’ék. 

Nistlya ; ray. 

ywaga; Yak. 

vawda'l ; luprék ; 17, i. 

vwaza:; Yak. 

yund ; hond ; 47. 

_S0é; stkak. 

sah’l; sayék, 2. 

six; suxawek ; 46. 

SXAV 3 xSU”. 

Sab SUu, I. 

SAMSAVA ; SAMSI-SJ1. 

spat; spuk; 118. 

spin ; spiw. 

Sor; swar. 

SUr; SUS. 

saya; sardt; 47. 

SQLAU - SAVAV TO) Te 

sor; sal’. 

satl; satéek. 

STAY Sth. 

stavat; stir. 

Siga ; sag’; 409. 
skon ; sukal. 

sukawul ; bakaw?ék. 

Sil; qistu. 

36la; S01; 46; 40. 

Samayxa ; samay’; 49. 

Sin; Sinwi. 

Spa; Siw. 
Spin ; 45; Swan, I. 

80parak ; Sarwarak. 

speta ; Swarstt. 

Spaz; Sh. 

Sasned’l; siswék. 

Swul; syok, 2; ER. 

Sat; ywarin’". 

Sona ; Suwan. 

Saperak ; Sarwarak. 

Soved'l ; y°urPer. 

Sorwa ; sivwa. 

Swart; Smusr’éeR. 

Sowul ; sam. 

ta; tu; 64. 

tar; be. 
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tod ; tok. 

tak ; tak. 

tansarat, 

grat. 

Wea 

tarhéd"l ; trayék. 

trix; tey. 

trap ; trap. 

triw; bak. 

tarweé ; tupt. 

‘tasé, tasu; tu; 64. 

tas; tusk. 

tastéd'l ; tist’ék. 

tangsarat ; 

tanta ; tand. 

ba; &". 

kalor ; bar. 

balwest ; basti. 

band‘: swan’ ér. 

kangal; bangil. 

kar ; barwok. 

barwat: barwok. 

wal; &waréi. 

bwarlas ; bares. 

2b6; 45. 

dhéta ; et"; 50. 

ywo; 48. 

ywuya ; 47. 
yWos ; 45. 

ywut; 47. - 

INDEXES—WAZIRI P4§TO, BALOCT. 

&in- 

wi; byok. 

wu; bu; 81. 

wuc; wyuk. 

WANE - He TA ar 

wrar; wrat. 

war ; bar. 

war; hal; wa, 2; 67. 

wrak ; ryuz. 

wraga ; Jak. 

wrar" ; vayar. 

wresl, vas’éRs 

writedl, wuratéd'l; brastak, 

T and 2: 

wrize ; vidan. 

wyl; wriyok ; 45. 

-wist; Sil; jist. 

was’; 4Q. 

WUZa; W2". 

Wezay ; WezZar. 

wazl; &dk, 2; wazyok. 

yam, am; ha, 2; 82. 

yaséd'l; yas’éR. 

vawe; yevyegar. 

WAZiIRI P‘STO. 

kwunda ; 45. 

larvat; 45. 

Imar ; 45. 

lyar; 45. 

myay , 45. 
myasat ; 47. 

BALOCI. 

(Northern, unless marked ‘S’), 

af; wk. 

ari‘; hinPer. 

istar ; stv, 

20 az . 

zbesl; zbusreR. 
zambl; zabawék. 

Zana ; Zen. 

zangun ; zanyak. 

zana; zany. 

ZY Zr. 

zarka; zvad. 

yee AM Oe 

zawal ; gates. : E: 
zuyar ; Zar. ie 

zz, zigkai; sizgai; 48; 49; 

5I. = 

Z0bal ; z0bal; 49. 

Zayl; dauvrék ; 51. 

Z0wul ; zayer. 

Zwandar; zwandar; 49. 

Zawara; zaw'7t. e 

Z6yl ; zayek. z ae 

Me 

zdan ; azan. 

Selé; 406. 

Spin, spun; 45- 

wega; 45; 52. 
wulma ; 45. yy 

wyel ; 45. a. 

biay; byok. acae 

benay; pin, 
baray; wriyok. 

$4 *eacme 



brésay; vas’ék. 

baskay; basvér. 

(S.) cam; 86m. 

(S.) canday; wan ék. 

(S.) cot; &él. 

candy; ’unaw’ék. 

do; dyo. 

ditho ; din. 

dinay; Pe. 

daray; dranak. 

divay; Pek. 

(S.) dit; dun: 

gus; paryun’ér. 

80x; grydy. 
ga-mées ; mis. 

gin; nini. 
ganday; yank. 

gira, ; glastak. 

givé,; Sustak. 

gUuray; kan*-wray’. 

garvay; yiPeR ; 

14, 8. 

gara,; giraweR. 

gist; jist; 27,1; 107. 

gos; goy. 

gwahar ; ywar. 

gwaray; yor ek. 

gwarak‘ ; wrat. 

(S.) gwask ; ywab; 107. 

gwasa,; ywek; ywaxék; 28, 

4. 

gwaZdy; wastak. 

hau ; ha, i. 

(S.) hatk ; hanwalk. 

hama,; ham. 
hinkay; hMwer. 

ywara eR ; 

INDEXES—BALOCT. 

haps ; yasp. 

hapt ; ho, 2. 

husk; wyuk. 

jandar ; vandar. 

janay; &6k, 2. 

et Ra. 

k‘asen ; kan. 

k‘anday; xan; 70. 

R“isk’ay; Ssmusvéek. 

ling, léng; langiy’. 

mahisk ; msi. 

(S.) makask ; m*8i. 
max; az; 64; I16. 

mor; myaur. 

(S.) murg ; mig’. 

miray; mulak. 

masit ; mizdtk. 

MUsay; muyawék; mutaw- 

eR. 

mab; maw". 

nuh; nh. 

nista ; hayek. 

-) pa; 
.) pacag; payéR. 

.) pad ; payi. 

)p 

pas; part. 

piilkay; pikak. 

pianc; penk. 

piancumi ; pankam. 

me 4AO, Is: 5G. 

pianjah; pankastu. 

piust; pat. 

(S.) v6c ; ryuz. 

vid ; hor. 

vOp‘ask ; vawas. 

VvESAy ; VaS’eR. 

vOS ; VYUZ. 

S48; Si, I: 

sah; syak". 

SHOR Bol, 2Os 

suhy ; sug. 

amosay ; Yamot. 

déay; Sam. 

SCTE SUS ACY. 

hia: tind. 

Nes. twusp ; bak. 

“afay ; tok. 

t‘ah-lang ; lwang. 

tusay; tusk. 

vas ; xway. 

whav ; xwaw. 

zal; zal; zark’. 

zan; zangak. 

zanay; Wek. 

zanax ; 2ent. 

zivdé ; zit. 

ZaVAy, ZAVAx;, Zaw*rt. 

n 
(S.) 8ap-car ; Sarwarak. 
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100 INDEXES—PISACA AND MODERN INDO-ARYAN LANGUAGES. 

PISACA LANGUAGES. 

BS. acu ; hénb&ci. Kho. gantk.; 76. Wai. pat; pat. 

K&m. a8"; hénéct. KSm. gas; 21, 2. K&m. pata-; pat; 33, 5. 

Kho. asvu; hénkci. 

V. fi8t-; aster. 

BS. usta; wust’ek. Kim. hékun: hiner. Sn. Sidego: 76. 
BS. aktiés aStes. PS. hanik: 76. Sn. xidoiki; 76. 

BS. f/ut-; asPéR. 

BS. 76; ins. 
BS SRE ke, L- VSti-, di-; &ok, 3. 

K&m. kyut": k7, 2. Kl. tyék ; &OR, 3; 76. 

Ksm. balun; b't1. My. tus; 64. 

K&sm. bar; bar. . 
Kém. bivé: Bi. Kl. mstk ; 76. 

Kim. /ni-; nok; 18, 2. Ksm. tak"; bak. 
Ksm. band"; twawek. 

V/di-, ti-; &oR, 3. 

Kém. dh: din. BS. v/pre-; prayer. 
Kho. dik; @ok, 3: 76. Kho. prai, Kl. prau; pra- Bs. /wal-; histak. 

Kho. dvoh: dr’. yeR. Kim. /w0oth-; wust’ek. 
V. pesumtiogo ; Gok, 3. 

V. pesumtinik ; 76. 

My. gz; 21, 2. BS. pti; pat; 33, 5. Sil, 2720; cig; 2052: 

MODERN INDO-ARYAN LANGUAGES. 

Hn. Mith-; wustér. Hnyworeia, ©: Ly. Riwes Rt, ee 

Hn. tavap ; trap. L. k‘uh; kiwar. 

Hn. cianna; tunaw?ek. Hn. tayapna ; trap. 
Hn. tar-par ; trap. L,. lagena; lager. 

Hn. tarparana ; trap 
Hn. duba; dub‘. Peet ae 

Hn. tuina ; tut. 
‘eal 4. palali ; payor". 

Hn. ka; ku; 509. SA 32 

Hnseke ; Ft, ee etd yes 1); SA 9S ole 

Hn. ko; ht, 2; kus50: Lbaeera 5 batons 

Hn. kar-ké; 92a. Pa L. wayi; wry. 
L. giva; granyt. 

L. garkan ; ywar@er. 

L 
a Pn. kanjar; kanckar. 

gargay; ywar@er. 
Hn. ma; maw". 

Hn. mor; myaur. ; Pn. kappna; kapék. . 
Pn. tust; 64; 116. 

Hn. pic’? ; pes. L. hatt; hat. 
Sn. guran"; ywarPek. - 

Hn. sau; si, 1. Ty hi Ri, Es : 

Hn. samai, siwaiya; samya. I,. ku; Ri, 2. Sn. parar"; 15, 3- 4 
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OTHER LANGUAGES. 

. masjid; mizdtk. | Turki. miltég ; miltay. 
. sabr ; sabr. Latin, ovum; hanwalk. 

. Surat; srat. Greek, dpufa; vidan: 15, 4. 

. wagt ; wad. Greek , repiorepa ; par'sk*. 





XVI. 

XVII. 
XVIII. 

XIX. 
Supplement, Miscellanea Ethnographica. 

Ramandd subdivision of the Madura district. 
Re. 1; or Is. 6d.) _ 

Supplement, Miscellanea Ethnographica. Part II. 
- Persian Gentleman’s House.—By VLieEvut.-Cor. D. C. PHILLorT. 

Mule Sde2 Be. 

J1 

Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 

Vol. !. 

On certain Tibetan Scrolls and I mages lately brought from Gyantse.—By Pror. Saris CHANDRA VIDV&- 
BHUSANA, M.A., M.R.A.S. (Price Re. 1-8; or 2s. 3d.) 

Sal-Ammoniac : a Study in Primitive Chemistry.—By H. FE. StaPLETON, B.A., B.Sc. (Price Re.1; or ts. 6d ) 
The Similarity of the Tibetan to the Kashgar-Brahmi Alphabet.—By The RkEv. A. H. FRANCKE. (Price Rs. 2; 

or 2s. Iod.) ; 
Alchemical Equipment in the Eleventh Century, A.D.—By H. E. STAPLETON and R. F. Azo, 

or 2s. 3d.) : : 
Malaysian Barnacles in the Indian Museum, with a list of the Indian Pedunculata.—By N. ANNANDALE, B.A., 

D.Sc. (Price Re. 1-8; or 2s. 3d.) : ; 
Ashvajpur Copper-plate Granis of Devakhadga.—By GANGA MOHAN Laskar, M.A. (Price Annas 8 ; or 10d.) 
Festivals and Folklore of Gilgit.—By GHULAM MUHAMMAD. (Price Rs. 2; or 2s. 10d.) 
Notes on the Bhotias of Almora and British Gavhwal.—By C. A. SHERRING, M.A., F.R.G.S., L.C.S: (Price 

Re. I-5; or 2s.) : 
Religion and Customs of the Uraons.—By the late REv. FATHER DEHON, S.J. (Price Rs. 2; or 2s. 10d.) 
Notes on the Fauna of a Desert Tract in Southern India (Herpetology and Entomology).—By N. ANNANDALE, 

D.Sc., C.M.Z.S., with a list of Mammals by R. C. WRouGHTON, F.E.S. (Price Rs.2; or 2s. 10d.) 

(Price Re. 1-8 ; 

Amulets as Agents in the Prevention of Disease in Bengal.—Compiled in the Office of the Superintendent of 
Ethnography, Bengal. (Price Annas 12; or Is. 2d.) ; 

Earth-Eating and the Earth-Eating Habit in India.—By D. HooPER and H. H. Mafin. (Price Re. 1; or 1s. 6d.) 
On a Cup-Mark Inscription in the Chumbi Valley.mBy E. H. C. WAtsg, I1.C.S. (Price Re. 1; or 1s. 6d.) 
A Descriptive List of the Sea-Snakes (Hydrophiide) in the Indian Museum, Calcutta.—By Captain F. WALL, 

I-M.S., C.M.Z.S. (Price Re. 1; or Is. 6d.) ‘ 
Common Saws and Proverbs collected, chiefly from Devvishes, in Southern Persia.—By IjEvu?t.-Coy. D. C. Pair- 
Lotr. (Price Re. 1; or is. 6d.) ; 

The Common Hydra of Bengal : iis Systematic Position and Life History.—By N. ANNANDALE, B.A., D.Sc, 
C.M.Z.S. (Price Re. 1; or Is. 64.) 

Animals in the Inscriptions of Piyadasi.—By MONMOHAN CHAKRAVARTI, M.A. (Price Annas 12 ; or Is. 2d.‘ 
Some current Persian Tales told by Professional Stovy-Tellers—By LiEvt.-Co,, D. C. PHinLoTr. (Price Rex 

or Is. 6d.) f 

The Dards ai Khalaise in Western Tibet.—By REV. A. H. FRANCKE. (Price Re. 1-6; or 2s.) 
Part l. 1. The Blow-Gun in Southern India. 2. Miscellaneous objects from the 

3- Indian Weighing-beams.—By N. ANNANDALE, D.Sc. (Price 

1. Some Malayan Weapous.—By N. ANNANDALE. 2. Plan of a 
(Price Annas 8; or 10d.) 

Vol, Il. 

Cirvhipédis operculés de V Indian Museum de Calcutta.—Pay M.A. GRUVEL. (Price Rs. 2; or 2s. 10d.) 
The Coinage of Tibet.—By E. H.C. WatsH. (Price'Re.1; or Is. 6d.)’ 
The Exact Determination of the Fastness of the more Common Indigenous Dyes of Bengal, and comparison with 

typical synthetic Dye-stuffs. Part I. Dyeing on Cotton.—By EF. R. WATSON. (Price Re. 1; 1s. 6d.) ; 
The Saorias of the Rajmahal Hills —By R. B. BAINBRIDGE. (Price Rs. 2; or 2s. 10d.) 
Mundari Poetry, Music and Dances.—By REV. FR. J. HOFFMANN, S.J. (Price Re.I; or 1s. 6d.) 
Tarikh-i-Nusvatjangi.—By HARINATH DE. (Price Re.1; or Is. 6d.) ; é 
The Exact Determination of the Fastness of the move Common Indigenous Dyes of Bengal, and comparison with 

typical Synthetic Dye-stuffs. Part II. Dyeing on Silk.—By E. R. WATSON. (Price Annas 12; is. 2d.) 
Monograph on Sea Snakes.—By Major F. WALL, I.M.S. (Price Rs. 5; or 7s.) 
A Polyglot List of Birds in Turki, Manchu and Chinese.—By E. DENISON Ross, PH.D. (Price Rs. 4; or 6s.) 
Notes on some Monuments in Afghanistan.—By H. H. HAYDEN. -(Price Re. 1; or 1s. 6d.) 
On the Correlations of Areas of Matured Crops and the Rainfall, and certain allied problems in Agriculture and 

Meteorology.— By S. M. JacosB,1.C.S. (Price Rs. 2-8; or 3s. 10d.) 

Vol. Ill. 

Ramacavita by Sandhyakava Nandi.—Edited by MAH&MAHOPADHYAVA HARAPRASAD SHAsTRI, M.A. (Brice 
_Rs. 2; or 2s. 10d.) ; 

An Alchemical Compilation of the 13th Century A.D.—By H. E. STAPLETON, B.A., B.Sc.,.and R. F. Azo. 
(Price Re. 1 ; or Is. 6d.) : 

The Journals of Major James Rennell, F.R.S., First Surveyor-Geneval of India.—Edited by T. H. D. LATOUCHE, 
(Price Rs. 4; or 6s.) : 

Lisu Tribes of Buyma-China Frontier.—By A. ROSE and J. CoGGIN BRowNn. (Price Rs. 3; or 4s.) 
The Vyavahéva- Matvika of Jimutavahana.—By Tur Hon. JUSTICE SiR ASUTOSH MOOKERJEE, SARASWATI, 

Kt, C.S.1., M.A., D.L., D.Sc., F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E. (Price Re. 1-8; or 2s. 3d.) 
Some Current Pushiu Folk Stovies.—By F. H. MALyvoN, 21st Punjabis. (Price Re, 1-8; or 2s. 3d.) 
The Chank Bangle Industry. By J. HORNELL. (Price Rs. 2; or 2s. 8d.) 
Catuhsatika by Avya Deva.—By MAHAMAHOPADHYAYA HARAPRASAD SHASTRI, C.I.E. 

10d.) j 
Father A. 

- or 5s. 4d.) 

(Price Ris) 255, or, 25: 

Monservate’s Mongolicae Legationis Commentarius—By REV. H. HostEn, S.J. (Price Rs. 4; 

Vol. IV. 

(In cowrse of publication concurrently with VI.) 

Sonskvit-Tibetan-English Vocabulary : being an edition and translation of the Mahavyutpatti by ALEXANDER 
CSOMA DE Kér6s.—Edited by E. DENISON Ross, C.1.E., Pu.D., F.A.S.B., and MAHAMAHOPADHYAYVA SATIS 
CHANDRA VIDYABHUSANA, M.A., PH.D., F.A.S.B. Part I. (Price Rs. 5; or 7s.) 

Ditto ditto Part II. (Price Rs. 5; or 7s.) 
\ 



“Vol. eS a ai Le 
I. Svid-pa-ho—a or iboto\Chineat Tortoise Chavt of Divdlanon ay 23 Mansuauoripavava DR. Saar 

j VIDVABHUSANA, M.A., PH.D., F.A.S.B. (Price As. 8; or tod.) 
‘Il. Fragments of a Buddhist work in the ancient Aryan language of Chinese Turhistan.—Eaited by oy 01 

(Price Re. 1-8; or 2s. 3d.) as 
III. The Palas of Bengal. —By R. D. BANERJI. (Price Rs. 5; or 7s.) rei 
Extva No. Abovs and Galongs.—Part I.—Notes on certain Hill Tribes of the Indo-Tibetan Border. By) ! 
D-S-DUNBAR.—Part II.—Anthropological Section. By J. CoccIn Brown, M.Sc., and S. W. Kemp, B. A, 
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REVISION DES CHAMPIGNONS APPARTENANT AU 
GENRE NOCARDIA. 

par le 

CAPITAINE FROILANO DE MELLO, Prof. d ? Ecole de Médecine de Nova Géa, Directeur 

des Services Bactériologiques de Inde Portugaise et DR. J. F. St. ANTONIO 

FERNANDES, Assistant du Laboratoire de Bactériologie. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Dans le travail que nous avons l’honneur de présenter a votre Société, il ne s’agit 

pas vraiment d'une révision systématique des champignons du genre Nocardia; c’est 

plutot un arrangement synoptique destiné 4 mettre un peu d’ordre dans le cahos qui 

est le sujet concernant ces fungi, en vue de faciliter la tache de ceux qui se dédient a 

des recherches de ce genre. Que cette présentation termine avec les sages paroles 

de Chalmers et Christopherson (Ann. of Trop. Med. and Parasit., Vol. X, no. 2, Sept. 

1916) :— 

“The whole subject of the organisms causing actinomycosis is in such a confused 

condition at the present time, that any attempt, no matter how small, which endea- 

vours to simplify their recognition must be of value to workers at disease in the 

tropics.” 

CARACTERES DU GENRE NOCARDIA, Toni et Trevisan 1880. 

Filaments mycéliens de dimensions variées, sans gaine ni septes, sans noyaux 

différenciés, simples ou ramifiés, se segmentant dans les cultures en courts articles 

bacilliformes et de nombreux corps ar.ondis cocciformes qui ne sont que des conidies 

ou arthrospores. Quelques espéces présentent des éléments claviformes dans leur 

phase parasitaire (massues des auteurs francais, club-like formations des anglais). 

Prennent en général le Gram, sont acido-resistants quelquefois ; a liga aero-anae- 

robies, ou anaérobies strictes. 

SYNONYMIE. : — 
j 3 Mstitaa 

Streptothrix, Cohn 1875. | 7 avoenen Wty TN 

Actinomyces, Harz 1877. \ MAY 7 1920 

Discomyces, Rivolta 1878. 

Bacterrum, Affanassief 1888. 

Cladothrix, (Cohn 1875) emend. Macé 1897. 

Oospora, Wallroth 1833, applic. Sauvageau et Radais 1892. 

2 ton, 

DISCUSSION SUR LA PROPRIETE DE LA DESIGNATION 
GENERIQUE. 

Le mot Streptothrix créé par Cohn pour le Strept. foersteri ne peut pas étre 

employé pour les champignons de ce genre comme le voulait Rossi Doria, parce que 
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Corda lavait deja employé pour quelques hyphomycétes parasitant le tronc des 

coniféres, comme le S. fusca, Cohn 1839. 

Le mot Actinomyces introduit en botanique par Meyen 1827-29 fut appliqué par 

Harz en 1877 pour l’Actin. bovis. Cette désignation qui a aussi été proposée par 

Gasperini en 1892 ne peut plus étre acceptée, parce qu’elle est fondée sur la disposi- 

tion rayonnée des filaments qui se trouve aussi chez d’autres genres comme les 

Aspergillus. We parasite étudié par Meyen est |’ Actin. horkellw tout a fait different 

des champignons du genre Nocardia. 

Sous le nom Discomyces Rivolta a décrit en 1878 deux champignons qui, d’aprés 

les recherches postérieures, ont été reconnus comme étant tout a fait differents du 

champignon Actin. bovis de Harz. Le mot Discomyces accepté aussi par Verdun a 

été derniérement abandonné par cet auteur; il appartient donc aux champignons de 

Rivolta, mais au cas ou cette désignation pour ceux-ci serait impropre, le mot 

Discomyces conviendrait mieux pour un genre typique de la famille Dzscomycetacae 

Fries 1836. 

Le mot Bacterium designe les bactéries et ne peut étre utilisé pour les champig- 

nons comme le voulait Affanassief 1888. 

Le mot Oospora a été employé par Sauvageau et Radais. Gueguen crée dans le 

genre Oospora la Section I pour désigner les Nocardia et la Section IT pour les vrais 

Oospora. Ce mot est a rejeter non seulement a cause des differences entre les 

Nocardia et les Oospora de Wallroth, mais encore parce qu il est plus moderne qui la 

designation Nocardia. 

Voici les caractéres différentiels : 

Oospora. | Nocardia. 
Mycéliuin plus large que celui de Nocardia. Mycélium mince, bacilliforme. 

Septes. Pas de septes. 

Noyaux intramycéliens différenciés. Pas de noyaux intramycéliens différenciés. 

Le mot Cladothrix créé par Cohn 1875 pour designer les champignons qui se 
differencient des Leptothrix pour avoir de fausses ramifications, a été appliqué par 
Macé qui lui donne J’interprétation suivante: filaments bactériens droits ou sinueux, 

dépourvus de gaine, ayant des ramifications latérales disposées irréguliérement. Ces 
filaments se segmentent en de courts batonnets ou donnent des formes sphériques ou ovoides 

qui dovvent étre considérées comme arthrospores. Comme Winogradsky a montré que la 

distinction primitive de Cohn n’avait plus lieu puisque 1’on trouve aussi de fausses 

ramifications chez les Leptothrix, la désignation Cladothrix conviendrait parfaitement 

si elle n’était postérieure au mot Nocardia. 

CARACTERES DIFFERENTIELS ENTRE LES GENRES LEPTOTHRIX 
Ei NOC ARD TAs 

Leptothrix. 
Caract. importants. 

Non ramifiés. 

Gaine gélatineuse. 

Nocardta. 
Caract. importants. 

Ramifiés. 

Pas de gaine. 

Caract. secondaires. 

Eléments claviformes dans la vie parasitaire 

Caract. secondaires. 

| 

| 
Pas d’éléments claviformes. | 
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FILIATION BOTANIQUE DU GENRE NOCARDIA. 

Sub-Phylum HYPHOMYCETES. Champignons dont la position botanique ne 
peut étre définie précisément dans 1’état actuel de nos connaissances. 

Classe Fungi imperfecti ou Mucedinae. Représentent des formes imparfaites 

(Fuckel) ou conidiennes de champignons appartenant a une échelle supérieure 

et ne font pas la reproduction par un procédé determine. 

Sous-classe HYPHALES Vuillemin 1912. 
hyphes. 

Ordre MICROSYPHONALES Vuillemin I9gI12. 

Eléments mycéliens constituées par 

Aucune autre forme de multiplication des champignons supérieurs. 

Mycélium composé de minces 

hyphes bacilliformes de I micron ou moins de larg; membrane hyphale 

épaisse et septuée. 

Nocardia. 

GENRES. 

Cohmistreptothrix. 

Toni et Trevisan 1889. 

Mycelium bacillaire; Spores pas bien deéfinies ; 

Se cultive mieux aérobiquement. 

Mycélium bacillaire ; 

entourées d’une membrane distincte. 

Pinoy IQItI. 

spores bien définies et 

Se cultive 

mieux anaérobiquement.! 

ESPECES DU GENRE NOCARDIA. 

(Ordre alphabétique). 

ESPECES. SYNONIMIE. SIEGE D’OU L’ESPECE A BTS 
ISOLEE. 

Nocardia alba (Rossi Doria 
1891). 

N. albida (Rossi Doria 1891). 

N. albospovrea (Krainsky 1914). 

Streptothrix alba R. D. 1891, Actinomyces 
chromogenes B. Gasperini 1890, Séreft. I, 
II, II Almquist. Actin. albus Lehmann 
and Neumann, Oospora guigardi Sauva- 
geau and Radais 1892, Actin. albus Gas- 
perini 1890, Oospora doriae Sauv. and 
Radais 1892, Strept. foerstert Gasperini 
1890 nec Cohn, Strept. leucea Foulerton 
1902, Strept. alpha Price Jones 1g00, 
Strept. pyogenes Caminiti 1907, Actin. 
grisea Krainsky 1914, Actin. diastatica 
Krainsky 1914, Actin. cellulosae Krainsky 
1914, Actin. nivea Kraiusky 1914, Clado- 
thrix alba Macé. 

Strept. albido-flava R. Doria 1891, Actin. 
farcinicus R. Doria 1891, Noc. farcinica 
R. Doria 1891, nec Trevisan 1889. 

Actin. albosporea Krainsky 1914. 

N. appendicis, Chalmers et | Strept. hominis III Foulerton 1gto, Strept. 
Cristopherson 1916. hominis TV Foulerton 1906. 

Pseudotuberculose (cas de 
Massaglia 1904), pneumo- 
nie caseeuse (cas de Ayo- 
ama and Miyamoto 1901). 

De l’air ott elle semble assez 
rare. 

Abcés cervical (Foulerton 
1906), appendicite (Fouler- 
ton 1910). 

' N.B.—Dans la révision des espéces nous avons inclu les Cohnistreptothrix dans le genre Nocardia. 
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ESPECES DU GENRE NOCARDIA. 

‘Ordre alphabétique). 
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SIEGE D’OU L’ESP. A ETE ESPECES. SYNONIMIE. 1soren 

| i 

N. aquatilis (Peklo). Strept. aquatilis Peklo 1910 ? L’eau ? 

N. asleroides (Eppinger 1890). Cladothrix asteroides Eppinger 1890, Strept.| Mycétome (Musgrave and 
eppingert R. Doria 1891, Oosp. asteroides 
Sauv. and Radais 1892, Noc. asteroides 
Blanchard 1895, Sivept. hominis Sabra- 
zés and Rivicre 1895, Actin. asteroides 
Mac Callum 1902, Discomyces asteroides 
Brumpt 1906, Strep. freeri Musgrave and 
Clegg 1907. 

N. aurantiaca (R. Doria 1891). Strept. aurantiacus R. Doria 1891, Strept. 
' aureus? Dubois St. Sévrin 1895. 

N. berestneffi, Chalm. et Chris- | Strept. cas I et II Berestneff 1897. 
toph. 1916). | 

N. beta (Price Jones 1900) | Strept. beta P. Jones goo. 

N. bicolor (Trollender 1903). | Actin. bicolor Trollender 1903. 
| 

N ? bonvicint (Bonvicini 1899)| Strept. de Bonvicint. 

N. bovis (Harz 1877). | Actin. bovis Harz 1877, Bacterium actino- 
cladothrix Affanassief 1888, Actinomycots 
hominis (Affanassief 1888). Nocardia actt- | 
nomyces Toni and Trévisan 1889, Strept. 
actinomyces R. Doria 1891, Oospora bovis 

| Sauv. and Radais 1892, Actin. bovis sul- 
phureus Gasperini 1894, Clad. actinomy- | 
ces Macé 1897, Discomyces bovis Blan- | 
chard 1900, Strept. hominis III Fouler- 
ton 1905 nec 1910, Strept. hominis IV 
Foulerton Igto nec 1906. 

N. braziliensis (I,indenberg | Discomyces braziliensts Lindenberg 1909. 
1909). | 

N. brunt, Chalm. et Chris- 
toph. 1916. | 

Strept. hominis Hayo Bruns 1899. 

N. buccalis (Roger, Bory et | Oospora buccalis Roger, Bory, Sartory 1909, 
Sartory 1909). nec Strept. buccalis Goadby 1903, Dis- 

comyces buccalis Brumpt IgIo. 

N. candida (Petruscky 1898). | Strept. candida Petruscky 1898, Strept. 

lathridit Petruscky 1808. 

_Cladothrix canis Rabbé 1888, Strept. caprae 

| Zschokke et Silberschmidt 1899, Clad. 
| caprae Macé 1897. 

N. canis (Rabbé 1888). 

N. carnea (R. Doria 1891). Strept. carneus R. Doria 1891, Clad. carnea 
Macé. 

gedanensis II Petruscky 1808, Strept. | 

| 

Clegg 1907), abcés du cer- 
veau (Eppinger 1890), péri- 
tonite diffuse (Mac Callum 
1902). 

Lair (R. Doria 1891), con- 
jonctivite (Dubois St. Sév- 
rin 1895). 

'Mycétome actinomycosique, 
actinomycoses organiques, 
pseudotuberculoses pleuro- 
pulmonaires. 

| Mycétome. 

| 

Stomatite crémeuse et abcés 
amygdaliens (Rog., Bory 
et Sart. 1909). 

| Crachat. 

Pseudo-tuberculose de chévre 
(Silberschmidt 1899). Idem 
de chien ? 

L’air (R. Doria 1891), Cra- 
chats d’une bronchite chro- 
nique (Baldoni). 
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EspECEs. SYNONIMIE. 
SIEGE D’OoU L’ESP. A ETE 

ISOLEE. 

N. carougeaut (Gougerot 1909) 

). coelicolor (R. Muller 1904). 

’. chalcea (Foulerton 1905). 

N. chalmersi, de Mello et St. 
Antonio Fernandes 1917. 

N. chondri (Olsen 1897). 

N. christophersont de Mello 
et St. Antonio Fernandes 
IQI7. 
cinereonigra 

1897). 
N. (Berestneff 

N. cttrea (Krainsky I914). 

N. convoluta, Chalm. et Chris- | 
toph. 1917. 

N. cuniculi (Schmorl 1891). 

N. dassonvillei, Brocq Rous- 
seul 1907. 

N. decussata (Langeron et 
Chevalier 1912). 

N. dichotoma (Macé 1888). 

Discomyces carougeaut Gougerot 1909, 
Cohnistreptothnix carougeaut Chalm. et 
Christoph. 1916. 

| Strept. coelicoloy R. Muller 1904, Strept. 
coelicolor Schurmann 1909, Clad. coeli- 
color Macé. 

| Strept. chalcea Foulerton 1905. 
i 

| 

| Strept. chondri Olsen 1897. 

: : : 
Strept. cinereonigra aromatica Berestneff 

| 

1897. 

Actin. griseoflavus Krainsky 1914, Actin. 
| flavus Krainsky 1914, Strept. flava § 

Felice 1904, Strept. flava Brins 1899. 

| Stvept. cunicult Schmorl 1891, Actin. cunt- 
cult Gasperini 1894, Strept. necrofora 
Kitt 1906, ? Bacillus necroseus Salomon- 
sen, ? Necrosis bacillus de Bang, ? Bacil- 
lus diphterae vitulovum Flugge, ? Bacillus 
necroforus Flugge. 

| 

| Streptothrix de Gasperini 1&go. 

Discomyces decussatus Langeron et Che- 
valier 1912. 

| Cladothrix dichotoma Macé 1888 nec Cohn 
1875, Stvept. chromogena Gasperini 1890 
nec Actin. chromogenes B. Gasperini 1890, 
Strept. nigra R. Doria 1890, Oospora 

| metschnikowt Sauv. et Radais 1892, 
Cladothrix brauner Hesse 1892, Clad. 
odorifey Rullman 1895 nec Rullman 1808, 
Stvept. melanotica Price Jones 1g00, 
Strept. humifica Beijernick 1900, Strept. 
nigrescens Foulerton 1902, Actin. erythro- | 
chromogenes Krainsky 1914, Actin. dias- | 
tatico-chromogenes Krainsky 1914, Actin. 
vivido-chromogenes Krainsky 1914, Actin. 
flavo-chromogenes Krainsky 1914. 

Nodosités gommeuses juxta 
articulaires (Fontoynont 
et Carougeau 1909). 

L/ air. 

Salive d’un cheval (de Mello 
et St. Antonio Fernandes 
IQI7). 

Lair. 

Actinomycose humaine 
(Chalm. et Christoph. 1917). 

Lésions ulcéreuses de la face 
des lapins (Schmorl 1891), 
plaies humaines difficiles a 
cicatriser (Schmorl), quel- 
ques cas de noma (Seifert 
1goI, Blumer et MacFar 
land r1gor). 

Conjonctivite humaine. 

Dermatose humaine 

Sol, l’eau, lair. 
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ESPECES DU GENRE NOCARDIA. 

(Ordre alphabétique). 

SIEGE D’oU L’ESP. A ETE SPECES. ; 
E 

E 
SYNONIMIE. 

ISOLEE. 

| 

N. enteritidis (Pottien 1902). | Strept. enteritidis Pottien 1g02.  - Entérites humaines (Pot. 
: 1g02). 

N. equi (Dean 1900). Strept. de Dean ?Strept. ?de Norris and | Parasite du cheval. 
Larkin. 

N. erythrea (Foulerton 1910). | Strept. erythrea Foulerton 1910. 

N. farcinica (Trévisan 1889). | Bacille du farcin Nocard 1888, Strept far- | Farcin. 
cinica R. Doria 1801. 

N. foerstert (Cohn 1874). Sivept. foersteri Cohn 1874 nec Strept. foer- | Concrétions du canal lacry- 
ster’ Gasperini 1890, Leptothrix oculorum | mal, dacryocystite). 
Sorokin 1881, Oosporaf oersteri Sauv. et 
Radais 1892, ? Strept. aureus de Dubois 
St. Sevrin 1895, Strept. foersteri Kruse | 
1896, ? Strept. radiatus Namyslowsky | 
1909, ? Strept. cerebriformis Namyslowsky 
1909, Strept. aerobie de Silberschmidt 
1901, Cohnistreptothrix foerstert Chalm. 
et Christoph. 1916. 

N. foulertont, Chalm. et Chris- Strept. hominis I Foulerton 1906, Sirept. | Parasite humain (Foul. 1906). 
toph. 1916. hominis Foulerton 1902. | 

Crachat d'un tuberculeux 
(Karw. IgITI). 

N. fusca, Karwacky Iott. 

| 

| 
| 
| 

Clad. liquefaciens II Garten 1895; Disc.; Empyéme avec nécrose des 
gartent Brumpt rgio. vertebres et des _ cédtes 

(Garten 1895). 

N. gartent (Brumpt 1910). 

N. gedanensis (Scheele et | Sirept. gedanensis I Sch. et Petruscky 1897. 
Petruscky 1897). 

N. gelatinosa (Peklo ?). | Strept. gelatinosa, Peklo 1910 ? 

N. glauca (Lehman et Schulze) Actin. glaucus Lehm. et Schulze. 

N. goensis, de Mello et St. | 
Antonio Fernandes 1917. 

Sp. saprophyte isolée des 
lésions de vitiligo (Mello et 
Fernandes 1917). 

N. anda (Berestneff | Strept. graminarium Berestneff 1897. 

1597). 
N. hoffmani (Gruber 1891). | Micromyces hoffmani Gruber 1891. De l’air a Vienne. 

N. holmesi (Goedelst). | Disc. holmest Goedelst. 

N. hominis (Berestneff 1897). Nec Actin. hominis Bostroem = N. bovis; | Parasite humain (Berestn. 
nec Actin. hominis Affanassief = N. bovis ; 
nec Actin. hominis Wolf et Israel=N. 
tsvaelt; nec Strept. hominis Sabrazés et 
Riviére = N. asteroides; nec Strept. hominis 
Hayo Bruns 1899=N. bruni; nec Strept. 
hominis Foulerton 1902=N. foulertoni; | 

1897) des abcés et cra- 
chats. 
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EspECEs. SYNONIMIE. 
SIEGE D’OU L’ESP. A ETE 

ISOLEE. 

N. indica (Kantack 1893). 

N. tnvulnerabilis (Acosta et 
Grande Rossi 1893). 

N. tsraeli (Kruse 1896). 

. krausei (Chester Igor). 

lacertae (Terni 1891). 

1. lanfranchi (Sani 1916). 

|. lasserrei (Verdun 1912). 

N. lehman (Peklo 1910 ?). 

N. letshmani (Birt et Leish- 
man 1902). 

N. liguire, Urizer 1904. 

N. lingualis (Weibel 1888). 

N. liquefaciens (Hesse 1892). 

N. londinensis, Chalm. 
Christoph. 1916. 

nec Strept. hominis II Foulerton 1910= 
N. londinensis; nec Strept. hominis III 
Foulerton 1905=N. bovis; nec Strept. 
hominis Foulerton 1g10=N. bovis; nec 
Strept. hominis III Foulerton rg1o=N. 
appendicts. 

Oospora imdica Kantack 1893; Sirept. ma- 
durae Vincent 1894; Discomyces madurae 

| Vincent 1895: Noc. madurae Blanchard 
_ 1895; nec Micrococus pelletiert Laveran 

1906 et ses synonymes; nec Noc. riviert 
Verdun 1912. 

| Clad. tnvulnerabilis Acosta et Gr. Rossi 
la. ESOS: 

Cohnistreptothrix israeli Pinoy 1911 ; Strept. 
isyaelt Kruse 1896; Sivept. spitzi Lig- 
ni€res 1903; Actin. hominis Brumpt 
1910; ? Actinobacillus lignieresi, Brumpt 
IQIO. 

Strept. krauset Chester 1901; mec Noe. 
poncelt Verdun 1912. 

Actin. lacertae Terni 1891. 

Actin. lanfranchit Sani 1916. 

| Noc. sp. ? Lasserre 1904. 
| 

Strept. lehman Peklo. 
| 

Strept. de Birt et Leishman. 

Vibrio lingualis Weibel 1888; Spirosoma 
lingualis Migula 1892; Strept. lingualis 
Baj ardi 1900; Clad. lingualis Macé 1806 ; 
Oospora lingualis Gueguen 1910. 

Clad. liquefaciens Hesse 1892; Strept. li- 
quefaciens Hesse 1892; Strept. buccalis 
Goadby 1903 nec Roger, Bory, Sartory 
1909. 

et Strept. hominis II Foulerton 1906. 

Agent du pied de Madura, 
(mycétome) (Kantack, Vin- 
cent et divers auteurs). 

De l’air a Havane. 

Mycétome actinomy cosique 
humain; ? actin. bovine et 
caprine de l’Argentine (Lig- 
niéres et Spitz); ? ménin- 
gite humaine. 

Abcés du maxill. inférieur. 

Actin glandulaire et gang- 
lionaire du boeuf (Finzi 
Ig16). 

Ulcére du pharynx et de la 
lévre supérieure (Lasserre 
I9Q04). 

Stomatite crémeuse et abcés 
amyegdaliens ; Langue noire 
pileuse associeé au Cript. 
linguae pilosae (Gueguen). 

Actinomycose humaine. 

Parasite humain. 
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(Ordre alphabétique). 
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ESpPECES. | SYNONIMIE 
SIEGE D’OU L’ESP. A ETE 

ISOLEE. 

N. luteola (Foulerton et Jones 
IQI0). 

N. melanocycla  (Krainsky 
IQt4). 

N. melanosporea (Krainsky 
IQI4). 

N. microparva (Krainsky 1914) 

N. minutissima (Burchardt 

1859). 

. monospora (Schulze 1908). 

N. musculorum suis Duncker. 

. murts (Schottmuller 1914). 

| 

. odorifera (Rullmann 1898) 

. orangica (Berestneff 1897). | 

N. parva (Krainsky 1974). 

N. panginensis, de Mello et St. 
Antonio Fernandes 1917. 

N. pelletiert (Laveran 1906). | 

N. pinoyi, de Mello et St. 
Antonio Fernandes 1917. 

N. pluricolor (Terni 1894). | 

N. ponceti, Verdun 1912. | 

N. pseudotuberculosis (Hans | 
Keller). 

Strept. luteola Foulerton et Jones IgIo. 

Actin. melanocyclus Krainsky 1914. 

Actin. melanosporea Krainsky 1914. 

Actin. microparva Krainsky 1914. 

Microsporum minutissimum Burchardt 
1859; Tvrichotectum de J. Neumann 
1868; Microsporum gracile Balzer 1883 ; 
Sporothricum minutissimum Saccardo 
1886; Microsporoides minutissimus Neveu 
Lemaire 1908; Discomyces minutissimus 
Brumpt 1910 ; Oospora minutissima Ridet 
1911; Nocardia minutissima Verdun 
1912. 

Actin. monospora Schulze 1908. 

Actin. musculorum suis Duncker. 

Strept. muris vatti Schottmuller 1914. 

Clad. odorifera Rullman 1808. 

Strept. orangica Berestneff 1897. 

Actin. parva Krainsky Ig14. ' 

Micrococus pelletieri Laveran 1906; Oos- 
pora peletieri Thiroux et Pelletier 1912 ; 
Nocardia pelletiert Pinoy 1912. 

Strept. pluricoloy Terni 1894; Actin. gru- 
beri Terni 1894. 

Actin. pseudotuberculosis Hans Keller. 

|Conjonctivite purulente (F. 
& J. 1910). 

Agent de l’erythrasme. 

| Actinomycose du cochon (sp. 
| dub.) 
_Saprophyte dans la gorge des 
| rats (Schottmuller) agent 

de la bronchopneumonie 
des rats (Ruth Tunnicliff 
1916); Sang d’une femme 
avec Sodoku (Blake 1915). 

| 
| Bronchite chronique. 

- 

| 

Esp. saprophyte isolée d’une 
dermatose (de Mello et St. 
Antonio Fernandes 1917). 

Mycétome rouge du Sénégal 
et de l’Afrique en général. 

Agent de lerythrasme (de 
Mello et St. Antonio Fer- 
nandes IgI7). 

Myomycose (Morhoof, Door, 
Poncet). 
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ESpECES. SYNONIMIE. 
SIEGE D’OU I’ESP. A ETE 

ISOLEE. 

Oospora pulmonalis Roger, Bory, Sartory 
1909. 

N. pulmonalis (Roger, Bory, 
Sartory 1909). 

N. putridogenes (Veszpremi | Clad. putridogenes Veszpremi 1907. 
1907). 

N. rivieret, Verdun 1912. 

N. rosea (Krainsky 1914). Actin. roseus Krainsky I914. 

N. rosembacht (Kruse 1896). | Strept. rosembachi Kruse 1896. 

N. rubra (Ruis Casab6é 1894). | Strept. rubra Casabd 1894; Strept rubra 
Kruse 1896 nec Actin. ruber Krainsky 
IQI4. 

N. saprophytica 
1902). 

(Foulerton | Strept. saprophytica Foulerton 1902. 

N. silberschmidii (Chalm. et | Cohnistrept silberschmidti Chalm. et Chris- 
Christoph. 1916). toph. 1916, Strept. de Silberschmidt rgoo. 

N. somaliensis (Brumpt 1906). | Indiella somaliensis Brumpt 1906; Indi- 
elopsis somaliensis Brumpt 1913; Dzts- | 
comyces somaliensis Brumpt I9g13. 

| 
N. tenuis, Castellani, gtr. IC ohnistreptothrix tenuis Castellani ror. 

N. thermophyla 
1891). 

(Berestneff Actin. thermophylus Berestn. 1891; idem | 
Gilbert 1904; Clad. thermophylus Ked- 
zior. 

N. thylterget (Pinoy et Ra- Cohnistreptothrix thibiergei Pin. et Rav. 
vault 1909). 1909; Discom. thibierger Pin. et Rav. 

1909. 

N. thiryei, de Mello 1917. Clad. mordoré Thirty 1897; Clad. poly- 
chromes Thiry 1897; Actin. rubidaureus 
Lachner Sandoval 1898; Noc. mordoré 

| Chalm. et Christoph. 1916. 

N. valvulae (Luginger 1904). Strept. valvulae destruens bovis Luginger 
1904. 

N. verrucosa, Chalm. et Chris- | Actin. verrucosus Adler 1904. | 
toph. 1916. 

Strept. violacea R. Doria 1891; Clad. vio- | 
lacea Macé 1896; Disc. violaceus Berestn. | 
1897; ? Actin. alm Peklo 1910; ? Actin. | 
myricae Peklo Igto. 

N. violacea (R. Doria 18091). 

Mycose pulmonaire, otite. 

Abcés du 
dub.). 

maxillaire (gen. 

Abcés humains (Riviére). 

Dermatose erisypeloide. 

Crachat. 

Dacryocystite (Silberschmidt 
1900). 

Mycetome de la Somalilande 
francaise (Bouffard), Bal- 
lingal’s disease ? 

hu- Tricomycose axillaire 
maine. 

Nodules souscutanés et region 
musculaire. 

/ 

Exsudat angineux avec 
oedéme. 

Endocardite des  bovidés 
(Luginger). 

Lair et l’eau (R. Doria). 
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RESUME DES CARACTERES BIOL- 

Nocardia. Pomme de terre. Gelatine (calt. Gélose. Sérum coagulé. Lait. | Bouillon. 
et liquef.). 

alba Colonies grisa- | Col. blanches. | 
tres ou jau-| Liquéf. +. 
nes. 

albida Cult. lente, con-| Sur plaques: | Cult. abondan- | Col. grosses, dis- 
fluente, faible,) col. jaunesau te, verruque- coides, milieu 

pellicule jau-| centreopaque. use a la péri- jaune paille, 
ne; pigmen- | Liquéf. tardive; phérie,  pla- react. alcaline. 
tation du mi- | (20 jours). tree; centre 
lieu négat. | jaune (effi. 

| | blanche). 

albosporea Cult. rouge au | Liquéf. +. 
début, efflo- 
rescence blan- | | 
che. 

americana | 

apendicis - Cult. jaune. | Liquéf. +. Liquéf. +. 
| 

* | 
aquatilts | 

asteroides Col. saillantes, | Cult. jaune. Col. blanches, | Cult. jaune. Acide au début | Petites écailles 
verruqueuses, | Liquéf. —. verruq., och- | Liquéf. —. devient alca-| au fond; mi- 
blanches au races plus lin plus tard. lieu clair. 

début, plus | tard, conflu- Pas de coagula- 
tard rouge bri- ant en pel. tion. 
que, le centre licule plissée 
plus _ foncé. et rouge. 
Effl. blanche. 

aurantiaca : | Col. plates, jau-} Col. circulaires, | Col. circulaires 

ne orange,| plates, cireu-| jatines, centre 
sans filaments | ses, eff. blan- | plissé, conflu- 
sporiféres. che. ant en pelli- 

| Liquéf. —. cule verruq., 
| jaune orange, 

| sans effi. 

| 

berestneffi Nil. Nil. + 

beta + Liquéf. +. | 
| avec pigment. 

| 



OGIQUES ET CULTURAUX DES NOCARDIA. 

Cultures en gé- 
neral blan- 
ches. 

| Odeur de moisi 
dans le lait. 

Aspect et odeur. 

Pas de pigment. 

REVISION DES CHAMPIGNONS APPARTENANT AU GENRE NOCARDIA. 113 

Aérobie ou Aéro- 
anaérobie. 

Aérobie. 

_ Aéro-anaérobie. | 

Aéro-anaérobie. 

| 

Aspect jaune 
paille clair. 

Aéro-anaérobie. 

Aérobie str. 

Act. diast. Coloration. 
Morphologie, 
dimensions. 

Act. pathogéne. 

Mycelium de o, 
2 micron; pas 
de spores. 

Inoculations. 

+ 

(pseudotuber- 
culose). 

Lapin, cobave, 
singe (nodules 
caséifiés). 
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RESUME DES CARACTERES BIOL- 

Nocardia Pomme de terre | Gelatine (cult. | Gélose Sérum coagulé Lait Bouillon : ‘| et liquéf.): | ac ; 5 

— s: - 

bicolor 

bonvicint | 

bovis | Col. isolées, | Lent develop., | Col. dures, blan- Faible develop. | Flocons blancs ; 
membran-| col. blanc] ches, sphéri-; petites col. liquide 
euses, circu- jaunes. ques devenant, rondes. ou légérement 
laires en grain | Liquéf.+depuis| cratériformes. | Liquef. —. | roux. 
de moutarde;; le7™° jour. | Effi jaune ou| Pigm. —. | 
pellicule gris | Pigm. +. | grisatre (idem 
jaunatre,| sur gél. glycer). 
plissée. Eff. | | 
blanche, jau- | 

ne orange ou | | 
jaune rose. 

Pigm. noire ou | | 
brunatre. 

braziliensts Cult. au début | Liquef. —. | Col. rose viola- | Col. blanches. | Pellicule jaune 
| rose, plus tard! Pigm..+. ces sur Sab- | orange, pas de 

jaune orange. gluc. coag. 
Pigm. brunatre. | 

; | tes 
brunt Faible develop. | Faible develop. 

buccalis | 

candida 

canis 

carnea : | Cult. 

| 

: | Cult. a surface 
veloutée, bril- 

| lante, effi. 
blanche. 

| Cult. mince, | 
' blanche de- 

venant rose | 

brunatre. Col 
isolées rondes, 
séches. cra- 

| tériformes. 
| 

orange. 

verruq., 
couleur de 
chair ou rouge | 

Liquéf. +. 

| 
Col. au centre 
brun, claires | 
a la périph., 
formées de fil- 
aments radiés, 

| trés minces. 
| Liquéf. —. 

Col. radiée s. 
Eff. blanc 
rose. 

Liquéf. —. 

Cult. séche, 
verruqueuse, 
blanc jaune. | 
Effl. blanche. | 
Quelques col. | 
cratériformes. | 

Col. circulaires 
couleur de) 
chair ou rouge 
orange. 

| Liquéf. +. 

Pellicule blanc 
tose a la sur- 

liagtace: 
| Pas de coag. 
) 

Nil. 

clair 

Bon develop 
sur bouillon 
maltosé. 

Col. blanches, 
séches, mince 
depot. 

Milieu clair ou 
plein de flo- 
cons. 

E’cailles a la 
surface, sou- 
vent flocons 
au fond. 



Aspect et odeur. 
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OGIQUES ET CULTURAUX DES NOCARDIA. 

'Aérobi Aéro- : J Morphologie, F F 
| po | Act. diast. | Coloration. dieu Act. pathogéne. | Inoculations. 

| amis. =e - = _ee 

| Aéro-anaérobie - |Gram + Eléments clavi- + Boeuf, cheval, 
(cult. amnaer. | Ziehl — formes. porc, lapin et 
faibles). | (les tissus para- cobaye. 

| sités présent- 
| ent souvent 

des élém-acido 
resistants). 

+ 
| 

| 

| | 

Aéro-anaérobie. Gram +. 

Aérobie. Mycélium de o, | Cobaye (pseudo- 
| 7 a0, 8; pas tub.  généra. 
| de form. cla- | lisée) 

| viformes. | 

| | | 
| Aéro-anaérobie. | | 

| | | 

Aéro-anaérobie. | Ziehl +. + Cobaye, chat 
(chien, chévre) lapin, chien, 

chévre (caséi- 
fication). 

{ 

| |Gram +. Lapin, cobaye 
| (pseudo-to- 

berc.). 
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Nocardia. |Pomme de terre. oN tae 1s i Gélose. Sérum coagulé. Lait. 

carougeaur 

chalcea Cult. rouge Liquéf. +. 

chondrt 

cineveo-nigra . Liquef. +. Col. jaune gri- 
Pas de pigm. satre sur gél. 

malt. 

citrea Col. jaunes Liquéf. +. Col. jaunes sur 
Pigm. —. gél. malt. 

coelicolor Col. blanches, | Aspect platré Coag. lente. 
plissées se lorsque l’on Pigm. en preé- 
présentant en joint du_ sé- sence d’ami- 
ondulations rum avec gly- don. 
concentriques cogéne ou dex 
bleues, vertes trine. 
ou violaces. Pigm. brunatre, 
Le milieu se sur gél. dex- 
teint de la trinée. 
m me facon. 

convoluta - Faible develop..| Cult. coleur 5 Liquéf. +. Nil. 
| cult. couleur; depeau. Li- 
| de peau. quef.—. Pas 
| de pigm. Effi. 

blanche. 

cunicult Nil. Liquéf. —. Petites col. 
blane — grisa- 
tres finement 
radiées. 

dassonvillier Petites col. ron- 

decussata 

des et blan- 
ches. 

Bouillon. 

Flocons au 
fond, souvent 
zones concen- 
triques a la 
partie sup. 

Faible develop..,| . 
trouble uni- 
forme. 
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OGIQUES ET CULTURAUX DES NOCARDIA. 

lad bi Aé Morphologi 'Aérobie ou Aéro- . : Morphologie, : ; 
Aspect et odeur. BRAS Act. diast. Coloration. Gimensiaee. Act. pathogéne. | Inoculations 

" Anaérobie. Gram +. + 
| homme. 

+ 

La matiére co- 
lor. se forme | 
en présence 
de subst. amy- 
laces et devi- 
ent rouge par 
les acides et 
verte. par les 
alcalis. 

Cult. faciles | Aéro-anaérobie. — 'Gram +. Nil. 
surtout sur) | Ziehl —. 
milieux alca- | 
lins. ’ 

Anaérobie. | Gram +. Lapin, rat. 

| Efflorescence. | Aérobie str. - Gram +.. 

| Cult. lentes sur 
tous les mili- 
eux; col. blanc 

éminentes, 
avec un bon- 
ton central et 

souvent des 
sillons cruci- 
formes. 

laiteuses, pro- | 

* Dissociation du} Douteuse. 
mycélium en 
atticles de 1a 
I, 5 micron, 
arrondis. 
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RESUME DES CARACTERES BIOL- 

N dia Pomme de terre. | Gélatine (cult. Gélose Sérum coagulé Lait Bouillon toca | ‘| et liquéf.). : : ; ; 

dichotoma . | Pellicule grise, | Petites col. | Pellicule épais- Flocons blancs 
| ougris jaune,| blanches, au-| se,  luisante, en suspension, 

plissée, épais- | réole brune 4) grisatre, trés | milieu clair; 
| se,consistente;) la périph.,de-| adhérente.| pigm. bruna- 
| effl. blanche;| velop. tardif.| Effi. blanche. | tre. 

Pigm. gris; Liquef lente. | Pigm. bruna-| 
foncée. | tre (gél. glyc.). 

enteritidis Cult. brune. 

equi Nil. Nil. Nil. 

erythrea Nil. | Liquéf. +. 

farcinica | Col. circulaires, | Cult. lente. Petites: col. Pas de coagu- | Amas blancs ir- 
erisatres, con- | Liquéf +. | opaques, cir- lation. réguliers tom- 
fluant en pel-| Prend la cou-! culaires, blanc | bant au fond; 
licule verru-| leur brunej| jaunes, sou- | écailles a sur- 
queuse ou) lorsqu’ acide. vent pellicule. face comme 
plissée. Eff. | Effi. blanche. gouttes de 
blanche. graisse (sur 

tout dans b. 
| glycériné). 

foerstert Cult. rapide, | Sphéres blan- | Petites col. ron- | Petites col. gri- 
platrée,l’ami-| ches, poils| des confluant satres tom- 
don se trans-| courts, radiés,| en _ pellicule | bant au fond. 

| forme en su-| irregul. Asur-| mamillonée | 
cre. face. plissée, gri- 

satre. Eff. 
blanche. 

foulertont Nil. Col. petites, 
blanches (gél. 

| glycér.). 

fusca 

gartent Col. blanches, Petits points | Cult. blanc gri- | Trainée blanche Nil. Nil (id sur cau 
pigment. verte. blanc verda-| satre, surface] plissée aprés peptonée). 

| tres. sillonnée (sur| 48 b. 
| | Liquéf. +. gél. gluc. et gél. 

| glycér.). 
| 

| 
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OGIQUES ET CULTURAUX DES NOCARDIA. 

Aérobie ou Aéro- : ; Morphologie, om . 
Aspect et odeur.|"”.  aérobie. Act. diast. Coloration. dimensions, | 2¢t: Pathogene. | Tnoculations. 

| Longs filaments 
mycéliens, 
formes spiril- 
laires, largeur 

| deo, 4 micron. 

Aéro-anaérobie. 

Aéro-anaérobie. 

| Aérobie str. Gram +. Filaments rami- + Lapin, chévre, 
Ziehl —. fiés, enchevé- (farcin des boeuf. 

trés, de 0, 25 boeufs). 
de larg. 

Odeur de moisi | Aéro-anaérobie. Elem. rectilig- + _ 
sur bouillon. nes, ondulés, (homme). 

irreg., spiril. 
0; 5140510. 

ore | Aér. str. Pas d’elém. cla- 
viformes. 

Couleur des| 
cult. jaune 
grisatre. 

| Aér. str. 5 +? Lapin, cobaye. 
(homme). 
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et 

Nocardia eee de terre | Gélatine (cult. Gélose Sérum coagulé Lait. 
° | et liquéf.). ; hoa 

gedanensts Cult. blanche. | Cult. blanche, 
forte odeur. 

gelatinosa 

glauca 

graminarium .. | Cult. blanche. | Liquéf. +. Liquéf. —. 

hoffmani | Liquéf. —. Liquef. —. 

holmesi 

hominis Cult. difficile. 

indica . Col. irrég., sphé-| Cult. blanche | Col. consisten- Col. rose claires Pas de coagula- 
| riques, plus| peu abondan-| tes, blanches| ou blanches,| tion; 
| Ou moins, co- | te. au centre,  peptonisation.| nisation lente. 

lorées selon | Liquéf. —. rouges a la (Sur sérum du 
| Vacidité duj| périphérie cheval) 
| milieu. Effi. | (gél. glycér.). 
| blanche, pas 

de pigm. 

invulnerabilis .. | Larges traits | Col. blanches, Petites col. | Bouchon jaune, 
| de petites col. | veloutées. blanc sale;| adhérent au 

blanches, pla- | Liquéf. +. pellicule blan-| tube, coagula- 
trees; pigm. | Pigm. —. che a la sur-| tion avec la 
noire. Odeur | face, jaune| caséine au 
de terrau. par dessous,| fond. 

adhérente 
(par piqure). 

israeli Nil. | Col. en gouttes 

. tard jaunes. 

de rosée, de- | 
venant plus | 

pepto- 

Bouillon. 

Sphéres flocon- 
neuses au 
fond; milieu 
clair (idem sur 
b. végétal, les 
flocons. pou- 
vant se fixer 
au tube, léger 
trouble, effi. 
blanche). 

écailles au fond. 
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OGIQUES ET CULTURAUX DES NOCARDIA. 

\21 

| 

Aspect et odeur.| 
Aérobie ou Aéro- 

anaérobie 
Act. diast. Coloration. | 

Morphologie, 
dimensions. 

Act. pathogéne. Tnoculations. 

| 

| Cult. vertes. | 
Ne se deve- 
loppe pas au- | 
dessous de) 

735°. 

| 

| 

Pas de bonnes 

cult. sur au- | 
cun milieu. 

| 

| 
| 

‘Les meilleurs | 
_ mil. de cult. | 

sont les infu- | 
sions végéta- 
les acidulées 
avec I goutte 
de sol. daci- 
de tartrique 
a 1/500 pour 

| 30 c.c. de la 
| sol. végét. 

| | 
Cult. difficiles. | 

| Le meilleur 
milieu est la 
gélose sérum 
qui donne des | 
col. rouges. 

Aéro-anaérobie. 

Aéro-anaérobie. 

Aéro-anaérobie. | 

Aéro-anaérobie. | 

Aéro-anaérobie. 

Aéro-anaérobie. | 

Myc. ramifié, 
élém. clavif. 

| (homme). 

Lapin, cobaye. 
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RESUME DES CARACTERES BIOL- 

. Gélatine (cult. Z ; | : : 
Nocardia. ga de terre. ot liquéf ). Gélose. | Serum coagule. | Lait. | Bouillon.. 

| | 
krauset <3, Nil. Nil. Col. jaunes (gél. | Elem. clavi- nice Cult. rapide, 

glycér.) bon | formes. pellicule. 
develop. sur 
gélose. 

lacertae 

lanfranchat 

lasservet .. _Nodules jaunes ; se Col. séparées, 
effl. blanche, jaunes, entou- 
couleur de rees. d’une 
neige. | _ couche blan-— 

| che. 

lehman 

leishmant 

lingualis .. | Col. jaunes ..iquei. +: Nil, petites col. Soin scot Flocons blancs 
| blanches_ sur | au fond. 

gél. malt. 

liquefaciens .. Cult. jaune | Liquéf. +. | Line ys eee Pe Minces flocons, 
paille, pas de | | blanc neigeux 
pigm. | | en haut, blanc 

jaunes en bas ; 

| milieu clair. 

londinensis .. Nil. Rese, _Faible develop. 
petites col. 
blanches (gél. 
glycér.). 

luteola .. Cult.couleur de Liquéf. + Liquéf. +. 
café au lait. 

melanocycla .. Col. rouges, effl. Liquef. +. Soro abst Aasies Cult. incolore 
noire. | sur eaul pep- 

| tonée 
| 

melanosporea .. Col. rouges, eff. Liquef. +. saver ohiek 24186 Cult. jaune or- 
| noire. | ; ange sur eau 
| | peptonée. 

| | | 
microparva.. | Col. jaunes sans | Liquéf. +. | 

| effi. | | 
| | | 
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OGIQUES ET CULTURAUX DES NOCARDIA. 

| 

Aspect et odeur. 
Aérobie ou Aéro- 

anaérobie. 

Caractéres de 
| de N. bovis. 

, Col. rouges, cou- 
_ leur de Ziehl- 
| Nehlsen. 

Aéro-anaérobie. 

Aer. str. 

4 

Aer. str. 

Aer. str. 

Aéro-anaérobie 

: | Morphologie, 
Coloration. | dimensions. 

| Ressemble aux 
b. diphtéri- 
ques. 

Gram —. | 

| Elem. clavif. 

123 

Act. pathogéne.| Inoculations. 

+ |Lapin, cobaye 
(homme). rat. 

+ 

(homme). 

+ 

(homme) 

(homme). 

a 

(homme) 

Lapin, cobaye. 

Lapin, cobaye, 
rat. 

Cobaye. 
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RESUME DES CARACTERES BIOL- 

: | Gélatine (cult. ee P ; F 
Nocardia. ‘Pomme de terre. met Miquel). Gélose. Sérum coagulé Lait. Bouillon. 

minutissima .. | Cult. rouge vi- | Enduit bruna- | Cult. rouge bru- is? 
neuse. tre. | natre. 

monospora 

musculorum suis | | 

MUS Bee Nil. Ro Oe Nil. Col. incolores, Nil. Nil. 
grises ou roses 
develop. in- 

| constant. 

odorifera .. | Col. incolores. | 

ovangica | sae Liquéf. +. Col. jaune or- | 
Pigm. —. ange, nuance 

rouges (gél. | 
malt.). | 

parva .. | Col. jaune bru- | Liquéf. +. 
natres. effi. 
blanche. | 

pelletievi oie ey |Cult. lente| 
| rouge corail 

(idem sur Sab. | 
| gluc.). 

pluricolor Srl Bee Cult. rouge bril- 
lante. | 

ponceti - Anes | Nil. Nil. Cult. abond au Sie Trouble uni- 
bout de 24h. forme, minces 

pellicules au 
| fond. 

pseudotuberculo- | 
sis. | 
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OGIQUES ET CULTURAUX DES NOCARDIA. 

| Aérobie ou Aéro- é | : Morphologie 
\Z CE R. = ; : . : ‘Aspect et odeu Ree ae Act. diast. | Coloration. Aansioae Act. pathogéne.| Inoculatlons. 

| | 

Cult. difficiles. Aéro-anaérobie. | Mycelium o, 6 + 
| a I, 3 micron (homme). 
| ramifié. 

Spores simples | 
et non enchai- 
nés. Ne se 
developpe pas | 

au dessous de | 
° 

35 - | 

| 

Col. circulaires, Aéro-anaérobie. + Gram —. | ao + | 
incolores, gri- | . Ziehl —. (rat). | 
satres ou ro- | ? 
ses. Lent de- | | : (homine). 
velop. Les 
meilleurs mi- | 
lieux sont 
ceux qui con- | 
tiennent du 
sang ou du 
liquide d’as- 
cite. 

Odeur de moisi. Aéro-anaérobie. | 
| 

| 
Sed 
| | | 

| | [Seamer 
Stee aoe | Bays Gram +. | Articles cocci- + 

Wo | formes dans (homme). 
les tissus. 

| 
| | : 

(homme). 
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RESUME DES CARACTERES BIOL- 

Nocardia. Pomme de terre. Gelatine (ail Gélose. Serum coagulé. Lait. Bouillon. 
| et liquéf.). 

pulmonalis Faible develop. ; Flocons blancs 
sur gél. malt. au fond (0. 
col. blanches, maltosé). 
trondes, in- 
odores. 

putridogenes 

vivieret 

rosea Cult. jaune. Liquéf. +. Cult. rose sur 
Pigm. —. gél. malt. 

vosembachi Col. jeunes | Cult. brunatre. 
blanches, col. 
vieilles  gris- 
brunatres. 
Liquéf. negat. 

rubra Col. rouges. Liquéf. + (ra- | Cult. rouge ci Rouge foncé. | Col. rouges tom- 
pide). nabre. bant au fond. 

saprophytica .. 

stlberschmidti . . Cuit. facile 

somaliensis Cult. blanche,. | Nil sur 0. végé- 
lichénoide de- tal. 
venant jaune 
au 6™¢ jour. 

Pigm. —. 

tenuis Nil. Nil. Nil. 

thermophyla Taches jaune | Col. jaune pales | Cult. membra- Pellicule jaune | Flocons jaune 
pales deven-| Ljiquéf. + neuse, grisa- orange; coag.| pales, milieu 
ant blane gri- | (lente). tre, plissée sur (5™° jour), r.| clair au fond. 
satres, exca- | gél. gluc. ou acide. 
vées, plissées. lactosée. 

thibierget 'Petites col. Cult. au fond. 
blanches sur 
gél. malt. 



Gram + (+ et 
— dans les 
cult. jeunes). 

Seul milieu de 
cult. gél-as-| 
cite. | 

| 
Gram +. 
Ziehie—. 

Odeur d’éther 
(lait) remplacé 
plus tard par 
une odeur de 
terreau, lors 
de la forma- | 
tion d’arthro- 
spores. 

(ayy to) 2), 2 micron 
de larg. 

large. 
0, 2 micron de | 

REVISION DES CHAMPIGNONS APPARTENANT AU GENRE NOCARDIA. 127, 

OGIQUES ET CULTURAUX DES NOCARDIA. 

‘Aspect et Rene eee Act. diast. | Coloration. ee nee Act. pathogéne.|} Inoculations. 

| | Aer. str. Gram +. 0, 5 micron de + Lapin, cobaye. 
Ziehl —. larg., élém. ra- (homme). 

mifiés. 

Lapin. 

| Cult. faciles. Aer. str. | + ) 
(homme). 

ae 

| 

Aéro-anaérobie. | 

| h 

Aéro-anaérobie. | 
\ 

| | 

Ne se develop. | 
pas a 37°. | 

Anaérobie. Formes _ badil- ite 
| laires. (homme). 

+ 

(homme). 

1 
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RESUME DES CARACTERES BIOL- 

, . . ' 

Nocardia. |Pomme de terre. ee aee | Gélose. Sérum coaguleé. Lait. Bouillon. 

thirver Cult. rose gri- | Pellicule jaune | Col. circ, sail- | Liquéf. re (ra- | Peptonisation 
satre. verru-| grisdtre, cris-| lantes, grisa-| pide). rapide. 
queuse, ver-| taux amé-)| tres ou viola- | 
moulue. thyste clair. | ces, effl. blan- | 

Liquef. + (ra-| che entourée 
pide). d’auréole mor- 

| dorée. La cult 
| peut étre jau- 
| ne brundatre 
/ ou blanche. | h\ 

valvulae | | 

VveYVUCOSA 

violacea 

sée, violette 
ou gris ar- 
doise; Pigm. 
brunatre 
violace. 

| Membrane plis- 

ou | 

| 

Col. gris. viola- 
ces, effl. blan- 
che. 

brune. 
Pigm. 

Cult. rose avec 
petits points 
violets. Pep- 
tonisation 
lente, r. alc., 
liquide rouge 
vineux. 
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| 
OGIQUES ET CULTURAUX DES NOCARDIA. 

Aspect et odeur a TEBE Act. diast. Coloration. Morphologe, Act. pathogéne., Inoculations. 
anaerobie. | dimensions. 

Odeur de moisi Aérobie. | 
(sérum). | 

| | 

Aérobie. 

' 
Efflorescence eee ater re tens Bey .Y aes | Cobaye. 
rapide. | | 

| | | 



CARACTERES DES NOCARDIA ETUDE 

Nocardia. Soa oom Carotte. Gélose. Gél. glyc. Gél. malt. Gel. gluc. | Sab. malt. Bouillon. | Bouil. malt. | Bouil. g 

car ; | 
chalmersi |Pellicule Pellic. com-|Cult. séche,| Mince cou-|Id. comme Cult. mince} Pellicule| Mince pellic. Idem 

séche, mem- | me sur p. de| granuleuse,,| che séche,| sur gélose blanche; effl.| blanche, plis-| blanche, plis- me sur 
braneuse, terre, les plis| transparente| transparente,| simple. blanche. sée, adhér-| séeconsisten- malt. ; 
plissée, blanc) étant plus; au début,| légérement ente; dépdot| te, adhérente,) cule 
sale, s’éten- minces et| blanchdtre prillante. | blanc; milieu} les plis res-| onnée. 
dant aux pa- s’éffagant) plus tard clair. semblant aux 
rois du tube.) avec lage; anses intes- | 
Aspect reti- couleur blanc tinales; dé-| 

| culé, pigmen- | jaune deven- pot, milieu 
| tation brund-| ant jaune clair; effi. | 

tre. brunatre; blanche. 
membrane 

| translucide 
sur les par- 
ois. 

christopher-| Cult. sail- Id. comme Cult. trans | Nil. Cult. hum-/|Cult. blan-| Cult. abond-|Pellicule Forte pelli- | Pellic. 
sont | lante, jaune) sur p.deter- | parente, gra- ide,crémeuse, che, faibede-| ante, un peu| blanche, non cule blanche, | jaune, 

créme deven-| re, mais les. nuleuse, hu- cireuse. | velop. humide com-| adhérente;) non adhé-| tente,1 
ant plus tard| col. humides,| mide, sans posées decol.| dépdt blanc;  rente; léger| hérent 

| blanchatreet | granuleuses.| effl.; faible jaune claires| léger trouble.| trouble. bondan 
séche; col.de| Apparencede| develop. de dimensions | pot aul 
dimensions beurre. variables. | | | 
variables, 
quelques unes 

| en téte dé 
| pingle.  As- | 

pect cireux. 
Pas de pig- | 
mentation. | 

goensis /Cult. blan- | : Nil. Cult. blanc} Cult. abond-|Cult. blan- | Col humides,| Mince pellic. Flocons au] Trou 
che, séche, | | sale, séche,| ante, granu-| che, opaque, blanc sale. blanche s’é-, fond et en) pdt 

| visqueuse, | resemblant 4| leuse, blanc) séche, blanc tendant aux, suspension;| neux 
| cérébriforme | une col. bac-| laiteuse, hu-| laiteuse lors- parois du_ pellicule, plis-| com 

devenant gris | térienne; lé-| mide, brillan- qu’épaisse, i) tube; trou-| sée, consis-| bouil. 
| claire. Pigm. géreeffl. blan-| te; blanc jau-| bords échan- ble; dépot;| tente, sem-| maisp 

jaune deven- che. ne lorsque crés. effl. blanche. | blant‘trouée. | velopp 
ant bruuatre. confluente. 
Effl. blanche. | 

| | 
| | ; 

panginen- |Cult. rouge Cult. blan-|Col. circu-| Cult. blanc|Idem com-/|Cult. blanche|Pellicule a = 
SIS cinabre au che, opales- laires, blanc| sale humide, me sur gél.| humide, bril-; blanche adhé- : 

centre et | cente, séche jaunes, res-| homogéne, malt., mais | lante. Aspect| rente, plissée; 
| blanche a la granuleuse, semblant a4/ jaunatrelors-| plusdevelop- | de cristaux]| trouble; dé- 
| périphérie, les bords it- des col. de) qu'épaisse, péé, et les; d’acide bori-| pot au fond 

devenant jau- réguliérement coques. bords dente- bords plus! que. et sur les 
| ne brunatre | dentelés; effi. tés, | dentelés. parois; effi. 
| et verdatre. blanche. Couleur jau- blanche. | 
' Pigm. brun | ne topaze a | 

sale. la partie inf. | 

| | 
pinoyi Pellicule Nil. Cult. humi- Id. comme Id. comme Id. comme Abondant| rouble; dé-|Id. comme) Ideme 

séche, mar- de, brillante, sur gélose sur gélose| sur gélose.| enduit blanc! pdt au fond’ sur bouillon| sur 
| ron clair, for- blanchatre, simple. simple. simple. | sale ou blanc} du tube. simple. simp) 

mée de peti- 
tes col. sail-_ 
lantes circu- 
laires. Ap- 
rés quelques 
jours la cult. 
est saupoud- 
tée de petites 
col. chocolat. 
Pigm. brun 
foncé. 

bords irrégu- 
liers, dente- 
lés, enduit 
visqueux 
Col. isolées en 
téte d’épingle. 

jaune; col. 
isolées en té- 
te d’épingle. 



a 

PAR LES AUTEURS 

2 ait tourne- u - : ili ieee , Z : : F : 
lal L ee Be ee nee pre Act diast. | Aéro. anaér. | Dimensions. | Coloration. | Nocardia. 

| 

| 
. . , a . | . . 

ce. |Coagulation ;| A+ Alc. Cou-| Trouble et| Mince depét | Faible deve- - | Aér-anaér. | 3 45 micron’ Gram +. chalmerst. 
peptonisa-| leur d’abord| mincedépot;| ressemblant | lop; col. blan- sur 0, § 2 0,| Zieh] +. 
tion; bou-| rouge vineu-| mince pellic.| a du coton;| ches. { 7 micron. | 
chon blanc] se, plus tard| tardive, blan | milieu clair. | 
jaunatre 4la| jaune claire;| chatre; légére \| 
surface. légére coagu-| effi. blanche; | 

lation au dé-| pigm. bruna- 
but. tre a la par- 

tie sup. | | 

| | 

| 
|| 

| | 
P , nee , ° ] 

Coagulation :} Acide; coag- | Pellic. blanc | Trouble; de- Cult. créme- + _Aér-anaer. | 30 a 70 mi-| Gram +. christopher. 
légére pepto-| ul.; pepto-| sale, mem-| pot soyeux use, humide, cron sur 0, 6) Ziehl —. sont. 
nisation. nis.; milieu} braneuse,| flottant par granuleuse’; | ao, 7 micron. 

rose. feutré , non | agitation. faible deve- | 
adhérente; | lop. 
dépét; trou- 
ble. 

i} 

Coagulation;|Acid.; pep-| Mince dépét Mince pelli- + i) Aer. str. 5 440 micron! Gram +. goensis. 
peptonisa-| tonis. | tardif; mili: | cule com- sur o, 8 a 1,| Ziehl —. 
tion; bouch- eu clair. posée d’écail- 2 micron. 
on de caséine | les; iilieu | 

_ vers la partic clair. 
supérieure. 

Coagulation ;} A. Alc. Cou-| Mince dépot| Pellic. tar- tifa + Aer. str. 40 a 60 mi- Gram +. panginen- 
peptonisa-| leur rouge, ressemblanta| dive, dépét, cron sur 0, 8 | Ziehl —. | sas. 
tion; mince] vineuseet ja-| du coton. trouble, pigm. a I micron. 
couche de sé-| une _ paille; jaune sale en | 
tum a la sur-| peptonisa- haut, rouge | ; 
face. tion. brique en bas. | 

| 

| Zo fr } : . 

Coagulation | Couleur d’a- Pellicule; Depot res- é + Aer. str. Longueur va- Gram +. _pinoyt. 
(72h); pepto-| bord jaune’ blanche. semblant au | | triable sur 1a) Zieh] —. : 
nisation(96/);; paille séche | coton, milieu | | 2 micron de 
Odeur de cuir) devenant plus clair. | larg. 
neuf. tard rose. | 

\ 

| 

| | 

| 

| | | 
| | | 

| 

| \ 
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TABLEAUX SYNOPTIQUES ORGANISES EN VUE DE FACILITER 
LIDENTIFICATION DES NOCARDIA. 

Ire serie.—Cultures sur pomme de terre positives. 

I Groupe. Cultures polychromogénes. 

A. Colonies indifférement bicolores. 

B. Pas de pigmentation de pomme de terre. 

P. de terre col. grisatres ou jaunes. Gélatine col. blanches, 

liquef.+. Act. diast.+. Pathogéne, produit la pseudo- 

tuberculose a of oe .. alba. 

B . Pigmentation de pomme de terre. 

C. P. de terre col. grises ou gris jaunatres, pellic-plissée, 

eff. blanche. Gélatine col. blanches, auréole brunatre, 

liquéef.+. Gélose glycér. pellic. adhér.  luisante, 

grisatre; effl. blanche tardive; pigm. brunatre. 

Bouillon flocons, milieu clair att .. dichotoma. 

C’. P. de terre col. violaces ou gris ardoise; pigm. brun- 

violace. Gélose col. gris violaces ; effl. blanche, pigm. 

brune. Lazt cult. rose avec petits points violaces ; 

pept. lente, milieu rouge-vineux. Gvam+. Patho- 

géne pour le cobaye a acs .. violacea. 

A’. Nuances polychromogénes survenant avec l|’age de la culture. 

B. Colonies au début blanches. 

C  Pathogénes. 

D. Aéro-anaérobie. 

E. P. de terre cult. verruq. devenant rouge 

brique, effl. blanche. Gélat. cult. jaune, 

liquéf.—. Gélose cult. blanche, verruq. 

devenant ochrace, pellic. plissée, rouge. 

Bouillon milieu clair, écailles au fond. Lazt 

a. ale. coag. Pathogéne pour l’hom. et 

anim. .. ahs 3c .. aSteroides. 

E.. P. de terre col. devenant rose brunatres, séches, 

cratériformes. Gélat.col. brunes, plus claires 

a la périph, liquéf.—. Gélos. cult. séche, 

verruq., blanc jaune, effl. blanche. Bowillon 

col. blanches, séches, mince depot, milieu 

clair. Zichl +. Pathogéne pour les animaux canis. 

D’. Aérobie str. 

P. de terre culture jaune au 6™ jour, pigm. negat. 

Bouillon végétal nil. Pathogéne pour homme _ somaliensis. 

C’. Saprophytes. 

D, P. de terre col. se plissant a la longue, se dispo- 

sant en ondulations concentriques bleues, vertes 

ou violaces, pigm. bleudtre. Gél. sérwm sucrée 

cult. platrée, pigm. brunatre. Laztcoag. lente .. coelicolor. 



| 
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D’. P. de terre cult. devenant grisatre, visqueuse, 

cérébriforme, pliss¢e ; pigm. d’abord jaune, plus 

tard brunatre. Gélose nil. Gél. malt. cult. 

abond., humide, brillante, blanc laiteuse, deven- 

ant jaunatre lorsque confluente. Ga glycér. 

cult. blanc sale, séche, effl. blanche. Sab. malt. 

col. blanc sale, humides. Bourllon trouble, 

depot, pellic., effl. blanche. Act. diast.+. My- 

céltum 0°8 a t'2 de larg. Aérobie str. 

B’. Colonies au début roses. 

P. de terre col. devenant jaune orange, pigm. brunatre. 

Gélat. pas de liquef. Sab. gluc. col. rose violaces. Lait 

pellic. jaune orange, coag. négat. Sérum col. blanches. 

Pathogeéne pour l'homme 

B”. Colonies au début jaunes. 

C. P. de terre col. d’abord pales, plus tard blanc grisatres, 

pellic. plissée. Gélat. col. jaune pales, liquéf. vers 

le 6™° jour. Bouillon flocons jaune pales au fond, 

milieu clair. Gél. sucrée membrane grisatre, platrée 

dans quelque endroits. Lazt pellic. jaune claire, 

coag. au 5™° jour, odeur d’éther. Sérum cult. mem- 

braneuse, plissée, liquéf.+. Gram+. Ziehl—=. My- 

celium 08 4 i de larg Me : 

C’. P. de terre cult. cremeuse, devenant plus tard blanchatre 

et séche. Carotte idem, col. humides, brillantes, 

aspect de beurre. Gélose cult. transparente, humide, 

sans effl. Gélos. glyc. nil. Sab. malt. cult. jaune 

claire. Sab. gluc. cult. blanc laiteuse. Bouillon 

trouble, dépdt, pellicule. Mycélium 0.5 4 0°7 de larg. 

Act. diast.+. Aér-anaér 

B’’. Colonies au début rouge cinabre au centre. 

P. de terre cult. d’abord blanche a la périph., cérebriforme, 

prenant successivement des nuances jaune claire, jaune 

brunatres et verdatres; pigm. brun sale. Gélose cult. 

blanche opalescente. Gél. glycér. col. blanc jaunes. Sab. 

malt. cult. blanc laiteuse. Sab. gluc. cult. blanc laiteuse ; 

aspect de cristaux d’acide borique. Mycéliwm 0°8 ax de 

larg. Act. diast.+. Aérobe str. 

A”’, Colonies aux nuances bicolores. 

P. de terre col. rose grisatres ; pigm. brunatre ; milieu vermoulu. 

Gélose col. grisattes ou violaces, effl. blanche, entourée 

d’une auréole mordorée, brillante, die a des cristaux lamel- 

laires, violet amethyste au centre rouge rubi. Gélatine 

cristaux moins colorés, pellic. jaune grisatre, liquéf. rapide. 

Sérum liquéf. rapide, odeur de moisi. Lait peptonisation |.. 

II Groupe. Cultures jaunes. \ 

A. Liquétaction de gélatine négative [Pigmentation de pomme de 

terre négative]. 

B. P. de terre col. plates sans filaments sporiféres. Gélatine cal. 

plates, isolées, cireuses, effl. blanche. Gélose col. is 

. goensis. 

. braziliensis. 

. thermophyla. 

. christophersoni. 

. panginensis. 

thiryei. 

133 
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laires, jaunes, confluant en pellic verruq. et jaune orange. 

Aér. str. : 

B’. P. de terre col. couleur ale peau ; 

couleur idem, effl. blanche. 

Ziehl —. 

Inoc. négatives 

Lait nil. 

Aéro-anaérobie. 

Act. 

Pathogéne pour 

diast.—. 

Gram +. 

Vhomme. 

A’. Liquéfaction de gélatine positive. 

B. Pigmentation de gélatine positive. 

C. P. de terre col. en grain de moutarde ; 

jaune orange ou jaune rose ; 

effl. blanche, 

pigm. noiratre. Gélatine 

col. blanc jaunes ; liquéf. au 7™ jour. 

Gélos. glycér. col. dures, blanches, sphériques, cratéri- 

formes ; 

lent develop. ; 

ef. jaune ou grisatre. Sérvum petites col. 

rondes sans liquéf., nipigm. Bouillon flocons blancs, 

Zichl. —. 

Pathogéne pour 

liquide clair ou légérement roux. 

Act. 

Gram +. 

diast.—. Aéro-anaérobie. ; 

‘homme et pour les animaux 5 

C’. Les mémes caractéres que N. bovis, dont alle différe pour 

étre Gram — 

C’’. P. de terre abond. Hevcone 

Act diast. — 

B’. Pigmentation de gélatine inconnue. 

C, Aérobie str. 

D. P. de terre cult. lente, pelites col. 

pellic. 

cult: jaune paille clair. 

confluant en 

Gélatine col. jaunes au centre opaque. 

Gélose cult. abond., verruq. a la périph., 

eff. blanche. 

Vhomme 

centre 

jaune, Non pathogéne pour 

D’. P. de terre pigm. négat. Bouillon minces flocons 

blanc neigeux en haut, blanc, jaundtres vers la 

face infér., milieu clair .. 

C’. Cult. anaérobies inconnues. 

D. Act. diast. positive. 

G. Gélose malt. col. 

milieux 

G’. P. de terre pas @’ effl. 

G”. P. de terre col. jaunes aux nuances brunes, 

effl. blanche 

D’. Act. diast. inconnue. 

jaunes. Pas de pigm. des 

Bouillon flocons blancs au fond. Gélose nil. Gél. 

Carotle au début 

petits points blancs, plus tard col. rondes protu- 

malt. petites col. blanches. 

bérantes. 

C”’, Aéro-anaérobie [Sérum liquef. + | 

Pathogéne pour l’homme et cobave 

B”. Pigmentation de gélatine négative [Gélose malt. cult. rose. 

Act. diast. + | 

A”. Liquéfaction de gélatine inconnue. 

P. de terre cult. nodulaire dés le 2™° jour ; effl. neigeuse. Gélose 

col. jaunes entourées d’une couche blanche. Pathogéne pour 

homme et pour les animaux, Mycéliwm 05 a 0°75 de larg. 

faible develop. Gélatine , 

ST. ANTONIO FERNANDES 

. aurantiaca. 

. convoluta. 

. bovis, 

. lanfranchii. 
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liquefaciens, 
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. parva. 

lingualis. 

. appendicis. 

. rosea, 

lasserrei. 
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III Groupe. Cultures rouges. 

. A. Act. diast positive. 

= Effl. blanche sur pomme de terre [Gélatine liquéf. + .. albosporea. 

. Effl. noire sur pomme de terre. 

C. Gélat. liquef.+. Eau peptonée simple et glucos. pigm. 

jaune orange se ue b6 .. melanosporea. 

C’. Gélat. liquéef.+. Eau peptonée simple et glucos. cult. 

incolore we Bs Be .. melanocycla. 

A’. Act. diast. inconnue. 

B. Cultures anaérobies inconnues. 

P. de terre cult. verruq., couleur de chair ou rouge orange. 

Gélat. col. radiées, effl. blanc rose; liquéf.—.| Gélose 

méme nuance que sur p. de terre., Bouwillon écailles A 

surface, flocons au fond. Laitnil. Pathogéne. Gram+  carnea. 

B’. Aéro-anaérobie. : 

C. P. de terre cult. rouge vineuse. Gélat enduit brunatre. 

Gélose cult. rouge brunatre. Mycélium bacillaire, 0°6 

a 13 de larg. Pathogéne pour Vhomme. Cult. 

difficiles a a per .. minutissima. 

C’. Gélat. liquef.+. Gélose cult. rouge cinabre. Bouillon 

col. rouges a surface, tombant au fond. Lav col. 

plus colorées que sur bouillon. Saprophyte” .. rubra. 

A”. Act. diast. inconnue [Géat. liquéf.+] .. ea: .. chalcea. 

1V Groupe. Cultures brunes. | 

A. Aéro-anaérobie .. ; aa ae .. enteritidis. 

A’. P. de terre cult. couleur de cate aulait. Gélat et sérum liquéf. +. 

Aéro-anaérobie Se AF .. luteola. 

A’. P. de terre petites col. saillantes, Brealattes marron clair; la 

culture est plus tard parsemée de petits points couleur de 

chocolat; pigm. brun foncée. Carotie nil. Gélose cult. 

humide. brillante, blanche; bords irreguliers et  saillants. 

Bouillon trouble et depot. Bouillon végétal pellic. consis- 

tente, plissée; pigm. couleur d’infusion d’orge grillé. Lait 

coag. et pepton. Aér str. Act. diast.+. Mycéliumi1 a 2 

de larg gio Ne Sic ae -- pinoyi. 

V Groupe. Cultures grisatres. 

P. de terre col. circulaires, confluant en pellicule verruq. ou plissée ; 

effl. blanche ae ate 5 of: .. farcinica. 

V1 Groupe. Cultures incolores. 

Odeur des cultures moisi. Pigm. brunatre. Aéro-anaérobie .. odorifera. 

VII Groupe. Cultures blanches. 

A. Pigmente la pomme de terre. 

B. P. de terre pigm. verte. Gélat. points blancs, verdatres ; 

liquef +. Bouwzllon, lait, cau peptonée nil. Gélose glycér. 

et gluc. col. blanc grisdtres, profonds sillons 4 surface. 

Sérum cult. blanche se plissant aprés 48 heures. Aér str. 

Pathogéne aux animaux : Bo .. garteni. 
B’. P. de terre pigm. noire, odeur de terreau. Gélatine et gélose, 

col. blanches, veloutées; liquéf. et pigm.+. Gélose par 

I 
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piqure cult. blanc sale, pellic. blanche a la surface, la face 

infér. étant jaune et adhérente. Lait bouchon jaune, 

adhérent, coag., caséine au fond me .. invulnerabilis. 

B’. P. de terre cult. blanc sale, séche, membraneuse, plissée, 

pigm. brun claire, devenant foncée. Carotte pellic. trans- 

lucide, blanc jaunatre, s’¢tendant aux parois et devenant 

jaune brunatre. Gélose cult. séche, granuleuse, trans- 

parente au debut, blanche plus tard. Gélose glycér. faible 

develop. mince couche séche, transparente. Bouillon 

pellic. blanche, plissée, adhér., dépot, milieu clair. Boztillon 

végétal mince pellic blanc grisatre, dép6t sablonneux au 

fond. Lait coag. et pept., bouchon blanc jaune a la 

surface. Lait tourn. a. alc., milieu jaune paille. Aéro- 

anaérobie. Gram+. Act. diast.—. Mycélium 0°5 4 0°7 

; de larg : . chalmersi. 

A’. Ne pigmente pas la pomme de terre. 

B. Gélat. et sérum liquef.+. Aéro-anaérobie ee .. graminarium. 

B’. Gélat. spheres blanches entourées de poils radiés. Bouzllon 

col. tombant au fond, odeur de moisi. Gélose col. conflu- 

ant en pellic. mamillonnée, plissée, grisatre; effl. blanche. 

Sapprophyte. Aér.-anaér. Mycélium o°5 a 0°6 de larg, 

avec filaments spirillaires se a .. foersteri. 

VIII Groupe. Couleur des cultures inconnues. 

A. Abondant development sur pomme de terre. 

B. P. de terre cult. velontée, brillante. Sévum et gélatine 

liquéf.+. Aéro-anaérobie AS st? .. candida. 

B’. P. de terre col. irreguliéres, sphériques, plus on moins 

colorées suivant l’acidité du milieu ; effl. blanche; pigm.—. 

Gélatine cult. blanche, pen abondante, liquéf.—. Gélose 

glycér. col. consistentes, adhérentes, dixoides, se plissant 

a la longue, blanches au centre et rouges a la périphérie. 

Bouillon flocons sphériques, tombant au fond, milieu 

clair. Bouillon végétal idem ou flocons plats se fixant au 

tube, léger trouble, pigm. brunatre, r. alc. ; effl. blanche. 

Lait pas de coag., pept. lente. Sévum col. blanches ou 

roses claires, pept. Mycélium 1 a1°5 de larg. Gram+. 

Ziehl—.  Aéro-anaérobie. Pathogéne pour l’homme. 

Inoc. négat. 7 ifs oi . indica. 

A’. Faible developpement [Gélose faible develop. Gram+. Aéro- 

anaérobie] .. ae a aye .. bruni. 

ame serie,— Cultures sur pomme de terre negatives. 

1 Groupe, Cultures sur gélatine inconnues. 

A. Gél. glyc. petites col. blanches. Aér. str. of .. foulertoni. 

A’. Gél. glyc. petites col. blanches, faible develop. Aér. str. My- 

célium sans formations claviformes .. Ha .. londinensis, 

A”, Gél. nil. Sérum cult. incolore, rose ou grise, develop. incons- 

tant. Gélose-sang ou gélose-ascite bon develop. Aéro-anaérobie. 

Act. diast.+. Gram+. Ziehl— Bie ae .. muris, 
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II Groupe. Cultures sur gelatine négatives. 

A. Aéro-anaérobie. 

B. Sévum nil... Ae. -. equi. 

B’; Bouillon cult. rapide, pellic. sauce Gélose bon'develop. 

Gél. glycér. col. jaunes.. Mycélium avec formations clavi- 

formes et formes bacillaires ressemblant 4 des b. diph- 

thériques . . ae i. a . krausei. 

A’. Anaérobie str. .. me a ne .. neschezadinenchi. 

A”. Cult. anaérobies inconnues. 

B. Sérum bon develop st. on ce ie .. berestneffi. 

B’. Gélose ascite cult. lente, translucide, faible develop., centre 

légérement opaque. Gvam.— (cult. jeunes) + (cult. agées). 

Idem sur les cheveux malades. Ziehl— ae, .. tenuis, 

III Groupe. Cultures sur gélatine positives. 

A. Gélatine liquef.—. Bouillon faible develop., trouble uniforme. 

Pathogéne pour le lapin et rat. Séruwm petites col. blanc 

grisatres, finement rayonnées. Gram+. Anaérobie .. cuniculi. 

A’. Gélatine liquéf.+. Act. diast.— a oe .. erythraea. 

3me serie.—Cultures sur pomme de terre inconnues. 

I Groupe. Caractéres culturaux connus. 

A. Cultures sur gélatine négatives. | 

B. Gélose col. em goutte de rosée, devenant plus tard jaunes. 

Gélose sérum col. rouges. Bowzllon écailles au fond du 

tube. Aéro-anaérobie. Cult. difficiles sauf sur gél, serum. 

Pathogéne a5 76 oo .. israeli. 

B’. Gél. nil. Bowillon trouble uniforme, minces pellicules au fond 

Bouillon végétal (avoine) cult. abondant au bout! de 24 

heures... wi as S .. ponceti. 

A’, Cultures sur gélatine positives. 

B. Liquéfaction + 

C. Gélat. pigm.—. Gél. malt. cult. jaune grisatre. Act. 

diast. — os ah St .. cinereonigra. 

C’, Gélat. pigm.—. Gél. malt. cult. jaune orange aux 

nuances vertes. Act. diast.— Ae .. orangica. 

B’. Liquéfaction — . 

C. Aérobie str. [Gélat. petites col. blanches et rondes. 

Gram+. Act. diast.—] ne . dassonvilliei. 

C’. Cult. anaérobies inconnues [Gé/at. cult. rouge brillhnte} pluricolor. 

C”. Anaérobie [Formes bacillaires dans les cult.] .. silberschmidti. 

C’”, Aéro-anaérobie. 

D. Cult. faciles. 

E. Gélat. cult. blanche. Gélose cult. blanche, 

forte odeur . gedanensis. 

E’, Gélat. cult. blanche deventint gris brundite. 

Gélose cult. brunatre. Mycéliwm formations 

claviformes ae tes _.. rosenbachi. 

D’. Cult. difficiles. 

E. Sérum liquéf.—. Act. diast.—. Mycélinm 

| 
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mince rarement ramifié, formations claiv- 

formes .. ae af .. hoffmani, 

E’. Sur gélatine ee cE .. hominis. 

A”, Cultures sur gélatine inconnues. 

B. Aérobie str. 

C. Act. pathogéne inconnue BE ss .. valvulae. 

C’ Pathogéne pour les animaux. 

D. Cult. rougedtres [Zichl + col. rouges ressemblant a 

la sol. de Ziehl Nehlsen. Pathogéne pour le 

lapin, cobaye et rat] .. ae .. leishmani. 

D’. Cult. pas rouges. 

E. Bouillon malt. bon develop. Mycélium 0-7 

ao'8 de larg. Pathogéne pour le cobaye _ buccalis. 

E’. Bouillon malt. flocons blancs au fond du tube. 

Gélose faible develop. Gél. malt. col. rondes, 

blanches, sans odeur. Gram.+. Ziehl—. 

Mycélium o°5, ramifié, formations clavi- 

formes, facilement dissociable. Pathogéne 

pour le lapin et cobaye a .. pulmonalis. 

B’. Aérobe-anaérobie. 

C. Bouillon develop. au fond. Gél. malt. petites col. 

blanches. Mvycélium form claivformes .. .. thiburgei, 

Cc’, ——— - ae oA .. americana. 
B’. Cc f cy De 

. Cultures anaérobies inconnues. 

C. Cultures blanches [Cult. lentes sur tous les milieux. 

Col. laiteuses, proéminentes avec un bouton central, 

souvent des sillons cruciformes. Mycélium se dissocie 

en articles ronds der ar's5 .. ae .. decussata. 

C’. Cultures pas blanches. 

D. Cult. jaune brunatres = oe .. fusca. 

D’, Cult. vertes, chaines d’arthrospores. Nese develop. 

au dessous de 35° bis - .. glauca. 

D”. Sab. gluc. cult. lente, rouge corail, petites col. 

cérebriformes. Gvam+. Mycélium mince se 

dissociant en articles cocciformes. Pathogéne 

pour homme ts os .. pelletieri. 

C’’. Couleur des cultures inconnues. 

D. Pathogéne pour les animaux donnant des accidents 

putrides sf meh a .. putridogenes. 

D’, Aéro-anaérobie. Gvam+. Pathogéne pour’ 1’- 

homme +6 a: ss .. Carougeaul, 

D”. Spores simples et non en chaines. Ne se deve- 

lop. au dessous de 35° .. ag .. monospora. 

D’’. Ne se develop. pas a 37° *, .. saprophytica. 

Il Groupe. Aucun caractére biologique connu .. aquatilis, bicolor, bonvicini, chondri, 

gelatinosa, holmesi, lacertae, lehman, 

liguire, musculorum suis, pseudotuber- 

culosis, verrucosa. 
[Nous n’avons pu obtenty aucune 

information sur ces espéces.| 
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Fig. 1. A Parawa Fisherman of Tuticorin showing 

Fig. 2. Stern view of two Ganges cargo-boats, clinker-built ; rudder of balanced type. Benares. 

From photographs by J. Hornell. 
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The Origins and Ethnological Significance of Indian Boat Designs.! 

By JAMES HORNELL, Director of Fisheries, Madras Government. 

[With Plates I—VI.] 

PART I.—BOAT TYPES NOW EXISTING IN INDIA. 

During recent years several ethnologists have endeavoured to adduce evidence of 

the spread and penetration of ancient Mediterranean culture by sea along definite 

trade routes from the Red Sea to India, thence eastwards to the myriad islands of the 

Malay Archipelago and the Pacific and onwards to the American continent itself. A 

great diversity of customs and many domestic articles of utility or ornament have 

been examined to see how far they bear out this hypothesis. The enquiry from 

which originated the following essay, was commenced with a view to see what light an 

examination of the main types of sea and river craft found in India at the present 

day would shed upon this theory of a cultural world drift from west to east. The 

investigation had not proceeded far when it became apparent that a greater and far 

more important problem was involved and that a careful study of what had appeared 

at the beginning as disconnected and unimportant facts was capable of throwing 

much needed illumination upon a hitherto unknown phase of the race problems of 

India. 
One of the earliest facts we ascertain when investigating the designs of Indian 

coast craft is the correlation of particular designs with definite regions on the coast 

line characterised by some clearly marked physical features and usually also by racial 

divergence. ‘The amount of overlapping is comparatively insignificant and from all 

we can see the prevalent designs of fishing craft are the same now in each region as 

they were hundreds of years ago. Only in the larger coasting craft do we find evi- 

dence of considerable recent change in design. 
The coast and island regions distinguished by characteristic boat types are as 

follows :— 

(a) The North-West Coast, comprising Baluchistan, Sind, Kutch and 

Kathiawar, 

(0) The Bombay Coast southward to Mong alot, 

(c) Malabar and Travancore, 

(d) The Gulf of Mannar, 

(c) Palk Bay and Strait, 
| ({) The East Coast northwards of Point Calimere, 

(g) The Maldive and Laccadive Islands. 

(h) The Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 

! Read in abstract at the Lahore Meeting of the Indian Science ue January 1918, 
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Each of these regions has its own boat types, its own characteristics in weather, 

climate and coast formation. In frequent cases characteristic boat types are co- 

extensive in range with the limits of race and language or the influence of foreign 

sea-trade. The North-West Coast is arid and stony, with physical and climatic condi- 

tions closely approximating to those of Arabia and, as we shall see, Arab boat designs 

are dominant and characteristic. In Bombay itself we get the same types mingled 

with others truly Indian in origin, but southward in the much indented coast, moist 

and well wooded, that stretches to Goa and Mangalore, we find Arab influence ousted 

by indigenous and Polynesian types, but reviving partially in Malabar where though 

the Malayali adheres to the indigenous dug-out design, the Arab type is largely built 

at those Mappilla centres where the strain of Arab blood is appreciable, as for example 

at Calicut, Beypore and Ponnani. 

Turning Cape Comorin we find that Polynesian and indigenous types have held 

their own successfully against the Arab. The former influence at the present day is 

found best developed on the Ceylon side among the Sinhalese ; in India it is seen in 

strength in the north-west corner of the Gulf of Mannar and universally in Palk Bay 

and Strait ; elsewhere on this section of the Indian coast indigenous designs of cata- 

maran and canoe are well-inarked and unusual. 

Northward of Point Calimere is the real home of the catamaran, a truly Indian 

type, specialized for use upon the surf-beaten Coromandel and northern Telugu coasts 

where the catamaran and masula boat must continue to hold their own wherever 

there be no harbours of refuge, such as Madras and Cocanada. 

In Bengal the smaller coast craft have little importance, the types seen being 

really varieties of Ganges dinghis and of dug-out canoes, whilst in Burma, Mongolian 

and Malay influence is paramount, modified in type by local conditions and the 

innate unskillfulness of the Burman in boatcraft. 

River craft are types apart and throughout India are all very archaic in their 

general features, resembling ancient Egyptian and Mesopotamian types so closely 

that they vivify scenes on the Nile and the Tigris in the days of Rameses and 

Assurbanipal. 

THE NORTH-WEs’ COAST. 

Sailing along the Mekran coast, past the mouths of the Indus and thence past 

Kutch and Kathiawar to the Gulf of Cambay, the Arab voyager finds this coast but 

a continuation and outlier of his own arid sandy home-land ; this has been the only 

land in India that the Arab has occupied even temporarily, Sind and the lower 

valley of the Indus having been occupied by the Arab Kasim early in the eighth cen- 

tury, though we have records of Arab naval raids on this coast as early as 636 A.D., 

only four years after the Prophet’s death. | 
Although Arab domination in Sind and the adjacent lands was short-lived, trade 

with the Persian Gulf and the south of Arabia has existed from time immemorial, 

and it is therefore natural to find Arab influence exclusively dominant in boat and 

ship design everywhere along this coast. Whether in the great kotia, the Indian 
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sea-going sister of that handsome matron, the Red Sea and Persian Gulf baggala, or in 

the humbler machwa of the fisherman and in the coasters known as nauris and dhangis, 

several principal characteristics are seen. All hoist the Arab lateen; all lift to the 

long swell of their seas the great forereaching grab bow ; all have a deep forefoot and 

ataking stern. The machwa is entirely open and undecked whereas the kotia and 

the baggala have a high castellated decked poop and a properly laid main deck. 

The universal rig is the lateen, wider and stouter in form than the loftier and 

more elegant felucca-lateen of the Mediterranean. The true Arab pattern of cutting 

off the fore angle of the sail is followed, so that a short perpendicular edge or luff of 

several feet in length is given below the heel of the yard. The baggalas, kotias, nauris, 

dhangis, and some of the larger machwas have both main and mizzen masts; the for- 

mer is a stout heavy spar stepped nearly amidships with a great rake forward to en- 

able it to carry the weight of the heavily yarded sail in the right place. The mizzen 

is a much smaller spar with a less pronounced rake forwards. Of rigging there is 

remarkably little, usually only a forestay and a pair of stays on either side. The 

yard is hoisted by a stout halyard passing from the fore side through a sheave at the 

masthead with an enormous three-sheave wooden block stropped totheend. The pur- 

chase leads to another gigantic four-sheave block placed just in front of the poop, 

an arrangement identical with that used by the Egyptians in the rig of the great 

galleys that sailed on that wondrous voyage to Punt some 1,600 years before our era. 

Upon the buggala and the kotia as the aristocrats of these seas, the builders lavish 

much skill and care. Their high poops have the stern windows (the aft end being of 

that obliquely truncated form known to sailors as a raked transom stern) often highly 

ornamented with a considerable amount of conventional nautical carving—scrolls, rope 

designs and simple arabesques. The bottom, to about the water line, is sometimes 

coppered but generally is coated with a white pitch most characteristic of Arab ship 

finish, carried upwards in a wide sweep on either bow. Above this the hull and the 

poop superstructure are soaked and scoured with oil after every overhaul and to the 

eye (the nose should not be consulted) the rich red-brown colouring taken on after 

several applications is particularly pleasing. The bow is notably low and unobtrusive, 

and this taken in conjunction with the high poop is distinctly an antique combina- 

tion of much significance. To see a great kotia foaming through the water with a 

fair wind, the sun lighting the great spread of white sail and red carved poop, is one 

of the prettiest sights in Eastern seas and one that instinctively heightens our respect 

for the race that has evolved the type, powerful and admirably fitted for deep-sea 

service. 

At several of the larger ports of the North-West coast the building of kotias and 

machwas is an important industry, in spite of the fact that nearly all the timber has 

to be imported from the Malabar coast. Here are built the fine kotias, running from 

50 to 8o feet in length and up to 150 tons in size, which trade with Cochin and Cali- 

cut to the south and as far as Zanzibar on the west. Constant and intimate traffic 

is carried on with the Persian Gulf and many of the vessels built in India are con- 

structed to the order of Gulf Arabs or are sold eventually to them. 
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These trading craft are divided into numerous varieties by native seamen ; some 

by differences apparently so slight that the uninitiated has difficulty in appreciating 

them. ‘The main source of trouble is that boats of essentially the same build are 

given different names dependent primarily on the race of the owner and signalized by 

divergence in small detail, usually of ornament. Thus the baggala and gunjo are 

the Arab forms of the Indian kotia, the Arab boom or dhangi the counterpart of the 

Indian nauri, while the Indian batel represents the Arab sambuk. 

The baggala is usually built by Arabs in their own lands; is two and even 

occasionally three-masted, fully decked, with a high poop, truncate stern with coun- 

ter, rudder trunk and ornamented quarters. In size commonly between 300-400 

tons, rarely reaching 500 tons’ register. 

The kotia is built in India for Indian owners; in great measure it is the native 

craft of the coast of Kutch and Kathiawar. In appearance it approaches closely to 

the baggala type, being two-masted, with poop, carved square stern and quarters; 

usually with a rudder trunk. In size it runs generally under 200 tons, but in spite of 

its smaller size it makes equally long voyages as its great relative, the baggala, often 

making round voyages from Katch Mandvito Bombay, thence to Madagascar or the 

African coast, back to Bombay and on home. 

Kotias are the oceanic tramps of Indian craft, willing to go wherever remunera- 

_ tive freight offers, be it Chittagong or Jeddah, Nossi Bé or Colombo. Often the bet- 

ter found are copper bottomed ; if not, they have the usual chunam and grease mix- 

ture applied tc the under-water parts. They are built chiefly at Kutch Mandvi, and 

on the Kathiawar coast, but a fair number are built at Mangalore and Calicut. 

From baggalas of equal size they are distinguished, as are so many of these 

Eastern crafts, by the distinctive ornament upon the stem-head. In the baggala, this 

consists of a bollard-shaped prolongation of the stem-post, encircled by carved rings 

and often surmounted by a short peg; in kotias a striking ornament, the so-called 

“Parrot’s head’’, forms a characteristic figure-head. This latter ornament is a very 

widely spread Indian motif, seen again in the gunjo and the nauri. The gunja or 

gunjo is an Arab-owned kotia, built for or transferred to an Arab port. ‘The only 

recognisable difference is usually the form of the stem ornament; the “ Parrot’s 

head’ has been reduced to a geometrical circular disc with a curved bar on the aft 

side in place of the beak and with a crest-like ornament on top. . 

Last of all the square-sterned traders commonly seen on the North-West and 

Bombay coasts is the Arab sambuk, a roughly built two-masted decked coaster, 

with low poop and plain stem-head. They hail from the Zanzibar and Arabian 

coasts, and range to 200 tons register ; being seldom built in India they should pro- 

perly find no place in this list, but as they constitute an essentially Arab type and 

are numerous in the ports of Western India it is as well to include them, as they 

grade into the next form:— 

The batel, a still more primitive coaster of the baggala and sambuk type, from 

which it differs in being undecked except at the extreme ends and being without 

poop. ‘The stern, stem-head, and general appearance are as in the sambuk. As a 
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rule only one mast is carried, but in the larger ones, which run to 100 tons, a small 

mizzen is stepped at the after-end of the kelson. 

An altogether different form of Arab trader is the boom or dhangt, a cheap and 

older form of a small-sized baggala, from which it differs chiefly in the form of 

the stem terminal and in having a sharp, raked stern in place of the counter and 

highly ornamental broad stern. They are decked and witha poop, and are generally 

smartly painted along the topsides in broad fore and aft bands. 

The stem-piece is plain and short, bounded by two converging horn-like bars of 

wood continued forwards from the gunwale. 

Dhangis run to 200 tons, are rigged similarly to two-masted buggalas and are 

said to be exceptionally fast sailers. They are generally owned by Arabs, but are 
built chiefly on the Indian coast between Karachi and Calicut. 

Fic. 1.—Fishing machwa, Karachi. 

The nauri is very much like the dhangi in essential details but has a characteristic 

‘“‘ Parrot’s head’’ stem ornament, bespeaking Hindu influence in place of Arab. Beak 

and eye are distinctly recognisable with a carved crest addition at top, from which 

the simplified form seen in the gunjo must have been derived. They run to about 80 

tons register and trade between India, the Persian Gulf and META DEN They are 

generally built on the Kathiawar coast. 

The boom or dhangi and the nauriare the least changed of the Arab type of trading 

vessel, bespoken by their plain double-ended form. ‘The others, baggalas, gunjos, and 

sambuks as well as kotias and batels, respectively Arab and Indian, show distinct 

Portuguese influence, for their high poops and squared sterns derive these characteristic 

features directly from the early caravels. The richly carved stern and quarters of 
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the great baggalas and kotias are almost identical with those of 16th century Euro- 

pean vessels of the same size. 

The machwas used for. fishing and minor coast traffic are of two varieties, one 

having the typical transom stern (fig. 1), the other lean in the quarters and ter- 

minating sharply in a greatly raked stern post. The latter type is by far the more com- 

mon and is the fishing boat design par excellence on this coast and indeed as far south 

as Bombay. It has but asingle mast, usually made to unship, and the stern is low and 

mean in marked contrast with the towering poop of the deep-sea type. The bow is 

slightly higher and more prominent than the stern, ending sharply and without orna- 

ment. Right aft is a “‘crutch’’ formed of two uprights set one on each quarter, and 

connected above by a cross bar on which the long yard and even the mast itself rest 

when the boat is lying to her nets. Still smaller is the harbour jolly boat, built on 

the same lines and also used largely for inshore fishing. 

In the innumerable creeks of the delta of the Indus the primitive dug-out is 

greatly in evidence. Itis of the usual type and only very rarely have I seen it fitted 

with an outrigger ; I have however seen it as far west as the mouth of the Hab river 

in Baluchistan. 

THE BOMBAY COAST. 

Here within the comparatively short range of 650 miles from the head of the 

Gulf of Cambay to Bhatkal at the southern limit of North Kanara, we get consider- 

able diversity of coast with corresponding variety in the coast craft, which show 

essential differences from the Arab types of the North-West coast. The races furnish- 

ing the fisher and sailor classes are equally varied, both in origin, language, and religion. 

In the northernmost or Cambay section for 150 miles we get shoal water and 

sandy bottom extending far to sea, and not a single harbour that can afford shelter 

to fishing craft. The estuaries along this coast are also rapidly silting up and hence 

it is that the boat people of these parts have to combine coast trade with fishing ; to 

do so necessitates the use of large boats and hence we have the apparent anomaly of 

a poor fishery coast sending to sea the largest fishing boats to be found anywhere in 

India. The type used is a large machwa of handsome and careful construction. Of 

these there are about 270 in all, ranging from 10 to 20 tons burden manned by a crew 

of eight men. ‘The supply of fish in their home waters being limited, the great 

majority of these boats resort to the south Kathiawar coast for three months in the 

fair weather season, taking to the carrying trade when the fishing becomes unprofit- 

able. ‘The cost of these boats runs to Rs. 2,500 in the case of the largest. They are 

undecked save for a short length at the stern. The stem is sharp and raked strongly, 

the stern truncate with but slight rake. The hull is nearly black in colour from fre- 

quent applications of oil and sometimes of thin tar. According to the duty required 

the details of rig and equipment vary. As cargo boats they carry two masts, both 

with the Arab lateen, and heighten their freeboard by means of temporary mat and 

bamboo weather-boards. Whenon this duty they display the characteristic Hindu 

“Parrot’s head’ stem ornament, exactly as in the big kotias of Kathiawar. 

> 
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When employed as fishing boats the mizzen is not stepped ; the figure-head also is 

taken down and left ashore to permit of the use of a sheave fitted in a slot in the stem- 

head when riding tothe nets. The temporary weather-boards are also removed and the 

boats are stripped to the gunwale in order to have the advantage of the lowest free- 

board possible when hauling their great nets. As typical Indian craft, the Gujarat 
machwas built at Bulsar, Billimora and adjacent ports, as opposed to the smaller ones 

of Arab design such as sambuks and Karachi machwas and jolly-boats, show an essen- 

’ tial difference in the way the hull is constructed. In all Arab style boats the plank- 

ing is laid edge toedge, thereafter rendered watertight by caulking ; in the Indian 

design, the edges of the planks are grooved or rabbetted to fit one another closely and 

in the grooves are laid strands of cotton and a layer of putty. (The latter is made 

by boiling together a mixture of resin and oil which is subsequently hammered into a 

paste-like mass). The planks are then drawn together by lashings passed through 

holes bored in adjoining strakes tautened by means of wedges driven in between the 

lashing and the planks. When drawn sufficiently tight, long iron nails are driven 

through the planks and the ribs, the projecting inner ends being beaten down to 

serve as clamps. This method of construction renders the repair of damaged planks 

a matter of difficulty but these men look down in contempt at what they consider 

the crudeness of the caulked planking of Arab-style vessels. Battelas are of the same 
design but larger and used only for cargo. 

Where the fisher crews are Hindus (some are Roman Catholic Christians), old- 

time propitiatory ceremonies are carried out upon appropriate occasions, which are 

useful for comparison with those used elsewhere. The simplest of these is performed 

each time the boat leaves shore ; when the nets have all been taken aboard and the 

boat is moving off from the landing place, one of the crew empties a chatty of water 

over the prow.' Far more elaborate are the special rites performed usually once a 

season to the local deity of the locality where the fishing operations are carried on. 

Usually this is one of the aboriginal village deities—a goddess almost invariably. At 

Velan in South Kathiawar, the goddess of the harbour promontory is invoked with 

cries of ““Mata! Mata!” asa goat is killed and coconuts are broken at the prow. The 

men say they know no proper prayers, so merely invoke the deity by name. Usually 

several boats share the cost of the offerings, which are made on a date convenient to 

the men. Occasionally if one boat experiences bad luck while others are making good 

catches, the unlucky crew will make a special offering at their own cost to ensure 

better fortune. A crude vermilion figure of Ganapathi, 4 or 5 inches high, is often 

painted near the mast or at the stern as a further bid for the favour of the gods. 

For inshore fishing, small open boats, of the same general design, of 3 to 10 tons’ 
burden, are employed, manned by three or four of a crew. 

The larger craft used solely for cargo purposes in this region—Cambay to Bom- 

bay—consist of the battela and the padao. Both may be described shortly as large 

editions of the Bulsar fishing machwa, battelas running from 40 to 100 tons’ register. 

1 At Tuticorin the Roman Catholic fishermen similarly splash water on the bow as the boat leaves the beach; our 

own custom of breaking a bottle of wine over the bows of a ship when being launched probably has a common origin, 
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wnile padaos range from 30 to 60 tons. Both are ordinarily two-masted, but 

occasionally avery large battela carries a third mast right aft. Both carry a long 

jibboom inclined sharply upwards. High-peaked rather baggy lateen sails are 

favoured. 

Battela and padao are alike square in the stern, which is little raked ; the larger 

battelas have a counter sometimes elaborately carved and painted, together with a 

rudder trunk. All have means for erecting temporary weather-boarding in the waist — 

a feature characteristic of all Gujarat boats, whether they be battelas, padaos or fish- 

ing machwas. As might be inferred from the geographical range, the battela forms 

a link between the baggala and kotia on the one hand and the more southern patta- 

mar on the other, the stern part of the hull being closely related to the former, 

whereas the rig, particularly in the greater rake of the masts, the cut of the sails, 

and the presence of a jibboom, approximates to that of the pattamar. 

KONKAN COASTERS. 

From Bombay to North Canara and indeed as far as Mangalore, an entirely differ- 

ent type of coaster is seen, the pattamar. Here we get at last a design which is cer- 

tainly indigenous and influenced slightly or not at all by European and Arab example. 

Pattamars are readily distinguished by their great sheer fore and aft, the long 

curved overhang of the bow, their great beam in the quarters, particularly when, as 

in the true type, the stern is rounded, and more than all by the great rake of the 

two masts, whereof the main is often nearly as long as the foremast. 

They carry a long slender jibboom rigged in or out as required and in the largest - 

size a third short mast right aft. 

The great relative length of the aftermast is noteworthy ; its sail is larger than 

in the Arab type of boat, and instead of being seldom set when off the wind—the 

Arab habit—it is in general and constant use and figures as a principal and not an 

accessory sail. 

These boats, unlike kotias and baggalas, are essentially coasters and fair-weather 

craft. Hence we find neither permanent bulwarks nor properly laid deck. When 

required a temporary bulwark of matting and bamboos is employed, further protec- 

tion for the cargo and crew being provided bya pent-house structure thatched with 

coconut leaves, between the masts. Fore and aft there is a short length roughly 

planked over, the remainder being lightly covered with split bamboos laced together 

and laid on the athwartship beams; it is just strong enough to support a man’s 

weight. The true type is best among the smaller sizes ; these hail chiefly from Ratna- 

giri and Rajpur. In the larger sizes foreign influence is apparent in the transom form 

of the stern and in the short raised poop, very commonly seen, and the plain oiled 

treatment of the hull. 

_ Pattamars have none of the fine finish loved of the Arab. No carving adorns 

the poop when present, neither is the hull brightly banded with gaudy colours and 

only some of the largest are left handsome in well-oiled nudity. Usually a coating of 

dull earthy paint, dark red by preference, is applied above the waterline with a black 
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gunwale and sometimes a white ribbon fore and aft. In those with poops and transcin 

sterns some crude ornamental painting is attempted—stars and imitation ports the 

favourite. Pattamars are built chiefly at Konkan and Kanarese ports. They range 

up to 180 tons’ register, but the majority are less than half this size. 

This type has undoubtedly developed from that of the large fishing boat still used 

at Ratnagiri and Rajpur, which in turn, as we shall see, is evolved from a spread and 

built-up dug-out. The pattamar has also many points of family resemblance to the 

old style coasting craft of Ceylon, as typified in the Yatra-dhoni—especially in the 

character of the bamboo-decking, presence of a jibboom, and in evolution from an 

outrigger fishing boat. Comparison enables us to see how far the pattamar has 

travelled—the original square sails became a square-headed lug and then by reduction 

of the luff, the Arab lateen of the present day. Similarly the jibboom increased in size 

and importance, and from the sewn planking we have progressed to a bolt-secured 

hull. In steering, the original primitive form of rudder, completely exposed outside 

the stern of the vessel with tiller fitting over the rudder-head, has been retained. 

The palm-thatched pent-house cabin is another well-marked primitive feature. 

KONKAN FISHING BOATS. 

The section of the coast from a little north of Bombay and on as far south as 

Jaigarh or Jaigad, a few miles north of Ratnagiri, is generally rocky, well provided ex- 

cept in the north with numerous good harbours, bays, and creeks to shelter the mosquito 

fleet of fishing boats that crowd this coast. The fishermen are almost exclusively 

Hindus. The machwas in this section are large for the same reason as those of the 

Gulf of Cambay—their need to go far to reach the fishing grounds. A fine sea-boat is 

a necessity and in the larger boats hailing from the ports in the vicinity of Bombay, 

the fishermen have adopted a modification of the pattamar type of coaster for those 

which operate in offshore waters. A typical 7-ton Bombay fishing machwa mea- 

sures 47 feet in length over all, with a beam of 11 feet and depth of 3 feet. The bow 

is long and raking with great overhang and considerable sheer, so that the actual 

keel length is short relatively to the beam. Hence these dimensions give a shallow 

beamy craft with great buoyancy both forward and aft—well adapted to the local 

conditions of the coast. 

The rig consists of a large mainmast and small mizzen, both with considerable 

rake forwards ; the sails are the usual pattamar lateens. 

Like its large brother it possesses no permanent deck, but a temporary one is 

laid when necessary. These boats run the Cambay boats close in the matter of size, 
the larger ranging from 10 to 15 tons’ burden with crews of from 10 to 12 men, the 

smaller from 5 to 10 tons with proportionately fewer hands aboard. Bombay har- 

bour shelters a host of smaller single-masted machwas otherwise of similar build, 

together with still greater numbers of small double-ended canoe-shaped fishing boats 

carrying a single mast and lateen sail. All these small craft come under the generict 

name of hody but the men themselves have several distinct terms to distinguish 
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varieties possessing some special detail or more frequently applied according to the 

work they are engaged upon. In size a typical hody may be anything from 22 to 40 

feet in length by 24 to 8 ft. beam, with a register tonnage of from} to6 tons. They 

represent a widened copy of the ordinary West Coast dug-out, called toni in Bombay, 

built up of planks ; indeed in the case of the very small ones, the boat is actually a 

dug-out. Anordinary rudder is fitted to the stern post by lashings or by iron gud- 

geons and pintles in some boats. Stem and stern are curved at about the usual 

angle adopted in dug-outs. These boats are quite open and unlined, but from the 

stem-head to a point just abaft the mast a weatherboard about one foot wide is 

fitted along the gunwale to keep out the seas and spray. At times they employ an 

outrigger of the same form as we shall see is employed by the smaller Ratnagiri boats, 

to increase stability ; this locality (Bombay) marks the northward limit of the habitual 

use of this device on the west coast of India. 

From Bombay to Jaigarh some 100 miles south, machwas and hodys of the 

Bombay pattern, manned almost entirely by Hindu fishermen, continue the charac- 

teristic fishing craft in commonuse. From this point (Jaigarh) southwards to the 

Kanarese border, Muhammadan influence prevails except in Portuguese territory, 

where the fishermen are mostly Christian. The coast along the whole of this stretch 

is particularly well-adapted for fishing, the shore line indented with creeks and shel- 

tered coves, and with numerous harbours and estuaries which provide shelter for 

fishing craft and coasters of every size and of varied description. The bottom right 

to the shore is usually sandy and hence inshore net fishing is practised to a far greater 

extent than to the northward of Jaigarh. 

Ratnagiri and Rajpur are the two great fishing centres on this part of the coast 

north of Goa; the Muhammadan fishermen (Daldis) of these ports have made the 

name of Ratnagiri famous along the whole west coast by reason of their intrepidity 

and skill, in which qualities they far exceed the fishermen of Kanara and Malabar. 

For deep-sea work they employ a beamy single-masted lateen-rigged machwa of low 

freeboard, while for inshore fishing they are fond of outrigger canoes of varied form 

and size. 

The deep-sea Ratnagiri and Rajpur boats are of three sizes, and many of them 

fish for part of the year, usually on contract, on the Kanarese and North Malabar 

coasts, regularly coming as far south as Mount Deli and occasionally to Cannanore. 

These boats are employed almost exclusively in drift-netting ; the two larger 

sizes are single-masted lateen-rigged open boats, very broad in the beam, handsome 

in their lines, with long overhanging bow, round stern and raked stern post. Like 

Danish and Nordland open fishing boats they are low in the waist—to facilitate hand- 

ling of the nets—and have therefore comparatively low freeboard ; both alike fit a 

weatherboard when heavily laden and both depend on a single mast and single sail. 

The smaller of the two large Ratnagiri boats returns daily to port, but the larger, 

which is used in deep-sea shark and ray fishing, frequently keeps the sea for several 

days. 

The smallest type of Ratnagiri deep-sea boats is an extremely interesting develop- 
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ment of the outrigger canoe The basis, in common with the better known Ceylon 

form, is a dug-out canoe, which, having first been softened, has the sides cautiously 

and slowly spread by means of wedges till they attain a distinct flare. On the flared 

edges a series of strakes, also flaring outwards, is raised—Malay fashion—till the slab- 

sided crank dug-out is changed to a beamy and fairly roomy boat capable of carrying 

quite a heavy load of nets. A single outrigger is boomed out in the usual manner 

and the boat carries a lateen sail of the same type as her larger sisters. 

All these boats carry a very small outrigger canoe as net tender. In this the 

original dug-out is left unspread, and as the outrigger can readily be dismounted 

this form has the advantage that it can be easily taken aboard and stowed out of 

the way. 

A hurdle-like mast-crutch similar in form to that described above in the case of 

Sind fishing boats is fitted aft on Ratnagiri boats of every size. Usually it is neatly 

ornamented. It seems clear that the larger boats have been modelled upon the built- 

up canoe form, the outrigger being dispensed with as soon as increasing beam gave 

sufficient stability without recourse to such an awkward contrivance. ‘To the Ratna- 

giri coast people seems due the credit for the first advance in boat-building made on 

the west coast of India; there it is that we have to look for evidence of an outside 

influence long antedating that of the Arabs and the Portuguese. 

The Ratnagiri and Kanarese pattamar coasters are in turn cargo carriers de- 

signed on the same general lines. On the Ratnagiri coast, using this term in a 

wide sense, what may be termed the Ratnagiri type of single-masted fishing machwa 

and two-masted coasting pattamars exist side by side with outrigger canoes, built-up 

outrigger boats and ordinary creek dug-outs, but after Malwan, a little to the north 

of Goa, the Ratnagiri machwa dies out completely, leaving the major part of sea- 

fishing to be done by outrigger boats and canoes, with operations confined almost 

entirely to the inshore waters. The largest outrigger boat is one used in seining, the 

so-called Rampan boat. This is merely a long, deep, widely-spread canoe-shaped 

boat fitted with an outrigger to give stability. Stem and stern are nearly similar and 

no mast is carried, the boat being rowed while the net is being shot. 

After we pass Goa the number of true dug-outs employed in fishing rapidly in- 

creases, and especially at Kumpta, Honavar and Mulki, these pungayis are very 

numerous. They are the same as the odam dug-outs of Malabar. They are of con- 

siderable size, from one to 3 tons’ burden, and each carries a crew of 8 men normally. 

In South Kanara these fine canoes are still more in evidence whereas the outrigger 

boat is seen only in commission in the case of the Rampan boat which, be it noted, 

is of comparatively recent introduction on this section of the coast, having been 

introduced from Goa. The Kanarese fishermen and boatmen suffer distinctly from a 

lack of enterprise and there is little to be learned from a study of their fishing craft. 

Either they are outrigger boats borrowed from their northern neighbours, or are 

primitive dug-outs from the south. 

Typical of their lack of boat-building skill are the coffin-shaped backwater cargo 

carriers of Mangalore. Although this is one of the busiest ports on the west coast, 
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full of finely modelled fishing and coasting craft in the fair weather season, these 

boats are slab-sided, sharp ended, punt-shaped craft—had plank-built enlargements 

of a dug-out canoe; they boast no rudder, havea single mast bearing a square sail 

as unnautical in shape as an inland tailor would cut and fashion but presumably are 

cheap to construct and answer their purpose in the calm waters where alone they are 

used (Pl. v, fig. 4). 

MALABAR AND TRAVANCORE. 

The dug-out and the pseudo-dug-out—its counterpart in planks—have the field 

entirely to themselves in this long stretch of coast from Cannanore to Quilon. The 

former is a beautifully fashioned craft, the latter—like the Mangalore lighter—an ugly 

travesty. The dug-out is more numerous and while it ranges in size from a tiny one- 

boy canoe to the big odam with its crew of eight, the plank-built canoe is usually of 

the large size only. It is particularly in evidence at Tanur, where it appears to be in 

the majority. 

There is so little variation in the type that there is almost nothing to say of them. 

None is provided with a rudder, steering being effected by means of a big paddle on 

one quarter, used for propulsion as well as control. Few of them use a sail ; when 

they do, it is either a small and ineffective square sail or a spritsail. Beach lighters, 

the equivalent of the masula boats of the East Coast, are again merely clumsy flat- 

bottomed enlargements of the plank-built fishing canoe, but the large cargo lighters 

which have often to carry cargo to steamers in the outer anchorage at Calicut are 

weatherly craft reproducing in a rough and untidy form the Arab features of grab- 

bow, deep fore-foot, sharp raking stern and large lateen sail. They are undecked, with- 

out poop, and are indeed but large editions of the single-masted Bombay machwa. 

The strength of the Arab strain in their design at Cannanore, Calicut, Beypore and 

Ponnani is due to the long-established trade connections between these centres and 

the Arabian coasts, and to the not inconsiderable infusion of Arab blood among the 

better classes of the local Mappilla population. Particularly close is the Arab connec- 

tion with Calicut. As sooa as the south-west monsoon moderates, Arab buggalas 

begin to arrive, those from the Persian Gulf with dates, those from Karachi and 

Bombay with more general cargo. The cargoes having been discharged, those requir- 

ing it are hove down on the beach to get advantage of the excellent repair facilities 

existing here. Then the return cargo of Gulf boats must comprise a big assortment 

of ship-building materials for the boat-building yards of Bahrein, Koweit, and the 

Tigris and Euphrates ; the nahkudah and his men have a busy time for weeks on end, 

selecting and chaffering over the purchase of timber and coir yarn, blocks and bolts, 

and all the varied etceteras of ship chandlery. Then the timber must be sawn and 

the coir yarn twisted into cordage and the huge hawsers these men love, under their 

immediate supervision. 

In South Malabar, in Cochin and in Travancore, where an extensive inland water 

trade exists by virtue of the great network of backwater channels in the low footland 
skirting the Ghats, particularly fine dug-outs are employed. Compared with the 
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coast canoes, they are wider and more roomy ; that they are not used on the coast is 

due to their great weight which would prevent easy beaching. They are undecked, 

but cargo and passengers are securely protected against rain by a beautifully con- 

structed arched roofing of cadjans made partly in sliding sections for ease in loading 

and unloading. Paint is never applied and save in the ornamentation of the prow 

they are severe in line and wanting in decoration. <A rich aroma of ancient and 

rancid fish oil hangs over all, this being found most effective as a preservative for 

the wood, to which it imparts a rich brownish-black tint that harmonizes with the 

heavily shaded banks of these tree-shadowed waterways. 

For festive occasions specially long and narrow canoes are brought from their 

sheds. These are known generally as snake-boats, and while those of Cochin are re- 

- markable only for their length, those of Travancore are unique in design throughout 

India. Instead of being deep and slab-sided as in the Cochin type, the Travancore 

snake-boat has had the gunwale so cut down that the transverse section of the boat 

is a very shallow crescent ; the freeboard in consequence is reduced to a minimum. 

The stern curves high above the steersman in fashion like that of the Phoenician 

galleys depicted on Assyrian sculptures. Like the latter also the prow is remarkably 

low and ram-like, ornamented in the case of the Travancore boat with a large metal 

boss in the place where the bronze spur occurs in ancient war-galleys. A further 

point of resemblance is that the oars end in rectangular paddle blades. 

Apart from the modern cargo lighters which date back only to the introduction 

of steamer-traffic on this coast, no sea-going vessels have here their home. This is 

not due to any lack of skill in shipbuilding for the Malabar shipwright class are re- 

nowned as among the best of their craft in India, so much so that they are in demand 

as foremen shipwrights in the building of lighters, schooners and brigs at every 

shipbuilding centre on the south-east coast from Tuticorin to Negapatam where this 

industry still flourishes. 

The cause is to be sought rather in the lack of maritime enterprise in the coast 

population. Stranger craft, chiefly from the Bombay coast, have ever been ready to 

do all the coast-wise traffic, so, to compete therewith has needed greater enterprise 

than the somewhat lethargic or phlegmatic Malayalican compass. Competition would 

have indeed to be vigorous to oust the Kutch kotia, the Konkan pattamar and the 

Tuticorin dhoni, and life is too easy in Malabar to justify such exertion. The damp 

and enervating climate is a very potent brake upon energy and enterprise on that 

coast. 

Before rounding Cape Comorin and entering on a world where entirely different 

conditions prevail, we may note :—- 

(2) That purely Arab designs prevail along the whole north-west coast. 

(0) That while the Arab types have influence from Cambay to a distance of some 

100 miles southwards of Bombay, the purity of design has gone and 

some notable modifications have been introduced ; chief of these are the 

increased value given to the mizzen sail and the addition of a small jib. 

(c) That on the Ratnagiri coast the larger boats, both those used in fishing 
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and coasting, appear to have their hull modelled on a more beamy and 

shallower type than anything based upon the fundamental Arab 

design. As the Ratnagiri men employ for their lighter inshore work a 

much flared dug-out with built-on upper strakes also flared, it is pro- 

bable that their large boats, beamy and of little depth, have been 

evolved from the flared dug-out rather than from the deep Arab type. 

(d) Between the Ratnagiri region and that of South Kanara, the outrigger in 

various forms, but none so highly developed as in the Ratnagiri craft, 

is dominant and hence suggests long-continued employment, and an 

ancient foreign connection long antedating the advent of Arab influence. 

(ec) Malabar and Travancore furnish uniform and purely indigenous types of 

canoe as the only craft in local use, with the trivial exception of 

recently introduced cargo lighters of Arab design and of a curious form 

of backwater “‘snake-boat,’’ used for important water festivals in 

Travancore, which shows a surprising resemblance in important points 

with the Phoenician type of armed galley ; this is probably merely a 

case of parallelism. 

GULF OF MANNAR REGION. 

As Cape Comorin is approached going south along the Travancore coast, all 

the familiar landmarks of the southern section of the west coast begin to change. 

The Malayali language becomes corrupt with Tamil admixtures, and eventually is lost 

in an equally uncouth and corrupt Tamil; the habits and customs of the people 

are also Tamilized, and even more notable is an alteration in the character of the 

vegetation. The dense humid tropic lowlands where plant life riots in luxuriance 

and where the coconut dominates all cultivation, gives place to naked sand wastes, 

the coconut withers away and in its place rises stiff and unbending the formal 

Palmyra palm and the inhospitable babul. Coincident with these changes, we find 

the methods of fishing also begin to alter. The crank dug-out canoe to which the 

Malayali adheres with such touching fidelity, as far north as Quilon finds its 

supremacy challenged by small catamarans of primitive form, constructed of from 

4 to 5 logs tied together raft-fashion. From Quilon southwards both forms of craft 

exist side by side as far as Colachel where catamarans of improved form—“ boat- 

catamarans’’—appear and finally oust both the dug-out and the raft catamaran. 

Between Colachel and Cape Comorin the coast is particularly exposed and surf- 

beaten throughout the year and is also bare of any landing place suitable for dug-out 

canoes. Beyond the Cape the same form of catamaran is numerous for over 100 

miles, ending only at Mukkur in the Ramnad district. Throughout the whole of 

this tract of coast the only important caste of fishermen is that of the Roman 

Catholic Parawas, whose ancestors for political reasons become converted to Chris- 

tianity on the coming of the Portuguese. Besides the boat-catamaran these people 

use largely a second type of craft—the “‘boat-canoe”’—which consists of a Malabar 

dug-out spread by wedges and heightened by flared wash-strakes of g to 10 inches 
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in width. The two types exist side by side save at a few very exposed centres such 

as Cape Comorin, and both are worked exclusively by Parawas. Nowhere else in 

India is either type found, so that this strict limitation, being regional as well as 

racial, is particularly notable. The boat catamarans vary little in size (fig. 2). They 

are worked normally in pairs and usually one of the two is slightly longer and wider 

than the other, the former being 23 feet long by 3 feet wide, the latter 20} feet by 24 

feet. Of the three logs of which they are made the central one is stouter than the 

Fic. 2.—Boat catamaran of Cape Comorin and the Tinnevelly coast. a and c, large and small units 
of a pair; b, side view of a; d, transverse section near one end; e, transverse section at mid-length. 

side ones; the whole three are shaped and fitted together in such a way that the central 

one fits keel-wise at a lower level than the other two which rise sufficiently high 

to form a trough-shaped hollow above. At each end the logs are planed flush on 

the under surface to give an easy entrance. The three are held in position by a 

transverse two-horned block of wood at either end, whereto the logs are lashed 

securely by coir ropes passed through grooves cut in the sides of the logs. Usually 

two men form the crew, using, instead of wooden paddles, short lengths of split 

bamboos wherein they differ from the Coromandel catamaran men who use broad- 
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bladed paddles of two designs. When paddling, which they do as seldom as possible, 

they frequently stand up spooning the water rather than rowing or paddling. That 

early English mariner who saw them miles out from the coast and probably was the 

first Englishman to make reference to them, may well be excused for recording his 

surprise at seeing “distinctly two black devils playing at single stick. We watched 

these infernal imps about an hour, when they were lost in the distance. Surely this 

doth portend some great tempest.’’' The description exactly pictures the scene if one 

be far enough away to overlook the catamaran which floats almost level with the water. 

Fic. 3.—A pair of boat-catamarans under sail. ‘Tuticorin. 

Unlike Coromandel catamarans, the logs are kept permanently tied together; they 

are neither painted nor oiled, neither is any ornamental carving employed. 

To go to and from the fishing grounds a small triangular and nearly equilateral 

sail is used, fitted to the head of a diminutive spar ro feet in length, set up with a 

strong rake forward right in the bows, 1.e. at the end which functions as such—both 

ends are almost alike in structure. A light bamboo yard of considerable length (34 

feet) carries the brown tanned cotton sail (fig. 3). Mast and sail are common to each 

pair of catamarans, the mast being stepped in the larger while the sheet is led to the 

! Quoted by Thurston, E., Castes and Tribes of S. India, V1, 179. 
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stern of the smaller, of which the fore end is lashed to the other. The two craft do 

not lie quite parallel to one another when sailing but diverge slightly aft. This 

particular form of catamaran appears to be favoured on this coast rather than the 

wider one seen further north, as affording greater stability in the wicked short cross 

seas that so much prevail in this region. On the other hand the great surf rollers 

that career shorewards over long stretches of shoals on the Coromandel coast can be 

ridden over much more safely by a broad-built raft than by a heavy, deeply keeled 

craft. The Comorin and Tinnevelly coast is also fairly well served by little coves 

and bays, which give just enough security even in bad weather for the safe beach- 

ing of these catamarans. 

Catamarans are used almost exclusively in that particular form of fishing where 

the madi valai is employed. This net is a deep-water or boat seine shot from two 

partner catamarans across the path of shoaling fish. The almost total absence of 

freeboard in the catamarans enables this net to be hauled with ease, not possible 

in the high freeboard boats next to be described—a quality that goes far to ensure 

the survival of this apparently antiquated type. 

For other forms of fishing on the Tinnevelly coast, the boat-canoe already alluded 

to is exclusively used. For the principal methods different sizes are employed. All 

are termed ballams ot vallams, almost the same term as is used by Mesopotamian Arabs 

for all dug-out canoes and for all boats of canoe form—long, narrow and keelless. 

The essential differences between these canoe-boats and the ordinary Malabar dug- 

out, is that the original dug-out has been spread and its sides raised so that considerable 

stability is acquired. Instead of depending on paddles for propulsion these boats are 

designed primarily for sailing and on a fair wind they have a fine turn of speed. Close 

hauled they perform badly as they are wholly without keel, having retained the origi- 

nal rounded bottom of the dug-out. 

The mast is of medium height and is fitted nearly amidships. The rig is a single 

short and wide lug, not very far removed from the square sail from which it is clearly 

derived (fig. 2, pl.v). Except in enlarged models built wholly of planks upon the same 

lines for coral-stone work, no mizzen is carried. A peculiarity of these canoe-boats is 

a double pulley fitted in a square truck upon the extremity of the mast to which point 

the yard is hoisted. Owing to the high freeboard and the lowness of the thwarts, so 

placed to secure good stability, rowing is difficult and wearisome to those not 

accustomed to these boats. In one case in which we lent one to some Kilakarai 

divers they complained so bitterly of this, that fresh thwarts had to be fitted six 

inches higher than the original ones. 

A powerful rudder of elegant shape is employed, fixed with the usual gudgeon 

and pintle; it descends considerably below the rounded bottom and thus contributes 

slightly to reduce the disability of want of keel. It is strange that the use of a 

leeboard is unknown or unpractised seeing that this is employed regularly by the 

outrigger boats of Ceylon, Kilakarai and Palk Bay. The introduction of this useful 

accessory is therefore one of the minor improvements now being brought in by the 

Madras Fisheries Department, 
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Various sizes of these vallams are used according to the nature of the fishing. 

The largest, having crews of 7 or 8 men each, are used in line fishing, 7 to 10 miles 

off shore; a slightly smaller size, about 27 ft. long, is used in off-shore drift netting 

and by divers engaged in the chank fishery, while still smaller ones are used for 

inshore lining and netting. 

At Tuticorin a few of the largest size are employed also by coral-reef quarriers 

to supply stone to the local building trade and sea-worn madrepore branches (chullt) 

to lime-burners. The bulk of this coral-stone work is however carried on by large 

Fic 4.—A Tuticorin cargo lighter. 

plank built boats constructed as already mentioned on similar lines. The average 

dimensions of these are :—length 34 feet, beam 64 feet, depth 23 feet, with a load capacity 

of about two tons. Usually they have the same rig as the dug-out type, but when ona 

coasting voyage they generally fit a short mizzen carrying a small lug. At the same 

port (Tuticorin) a fine fleet of sailing lighters and coasters has been created since 

steamer traffic was introduced, and nowhere can the successive steps in the evolution 

of a new and dominant type be better studied than here. When coastal steam traffic 

developed on the Indian coast about the middle of last century the cotton pressers of 

Tuticorin built or brought to the port several square-sterned sailing lighters on Eng- 
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lish lines, rigged as small schooners with fore and aft sails and jibbom. The trade 

appearing likely to prove lucrative, some of the local Parawa boat-owners began to 

build other lighters. They rejected the English model as this had been found un- 

handy in going alongside steamers ; instead of that they followed in simplified fashion 

the lines and rig of the Arab buggalas which at that date regularly traded between 

Busra, Bombay and Tuticorin. The boat-builders while adopting the raked stem and 

stern and lateen rig, made both stem and stern sharp as in present-day Calicut lighters. 

The model did not serve over-well and gradually the rake of stem and stern was 

reduced till to-day both are almost vertical and the mast instead of being raked 

forward is now raked very slightly aft and is fixed at about one-third the boat's 

length from the bows (fig. 4). The present-day lighter appears as though it had 

evolved directly from the plank-built canoe used in the coral-stone trade, a course 

which it has not followed as shown above. Originally Tuticorin lighters, having 

been introduced by English firms, were known locally as ‘‘boats’’ (boatu), but now 

this has given way to the vernacular term of dhoni. 

It is interesting to know that the first built native lighters had their bottom 

coated with white chunam pitch in the Arab style. Later some owners employed tin 

sheets as a protection, and then with greater prosperity the further step was taken 

of sheathing in copper. A few have tried Muntz metal sheets, but the general 

opinion is that copper is the only reliable metal to use. In this I concur, experience 

of the yellow metal which sheaths the bottom of our Inspection schooner showing it 

is no protection whatever against the settlement of oysters and other growths, 

whereas lighters sheathed with copper keep clean and unfouled. No further sail 

than a single big lateen is used when engaged in lighterage to and from steamers 

lying in the roads (fig. 1, pl. v), but when coasting between ports—they now go as far 

up the Kast Coast as Bombay—they add a jib and small lateen mizzen. 

Quite recently a further evolution has been made, an enterprising boat-owner 

having built several larger vessels (padagu) solely for coasting trade. ‘They are 

two-masted and fully-decked, but retain the straight stern of the lighter design. 

As regards rig, they are fitted with jibs but whereas the first one built had a great 

lateen on the main mast and a fore and aft sail on a big mizzen, the later ones exchanged 

the clumsy lateen for another fore and aft sail, so that now the final form evolved is 

a fore and aft schooner rig such as one may see anywhere in British seas among small 

coasting craft in out-of-the-way places. 

CEYLON. 

No greater contrast can be found in boat designing than that between the types 

used on the opposite sides of the Gulf of Mannar south of latitude 9° N. On the 

Tamil or Indian side the catamaran and boat canoe alone are used; on the Sinhalese 

side, the outrigger canoe is the national and dominant design, the catamaran being 

used only in the northern or non-Sinhalese part of the island, and by immigrant 

Tamil fishermen at Colombo, while the dug-out is restricted to its proper sphere 

on rivers and other inland waters. 
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The outrigger canoe, called ovwwa in Sinhalese and killa in Tamil, as used in 

Ceylon is one of the most distinctive craft in the world; moreover its form has 

become strictly stereotyped, bespeaking very long lineage and an end to the experi- 

mental stage. As we see it thus fixed in design, the hull consists primarily of a long 

dug-out with tumble-home curve along the upper side. Upon the original gunwale is 

sewn with coir yarn a wide vertical wash-strake on either side, leaving a well-shaped 

opening running the length of the boat, so narrow that sitting on a boom where it 

crosses the hull—there are no thwarts—a passenger can usually accommodate only 

one leg inside! 

The rig is a high and somewhat narrow double spritsail of large area. The mast 

sprit is a stout, carefully chosen bamboo stepped exactly amidships. The other sprit 

is fully as long and only a little less strong than the mast. The sail is cotton, usually 

tanned brown. The outrigger float is a carefully-shaped well-smoothed log of light 

wood, boomed out permanently by two cross pieces made up, not of a single pole as 

in the Kilakarai outrigger boats shortly to be described, but of a number of thin 

flexible pieces bound tightly together fascinewise. 

In outrigger canoes used for sailing, the outrigger must necessarily be on the 

weather side in order to give the necessary counterpoise. Now the Ceylon type hav- 

ing a permanently fixed outrigger, cannot have any definite stern or fixed rudder. 

Accordingly we find the two ends are similar, so that either may function as bow as 

required. In place of a rudder a long-bladed wide paddle is used on what should 

answer to the quarter, being supported in a coir grommet passed through a hole in 

the gunwale. On returning from sea with the wind in the same quarter, the sail has 

to be reset on the other side of the mast and the quarter paddle shifted to the other 

end of the boat which now becomes transformed from bow to stern. To compensate 

for lack of keel, a powerful leeboard is carried at each end, to be used according to 

which end of the boat is acting as stern. No other boats except these Ceylon 

outriggers and those used in Palk Bay and Strait and around Kilakarai appear 

to use this most useful contrivance. It is never used for example in the boat-canoes 

of the opposite Indian coast, whose most notable weakness is inability to sail close 

hauled and which make a terrible amount of leeway in such circumstances. 

The Sinhalese are so wedded to the outrigger that they also apply this device in 

the design of their small coasters. These were at one time very numerous in the 

carrying trade between the island ports, giving such an old-world touch as we seldom 

see in these prosaic days of fussy steam coasters. These Yathra oruwas as they are 

termed, run to 50 tons’ burden. ‘They are usually fitted with two-pole masts and a 

short bowsprit and are provided with a boomed-out outrigger of massive size, similar 

in general structure to those of the fishing boats. No iron is used in putting the hull 

together; the planks are sewn together with coir yarn in the same manner as is em- 

ployed in building the masula boats of the Madras Coast, the work being rendered water- 

tight by laying over the joints long strips torn from the leaf stalk of palm leaves, with 
dried plantain leaf stalks put between the plank edges as caulking. To sew the planks 

together a row of closely set holes is bored along the edges of adjoining planks and 
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through these holes coir yarn is passed and tightened over the caulking strips which 

are placed both inside and outside the seams in the hull. 

No deck is provided, the cargo when loaded being protected by a penthouse 

covering, thatched with cadjans, a method adding to the archaic appearance of these 

old-world craft. They hail almost entirely from the coast villages lying between 

Colombo and Galle—the south-west coast—a purely Sinhalese region save for some 

settlements of so-called ‘‘Moormen’’—the descendants of Indian Muhammadans from 

the opposite side of the Gulf. Few of these outrigger dhonis are now in existence 

and soon they will disappear entirely. Their survival or rather their presence on the 

Ceylon Coast is of much interest ethnologically in view of the representation of ships 

of the same general type among the sculptures on the great Buddhist shrine at Boro 

Budur in Java, dating back to between 750 and goo A.D. 

Fic. 5.—Outrigger canoe used by Jaffna schooners and dhonis as ship’s dinghy. 

The Tamils of the north of Ceylon and the Jaffna Islands do not employ outrigger 

canoes except small ones carried by coasters for communication with the shore (fig. yy, 

using instead, according to the character of the coast, either catamarans or dug-out 

canoes for ordinary fishing, and undecked plank-built boats for pearl and chank fish- 

ing and light cargo work. ‘These last-named are of no special interest, being merely 

large boats built on the lines of a broad canoe. They have a single mast stepped a 

little forward of amidships; the rig is a square lug little removed from a square sail. 

The yard is hauled to the mast-head through a square two-way pulley fitted per- 

manently to the top of the mast, in the same fashion as that followed by the smaller 

Tuticorin fishing canoes. This square pulley truck is characteristic of the Jafina 

rig, as is the love of their owners for a bright green or blue coat of paint over the 

whole hull, in this differing alike from the Kilakarai habit of leaving the planks bare 

and from the sombre Tuticorin preference for a coat of tar. 
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KILAKARAI. 

The Muhammadan fishermen of Kilakarai and the neighbouring villages on the 

south coast of Ramnad district, at the north-west corner of the Gulf of Mannar, con- 

stitute the main diving force whenever a pearl fishery is held in Ceylon waters; yearly 

they spend some six months in north Ceylon waters fishing chank shells. Hence 

their relations are most intimate with Ceylon and this may have determined the 

outrigger canoe as the type of boat adopted here for general fishing purposes. But 

while the true Ceylon outrigger in its typical form is largely used for trolling by 

these men, the boats being imported ready for work from Ceylon, those engaged 

in other methods of sea-fishing, except for pearl oysters, while agreeing in the 

Fic. 6.—A Kilakarai outrigger fishing-boat, with two booms. 

adoption of the outrigger principle, have shown marked ingenuity in modifying it 

in several notable details, whereby it has become much more useful for general 

purposes in contradistinction to the specialization adapted in Ceylon to one limited 

and specific aim—that of trolling for large fish of the mackerel family. 

Two varieties of these modified outriggers exist, the one using a single pole to boom 

out the outrigger, the other employing the normal two (figs. 6 and 7). The hull is a 

simple Malabar dug-out canoe, with usually a narrow wash strake added vertically 

—not flared. ‘The rig is a simple squat lugsail of the same form as is employed 

in the Tuticorin fishing canoes. No attempt is made to spread the canoe, so without 
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an outrigger it can be used only in calm weather. It is so used occasionally but 

normally the outrigger is fitted. The latter is smaller than the Ceylon type and 

boom pole or poles are weaker and each consists always of a single pole without 

fascine strengthening. But the most remarkable divergence is that these outriggers are 

made to unship instantly by a very simple device and can be rigged out on the other 

side of the boat, thus avoiding the unseamanly custom of the Sinhalese who can 

never say which end of canoe is the head without looking at the direction they may 

happen to be sailing! The Kilakarai boats can therefore employ a rudder fixed 

at the sharp curved stern by the orthodox pintles and gudgeons. The details of 
4 

Fic. 7.—A Kilakarai outrigger fishing-boat furnished with one boom only. 

the stays led to the outrigger are readily seen in the sketches given. The device for 

attaching the booms inboard on the one side and to the outrigger on the other is 

a form of the Spanish windlass, well known to sailors and shipwrights for exercising 

force in bending a plank into position and holding it there till secured ; the principle 

is that of the surgeon’s tourniquet. In the present instance the loop end of a ring 
of rope or grommet is passed through a hole either in the gunwale or in the outrigger 

float, the boom pole is laid over this and the looped ends of the grommet are 

brought up at each side and over the pole; the end of a short rod or stake is passed 
through the two loops and then by the simple device of twisting the two loops 

round one another by means of the rod, the two main parts are bound together with 
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the greatest possible tightness. The free end of the tourniquet rod is then seized 

to the gunwale or the boom as the case may be, and if the various parts be sound, 

this lashing will maintain attachment under any ordinary violence. Its chief advan- 

tage lies in the rapidity with which it can be operated. A couple of seconds 

suffice to release the boom and scarcely more are required to reship it. 

For pearl-fishing work large carvel-built boats, long and narrow, are used, 

designed on the lines of a dug-out canoe; they accommodate a large number of 

divers, and by their length and narrowness are capable of being rowed with the 

minimum of exertion from place to place in search of a good pitch. Both ends 

are sharp, the point of the prow being wrought into the usual coiied ornament. 

PALK BAy AND STRAIT—INDIAN’: SIDE. 

From Pamban in the south to Muthupet on the north, this region has a very 

distinctive type of fishing canoe. lt comes into the class of outrigger canoes, 

but instead of stability being obtained by a float boomed out on one side, the 

outrigger consists of a long and heavy plank laid athwart a dug-out canoe or a 

carvel-built boat (both are employed), so that each end projects out-board a con- 
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siderable distance on either side. By loading the projecting section on the weather 

side with one, two, or three of the crew, a very efficient counterpoise is obtained. 
Two main varieties exist, the southern form employed from Rameswaram in 

the south to Ammapatnam, halfway up the west side of the bay, and the northern 
which is seen chiefly at Adirampatnam, Muthupet and the neighbouring villages on 
the northern shore. The hulls of the former may either be dug-out canoes or, when 
large, carvel-built plank boats of the same general form. he rig is a square-headed 
lug, set on a mainmast stepped a little forward of amidships. The outrigger in these 
consists of a long plank of heavy palmyra wood stayed only by a shroud on either 
side, led to the mast-head (fig. 8). In any but the finest weather the lee shroud is 
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Fic. 9.—A large Muthupet balance-board boat. Palk Strait. 

transferred to the weather side of the outrigger plank which then has two shrouds— 

one at the far end, the other some distance inwards. At the same time the 

lashing of the plank being loosened, it is run out some distance further on the 

weather side, giving a lop-sided appearance but increasing the counterpoise leverage. 

The shrouds give grip to the men stationed on the weather end of the plank. 

In the northern varieties, for they differ considerably among themselves in 

detail, the hull is usually narrower and longer than in their southern sisters, while 

the majority have a quaint three-masted rig that separates them decisively from 

any other Indian coast craft. Those of Muthupet, called vald vdthat, are the longest 

in this locality and instead of being dug-outs are narrow carvel-built boats of 

canoe form (fig. 9). The average length is 43 feet, with a beam of 44 feet; depth 24 

feet. The crew consists usually of five men, 
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Of the three masts the short foremast (133 feet long) is stepped right in the 

bows, the mainmast of 22 feet a little forward of amidships and the mizzen (14% feet) 

fairly far aft. Only the mainmast is furnished with stays, one on each side to 

the projecting end of the balance board and one aft. The sails are square-headed 

lugs. The balance board, kadisu, about 17 feet in length, is a plain plank as in 

the southern forms; according to the nature of the weather some of the crew, in 

emergency the whole available four, stand outboard on the weather section to prevent 

capsizing. As the bottom is rounded and without keel owing to the shallowness 

of their muddy home river, leeway is counteracted by a useful-sized leeboard ; with a 

good wind these long narrow boats under full sail are accounted the swiftest in 
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Fic. 1o.—An Adirampatnam fishing canoe. 

these seas. The rudder is large and powerful, attached by pintle and gudgeon at 

the lower end and by a coir lashing below the tiller. 

Nearly 200 of these boats hail from Muthupet and the adjoining villages. Some 

owners leave them bare of paint, while many paint the hulls any colour from gaudy .| 

green or blue to sombre black and then ornament the whole length of the sides 

with crude and conventional devices ; the most frequent are diamonds, flags, flower 

sprays and birds, roughly and inartistically executed, and wholly without vigour or 

spirit. 

Their occupation is that of net fishing but the lure of the pearl sometimes 

attracts a few to the Ceylon pearl fishery, where their peculiar rig and long narrow 

hull and curious ornamentation render them conspicuous. 

At the neighbouring port of Adirampatnam the fishing boats are generally 
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shorter ; the majority are dug-outs fitted with wash-strakes and balance boards and 

while they occasionally use three masts as at Muthupet, they usually employ the 

mainmast only (fig. 10) and less frequently a mizzen in addition. The characteristic 

features are the use of a pair of quarter steering-boards instead of a fixed rudder, 

and the employment of a compound balance board. 

The former have the shape of lee-boards; one is attached on each quarter by 

a loose lashing passed under the end of the sternmost thwart. The steersman sits 

right aft on a short decked space and manipulates the quarter steering boards 

with his feet. The sea for a long distance from Adirampatnam is very shallow | 

and muddy, rendering the use of a fixed rudder troublesome, hence the survival 

of a peculiar variation of the quarter paddles used before the invention of the fixed 

rudder. In addition a leeboard is also employed by all these boats. 

The balance board or kadisu is exceptionally long. In the largest boats, which 

run to 37 feet in length, it attains fully 34 feet in total length (fig. 11). Unlike all 

the balance boards hitherto described it consists of three sections, a median portion 

Ig or 20 feet long laid athwart the boat immediately in front of the mainmast, 

with a terminal flattened or bladeshaped section 6 to 7 feet long, added at either 

end. The latter is thinned and broadened at its further end and slightly twisted, so 
that the forward edge is depressed a little. The splicing is done by overlapping the 

ends, which are secured in place by (a) a stout square peg passed through both in the 

centre of the splice, and by (0) a rope lashing tightened by means of a Spanish wind- 

lass. Usually two side stays pass from the mast-head on each side to the balance 

board, one being attached a short distance outboard, the second where the terminal 

blade is spliced to the main plank. In others only one stay is used on either side. 

In all other boats the balance board is heavy and straight; here it has a graceful 

droop downwards on either side; its position is permanently fixed and there is no 

jockeying with it in rough weather beyond the loading of the weather section with 

one or more of the crew. All the attachments of the balance boards both to the 

gunwale and to the blade terminals are made by means of the tourniquet device 

described on p. 161. 

The plank-built canoes, piligai kittu vidttai (fig. 11), are as nearly similar as they 

can be made to the dug-outs. Sometimes they have a second and shorter balance 

board, about seven feet long, abreast the mizzen mast; this has no stays led to the 

outboard ends, and none of the crew ever perch upon the weather end as they do in 

the case of the main one. Even in the case of the latter there is less recourse to 

loading it with men than in any other form; the principle of the balance pole is here 

most perfectly utilized. 

The dug-out form is fitted with a high wash-strake, about 9 inches deep, sewn to 

the slightly tumble-home edges of the dug-out gunwale. 

In Adirampatnam there are about go of these boats, 60 being dug-outs, the 

remainder plank-built. The size of the latter ranges from 18 to 37 feet, with a beam 

between 2 and 3 feet and depth of 2} feet. Very light draft is necessary ; before the 

shore is reached long stretches of mud have to be passed. Usually each boat has its 
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own channel home ; at low water these long channels, 2 to 3 feet wide, make the mud 

flats look like a great railway yard with many sidings. 

In the shelter of Point Calimere is a little port called Kodikarai, once of much 

importance in cross channel traffic with Ceylon, now practically forgotten. It is how- 

ever an important fishing centre as the fine fishing grounds of Palk Strait are most con- 

veniently reached from here. On the beach we see craft of notable form, the one a 

heavy transom-sterned cobble used in fishing, the other, one of the most peculiar boat 

survivals in India; at first sight it is liable to be taken for an overgrown and antiquated 

form of the smaller fishing cobble. It is in reality the largest and heaviest of any bal- 

ance-board boat surviving in India (fig. 12). Its local name is halla dhom, which 
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Fic. 11.—Three-masted balance-board boat of Adirampatnam (Palk Strait). 

being interpreted means ‘“‘thief-boat”’; the only explanation given for this name is 

that “like a thief, this boat runs very fast.’’ 

The hull is of clumsily built carvel form, the fore end curved, with fairly heavy 

bows. Aft is a low decked-in poop, a foot or so higher than the waist. The stern is 

of transom design, and is nearly vertical, but instead of the powerful rudder being 

hung on the sternpost in the usual fashion, the latter is built out at right angles to 

the stern with thick planks, heavily strengthened with stout battens, to a distance 

of about four feet. Upon the posterior edge of this is hung a very large rudder, of the 

heavy and clumsy type characteristic of river and canal craft and seldom seen in sea- 

going vessels. The rig consists of three squarish lug sails borne by three masts. The 

very short foremast, only 10 cubits in length, is fixed without stays right in the bows, 
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with a well-marked rake forwards; the mainmast stepped amidships is 30 cubits long 

while the mizzen mast of 28 cubits in length rises from the fore side of the poop. Both 

the latter masts are almost vertical. The outrigger is of the balance-board type seen 

in the southern Palk Bay fishing boats, differing however in being relatively much 

shorter ; it consists of a heavy palmyra plank laid athwart the gunwales ; it projects a 

few feet outboard on each side. 

FIG. 12. _ Kalla ¢ dhoni i of Kodikarai, Point Cane 

Some of the few remaining boats show a peculiar style of decoration such as is 

seen nowhere else in India. Upon the hull, which above the water-line is thickly 

coated with black pitch, a number of vertical white lines are spaced at intervals of 

about a foot apart, forming squarish compartments. In each of these, between the 

water-line and the gunwale the impression of a hand in white isseen. On the largest 

of these boats there were 25 of these hand impressions on each side. In addition, 

upon the transom stern a white disc occurs on the starboard side, a white crescent on 

the port—representations of the sun and moon. The owners who call themselves Kara- 
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thurai Vellalas claim to be a branch of the great Vellala caste with whom the custom 

is prevalent of marking their doors with hand impressions to avert the evil eye. Of 

still greater interest is the survival! of an eye carved upon either bow, followed by a 

small square containing the name of the patron goddess of the owner—in the cases 

noted Amman—surmounted by the Hindus’ propitiatory sign of 2, pardvi (W749) or 

“horse” being added—evidently an offering of the vessel to the goddess honoured 

as her horse or vehicle (text-fig. 13 and pl. vi, fig. 3). Be it noted that the only sur- 

vivals of the use of ‘‘eyes”’ on the bows of sea-going boats in India and Ceylon . 

are the present instance and that of the Jaffna dhonis of Ceylon. The pictures of 

a three-masted ship and of a Royal barge on the walls of the Ajunta caves (A.D. circa 

600 A.D.)' show that this custom was in use formerly—probably habitual. The 

Fic. 13.—Kalla dhoni showing an oculus and inscription incised on the bow. 

Greeks, Romans and ancient Egyptians followed the same custom, and although it 

has died out in India save at this out-of-the-world spot, it flourishes among the 

junks and sampans of China and Indo-China. The custom is not followed by the 

peoples of Malaysia—possibly because of Muhammadan influence. 

Eyes are also fixed upon the bows of the small coasters of the dhoni type 

owned by Hindus in the north of Ceylon. In this case the wooden eye (pl. vi, fig.2) 

is carved separately and then nailed to the hull; in the Indian kalla dhoni it is 

carved in the planking of the bow. The Jaffnese Tamils, long isolated in the 

north of Ceylon, are noted as having retained many archaic Tamil customs long since 

lost by their continental kindred and as employing in ordinary speech a form of 

Tamil closely approaching the classical ; the likelihood therefore is the greater that 

their local vessels retain more archaic characteristics than those of ports more open 

1 R. Mukerji, Indian Shipping, p. 41. 
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to outside influences. The same inference may be drawn regarding the Point 

Calimere kalla dhonis which are employed solely in traffic with the north of Ceylon. 

The latter also are manned by devout Hindu crews, who are accustomed to worship 

at the shrine of Mari Amman in Kodikarai after each voyage is safely accomplished. 

In special danger or storm the seamen call upon her for help, shouting Amma !, 

Amma!, and vow offerings (of money) that they may reach shore in safety. Usually 

the money vowed is tied in a cloth and nailed to the mast then and there. A 

Brahman officiated in the temple as puja at the time of my visit; in the com- 

paratively recent days when these dhonis were numerous, the Amman temple was 

accounted rich—so regular and continuous was the stream of offerings. 

In the days when rail and steamer traffic had not bitten deeply into the coast 

trade, these kalia dhonis ran between Kodikarai and Kayts, the little deep-water 

port of Jaffna in Ceylon. As recently as 1886 they were busily employed in ferry- 

ing passengers and cattle across to Ceylon, and a writer describing the harbour 

of Kayts in that year (‘‘ Ceylon Literary Register,” Vol. I, p. 24) records seeing about 

thirty of these boats moored alongshore. 

They carried passengers for as little as 12 annas each, to and from Ceylon, 

a low rate that encouraged much coming and going, so much so that many Jaffna 

shopkeepers and tobacco growers living at Vedaranniyam, being able to pay week- 

end visits to their families in Ceylon, preferred to leave them there rather than 

transplant them to India. Were the present Ceylon quarantine restrictions to be 

removed, with the opening of the railway to Vedaranniyam, it is probable that 

this old and natural route for traffic between Ceylon and the Coromandel coast 

would revive and bring fresh prosperity to the neighbourhood of Point Calimere. 

THE East Coast. 

Along the whole of the East Coast of India the true catamaran is the charac- 

teristic fishing craft. Except for the use of big sewn-plank boats used in shore 

seining and of various forms of backwater and river boats which ply in the estuaries 

and occasionally venture seawards, the catamaran is dominant the moment Cape 

Calimere is turned. The surf-beaten sandy coast line that runs with few interrup- 

tions from Tanjore to Orissa scarce knows any other sail but the brown triangle of 

these sea-going specialized rafts; that their Tamil name, for once purely descriptive— 

kathu maram or “ tied logs’’—has become an English word bespeaks the uniqueness 

of their design. Our ancients, without previous experience of such weird craft, 

having no name whereby to speak of them, had perforce to use the native term 

and this has persisted, as the craft itself will persist for centuries to come as the only 

possible type for use on such an exposed and harbourless coast. 

Two distinct types of catamaran exist, the finer and more elaborate model being 

found on the Coromandel coast, from Cape Calimere to the delta of the Kistna; the 
other, more primitive and less efficient, along the coast further north. 

The former type is the catamaran at its highest possible state of development— 

the furthest possible evolution of the raft idea that shares with the dug-out the honour 
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of being primitive man’s earliest conception of a means to gratify ambition for a life 

afloat or, more prosaic, to enable him to cross a river in pursuit of his enemy or to 

steal away in flight. 

But the Tamil sea fisherman has travelled far as a designer since those days, and 

to-day the fishermen of Madras and Pondicherry have more variations on the type, 

adapted for different methods of fishing, than can be seen in true boat designs in har- 

bour at any English or Scots fishing port. 

The general type consists of a variable number of definitely shaped logs of defi- 

nite relative proportions, tied together raft-wise in a certain order recognised as 
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Fic. 14.—Madras catamarams. a, a Periya-maram from above; b, side view of same; c, a Chinna- 
maram; d, stretcher of rowing rail; ¢, paddle; é, section of same; /, a stem-piece. 

correct by long-established usage. ‘To these main elements are added a number of 

accessory pieces in the shape of stem points and sometimes a rowing-rail. 

Catamaran being understood as a raft of logs, the inference is natural that it 

must be inherently clumsy in its form, broad and more or less formless. This is by 

no means the case with the Coromandel catamarans which possess very considerable 

elegance in their proportions and often show quite pretty curve lines. Figures 

14 and 15 are witness to this. 

The prettiest and best developed form is seen in the large periya maram form used 

in conjunction with the thu, edu and painthe valat nets. ‘This consists of four long, 
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and narrow logs carefully fitted together side by side and securely lashed in position 

foreand aft. The middle pair project aft about four feet beyond the outer logs, form- 

ing a conveniently narrow seat for the paddling steersman who kneels there squatting 

on the soles of his feet, the feet being stretched backwards straight out along the plank. 

At the fore end where the four planks end at the same level, the two outer ones are 

worked down laterally leading forwards and the end is then finished off in a sharp 

upwardly curved prow by the addition of two narrow wedge-shaped stem pieces. 

The total overall length is 254 feet with an extreme breadth of only 33 feet (fig. 14a 

and 5b). 

The device to permit the catamaran to be rowed like a boat is most ingenious. 

Along the port side a rowing rail made of two bamboos is fixed in the following 

manner: the fore ends are inserted under the lashing around and securing the fore- 

ends of the logs, while the aft ends are secured loosely within a ring of rope passing 

also round the outer plank. To raise the bamboo rail to a proper height and main- 

tain it there rigidly, a plank stretcher, ro inches high by 8 inches wide, shaped on its 

lower edge to fit the curved contour of the catamaran log, is introduced and wedged 

upright (fig. 14d). A short length of stake to prevent the wearing through of the 

bamboo rail is lashed upon the latter and in this are two coir loops to take the rowing 

paddles. An ordinary crew consists of three men, but on occasion an extra man may 

be carried. In this case two vow on the port side, one paddles forward on the star- 

board bow, and at the stern is the squatting steersman, plying his paddle right or 

left as required. The rowers have each a little transverse seat resting loose in a 

groove on the bottom of the catamaran. 

When employed in working the thiiri valai, proper to this type of catamaran, a 

second and smaller canoe called chinnad maram (small logs) is required to assist (fig. 14). 

This is of simpler design, consisting of 3 logs only and of one single beak-shape stem 

piece. The middle plank projects some foot and a half aft beyond the others. No 

rowing rail is present. The overall length is 21 feet, the width 2 feet 4 inches. The 

crew consists of two men. 

When there is a favourable wind going to or returning from the fishing ground, 

the larger of the pair of thuri valai catamarans puts up a small lateen sail rigged 

in the manner already described as used in the boat catamarans of Cape Como- 

rin. As with the latter, the smaller of the pair ties up alongside the larger one which 

alone carries mast and sail. 

For drift net fishing the ivwkka maram variety is chiefly employed (fig. 15). This 

is very similar to the periya maram but consists of five logs instead of four, the middle 

or odd log being the longest, projecting aft some distance beyond the inner lateral ones 

which in turn project beyond the outer lateral pair. The stern ends therefore in a 

series of steps. The beaked prow is formed of three stem pieces whereon is hooked a 

single-fluke wooden anchor with stone-weighed shank. A rowing rail is present and 

mast and sail of the usual type are fitted. This variety is used singly and not in 

pairs or double pairs as in thuri valai and edu valai fishing. 

A simpler and shorter form constructed of five logs unprovided with any beaked 
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prow and equally without sail and rowing rail is used in line-fishing and hence is 

called thundil-maram or “hook-catamaran’’ (fig. 16). 

Last to be mentioned is the great kolamaram of “‘flying-fish catamaran,” in 

some ways the variety of greatest interest. It is the largest form of catamaran 

used on the Coromandel coast, where it is found chiefly along the shore-line of the 

Tanjore district. Only used during the clear-water season of July and August, 

it is more of the primitive raft and less of the carefully designed sea-craft than 

any of the beaked forms above described. To construct one a couple or even three 

periya marams or erukka valai marams are untied and (usually) seven of the 

longest logs are selected and tied side by side, rigidity being obtained by lashing two 

cross poles over each end. A stem is formed as in the periya maram and other 

forms by lashing five stem pieces at the fore end. ‘Two short masts each hoisting 

the usual triangular catamaran sail, are stepped in holes in the outside log of which- 

ever side happens to be leeward, one forward, the other two-thirds aft, and with 

Fic. 16.—A Thundil-maram, Madras. 

sails hoisted, this queer craft, manned by seven men, boldly not to say rashly 

ventures out of sight of land, heading for the kala pam outside of the roo-fathom 

line, where alone can shoals of flying-fish be found. The amount of food and water 

taken is exceedingly limited and if the shoals are not found within the first day, 

the men have no option but to turn and set a course for home. Sometimes they 

make such an amount of leeway in spite of the use of two large leeboards that 

they fetch the coast 20, 30 and even 50 miles to the north of their port of departure, 

and if they happen to have a haul of fish aboard, its condition is then fit only for 

manure. But the profits often bring a great recompense and a fisherman learns 

to take such risks. 

North of the Kistna and Godavari deltas and employed almost entirely by 

Telugu fishermen, a more primitive and simpler form of catamaran is in use than 

satisfies the Tamil fishers of the Coromandel Coast. On the shores of Ganjaim, 

it consists essentially of five logs brought to a narrowed point at the forward 

end, where two accessory stem pieces being added give a sharp beak point as in the 
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best Tamil types (fig. 17). Aft, the craft is abruptly truncated, the logs being cut off 
at the same level. Instead of being lashed together with rope, the logs are pegged 

together permanently, the comparatively small size of the craft permitting the 

crew to carry it up the beach without separation of the logs. The three median 

logs usually are the only full length pieces used, the side ones being made of pieces 

of old logs pegged on to give the required curve to the side. Upon each of the 

side logs a deep weather-board set on edge is fixed, to give some slight protection 

to the crew and their gear. The fore end of each board butts against the aft end 

of the stem piece of its own side, giving a clear run fore and aft. Further south, 

on the coast of Vizagapatam, the size is larger and the workmanship and quality of 

the timber distinctly superior. In the peculiar craft of this region, called teppu in 

Telugu, we find a stage intermediate between the Coromandel or Tamil catamarans 

Fic. 17.—A catamaran from the Ganjam coast. 
a. side view to show weather-board. 
b. view from above. 

and the pegged-together catamaran rafts of Ganjam. Here the hull consists of two 

halves lashed together fore and aft when in use. Each half consists of a long log 

bearing a washboard sewn on upon the outer edge, and with a pointed beak-piece 

pegged upon the fore end. On coming ashore the rope lashings are cast off, where- 

upon the two halves fall apart, for ease in carrying up the beach. In the largest sizes, 

a median log is added to give greater beam. This is held in position by means of the 

fore and aft lashings when in use; in such, the catamaran falls into three main pieces 

when unlashed. The median log has also a pointed bow piece, but this is loose and 

not pegged on as is the case with those of the lateral sections. A small loose rudder 

is used when sailing, let down aft between the ends of the main logs. Two men 

form the usual crew of one of these craft. 

Alongside of the catamaran is the so-called masula boat of Europeans, but 
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known as fadagu or salangu among Coromandel fishermen, a large and clumsy 

open boat used in shooting shore seines, and also as a cargo lighter. Its range 

extends along the whole of the East Coast northwards of Cape Calimere. On the 

Coromandel Coast it is distinctly short in proportion to its length and depth, a rather 

small one measured at Pondicherry being 28 feet long, 8 feet beam and 4 feet 

deep. In the Vizagapatam and Godavari districts it often runs longer and more 

elegant, frequently ranging to 40 feet and even upwards in length, with beam 

and depth about the same as in the southern districts. As the masula boat never 

goes far from shore, mast and sail are not used; a crew varying from 8 to 12 in 

number perched insecurely on thwarts far forward, provide the motive power 

with long paddle-sweeps not less than 12 feet in length ; steering is done with a very 

long and powerful paddle suspended in a coir grommet from the projecting head 

of the stern post. 

Fic. 18.—Fore end of a Madras masula boat, showing the method of stitching together the planks ; also 
an oculus painted close to the stem. 

No iron is used in the hull, the planking being sewn in the usual surf-boat 

fashion already described in the case of the Ceylon outrigger coaster. A narrow keel 

projecting about 2 inches is usually seen, no bulk heads are used, stem and stern 

are both raked considerably and both are somewhat buff in their curves. Freeboard 

has to be very high as they have to pass through heavy breakers and in consequence 

the loads they carry are very light compared with their apparent capacity. 

An oculus is sometimes (rarely) painted on the bows at Madras (fig. 18). 

In the seining masulas working in the neighbourhood of Uppada, Vizagapatam 

district, this type of boat attains its greatest development, both in regard to size 

and economic importance. There it is esteemed the most valuable asset of fishermen 

as these men have vigorously developed the use of the shore seine and without 

roomy boats would be unable to carry and handle the great length of net requisite 

to effective operations on a large scale. 
sine 
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These Vizagapatam fishing masulas are usually decorated along the sides with 

two rows of sloped panels of alternate black and white, those of the upper row 

slanting opposite to the inclination of the lower ones (fig. 19). 

The delta of the Godavari furnishes a notable exception to the universality 

of the catamaran and the masula boat upon the East Coast. In the seaward creeks 

of this great river a host of peculiar fishing craft, called shoe-dhonis among Europ- 

eans, ply their trade. The name well describes their appearance—wide and flat 
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Fic. 19.—A large seining masula boat, Uppada, Vizagapatam. 

forward with a sharp stem, they narrow greatly aft and have a square transom stern 

(fig. 20). The fore part is decked in, and as the aft portion, roughly two-thirds of the 

length, has tumble-home sides, and is also decked in for three feet from the stern, 

the well is narrow and restricted. It is protected by a high transverse coaming 

where it meets the fore-deck. The steersman squats on the little deck aft and 

steers by means of an oar about 12 feet in length working in a wooden rowlock 

nailed to the centre of the stern. ‘This oar is also used in skulling when there is 

Fic. 20.—Shoe-dhoni, Cocanada 

no wind. The hull has a deep forefoot merging into a fin-keel 6 to 8 inches deep 

beneath the mast; the aft portion is nearly flat bottomed, and has almost identical 

lines as the same part in a skimming hydroplane. Narrow teak planks are generally 

used for the hull, nailed on ribs of any sort of wood. The outside is kept liberally 

coated with tar and not with fish oil as in Malabar. The forward decked part is 

considerably wider than the aft, usually by a foot; in one measured dimensions 

were as under :— . 
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A rather lofty square sail hung from a bamboo yard is used, hoisted to the head 
of a I9-foot mast set upright immediately abaft the transverse coaming. Its 
head measures Io} feet, the luff 144 feet and the foot ro feet. 

This shoe-dhoni of the Godaveri creeks is perhaps even more distinctly indigenous 
to India than the catamaran. The form of the shoe-dhoni is quite unique so 
far as I know among boats, and is especially interesting as I believe I am able 

to indicate its prototype for the first time in the curious palmyra-palm dug-out 

Fic. 21.—A sangadam or double canoe, Godaveri river. 

used on the upper reaches of the same river system. These craft frequently used 

as double canoes, consist of two butt sections of palms roughly hollowed out on 

one side and lashed together parallel but at some distance apart by means of two 

bamboo poles passing from one to the other (fig, 21). The butt end of each dug-out 

being bulbous, one extremity is wide, whereas the other is narrow and truncated 

as being part of the cylindrical stem. One of these dug-outs copied in planks and 

with a keel added below the fore end which corresponds to the bulbous butt, 

gives precisely the design of the shoe-dhoni. As further proving the inland origin 

of the latter, we have to note its tall mast and high and narrow square-sail, well 

adapted to top the low banks of river and creek but a poor design for sea-going 

craft. 

These boats are absolutely local, not being found even in the adjacent delta 

of the Kistna. They are very fast with a fair wind, but are said to be poor sailers 

when beating in spite of the deep fin-keel and forefoot, a fault due apparently to 

the type of sail employed. 
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BACKWATER BOATS. 

Backwater boats on the, East Coast are generally either dug-out canoes, or rough 

and usually clinker-built reproductions of that form. . The latter are thecraft generally 

used on Pulicat ake and the Madras backwaters for fishing. The clinker-build 

is noteworthy as I am not aware of this style being employed anywhere else in India. 

Iron nails clinched upon iron washers are used for fastening the planks together. 

These boats remain naked of paint or of oil dressing all their life, so the majority 

always appear untidy and broken-down. For cargo carrying on the coast canals 

large undecked barges running to 20 tons’ burden are numerous. They are broad 

and flat bottomed and of 3 to 3} breadths to length. They are built in the same 

manner and on the same lines as the fishing boats but with a strongly marked 

““swim-bow’”’ such as Dutch eelers affect. It is simply a punt bow ending roundly 

instead of being truncated. The stern is shaped similarly, so, to support the rudder 

properly, a strong heel has to be run out from the bottom of the boat to support 

the vertical stern post. These canal boats frequently carry a coach roofing over 

nearly their whole length, supported on uprights set along the gunwale. The rig 

is a light cotton sprit-sail triced high up and carried on a fairly lofty spar stepped in 

a tabernacle above the deckhouse roof. Karimanal at the south end of Pulicat Lake 

is one of the chief places where these canal boats are built. For convenience, they 

are constructed upside down and a preliminary to launching is the turning of them 

right side up ! 

A considerable number of the Chilka. Lake fishing boats are notably larger than 

those in use on Pulicat Lake; they are simply planked-up boats of canoe model, and 

are of no special importance in design. 

Far otherwise is the novel rig of some of the smaller craft that ply on this great- 

est of Indian backwaters. Alone of any of the craft we have noticed above, two 

masts are here used, slender bamboos set up parallel on either gunwale well in the 

bows. A short stay runs from each to the bow, while another runs from each mast- 

head to the stern. On the masts is fastened a narrow oblong strip of matting as a 

sail. To give strength numerous transverse battens are fastened at short intervals 

No mechanism exists to hoist the sail which has to be bound to the masts before 

being set. (Pl. V, fig. 5). 

The idea is probably borrowed from Burma, where a double mast is customary 

on the big river rice-carrier which is one of the biggest and smartest forms of 

river-boat in the world. In the Burmese boats the two spars are however not fitted 

parallel but meet at the apex in a manner seen in Egyptian drawings of the third 

and fourth dynasties. ' 

Primitive catamarans made up of any old logs roughly tied together are fairly 

extensively used by cast-net fishermen on backwaters, particularly in the Tamil dis- 

tricts; the logs are usually old ones thrown out of use by sea-fishermen. 

Dug-out canoes of the ordinary kind are not greatly in evidence on the Coromandel 

! Holmes, G. C. V., Ancient and Modern Ships, London, 1900. 
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Coast backwaters as they are difficult and expensive to obtain. In Vizagapatam 

district I have seen two or three of the clipper form of dug-outs used in Burma; 

these were spoils of the sea, brought by the drift which sets across from Burma during 

the north-east monsoon ; a similar one I saw recently at Muthupet on Palk Strait. 

For a long time I believed the outrigger canoe to be unknown to the north of Point 

Calimere; quite recently I found them numerous on a backwater near Cuddalore, 

where at one place fifteen were seen together ; they are also reported as numerous on 

the Vellar River near Porto Novo. Each is formed of a small dug-out, usually about 

16 feet long by 22 inches broad, furnished with an outrigger float of ordinary form 

boomed out by means of two poles, at a distance of 5 feet from the canoe. They are 

used generally in conjunction with the casting net ; mast and sail are never fitted. This 

extension in the range of the outrigger is particularly interesting, as we now find it in 

use at intervals along the coast line lying between Baluchistan in the north-west to 

a point well north on the Coromandel Coast in the south-east. A small one is also 

often carried as a ship’s dinghy by the coasting dhonis sailing out of the northern ports 

of Ceylon (text-fig. 5). 

SEA-GOING SHIPS ON THE East COAst. 

Of ships in contradistinction to boats properly so-called many fine examples 

running from 50 to 300 tons’ register were engaged in the Indian coasting trade a few 

years ago. The baggala and pattamar are run so cheaply that true ships were never 

able to compete with them on the West Coast. In the Bay of Bengal this competi- 

tion was not severe, and as there has always been much carrying trade between 

Bengal and Burma on the one hand and the South Indian and Ceylon ports on 

the other, a fine fleet of brigs, barques and dhonis found these remunerative runs 

till the regularity and insurance advantages of steam traffic ran the slow and irregular 

sailers almost off the sea. Coringa near Cocanada, and Masulipatam, the ancient 

eastern sea-gate of the Deccan, were the most famous of the old Indian ship-building 

ports. Some of the small ports on the north of Ceylon, notably Valaveddithurai, and 

others on the Ramnad coast, also turned out a fair number of medium and small 

craft, chiefly however of the dhoni class. Even to-day all these ports do a certain 

amount of shipbuilding, but the number and average size have become reduced, not 

on account of lack of skill on the part of the present-day designer and workpeople 

but solely owing to the difficulty which owners experience in earning remunerative 

freights with large tonnage sailing vessels, part of the handicap lying in the difficulty 

of effecting insurance upon cargo carried in native craft. 

In the designs of the larger of these craft, European influence has been para- 

mount during the last three hundred years ; the models on which the Coringa and 

Masulipatam builders founded their designs were chiefly the splendid vessels of John 

Company and the grand products of the eighteenth century French naval ship- 

yards, refined during the past century by the influence of the clipper design that 

brought sailing ship construction as nearly to perfection as it seems possible to 

attain. The favourite rigs with Indian builders and shipmasters were those of 
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the barque, the brig, and the topsail schooner. Even to-day East Coast harbours 

often contain a goodly collection of wooden brigs and schooners with here and there 

a barque with high poop and painted imitation gun-ports, that are wholly European 

of the early nineteenth century in appearance. Of Portuguese influence the larger 

three-masted Maldivian trader seems the only instance but a most interesting one, as 

it reproduces for us almost all the outstanding features of the fifteenth century 

caravels used by Columbus. The Dutch in spite of their skill in ship-building and 

first-class seamanship appear to have left no trace on Indian ship-designing. Pro- 

bably both they and the Portuguese did exercise a great deal of influence on 

design in their day, this being lost or overlaid by British and French design as these 

powers displaced their predecessors. 

Of modern European influence upon boat designing scarcely a trace exists, 

except in the isolated case of the Pamban dhoni, a transom or square-sterned 

lugger used largely in ferrying pilgrims to and from Rameswaram island in the pre- 

viaduct days. 

The small coaster class built in the north of Ceylon, generally called Jaffna 

dhonis, are weatherly vessels running to 150 tons’ burden, and deserve particular 

notice from the many archaic features surviving in their build. Technically known 

in Tamil as padagu, they hail mostly from the little port of Valaveddithurai. The 

majority are owned and manned by more than usually devout Hindus, the remain- 

der by Muhammadans (Labbais). 

Their rig is that of a fore and aft two-masted schooner with enormously 

developed bowsprit and head sails. Primarily the rig is Kuropean—-almost the only 

foreign point about these boats, but in process of adoption the number of head sails 

has been increased beyond anything seen elsewhere, as many as five jibs being in 

regular use. Stem and stern are sharp and somewhat raked; the former ends 

in an inwardly coiled ornamental head in Hindu dhonis, called suvul (#@par), the 

bowsprit being placed on the starboard side. In Moslem ships, no surul is seen, 

the stem passing forwards to give support to the bowsprit, which here is placed 

in the median line. 

The surul in Hindu padagus bears three horizontal white bars painted on the 

aft edge (Pl. VI, fig. 1); these represent the three ash lines used by Saivite Hindus 

as their sect mark and the sign of their god. In these boats it has the same signifi- 

cance. Beneath it in a tiny recess in the bows is the little shrine of the god, 

before which one of the crew, who acts as puwjart, with the aid of an assistant performs 

worship daily and in particular before leaving port. On a shelf in the recess a 

blowing conch and other items of the ceremony are usally kept. In the ritual 

followed, a lamp is kept alight on the shelf, incense is burned, the conch is blown, 

a bell rung, a coconut broken, libation made, and plantains and betel offered to the 

god. 

Fore and aft is a short deck ending in each case in a high transverse breakwater, 

2% to 3 feet in height, sloping towards amidships. ‘The waist between is undecked, 

but is covered in by a penthouse roofing of palm leaves overlaid and strengthened 
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by closely set palmyra reepers tied down with coir. The aft deck is the larger; 

on it a small cooking galley and several water barrels find accommodation. In 

the centre is a small hatchway. There is no poop, the gunwale having a clear 

run fore and aft. As ship’s boats, a small outrigger canoe and a fair-sized catamaran 

are carried, both useful types for a small coaster with restricted deck accom- 

modation, as they can be taken to pieces and stowed away without difficulty. 

As in the Laccadive boats, the hull, here also usually painted, pitched or 

tarred black, is ornamented with two parallel white lines. In the dhonis the lines 

are equibroad ; at the rise of each bow, they are bent abruptly downwards and pass 

to the stempost in such a way as to leave a triangular patch of black beneath the 

coiled prow or suvul. In the angle or elbow of the two white bands is nailed on 

a carefully carved ornament in the likeness of a human eye, pupil and eyelids well 

defined by being picked out in black and white—the eye of the god who has his 

shrine within the bows. With these eyes, the tindal stated that his ship would be 

able to avoid danger—without them she would be like a blind man blundering into 

danger with every step he takes. (Pl. VI, fig. 2). 

The dimensions of a typical Ceylon padagu from Valaveddithurai are as follows :— 

Length between perpendiculars = ae LOO Meet: 

Beam ee se a ii a2 hottie 

Depth from keel to top of gunwale ¥. v9) TAeet: 

Tonnage oe ne 4 :. jTAq, tons, 

Muhammadan padagus are similar in all respects save in having no curved prow 

and having no eyes on the bows. 

The Sinhalese outrigger coaster or yathra oruwa (yathra dhomi, Tamil), hailing 

from the south-west coast of Ceylon, which, on account of its size, requires mention 

here, has already been described. In many points—the two pole masts carried, 

the sharp ends, the palm leaf or bamboo penthouse roof in place of a deck and other 

details—it shows a great family resemblance to the padagu; probably this Sinhal- 

ese type is the original of the latter, the great outrigger having been eliminated 

by the northerners as they passed the unskilful and timid stage of long voyage 

coasting wherein the Sinhalese still remain. 

THE MALDIVE ISLANDS. 

No people of the Indian Ocean are the superior of the Maldivians as boat-builders, 

fishermen, and sailors, though for neatness of finish and beauty of line of their smaller 

craft, the neighbouring Laccadive islanders excel them. 

For shore work the Maldivians formerly relied largely upon outrigger canoes and 

boats, but these are seldon s2en now-a-days, handsome little beamy skiffs having 

large.y replaced them. Alike with all those of the Indian mainland, the Maldivian 

outriggers have the booms connected directly with the float ; all are of the single type. 

The most numerous craft in these islands are bonito-fishing boats (fig. 22). These 

are very handsome and wonderfully speedy boats showing, in the type used at Minicoy, 
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a curious combination of fore and aft and square sails. ‘These boats are of light draft 
in order to pass through the shoal passages in the encircling reef into the safety of the 
lagoon. The forward end rises easily and gracefully to a moderate extent, ending in 

a slender upturned prow; the stern is low and rather full to provide the better 

for a large platform not only decking in the extreme aft portion but projecting out- 

board to a considerable degree. A single tall mast with little or no rake is stepped 

slightly forward of amidships in a simple tabernacle, and when lowered rests on the 

hollowed-out top of a broad plank set upright on the aft platform to act as a crutch. 

The rig is peculiarly hermaphrodite, there being a high mat square sail hoisted on the 
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Fic. 22.—A bonito fishing-boat, Minicoy Island. 

foreside of the mast while abaft on the same spar is set a fore and aft thin cotton main 

sail. 

The object of the stern platform is not to give a commanding seat to the steers- 

man butis primarily built to afford standing room for the crew to jig for bonito when 

they get among a shoal of these fishes. The hull is open save for this fishing platform 

and is divided by numerous bulkheads, as some of the compartments function as wells 

for the live-bait carried. 

A somewhat similar boat, of larger dimensions, especially as regards beam and 

depth, is used in traffic between the islands and Ceylon; it is usually decked over 

with somewhat elaborate and comfortably arranged deck-houses in the better class, 

while in others these structures are largely replaced by well-built cadjan penthouse 
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covers, efficiently protecting the cargo. These boats dispense with the fore and aft 

gaff sail used by the Minicoy bonito boats, but often add a small topsail in fine wea- 

ther. They have speed and power and form a fine class of sea-boat. Formerly the 

smaller Maldivian boats of this description running to Ceylon employed an outrigger 

to give additional stability. The present build ismore beamy and deeper and the crew 

find they can now safely dispense with this clumsy contrivance. 

For many years the Maldivians have maintained regular trade with Chittagong 

and other far-off ports, by means of large traders running to one hundred tons or 

more in size. These vessels are very remarkable as they perpetuate, in their main 

features, the characteristics of the Portuguese and Spanish caravels employed by 

Columbus and Vasco da Gama and the conquistadores who followed in their footsteps 

at the beginning of the sixteenth century. These Maldivian traders are fully decked 

with considerable deck houses aft and amidships and a big overhanging forecastle 

carrying a short foremast raking forwards, hoisting a square foresail well over the 

bows. ‘The rest of the rig consists of a tall mainmast and fair-sized mizzen; the 

former carries a big main square sail set high up with topsail and occasional 

small topgallant sail, while the latter is rigged with a fore and aft gaff sail. In the 

last detail we have a departure from the lateen mizzen of the fifteenth century ship. 

The Maldivian design has also dispensed with the lofty poop and transom stern so 

characteristic of mediaeval ships. 

LACCADIVE ISLANDS. 
The sailing craft of the Laccadives lack the diversity of form seen in the 

sister isles to the south. ‘The islanders are of a different race and are home-keeping 

people with a narrower outlook in life, to whom a voyage to the adjacent mainland, 

to Calicut or Mangalore, to carry their simple island produce of tiny coconuts and 

amber-coloured coir fibre, with sometimes a little sun-dried fish, is the limit of 

their world travel. They have no elegant bonito boats, and no three-masted traders, 

notably no outrigger boats. They have one type alone, but that a most handsome 

one. It is a little lateen-rigged modification of the type of Indian pattamar, com- 

bining the simple bow of the southern type with the lofty highly ornamented 

poop of the northern or kotia design. The lines are particularly sweet, sweeping 

forwards in graceful curves to the overhanging bow, ending in a curious upright 

stem piece carried in the same way as the more elaborate ornament on the prow of 

a Venetian gondola. 
The poop cabin is large and roomy with a curious stern gallery built out aft and 

on the quarters exactly as in many of our present-day naval vessels. The hull is 

painted or rather tarred black, relieved by two fore and aft white bands, the upper 

wide, the lower narrow. ‘The sides of the lofty poop and of the stern gallery are 

decorated with elegant arabesques in white, usually in panels with ornamental borders. 

No two pattamars are decorated alike; the designs vary greatly and bespeak a strong 

innate artistic sense in the islanders. ‘The hulls of these boats are put together 

entirely without nails, the planks being sewn together along the edges with coir twine, 
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a device alike economical and of practical value in imparting elasticity invaluable 

to boats always liable to ground when entering the shoal entrances of the home 

lagoons. 

The rig is a single medium-sized lateen sail carried on a stout mast well raked 

forwards ; sometimes a small mizzen, also lateen rigged, is added. 
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Fic. 23.—A reef-boat, Laccadive Islands. 

The island fishing boats and skiffs are built on the same general model save that 

the stern is generally rather low; the bow has often an exaggerated rise terminating 

in a high upturned pointed beak (fig. 23). 

THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS. 

In this group, thinly inhabited by wild Negrito tribes who are usually accounted 

the very lowest in civilization of all existing races of the human species, it is surpris- 

ing to find these people habitually employing both the primitive dugout and a well- 

designed single outrigger canoe. 

The simple dug-out is the type adopted for their larger-sized canoes; the out- 

riggers have normally smaller hulls fashioned on identical lines. The shape of the 
dugout both when used alone and as the hull of an outrigger canoe is peculiar; it is 

absolutely distinct from all Indian peninsular types, approximating closely to the 

Australian type; instead of the sharp ends invariably favoured among the former, 

those of Andaman canoes are rounded, and the bow is prolonged horizontally for- 

wards to form a overhanging shelf or platform to give footing for the harpooner on 

the look-out for turtle and great fish; at the stern a corresponding but much 

reduced projection is present. This form is distinctly primitive, characteristic of 

people still in the crude hunter-stage when reliance is placed solely or mainly upon 

barbed lances and harpoons and not upon nets for the capture of food from the sea. 

The outrigger frame is invariably single; the float is connected with the hull by 

multiple booms varying in number according to the size of the dugout—never less 

than three nor more than twelve as an extreme maximum. ‘The booms are slender 

poles secured at their inner ends by being passed through holes in the sides of the 

dugout close to the edge—a most peculiar method seen nowhere else in India but 

found either exactly similar or in some variant form in the outriggers, both single 

and double, of North Queensland, Australia. 
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The connection effected between the float and each boom is indirect, by means 

of three short stanchions; these are inserted in line longitudinally upon the upper 

surface of the float. The middle stanchion is vertical, its upper end lashed to one side 

of the extremity of the boom ; the outer ones converge, their upper ends passing beneath 

the end of the boom, lashed thereto with rattan on each side of their vertical 

companion. The upper ends project irregularly beyond the upper surface of the 

boom. This method of connection again shows close relationship with that 

characteristic of certain Australian outriggers, differing however in the number 

of stanchions employed. In the Queensland form from Cape Bedford and neigh- 

bourhood, two only are used, the median or vertical one being omitted.' In this 

type a wholly unusual modification of the boom fitting is found, two twin slender 

rods being used therefor, the outer end of one being inserted over, and that of the other 

under, the crossing of the two stanchions. No vestige or suggestion of this modifi- 

cation is seen in the Andamans, but with the exception of this and the addition of 

a vertical (third) stanchion, the Andaman outriggers show such close resemblance in 

all details to the typical Queensland form, that it is obvious they have had a common 

origin. In both, (a) the canoe form is the same, both have the same lack of sheer, 

the same rounded ends and bow platform ; (0) they agree in having multiple booms of - 

no fixed number—the Andamanese cannot count beyond three—and (c) in the booms 

passing through the sides of the canoe; (d) the float connection though differing in 

one detail, is essentially of the same type. Only in the use of twin slender boom 

poles by the Australian type in place of a single stout boom is there any marked 

difference between the two. Were the points of similarity confined to one or even 

two important structures, one might consider them as coincidences or as a case of 

convergence brought about by like needs, like habits and similar environment ; when 

the coincident structures comprise all those of importance, the evidence becomes 

cumulative and we cannot accept the view of independent origin—both canoes must 

have had a common ancestry. 

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that to the Negritoes, low in civilization 

though they be, the invention of one form of the outrigger canoe is to be traced, and 

that the nearest approach to the original design is that existing still in the Anda- 

mans. From the Negritoes the Australians appear to have borrowed this design, 

without ability to improve upon it. As this primitive form is of the single outrigger 

type, we may conclude that the single antedated the double outrigger: the evidence 

of Polynesia tends to the same conclusion.” 

NICOBAR ISLANDS. 

Although situated at no great distance, scarcely ninety miles from the Anda- 

mans, and although the single outrigger canoe is again the characteristic boat form, 

1 Haddon, A.C ‘The outrigger Canoes of Torres Straits and North Queensland” in Essays and Studies presented 

to W. Ridgeway, Cambridge, 1913. 

2 I am indebted to the Chief Commissioner of the Andamans for kindly supplying the details of Andaman canoes 

given above; these may therefore be taken as accurate. A good figure of an Andaman outrigger with four boomsis given 
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the Nicobar Islands design is radically different from that of the sister group. The 

outriggers found here are better built and more elegant in form and never possess 

more than two booms. Instead of the crudely fashioned hull without sheer prevalent 

in the Andamans, we find the Nicobarese bestowing considerable care and taste upon 

the lines and decoration of their canoes; the bow is carried high in a graceful curve 

to terminate in an extremely long-drawn-out prow ornament adorned with a stiff 

flag at the apex, while the stern is produced considerably in an acuminate projection 

inclined slightly upwards. ‘The hull is charred and decorated by grooved bands 

running at short intervals from gunwale to gunwale round the outside. These canoes 

are fitted according to size, with from one to four short bamboo masts, each sup- 

ported by four widespreading stays of rattan, and on these are hoisted lateen sails with 

a short tack of about 12 inches, made of cotton or pandanus leaves. The masts are 

never stepped on the floor of the canoe, but always on one of the crossbars or 

thwarts.” ' 

In the case of the largest three-masted canoes, the fore mast is placed in the 

bows, and well forward of the fore outrigger boom; the main and mizzen masts 

are stepped between the two booms, the mizzen just forward of the aft boom. All 

the masts are vertical and short, the main being a little longer than the others. The 

yards are longer than the masts. 

The chief peculiarity of these canoes is in the form of the outrigger. The 

booms are invariably two in number lashed above the gunwales at their inner ends, 

each being connected with the long float by means of three pairs of divergent stan- 

chions crossing beneath the boom. ‘The fore pair of stanchions slope outwards and 

backwards; the mid pair away from one another, while the aft pair pass outwards 

and forwards. The upper extremities of the stanchions project conspicuously above 

the boom, the length being often nearly equal to that between the boom and the 

float. The stanchions are rod-shaped, the lower ends pointed and inserted in holes 

in the float without lashing. The upper ends are lashed with rattan to the boom. 

The differences between the Nicobar and Andaman outrigger designs are so 

great and fundamental that it is impossible for one to be derived from the other. 

Discussion of this question and of the respective origins of both must however be 

postponed to a later page. 

RIVER CRAFT. 

In the general types of river craft seen in India, much less ingenuity is shown in 

evolving designs for local needs, and correspondingly clearer and more primitive are 

their relationships to types known in the ancient world. The simplest and quaintest 

ate the plantain-stem catamaran of Tanjore and Bengal, the chatty-raft of South 

India, the round coracle of the Cauveri and Tungabhadra and the double palm dug- 
out of the Godavari. 

by Mouat in his Adventures and Researches among the Andaman Islanders, 1863, while a model, agreeing in all essential 

particulars but furnished with eight booms, finds a place in the Ethnological collection of the Indian Museum, Calcutta. 

1 Kloss, C. B., In the Andamans and Nicobars, London, 1903, page 79. In this work an excellent illustration of a 

Nicobar outrigger canoe is given. 
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The first of these is probably the most primitive form of river craft evolved by 

prehistoric man. In the form seen alike in Tanjore and in Bengal where plantain 

(banana) stems are valueless as soon as the fruiting age is passed, it consists of 5 or 6 of 

these stems roughly trimmed at the ends and fastened together raftwise by a skewer 

of wood or thin stake passed through the series from side to side ateach end. Banana 

leaf-stalks, whereof these “stems” are really made up, are full of tiny cubical air 

spaces and these give quite a considerable flotation value to the structure. It is the 

expedient of the moment—the simplest form of raft that will serve an emergency—a 

thing to be cast aside almost as soon as used. 

The chatty-raft, while equally primitive, is still more ingenious. As seen at 

Vellore, it consists of two ordinary earthenware pots (chatties) turned upside down 

and connected tandem fashion by means of a stick lashed on each side of their necks. 

A space of some two feet is left between the pots and on this fragile frame a man can 

sit astride when the strange contrivance is “‘ launched”’ into the water. At Vellore 

Fort this raft is used in order to reach the water-lilies which abound in the deeper 

parts of the moat; the leaves are collected to serve as platters. 

The coracle such as we see to-day in use on the Cauveri and the Tungabhadra, 

on the Tigris and Euphrates, marked a great advance in our ancestors’ efforts to 

harness the waters to their service. In this design the framework of the craft is 

of wickerwork made watertight by several devices. The Indian coracle probably 

preserves to us the original type; it consists of a very large wide-mouthed circular 

basket of much flattened form; it may indeed be termed flat-bottomed ; the sides are 

comparatively low (Pl. V, fig. 6). A common size is fully 12 feet in greatest diameter 

which coincides with the mouth, the bottom being of smaller diameter. Over the 

outside is stretched and fitted a hide covering which efficiently excludes the water. In 

Tanjore and along the course of the Cauveri it used to be extensively employed in ferry- 

ing passengers across rivers but to-day it is going steadily out of use before the advance 

of the bridge-maker. This Indian coracle differs considerably in form from the Arab 

guffa, greatly in evidence for the same purpose on the Tigris and Euphrates, the latter 

having convexly curved sides with the diameter of the mouth less than that of the 

equator. A further distinction is that in the Mesopotamian design a hide covering is 

discarded in favour of pitch, but the former method is the older, for Herodotus tells us 

that hide-covered coracles were used by Assyrian wine-merchants to convey the pro- 

duce of their vineyards down the Tigris to the cities of Chaldea. He tells us too that 

each merchant took with him one or even two asses in the coracle so that after sell- 

ing the cargo, he might dismantle the framework, sell it for what it would fetch and 

then load the hide on one of the asses, returning home by land. The coracle has 

indeed a notable lineage and in its distribution ranges as far west as Ireland, where to- 

day on the Donegal and Clare coasts, elongated boat-shaped coracles are extensively 

used in the sea-fisheries. This altered shape permits of oars being used. These Irish 

coracles are covered with tarred canvas. 

Lastly we have the double palm-butt dug-out in use on the Godavari river 

(fig. 21). The main features of these have already been described in pointing to them 
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as most probably the prototype of the strange shoe-dhoni of Cocanada and the Goda- 

vari delta. The name they go by is sangadam and it is noteworthy that this term 

is used also in Ceylon and in the Tamil country of the south for any kind of double 

canoe. 

Of river craft other than the primitive relics of prehistoric boat-building, the 

Ganges from Benares to the sea provides the best Indian example of a busy inland 

waterway. Except on the crowded rivers of China, a busier scene than that in the 

lower reaches is nowhere to be met with anywhere in the world—two endless proces- 

sions of craft of all sizes, but in the main of one general type, passing continuously up 

and down on the bosom of the silt-laden mother of rivers. 

A distinctly old-world feeling pervades the scene; the majority of the boats have 

the high stern and low bow of the craft that crowded the Nile in those far-off days 

before Arab influence had appeared to change out of all semblance the stereotyped 

Fic. 24.—A Ganges dinghi. 

designs affected by the worshippers of Amen and Osiris. The chief exception is the 

ubiquitous one-man passenger dinghi of sampan habit that loiters about hawkeyed on 

the look-out for possible fares (fig. 24). In these little skiffs, the mosquito craft of the 

river, the boatman squats aft paddling on the low sharp stern. The bow rises sharply 

to end in a narrow-pointed stem about 2 to 24 feet higher than the level of the stern. 

A neat cabin with semicircular roof occupies the space available amidships. With a 

fair wind and some considerable distance to go, a tall bamboo mast is stepped abaft 

the cabin and a thin cotton sprit-sail hoisted high enough to enable the boatman to see 
ahead as he stands at the stern steering with a long paddle. 

All the larger boats, whether small fishing boats or large rice carriers, with the 

frequent need to row against the current are characteristically low forward. The stern 

is particularly high with a view to give the steersman a clear outlook. Usually bow 

and stern are sharp, the latter greatly raked. These boats may indeed be said to be 
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identical in all their essential features with the lesser craft depicted on the walls of 

ancient Egyptian tombs or preserved to us in models made for the use of the dead. 

The fishing boats, often passenger or cargo dinghis converted for the nonce, may 

Fic. 25.—A Ganges Fishing Boat. 

or may not have a cabin amidships, but all carry a high spritsail set well forward to- 

wards the bow and not aft as in the littlesampan dinghis (fig. 25). This form, manned 

by 3 or 4 men, is greatly in evidence during the hilsa season when a long procession 

of these boats is often to be seen drifting rapidly down stream with nets submerged, 

with another series sailing or rowing upstream with decks encumbered with the huge 

bamboo crescent trap-mouths of their sangla net. 
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Above this size of boat, the spritsail rig is seldom used; a big squaresail takes | 

its place with a topsail above in many cases (fig. 26). "The mast is always stepped 

far forward. Right in the bows a number of wooden thole-pins are set in the gunwale 

ready for use with the powerful sweeps usually lying alongside ready for a loss of 

wind or tide. 

The most remarkable feature of these cargo carriers is the great steering paddle. 

Supported in a grommet from the quarter gunwale, the shaft is specially long as the 

steersman works it from a high platform on the aft roof of the cabin. To give easy 

leverage a short handle bar—the prototype of the tiller—is fixed at right angles into 

the paddle shaft near the free end. 

The blade itself is very wide and powerful, but rather short. This form of steer- 
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Fic. 27.—A cargo-carrier of the Ganges. 

ing paddle is essentially the same as the type of fixed quarter oar characteristic of 

ancient Egyptain craft. It is notable that in Egypt this device was employed even 

in quite small boats whereas in Bengal it is never used except in the cargo carriers. 

In the largest river cargo carriers a very wide and powerful rudder takes the place of 

the steering paddle (Pl. I, fig. 2); in many cases it assumes the form of a balanced 

rudder in which a considerable portion of the blade is placedforward of the turning axis 

exactly as in the fixed quarter steering paddle from which it is plain to see it is directly 

derived. Between the steering paddle and the balance rudder fitted upon a sternpost, 

an intermediate form (fig. 27) is sometimes seen ; in this the balanced rudder form in 

nearly all its details is used, but differs therefrom in being hung from the quarter and 

not upon the sternpost. 
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In Burma an entirely different type of river craft is in use, bigger, smarter, and 

better built by far than the rough and archaic Bengal rice carriers. To quote the 

description given by Warington Smythe in his charming ‘‘ Mast and Sail’’ :— 

‘‘ Owing to the prevalence of the southerly sea breeze which blows:upstream for 

many months after the end of the cool season, these boats are rigged only for run- 

ning up against the stream. When going against the wind they punt or pull along 

with the current, and never beat to windward. The squaresail, or square-headed lug, 

is the only sail practically known in Burma. And in these boats the mast is a tri- 

angle formed of two spars meeting at the apex in a manner already familiar to us in 

ancient Egyptian drawings of the third and fourth dynasties, and still also used in 

the Red River of Indo-China.'| The yard is a standing spar supported by a network 

of halyards. The sail and its topsails are brailed up to the mast, and when set are 

hauled out along the yard from the deck. <A crowd of these craft running before the 

fresh south wind up the broad Irawaddi form a fine sight in their way.” 

The most beautiful work in these boats is about the stern and the steersman’s 

seat upon which the Burman loves to bestow his most elaborate and careful wood 

carving. Here, as Warington Smythe remarks,“ the classical scholar may recognize 

his old friend the ancient xvepyyrns sitting in state raised aloft beneath his d¢dasrov ; 

and he may study almost the identical method in which Greek heroes and Roman 

merchantmen used to sling their oar-blade rudders on the quarter, following the Egyp- 

tian example which takes one back to the very earliest days of man’s boat-building. 

Some up-river forms of boats among the Burmans and Talaings are very pretty 

and elegant. The fiddle-head ‘clipper’ or ‘schooner’ bow shape is a great favourite, 

although, owing to the shallowness and rounded-up form of the ends of these canoe- 

built craft, the lower edge of the stem is frequently carried right out of water.” | 

For minor river and creek work, dug-out canoes are everywhere in evidence in 

Burma, the design light and more elegant than that of Malabar. In Burma proper 

the clipper bow and overhanging stern common to the large river craft are adopted, 

giving an exceedingly graceful appearance. In the Shan States on the great Inle 

Lake, the fishermen use a narrow shallow design very lightly hollowed along its length 

except at either end where it is left flat to forma tiny platform. Both ends are broad 

and truncated, terminating in two short claw-like horns. It is virtually a hollowed- 

out plank rather than a dug-out tree trunk; its draft is exceedingly small and its form 

such that it can be poled with ease over weed-grown shallows where no deep dug-out 

could pass. 

1 It was also the common mast form in Java in the 8th century as shown in the Boro Budur sculptures in that 

island.—J. H. 



PART II.—A REVIEW OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF ANCIENT 

SEA-TRADE WITH INDIA. 

Before discussing the ethnological bearing of the facts enumerated in Part I, and 

seeing what light they shed on the question of trade intercourse between India and 

the surrounding nations and races prior to the modern historical Indian sea-era which 

dates from the arrival of the Portuguese in 1498 A.D., we require to review our 

knowledge of the subject as obtained from sculptures, drawings, and inscriptions in 

respect of the most ancient nations, and from historical writers and geographers 

in classical and mediaeval days. ‘Taken more or less in order of their age, we may list 

the countries or races that have had or may have had trade intercourse with India 

as follows :—Egyptian, Babylonian and Assyrian, Phoenician and Jewish, Greek, 

Sabean and Arab, Chinese, and finally Malay and Polynesian. 

THE EGYPTIANS. 

The ancient Egyptians have not commonly been accounted a sea-faring race but 

we have ample evidence, in the frequent representations of boats and galleys of 

sizes from a one-man punt to large sea-going cargo galleys, and from the important 

part played by boats in funeral ceremonies, that they were no mean boat-builders 

and sailors, though it is not unlikely that the pilots and crews employed on ships 

engaged in oversea trade were often recruited from coast people not necessarily Egyp- 

tian by race. Even as far back as the pre-dynastic period which probably lasted 

till after 4000 B.C., we see crude representation of boats painted on pottery and in 

rude incised pictures on the rocks. Besides the light boats in which they attacked 

the hippopotamus and the crocodile with harpoons and lances, they built vessels of 

considerable size on the Nile, apparently propelled by many oars; sailing ships were 

rare but were not unknown. 

In the old kingdom which lasted from 2980 to 2475 B.C.,' in every town and on 

every large estate ship-building was constant. ‘There were many different styles of 

craft from the heavy cargo boat for grain and cattle to the magnificent galley of the 

noble, rigged with a great square sail. 

It is important to note that while in the oldest Egyptian boats as depicted on 

prehistoric pottery their one mast was a single spar, representations of those belong- 

ing to the dynasties from the 4th to the 11th frequently show the mast as double, 

formed of two spars stepped apart but so inclined in A-form as to meet at the mast- 

head. From the 11th dynasty the single-spar mast alone survives. 
Sneferu of the 4th dynasty, who ruled circa 2900 B.C., built vessels nearly 170 feet 

long for traffic and administration on the Nile. He opened up commerce with the 

| All these ancient Egyptian dates are still problematical. Some authorities would put the earlier of these dates 

over 2000 years further back. I employ the chronology adopted by J. H. Breasted in A History of the Ancient Egyp- 

titans, London, 1908. 
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north, and the journey of the 40 vessels which he sent to the Phoenician coast for 
cedar out of Lebanon is the earliest known mercantile expedition on the open sea. 
The first war-fleet soon followed, for a relief belonging to the time of Sankh-ka- 

Ra (c. 2743-2731 B.C.), discovered at Abusir, shows four of his ships with Phoenician 
captives among the Egyptian sailors. This is the earliest surviving representation 
of sea-going warships. More directly interesting to us are the references to the sea 

trade between Egypt and a certain mysterious land of Punt never yet determined 

positively, that now begin to appear. The enterprising Sankh-ka-Ra (or Sahure) after 
his success in the Mediterranean, next despatched another fleet to Punt. Some 
1,250 years later the autocratic Queen Hatshepsut is recorded as having sent a fleet 

of five sh ps to the same land (c. 1500 B.C.), and it is certain that numerous 

others, whereof the records are lost, had gone from time to time to the same destina- 

tion in quest of the aromatic gums required by the Egyptians in large quantities for 

embalming. The precise location of Punt has been a fertile source of dispute among 

Egyptologists, and at first I felt inclined to put in a claim for South India. Punt 

might well be an Egyptian rendering of Pandya, the dynastic name of the kings of 

the extreme south from the earliest historic times. The idea is attractive in view of 

the subject of the present enquiry and of the fact that the Egyptians described the 

people of Punt as resembling themselves, which neither the Arabs nor the Abyssinians 

do, whereas many Indian people, particularly on the West Coast, do sufficiently closely 

approximate to merit such a remark. 

But the products brought back, gold, ivory, ebony, myrrh, dog-headed apes, 

leopard skins and incense trees, while in the main Indian as well as African, in the 

inclusion of dog-headed apes and incense trees, both distinctive of Somaliland and 

South Arabia, and in the omission of spices, pearls, diamonds, teakwood and pea- 

cocks, some of which would certainly have been found in return cargoes from India, 

force one reluctantly to the conclusion that South Arabia or the neighbouring African 

coast was the utmost limit of this ancient sea-traffic. But if early Egyptian sea- 

trade did not extend to India down to 1000 B.C., a power which had for centuries been 

gradually learning sea-craft in the hard school of the rough waters of the Eastern 

Mediterranean in subordinate competition with the Minoans (who seem to have been 

the earliest sea-power of consequence in the Mediterranean), on the fall of the latter, 

expanded with sudden vigour and became at once their greater and more brilliant 

successors. ‘Thus, good as the Egyptian sea-galleys were, those of the Phoenicians 

were better and as early as the time of the great Thothmes III (1501-1447 B.C.), 

nephew of the iady who sent her fleet to Punt, Phoenician galleys such as the Nile 

had never before seen, delighted the eyes of curious crowds at the docks of Thebes. 

THE JEWS, PHOENICIANS AND PERSIANS. 

Whether the Phoenicians traded by any sea-route with India prior to the tenth 

century B.C. is extremely doubtful; it is most probable that what Indian produce 

reached Babylon for sale or barter to Phoenician merchants went in the main over- 

land through Persia so far as the smaller and more precious articles were concerned, 
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while the less valuable and more bulky were carried in small Indian or Arab coast 

craft from Malabar and Gujarat to Babylon itself which then was nearer the sea than 

at the present day. 

The insatiable needs of that magnificent potentate King Solomon (civca 950 B.C.) 

appear to have been the cause of the first great attempt to open up direct sea-trade 

with India. For this purpose he found it necessary to enter into a working partner- 

ship with the greatest sea-king of the time, Hiram of Tyre, who aided him with tim- 

ber from Iebanon, with shipwrights to build vessels, and with sailors and pilots to 

take them eastward to Ophir which cannot well have been other than a great mart 

on the West Coast of India,' where the produce of the gold mines of Hyderabad,' 

of the spice lands of Malabar, and of the gem-workings of Ceylon, were concentrated 

to meet the foreign merchant-king’s requirements, just as, at a later age, this rdéle 

was occupied first by Broach and later by Surat. 

To plan a lengthy trading voyage from the head of the Red Sea and across the 

Indian Ocean without preliminary exploration is unthinkable; Egyptian sailors many 

centuries before had found their way to Punt, and where they went, the Phoenicians 

would find it easy to follow. Saba, the Biblical Sheba, occupying the south-west cor- 

ner of Arabia and comprising Aden and Musa among her ports, was probably the 

usual mart where Egyptian and Phoenician products were exchanged for the spices, 

gold and precious stones of India and Ceylon. If so, it isa fair inferencethat Solomon’s 

‘‘wisdom”’ in equipping a fleet for direct trade with India, had the elimination of 

very greedy middlemen in the persons of Sabaean traders as its mainspring of action. 

Here I may mention that the term Sabaean as equivalent to Arab lasted at least till 

400 A.D., as Fa-hien who travelled in India and Ceylon A.D. 399-414 in describing 

Anuradhapura in Ceylon (Beale’s translation), says: ‘‘In the city there are many 

Vaisya elders and Sabaean merchants whose houses are stately and beautiful.”’ 

Legge, a competent authority upon Chinese, remarks (as quoted in the Ceylon Literary 

Register, Vol. II, p. 216), ‘“Sabaean as Mr. Beale’s rendering of them (the Chinese 

characters) is probably correct. I suppose the merchants were Arabs, forerunners of 

the so-called Moormen, who still form so important a part of the mercantile commu- 

nity of Ceylon.” 

The prophet Ezekiel in his “‘ Dirge of Tyre’’* enumerated among the merchants 

who traded in her markets, those of ‘‘ Sheba with spices, precious stones and gold.” 

Of these, spices are not typical products of Arabia, and if Saba bartered them with 

Tyre, it was as a trade intermediary between Tyre and India. 

! Possibly Ophir was not the name of any particular city ; it may have been the name of some district on the West 

Coast of India. It is noteworthy that in the Septuagint it appears as Swpdpa, and that Sdphir is the Coptic name for 

India (M’Crindle’s Translation of the ‘‘ Periplus,” p. 127). Supara near Bassein, mentioned as Souppara in the‘ Peri- 

plus” as an important town and rival of Broach, would also answer fairly well as an outlet for the gold of Hyderabad, 

but H. G. Rawlinson (India and the Western World, p.12) on the other hand considers Ophir to have been an Arabian 

trading port at the mouth of the Persian Gulf on the coast of Oman. This I doubt greatly. The Phoenicians were too 

expert seamen to require three years for a round voyage to Oman and back, whereas to a port on the Indian coast, this 

period would be reasonable under the conditions then prevailing. 

2 Ezekiel xxvii. 22. 
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It does not seem that the direct sea-trade initiated by Solomon and Hiram be- 

tween the Red Sea port of Ezion Geber (the modern Akaba) and India became permanent. 

Doubtlese Sabaean power, seated astride the highway to India at the Straits of Bab- 

el-mandeb, was able to check any but a powerfully armed fleet, while their alliances 

with Indian coast rulers were doubtless strong and, as happened when the Portu- 

euese arrived, they would oppose by force as well as guile the entry of any new sea- 

power. Hence I cannot believe that Phoenician sea-trade penetrated to India directly 

except on such exceptional occasions as Solomon’s Ophir expeditions. We have no 

knowledge of any Phoenician trading settlement towards India except the probability 

of one upon Bahrein Island, which must have been maintained by the Phoenicians 

principally as a pearl-purchasing station.' It would also form a convenient centre 

for their purchase of Indian wares from Indian merchants resorting thereto on the 

same errand as themselves. That no Phoenician settlements save Bahrein were made 

on Asiatic coasts east of the Levant, whereas they had innumerable colonies and settle- 

ments throughout the Mediterranean, must clearly have been due to the impossibility 

of adequately supporting and reinforcing stations to which the only access was by 

caravan through Babylonian or Egyptian territory. . Hence their undoubted preference 

for a concentration of effort in the Mediterranean where their sea-power permitted 

direct communication by sea between the mother city and her daughter colonies. It 

is obvious that Indian trade would be more safely carried on in co-operation with the 

Sabaeans and other peoples of the Arabian littoral. Phoenician traders probably did 

make their way east from the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, but for the most 

part it would be as individual traders on Arab or Indian ships and not in great com- 

panies in fleets of their own. The difficulty of finding timber fit for constructing 

large boats would be not the least of their difficulties seeing that neither the Egyptian 

coast nor that of the Persian Gulf provides any really suitable timber nearer than 

Syria and the Kurdish mountains respectively. When Sennacherib in 705 B.C. 

wished for the assistance of a fleet for his attack on the sea-coast of Elam, he had to 

send for Phoenician ship-builders and the timber used had to be brought laboriously 

from Lebanon by caravan. Only the inferior native craft transformed on the Tigris 

into galleys for the occasion were made of Kurdish wood and that also was not easily 

procured.’ It is very probable however that the coast people used imported Gujarat 

and Malabar teak, for in the Achaemaenid city of Susa built by Darius within 200 

years of Sennacherib’s time we find fragments of this wood ; sucha bulky article was 

certainly not brought overland through the passes of Afghanistan. In the ruins of 

the same city carved articles, libation vessels and bangles, made from the Indian conch 

are abundant,’ and as these are found plentiful at the present day on the coast of 

| Strabo (Geography, XVI, 3. 3-5) describes the shores as dotted with Phoenician temples, whilst of recent years 

excavations of some of the myriad tumuli on this island, have yielded remains which are believed to be Phoenician 

(Report. Indian Aychael. Survey, 1912-13). 

2 Maspero, G. Ancient Egyptand Assyria. Wondon, 1892, p. 340. 

8 Hornell, J. ‘‘ fhe Indian Conch” in Mar. Zool. of Okhamandal, Pt. II, p.2, London, 1916. These articles are 

in the Louvre Museum, Paris. 

= 
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Kathiawar, the province traditionally associated with early Indian sea-trade, we may 

be reasonably sure that in 500 B.C. ships built of Indian teak and manned by Arab 

and Indian sailors were carrying on a brisk trade between India and the Persian 

coast and equally certainly with Aden and the ports of the Sabaeans. 

Historical evidence indicates that the external sea-trade of India received great 

stimulus at this period from the far-sighted commercial policy of Darius. This, like 

that of Alexander, two hundred years later, had for one of its objects the exploration 

of the seas between India and the West. ‘The great king employed a Greek mercen- 

ary, Skylax of Karyanda, to test the possibility of establishing communication by sea 

between the Indus and Egypt. Herodotus states definitely that after the completion 

of this voyage which took thirty months, and the conquest of the Indus Valley, Darius 

‘“‘made use of the sea in those parts.’’' The completion by Darius of the Suez Canal, 

began by the Pharaoh Necho,” was doubtless part of an ambitious scheme designed 

to link up the Mediterranean with the Indian and Persian coasts and to utilize sea- 

power in maintaining the authority of the central power over outlying seaboard 

regions difficult to reach by any land route. 

THE GREEKS AND ARABS. 

With the destruction of Tyre by Alexander the Great in 332 B.C. and the pioneer 

voyage from the Indus to the head of the Persian Gulf of a Greek fleet of galleys 

built on the river Hydaspes,’ the Greeks, already an enterprising seafaring people, 

took the place occupied so long by the Phoenicians in sea-trade, and having by Alex- 

ander’s triumphant campaigns obtained what their predecessors had lacked—terri- 

torial bases on the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf —at once were able to develop trade 

with India upon a scale never before attempted. Now began the era of the Greek geo- 

graphers who sometimes from personal travel and oftener from the lips of Greek and 

Arab and Indian traders, put together the first pilot’s itinerary of the Indian Ocean 

and constructed the first rough maps of the Asiatic coasts of which we have any 

knowledge. Among the foremost events of Greek dominance in Asiatic waters was 

the opening of the port of Berenice, due east from Assouan, by Ptolemy Philadelphus 

1 Herodotus, IV, 44. 

2 Ibid., II, 158. 

3 Nearchos, the admiral of this fleet, has left an extremely valuable account of the voyage. He enumerates the 

names of the commanders of 33 galleys—all Greeks with the exception of one Persian—and although several of these 

appear to have been replaced by others before the Indus was left, we may infer that Nearchos’ expedition approximated 

to this number. The total of Alexander’s fleet that left the Hydaspes is given as 1,800, which ‘‘ included the long narrow 

war galleys, the round-shaped merchantmen and the transports for carrying horses and provisions to feed the army.” 
The bulk of these were Indian-built river boats collected locally, but as we know that some new vessels were built spe- 
cially, we may be certain that the sea-going war-galleys were of this number, as river boats would not be suitable for the 
long voyage projected up the Persian Gulf. Just as Solomon and Sennacherib had to invoke the help of the Phoenicians, 
so here again their skill as designers and as shipwrights was doubtless invaluable to Alexander; we are not told so spe- 
cifically, but as Nearchos states that Alexander provided crews for the vessels by selecting from those Phoenicians, Cyp- 

riotes, Egyptians and islanders in his army, all ‘‘ those who were skilled in seamanship to manage the vessels and work 

the oars,’’ we may be sure he fully utilized the shipbuilding skill of these races to the utmost. We must infer therefore 

that the sea-fleet consisted solely of war vessels designed after the accepted Phoenician and Greek types of the day ; 
they were not of local or Indian design. 
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in 285 B.C., and the establishment of direct trade with India. The merchandise landed 

at Berenice was carried on camelback 258 miles through the desert to Koptos, 

whence it was transported south by barges to Alexandria. An alternative and in 

some respects more convenient port further north at Myos Hormos was subsequently 

opened by the same monarch in B.C. 274, but even this involved a desert march of 

over 100 miles to Koptos. This was the beginning of the golden age of ancient sea- 

trade between Egypt and India, which received increased impetus when the Romans 

seized Egypt on the death of Cleopatra. For some three hundred years thereafter, 

this trade must have been relatively enormous to anything that had preceded it. 

Pliny tells us that the trade with Rome was chiefly in spices, condiments, scents 

and unguents beloved of the gourmet and voluptuary. Pepper curiously enough was 

in exceptionally great demand and reached incredibly high prices, sometimes rising 

nearly to ten shillings a pound. From Pliny’s figures the drain of money to India 

became even an economic danger as India took little merchandize in exchange. As 

much cash and bullion (100,000,000 sesterces) as are equivalent to a sum variously 

estimated at from £800,000 to £1,000,000 of our money are said to have been annually 

paid by Rome for Indian produce in the heyday of the Empire.' 

To give some particulars, Strabo tells us that in his time (B.C. 63-A.D. 23) the 

trade between India and Egypt vid the Red Sea had increased enormously since the 

Ptolemies, when “scarcely any one would venture on this voyage and the commerce 

with the Indies.’’ In his time great fleets of as many as 120 vessels were engaged in 

the trade, sailing from Myos Hormos.” 

From Pliny the Elder (A.D. 23-79) we learn that the fleet for India chiefly used 

the port of Berenice, leaving Egypt in the middle of summer and returning in December 

or January, from which we see that the monsoon winds were known and taken ad-. 

vantage of, for if the vessels arrived off Aden in August the worst of the south-west 

monsoon would be over and the current setting eastwards along the Arabian and Mek- 

ran coasts would bring the fleet to Broach and Malabar just at the time when in pres- 

ent days the Arab fleet from Busra drops anchor in Bombay and Calicut harbours. Re- 

turning towards the end of the year they would have equally favourable weather, just 

missing the unfavourable strong north-west wind that prevails in January. 

Ptolemy of Alexandria who flourished towards the end of the second century 

gives a formidable list of Indian ports, bespeaking prosperous economical conditions, 

but it is the “ Periplus of the Erythraean Sea,’’ written as far as can be learned by an 

Egyptian Greek soon after the beginning of the second half of the first century, that 

pictures most vividly the sea-trade of that time. Maritime knowledge and skill had 

markedly advanced since Strabo’s days; navigation had become systematised and 

new routes discovered. Thus instead of hugging the coast round the head of the 

Arabian Sea, the fleets from Berenice and Myos Hormos after making Miiza,” an 

established and notable mart of trade,” situated some 25 miles north* from the 

1 Pliny’s Natural History, XII, 18. 4 Strabo, Geography, II, 5. 12. 

3 Not ‘* 25 miles south of Mocha,” as given by R. Mukerji, Indian Shipping, London, 1912. 
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present-day port of Mocha, proceeded first to Eudaimon Arabia, the modern Aden, 

and thence to another great port on the South Arabian coast called Kané, which has 

been identified with the port now called Hisn Ghorab. From there the section for 

Broach sailed to the Indus and thence coastwise to their destination, the most suit- 

able course for sailing vessels; the fleet for Malabar struck straight across the 

Indian Ocean direct for their objective. A third route for the Malabar fleet was from 

Cape Guardafui. The monsoon winds were well understood and all these courses 

were based upon a proper utilisation of their seasonal changes. From the same 

author we learn that in addition to the Graeco-Egyptian trade, India had direct 

dealings with Arabia, the east coast of Africa and the towns on the Persian Gulf— 

precisely the same places served by Arab and Indian sailing craft of the present day. 

It is best to let the author of the “Periplus”’ tell of this trade in his own words,! 

as this record constitutes virtually nearly everything definite that we know of Indian 

and Arab ship trade at the commencement of our era. 

Muza, at the south end of the Red Sea and the chief port of the wealthy and 

long civilized Arab kingdom of Sabaea, was “‘ full of Arabian shipmasters and common 

sailors and was absorbed in the pursuit of commerce, for with ships of its own fitting 

out, it traded with the marts beyond the straits on the opposite or African coast and 

also with Broach.” 

Aden, then known as Eudaimon Arabia, was under the same Arab ruler as Muza 

—the king of the Homerites and Sabaeans—and was called Eudaimon (rich and 

prosperous), “‘ because in bygone days, when the merchants of India did not proceed 

to Egypt and those from Egypt did not venture to cross to the marts further east 

but both came only as far as this city, it formed the common centre of the trade, as 

Alexandria receives the wares which pass to and fro between Egypt and the ports of 

the Mediterranean. Now, however, it lies in ruins, the Emperor having destroyed 

it not long before our times.”’ 

Kané, further along the coast, the Peviplus informs us, “carried on trade with 

ports beyond the ocean—Barugaza (Broach), Scythia (Sind) and Omana and the ad- 

jacent coast of Persia.”” We are also told that ‘‘ the population of Sokotra consisted 

of foreigners, Arabs, Indians, and even Greeks, who resorted thither for the purposes 

of commerce.” After mentioning Apologos, as a regular mart of commerce at the very 

head of the Persian Gulf (whereof the site is now between Busra and the Euphrates), 

and Omana, a town on the Persian coast, we learn that Broach “‘ maintains a regular 

trade with both these ports, despatching thither large vessels freighted with copper, 

sandalwood, beams for rafters (teak), horn, and logs of sasamina and ebony. Omana 
exports to Arabia a particular species of vessel called madara, which have the planks 

sewn together (Cf. Marco Polo’s description of the Ormuz trading ships). But both 

from Apologos and Omana are exported to Broach and to Arabia great quantities of 

pearls, together with purple cloth for the natives, wine, dates in quantity and gold 

and slaves.” 

| M’Crindle’s translation. 
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Finally we note that the coast between Bombay and Goa was infested with pirates 

in Greek times; overseas merchants dreaded it greatly, as it lay so close to Muziris, 

one of the chief Malabar ports of that day. The Pemflus states that this city 

was then at the height of its prosperity and ‘‘frequented by ships from Ariake (i.e. 

Indian ships from Gujarat) and Greek ships”’ (from Egypt). 

To the above we may add an extract from Pliny! where it is said :— 

“To those bound for India it is most convenient to depart from Okelis’’ (a vil- 

lage opposite the island of Perim). ‘‘ They sail thence with the wind Hippalus in 40 

days to the nearest emporium of India, Muziris (the modern Cranganore according to 

Yule and Caldwell), which is not a desirable place of call on account of pirates infest- 

ing the neighbourhood, who hold a place called Nitrias (Mangalore, according to 

Yule), while it is not well supplied with merchandize for traffic. Besides, the station 

for ships is at a great distance from the shore and cargoes have both to be landed and 

shipped by means of little boats. Another port belonging to the nation is more 

convenient, Neacyndon which is called Becare. There Pandion used to reign in an 

inland town called Modura far distant from this emporium. ‘The region from which 

they convey pepper to Becare in boats formed of single logs, is called Cottonara.’’’ 

From this time we lose definite sight and knowledge of Graeco-Egyptian trade 

with India, which collapsed with the decline of Rome in the fourth century and passed 

again largely into the hands of the Arabs to whom after this we have to look almost 

entirely for information on Indian external sea-trade till Marco Polo and the other 

Italian forerunners of the Portuguese appear on the scene. 

The fact that Solomon when he wanted to create a Red Sea fleet of traders had 

to build the necessary vessels with the aid of artizans brought from Tyre proves that 

there were no suitable vessels available in 950 B.C. on the Red Sea to act as over- 

sea Cargo carriers and is conclusive evidence that no regular and extensive direct sea- 

trade with India could have existed prior to this date ; occasional and elaborately pre- 

pared expeditions sent forth by royal edict for special purposes, and petty trading by 

means of small craft creeping slowly along the coast and usually selling their cargo at 

some intermediate trading port to be carried further in another boat (see Periplus, 

sec. 14), appear to have been the custom in the early centuries of sea-commerce be- 

tween India and the West; the importance of this commerce appears to have been 

early perceived by the Sabaean Arabs, and for centuries before the Greeks en- 

tered the field, these enterprising and highly civilized people had made their ports 

the entrepots for Indian and Egyptian commodities. The Greek historian Agathar- 

chides, the contemporary of Ptolemy Philomentor (181-146 B.C.), described Sabaea 

as owing her importance and great prosperity in large degree to the monopoly enjoyed 

of the Indian trade. He states having seen large vessels coming from Potana (Patala) 

1 Book VI, Ch. 23 (26). 

2 Caldwell in his Comparative Grammar of Dravidian Languages (Introduction, p. 97) says that Muziris appears to be 

the Muyiri of Muyiri-kotta, while Neacyndon or Nelkynda seems to be the southern boundary of Kerala proper. 

® Burnell considered Cottonara to be the district round Tellicherry, Kolatta-nadu, the finest pepper-producing district 

in Malabar. Yule conjectures that Becare, which was the seaport of Nelkynda, lay between Kanetti and Quilon in 

Travancore. 
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on the Indus, and makes mention of the great numbers of Indian merchants who 

resorted to Sabaean ports to sell and barter their goods to the Sabaeans who in turn 

sold them to the Egyptians and the Greeks. It seems certain also that in the prosecu- 

tion of this trade the Indian and Arab shipmasters made use of the monsoon winds to 

steer directly to and from India, knowledge which, we may be sure, was as jealously 

guarded as that of the Cape route to India by the Portuguese.' 

With the rise of Greek world supremacy under Alexander, Greek commerce became 

dominant and what the Arabs had done previously in a small and ineffective manner 

to exploit Indian sea-trade was taken up and developed by the Greeks to enormous 

dimensions, particularly in later days, in their enterprising endeavour to satisfy the 

needs of Roman extravagance. The luxury of Rome in the ostentatious competition 

of the wealthy in the squandering of money on foreign luxuries and rarities, in my 

belief, was the ultimate factor that finally entailed the opening of the sea-gates of India 

in the second century B.C., gates which the Egyptian Greeks had been endeavouring to 

force ever since Alexander’s navigators had demonstrated the vast possibilities of 

direct sea communication and its immense advantages over long and hazardous land 

route. Alexander may justly be counted the father of sea-trade between East and 

West. 

With the creation in Europe of an almost unlimited market for the spices of 

India a couple of centuries or so prior to the commencement of our era, the seafaring 

Arab, who had undoubtedly been concerned in a petty way with Indian trade for 

centuries before, became at once a factor of importance. We are not told by any 

Greek or Roman writers what crews manned the Greek-owned Indian argosies; can 

we doubt that they were Arabs in the main? Their previous knowledge of the trade 

would be invaluable to Greek merchant-venturers, and any other supposition is diffi- 

cult in view of the fact that the author of the ‘‘Periplus’’ continually mentions the 

presence of Arab traders and ships in the course of his voyaging, as also did the 

Chinese traveller Fa-hien some 300 years later (between 399 and 414 A.D). 

The Chinese trade connection now comes into view and it is noteworthy that the 

Arabs and Chinese held intimate commercial relations from very early times. We 

find from Chinese records that even in 300 A.D. enterprising Arabs from the south- 

ern Arabian coast had established a colony at Canton. ‘The earliest Arab narratives 

relating to Chinese trade belong to the ninth century; from these we gather that 

“Chinese goods were very expensive at Basra and Bagdad because of frequent fires at 

Canton and because ships are frequently wrecked or taken by pirates.” 

From various indications it seems probable that the bulk of the direct trade 

between India and China between the ninth and fifteenth centuries was carried in 

Chinese bottoms. Marco Polo’s description of the one-masted Arab vessels which 

carried horses and merchandize between the Persian Gulf and the West Coast of India, 

! The charts necessary for the voyage to India were given to the Commander prior to sailing from Lisbon and had 

to be jealously guarded by him and given back upon his return home. (Caboton, A., Java, Sumatra and the othey 

islands of the Dutch East Indies, p 29. London, 1911.) 

2 Loc. cit. supra. 
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shows clearly that these were not well suited to the longer and more dangerous voy- 

ages to China, and the same writer has left a description of the vessels engaged in the 

Indo-China trade which shows them to have been typical junks. That he makes no 

mention of any other class of vessel engaged in this trade as he would certainly have 

done had there been any, seems to show that the accepted idea of the meeting of 

Chinese with Arab vessels at Kayal, Quilon, Calicut and Deli was the normal one, in 

spite of the fact that there was an Arab settlement in Canton dating from 300 A.D. 

The inference is that the Arab traders utilized Chinese vessels for their operations, 

just as Arab firms, were there any now in China, would in all probability be shipping 

Chinese goods to India in British-built steamers. This view receives complete con- 

firmation from Ibn Batuta’s statement that the voyage to China from Malabar is so 

dangerous that it can only be undertaken in large vessels which are built only at 

Zaitun and Sin Kilan in China.’ This traveller himself when he wished to proceed 

to China took passage in a Chinese junk then lying off Calicut. 

The Arabs prior to Muhammad’s time had been content with their role of peace- 

ful traders and sea-carriers; under the impetus of fanaticism and the lust for power 

and wealth which increased with each succeeding success, within four years of the 

Prophet’s death, two Arab naval expeditions were sent from Uman and Bahrein 

against Thana and Broach on the Bombay coast and against Debal in Sind (A.D. 637). 

Other raids took place in 662 and 664, and in 712 the youthful Muhammad Kasim 

advanced into Sind to claim damages for a Sinhalese ship seized off the port of Debal 

(probably the modern Karachi). Kasim himself went overland, but the great war 
engines—catapults requiring 500 men to work them—were transported by sea ; the size 

of the vessels must have been considerable for the carriage of such heavy and bulky 

cargo. After a brilliant campaign he settled himself in the Indus valley and thus 

early established a naval base of the utmost value to Arab sea-traders. This in- 

timate relationship of Sind with Arabia has ever since been maintained with the result 

that Sind boat designs, as already noted, are purely Arab in every respect. 

With the Bombay and Malabar coast, Arab relations were almost equally intimate 

but there they never obtained direct territorial power although indirectly the adhe- 

sion of certain coast potentates—notably the semi-mythical Cheruman Perumal, Lord 

of Malabar, and at later date the sea-kings of Cannanore—to their faith, gave them 

enormous influence. Their power on the coasts of Southern India had reached a high 

level when the Portuguese arrived, and it is more than probable that if Vasco da 

Gama had not brought European power to India, the Arabs would have made a bid 

for extensive religious domination exactly as they did successfully in Java and Sumatra 

at the same period. The Portuguese arrived at India at one of the great psycho- 

logical moments in the history of India and destroyed the one great chance the Arabs 

had of founding coast kingdoms in India on the decline of the Vijayanagar power. 

Originally the chief object of sea-trade with India was the desire in Europe for 

its spices and precious stones and fine cottons; with the growth of great states in 

| Tsiuen-chau (near Amoy) and Canton respectively, according to Yule, The Book of Sey Marco Polo, Vol. II, 

p. 190. London, 1871. 
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the Deccan and the south, the export of horses from the Persian Gulf became to Arab 

shipowners even more important. Marco Polo as usual is a mine of information on 

Arab trade. He tells how in one of the kingdoms of Java the Less (Sumatra) ‘‘the 

idolators by frequent trade with Saracen merchants are converted to the law of Muham- 

mad’’; how in the south of India the kings of Ma’abar (the Arab name for the Pan- 

dyan country on the Gulf of Mannar) buy their horses from Ormuz, Aden and other Arab 

ports. Still more valuable is his description of the Arab ships he saw at Ormuz :— 

“Their ships are wretched affairs and many of them get lost; for they have no 

iron fastenings and are only stitched together with twine made from the husk of the 

Indian nut. They beat this husk until it becomes like horse-hair and from this they 

spin twine and with this stitch the planks of the ships together. It keeps well and is 

not corroded by the sea-water, but it will not stand well in astorm. The ships are 

not pitched but are rubbed with fish oil. They have one mast, one sail, and one rud- 

der, and have no deck but only a cover spread over the cargo when loaded. This 

cover consists of hides, and on the top of these hides, they put the horses which they 

take to India for sale. They have no iron to make nails of, and for this reason they 

use only wooden trenails in their shipbuilding and then stitch the planks with the 

twine as I have told you. Hence ’tis a perilous business to go a voyage in one of 

these ships, and many of them are lost for in that Sea of India the storms are often 

Hemme: 

From this we gather the valuable fact that the Arab ships of the Kerman coast 

at the end of the thirteenth century continued to be built in the same manner as when 

the author of the Periplus saw them in the first century of our era and remarked upon 

the strangeness of sewing the planks of the hull together instead of using nails for the 

purpose. The sea-going boats of the Laccadive islands and some of the shore boats 

of the Malabar and Coromandel coasts continue the plank-sewn tradition to the present 

day, no metal bolts being employed in their construction. Marco Polo’s description 

further indicates the probability that the mizzen mast had not yet been introduced. 

The dhow of the thirteenth century also appears to have had no high poop, otherwise 

such a prominent feature would surely have been remarked by this traveller whose 

descriptions are always accurate and detailed of what he himself saw. The type 

was apparently a small edition of the large Kathiawar Dhangi, sharp and compara- 

tively low at the stern. The addition of the aft castle or poop with richly decorated 

transom stern, as seen in the Arab Baggala and the Indian Kotia of the present day, 

appears to have been adopted from the Portuguese caravels; the resemblance be- 

tween them is most striking and convincing. 

Beyond this we need not follow the course of Arab trade and ship design. It 

merges henceforward into the realin of every-day knowledge. 

THE CHINESE AND INDIA. 

Chinese trade next requires attention. We have seen how an Arab colony was 

founded in Canton about 300 A.D. We have Chinese travellers in India and Ceylon 

1 Yule’s Marco Polo, Vol. I, p. 102 (1871). 
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at the end of the fourth century, and in the ninth century Arab narratives, as we 

have seen, deplore the costliness of Chinese goods in the Basra and Bagdad bazaars 

owing to the dangers of the sea and the attacks of pirates. 

Probably the earliest notice of Chinese vessels in Indian seas belongs to the first 

half of the fifth century when according to Hamza of Ispahan and Ma’sudi, the ships 

of India and Ceylon were constantly to be seen moored as high up the Euphrates as 

Hira, near Kufa, a city lying some 45 miles south-west of ancient Babylon.' 

As Yule points out, after this a gradual recession took place in the position of the 

headquarters of Indian and Chinese trade. From Hira, it descended to Obolla, the 

ancient Apologos; from Obolla, it was transferred to the neighbouring city of Basra; 

from Basra to Siraf on the northern shore of the Gulf and from Siraf successively to 

Kish and Hormuz. Chinese annals of the T’ang dynasty (618-907) of the 7th and 

Sth centuries describe the course followed of their junks in the voyage from Kwang- 

chau (Canton) to the Euphrates. It also appears that Chinese ships in equally early 

times voyaged as far as Aden.” 

By the 12th century the furthest port of exchange resorted to by Chinese vessels 

appears to have been Debal, the then most famous port in Sind—probably Karachi; 

Al Idrisi describes it as a station whither came “ships laden with the productions of 

U’man and the vessels of China and India.’ Broach (Barith), he also states, was a 

port for the vessels coming from China as also for those from Sind.’ 

From this time onwards to the early part of the fifteenth century, contemporary 

notices of Chinese trading ships in Indian ports become frequent. 

The chief Indian ports resorted to by Chinese junks during the thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries appear to have been Kayal (the Cael of Marco Polo) on the 

Gulf of Mannar, Quilon in South Travancore, with Calicut and the fine bay south of 

Mount Deli in North Malabar. On the site of “the noble city” of Kayal, which had 

ceased to be a seaport before the arrival of the Portuguese about 1500 A.D. owing to 

the silting up of its harbour, I have found innumerable fragments of Chinese pottery, 

much of it thick and coarse and suggestive of preserved ginger—a sweet highly 

esteemed by Indians. Here Marco Polo landed at the end of the thirteenth century, 

and it is he also who mentions Delai (Mount Deli) as a place where “ the ships of Mangi 

come.” Quilon he mentions, but not as a terminal port for Chinese ships, though 

from other sources it is clear that this port was used as a clearing house by Arab and 

Chinese traders. In the long intercourse between China and India it is plain that 

with altering circumstances—the wane of one coast power and the rise of another, to 

say nothing of mercantile changes—a port occupying the premier position in one cen- 

tury might be supplanted in the next by another. Kayal, Quilon, Calicut,* and Deli 

are four regarding which we have clear evidence. In passing it is notable that early 

1 Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither, 1, p. 83. London, 1915. Some doubt seems however to attach to the possi- 

bility of Hira havlng ever been a haven for Eastern trade. 

2 Yule, loc. cit., p. 87. 3 Sir H. Elliot, History of India, Vol. I, pp. 77-87. 

+ Ibn Batuta who travelled extensively in the East from 1325 to 1349, after taking his passage for China in one of 

thirteen Chinese junks anchored off Calicut, records how a sudden storm drove ashore several of these vessels with the 

loss of many lives, the remainder of the fleet heading for the open sea as the only chance of safety. 
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in the thirteenth century a large Chinese fleet brought to the Malabar coast several 

hundreds of Chinese immigrants who remained in the country for trade and com- 

merce. Abder Razzak in the fifteenth century (1442 A.D.) speaks of the seafaring 

population of Calicut being called China bhachagan (China boys), which can only mean 

that the Mapilla population had then a strong Chinese strain in it. We know also from 

Chinese authorities, as well as from the Sinhalese chronicle Rajawaliya, that the Chi- 

nese sent a large naval force, under the eunuch Cheng Ho, against Ceylon in the begin- 

ning of the fifteenth century, a venture which resulted in the capture of the Sinhalese 

king Vijaya Bahu VI and his deportation to China.! 

The best contemporary description of the Chinese vessels trading to India is that 

of Marco Polo who sailed with a small fleet of junks from China to India and Persia 

at the end of the thirteenth century. 

Quoting Yule’s translation’ Marco Polo says “and first let me speak of the ships 

in which merchants go to and fro amongst the Isles of India. These ships you must 

know, are of fir timber. They have but one deck though each of them contains some 

50 or 60 cabins, wherein the merchants abide greatly at their ease, every man having 

one to himself. The ship hath but one rudder,’ but it hath four masts; and. some- 

times they have two additional masts, which they ship and unship at pleasure. 

Moreover the larger of their vessels have some 13 compartments or severances in the 

interior, made with planking strongly framed in case mayhap the ship should spring 

aigleaiks® 2” . 

Radhakumud Mukerji falls into the grievous error of claiming these craft as 

Indian-built vessels.6 The only excuse he has is Marco Polo’s occasional habit of 

calling them “Indian ships” according to Marsden’s translation which Prof. Mukerji 

elects to quote in preference to the more modern one by Yule. But they were no 

more Indian built and Indian manned than were the ‘“‘ Kast Indiamen”’ of English 

Company days. ‘They were built specifically for the Indian trade, hence the name. 

In every feature they were typical Chinese junks, a design never adopted by any In- 

dian builders. Moreover instead of being of teak as they would have been if Indian 

built, Marco Polo distinctly tells us they were of fir, a fact which shortened their 

career most materially. Finally Ibn Batuta, whose direct evidence on this subject is 

ignored by Rahdakumud Mukerji, states distinctly that these ships ‘“‘were built only 

at Zaitun and Sin Kilan in China.’ Nicolo Conti’s statement to the contrary is errone- 

ous and on a par with his story that in Bengal bamboos grow so tall and thick that 

fishing boats and skiffs aremadefromthem. If he mistook a palm for a bamboo, it is 

1 A memorial stone inscribed in Chinese, Tamil, and Persian was found at Point de Galle in Ceylon, a few years ago, 

and records the second visit to Ceylon of the Chinese General, Cheng Ho. It is dated 15th February, 1409. 

2 The Book of Ser Marco Polo, Vol. II, p. 195, 1871. 

3 Yule points out that pine is still the staple timber for shipbuilding at Canton and in Fokien, loc. cit., p. 197. 

4 The rudder was of the usual deeply immersed Chinese junk pattern, for in Chapter IX the author states that on 

approaching the island of Pentan (Bintan) off the Straits of Malacca, the sea being ‘‘ not more than four fathoms in 

depth, obliges those who navigate it, to lift the rudders of their ships.’”’ 

5 According to Yule the system of water-tight compartments ‘‘ is still maintained by the Chinese, not only in sea- 

going junks but in the larger river craft.” (p. 197). 

6 Indian Shipping, London, 1912. 
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not remarkable that he should mistake a Chinese junk for an Indian ship. Mukerji 

also ignores Varthema’s description (1503-8 A.D.) of the ships built at Calicut— 

sambuks, kapels, etc., although he quotes the passage on p. 203. 

A final quotation from Marco Polo shows how enormously valuable this trade 

with India was. After describing Zaitun (probably the modern Tsiuen-chau or Chin- 

chau near Amoy), the great port of arrival for ships from India, he adds :—“ Hither 

is imported the most astonishing quantity of goods and of precious stones and pearls, 

and from there, they are distributed all over Manzi, and I assure you that for one 

shipload of pepper that goes to Alexandria or elsewhere, destined for Christendom, 

there come a hundred such, aye and more too, to this haven of Zaitun.’’ ! 

It would seem that the commencement of regular sea-trade between China and 

India cannot date back earlier than the end of the fourth century A.D.’ The first 

direct intercourse between China and Ceylon is ascribed to the early years of the East- 

ern Tsin dynasty (317-420). The earlier phase of this trade appears to have been 

conducted in Arab, Indian, and Sinhalese ships, which gave way in great measure to 

the larger Chinese junks as soon as the Chinese began to appreciate the great value 

of Indian merchandise. This probably took place under the great T’ang dynasty for 

the 300 years of their rule (618-907) was a period of great expansion and progress. 

How and exactly when Chinese trading fleets ceased to frequent Indian seas is 

something of a mystery. We know that a Chinese fleet arrived in Ceylon in 1409 and 

deported the royal family to China and that tribute was paid regularly by Ceylon to 

China throughout the reign of Parakkana Bahu Raja VI from 1410 to 1462. Nicolo 

Conti's description of the great trading ships seen by him in Indian seas in the earlier 

part of the 15th century is probably the latest surviving account of the oversea 

Chinese junk trade with India. Cont isays, however, that they were built by Indians, 

obviously an error in view of his detailed description of them 7 almost the same words 

as Marco Polo; he describes them as having five sails and as many masts, the lower 

part of the hull constructed of triple planks and some provided with watertight bulk- 

heads.’ Conti was a careless writer and I incline to think that he had Marco Polo’s 

Tvavels before him when he wrote this. Probably, like Prof. Mukerji in recent times, 

he was led into this error by Polo’s use of the term “Indian ships’’ already referred 

to above. 

It is certain that no Chinese ships were in the Indian trade when the Portuguese 

arrived in India (1498) ; from Abd-er-Razzak’s account of the trade of Calicut,* and 

his omission to refer to the Chinese junk trade, we may further infer that even as 

early asthis, Chinese ships had ceased to come to India. Hisreference to the seafaring 

population of Calicut under the term China boys, indicates that Chinese influence 

could not have been severed for any considerable length of time. 

We shall not be far wrong if we put the approximate date of the cessation of the 

Chinese junk trade with India at about 1424 A.D., a date which coincides with the 

1 Yule, loc. cit., p, 185. 2 Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither, I. 66, London,1915. 

° India tn the Fifteenth Century (Hakluyt Society), Vol. II. 

+ India tn the Fifteenth Century, loc. cit., Vol. I. 

és. aie 
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end of the reign of Ch’eng Tsue of the Ming dynasty, a ruler noted for his aggressive 

overseas policy.! 

To sum up the deductions obtained from an analysis of our knowledge of ancient 

sea-trade with India as derived from ancient sculptures and from classic and mediaeval 

writers, we find that :— 

(a) Phoenician influence was negligible. We have no direct evidence whatever 

to support the view that the Phoenicians ever voyaged regularly to India or had trade 

settlements in India. There seems no basis for the idea of a busy Phcenician trade 

route to India either from a base in the Red Sea or the Persian Gulf. On the con- 
trary the concentration of all their sea effort was directed to the westward—to go east 

involved enterprises strategically unsound. The weightiest fact against the supposi- 

tion that the Phcenicians had vessels in eastern waters is that Solomon, Sennacherib 

and Alexander would have chartered such vessels for their use had there been any, 

instead of constructing new ones. 

(0) The Egyptians certainly never went beyond the land of Punt in any of their 

eastward sea voyages, that is, they never passed east of Hadramaut or of Sokotra. 

(c) The Babylonians and Assyrians were not a maritime people and the biggest 

ships they had, as shown in Sennacherib’s records, were rowing galleys, usually unpro- 

vided with sails. 

(d) TheGreek and Greco-Roman traffic that flourished exceedingly between Egyp- 

tian Red Sea ports, Arabia Felix and the Indian coast, roughly from 200 B.C. to 200 

A.D., and lingered on another two hundred years in ever decreasing importance, was 

of very great extent and value, requiring the employment of annual trading fleets. 

We have no information as to the kind of ships engaged in this traffic, and whether 

they were built and manned by Greeks or built and owned by Greeks and manned by 

Arabs. Probably the latter was the case—it is the more probable, and this would 

make it clear how and why the Arabs later came to dispute with Indians the carrying 

trade of the Arabian Sea, as had also been the case in the days prior to Greek mari- 

time predominance. 

(¢) The Sabaean Arabs of Southern Arabia appear to share with Indians the hon- 

our of having been the earliest carriers on the waters of the Arabian Sea; it seems 

certain that this traffic was comparatively petty and restricted prior to the opening 

up of the East to European enterprise by Alexander’s pioneering of the Persian Gulf 

route. With Rome’s absorption of Egypt, direct trade between India and Egypt in- 

creased enormously and was, I believe, largely in the hands of Arabs employed by 

Greeks. Anyway, from the fall of Rome, the Red Sea and Persian Gulf trade was run 

solely by Arabs and Indians with a distinct tendency to pass into the hands of the 

former in the period immediately preceding the arrival of the Portuguese in India. 

With the decline of the Portuguese, Arab and Indian sea-trade again increased con- 

siderably and in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it was of great import- 

ance till the advent of steam-power in Indian seas reduced its scope enormously. 

1 Yule, Cathay, I, 87. 
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(f) The Chinese entered the Indian trade at a very early date, probably not later 
than the fifth century A.D. ‘The rise of their overseas connection with India seems 

to have synchronized with the collapse of Graeco-Roman sea-trade and somewhat 

antedated the rise of modern Arab sea-power. From the fifth century onwards till 

the fifteenth they worked in co-operation with Arab and Indian traders, meeting 

and exchanging wares at Kayal, Quilon, Calicut, Deli, Broach, Diu, and even Karachi 

(Debal) on the south and west coasts of India, also westwards to the Euphrates and 

for some time evento Aden. Their ships were better designed, better equipped, larger 

and more seaworthy than those of the Arabs and Indians. Even before the coming 

of the Portuguese this trade appears to have been suddenly arrested. In the earlier 

centuries of this intercourse, the Chinese fleet went further east than in the later 

period, a consequence perhaps of the inferiority of Indian and Arab ships in early 

days. With the growth of the maritime power of the Arabs, the Chinese trade fleet 

ceased to go beyond the Malabar ports. 

(g) Of Malay sea-trade with India we know extremely little. There is, however, 

some direct and much indirect evidence that intercommunication with Sumatra and 

Java was considerable from very early times but this appears to have been carried 

on in Indian craft, until the Arabs began to be ambitious of sea-power in distant 

waters. This will be further treated of in the next section. 



PART III—THE PART PLAYED BY INDIAN-BUILT SHIPS 

EN PAST SEA TRADE, 

So far we have written as though India herself had been passive in regard to sea- 

trade to and from her ports—a looker-on upon the brave and venturesome doings of 

other nations and races. This is, I believe, only partially true, and arises from the 

fact that her own sea-traffic was in the main coastwise within her own boundaries 

and that what portion was oversea traffic was far more largely directed to the east 

than to the west. Greek and Graeco-Roman traffic with India was restricted almost 

entirely to the west coast and as our only definite knowledge of ancient Indian trade 

is derived from Greek and Roman writers, Indian traffic with the Malay Archipelago 

and Peninsula failed to obtain adequate notice. There are, however, a few definite 

indications that there was considerable indigenous naval and mercantile activity in 

Indian waters at and from a very early date. 

There are passages even in the Sanscrit epics, the Ramayana and Mahabharata, 

containing allusions to foreign maritime countries and to voyages thereto by sea, 

but these are vague and undateable, and merely tell us of the fact that several centu- 

ries B.C. sea-trade was known and carried on. 

More definite are ancient Buddhist legends embodied in the Pitakas and Jatakas, 

particularly the latter, dating from the early centuries B.C. 

Among the former the Suita Pitaka, attributed by Rhys Davids ' to the fifth 

century B.C., tells how long ago merchants when sailing on oversea voyages out of 

sight of land carried with them “shore-sighting”’ birds which were used in locating 

the nearest land when the ship’s position became doubtful. The same custom is rela- 

ted by Pliny (A.D. 77) as practised by the seamen of Ceylon, when making sea voy- 

ages, as they were unable to steer by the stars.” 

Another passage of this Pitaka* mentions voyages lasting for six months, made 

in ships which were brought ashore and laid up during the winter, a custom curiously 

similar to that practised to-day by the Sinhalese owners of the antique sewn-plank 

craft called Yatva oruwa. (See p. 158.) 

Still more valuable is the evidence of the Jatakas which may go back as far as 400 

B.C. but which enshrine folktales of much greater antiquity.” The most important in 

this respect is the Baberu-Jataka*® wherein we read of Indian merchants who made 

periodical voyages to Babylon (Baberu). The story as told, is dressed fantastically, 

but there can be little doubt that it has as its basis a tradition of a regular trade by 

1 J.R.A.S. April, 1899, p. 432. 2 Pliny, Natural History, VI. 22. 

8 Quoted by Mukerji, Joc. cit., p. 73. + Kerinedy, J., /.R.A.S., 1898. 

5 Jatakas, Cambridge ed., 1907, III, p. 83. 
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sea between Western India and the Babylonian river towns, carried on by Indians 
and comprising peacocks as one of the articles of export from India. 

That the peacock was exported from India at a very early date gains weight from 

the fact that the Hebrew word for peacock as used in the Old Testament, ‘thuki,’ is 

immediately derived from the Tamil foke:, and that peacocks were common in Greece 

about 430 B.C.' This trade probably existed from much earlier times, for other old 

Jatakas make much mention of the sea- ports of Bharukaccha (Broach) and Surpara- 

ka (Supara), and of long and perilous over -sea voyages made therefrom to distant lands 

—to Suvarnabhumi in particular, which appears to be that Further India, or Golden 

Chersonese, which we know as the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra and Java. 

The discovery of Indian timber in the Babylonian ruins of Birs Nimroud and of 

Ur, in buildings dating circa 604-538 B.C.,” furnishes conclusive evidence of sea- 

trade conducted in fairly large vessels between India and the Euphrates at this early 

period. 

This sea-trade with Babylon, carried on in Indian vessels, cannot be less ancient 

than the 6th century B.C. and is possibly a good deal older. Its continuance in 

Achaemenid times is rendered probable by the discovery of Indian articles in the ruins 

of Susa, these consisting of libation cups, bangles and ornaments made from the shell 

of the Indian conch, fished even yet in quantities on the Kathiawar coast.* The age of 

these ruins brings Indian trade with this region down into the 5th century, but some of 

the ornaments—one bangle especially, obtained from a lower stratum—belong pro- 

bably to a much older date, as Susa was a capital of the Elamites long before the 

Achaemenid occupation of the site. I have also identified chank ornaments from 

Tello (the site of the ancient Lagash) in the Louvre Museum, Paris. 

Contemporaneous with this Persian Gulf trade, commercial relations with the 

great emporia of Muza and Aden in $.W. Arabia were certainly being carried on. 

Probably the earliest distinct record of this is the notice of Agatharcides of Alexandria 

who, about the middle of the 2nd century B.C., saw large Indian vessels arriving at a 

Sabeean port from Patala on the Indus. He notes how wealthy the Sabzeans had 

become by reason of their country being the exchange centre for the Indian goods 

so brought by sea. ‘This direct Indian trade is confirmed by the story told by Eudoxus 

who himself twice voyaged to India towards the end of the 2nd century (118-112 

B.C.), of an Indian ship found derelict off the entrance to the Red Sea with one fam- 

ished Indian sailor alone alive. This man, brought to Egypt by the coastguard, sub- 

sequently offered to show the route to be followed on the voyage to India and acted 

as pilot for the first trading expedition under the leadership of Eudoxus.* Yemen 

at this period and for hundreds of years previously had occupied a highly favoured 

half-way position between India and Egypt, for it is doubtful if the direct passages 

of Greeco-Egyptian vessels from Egypt to India commenced or at least were common 

prior to the first century B.C. Indo-Sabzean trade must be exceedingly ancient and 

1 Kennedy, J., J.R.A.S., 1898. 

2 Do. ibid. , 1898. 

é Hornell, J., Mavine Zoology of Okhamandal, Pt. II, p. 2, London, 1916. 4 Strabo, Geog. II. 3. 4. 
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it seems probable that it is even older than that with the Persian Gulf. In A.D. 70 it 
was still flourishing at Muza, though it would seem from the Periflus that most of the 

ships used were Arab-owned and manned. It is of importance here to note that while 

this author speaks of Arab shipmasters and common sailors thronging the port of 

Muza, his references to Indians are as merchants only :—‘‘ In bygone times when the 

‘merchants of India did not proceed to Egypt” and “the population of Sokotra con- 

sisted chiefly of foreigners, Arabs, Indians and even Greeks who resorted thither for 

the purpose of commerce.”’ 

But whereas the Periplus does not give any support to the theory that Indian 

ships traded between India and the Red Sea, he records definitely that Broach carried 

on a regular trade with Apologos at the head of the Persian Gulf, and with Omana, 

apparently a port on the coast of Persia, freighting large vessels with logs of sasamina 

and ebony, wood for rafters (teak?), sandalwood, copper and other commodities. 

He adds that Omana is a shipbuilding centre, exporting completed vessels called 

madarata,' to Arabia, meaning Hadramaut and Yemen. A similar trade exists now—- 

Arab vessels carrying away timber from the Malabar coast to supply the needs of the 

many shipyards on the Arabian coasts. 

The Gujarat coast at this period appears to have been the chief centre of Indian 

shipping activity, for besides describing the great trade of Broach, and the systema- 

tic pilotage arrangements whereby incoming ships were met at sea by Government 

pilot boats large and well-manned, called trappaga and kotimba,’ and led safely through 

the shoals which obstructed the fairway to the port, in a subsequent passage the Peri- 

plus refers to Muziris (Cranganore), the pepper emporium of the Malabar coast, as 

frequented by ships from Ariake, whereby is meant Indian ships from Gujarat. 

Indian pirate ships are also mentioned as infesting the West Coast at this time, 
rendering the voyage to Muziris dangerous. 

The West Coast from Sind to Mangalore has been the haunt of piracy from the 

earliest days of Indian shipping. Greeks, Romans, Arabs and Italians, from the first 

century B.C. to the coming of the Portuguese, all give their evidence that the inhabi- 

tants of that coast made a living by their depredations upon passing merchant craft. 

A particularly flagrant act of piracy committed by some Sind freebooters upon a ship’ 

sent by the King of Ceylon to the Kalif Muwaiya (A.D. 661-679), was the direct cause 

of the invasion and conquest of Sind by the Arabs. Pirates presuppose trading ships 

and any people building and operating pirate vessels must be credited with at least 

sufficient skill to operate trading ships on the same coast; hence we may fairly infer, 

apart from other evidence leading to an identical conclusion, that from the time when 
Greek trading fleets appeared in Eastern waters until the present day, a great part of 

the coastwise traffic of India has been carried on in Indian bottoms—almost exclusively 

1 Schoff, W. H. (The Periplus of the Evythraean Sea (translation), London, 1912, p. 154) quotes Glazer to the effect 

that this is the Arabic muddarra’ at, meaning ‘‘ fattened with palm fibre.” 

2 Possibly we have in the latter word a form of the term hotia, now applied to ocean-going vessels showing Portu- 

guese influence in their design, but owned largely in Kathiawar and Kutch. 

3 Bight ships according to the Chach-nama as quoted by Sir H. M. Elliot in his ‘‘ History of India,” 1867. 
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prior to about the 7th century; since then more or less shared by Arab-built or 

owned vessels. 

That these pirate ships of the Konkan, South Kanara and Kathiawar were wea- 

therly craft we may infer from Marco Polo’s description of the way in which the Kon- 

kan and Gujarat pirates scoured these seas with more than one hundred small vessels, 

seizing and plundering all the merchant ships that passed that way. He adds that 

their wives and children of all ages accompanied them aboard the ships, so we may 

infer that they afforded considerable accommodation. At the present day the crews 

of the larger fishing boats, descendants of these old pirates, continue the tradition by 

staying at sea, often for a week or a fortnight without coming ashore. 

Neither was the maritime activity of Broach always peaceful; the Periplus re- 

cords that the authorities endeavoured to break the trade of rival ports on the Bom- 

bay coast by means of blockade, and by towing away foreign ships making for those 

ports. 

So much for the sea trade of the Western Coast of India—knowledge meagre and 

scanty and amounting to little more than an assurance that Indian ships, manned by 

Indians, did share with Arab ships in the trade between India and the Persian Gulf, 

and with Aden and the East Coast of Africa, from very early days, and that a well- 

developed coasting trade, in spite of harassment by local pirates, was carried on by 

Indian ships between West Coast ports. ‘This trade was exactly upon the lines of 

present-day sea-commerce as carried on by Indian merchants in vessels built and 

manned in India—proof of the conservatism of commerce as well as of its antiquity. 

Sea-trade upon the East Coast never became well known to the Alexandrian 

Greeks or to the Romans; on the other hand much more information upon this aspect 

of ancient Indian enterprise is contained in Indian inscriptions and documents, and 

proved in indirect ways, than in the case of the West Coast trade. ‘Thus the records 

of Indian and Sinhalese dynasties frequently record naval expeditions against overseas 

nations. Vijaya and his followers, the founders of the ruling section of the Sinhalese 

nation, are reputed to have reached Ceylon about 550 B.C. from some port at the 

head of the Bay of Bengal, and for centuries thereafter Sinhalese chronicles and South 

Indian inscriptions testify to the frequent invasions of Ceylon by Chola and Pandyan 

armies, and even to occasional counter-invasions of South India by Sinhalese. Boats 

of considerable size must have been employed, as mounted troops are mentioned ; 

horses, elephants, and chariots also passed as marriage dowries between the Royal 

Houses of South India and Ceylon.' So far as we know, the Indian ports of depar- 

ture were chiefly on the Tanjore and Ramnad coast of Palk Strait. Kaveripattanam 

on the Coromandel coast was then at the height of its fame. Both Greek and Tamil 

writers mention it, and have much to say of its sea-borne commerce. The Periplus 

is the most definite; here towards the end of the narrative after speaking of Kolkoi 

(the Pandyan city of Korkai) and of the pearl fishery coast on the Gulf of Mannar, 

we are told :— 

| Mahawamsa, 1889 Edition, p. 34. 
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“ Among the marts and anchorages along this shore to which merchants from 

Damirike | (Malabar Coast) and the north resort, the most conspicuous are Kamara 

(Kaveripattanam), Poduké and Sopatma,” which occur in the order in which we have 

named them. In these marts are found those native vessels for coasting voyages 

which trade as far as Damirike and another kind called Sangara, ‘monoxyla’ of the 

largest sort, and also others called Kolandiophonta which are of great bulk and em- 

ployed for voyages to the Ganges and Khruse’”’ (Golden Chersonese or Malay Penin- 

sula.) ° 

Besides these references we have records of the invasion by sea (circa 1025 A.D.) 

of the Burmese coast by South Indian (Chola) powers and it is certain that Indian 

kings during the early centuries of our era carried their arms by sea to the coasts of 

Sumatra and Java, where indeed a peaceful Indian penetration had begun probably 

some centuries B.C. Particularly marked was the extension of Indian commerce in 

the time of Chandragupta, a great warrior statesman brought to the front by the im- 

pact of Europe upon India. It is even probable that he was of the Persian royal 

family as Dr. Spooner has argued, and Greek influence may have had much to do 

with the energy he infused into the commercial intercourse of India with the outer 

world. In his day great progress was made in traffic with the far east and it is 

probable that even then (316-292 B.C.) Hindus began to found settlements in Java, 

Siam and Cambodia, and to introduce Brahmanism into those countries. Trade 

with Chavakam, meaning Sumatra and Java, is alluded to frequently in several of the 

very old Tamil poems quoted by Kanakasabhai Pillai in his Tamils 1800 years ago. 

The early Arab writérs indeed considered Sumatra and Java as being part of 

India.” Abu Zaid (c. 916 A.D.) relates a story of an old invasion of the Pandyan 

country by the Maharaja of Java—incidentally mentioning that it was about Io days’ 

sail between the two kingdoms, “but when the wind is light the journey may take as 

much as 20 days.” 

The frequent references to countries on the nothern and eastern shores of the Bay 

of Bengal and to Java and Sumatra further east, in the oldest classical writers of 

South India, show very clearly that intercommunication was easier and more frequent 

than we usually realize, and this infers fairly large and seaworthy vessels. 

From very early days trade between Ceylon and Bengal was important. The 

chank bangles esteemed so necessary by Hindu ladies in Bengal were obtained entirely 

from the South Indian and Ceylon fisheries and the muslins of Bengal returned in 

exchange. Fa Hian, the Chinese Buddhist who travelled in India betwen 399 and 

414 A.D., is one of the first writers who specifically mention this Bengal mercantile 

shipping in ancient days; in a passage describing his pilgrimage to see the Buddhist 

1 I adopt Damirike in place of the Limurike of the MSS. as suggested by Rawlinson, Joc. cit., p. 120. 

2 Poduké may be Pondicherry (Puducheri) as suggested by other authors, but I believe Rawlinson is in error in 

identifying Sopatma with Madras. It is more likely to be represented by the now decayed port of Kistnapatam fur- 

ther north. ) 

3 Probably sangava were double-canoes (sangadam, Tamil), while kolandiophonta, or kolandia as Schotf prefers to 

call them, were possibly outrigger ships. See p 215 for a discussion of this question. 

+ As instance Al Masudi, who died 956 A.D, Sumatra was usually confounded with Java under the name Zabaj. 
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relics in the possession of the Sinhalese, he relates how he sailed from the mouth of 

the Ganges to Ceylon in ‘‘a great merchant ship.” In 673 this port, Tamralipta or 

Tamluk, near the modern Midnapore, was found still prosperous by the later pilgrim 
I-Tsing, who there embarked when returning to China. 

In the sixth century we get considerable light upon the mercantile importance 

of Ceylon in the writings of that much travelled Alexandrian monk, Kosmas Indi- 
copleustes,' who wrote about 535 A.D. To quote his own words: ‘As the position 

of Ceylon is central, the island is a great resort of ships from all parts of India, and 

from Persia and Ethiopia, and in like manner it despatches many of its own to 

foreign ports. And from the inner countries, I mean China and other marts in that 
direction, it receives silk, aloes, clovewood, sandalwood, and their other products, and 

these it again passes on to the outer ports, I mean to Malabar where pepper grows 

and to Kalliana (near Bombay) where copper is produced ............ and to Sindu 

also and to Persia and the Homerite country (S. Arabia) and to Adule” (Abyssinia). 

The connection between the country known in ancient days as Kalinga—the land 

stretching from the Godaveri to Ganjam—and the opposite coast of the Malay Penin- 

sula has always been great. The only good harbour on the Ganjam coast is called 

Kalingapatam, and the port of Coringa (apparently etymologically identical with Ka- 

linga) has long been the greatest shipbuilding centre on the East Coast so far as we 

have definite information. From the former port in particular emigration has been 

active from time immemorial, hence it is easy to understand why the name of Klings is 

universally given to people of Indian race in the Malay Peninsula, whether they be the 

descendants of old settlers who doubtless did come from Kalinga or whether they are 

newly arrived immigrants from parts far distant from that locality. In the same way 

Lower Burma or Pegu being conquered by emigrants from Telingana, the land of the 

Telugus, comprising the coast region from Madras to the southern border of Ganjam, 

the people of Pegu were long known to the Burmese and to all foreigners as Talaings.” 

It follows therefore that the most conclusive proof of the high development of 

purely Indian overseas trade in ancient times is afforded by the great colonizing epoch 

of the first seven centuries of our era. Within this period, at ill-determined dates, 
several waves of colonizing energy carried large bodies of Indians from the north- 

western shores of the Bay of Bengal, Telugus or Talaings from Telingana, Klings from 

Kalinga, and a Magadha element from Bengal, to Pegu and the Tenasserim coast, to 

parts of Sumatra, to Java and to Cambodia. The written records have gone, tradition 

is scanty and unreliable, but stone monuments remain in plenty and in unrivalled 

magnificence that bear silent witness to Indian inspiration and workmanship. The 

colonists appear to have represented the three chief phases of Indian religious feeling ; 

Brahmanism, the oldest, was succeeded by Buddhism, made vivid to us in the wonder- 

ful sculptures of Boro Budur; this latter religion, once predominant in Java, gave 

1 Christian Topography, 11th Book. 

2 Phayre, History of Burma. It may also be noted that the Telingana and Kalinga coastal limits largely overlap 

and represent almost the same region. The latter termis the older. It represents the name of an ancient kingdom whereas 

Telingana is a racial term indicating the area occupied by the Telugu branch of the Dravidian race. 
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place in turn to modern Hinduism, which lasted in strength till late in the 15th 

century, and still flourishes in Bali and lingers in out-of-the-way villages in East Java. 

Javanese tradition traces this Indian colonization back to 75 A.D., Indian in- 

fluence and intercourse being certainly much older, dating back at least to Asoka’s 

days. However unreliable this date of the first Indian colonization may be, it repre- 

sents a time which approximates to the probabilities, for the Chinese pilgrim Fa Hien 

at the beginning of the 5th century found a large Indian population in Java, and sailed 

in ships upon this memorable voyage with crews professing Brahmanism,' whilst his 

successor, I-Tsing, about 673, mentions more than ten prosperous Indian colonies in 

Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Bali, etc. 

The leader of the first legendary arrival of Indian colonists in A.D. 75 is said by 

the Javanese to have borne the name Adi or Aji Saka and in this it is possible that 

we have a vague record of the activities of the great Asoka, who in 244 B.C. com- 

menced that wonderful Buddhist propaganda which spread Buddhism far and wide 

through India, Ceylon and the whole south-east of Asia. As Mr. V. A. Smith remarks, 

‘‘when we remember Asoka’s relations with Ceylon and even more distant powers, 

we may credit him with a sea-going fleet as well as an army’’.” 

In this connection Mukerji’s quotation® of a passage from a Kashmir work of the 

roth century, preserves a very interesting tradition of Indian trade with the island 

powers of the east in Asoka’s times. From it we gather that certain Indian traders 

had been attacked in their voyaging by Naga pirates who plundered and destroyed 

their ships. In the steps taken by Asoka to exact redress it is not unlikely that we 

have a far-off echo of a maritime punitive expedition against Malay or Malayo- 

Polynesian pirates. 

Whatever may be the truth of the Javanese legends, it is, as we have seen, cer- 

tain that Indian emigrants landed in considerable numbers in Java and Sumatra long 

prior to the 5th century. For this century and the beginning of the seventh, Java- 

nese tradition is very definite regarding large arrivals from India. In regard to the 

latter immigration, the legends aver that in 603, a Gujarat ruler, forewarned of the 

coming destruction of his kingdom, sent his son with 5,000 followers in 6 large and 

100 small vessels to Java, who were reinforced later by over 2,000 more men, includ- 

ing numerous skilled artisans.* Many critics deride this story which they characterise 

as baseless; they point to the belief that the bulk of the Javanese colonization 

was from the Kalinga and the Orissa coasts and emphasize the improbability of 

settlers arriving from the far western coast of India. These objections, I incline 

to think, are not necessarily conclusive. For centuries Java was the El Dorado of 

India where the adventurous, the ambitious, the rebellious, and the discontented sought 

power or wealth or refuge, standing in relation to India as the colonies have done 

to Britain for three centuries and more. Given these motives there is no insuperable 

or even considerable difficulty in the voyaging of large numbers of emigrants from 

1 He lamented ‘‘In this country (Java) heretics aud Brahmans flourish, but the law of Buddha hardly deserves 

mentioning.” 

2 Edicts of Asoka, p. viii. 8 Mukerji, R., Indian Shipping, p 114- 4 Raffles, Sir S., History of Java, II, 82. 
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Gujarat to Java in the 7th century. The Chinese were at that time regularly trad- 

ing to Gujarat and the Red Sea, and Arab trade with the Malay Archipelago and 

with China was also considerable. With these two streams of foreign traffic passing 

Indian ports, the coast people of Gujarat would be early familiarized with stories 

of the wealth of the Indian colonies in Java and Sumatra, and what more likely than 

that the adventurous among them, provided as they were with the best-built sea-craft 

of any in India, would themselves desire to take part in the rush to the Isles; finding 

the reports true, if political conditions were threatening at home, is it not probable 

that Gujarat should take a share, belated though it might be, in the colonization of 

the Malay Isles ? 

Can there be an echo of this in the quotation in Hobson Jobson (1903 edn.) ?— 

‘‘ There is a saying in Goozerat,— 

Who goes to Java 

Never TeEliiis. 

If by chance he return, 

Then for two generations to live upon, 

Money enough he brings back.” 

(1856. Rds Malad, ii, 82). 

Before we can understand the full significance of the Indian colonization of Java 

and the neighbouring lands, we must force ourselves to realize as vividly as possible 

that there was infinitely more movement in Asia during the first thousand years of our 

era than there is now. Many Governments were unstable and every ambitious prince 

dreamed of subduing his neighbours; out of this welter ever and again emerged a 

great warrior at the head of conquering hordes who spread terror and unrest far be- 

yond the limits of his operations. Fugitive populations pressed upon adjoining lands, 

and this impetus once imparted, reacted again and again till it reached coast lands 

and excited the more adventurous to seek happier homes in new countries. Such 

forces as these sent multitudes of Indians to Java and Sumatra and to Cambodia, 

where the early comers quickly founded prosperous states and became so powerful 

and wealthy that the fame thereof brought new accessions of colonists, this time 

principally craftsmen—builders in stone, expert sculptors, workers in metal and in 

wood. 

A fact which lends some support to the Javanese claim to early intercourse with 

Gujarat is that the Portuguese on reaching Malacca in 1509, found the trade with 

India largely in the hands of merchants from Guyjarat.' 

| Stephens, H. M., ‘‘ Albuquerque,” in Rulers of India series, p. 96, Oxford, 1892. 



PART IV.—THE CLASSES OF VESSELS EMPLOYED BY INDIANS IN 

ANCIENT DAYS PRIOR TO PORTUGUESE MARITIME DOMINANCE. 

Until we come to the days of Marco Polo and Ibn Batuta I know of no technical 

descriptions of the boats and ships used on the Indian coasts, except one by Pliny and 

the involved and difficult passage in the Periplus already quoted, where two Indian 

trading vessels called respectively sangara and kolandiophonta are mentioned, the 

former being large ‘monoxyla, which means literally that each vessel was formed 

from complete logs and not constructed of planks. I agree with Schoff ' in correlating 

the name with the Tamil sangadam, a double-canoe made from two great hollowed 

out tree trunks lashed together, in spite of the fact that this type of craft is never 

used nowadays for sea-going purposes, being restricted to rivers, estuaries and back- 

waters. The word, as well as the use of this form of canoe, is found throughout 

Dravidia ; on the Malabar coast the term appears as changaddam, in Kanara as jangala. 

The Polynesians when first seen by European voyagers employed sea-going double 

canoes of large size; to-day few exist and these of small dimensions only, the large 

ones being replaced by schooners of European design. If, as I believe, there is an 

infusion of Polynesian blood in the coastal population of South India, we can the 

more readily agree with the view that large double-canoes were employed in trade on 

the Coromandel coast at the time of the Periflus. The only alternative to this view 

is to consider the monoxlya making up a sangara, as the constituent logs of a cata- 

maran. But catamarans are never used as cargo carriers; they are exclusively 

fishing boats and this fact excludes them from identification with the description of 

them in the Periplus as “large vessels.”’ 

Kolandiophonta or kolandia as rendered probably more correctly by Schoff, des- 

cribed as vessels of great bulk employed for overseas voyages to Bengal and Malaysia 

(Chryse), must almost certainly have been two-masted vessels with pointed ends and 

probably equipped with a stout outrigger, counterparts of the present-day Sinhalese 

yatrva-oruwa (yatra-dhom in Tamil), but, unlike them, steered by quarter oars, the 

rudder not being then invented. I come to this conclusion partly because kolandia 

appears to be a Greek sailor’s rendering of the word kullan or kulla, the Tamil 

term both for a large outrigger fishing canoe and for the outrigger frame alone 

(kullan, the more correct and older form becomes shortened to killa in the corrupt 

speech of Tamil fishermen), and partly from Pliny’s account of the ships used in the 

seas between India and Ceylon. | 

It is indeed a strange coincidence that this view of kolandia being outrigger 

vessels should receive valuable support from Pliny, who says, “the sea between the 

1 Loc. cit., p. 243- 
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island of Ceylon and India is full of shallows not more than six paces in depth, but in 

some channels so deep that no anchors can find the bottom. For this reason ships 

are built with prows at each end, for turning about in channels of extreme narrow- 

Hesse) 

Now the large single outrigger type of canoe, called kiullan or killa in Tamil, used 

universally by Sinhalese fishermen at the present day, in common with several 

Polynesian varieties of the same general design, is notable among our local boats 

for this same strange peculiarity. In such craft the single outrigger must be always 

upon the weather side to exercise the counterpoise needful to prevent capsizing 

through the thrust to leeward of the wind upon the sail. The heavy outrigger 

of these large canoes cannot be changed at sea from one side to another, as it has to 

be permanently secured on one side; whenever the wind changes in direction or a 

course contrary to the one preceding has to be steered, the difficulty involved is 

overcome by moving the steering paddle to the opposite end of the boat, thus 

changing what was before the bow into the stern. By this means the outrigger float 

remains on the weather side.* From this fact I identify Pliny’s “ships with prows 

at each end’’ with outrigger vessels closely akin in form to the yatra dhoni of the 

present-day Ceylon coasting trade and with the kolandia of the Pertplus. 

The reason given for these boats having reversible ends is, of course, wrong, but 

this is immaterial. 

The kolandia of the first century probably had also fairly close kinship with the 

two-masted Javanese outrigger ships of the Boro Budur sculptures (civca 8th or gth 

century) seeing that the Periplus distinctly states that the kolandia traded to Chryse, 

generally identified with the Malay Peninsula; the islands of Sumatra and Java, 

where Indian missionaries were at that early period already busy spreading Indian 

religion and prestige, were undoubtedly included in this region of the Golden Cher- 

sonese. 

It is somewhat curious that no descriptions of sea-going vessels appear to have 

survived in the Tamil classics; all that Bishop Caldwell could say was that at a very 

early date, besides ‘‘canoes”’ and “boats,” the Dravidians had “‘ships”’ in the sense 

of small-decked coasting vessels. 

Thanks, however, to the Peripflus and to Pliny, we do possess evidence that 

they had in addition oversea trading vessels and that some of these were probably out- 

rigger ships. That other large ships, most likely from more northern sections of the 

east coast of India, were without outriggers, either then or at a date not much later, 

is certain from the fact that various Andhra and Kurumbar coins bear rude but un- 

mistakable representations of two-masted ships without outriggers; all appear pointed 

at both ends, and were steered by a quarter oar on each side.’ 

| Pliny, VI, 22, M’Crindle’s translation. 

2 Pitt-Rivers states that this system is also pursued in Fiji, in parts of New Guinea, and, northward, in the Kings- 

mill Islands. The Evolution of Culture and other Essays, Oxford, 1906, p. 222. 

3 Schoff, loc. cit., p. 243, states that these coin ships present points of detail resembling those of ‘‘ the Gujarati 

ships of Borobcedor.” In reality, the converse is the case. The Indian ships have pole masts, the sails are without 
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From Marco Polo’s account of the Arab vessels at Ormuz, it is clear that these 

were mutch more like the Laccadive Island boats than the Arab carrying craft of the 

present day as represented in the baggalas, dhangis and gunjos of the Persian Gulf 

and West Coast of India. These latter mostly have two masts and all are put to- 

gether with iron bolts and have the bottom pitched. Marco Polo specially notes that 

the Arab ships seen by him at Ormuz (c.1272 and 1291) had but one mast, one sail, 

one rudder and no permanent deck and that the planks were sewn together with 

coir yarn, the bottom being smeared with fish oil but not pitched.' Such is essentially 

the structure of the Laccadive boats, though these show such improvements as a 

covered-in poop and the frequent employment of a small mizzen mast. Marco Polo 

also remarks that they had no iron anchors. This traveller having had intimate experi- 

ence of the magnificent junks built by the Chinese, which, even then, boasted the em- 

ployment of numerous watertight compartments separated by transverse bulkheads, 

were four or six masted, had numerous sails and accommodated wealthy passengers in 

commodious state-rooms, thought poorly of the vessels built by the Ormuz Arabs. He 

says they were of the worst kind, and dangerous for navigation, their defects proceed- 

ing from the fact that nails were not employed in their construction. This poor opin- 

ion must have been due largely to prejudice for such boats are still used successfully 

and do not seem to be more dangerous than ironbolted vessels. In certain circumstan- 

ces they have even considerable advantage and Ibn Batuta was right when he wrote 

(A.D. civca 1340) that “the ships of India and Yemen being sewn together with coir 

thread, when they happen to strike against a rock, the thread will yield a little but 

will not soon break, contrary to what happens when put together with iron nails.”’” 

Marco Polo states that in these vessels after taking in their lading, this is covered 

over with hides, whereon they place the horses which they carry to India—a state- 

ment bespeaking their large size. 

We see from the above that the Indian and Arab vessels of the Persian Gulf and 

the West Coast of India at the end of the thirteenth century were large enough to 

carry considerable cargo together with a number of horses; they were apparently 

much like a single-masted pattimar of the present day but differed from the baggala 

in having no high poop; it is likely that they were round or sharp sterned and it is 

probable that they had already adopted the lateen rig (‘‘one mast and one sail,” 

Marco Polo, ut supra). 

This general form appears to have been prevalent on the West Coast from time 

immemorial and probably originated from the habit still seen at Ratnagiri and the 

neighbouring coast of making even fairly large boats out of dug-out canoes by adding 

flared side or wash-boards, one above the other, to the edges of the dug-out. 

The added planks were originally sewn geet to eae as in mo boats, the out- 

booms and no outrigger is present; those of Boro Budur show twin-masts, the sails have booms as well as yards, and 

outriggers, often with multiple booms, are a characteristic feature. Neither has Schoff any justification for calling 

them Gujarati'ships; they were local Javanese vessels, with lineal descendants of smaller size still surviving in the 

coasting trade of East Java. 

1 Yule’s edition, Vol. I, p 102, 1871. 

§ The Travels of Ibn Batuta, Lee’s translation, p. 178, London, 1829, 
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rigger dhonis of Ceylon, and the masula boats of the East Coast. When larger boats 

become necessary, the model of the built-up dug-out was followed and this design is 

now seen in the round-sterned pattamars of the present day. Such boats being 

beamy had no need for a steadying outrigger. 

In the extreme south of India and in Ceylon, a different basal design appears to 

have existed for cargo carriers. In this area the boats employed for transport work, 

as apart from catamarans which are solely fishing craft, appear undoubtedly to have 

been of two kinds, either true single outrigger vessels of the Polynesian type, or the 

modified balance-board design which has been evolved therefrom. Both of these types 

u = aS . Ae : TI : RSs —— 
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Fic. 28.—A large Javanese outrigger ship of 8th or 9th century A.D., showing the double form of 
mast and the quarter steering oar in a trunkway. Restored from the Boro Budur sculptures. Java. 
(Original.) 

are still to be found in Palk Strait and on the coast of Ceylon, the former running 

to 50 to 70 tons capacity, the latter to about 30 tons. The true outrigger type is by 

far the more numerous and the more widely dispersed in India, as I have seen canoes 

and boats of this construction at frequent intervals from Sind in the north-west, down 

the Bombay coast to Mangalore and again from Ceylon in the south to Cuddalore and 

Kille (Cauveri River) on the East Coast. The balance-board modification I know 

in two localities only—the one being Palk Bay, the other the vicinity of Cocanada 

(Kalinga coast). 

Very significant in this connection is the fact that several of the sculptured 
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friezes on the great Buddhist shrine of Boro Budur (7.e. “Great Buddha’’) in Java, 
erected in the eighth or ninth century, show large two-masted vessels provided with 

a massive outrigger formed of a compound float, held in position by either three or four 

stout booms! (fig. 28). As Boro Budur was built by Indians or under the direction 

of Indian rulers, architects, and foremen, these sculptured representations go far to 

substantiate the view I take, based upon the many disconnected survivals of the 

outrigger design on Indian coasts, that certain of the ancient trading vessels of South 

India and Ceylon were furnished with outriggers; that the Ceylon sewn-plank out- 

rigger coasting dhoni, and the Point Calimere kalla dhoni, represent survival modifica- 

tions of the original type of South Indian trading vessel in use when sea-trade first 

arose. 

At the same time I agree with Mr. R. D. Banerji®* that the Boro Budur ship scenes 

cannot be accepted as representing the emigration of Indian colonists to Java. They 

undoubtedly represent incidents in the life of the Buddha and what they do show is 

the type of Javanese ship familiar to the Boro Budur sculptors. A large square 

sail is carried on each mast, while from the bowsprit is hung a square artemon or 

spritsail. In the smaller vessels, a large steering oar is hung on the port quarter ; 

there must have been a corresponding one on the starboard side. The larger two- 

masted type shows the rudder passing upwards into a trunkway such as the Chinese 

use in their junks; it has the appearance of being set laterally, hence it would seem 

that these vessels used two separate rudders precisely as the large Malay praus to be 

seen in Macassar harbour have at the present day. In these latter, as I had the 

opportunity of seeing recently, there is an opening or window in each quarter, 

considerably below the poop deck, which provide the steersmen with access to the 

two large rudders—one on each side. The Boro Budur ships customarily show a 

steersman clinging to the upper portion of the rudder blade—a conventionalism 

similar to that which represents a sailor working his way along the bowsprit. 

In some (fig. 29), the simpler quarter rudder is retained, apparently held in posi- 

tion by rudder bands as seen in representations of Roman cargo ships. 

The superstructure above the waterline appears to be built outboard beyond the 

sides of the hull proper, similarly, but far more developed, to that seen in many Macas- 

sar praus. To obtain lightness, this superstructure was built with the wales separ- 

ated by spaces—openwork bulwarks which in the largest Boro Budur ships suggest 

““basket-work.”’ The smaller vessels lack this or show only a few added open wales 

of quite ordinary dimensions and pattern. 

! No Indian or Sinhalese outrigger boats have more than one float supported by two booms, and the same design is 

characteristic of the outlying Polynesian islands; multiple booms, three and four most commonly but occasionally as 

many as ten and used in combination with a float on each side are still frequent in the Celebes, Moluccas, and Melanesia. 

The size of Polynesian outrigger canoes is now much smaller than in pre-European days, the large sizes having been 

supplanted by island-built schooners. In the Marshall Islands and elsewhere outrigger canoes of 60 to 70 feet in length 

are said to have been common prior to the advent of the white man, and long distances were travelled in them, many 

families taking passage. For an interesting account of Polynesian outriggers see Notes on the Boats, Apparatus and Fish- 

ing Methods of the South Seas, by A. B. Alexander, in the Report of the U.S. Fish Commission for the year 1901, Washing- 

ton, 1902. 

2 The Modern Review, Calcutta, August, 1917. 
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A point of much importance in these representations is that the masts are com- 

pound, being double or twin in form; they consist of two spars stepped some feet 

apart, but inclined so that their upper ends eventually meet. So far as we know 

this design has never been used in India, but the double mast is in use in Burma, 

while a variant in the form of a tripod still persists in the Celebes and Moluccas. 

Some sculptures have numerous rungs or cross-bars attached, such as are seen 

to-day in the big Macassar praus and in up-county Burmese lighters on the 

. Irrawaddy. The simple a-form is noteworthy as the mast design seen in ancient 

Egyptian ships from the 3rd to the 11th dynasties. 

Fic. 29.—Restoration of a small Javanese outrigger ship of about 8th or 9th century A.D. From the 
Boro Budur sculptures, Java. (Original). 

This peculiar compound mast (now indicated for the first time) together with 

the two rudders set in trunkways, are the weightiest arguments I know against the 

inference that the Boro Budur scenes referred to, depict the arrival of Indian ships 

in Java.' I can find no survival or suggestion anywhere of compound masts or of 

rudder trunkways having ever been used on the Indian Coast. Very important evi- 

dence on the former point is furnished by the ship-coins of the Andhras, dating 

| Rawlinson’s frontispiece ‘A Hindu ship arriving at Java” and Mukerji’s similar one entitled ‘‘ Indian adven- 

turers sailing out to colonize Java.” 

ee 
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back to the second and third centuries A.D., whereon are depicted two-masted 

ships with straight masts showing no trace of being either double or tripod in form. 

On the other hand, neither do these representations of ships show any suggestion 

of an outrigger or even of a balance board. They are ordinary round ships, two- 

masted, carrying yards triced to the mast-heads in such a way that it is clear they 

carried a large square-sail on each mast. Bow and stern were both raked and they 

were steered by means of two quarter-paddles, though in some only the paddle on one 

side is shown. ' 

I am inclined to think that the Andhra sea-going ships and those fitted out from 

the Kalinga and Orissa coasts in the early centuries A.D. were square-rigged, two mas- 

ted vessels, with raked stem, and stern, both sharp, without bowsprit and rudder, and 

steered by two quarter paddles. It was in vessels of this description I believe, that 

the first Indian colonists set sail for the Malay Archipelago. Subsequently when the 

upper west coast of India began to send out swarms of colonists (if it ever did) and, 

when trade with Ceylon and the south-east coast assumed importance some of the 

vessels used may have had outriggers as in the Boro Budur ships, the Ceylon yatra 

dhonis and the Konkan fishing boats of the present day. The combination of com- 

pound masts with a powerful outrigger (the latter now very seldom seen in Java- 

nese cargo craft), and with the rudders set in trunkways, which we see in the larger 

ships of the Boro Budur friezes, must have been of local evolution, perfected by the 

Javanese in later years, as Boro Budur though began presumably in the Fislal Cohenco ial 

century was not completed probably till the roth, some hundreds of years after the 

active period of Indian colonization. This peculiar design combined three essen- 

tially present-day Malaysian features—the double outrigger, the compound mast and 

the system of double rudders. Compound masts are essentially Mongoloid in origin, 

being seen to-day only among the Burmese, the Indonesians and the Southern Chinese. 

On the west coast of India it is probable that the employment of the outrigger 

for coasting vessels was discarded at a comparatively early period, due, I believe, to the 

influence exerted upon this coast by foreign seamen from the Persian Gulf and the 

Red Sea; on the less accessible south-eastern coast, foreign influence did not become 

strong till some short time prior to the coming of the Portuguese, hence the outrigger 

type prevailed there as the common design till long after the conversion of Java to 

Buddhism. With the coming of the Arabs and still more quickly after the arrival of 

the Portuguese, the outrigger cargo-carrier began to decline, till now we find a mere 

handful of boats of this design engaged in trade. These few are rapidly disappearing 

and it is probable that none will exist twenty years from now. Twelve years ago the 

Ceylon outrigger cargo boats were familiar to me as they passed up and down the 

coast near the Ceylon pearl-banks; to-day few seem to know of their existence. 

As the single outrigger and balance-board designs are both Polynesian in affinity, 

from the general diffusion of one or the other on both our Indian coasts, the only 

sane conclusion we can come to is either that some of the coast folk of India are 

1 Rea, A., ‘‘ South Indian Buddhist Antiquities,’ Avch@ol. Surv. India, New Imp. Ser., Vol XV, p. 29. 
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closely kindred to certain of the races of Oceania, or (much less probably) that there 

has been such intimate and extensive trade relations between India on the one hand 

and Polynesia on the other, that the latter region imposed its boat designs upon India. 

As regards the latter possibility, we have already seen that within the historic 

period the flow of population has been almost entirely from India to the Further 

East and that even so, it has been restricted entirely to Malaysia so far as the island 

world is concerned—never to the regions further east. Even for the former res- 

tricted area there is little or no evidence of any reciprocal influence upon India, 

with the one probable exception of a very limited Malaysian wave of immigration 

vid Ceylon, which brought coconut cultivation, toddy tapping, and possibly betel 

chewing, to India from the Malay Archipelago. The Shanars, Izhuvans and Tiyyans 

of South India probably owe their presence to such immigration. The anthropologi- 

cal facts (p. 234) in regard particularly to the Shanars, give distinct support to this 

conclusion. 

To-day, however, we find very few Malay words in common use on the Indian 

coasts, whereas a very large number of words of Indian origin, the great majority being 

traceable to Sanscrit and a less number to Dravidian languages, have gained admis- 

sion in varying degree to the languages of Malaysia. The Indian immigrants into 

Sumatra and Java were of infinitely higher civilization than the inhabitants they found 

there—no record of pre-Hindu culture exists, and from all we now know, we judge 

that the aborigines were animists with rude customs and habits. Hence the civiliza- 

tion of the newcomers from India had no difficulty in asserting its supremacy and with 

the spread of the new and higher religion, the tongue of the sacred Indian writings 

rapidly influenced the language of those of the natives admitted to social intercourse 

with the Indian immigrants, who formed in addition alliances with the influential 

families of the land. 

In this connection it is significant that the Malay term for a large ship, kapal, 

has been borrowed from the Dravidian (Tamil #1150). The Malay of the Straits 

and the Tamil of India and Ceylon alike use this word for a large or sea-going vessel. 

Conversely the names for small boats used for fishing and inshore purposes are wholly 

different in Malay and in Tamil. From this we infer that the first large over-seas 

vessels seen by the Malays were Dravidian ships from South India. 

The modern boat design of the west coast of India as exemplified in the sharp or 

round-sterned pattamar, is, I believe, as stated above, a local development of the spread 

dugout. So, we arrive at the broad conclusion that till quite recent times all the 

evidence available points to Polynesian influence being the only outside one that 

affected Indian sea-craft to any appreciable and permanent extent prior to the 16th 

century, excepting always the catamaran, whereof the primal origin is to be sought 

in the reed-rafts of Egypt and Chaldea. 

In regard to inland boat designs we are on a wholly different footing. The 

types seen on the great rivers of India fall into two distinct classes, the first and 

larger group having distinctly Egyptian affinities, the other with equally well-marked 

Babylonian relationship. ‘The former is by far the more marked and emphatic; no 
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one seeing a crowd of Hoogly dinghis, if he has any acquaintance with Egyptian 

paintings and remains, can fail to be struck by the similarity between the Indian 

design and that of the ancient small boats of the Nile. Indeed the Ganges to-day 

in respect of the craft covering her waters, presents a scene much more like that 

common on the Nile in the days of the Pharoahs than is its present-day aspect. We 

have the same multitude of high-sterned, low-prowed boats steered by a single - 

paddle at the stern, while in larger craft we have the same design carried out on a 

greater scale, the high curved stern retained while the forward part is kept low to 

permit the use of oars. The Egyptian square sail is conserved and, most remark- 

able of all, in the great river cargo boats of the Ganges many of them retain the 

primitive quarter steering paddle favoured in ancient Egypt, and in both the shaft 

of the paddle is provided with a cross bar or tiller at one side, some distance from the 

end, for its easier manipulation by the steersman. Figures 26 and 27 show the iden- 

tity of the idea involved as practised by the ancient Egyptians and the river-men of 

Bengal. In cases where a rudder is used in the larger boats, it assumes the balanced 

form in which a considerable portion of the blade is placed forward of the turning 

axis exactly as in the fixed quarter steering paddle from which it is evidently 

evolved. 

A still older form of rudder is seen on the upper Indus; there the larger river 

craft are usually steered by an extremely long oar over the centre of the stern. In 

this we have a survival of an Egyptian practice in use in the time of the Twelfth 

Dynasty and for some time preceding. Models showing this point clearly have been 

found by Prof. Flinders Petrie in tombs of the former period.' Prior to the adoption 

of this method, Egyptian river craft had been steered by several paddlers, who stood 

on the overhanging counter. The next development was to have a powerful steering 

oar suspended on either quarter—a notable sequence, as the natural inference, did we 

not have this Egyptian evidence, is to deduce the modern rudder from the median 

steering oar of the 12th dynasty vessels. 

In still another detail—the oculus—do Indian river craft show their affinity with 

ancient Egyptian types. The cargo carriers of the Ganges such as are to be seen at 

Benares unloading stone and firewood often show an ornamental brass “‘eye’’ on each 

bow (Pl. VI, fig. 4). In Egypt this oculus, with eyebrow shown almost exactly the 

same in detail as we see to-day in the Ganges boats, was placed on the funeral boat 

wherein the mummy of the departed was ferried across the Nile to the tomb. It 

symbolized the eye of Osiris guiding the dead on the voyage to that other land not 

to be entered without the aid of this deity and his shallop. The Romans and Greeks 

extended the practice; they endowed all their sea-going vessels with the oculus, a cus- 

tom still lingering in the south of Italy. In Indian waters the only survivals I know 

are upon Ganges cargo craft, the Kallathoni of Point Calimere and the Hindu coaster 

of the north of Ceylon (Pl. VI, figs. 3 and 2). In ancient India the custom was wide- 

spread. 

! Chatterton, E. Keble, Sailing Ships, London, 1909, p. 34- 
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Babylonian afhnity with Indian river craft, is seen in two instances; the first is 

the wicker coracles used on the Tuugabhadra, the Cauveri and a few other rivers 

(Pl. V, fig. 6), the other is the ornamentation of the passenger barges of Benares. 

The coracles of Indian rivers approximate in construction closely to those des- 

cribed by Herodotus as used by the merchants of Assyria to convey their goods down 

the Tigris. Alike in the ancient Mesopotamian and the modern Indian coracle, the 

craft was made water-tight by covering the outside with hides, thereby differing from 

the modern coracle or guffa of the Euphrates and Tigris which is coated with pitch. 

The Indian coracle, like its Chaldean relative, sometimes attains quite a large size, 

up to I2 or even 14 feet diameter across the mouth ; small ones are used largely to ferry 

passengers across rivers, while the larger are used for bulky or heavy transport down 

stream. I cannot however accept the statement of Herodotus that the Tigris coracle 

could carry 5,000 talents weight, for taking the talent at 60 lb., this would involve 

a burden of over 130 tons. Indian coracles have, however, been used for the trans- 

port of a 12-pounder gun with half-a-dozen soldiers and a couple of boatmen, and 

are in regular use by M. and S.M. Railway engineers in flood-time bridge repairs. 

A second Babylonian affinity with India seems to survive in the ornamentation 

of Benares ceremonial barges with a boldly executed figurehead both at the bow and 

at the upcurved stern. 

In this connection it is notable that the Phoenicians were in the habit of orna- 

menting their vessels with a small image of one of their deities, which Herodotus 

states was placed on the prow as a figurehead ; Hesychius and Suidas however say it 

was placed on the poop. The figures of Phoenician ships that have come down to us 

are all of war galleys with low ram-shaped prow, and these do not show any figure- 

head; if one was used it may have been upon their merchant ships only. In any 

case the forepart of Phoenician vessels was low and had not the upward curve seen 

in Chaldean and Benares barges. 



PART V.—THE LIGHT SHED UPON EASTERN ETHNOLOGICAL 

PROBLEMS BY INDIAN BOAT DESIGNS. 

I entered upon the present enquiry largely with a view to ascertain if any evi- 

dence is forthcoming from this source upon the supposed trade connection between 

Phoenicia and India in ancient days. I felt however that some connection would also 

be found with the Malay Archipelago, as the significance of the outrigger canoes of 

South India and Ceylon had early occurred to me. I was not however prepared to 

find, as I have done, that no evidence whatever exists of any Phoenician trade 

influence, and I was still more unprepared for the extreme weakness of the Malayan 

connection coupled with the strength and importance of Polynesian affinities. These 

latter are so strong that I cannot see how ordinary trade communications on the 

extremely limited scale which ancient commerce alone permitted between places so far 

apart could have brought about such close relationship, particularly when we note that 

Indian history gives no hint of any commercial relations having existed between 

India and the present-day users of the single outrigger in Oceanic lands, and that no 

Austric language appears to be represented among Indian coast people. 

Some of the main conclusions I am forced to may appear startling and I do not 

put them forward other than as part of certain working hypotheses which have in 

their favour a number of important ethnological facts, some of which have been 

enumerated whilst others will be mentioned later. It will however be convenient if 

before doing so, I outline the hypotheses which I wish to put forward. Stated in 

as few words as possible, I believe the evidence of boat design in India, taken to- 

gether with that of several peculiar methods of fishing practised in certain Indian 

localities and reinforced by various philological and ethnological data already known, 

lead us to the following conclusions, viz. :— 

(a) The Pre-Dravidian coast population of Southern India was composed of vary- 

ing blends of Negrito and proto-Polynesian stocks, the former the earlier. The 

former appear to have contributed a considerable portion of the round-headed ele- 

ment in the very dark races in hill and forest tracts. 

(0) The Polynesian section of the pre-Dravidian coastal population of India is 

responsible for the introduction of the single outrigger form of canoes and boats, which 

in Polynesia of the present day is the characteristic and predominant type of boat- 

design. 

(c) From the universality of the double outrigger design among Malaysians 

(Indonesians) and its absence among the outrigger-using races of Polynesia, Papuasia 

and Australia, save exceptionally on those shores turned towards Malaysia, I judge 

the double outrigger to be of Malaysian invention, 
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(d@) The fact that the outrigger canoes of Madagascar and East Africa are typi- 
cally of the double form, and that the design of the float attachment is of a very 
peculiar type, such as is elsewhere confined strictly at the present day to the nor- 
thern coast of Java, make it appear probable that the colonists of Madagascar who 
introduced this double form of outrigger came from this particular region in Malaysia. 

(e) A Malaysian wave of immigration vid Ceylon appears to have followed the 
Polynesian at a much later date, and after the advent of the Dravidians, bringing 
coconut cultivation from the Malay Archipelago. The Shanars and Izhuvans (toddy- 
tappers) of South India probably date their ancestry to these immigrants. 

(f) That the true Dravidians belong to the Mediterranean race.! 
(g) That the Dravidians acquired many customs now considered typical of the 

Mediterranean race while in the undivided race state, e.g. certain river boat forms 

and particularly the quarter rudder; also probably the use of the conch shell, though 

this is common also to the Papuasian and Polynesian peoples. 

(h) That before splitting off from the original stock, those of the Dravidians liv- 

ing in Mesopotamia borrowed or invented the circular coracle, and the reed raft. 

(1) That some large portion of the race was subsequently forced by circumstances, 

possibly the pressure of some Alpine or Mongoloid race from the north-west (Akkads) 

or of Semitic people from the south or south-west, to pass eastwards, the Brahui 

language marking their presence at one time in Baluchistan. 

(7) That on arrival in India from Baluchistan, they spread along the valleys of 

the Indus and the Ganges, introducing the boat forms of the Nile and the Tigris as 

they went, the former on the large perennial rivers, the latter on those which carry 

little water in the dry season. 

(k) The Dravidians being inland or rather river people were clever irrigation 

agriculturists ; to them it seems clear that we owe the eminence that India has had in 

this art throughout the historic period. 

(/) Being river people, the early Dravidians would be glad to press the Polynesian 

sea-fishermen into their service, and to learn this art from them. 

(m) The Polynesian element seems to have been entirely absorbed politically and 

linguistically by the Dravidians, a result explicable by the fewness of their numbers, 

their scattered condition, and their greater plasticity due to their hybrid origin 

(2? Caucasian x Mongolian x Papuasian). 

THe TyvPES AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE OUTRIGGER CANOE DESIGN. 

A recent extensive tour through Malaysia and the western fringe of Papuasia, has 

enabled me to survey critically the extent and variation in form and detail shown by 

the outrigger boat design in this extensive region. Such a survey so far as I know 

has never before been adequately carried out; I hope shortly to describe the results 

attained, but for present purposes it will suffice if I state the outstanding conclusions 

| This particular deduction is not original; Mr. F. J. Richards, I.C.S., has recently marshalled many arguments and 

facts in its favour. For these the reader is referred to his paper in last year’s Proceedings of the Mythic Society of Banga- 

lore. 
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based upon my own work in this region, reinforced by that of Alexander on South 

Sea types, of Haddon on those of Torres Straits and Australia, and by the references 

to this subject found in the literature of Pacific and Australasian travel. 

Outrigger boats are divisible into two classes: 

A.—Double outriggers, 1.e. those having an outrigger float boomed out on 

each side, and 

B.—Single outriggers ; those with an outrigger float on one side only. 

Both these main divisions are again subdivided according as they have (a) one or 

two, or (>) multiple (three or more) transverse poles (booms) connecting the boat or 

dug-out with the outrigger float. A further distinction is concerned with whether the 

boom be attached (I) directly thereto, or (II) indirectly by means of an _ inter- 

mediate joint which may consist of a variety of devices amongst which the most note- 

worthy are (1) straight sticks or stanchions, (2) obliquely placed rods, straight or 

curved, (3) U, Y, and O-shaped pieces, and (4) spliced elbow intermediaries. 

Plotting the distribution of these varieties upon a chart of the world, we find that 

single outriggers with a small number of booms are characteristic of two distinct and 

widely severed regions. The first comprises India, Ceylon, the Maldives, the Nicobars 

and the western coast of Sumatra (Mentawei Islands) ; the second, the whole of 

Polynesia, Micronesia and Papuasia excepting the extreme west of New Guinea. 

Those with multiple booms are confined to Oceania, the north coast of Australia 

(east coast of N. Queensland), and the Andaman Islands, localities far apart racially 

and geographically. 

The range of double outriggers like that of the 2-boomed single outriggers is split 

up into two far-severed regions, the more extensive comprising the whole of the 

Philippines, Celebes and Moluccas, together with their dependent islands, the 

western extremity of New Guinea, and, further south and west, the islands of 

Lombok, Bali, Madura and Java. (Timor and Timorlaut I have not visited). The 

lesser area of distribution comprises the isolated region of Madagascar and the Comoro 

Islands with an extension to East Africa where it is found on the coast between Dar- 

es-Salaam and Lamu. ‘The finest double outrigger canoes are those of Kast Java, Bali, 

the Philippines and the Celebes, where the coast people are more intelligent and enter- 

prising than those to the eastward ; these have usually two booms on each side in the 

case of smaller boats with three in the larger. These are attached to the float either 

directly or by a strong elbow joint. The most primitive appear to be the multiple- 

boomed outriggers of Western New Guinea, where as many as ten cross poles are 

employed, attached by upright stanchions to a soft wood float on either side. 

The Papuasian (Papua + Melanesia) type of single outrigger which includes also that 

of Tonga, Fiji, and Samoa, is almost always of the stanchion type, whereas the 

true Polynesian, meaning thereby the northern and eastern sections of Polynesia, 

has either direct or bracket connection between the booms and the float. Direct 

connection is also the characteristic of the single outriggers of India and Ceylon. 

If we consider the Negritoes and the Oceanic Negroes (Papuasians) to have been 

the first inhabitants of Malaysia and Papuasia, and the proto-Polynesians as the next 
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comers, forming the present Polynesian race by crossing with the higher elements 

of the Papuasians and both races using single outriggers, we can readily understand 

the peripheral distribution of this type of boat by the hypothesis, accepted fairly 

generally, that a Mongoloid race, the proto-Malays, spread fan-like from the Indo- 

Chinese peninsula among the islands inhabited till then by Negritoes, Oceanic Negroes 

and proto-Polynesians. This Mongoloid stock eventually partly drove out and 

partly absorbed these races over much of the region now known as Malaysia or 

Indonesia and for certain reasons developed the double outrigger as their type of 

small sea-craft. Some of these Malaysians as we may term them, seem to have passed 

to Madagascar at a very early date, carrying the double outrigger with them ; 

thence the Arabs appear to have introduced it into East Africa. At the present 

time the Malays of the northern and eastern coasts of Sumatra and of the Peninsula 

have discarded the use of outrigger canoes; this is a comparatively recent alteration 

in sea-custom for at the latter end of the 17th century (1688) we find Dampier des- 

cribing the construction of a double outrigger canoe by Achinese sailors. The 

influence exerted by constant intercourse with Western races upon an enterprising 

people ready to learn, has wrought this change. 

NEGRITO, AUSTRALIAN AND PAPUASIAN AFFINITIES. 

The fundamental similarities between the Andamanese type and a certain Aus- 

tralian form of single outrigger fitted with multiple booms have already been discussed, 

and the conclusion formulated that the Negritoes are to be credited with the invention 

of this particular type, subsequently borrowed by certain Australians. As we have 

Negrito races in the Malay Peninsula (Semangs, etc.) and in the Philippines (Aetas), 

and as there is distinct evidence of their blood being present in New Guinea as well 

as in Melanesia, while their descendants are numerous in Africa, it is reasonable to 

conclude that originally they extended from Africa, throughout India and the Indo- 

Chinese Peninsula, and to all the islands within easy reach of these coasts—from the 

Andamans on the West to New Caledonia in the East. Their presence in so many 

islands connotes some skill in sea-craft, and therefore I do not consider it unreason- 

able to postulate them as the originators of that form of outrigger canoe found in 

the Andamans, and on the east coast of Northern Queensland. So far as is known 

the Andamanese Negritoes held no communication with strangers prior to our occupa- 

tion of the islands, and history shows that they have been consistently hostile to all 

persons visiting their islands. Another peculiarity which has had as much to do 

with the isolation of these islanders as their hostility to strangers, is the absence of 

the coconut palm from the archipelago with the exception of the Cocos Islands. As 

they are considered to be of pure Negrito blood, and so represent probably the most 

ancient of the distinct human races now surviving, it is difficult to conceive of their 

adopting a boat-form from any other race, particularly in view of their inveterate 

aversion to hold any dealings with other races. What they have, must be of their 

own invention, hence my conclusion that they are the inventors of that particular 

type of outrigger in use in their islands. 
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The route by which the ancestors of the Australian aborigines reached Australia 

is still unknown; their origin and relationships remain among the most difficult 

anthropological puzzles awaiting solution. Some connection with India has always 

appeared probable. India lies in the direct pathway of race movements from 

West to East, and various facts have been adduced in favour of proto-Australians 

having once inhabited India; among the chief of these has been the existence in 

South India of a form of curved throwing-stick akin to the Australian boomerang. 

Curved throwing-sticks were also used by the ancient Egyptians in the chase. A 

somewhat similar case is that of one form of Australian sea-raft which may be of 

common origin with the catamarans in use on the Coromandel coast of India. The 

latter craft are highly specialized and removed entirely from the category of simple 

rafts which are devices common to all races; similarly some of the Australian 

‘““sea-rafts'’ show enough specialization to make them worthy of inclusion in the 

same class as the Indian catamaran. In considering this problem and bearing 

in mind the Caucasian affinities of the Australian aborigines, the presence of sea- 

going sailing rafts on the Formosan coast has some significance for there is evidence 

of a Caucasian race having inhabited south-east Asia in pre-Mongol times; traces 

of these people are found in Cambodia and as there can be no question of the Ainus 

of Japan being of Caucasian descent, we may well credit Formosa with having been 

colonized by a branch of this same race. Hence it may well be that the shaped raft 

or catamaran is due to the inventiveness of an ancient and far-wandered branch of 

the Caucasian or so-called white race. 

The traces of Papuasian influence upon India are faint and in most cases are 

due to cultural drift rather than to the settlement of any of the race in India. An 

example of the former is probably the common use of the betel leaf in chewing, 

this being accounted by Prain' as of Papuasian origin. More direct seems to be 

the connection evidenced by the close similarity in the form and decoration of canoes 

and the method of outrigger attachment between the canoes of the Nicobar islanders 

and those of many Papuasians. As already described, the Nicobar outrigger canoes 

have peculiarly high and attenuated prows, and are of the single type, with two 

booms, each attached to the float by means of a complex arrangement of three pairs 

of oblique stanchions. A strong Malay element exists in the Nicobarese but strangely 

enough the form of the hull, the single type of outrigger frame, and the method of 

float and boom attachment are all foreign to the Malaysian or Indonesian types. 

Their nearest relationship is with the high-prowed single outriggers of New Guinea 

and with Fijian outriggers. At Manokwari in Geelvink Bay (N. Guinea) I have 

seen many canoes with high prows that suggest similarity in origin, while in 

Humbolt’s Bay all the local outriggers have a mode of outrigger attachment almost 

identical with the Nicobar pattern, differing only in there being two pairs of oblique 

stanchions instead of three pairs. 

! Prain, Sir D., Man, 1917, No. 77. 2 Loc. cit., pp. 227 and 215. 
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“besides the aquiline noses already mentioned, a distinctly Jewish or Papuan 

feature is met with,” that the skin of these people is far darker than is usual among 

Malays and the hair occasionally curly—all suggestive of the presence of a strain of 

Papuasian blood. 

THE POLYNESIAN ELEMENT IN INDIA. 

Prior to the incoming of the Dravidians into Southern India it seems probable that 

a coastal immigration and settlement of Polynesians occurred. From the geographical 

distribution of outrigger canoes and of brachycephalic coast people, it is probable 

that these Polynesians crossed from Sumatra. It is significant that at the present 

day an isolated remnant of a race having strongly marked Polynesian characteristics 

inhabits the Mentawei Islands off the west coast of Sumatra. Rosénberg! describes 

them as resembling in many points the natives of the Marquesas Islands—a fine- 

looking gentle race who deck the head and the ears with flowers in the Polynesian 

fashion. ‘Their cast of features is far less Mongol-like than their Malay and Battak 

neighbours, and, more striking still, their hair is often very curly. <A point of the 

highest importance in this connection is the fact that in common with Polynesians, 

they employ a single outrigger on their canoes, in striking contrast to the double 

form so characteristic of Malaysian small craft. The Sumatran Polynesians would 

naturally land first in Ceylon, whence they appear to have passed to the south- 

eastern coast of India, and eventually up the West Coast. As they spread they 

doubtless planted fishing colonies at favourable points, establishing there their pecu- 

liar boat designs. Such centres may well have included Galle, Colombo, and Korkai, 

where the embouchure of large rivers makes fishing remunerative. Palk Bay and 

the Gulf of Mannar, with their wealth of food fishes and treasures of pearls and 

chank shells, would early attract the attention of the maritime newcomers, and, it is 

not surprising that there we find the Polynesian boat forms in great variety, and, in 

common with peculiar Polynesian fishing devices, in continued high esteem by the 

local fishermen and divers. These people appear also to have freely settled upon the 

West Coast looking to the great value still set upon the outrigger on the Bombay 

coast. 

The Maldive islands were probably peopled by Polynesian immigrants at a very 

early period—much earlier, I believe, than is generally supposed, for we find the 

Maldivians employing fishing methods nowhere else in use except in Papuasia and 

the Pacific. Of these the two most important are (a) the luring of sword-fish and other 

great predaceous fish within easy spearing distance by means of a rude wooden 

representation of a flying fish dangled from the end of a short rod,” and (0) the methods 

employed in the attracting, catching and curing of bonito, which are almost identical 

as carried on by the Maldivians and the Japanese, in the latter of whom a strong 

Polynesian strain probably exists in the higher or governing classes. The Laccadive 

! Rosenberg, H. von, Int. Archiv. f. Ethnogr., I. 1888. 

2 Dampier’s Account of New Holland and the adjacent Islands in Pinkerton’s ‘‘ Voyages’’ and Hornell in Madras 

Fisheries Bulletin, No. 4, p. 114. 
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Islanders also employ the former fishing method, but being of different racial origin, 

they appear to have borrowed it from the Maldivians vz@ Minicoy. 

The balance-board using fishermen in Palk Bay employ also a method ofsfishing 

small Octopus for bait which likewise is found in the Pacific—the sinking overnight 

of large numbers of shells tied at short intervals along a long rope. In Japan the 

refinement of employing small narrow-necked earthenware jars instead of shells is 

practised. 

I am inclined to think that the migration of these Polynesians passed on at some 

indeterminate period from South India and the Maldives to Madagascar, for a good 

many of the Malagasy tribes older than the Hova (the Hova being by tradition the 

latest arrived of the various Malagasy-speaking waves of immigration that have suc- 

cessively broken upon the shores of this island), according to Sir H. H. Johnston, 

bear a strong facial resemblance not to the Mongoloid Malay, but to the true Poly- 

nesians of the present day. 

As this paper is not intended to do more than to put forward certain hypotheses, 

and the limited evidence in favour of such shown by the survival of peculiar hoat 

forms in India, I cannot take up satisfactorily the anthropological aspect of the prob- 

lems involved; indeed without an extensive anthropometric survey of the fishing 

communities of our coasts such an attempt would now be folly. It is unfortunate 

that Mr. Thurston’s investigations from this standpoint did not include sufficient 

examples from the coastal areas in India where Polynesian boat designs persist—hence 

no data are at present available to check my Polynesian hypothesis with the excep- 

tion of the measurements which I have taken recently relating chiefly to the Parawa 

fisher caste of the Tinnevelly coast given below. The subject is a greatly involved 

one, for we have to face the fact that the Austric-speaking peoples are very hetero- 

geneous anthropologically though fairly homogeneous linguistically. 

The presumption is however that this strain, if it existed, was brachycephalic 

and the fact that the Tulu, Canarese, and Marathi-speaking peoples include a large 

proportion of round skulls, whereas the Malayalis of Malabar are typically long-headed, 

is decidedly in favour of my main contention, as one of the clearest facts brought out 

in my survey of boat designs is that the Konkan and the Kanarese coast inhabited 
by the comparatively broad-headed Marathas, Canarese, and Tulus are distinguished 

by strong adherence to the outrigger design, whereas on the Malabar coast, occupied 

by the long-headed Malayalis of Dravidian race, this form of boat is singularly con- 

spicuous by its absence. 

Thus Thurston! in a table of the head measurements of representative classes in 

the areas in question, gives the following :— 

Three classes of Marathas as having cranial indices of 82°2, 81°8, and 709°8 res- 

pectively ; of five classes of Canarese-speaking people as 81°7, 78°5, 77°8, 77°6 and 

77°3; of two Tulu-speaking classes as 80'1 and 78:0 respectively (Billavas and Bants), 

while of three classes of Malayalis, the average indices were as low as 75'1, 74°4 and 

| Castes and Tribes of South India, Vol, I, p. xxviii. 
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730. The broadest headed of these Malayalis were of the Mukkuvan or fisher caste 

(75'I), a point of some importance as it indicates possible admixture with some 

broader-headed race. 

Very striking and pertinent are the data I recently obtained upon the cranial 

index of the Parawa fishermen of the Tinnevelly coast. So far as I know no anthropo- 

metric measurements of this caste have hitherto been published, and it has been 

inferred that they agreed in long-headedness with the overwhelming majority of 
Tamil-speaking people to the northward whereto Mr. Thurston’s investigations were 

chiefly directed. My investigation shows this conclusion to be entirely erroneous 

and proves them to be distinctly brachycephalic on the average of the first 50 mea- 

sured. (For details see tabulations appended). Of these as many as 24 had a cranial 

index of 80 and over, whilst the average was 79'4; the maximum was, however, as 

high as 925, the minimum being 70°9. These Parawas are often tall and well-made 

men, of muscularity distinctly greater than the ordinary Tamil ryot engaged in rice 

and cotton cultivation. (Pl. I, fig. 1). 

The roundheadedness of Marathas and other races in the Bombay Presidency has 

been referred by Risley to a strong strain of Scythic or Hun blood in these people; 

even assuming this to be so, a hypothesis denied by Crooke' and others, a similar 

explanation is impossible in the case of the Tinnevelly caste above cited, as there has 

never been any suggestion of Scythic invasion of the extreme south of the Peninsula 

I incline to think that these Parawas represent a part of that fierce Naga race des- 

cribed by ancient Tamil writers as in possession of the coast districts and with Nega- 

patam as their chief town when the Tamils first arrived in the south.’ If so, I would 

then identify the Nagas with an ancient coastal people of Polynesian affinity. 

In this connection, are notable the frequent allusions in early Tamil poems* to 

voyages made by merchants and others to Nagapuram in ‘“‘ Chavakam’’ whereby 

Sumatra and Java are known in the Tamil classics. To-day Negapatam (Nagapat- 

tanam), ‘‘ the city of the Nagas,” is the nearest port on the Tamil coast to Sumatra ; 

it conserves the tradition of long trade relation with the Straits and China; its harbour 

still forms the southern gate to India from the East. The legend of Asoka’s naval 

punitive expedition against the Naga pirates who had plundered Indian ships has 

already been referred to (p. 213). 

A point of great importance is the current traditional belief among the Parawas 

themselves, that they are incomers in the parts they now inhabit and not of indigen- 

ous stock. They claim high descent and boast of being allied to the lunar race ; they 

believe that their original country was Ayodhya or Oudh and that previous to the war 

of the Mahabharata they inhabited the territory bordering on the river Jumna. One 

of their legends* states that at the close of the last kalpa, when the whole earth was 

covered with a deluge, they constructed a dhoni or boat, and by it escaped the general 

destruction; when dry land appeared they settled on the spot where the dhoni rested. 

1 Crooke, W., Man, 1917, 91. 2 Kanakasabai Pillai, The Tamils Eighteen Hundred Years Ago, Madras. 

8 Kanakasabai Pillai, loc. cit. 4 Thurston, E., Castes and Tribes of South India, vi, p. 141. 
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Thurston adds: ‘‘ The Parawas were once a powerful people and no doubt derived 

much of their ascendancy over other tribes from their knowledge of navigation. They 

had a succession of kings among them, distinguished by the title of Adiyarasen, some 

of whom seem to have resided at Uttara Kosamangay ...... in the neighbourhood 

of Ramnad.”’ 

The fables concerning their northern origin appear to have no foundation in fact, 

but they do have value as corroboration of the theory that they are of different race 

to the mass of the population of South India. Further evidence in favour of this 

belief that the ancestors of the Parawas were immigrants from a distant land whence 

they must have come in boats, looking to their occupational calling, is contained in 

the report to the Governor of Ceylon and Dutch India, dated December 1669, by two 

Dutch officials, Van Reede and Laurens Pyl,' who wrote :— 

“Under the protection of those Rajas there lived a people, which had come to 

these parts from other countries—they are called Parruas—they lived a sea-faring life, 

gaining their bread by fishing, and by diving for pearls; they had purchased from the 

petty Rajas smail streaks of the shore, along which they settled and built villages, 

and they divided themselves as their numbers progressively increased. 

“Tn these purchased lands they lived under the rule of their own headmen, pay- 

ing to the Rajas only an annual present, free from all other taxes which bore upon 

the natives so heavily, Jooked upon as strangers, exempt from tribute or subjection 

to the Rajas, having a chief of their own election, whose descendants are still called 

Kings of the Parruas, and who drew a revenue from the whole people which in pro- 

cess of time has spread itself from Quilon to Bengal.’ Their importance and power 

have not been reduced by this dispersion, for they are seen at every pearl fishery (on 

which occasions the Parruas assemble together), surpassing in distinction, dignity and 

outward honours, all other persons there, and still bearing their own appellaticn. 

“The pearl fishery was the principal resource and expedient from which the Par- 

ruas obtained a livelihood, but as from their residence so near the sea, they had no 

manner of disposing of their pearls, they made an agreement with the Rajas that a 

market day should be proclaimed throughout their dominions, when merchants might 

securely come from all parts of India, and at which the divers and sutlers necessary to 

furnish provisions for the multitude might also meet, and as this assemblage would 

consist of two different races, namely the Parruas and subjects of the Rajas, as well as 

strangers and travellers, two kinds of guards and tribunals were to be established to 

prevent all disputes and quarrels arising during this open market, every man being sub- 

ject to his own judge, and his case being decided by him; all payments were then also 

divided among the headmen of the Parruas, who were the owners of that fishery, and 

who hence became rich and powerful ; they had weapons and soldiers of their own, 

with which they were able to defend themselves against the violence of the Rajas or 

their subjects.”’ 

1 Hornell, J., Report on the Indian Pearl Fisheries in the Gulf of Mannar, Madras, 1905. 

2 Vangale, a village, a few miles south of Mannar, in Ceylon. (J. H). 
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In considering the suggestion I make that a Polynesian immigration into India 

occurred prior to or soon after the arrival of the Dravidians, the fact should not be for- 

gotten that the Malayo-Polynesian settlement of Madagascar antedated the spread of 

Hindu influence in the Malay Archipelago (in the early centuries of our era), for there 

are said to be no Sanskrit words in the Malagasy languages. To pass from Sumatra 

to Madagascar in numbers sufficient to settle a country and this not once but in 

several successive waves, is difficult to credit, but if we intercalate India with its 

dependency of the Maldive Islands, the difficulty diminishes to reasonable dimensions, 

Against this Sir H. H. Johnston' has urged that they have left no traces of their pas- 

sage, but this argument is, I think, invalidated now that I have shown how extensively 

Polynesian boat designs have survived on sections of the Indian coast line, taken in 

conjunction with the round-headedness of certain of the most numerically important 

castes in the same localities, which I have recently discovered. 

I append tabulated measurements of men belonging to four of the principal castes 

in Tinnevelly,—Vellalar, Parawar, Shanar and Paraiyar,—from which it will be seen 

that the three latter which are sub-brachycephalic, agree very closely in the average 

cranial index, whereas the Vellalas approach much more closely to the index accep- 

ted by Thurston and others as representing the typical Dravidian. I also give 

measurements of a number of men from the Tanjore coast. Comparison of the latter 

with the former shows these representatives of the Tanjore population to contain much 

less of the round-headed strain. The Vellalas of the two districts evidently have the 

same ethnic origin; the sub-brachycephalic Parawas of the Tinnevelly coast, a caste 

not found in Tanjore, are possibly represented there by Ahambadians and coast 

Muhammadans or Labbais (both occupied with fishing and fish-curing at the places 

visited) with indices respectively of 79° 9 and 80'1. Conversely the Sembadavar fisher- 

men of Adirampatam are distinctly sub-dolicocephalic with an index of 76°03. These 

men, however, are not usually deep-sea fishermen; they are the principal users of the 

casting net and fish chiefly in rivers and backwaters, a fact which, when taken in 

conjunction with the shape of their heads, points to a Dravidian origin with its con- 

comitant of fishing customs derived from the Tigris, Euphrates and Nile. 

The Shanars present several very curious divergences from the other castes 

named. In Tinnevelly district they form a very important section of the popula- 

tion; their occupational calling is Palmyra palm cultivation; in Travancore their 

kinsmen, the Izhuvans, cultivate the coconut. As will be seen from the tables 

appended, the cranial index of the 100 individuals measured was 80°7; the maxi- 

mum was go°3, the minimum 71; as many as 60 were 80 and over. ‘They are de- 

cidedly broader headed than the Parawas; more stoutly built than the latter, fre- 

quently short and thick-set, with an entirely different caste of features to the typical 

Parawar type. Among the latter curly hair is not uncommon; among the Shanars 

the hair of the head is coarse, black, and straight. In features considerable variation 

is seen ; one well-marked type can, however, be made out as predominant. In this the 

1 Living Races of Mankind, Vol. II, p. 420. 
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face is wide and short, the noseshort, moderately small, and depressed very often at 

the root. No prominent eye-ridges; the lips moderately thick. The general im- 

pression given by the features is that of heaviness. 

To anyone familiar with the heavy-featured Malaysian people of Java and the 

southern Celebes, the approximation of many of these Shanars to the same general 

type is very striking. Several indications point to a common origin. (a) The coco- 

nut is not a native of India; it reached that country by way of Ceylon and the 

Malay Archipelago ; hence we may infer that the people who live by its cultivation most 

probably accompanied it from the same region. Local tradition supports this, for 

the Izhuvans are said to be descendants of Shanar colonists from Ceylon who brought 

the coconut palm with them.' (b) The Ceylon and the Indian outriggers differ con- 

siderably and these differences may quite likely be correlated with separate waves of 

immigrants from Malaysia—the first Polynesian, the second Malaysian. In Madagascar 

we have distinct evidence of several waves of Malayo-Polynesian immigration ; if 

India and Ceylon were half-way stations between Sumatra and Madagascar as we have 

reason to believe, from the facts I have adduced in regard to the outrigger design of 

canoe, evidence of two Malayo-Polynesian waves having broken on the shores of South 

India is precisely what we should expect. 

But it is vain labour to attempt to go further in the elaboration of the hypotheses 

stated above, pending the accumulation of much more definite and detailed informa- 

tion regarding the physical characteristics, customs, habits and superstitions of coastal 

communities on the sea-board of India and of the surviving Munda-speaking races 

for correlaton and comparison with corresponding data relating to the peoples of 

Malaysia, Polynesia and Papuasia respectively. 

MEASUREMENTS OF 50 MEN OF THE PARAWAR CASTE. TINNEVELLY DISTRICT. 

SKULL. | NOsE. 

No. Height. a se 

Length. Breadth. Cr. Index. Length. | Breadth. Index. 

Ft. Ins. Cms. Cms. Cms. | Cms. 

i 5. 2k 18°3 15 81°96 | 52 | 3°8 73°07 

2a 7e | 20°7 5 pa 72°94 56 35 62°5 

3 5 8 17°3 I4°9 86°r2 | 5°3 355 66°03 

4| 5 38 18°38 » 14°6 77°95 51 4°4 86°27 

5 5 oF | 18°6 15 80°64 | 4°9 | 4°2 85°71 

6 5 43 19 I5'2 80 | 6 | 4I 68°33 

| The Cochin Tribes and Castes, by 1. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, Vol. I, p. 277. Madras, 1909. 
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SKULL. NOsE. 

No. Height. , 

| Length. Breadth. | Cr. Index. Length. Breadth. Index. 

: | 
Ft. Ins. Cms. Cms. | Cms. Cms. 

7/ 5 08 18°7 14°4 | 77 5i7, 3°5 61°40 

8) 5 2 179 14'5 | 81°92 41 39 95°12 

9 5 83 16 14'8 | 92'5 

IO 5 83 187 15 80°21 

II| 5 4} 18°5 16'3 | 88°10 BT 4 98°43 

i 33 19°2 14°5 | 75°52 5°4 4 74°07 

oi a. 0 18°3 147 | 80°32 4°6 4 86°95 

14 | 5 8} 20°7 14'°8 71°49 5°6 3°7 66°07 

I5| 5 ah 19°8 15 75°75 5 3'8 76 

15) 4 84 19°3 14°2 7307 5°7 4t 71°92 

7a) ead 19 1522) | 80 48 3°9 81°25 

%) 5 6t 17°5 | £5 85°71 5°2 4 76°92 

as) | 5 33 20 15 75 46 3°8 ~ 82°60 

20° of 20 14°8 74 4°5 36 80 

21 | Se 18°5 14°6 78°91 5°2 4°6 88°46 

sts VS ie 18 185) 83°33 55 4°6 83°63 

23 || 505) 18°7 155 82°94 5°I 4°2 82°35 

24) 5 52 19°3 15°5 80°31 56 3°8 67°85 

Ze) e® 5 19°7 15°2 (UPS) 54 39 72°22 

26 | 4 ri 18°5 15 81:08 4'8 3°8 79°16 

27 5 34 18°I 14°7 Sr-21 49 3°5 41°42 

28) 5 5% 184 15°3 83°15 5°4 38 70°37 

29; 5 of 18°5 15‘2 82°16 44 3°5 79°54 

30 say e 18°6 15°6 83°87 5:2 4°I 78°84 

STs oo Or 18°5 14°7 79°45 5°2 4 76°92 

32 | sie bap} 18'9 I4°5 76°71 4°8 | 4°3 89°58 

| 5 «4 19 15 | 78°04 BP) 3°8 69°09 
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SKULL. NOSE. 

No. Height. 

Length. Breadth. | Crlndext Length. Breadth. Index 

Ft. Ins Cms. Cms. | Cms. Cms. 

Stale 4 19°9 I4°I | 70°85 4.7 3°9 82°97 

35 | eh 18°8 Le 79°78 4°7 4°3 gr 48 

BO = 5. 35 19°7 14°4 | 73°09 Sy “43 75 43 

4 | 3 98 189 14°6 77°24 44 3°9 88-63 

Bon 5) 4 19°5 14°4 | 73°84 Sil 3°9 70°47 

39| 5 5k 18:6 143-7688 4°6 41 89°13 
AD | 5 18°4 14°3 | 77°71 na 3°8 | 74°50 

AE 5 63 19°7 14°7 | 74°61 5°6 4°2 Ge 

42} 5 19°3 14°3 | 74°09 4°8 4°2 | - 87°5 

43 Gy a 17-2 138 | 80°23 5 4°1 82 

AAG 5) 55, 18°9 16°4 | 86°77 5 4 80 

A5na 5 OF 19°2 15°2 79°16 6 4°2 | 70 

46 5 64 18°6 E525 | 83°33 56 3°6 | 64°28 

47; 5 4 182 15 82°41 4°3 4 93°02 

dis | (Ox 18°6 14°5 77°95 Orr 4 65°57 

AG) | Gy Bes 18°4 14°8 80°43 4°9 3°6 73°40 

5O-) Gk 77, 14°4 | 81°35 4°8 Sie) | 79°16 

Average 5° 4°44" 79°39 77°72 

Cranial index :— Nasal index :— : 

Maximum v o- 92°5 Maximum is Pe OSeL2 

Minimum oH ZOO Minimum os .. 61°40 

Average .. ie 270739 Avetage .. ee $8 GPG 

The highest cranial index was correlated with a height of 5 ft. 84 in.; the tallest man (No. 20) was 

6 ft. of in., with a cranial index of 74-00 and nasal index of 80. The second lowest nasal index of 62°5 

(No. 2) was associated with a distinctly dolichocephalic head. Eight men were over 5 ft. 8 in. in height, 
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HEAD MEASUREMENTS OF 100 SHANARS. TINNEVELLY DISTRICT. 

SKULL. Nose. 

No. | 

Length. | Breadth. Cro Index: Length. Breadth. Index. 

Cms. Cms. Cms. Cms. 

I | 183 | I4°9 81°42 54 . 3°5 64°81 

2 | 182 | I4°2 78°02 4°9 36 73°46 

3 | 181 | I4'9 82°32 Gye 39 70°47 

4 | T7'2 | 14'9 86°62 4°6 3°6 78°26 

5 189 14°5 76°71 ahs 2°8 52°83 

6 17-0. | 14°7 82°12 4°9 Bu 65°3 

7 18°8 14°3 76°06 4°9 38 745 

8 18°7 15°3 81°81 5°2 3°5 67°3 

9 | 19°3 16 82°9 61 4°2 68°85 

0 18°97 148 79°14 47 36 76°59 

II 174 14°6 83°9 5°4 3°7 68°51 

12 18°3 14°3 78°14 51 3°6 70°58 

13 185 | 14°8 80 5:2 3°4 65°38 

T4 | 17°6 | 15" 85°79 5°5 3'3 60 

x5 | 17°77 | 14°9 84°18 5 35 70 

16 18°5 152 82°16 52 3°6 69°23 

EF | 17°5 I4°5 82°85 4°6 36 78°26 

18 176 | 15°3 86°93 5°3 3°6 67°92 

19 | 18r | 15°33 84°53 48 SY 77:08 

20 18'5 156 84°32 56 Bu) 66°07 

2I 19'5 14'6 78°46 57 38 66°66 

22 19 156 82°1 4°7 41 87°23 

23 172 14 81°39 47 3°9 82°97 

24 | 19°3 | 13°8 715 5'2 38 73°97 

=) 18°7 | 14°8 79°14 48 3°8 79°16 

26 | I9g‘I 15°4 80°62 59 4 67°79 



No. 

Length. 

Cms. 

27 18°8 

28 17°6 

29 I9°3 

30 17°6 

31 18°5 

32 19°4 

33 179 

34 Ig'I 

35 16°7 

36 18°8 

37 17°6 

38 17°3 

39 18°6 

40 182 

4I 1837, 

42 18°2 

43 | 179 

44 17°5 

45 18 

46 18°3 

47 17°6 

48 18 

49 17°8 

50 17°5 
51 18 

52 17°5 

53 18°5 

SKULL. 

Breadth. 

Cms. 

14°9 

14°4 

13°7 

14°4 

14°6 

14°8 

13°9 

14'8 

T4°9 

14°2 

T5 

14 

13°7 

14°3 

T4°5 

153 

14'6 

14°6 

145 

16 

14 

162 

I4°I 

14°6 

15'5 

15 

13°6 
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NOSE. 

Cr. Index. Length. Breadth. Index. 

Cms. Cms. 

79°26 4°9 3°8 77°55 

81°81 51 3'8 74°50 

70°98 5°8 3°9 67°24 

81°81 Ber 3°2 62°74 

78°91 4°7 3°3 70°21 

76°28 . Sor 36 70°58 

77°65 46 36 78:26 

77°48 Sok 4 78°43 

89°22 49 355 71°42 

75°53 4°8 32 66°66 

85°22 4°7 3°4 72°34 

80°92 4°7 3°3 70°21 

73°95 4°7 3°6 76°59 

78°57 4 3°6 go 

75°93 4°3 38 88°37 

84°06 5°4 4°I 75°92 

81°56 4 Sie THiS 

83°42 3°9 37 94°87 

80°55 4:2 37 88°09 

87°43 5°8 4°I 70°68 

79°54 4°8 3°5 72°91 

go Gi 3°55 68°62 

79°21 3°8 3a 81°57 

83°42 48 35 72°91 

86°11 4°3 3°4 79°06 

85°71 4°2 3 78°57 

73:51 4'I 3'6 87°8 
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SKULL. NOSE. 

No. | : = — : 

Length. = Breadth. | Cr. Index. Length. Breadth. | Index. 

Cms. Cms. | Cms. Cins. 

54 | 174 T4°r | 81°04 4°4 31 70°45 

55 | 17°5 | I4°4 82°28 5 31 62 

56 | 17°8 | 14°5 | 81°46 | 4°4 3°3 75 

57 | 18-4 | 5 | 81°52 | 5°4 3°6 66°66 

58 18°7 14°5 75°93 Sian 3°9 78 

59 | 18°5 14°6 7891 | 48 | 35 72°91 

60, 18 T4°5 80°55 | 53 | 3°8 71°09 

61 | 184 | 14°4 | 78°26 | 4:2 | 3°5 83°33 

62 | 17°5 14 4 80 4°5 3°6 80 

63 | 75 | 14°7 84 42 3°3 78°57 

64 | 18 14'9 82:77 4°2 3°2 76°18 

65 | 18°8 14°6 | 77°65, | 4°7 3°6 76°69 

66 17*4. || 14 80°45 4°2 3°2 76°18 

67 | 7°97 13°8 | 77°06 53. 37551, 66°03 

68 183 | 143 | 78°14 | 46 33 | 71°73 

69 18:8 14'6 77°65, | 4°6 34 | 73°69 

Tos 17°7 15/3). | 86-44 4°9 3°4 69°38 

7X | 18°4 14°7 79°89 54 36 66:66 

72 | 18 14°8 — 82°22 4°2 37, 88-09 

73 18:6 14°5 77°95 5 3°2 64 

74 | 18'9 14°5 76°71 - 4°5 3°4 75°55 

72h 19°5 144 73°84 | 4° 33 | 80°48 

76 | 19'2 14°3 | 74.47 52 57a, pores 

77 19° 146 | 76°43, £4 | 39 | 88°63 

78 | 18 | 14°6 | 80°66 4°8 38 79°16 

79 187 14°4 77°00 4°3 39 90°69 

80 | 17°5 | I4'4 82°28 47 3°2 70°21 
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SKULL. NOSE. 

No. 

Length. Breadth. Cr. Index. Length. Breadth. Index. 

Cms. Cms. Cms. Cms. 

81 17-2 I4°4 83°72 4°7 32 68°08 

82 17°4 14°2 81°60 4°6 3:2 69°56 

83 17°5 T4°5 82°85 48 335 72°91 

84 18°2 15 82°41 4°7 3°4 72°34 

85 18°5 15°4 83°24 4°7 4 85°10 

86 19°2 15°3 79°68 4°4 3°6 81°81 

87 18°8 15 79°78 4°4 4 go"90 

88 17°9 14°9 83°24 4°6 4°3 93°47 

89 18-7 13°7 73°26 41 3°3 80°48 

go 16°5 14°9 90°30 4°3 3°2 7441 

QI 17°6 14°7 83°52 4°8 3°6 75 

92 17°8 14°7 82°58 41 iE 75°60 

93 1733 14°6 84°39 4°8 B9/ 77:08 

94 18'I I4°5 80°11 4'8 3°8 79°16 

95 182 ah a 82°96 Reo 3°4 65°38 

96 18 14°6 81°11 4°7 27, 78°72 

97 18°3 14°3 78°14 5px 3°4 66°66 

98 17°6 14°4 81°81 51 333 64°70 

99 18:2 I4°2 78°02 5°4 3°3 6Ir°IT 

100 18:7 15'°3 81°81 4°8 3°5 72°91 

Average 80°72 74°43 

Maximum 90°30 94°87 

Minimum 73°26 ; 52°83 



NOSE. 

Length. Breadth. Index. 

Cms. Cms. 

4°3 3°6 83°72 

58 3°8 71°69 

Sr 3°8 74°5 

5 3) 74 

4°7 35 74 46 

4°9 3°9 79°59 

5 4 80 

4°2 3°7 88:09 

5°2 471 78°84 

4°4 3°8 86°36 

4°8 3°8 79°16 

4°7 BY, 78°72 

5 4 80 

5 3°8 76 

47 3°9 82°97 

5 4°3 86 

5°2 4°2 80°76 

56 3°3 58°92 

is 3°6 67°92 

pu Bu, 72°54 

47 3°8 80°85 

Sil 4 78°43 

4°7 3°6 76°59 

4°3 3°8 88°37 

5 3'2 64°00 

5 4°0 80°00 
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MEASUREMENTS OF 31 PARAYANS. TUTICORIN. 

SKULL. 

No. Height. 

Length. Breadth. Cr. Index. 

Ft. Ins. Cms. Cms. 

I ee 1773 14°3 82°65 

2/ 5 4 174 14°4 82°75 

3 5 5% 20°I 15'I 75°12 

se: 8 18:3 14°6 79°78 

5/ 5 0 18 14°8 82°22 

6) 5 33 18°4 15"I 82°06 

7 5 aoe 19°5 I6'r 82°56 

8 on 18'1 15 82°87 

9 op 27 18'9 14°6 7724 

30s ao 18-6 15°4 82°79 

|) 2 oF 18° 144 79°55 

I2} 5 08 oer 14°7 81°21 

137 “Oe “5 18'5 14°6 78°91 

14/ 5 4} 18°4 14°7 79°89 

13} 5 2h 18° 14°4 79'55 
16 5 42 19 15°6 82°1 

17 | 5 63 18°6 15 80°64 

TB) oe 8 17°9 14°4 80°44 

IQ}; 4 If 18-2 14°7 80°76 

20, 5) «74 185 14°4 77°83 

21 5 3 181 I4°9 82°32 

22 5 3 18°4 13°9 75°54 

23 Sis 18°2 I4'4 79°12 

24; 5 5% 189 152 80°42 

25 ee | 177 I4'5 81°92 

26 | 5 13 18'2 I4'l 77°47 
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SKULL. NOSE. 

No. Height. : : 

Length. Breadth. Cr. Index. Length. | Beadth. Index. 

| Ga ins. |) Cms. Cms. Cms. | Cms. 

| eB) 2 18°8 15 79 78 47 39 82°97 

2S) aaa, 18 14° 78°33 4°4 a5 | 79°54 

2) 38; 17-7 146 82°48 | 5 3°5 | 70 

30 3 4 179 14°8 | 82°68 4°5 AeTa| gI°13 

31 5) 93 18'2 | 14°5 79°67 51 35 68:62 
{ 

Average 5’ 3°7 80°34 77°89 

Maximum ove 50 60 spe OBtO7 oe gI'l3 
Minimum ae So 50 wo 75712 a 50 58:92 

MEASUREMENTS OF 6 PILLAIS (VELLALA CASTE). TUTICORIN. 

SKULL. NOSE. 

No. | Height. 

| Length. _ Breadth. Cr. Index. Length. Breadth. Index 

Ft. Ins. Cms. Cms. Cms. Cms. 

I A 8 T9°r | 146 76°43 5°5 3°4 61°81 

2) elie 18 14° 78°33 51 3°9 76°47 

3 182 14°7 80°78 51 ay 72°54 

4/5 64 19°6 15°2 77°55 5°4 3°5 64°81 

Sal 5) 4 18 14°3 79°44 5°3 3°4 64°15 

6 5. 54 20°1 I5‘1 75°12 5°9 4 67°79 

Average 5 4°7 77°94 67°92 
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HEAD MEASUREMENTS OF 20 VELLALAS FROM THE COAST REGION OF 
TANJORE DISTRICT. 

SKULL. | 

No. 7 -| REMARKS. 

Length. | Breadth. | Cranial Index. | 
| 

7 SAIVA VELLALAS. 

Cms. | Cms 

| | 
i} 18°8 | 14°6 | 77°6 

| | 2 18-7 | 13°9 743 
f | | Cranial Index :— 

3 18 | 13°8 | 76°6 
| Average Ao Bo WT 

4 | T9°5 | 158 81-0 Maximum én 86 Sh 
| | Minimum ss oe 7.085 

ou 17°4 13°9 | 79'8 
| | 

6 | 19°2 | 13°5 70°5 

7 | 18°1 144 79'5 
4 PiiLaIs (CANAL-BOAT CREW). 

I 18°7 | 14°5 77°4 

Zul 18°4 I4'I 766 Average aC m= 7450) 
Maximum ae EEA 

3 10'7 | 14°0 71 Minimum Bs SEA SO 

4 19°4 | 14°5 747 

Q KARAITHURAI VELLALAS (FISHERMEN BY OCCUPATION). 

rT 18°4 14 4 78'2 

2 19'9 14°8 | 74°3 

3 18°8 14°3 | 76'0 These men are in reality Pattanavans—the 
| true Tamil sea-fisher caste, but their appear- 

4 19°5 135521 692 ance and cranial measurements bespeak a 
| | close racial connection with the higher caste 

5 | 19‘2 14°3 74°5 Vellalas. 

6 19'7 14'8 75°1 Average wee fe 4-0 
| Maximum as yee On2 

7 | 18°8 I4'I 75 Minimum a see OG;2 

8 | 18°5 13°6 73'5 

9. 19'I 14°4 | 75°3 

Average for the whole 755 

Note.—It is significant that Tinnevelly Vellalas living in the midst of castes which are distinctly 

brachycephalic, are considerably higher in cranial index than those of Tanjore where the long-headed 

Dravidian type appears to be dominant. 
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HEAD MEASUREMENTS OF 23 MEN OF THE SEMBADAVAR CASTE, AT 
ADIRAMPATAM (TANJORE DISTRICT). 

No. Length. Breadth. Cranial Index. REMARKS. 

Cms. Cms. 

I 19°9 14°4 72°3 

2 20 | I4°I | 705 

3 18°8 14'6 77°6 

4 19'T 14°2 74°3 

5 I9°0 14°9 78°4 

6 | 19°5 14°9 76°4 

7 19°5 14°5 743 

8 Ig'I 144 7303 

9 20 15°5 TAS) 

Io 18 15 83°3 

II Ig'l I51 79 

I2 18°5 14°2 76°7 Average -. 76°03 

Te 19'I I4q°I 73'8 Minit - ee 

14 188 I4'T qo 

15 19'0 14'5 76°3 

16 179 | 14°6 81-5 

17 19°3 | 139 72 

18 18'I | I4°I HS) 

19 ZO 15°6 76°4 

20 19°4 | T4°5 74°7 

21 18°6 | I4°4 77° 

22 19°7 | 14°3 72°5 

23 196 14 8 
| 
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HEAD MEASUREMENTS OF 5 FISHERMEN OF THE AHAMBADIAR CASTE, 

ADIRAMPATAM (TANJORE DISTRICT). 

| 
No. | Length. Breadth. Cranial Index. REMARKS. 

Cms. | Cms. 

I 17'0 | 14°2 83°5 | 

2 18°4 | 14°6 79°3 | Cranial Index :— 

3 180 | Tar 78°3 Average 79°9 
| : Maximum 83°5 

4 19°6 15°7 | 80°1 Minimum 78°3 

5 19.4 15'2 78.3 

HEAD MEASUREMENTS OF 4 FISHERMEN OF THE PATTANAVAR CASTE 

(NEGAPATAM). 

I 18°5 | 14°3 77°3 
Average 758 

Z 18:2 | I4'0 76'9 Maximum 778 
Minimum 731 

) Ig'l 145 75°9 

4 19°7 14°4 731 

HEAD MEASUREMENTS OF 11 MUHAMMADANS, LABBAI CASTE, 

TANJORE DISTRICT. 

No. | Length. | Breadth. Cranial Index. REMARKS. 
| 

Cms. | Cms. 

I 18°4 I5'2 82°6 

77a 18°5 15'0 81°0 

3 174 | 13°5 776 

4 18:3 14°9 81°4 

5 170 13'9 81'7 Average 80°1 
Maximum 82°6 

6 18°5 14°5 78'9 Minimum 73°8 

7 | 18°5 14'8 80'0 

8 19°5 14°4 738 

9 17°6 45 | 82°3 | 

LO | 18°I 14°6 80°6 

II | 19 15°6 82°1 

—— 



APPENDIX, 

The Significance of the Oculus in Boat Decoration.’ 

By JAMES HORNELL. 

Amongst some of the coast people of India to-day, ships and boats are endowed 

with more than inanimate attributes—in a vague way their crews look upon them as 

sentient ; the remnants of ancient animistic beliefs make their craft or some portion 

of it the habitation of a protecting spirit requiring periodical propitiation; among 

communities containing men capable of higher thought, this vague feeling is sometimes 

refined and crystallized, a definite shrine is set up and a definite God there wor- 

Fic. 30.—Prow of an Egyptian funeral barge, circa 1400 B.C. (after Maspéro). 

shipped with ritual approaching in its main features that practised in orthodox 

Hindu temples. 
To this belief, in my opinion, is to be traced the origin of the custom, still 

erratically and discontinuously distributed throughout Europe and Asia, of providing 

sailing craft with eyes. The custom was universally followed by the Greeks and 

Romans; no feature of these old vessels is more striking when one examines reprteser - 

| A paper read before the Zoological and Ethnological Section of the Indian Science Congress, held at Bombay. 

January, IgIo. 
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tation of boats upon Greek and Roman vases, coins, and triumphal friezes, than the 

continual recurrence of a well-defined ocul/us on each bow. The mariners of ancient 

Italy and Greece are credited with the belief that ships required eyes to see their 

way from haven to haven; it may well be that the common multitude held this 

crude belief in later days when confidence in the Old Gods began to weaken, when 

once-definite beliefs began to grow vague and formless, but in the beginning it is pro- 

bable that religious import attached to its employment. ‘This view is strengthened 

when we find that the ancient Egyptians, in days before Greece and Rome took shape, 

endowed with eyes the funeral boat wherein the mummy of the departed was ferried 

across the Nile to the tomb. ‘These eyes, carefully depicted with well-defined con- 

ventionalized lids and eyebrows (fig. 30), symbolized the eyes of unseen Osiris who 

: 
- LADS Att | 

KO, 
Fic. 31.—Fore part of a Greek galley from a vase in the British Museum ; c. 500 B.C. (after Chatterton). 

would eventually guide the bark of the dead to that other land not to be entered save 

by the aid of this deity and his shallop. 

Except on these funeral boats the Egyptians do not appear to have used this 

eye symbol. ‘The carefully drawn paintings of their sea-going vessels, such as the 

great sailing galleys employed by Queen Hatshepsut on her famous trading venture 

to the land of Punt, show no trace of it. 

Neither to the river vessels depicted in Assyrian sculptures, unless it be merged 

in the eyes of the figurehead, but with the appearance of Greek and Roman ships in 

the Mediterranean the custom became common. 

On galleys depicted upon Greek vases and coins, the oculus appears as early as 

500 B.C. (fig. 31). From this time onwards the succession of eyed boats has been un- 

broken in Europe. During the days of Imperial Rome the symbol was equally com- 

monly used as in earlier Greek times. For some reason, the custom died out in the 
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Middle Ages in the case of the large ships of commerce and war, except so far as the 
ship’s eyes may have become incorporated with those of .the figure-head of some 

patron saint ; thenceforward its use was limited to the fishing boats and small coasting 

craft of communities that clung with more than usual tenacity to the customs of their 

forefathers. Such survivals at the present day are found among the boats of Portu- 

guese fishermen,' the Xebecs of Calabria, the harbour craft of the Maltese,’ and occa- 
sionally among the fishing boats of the Sicilian and Greek coasts. 

Going eastward we find few survivals among any people under Muhammadan 

influence.’ Neither Arabs, Turks, nor Indian Muslims employ it; with them its use 

has ceased, doubtless from their appreciation of its association with religious beliefs 
other than their own. 

In India and Ceylon it is wedded entirely with Hinduism ; usually these survivals 

are in boats manned by Hindus of higher religious profession than is found on the 

average among boat people of this religion. ‘The four instances known to me com- 

prise a certain class of cargo-carriers found on the Ganges, the small Hindu-owned 

coasters of the north of Ceylon, the clumsy-looking kalla dhonis of Point Calimere over 

against Ceylon and the masula-boats of the Coromandel coast. The first named are 

clinkerbuilt boats used for heavy river traffic; they may be seen any day discharging 

stone and firewood alongside the ghauts at Benares. 

The eye in these, is fashioned in brass; the opening of the lids elliptical, with 

angular ends; an eyebrow in brass surmounts the eye, the ends turned up abruptly 

and coiled (fig. 32). The design shows a marked approximation to that of the eye 

of Osiris painted on the Egyptian death barge (fig. 30) particularly in the presence 

and shape of the eyebrow. The hull of these Ganges boats is naked of paint save at 

the prow where a black area is painted; the eye is within this region. At the time of 

new moon (amavas?) a garland is hung from the stem-head, and worship (puja) per- 

formed at the bow—a ghee lamp is lighted, camphor is burnt, the sacred conch blown, 

coloured paste smeared on the prow, while libations and offerings of flowers, rice, and 

pan supari are made to the God whose protection of the boat and her crew is implored. 

The second instance of the survival of the oculus, is in connection with the com- 

pletion and launching ot the curious surf-boats in use on the Coromandel coast for seine 

fishing and for loading and discharging cargo from vessels in the offing.* These boats 

are constructed of planks sewn together with coir twine in order to give that elasticity 

without which they would break in pieces when grounding in their passage through 

the surf. When newly-built boats are first launched, elaborate puja ceremonies are 

performed connected with the worship of the sea-goddess Kanniamma, and one of the 

1 Chatterton, HE. K., Sailing Ships, London (? 1900), p. 65. 

2 Pitt-Rivers, The Evolution of Culture and othey Essays, Oxford, 1906, p. 225. 

3 An apparent exception is seen at Chittagong and Rangoon, where the local Muhammadan boat-people employ 

a modification of the Chinese sampan in great numbers. The details vary somewhat from the original and the ‘‘ eyes” 

are often put in very roughly as part of the general scheme of ornamentation adopted from the Chinese model. Among 

the Malays, ‘‘ eyes” are also occasionally seen on boats, e.g., in a model from Selangor in the Indian Museum, No. 2764. 

+ These are known to Europeans as *‘ masulah boats’’ but as padagu among Tamils. The Malay term prahu is prob- 

ably derived from the latter word, 
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rites is the incising, scratching, or daubing of the crude outline of an eye Ce on 

each bow (fig. 18, p. 174). This ceremony is termed “‘ opening the eye”’ (4007 5)945\p 3). 

Some of the older men state that their idea in doing this is to endow the boat with life." 

This custom is obviously related to that followed in the fashioning of metal and stone 

images of Hindu deities, where ritual prescribes that the putting in of the pupils of 

the eyes shall be the final touch put by the artist, indeed this is not done until just 

before the instalment or consecration of the image in its shrine. New brass and bronze 

images of gods sold from shops in Hindu towns are always blind; among strictly 

orthodox families the eyes should be “ opened ’’—the pupil to be marked —before 

they are suitablefor worship. ‘Till then they are mere lifeless images without sanctity. 

When we find a similar custom of “ opening the eyes” of a newly-built boat just before 

Fic. 32.— Bow of a Ganges cargo boat showing oculus in ices ona Baer ground and a garland 

hung from the stem. (Original). 

launching, the fact clearly confirms my contention that the puja ceremonies are in- 

tended to instal a deity in the boat itself and to merge the boat’s individuality in 

that of the goddess whose protection is sought. This idea is supported also by the 

lack of any subsequent attention to these eyes. Once they are opened, no further 

attention is bestowed upon them; in the course of a short time all trace of them dis- 

appears, the slight scratch made, becoming obliterated either by weathering or by the 

coat of paint or of tar sometimes applied to the top strake of these boats. 

A most interesting survival of what I infer to have been originally a human 

blood sacrifice takes place after the puja ceremonies are completed; as the boat is 

launched down the shelving beach to take her first plunge through the surf, a pump- 

kin is placed in the way and the boat igeeee over it, smashing it to pulp: The 

! Others say it is done simply as an ornament, but this is Are either from ‘snc eal customs are dying fast— 
or from that peculiar reticence common the world over, regarding customs based upon superstitious beliefs, 
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pumpkin used is of a particular grey-coloured variety, well known in Tamil as 

Kalyana pishini kai as it is intimately associated with certain marriage ceremonies. 

Its preparation is significant; a piece is gouged out and through the opening thus 

made a quantity of powdered saffron and of vermilion powder ( @#@uu) is dropped 

inside, the opening being reclosed with the plug of rind first cut out. The exterior 

is also sometimes daubed with the same two pigments. Now it is well known that a 

common practice in many countries in a primitive stage of civilization has been to 

offer up a human victim at the launching of vessels; the Vikings and the South Sea 

Islanders amongst others followed this custom. It may either mean the propitiation 

of a protecting spirit resident either in the boat herself or in the sea or it may be de- 

signed, as Grant Allen contends, to liberate a guardian spirit from the human victim, 

so intimately incorporated with the very planks and timbers of the boat as to become 

part and narcel of its fabric. 

With milder manners and the influence of higher religious conceptions, domesti- 

cated animals were substituted for the human sacrifice; the gradation in India appears 

to have been first the ox or the buffalo, then the sheep, next the fowl and eventually, 

as we see in the instance now treated of, the refinement is reached of the employment 

of a vegetable. But even here, old custom exerts its influence, and the pumpkin has 

to be so treated that when smashed, some appearance of blood spilling may be shown. 

The fact that the bow of the boat during the puja ceremonies is also daubed with 

red spots as well as the pumpkin itself, corroborates this idea that the present-day 

ceremony is an emasculated simulacrum of the immolation of a human victim; they 

appear to represent the blood splashes spurted from the sacrifice as the boat lum- 

bered over the body. 

Still further and very conclusive evidence is furnished in the fact that the word 

used for this pumpkin-smashing ceremony is that for sacrifice in Tamil, bali (Wo). 

A similar use of a pumpkin filled with red and yellow powder is also employed 

in certain other sacrificial Tamil ceremonies unconnected with boats, but invari- 

ably associated with some deity who dislikes animal sacrifices. I should mention 

that Kanniamma, the sea-goddess, is one of these benevolent deities; the fishermen 

at Madras say that she would be displeased if sheep or fowls were offered as sacrifices 

to her. The pumpkin possibly represents the head of the victim. In the Moluccas 

a common fype of boat of gondola-like lines has great upstanding ends, terminating 

in a ribbed sub-globular ornament which so reminded me of a pumpkin when I first 

saw it, that for want of a better name I termed these craft “pumpkin boats”; the 

idea occurred to me at the time that these ornaments were originally the heads of 

enemies—all the people of these parts were head-hunters till comparatively recent 

times. A well-known parallel to this boat-launching sacrifice is the belief current 

and persistent among Indian villagers that the Department of Public Works pro- 

vides a human victim for the protection of any great undertaking it has in hand, 

particularly in the case of important river viaducts. 
Of equal interest is the persistence of an eye upon either bow in the case of the 

archaic-looking kalla dhoni of the Tanjore coast (S. India). Until the comparatively 
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recent railway diversion of direct passenger traffic with Ceylon, these boats were 

very numerous and carried on a popular service between the little ports near Point 

Calimere and Kayts, the port of Jaffna, the northern capital of Ceylon. 

The position of the eyes is the same as in the Ganges boats already described ; 

they are less elaborate, being incised upon the planking of the bows; no eyebrows 

are indicated, merely a conventional eye bounded by elliptical lids. The pupil is 

shown elongated. On the starboard bow, the eye is followed by a small square con- 

taining the name of the patron goddess of the village—in the cases noted Ammai— 

surmounted by the Hindus’ propitiatory sign of x, paravi (u759) or “horse’’ being 

added, evidence of the dedication of the vessels to the goddess honoured, as her horse 
or vehicle (fig. 13, p. 168). 

In Kodakarai, the village goddess, Mari Amman, is the one held in special esteem 

by sailors and fishermen. Her temple was accounted very rich in the days of con- 

stant trade communication between this village and Ceylon, the tindal or master of 

each boat giving a rupee to the temple for each voyage safely accomplished. In 

danger or storm the local seamen are still accustomed to call upon her for help, shouting 

their appeal, Amma! Amma! and vowing offerings of money if they reach shore 

safely through her intervention. Usually the money vowed is tied ina cloth and nailed 

to the mast there and then.' A Brahman officiates as pujari in her temple. With 

the imposition of quarantine rules and the concentration of coolie emigration to 

Ceylon, first through Tuticorin and then through Mandapam, the lucrative passenger 

trade of these kalla dhonis collapsed and little money now flows to the temple coffers 

as the pujari sorrowfully complained to me. 

In passing it is worthy of remark that, very generally in India, the protecting 

deity of sailors and fishermen is feminine. The instance just given is one; I have 

seen another on the Gujarat coast where the local female deity of the harbour they hap- 

pen to be fishing from, is worshipped in set form at stated times and her assistance 

and protection implored, while at Madras the protection of Kanniamma, a sea-goddess, 

is invariably sought both at launchings and during tempestuous weather—the latter 

is believed to be a token of her anger. By this common association with a female 

deity, the identity and sex of the protectress would merge eventually with that of 

the boat itself; as we may infer that other races have reasoned and acted similarly, 

this becomes a sufficient explanation for the fact that ships are considered feminine in 

Europe and especially in England. 

The fourth instance of the use of eyes in the Indian region is from the adjacent 

coast of Ceylon, in certain boats belonging to Hindu owners. These craft, hailing 

from Valvettithurai and the neighbouring small ports, generally called Jaffna dhonis 

by Europeans, are known as padagu in Tamil. They are antiquated craft quite 

distinct in build and rig from the Kalla dhoni. They are rigged as two-masted 

schooners, distinguished from other local types by the enormous development 

| Cf. the custom of placing a silver coin under the mast in fishing boats on the east coast of England at the present 

day! 

——— 
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of jibs and foresails, whereof they carry five. The eyes in these boats are boss-like, 

carved separately out of wood, and nailed in their place one on each bow. ‘The iris 

is painted black, the eyeball white, an outer black margining outline representing 

the eyelid (Pl. VI, fig. 2). Even among the Hindu-owned, the use of the eye is not 

now universal; the custom is gradually dying out and in a generation or two will 

have disappeared. 

Besides those owned by Hindus, a number belong to Muhammadans. None of 

the latter are furnished with eyes and they are further distinguished by the form 

of the stem-head. In the Hindu boats this takes the shape of an inwardly coiled 

rounded ornament, the surul (Pl. VI, fig. 2); the jibboom is placed eccentric upon 

the starboard side. In the Muhammadan variety, the jibboom is fixed in the median 

line and the stem piece is prolonged forwards as a bowsprit to support the jibboom. 

In most of the Hindu fadagus, particularly those adorned with eyes, the fore- 

part of the bows is sacred ; it forms the ship’s particular shrine and place of worship. 

The crew are ustially orthodox Saivites, so the aft edge of the swru/ is painted with 

the three horizontal bars associated with the deity who receives their primary 

devotion (Pl. VI, fig. 1). In the recess below is a little shelf a few inches above the 

deck ; on this, when I visited one of these vessels, was a blowing conch and the lamp 

used in the ceremonies. When worship is to be performed, usually before leaving 

port, one of the crew who acts as pujari, puts ash on his forehead, lights the little 

ghee lamp lying on the shelf, burns camphor and incense, breaks a coconut, and 

rings a bell, while an assistant blows intermittently upon the conch. Offerings of 

plantains, betel leaves and arecanuts are made to the god and then distributed 

among the crew. 

When questioned the tindal would not admit that the eyes on the bows had 

anything to do with the god under whose protection they sailed. He explained their 

presence and use as the Greeks and Romans did and as the Chinese do now—that the 

eyes were there to enable the ship to see her way, to avoid rocks and sandbanks—in 

his words “‘ without the eyes she would be like a blind man alone in the street.” 

But that this was the original reason for placing the eyes, I feel sure is not the case; 

it is the general custom among the uneducated or partially educated classes to dis- 

claim the connection of any custom they practise, with anything that savours of 

unorthodox superstition. For instance, a man will place the impress of a hand upon 

the door of his house or will tie some object around the neck of his milch cow and in 

spite of the transparently obvious motive, he will often stoutly deny that it meant 

for anything but fancy or ornament. Apart from this reason, we have to remember 

that the general employment of such a custom dates back so far into the past, that 

the original significance may well be lost, obscured, or transformed. We have also 

to allow for the hazy and vague ideas that the uneducated have of the fundamental 

reason or meaning of many of the customs they practise ; with almost all, the sole 

valid inducement is the immemorial usage of their caste or calling or country. Froma 

survey of the little we know of the subject, and by inference from the association of 
all the four Indian instances with special and specific religious observances, and above 
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all the linking of the oculus with the name of the goddess in the case of the kalla 

dhoni, we must draw our conclusions. Just as there is in India a presiding or pro- 

tecting deity in each Hindu house, so in these four boats we have what cannot well be 

other than a survival from the days when the ceremonies attendent upon the launch 

of every boat in India endowed it with a presiding god or rather goddess, in whose 

care the vessel and her crew should thereafter be ; as the house deity is associated in 

special measure with the entrance or threshold, so the guardian of the boat appears 

to be associated more particularly with the bow. Many Indian sea-customs tend to 

confirm this view of the sacredness of the bow and its association with the protect- 

ing deity—among others that may be mentioned is that of splashing water upon the 

prow when a fishing boat pushes off from shore; this is practised by the Roman 

Catholic fishermen of the Tinnevelly coast and it most certainly conserves for us an 

extremely old custom of offering libation to the boat’s presiding deity.' 

Any indignity to the bow of their boat is resented by the Hindu boat-people 

of the north of Ceylon as shown by the following incident. One. of my assistants, 

when on a journey in a Jaffna dhoni, happened to sit upon the stem-head, carved as 

usual into a inwardly coiled ornament. The tindal was greatly annoyed at this, 

although my assistant was a Brahman; he ordered him to get off, telling him he 

should not sit there as the bow was Lakshmi, and such action was offensive to the 

goddess. In explanation he subsequently stated that the bow is held sacred among 

Jatinese Hindu sailors, consequent upon the special religious cremonies performed at 

the launch of the boat. The tindal described these as follows :— 

Before the boat is put into the water, it is decorated with flags and plantain 

trees and a garland of flowers is hung round the prow, which is also smeared with 

sandalwood paste and vermilion powder. A small coloured “‘cloth’’ such as is 

worn by young girls is also wrapped round it; finally a ¢ali or marriage token in 

the form of a small brass cup or bowl is tied round the same part exactly as a 

token of similar form but fashioned in gold, is tied around a bride’s neck during 

orthodox Hindu marriage rites. The ceremonies appear intended to wed Lakshmi to the 

boat and instal her there permanently. The brass tali used at the launching is a 

cherished possession of the boat-owner and is handed down from father to son. 

Hindu boatmen in the north of Ceylon are now few in number, and the above cus- 

tom is rapidly dying out. 

Regarding the antiquity of the above practices and beliefs, it is of importance to 

note that the Jaffnese Tamils, long resident in the north of Ceylon as descendants 

of emigrants and invaders from the Chola and Pandyan kingdoms of South India, 

have retained many archaic Tamil customs long since lost by their continental 

kindred ; they are noted also for employing in ordinary speech a form of Tamil which 

they claim closely approaches the classical Tamil of 1,000 to 1,500 years ago. I true, 

! An interesting account of the belief held among the Malay fishermen of Patani that all boats have a‘ oul,’ is 

given by Dr. N. Annandale in Fasciculi Malayenses (Anthropology, Pt. I, 1903, p. 80). After a speil of bad luck 

in fishing, an offering is laid on the head of each rib of the boat. Some fishermen also make a practice of placing 

. turmeric rice’ on the prow of their boat every Friday, with the same object 

~~ 
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as is probably the case, the inference follows that their local vessels may be expected 

to retain more marked archaic characteristics than those of ports more open to out- 

side influence. The same deduction may be drawn regarding the Point Calimere kalla 

dhonis which are employed solely in traffic with the north of Ceylon and whose crews 

are closely related in origin, caste and customs with the men who man the Jaffna 

dhonis. Both are above the average in religious zeal, and aspire to be considered 

much higher in caste than the ordinary run of coast fishermen and sailors. 

Other evidence of the ancient character of the custom is obtained from the fres- 

coes in the Ajanta caves (Hyderabad), dating about 600 A.D. Among these are depic- 

ted a three-masted ship and a royal barge, both provided with eyes on the bows.’ 

Similarly the Buddhist sculptures of Boro Budur in Java, belonging to the 8th and 

gth centuries of our era, include one of a two-masted ship furnished with eyes ; in this 

however the eyes have the unique peculiarity of being situated both on the bows 

en ee a a 

Fic. 33.—Oculus of boss-shape, on the head-boards of a Chinese junk, Shanghai. (Original). 

and on the quarters—two pairs (fig. 29). This boat, like nearly all those depicted 

in these sculptures, is provided with outriggers, and it is possible that eyes at both 

ends is a reminiscence of the early days when boats provided with outriggers had no 

definite prow and stern, and sailed indifferently either end forward, according to the 

direction of the wind. If ‘‘eyes’’ were in use at this stage of eastern boat evolution, 

we may be sure there was one pair at each end. But it must be noted that only one 

of the several instances of boats and ships represented in the Boro Budur sculp- 

tures, show evidence of the use of “eyes.’’ Even so early the custom had ceased to 

be habitual. 

Eastwards from India, the principal peoples who employ the oculus are the Chinese 

and the Annamites ; among them the custom flourishes, indeed only with them through- 

out the whole world is the custom habitual and universal. ‘The exceptions where no 

) Mukerji, R., Indian Shipping, p. 41. 
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eyes adorn Chinese craft, large as well as small, the ocean junk equally with the sampan, 

must be extremely few ; I donot remember seeing one without. And the Chinese boat- 

men and fishermen when they emigrate to the Straits Settlements and the Dutch 

Indies adhere to the custom ; even so far west as Rangoon, Penang and Singapore, the 

ubiquitous sampan greets the traveller with fixed stare from protuberant eyeballs. 

The Chinese and the Annamite oculus show peculiar differences. In the former, 

each eye is circular, the dark or black centre, representing probably the pupil and iris 

combined, large and protuberant, encircled by a band of white (fig. 33). No attempt 

is made to impart an air of realism ; the object is wholly conventionalized, and a most 

a 
Fic. 34.—Elongated oculus characteristic of Annamite boats. (Original), 

curious feature is the roundness. Whether this is due to the original design having 

been circular in the foreign source from which the Chinese adopted this custom or 

whether it is the result of convention is impossible to decide. 

In Annam, on the contrary, where boats are equally commonly endowed with eyes, 

they are neither round nor of boss form; they are painted on the flat of the bows and 

reproduce in some degree the almond outline of the Mongolian eye. The degree of 

elongation varies greatly ; it begins as a slight lengthening of the aft side of the circle 

and through all degrees passes to an extreme where it becomes an exaggerated oval 

with its length fully five times the vertical height (fig. 34). As in Chinese boat-eyes, 

the pupil and iris are represented in black upon a white ground. 





EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

PLATE I (Frontispiece). 

Fic. 1.—Parawa fisherman of Tuticorin. Cephalic index 82:16. Type of fea- 

tures distinctly Polynesian. 

.—Stern view of two large river boats on the Ganges at Benares. Hulls 

clinker built ; rudder of balanced type with long shaft and tiller. 

N 

PLATE IT. 

Fic. 1.—Arab dhangi showing sharp stern and colour scheme. 

2.—Arab baggala showing square stern and quarter projections. 

PLATE ITI. 

Fie. 1.—A kotia outward bound. 

2.—Stern of a Kutch kotia. 

PLATE PV. 

Fic. 1.—A battela with boat rigged out as counterpoise. 

,, 2.—A large pattimar from Malwan. 

PLATE V. 

Fic. 1.—A cargo lighter, Tuticorin. 

2.—A Tuticorin fishing canoe. 

3.—-Tuticorin spread-canoes, hauled up on the beach. Note their great 

beam and graceful lines. 

4.—Mangalore backwater lighters. Penthouse cadjan roof to cabin and 

primitive square sail. 

5 5:—A two-masted fishing boat, Chilka Lake. 

6.—Small coracles on the River Bhawani, S$. India. 

EBYATE. Vik 

Fic. 1.—Fore end of deck of a Jaffna dhoni; puja to Siva being performed. 

Note Saivite symbol on coiled stem-head surul. The pujari holds a 

brass tray of offerings in one hand and abell in the other; his assis- 

tant is blowing a conch. 

2.—Bow of the same vessel, showing a boss-shaped oculus nailed to the 

planking. | 

3.—Fore end of a kalla dhoni, Pt. Calimere; an eye and the words Ammaz 

paravi incised on the bow. Note the rude conventionalized repre- 

sentation of yellow garlands painted on the sides of the stem. 

4.—Bow of a Ganges cargo boat, decorated with an elaborate oculus 

fashioned in brass and with a garland hung round the stem head. 

+) 

) 

All figures except those of Plates II, III and IV are from photographs by J. Hornell. 

Those of Plates II, III and IV are by kind permission of the Chairman of the Bombay Port Trust. 
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Fig. 2. ARABp BAGGALA SHOWING SQUARE STERN AND QUARTER PROJECTIONS. 
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Fig. 2. Stern or «a Kuron Kori. 





MEM. ASIAT. SOC. BENG., VOL. VII, 1919. Prate IV. 

Fic. 1. A BaTTELA WITH BOAT RIGGED OUT AS COUNTERPOISE. 

Fic. 2. A LARGE PATTIMAR FROM MALWAN. 
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XVI. 

XVII. 
XVIII. 

XIX. 

Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 

Vol. 1. 

On certain Tibetan Scrolls and Images lately brought from Gyantse.—By PRo¥F. Satis CHANDRA VIDVA 
BHUSANA, M.A.,M.R.A.S. (Price Re. 1-8; or 2s. 3d.) 

Sal-Ammoniac : a Study in Primitive Chemistvry.—By H. E. STAPLETON, B.A., BsSc. (Price Re.1; or 1s. 6d.) 
The it eas of the Tibetan to the Kashgar-Brahmt Alphabet.—By The REV. A. H. FRANCKE. (Price Rs. 2 

or 2s. 10d,) 
Alchemical Equipment im the Eleventh Century, A.D.—By H. E. StaPLETON and R. F. Azo. (Price Re. 1-8; 

ot 2s. 3d.) 
Malaysian Barnacles in the Indian Museum, with a list of the rf nadtan Pedunculata.—By N. ANNANDALE, B.A., 

D.Sc. -(Price Re. 1-8; or 2s. 3d.) 
Ashvafpur Copper:plate Grants of Devakhadga.—By GANGA Mouan LASKAR, M.A. (Price Annas 8: or 10d.) 
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PREFATORY NOTE. 

I have known Barkuda Island in the Chilka T,ake for over seven years and 

have from time to time made collections upon it and studied its fauna with an 

ill-defined end in view. In the summer and autumn of 1919, for three months of 

which (August, September and October) I made the island my head-quarters, and 

again in December of the same year and in April, June, July, August and September, 

1920, an opportunity occurred to undertake more concerted investigations, and I 

attempted to carry out an intensive zoological survey. In doing so I realized that 
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my attempt would probably be difficult of accomplishment. I knew that it would 

be impossible, however generous the aid obtained from specialists in India and abroad, 

to complete a survey of a similar area of tropical jungle, or even of cultivated land 

on the mainland, without many years of collecting, study and correspondence ; but I 

also knew that the fauna of a small rocky island was likely to be, and indeed was, 

much poorer than that of any fertile spot on the mainland, and I hoped against hope. 

The hope was not fulfilled. Large collections and copious notes were made, but 

the constant changes observed in the fauna in correlation with changes in the weather 

and in the vegetation stood in the way of regarding these as completely representa- 

tive, much less exhaustive. So many groups of insects and other animals were, more- 

over, to be considered, even though there were often only a few species of each, and 

the assistance of so few taxonomists could be obtained, that I despaired of obtaining 

authentic identifications. Finally, I realized that in order to study the fauna in a 

comprehensive spirit I must first study the vegetation, the physical structure, the 

paleontology and the climate of the island. 

It has been my experience that a biological memoir of faunistic scope loses in 

ultimate value with delay in giving it literary form. Field-notes at best are mere © 

sketches for a finished picture, and from them the observer himself must select, com- 

bine and elaborate to produce an organic whole. Unless he has had practical expe- 

rience of taxonomy it is difficult if not impossible for him to know what to select. It 

is very seldom that he can obtain all the ‘“ results’’ due to workers on other lines 

without long delay, in the course of which his perception of the main thesis becomes . 

dulled and blurred by other investigations and, should he belong to a Government 

department, by the exigencies of an official career. It has been held that taxonomic 

zoology should be divorced completely from field biology. This seems to me a 

singularly narrow view, liable to stand in the way of all progress in scientific taxo- 

nomy. 

For these reasons I have decided not to wait for the preparation of reports on 

various elements in the fauna by specialists in India, Europe and America. ‘These 

will, I hope, be published elsewhere later. A report on the physiography, paleonto- 

logy and botany of Barkuda will form the most fitting, if not the only useful, intro- 

duction to a study of its fauna. 

In preparing this introduction I have had generous help from members of 

other scientific departments of the Government of India. I have to thank Lieut.- 

Col. A. T. Gage, Director of the Botanical Survey of India, and Mr. C. C. Calder, who 

is at present officiating for him, for instructing Mr. Narayanaswami to prepare the 

list of plants from which I derive the identifications utilized in my study of the vege- 

tation. This list has been partly revised and greatly amplified by Dr. H. G. Carter, 

Economic Botanist, Botanical Survey of India, who accompanied me to Barkuda in 

April, 1920. Ihave also to thank Dr. E. H. Pascoe, of the Geological Survey of India, 

for a valuable note on rock-specimens incorporated in my report. To Mr. E. 

Vredenburg of the same department I am further indebted for equally valuable 

- notes and suggestions. He visited Barkuda with me in September, 1920. 
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I. PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE ISLAND. 

GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION AND AREA. 

The little island of Barkuda or Barakuda is one of many that stud the surface of 

the Chilka Lake on the east coast of India. Its geographical position is lat. 19°38’N., 

long. 85°12’E. and it lies in the north-eastern apex of the Madras Presidency just 

across the Orissa border. 

The lake' is a maritime one, connected with the Bay of Bengal by a narrow 

mouth and consisting of a complex outer channel and a broad main area some forty 

miles long. It is in the main area, towards its inner (south-western) extremity, that 

Barkuda is situated. ‘The water’ of this area varies greatly in salinity with time and 

season. At Barkuda it is never quite fresh, but never nearly as salt as that of the 

Open sea, and is not affected at any season by the tides. The lake is shallow over its 

whole area and at no point in the vicinity of the island more than 15 feet deep. 

Barkuda is separated from the mainland of the western shore of the lake by a 

channel just a mile broad, but that which separates it from the larger, alluvial island 

of Samalkuda, which in dry weather becomes a peninsula owing to the desiccation of 

the narrow strait between it and the mainland, is less than half as broad. Samalkuda 

lies north and north-east of Barkuda. Almost due west, at a distance of about half a 

mile, lies another island, Cherriakuda, which is of similar size and formation to 

Barkuda. From the sandy outer shore of the lake Barkuda is separated by at least 

three miles of open water and from the head of Rambha Bay, the south-western 

extremity of the whole system, by nearly five. 

In outline Barkuda is a right-angled triangle with the apex pointing nearly south- 

east. Its longest side is about three-quarters of a mile in length and its shortest less 

than half as long. Its total area is less than half a square mile. 

The island is thus isolated so far as purely terrestrial animals are concerned, but 

well within the range of insects even of rather feeble flight, and also of many seeds. 

CLIMATE. 

No very precise data are available as to the climate of the Chilka Lake, which is 

subject to obvious local peculiarities and apparently varies considerably at different 

spots in respect both to temperature and rainfall. The whole area lies well within 

the isothermal lines representing 79° and 80° Fahr.’ and within the region affected 

directly by the south-west monsoon. ‘The climate is, therefore, tropical, but Barkuda 

has a more equable temperature than that of the mainland, a mile or two away. The 

heat is less in summer and the air is warmer in winter. This is doubtless due to its 

insular position. 

The following particulars about the rainfall at Rambha, five miles south-west 

of the island, are extracted from the official reports of the Imperial Meteorological 

! See Annandale and Kemp, Mem. Ind. Mus. V, p. t (1915). 

2 See Annandale and Kemp, op. cit. and Sewell, Mem. Ind. Mus., tom. cit. (ined.). 

8 See Eliot, Climatological Atlas of India, pl. xlix. 
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Department, for an advance copy of which I have to thank the Director General of 

Observatories ; but the rainfall of Barkuda is considerably less than that of Rambha, 

for a large proportion of the rain-storms that break on the mainland do not reach it. 

In the rainy season between June and October these storms may be observed almost 

daily making their way up the valley that extends from Rambha Bay in a south-easterly 

direction. Before reaching the lake, however, a very large proportion of them split 

into two and while one half makes its way along the hills that lie a short distance 

inland from the shore, the other proceeds along the sand-banks on the sea-coast. 

Only the very edge of the clouds among the inland hills reach out to Barkuda. The 

same phenomenon has been observed in the spring and autumn thunderstorms. The 

hills are often hidden in black masses of vapour, loud peals of thunder are heard and 

vivid flashes of lightning seen without a drop of rain falling on Barkuda. 

Nevertheless, though the rainfall of the island is thus restricted, the air is damp 

from July to October and the rain that does strike the island is sufficient to soak the 

scanty soil and often to reduce it to mud for some days at a time. 

RAINFALL AT RAMBHA. 

h Month. Average. 1913. IOI4. | IgIQ. 

January 0:27 | 1°69 

February ad | 0°80 0°25 the 1°84 

March 0°90 

April | I'or 127 2°11 

May | 1°69 2°38 12 E27 Bat 

June Son) 551 7°64 10°59 975 

July ae AL 12°99 4°37 8°54 

August as 7°54 7°10 8°43 10°45 

September ne 819 3°65 20°60 1°49 

October 8°79 8°60 0°93 6°55 

November 2 43 3°70 16°57 

December see | 1:08 

| 

Total Bre 45°02 40°31 | 58°46 62°10 

The question of the direction of the wind over the island may clearly have a 

bearing on the immigration and dispersal of its fauna, but here again no precise data 

are available. 
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For five months in the year (April to August), the prevailing direction on the 

neighbouring coast is $.W. or S.S.W., and this may be taken to be so also on the 

lake. Even at other times of the year south-westerly winds are the most frequent 

on Barkuda, but the heaviest storms are from the south-east or east. Asa rule the 

breeze, from whatever direction it may be blowing, drops considerably in the even- 

ing and. does not rise again until about 9 a.m., but in unsettled weather the wind is 

often stronger at night. 
STRUCTURE. 

The physical structure of the island is very simple. The surface is nowhere 

more than 30 to 40 feet above high flood-level. In the interior the rock is for the 

most part covered with a thin layer of red soil, but on the foreshore, of which a con- 

siderable area is exposed as the floods recede in autumn after the end of the monsoon 

rains, it crops up on the surface round a great part of the periphery of the island, 

and even inland there are stony and rocky areas with hardly any soil. Almost the 

whole of the sheltered northern foreshore is sandy, the sand being of a very coarse 

consistency and of a whitish colour, while on the east side, which is more exposed to 

violent wave-action than the others, a good deal of sand is also present, but is mixed 

with coarse gravel and small stones and with occasional outcrops of rock. The origin 

of the sand on the two sides is probably different. On the north side it has accu- 

mulated gradually owing to the currents which sweep round the island, while on the 

east side it has been formed im situ by the breaking up of the rocks in stormy 

weather. 

Mr. Vredenburg has favoured me with the following observations on the geolo- 

gical formation of the island :— 

“The island appears to be roughly triangular with a straight southern coast 

trending approximately east-west, an eastern coast trending approximately north 

and south, while from the north-eastern to the western corner of the island, the 

general trend of the coast is from north-east to south-west. 

Along or near the south coast rock is everywhere exposed in the form of an 

abrupt low escapement. This escapement is essentially of the nature of a true scarp 

though the structure is mostly concealed by the confused disposition of the broken 

blocks. This breaking up of the low scarp is probably to be accounted for by wave- 

action, which may have been more effective at a time when the relative level of the 

water was higher than at present.' The escapement is now mostly overgrown by 

forest. 

The eastern coast exhibits a succession of rocky promontories probably con- 

structed by the more resisting strata, between which are embayments in which the 

rock is concealed by detrital soil and sand. 

Along the northern or north-western coast which, in places, must more or less 

coincide with a dip slope, the rock, with the exception of some insignificant shows 

/ : : 
1 In stormy weather it is still more considerable than could be realized in calm weather, such as that in which 

Mr. Vredenberg examined the rocks.—N. A. 
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near the north-east corner, is everywhere concealed, the land slopes gently towards 

the water and the shore is occupied by a sandy beach. 

Throughout the interior of the island, the rock is concealed by a thin covering 

of red soil which, nevertheless, is full of fragments of a material similar to that seen 

where the rock is exposed im situ. Moreover the same rocks invariably re-appear 

wherever the soil has been removed by artificial excavations. 

The geological constitution is very uniform. The whole island appears to be 

built of stratified rocks, consisting of garnet-bearing quartzites with or without silli- 

manite, as has been ascertained microscopically by Dr. Pascoe. The strike of the 

bedding is uniformly east by about 10° north, the dip northerly at low angles. The 

amount of dip observed along the banks of an artificial pond about the centre of the 

island is between 15° to 20.° Usually the angles are even lower. They are 

TEXT-FIG. I.—Rocks at the north-west corner of the island. 

generally less than 10° along the east coast. Similarly low angles were observed at 

the western corner of the island. Local undulations may occasionally cause the 

lie to becoming horizontal, or may even bring about a temporary reversal of the dip 

towards a southerly direction. An instance may be observed on the south coast 

east of the landing pier. Sharp contortions are observed occasionally, for instance 

at the north-east corner of the island, and, to a minor extent, at its western 

extremity. 

The rocks clearly consist of altered sedimentary formations. They are refer- 

able to T. L,. Walker’s ‘khondalite series’ and belong to the older division of the 

“Transition rocks of Peninsular India.’ 

The rock of the whole island has a very uniform appearance. In ordinary cir- 

cumstances its surface is of a dull yellowish colour, often tinged with ferruginous 

brown. Though hard it is coarsely granular. On weathering it breaks up into 
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relatively small, usually rectangular blocks as a rule much broader than deep. 

This is owing to the fact that it is separated by the planes of stratification into 

well-defined layers mostly less than a foot deep and traversed in a vertical direction 

by narrow veins of softer consistency than the bulk of the rock. There is none 

of the piling up of great blocks into pyramids so conspicuous in the surface 

formation of many of the hills and headlands of the neighbourhood. 

A small pond has been dug near the middle of the island. Its water-level differs 

greatly at different seasons and in the early autumn_a considerable depth of rock is 

submerged which becomes dry in winter. The surface of this rock, unlike that sub- 

merged in the brackish water of the lake at the same season, weathers black. The 

water of the pond is very nearly fresh when it is full, and only slightly saline when 

it has sunk to its lowest level.” 

I have to thank Dr. EK. H. Pascoe, of the Geological Survey of India, for the 

following note on rock-specimens :— 

“The rock specimens from Barkuda Island, Chilka ake, consist of two extreme 

types of quartz-schists with intermediate forms. On the one hand, you have a 

garnet-quartz-schist or, as T. l,.. Walker calls it, a garnetiferous quartzite, and, on 

the other hand, a khondalite. In the former the bulk of the rock consists of quartz 

while the garnets vary in size and number and, in the specimens under consideration 

which are evidently from near the surface of the ground, are much weathered; one 

specimen shows pronounced foliation. In the khondalites or garnet-sillimanite- 

schists, the quartz ground-mass is very much crushed, the garnets weathered and the 

sillimanite mostly in large disjointed parallel needles. These rocks, according to 

T. L. Walker who gave them their name, are paragneisses, representing in all prob- 

ability ancient metamorphosed sediments. Owing to the absence of felspar, the 

soil derived from the rocks described would consist of a ferruginous sand with scarce- 

ly any true clay and very little soluble food for plants. Similar schists are found 

over a great part of the Ganjam Malias in Kalahandi, along the eastern border of the 

Eastern Ghats in Vizagapatam, in Coorg and elsewhere.”’ 

CHANGES IN WATER-LEVEL ON THE SHORE OF THE ISLAND. 

The changes in water-level on the shore of the island are of importance in 

reference to the fauna of the foreshore. They are of two kinds, seasonal and occasional. 

The seasonal changes vary in extent from year to year in correlation with the rain- 

fall in the basin of the Mahanadi, a branch of which enters the northern part of 

the lake, and also in all probability with the size and position of the sea-mouth, which 

vary as a result of changes in the currents on the coast and other factors of which 

at present we know little. Ina normal year the water is highest about the middle 

of September, but occasional floods may raise it temporarily still higher earlier in 

the year. It begins to rise as soon as the south-west monsoon is well established, 

sinks as the rains diminish and is at its lowest in June just before they commence. 

The area then left bare on the shore is considerable, but variable in area from year 

to year. 
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There is no tide at Barkuda and We have no evidence of the existence of any 

constant diurnal movements of the water. Distinct occasional changes in level are, 

however, often due to the wind. A steady breeze from the south-west drives the 

water of the Rambha Bay past the island and often causes the level to sink by two 

or three inches. As a breeze of the kind asa rule sinks in the evening the water 

returns at night and is higher on a calm morning than it is after a breezy day. On 

the other hand I have known the level to rise at least five inches in the course of a 

day owing to a storm north-east of the island which banked the water up round it. 

Major R. B. Seymour Sewell, I.M.S., Surgeon Naturalist, Indian Marine Survey, 

has described the hydrography of Rambha Bay in a paper to be published in Vol. 

V of the Memoirs of the Indian Museun. This paper will throw much light both 

on these phenomena and also on the piling up of dead weed on the shore of the 

island and the consequent formation of free sulphur as a result of the action of a 

bacterium on the decaying matter.' The chain of events is of faunistic importance, 

because it has prevented the existence of a true marginal fauna of amphibious 

molluscs and Crustacea such as is frequently found in similar situations. 

II. PALAONTOLOGY. 
The rock of Barkuda is non-fossiliferous but the soil of its interior and the sand 

of its shore contain large numbers of molluscan shells that’ may be classed as sub- 

fossil and utilized to throw some light on the age of the island. Before describing 

the shells I must refer to the store of specimens now being laid up for future paleeonto- 

logists by two pairs of sea-eagles (Haliaétus leucogaster) that have made the island 

their home. These birds, as is a common habit of the species, nest in large Banyan 

trees and do not desert their nesting-place when the breeding-season is over but 

remain constant to it throughout the year. They catch their food in the lake and 

bring it home to devour. Their prey consists mainly of three items, the sluggish 

water-snake, Chersydrus granulatus, the swimming-crabs, Scylla serrata and Neptunus 

pelagicus, and the fish, Tviacanthus brevirostris, perhaps the most abundant in the lake. 

Fish of several genera of Siluridae are also captured. The snakes the birds swallow 

whole asa rule, but the ground under the tree in which they live is covered with the 

remains of fish and the broken claws of crabs, and scattered bones and claws that 

they have dropped can be found on almost any part of the island. Triacanthus is a 

laterally compressed fish with a very solid skeleton and with three long and stout 

bony spines that have given the genusits name. One of these is situated in the dorsal 

fin, while one on each side of the lower part of the body represents the pectoral fin of 

that side. To give support to the lateral spines, which can be ‘locked’ in such a 

way that it is impossible to press them together against the sides without breaking 

them, the pectoral girdle is greatly strengthened, while the skull is also remarkably 

hard and bony and has in lateral view a curious superficial resemblance to that of a 

land-tortoise. ‘The three spines, the skull and the pectoral girdle are connected in 

! Annandale, Proc. As. Soc. Bengal, XIV (n.s.) (1918), pp. clxix-clxx. 
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such a way that they naturally cohere when the muscles of the fish rot or are removed, 

and as the eagles are somewhat dainty in their feeding and only pick off the softer 

and more accessible parts of the fish, this region of the skeleton remains, often in 

perfect condition, and must in the course of time, if natural processes persist without 

violent interruption, become a characteristic fossil. 

These facts are not without a bearing on the subfossil shells of the island, for 

they suggest the questions: How far is the accumulation of them due to inanimate 

forces, and is it possible that the molluscs they represent were originally brought 

together by some animal, or even by man ? 

The shells found in a subfossil state on Barkuda belong to five species, two of 

Gastropoda and three of Pelecypoda or Iamellibranchiata. 

LIST OF THE MOLLUSCAN SHELLS FOUND SUBFOSSIL ON BARKUDA. 

Gastropoda. Pelecypoda. 

Potamedes (T'ympanatonos) congulatus Arca (Anadara) granosa, \,. 

(Gmelin). Sunetta scripta (L). 

Cuma disjuncta, sp. nov. Meretrix casta (Chemn). 

Three of these species, the Potamides, the Cuma and the Arca still survive in 

the lake—or rather did so a few years ago, for considerable changes have apparently 

taken place in the fauna since 1914.' No difference between recent and subfossil 

shells of P. cingulatus and C. disjyuncta has been discovered, but the Arca has been 

profoundly modified. Swmetta scripta is a common’ species on the sandy coast of 

Orissa but has not been collected in the lake, while the Meretrix casta apparently 

belongs to an extinct race, shells of which are common in comparatively recent 

brackish-water deposits on the east coast of India. Before discussing the significance 

of these facts it will be as well to give an account of the species. 

GASTROPODA. 

Family CERITHIIDAE. 

Potamides4T ympanotonos) cingulatus (Gmelin). 

1916. Potamides (Tympanotonos) fluviatilis, Annandale and Kemp, Mem. Ind. Mus. V, p. 344. 

This species is, on the coasts of India, a common and characteristic molluse in 

backwaters and lagoons, the water of which is of comparatively low and variable 

salinity. In the Persian Gulf it is marine. In rg14 it was found living in all 

the parts of the Chilka Lake in which the bottom was composed of sand or sandy 

mud, except along the inner shore. ‘It was not uncommon in a ditch at the 

head of Rambha Bay. On Barkuda subfossil shells occur, in no great abundance, in 

the soil of the interior of the island, sometimes alone, sometimes with Meretrix casta. 

These shells do not differ in any way from fresh specimens from the lake. Many of 

them have a curious thickened broad and ill-defined varix on the body-whorl a short 

| See Annandale, Rec. Ind. Mus. (ined.). 
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distance behind the mouth, but this peculiarity is also common in living individuals 
from the same lagoon. 

Some shells from Barkuda are bleached and worn, but others are in perfect con- 
dition!and even retain traces of the natural colours. On none of them is there any 
trace of oyster-spat, which frequently adheres to the shells of individuals living in 
the outer channel of the Chilka Lake. 

The species also occur in an apparently subfossil condition at the head of 
Raimbha Bay. 

Family MURICIDAE. 

Genus Cuma (Humphrey), Swainson. 

1887. Cuma Cooke, Journ. Cronch, V, pp. 162-172. 

Cuma disjuncta, sp. nov. 

1915. Thats carinifera, Annandale and Kemp (nec Purpura carinifera Lamarck), Mem. Ind. 

Mus., V, pp. 343, 344, fig. 2 (egg-capsules). 

In the collections of the Zoological Survey of India this species has hitherto been 

confused with C. carinifera (Lamarck) and Purpura bitubercularis (Lamarck). It is, 

however, distinguished by well-defined and constant characters from both, though 

its closest ally is C. carintfera. 

The shell is thick, of rather small size, dirty white, irregularly streaked with deep 

purple when young, fading toa uniform obscure pale greyish-clay colour when mature. 

There are seven whorls, the first two of which, representing the protoconch, are 

minute, smooth, convex and transverse, with the suture impressed and linear. The 

sculpture of the adult shell makes its appearance on the third whorl, which is orna- 

mented with a stout, somewhat nodular median spiral ridge with several more delicate 

and smoother ridges traversed by strong longitudinal striae, above and below. This 

whorl is also transverse but less convex than those of the protoconch. The suture 

below it and the other whorls of the spire is not impressed, but, indeed, almost obsolete. 

The fourth whorl is divided horizontally into two regions by the median ridge, which is 

considerably stronger than that on the third whorl. The region above this ridge 

slopes outwards and downwards, while the lower region is almost vertical but becomes 

gradually constricted below. All these features are more™“prominent on the remain- 

ing whorls of the spire, which increase rapidly in size. The sculpture also becomes 

stronger and on the sixth whorl the median ridge is broken up into a series of 

blunt triangular projections. The spire as a whole is broadly pyramidical, with 

broken outlines and a sharp apex. The body-whorl is very irregular in shape. Above 

its older half the suture remains normal and the spiral of the upper whorls is con- 

tinued, but at about one-thirds the width of the completed whorl an abrupt change 

takes place, the suture becomes deeply canalized and the body-whorl reaches out- 

wards in such a manner that a deep notch is left above it in the dorsal outline of the 

shell. Viewed by itself this whorl forms almost an equilateral triangle in this aspect. 

Immediately outside the suture there is a narrow almost transverse, slightly concave 

area. This is followed on the upper half of the whorl by two spiral series of blun- 
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triangular processes separated by an interval slightly greater than the width of that 

part of the whorl that lies above them. ‘There are about seven processes in each 

series, the upper of which is sometimes obsolete except for a single process on the 

lip. They vary somewhat in size and direction, but those of the upper row are always 

pointed upwards and slightly outwards. The whole surface of the whorl, including 

that of the processes, is covered with spiral ridges interrupted by longitudinal grooves 

in such a way that a chequered pattern is. formed. ‘Towards the base of the shell one 

(or sometimes two) of the ridges is usually prominent and below it a deep broad, 

oblique transverse hollow is formed. The siphonal notch is relatively long and visible 

from above. 

The mouth of the shell is a little oblique, narrowly oval, produced above into a 

well-defined vertical notch and below into the siphonal process. Outside the former it 

sends a channel obliquely outwards into the last triangular process of the upper row. 

The outer lip is rather sharp, finely crinkled and crenulate or almost smooth. ‘The 

TEXT-FIG. 2.—Shells of Cuma disjuncta, sp. nov. (nat. size). 

A. Type-specimen from the Andamans. 

B. Fresh specimen from the Chilka Lake. 

columella is straight, vertical and sharply pointed, its callus coarse and procellaneous. 

Beyond the callus the shell is narrowly rimate and beyond the chink its base is orna- 

mented with numerous curved and sinuate grooves and ridges. 

Measurements (in millimetres) of Shells. 

Type (1) (2) (3) (4) (Gy ©) (7) 
Height 42°5 38°3 35°0 40°6 40 188 50 

Max. diam. 33°4 222, 27°0 30-0 Ppa WEN 35) 

Height of mouth 22 16°5 I5'5 190 1675 100 28 

Max. diam. of mouth T2°5 I0'5 9°6 10'8 go 45 E2 

Spire (dorsal view) 12'5 E27, Tt 2 I1'6 12'5 : 

Max. diam. to height Tielman BIO Mths) Li Shieh sw A Sale tly SOpk eA 

Diam. to height of mouth Tee 7eeasenes ut TO Thilo OMI ed OQ ui i2y2 Zila 2133 

Diam. mouth to max. diam. IE BOW? 1 2 BPO age pepe ade aris) 168 BIOs 108s) a Oy 

Spire to total height leo y {me eS Olen 1 3°%2 1: 3°44 eee 

In the type-specimen, therefore, the height of the shell is about 14 times the 

maximum diameter, which is about 245 that of the mouth; the height of the spire is 
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contained 33 in the total height and the height of the mouth is a little more than 1} 

times its maximum diameter. 

I'ype-specimen (from the Andamans.) No. M12§*° Z.S.I. (Ind. Mus.). 

Geographical Distribution. Andaman Is., Bay of Bengal; Chilka I,ake, Orissa and 

Ganjam district, Madras ; ? Cochin backwaters, west-coast of India (young shells only 

examined) ; Trincomali, Ceylon; the Maldive Islands; Bombay, and Penang. 

The species is distinguished from Lamarck’s Purpura carimfera not only by its 

usually smaller size, its duller colouration and narrower and smaller shell-aperture, 

but also by the curious change in the spiral above the body-whorl. ‘This is a con- 

stant feature in a large series, recent and subfossil, from the Chilka Lake and is 

equally well shown in the type-specimen,' a single shell from the Andamans. From 

Bombay and other localities I have seen shells of both species, but have no informa- 

tion as to the circumstances in which they were found. 

The type-specimen is a little larger, broader and thinner than those from the 

Chilka Lake and has the sculpture much sharper. I can detect no definite difference 

between recent and subfossil shells in the latter locality, but the subfossil shells are 

usually smaller. A very large but much worn specimen from the Maldives is 65 mm. 

high by 48 mm. broad. 
PELECY PODA. 

Fam. ARCIDAE. 

Arca granosa, L. 

1916. Arca (Anadara) granosa, Annandale and Kemp, Mem. Ind. Mus., V, p. 350. pl. xvi, 

figs. 3-6. 

1918. Arca granosa, Annandale, Mem. As. Soc. Bengal, VI, p. 318, pl. x, figs, 14-17. 

As is pointed out in the papers cited, the race of Arca granosa that now lives in 

the main area of the Chilka Lake, or did so in 1914, differs greatly from the one found 

subfossil on Barkuda and at various places on the shores of the lake. In the collec- 

tion of the Indian Museum, which includes a considerable number of specimens of 

the species from Japan, China and the Malay Peninsula as well as from the Indian 

coasts, I have found examples of at least four distinct types, which I shall call for 

the present types A, B, C and D. 

Type 1. This type is represented only from the Andaman and Nicobar Is. in the 

Bay of Bengal. Its most characteristic feature is the great size of the shell, which 

is sometimes over 75 mm. in breadth. ‘The shell is moderately thick. The breadth 

is distinctly but not much greater than the height and the diameter of the two 

valves together is a little less than the height. Thus in a shell from the Andamans 

74 mm. in breadth the proportions are height to breadth 1: 1°15, diameter to breadth 

I: I°3, diameter to height 1: 1:12. The shell is distinctly inequilateral, though 

much less so than in some species of the genus, and is as a whole transversely oval. 

The periostracum is blackish and the ribs are divided into small flat ridges by almost 

by one of the processes on the body-whorl. 

Peeteene 
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Type B. ‘This type is common in a subfossil condition round the Chilka Lake and 

fresh valves with remains of the periostracum have been found in the Ennur back- 

water near Madras. The majority of our specimens from India and Ceylon can be 

- referred to it. The shell is always considerably smaller than in type A, never exceed- 

ing 65 mm. in width. It is possible that I have included in it two types really dis- 

tinct and representing different periods, so far as the Chilka Lake is concerned, in 

the history of the species, but intermediate individuals occur in the Ennur backwater 

and the Chilka deposits have been too much disturbed to afford precise data. In 

some shells from these beds the outline is subtriangular, with the beak narrow and 

produced and the breadth slightly greater than the height, but in others the shape 

is transversely oval, the beak more tumid and shorter and the breadth considerably 

greater than the height. Typical shells of these two phases are shown in figs. 5 and 

3 respectively on pl. xvi, Mem. Ind. Mus., V. The periostracum in this form is 

apparently brownish and the shell sculpture is not strongly developed. Shells of the 

subtriangular form are, at any rate in some specimens, considerably thicker than 

transversely oval ones, which are often much thinner than normal. Further informa- 

tion is desirable about these two forms of shell. 

Type C. The specimens of this type that I have seen are all from the markets of 

Shanghai and Singapore. At the former place they were said to be brought from 

Ningpo, and at the latter to be procured locally in the harbour. ‘The shell is much 

smaller than in type B, more equilateral and broader in proportion to its height. 

Large specimens are not more than 27 mm. broad and the approximate proportions 

of those of this size are height to breadth 1: 1°5, diameter to height 1: 1°1-1°2, dia- 

meter to breadth 1: 1°35-1°60. The transverse axis of the shell is also more oblique 

than in type B and the beak is smaller and less swollen. The sculpture of the ribs 

is more pronounced and has a nodular character. The periostracum is blackish. 

The shell is rather thin but not attenuated. 

Type D. My specimens are from the Chilka Lake, the Cochin backwaters on the 

west coast of India and the market of Moo-too, a village near the Tai Hu Lake inland 

from Shanghai. Similar shells are sold in the markets of Shanghai and both there 

and at Moo-too are said to come from Ningpo. They are, however, sold separately 

from those of type C. They can be distinguished by their still smatler size, iess 

inequilateral outline, more swollen beaks and almost spiny costular sculpture. It 

is possible that the Chinese shells (var. minuta Neumeyr) I assign provisionally to 

this type are merely young of type C, but I believe that those of the Chilka Lake 

are certainly distinct.' In the latter the characters I have enumerated are more 

marked than in’the former. The valves are also less swollen and the periostracum 

pale brown in colour. My specimens, however, are too few to provide reliable data 

as to proportions. ‘The difference may be seen in a general way by comparing fig. 6, 

| Dr. Ekendranath Ghosh, who is studying the anatomy of the Arcidae, tells me that the sexual organs are 

mature in a specimen from the Chilka Lake with the shell9 mm. high, 12 mm. broad and 9 mm. thick. He regards 

the recent Chilka form as specifically distinct from the true A. gvanosa. 
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pl. xvi, Vol. V., Mem. Ind. Mus., with figs. 14-16, pl. x, Mem. As. Soc. Bengal, 

Volayae 

Unfortunately we have very few precise data as to most of the specimens of this 

species examined, but I think that we may safely take type A as the true marine 

phase and assume that all the others are either from water of lower salinity than the 

open sea or from water abnormal in other respects as regards chemical composition. 

Further, the smallest shells examined, those found fresh or living in the Chilka Lake, 

are certainly from water of very low and variable salinity and are very much smaller 

than those found subfossil in the same neighbourhood. They are also distinctly 

broader in proportion to their height, more nearly equilateral and in some instances 

distinctly thinner. 

It is natural to compare what little we know of the plasticity of Avca granosa 

with Bateson’s' well-known account of the cockle-shells of the Sea of Aral and the 

Nilotic delta, for, though Cardium edule and Arca granosa are very distinct in ana- 

tomical structure, there is a remarkably close superficial resemblance between their 

shells. It must be noted, however, that the physical changes correlated with changes 

in shell-form, etc., in the two species have taken place in opposite directions, for 

while in the cockle these changes occurred as an apparent result of concentration of 

the salts dissolved in the water in which it lived, in the Chilka Lake we are dealing with 

a decrease of salinity.” It may be accepted as a fact that the phase of the Arca that 

survived in the lake in 1914 was dwarfed and had a thinner, more transverse, more 

swollen and less inequilateral shell than that of those known in a subfossil condition 

on the shores and islands; but whether the production of this phase was directly 

connected with decreased or more variable salinity, or due to some other factor such 

as the deposition of alluvial silt on the bottom, we have as yet no information to 

show. 

Shells of type B of Arca granosa are not uncommon on the sheltered northern 

shore of Barkuda but are usually broken and always more or less waterworn. A few 

were also found in a fragmentary condition with those of Meretrix in the soil of the 

island. I can detect no difference between these shells and specimens from the beds 

at the head of Rambha Bay and from the shores of the outer channel of the lake. 

Recent shells from the Ennur backwater near Madras are also similar, but are not so 

readily separable into two subtypes. 

Fam. VENERIDAE. 

Meretrix casta (Chemnitz). 

1917. Mevetrix casta (with vars.) Hornell, Rec. Ind. Mus. XIII, pp. 166-73, pls. iv, v, vi. 

The phase of this species found subfossil on Barkuda may be included in the 

race satparaénsis as defined by Hornell in the paper cited. As to the status of this 

race I cannot do better than to quote what he says :— 

| Bateson, Phil. Tvans. Roy. Soc. B, LXXX, p. 297 (1880). 

2 Annandale & Kemp, Mem. Ind. Mus., V, p. 5 (1915). 
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“The substance of shells from west coast estuaries is distinctly thinner than that 

of those from the east coast, due possibly to a smaller lime content in the west coast 

rivers. Here I should mention that much of the variation found in the form and 

proportions of the umbones and hinge region of M. casta is due to the effect upon the 

size and relative relationship of these parts, caused by the exceedingly variable rates 

at which the shell increases in thickness under different conditions. Exceptionally 

rapid growth in thickness tends to produce a humped and corbicular shape, while 

rapid growth in length and breadth with slow deposits of lime salts give a compressed 

form with flat umbonal region. Under certain conditions not now prevailing, but 

which existed at the very recent geological period when the shell-pits of swamps 

round the margins of the larger backwaters of the eastern coast were being formed, 

the deposit of lime salts must have progressed at a greater rate than the most rapid 

now existing, for in these subfossil deposits we got an immensely massive form of 

M.casta. This shell at first sight appears so different in hinge form and in general 

shape from the type of M. casta that one does not hesitate to treat it as a different 
species. Hence we find Preston describing it as a Cyrenid under the name of Corti- 

cula (Velorita) satparaénsis. He saw some cause to modify this opinion later and in 

Rec. Ind. Mus., XI, p. 300, he rightly assigned it to MW. casta. In thisI agree with 

him, after a comparison of a large series of young individuals of the massive form as 

opposed to those of the type. This gave conclusive evidence of identity, as the 

extreme comparative solidity of the variety is rapidly lost as we descend in the 

series till at last among small individuals of the type and of the variety, of ? inch in 

length, we attain practical identity and it becomes impossible to differentiate the one 

from the other.” 

Specimens from the island do not belong to the extreme phase of the race 

but rather to a transitionary one. They are comparable to Hornell’s fig. 21 on his 

plate v and fig. 29 on his plate vi, but as a rule are a little more nearly symmetrical 

bilaterally. A large valve is only 6°5 mm. thick in the middle of its disk. The 

following table of measurement shows in a genaral way the difference in size 

and proportions between these shellsand a comparable series from the beds at the 

head of Rambha Bay noticed by the late Dr. W. T. Blanford.' I will discuss these 

differences further in comparing the deposits. 

Measurements of Shells of Meretrix casta satparaénsis.— 

Barkuda Rambha beds 

Height 251730 8I85) 334, 34°55 385 35. 6) Ze 43 445 

Breadth 2 017, 932003203555) 1375 AL 8225) 30274305542 Ae ea 

An unusually large shell, with the valves still adhering, picked out of the 

soil at the village of Samulia on the mainland between Rambha and Barkuda, is 57 

mm. high, 57°5 mm. broad and 43°5 mm. in diameter with the two valves together. 

In this shell and in a large one from Rambha the thickness of the valve in the 

centre is slightly over 8 mm. 

! Mem. Geol. Surv, Ind., I, p. 275 (1869). 
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Most of the shells on Barkuda, where they occur in the red soil of the island, 

often in large numbers, are broken and have the surface corroded. 

The typical form of WM. casta still lives in the outer channel of the Chilka Lake, 

but all forms of the species have disappeared from the main area, in which the dense 

mud of the bottom is now quite unsuitable for the activities of a mollusc with so 

heavy a shell. The race satparaénsis is found in sandy deposits all round the lake as 

well as in the soil of Barkuda and other islands. This race, shells of which are also 

abundant (f. Hornell) in deposits of subfossil age at the edge of other backwaters 

and lagoons on the east coast of India, is apparently extinct, or at any rate has not 

yet been found in a living condition. In considering the age of Barkuda I 

will discuss the probable nature of its habitat. 

Sunnetta scripta (Linn.). 

A few, quite typical but colourless valves of this species were found amongst an 

accumulation of those of Meretrix casta near the middle of the island. The surface 

is somewhat worn. 

S. scvipta is one of the commonest bivalve molluscs on the sandy coast of 

Orissa and Ganjam, but it has not been found living in any part of the Chilka Lake. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE DEPOSITS OF SHELLS ON BARKUDA AND 

THOSE AT THE HEAD OF RAMBHA BAy. 

Blanford' in his ‘‘Sketch of the Geology of Orissa’”’ says of the Chilka 

Lake :— 

“The lake itself is a part of the sea first rendered shallow by deposits from the 

mouths of the Mahanaddi and from the silt carried up the bay round the hills near 

Ganjam by the violent southernly winds of the monsoon, and then entirely cut off by a 

spit, formed by the same agency of sand drifted along the coast. Near the south- 

western extremity of this spit there is a considerable deposit of estuarine shells, at a 

height of 20 to 30 feet above the present flood level of the Chilka. The shells found, 

Cytherea casta and Arca granosa, have not been observed living in the Chilka, 

and both are estuarine species, not occurring in the sea itself, but the former is now 

abundant in the estuary connecting the lake with the sea. This deposit appears to 

afford evidence of a recent elevation of the land.” 

As we have seen, his statement as to living molluscs must be modified in 

accordance with knowledge more recently acquired. Further it may be noted that the 

deposits of Arca and Meretrix at certain places extend right down to the shore of the 

lake and are even partially submerged in its waters in high floods. With the two species 

Blanford mentions are mingled occasional shells of Cuma disjyuncta and Potamides cingu- 

latus. Bleached shells also occur of freshwater species such as Indoplanorbis exustus, 

Melanovdes tauberculatus, Vivipara dissimilis and Pachvlabra globosa carinata. All these 

species are found living in the neighbouring rice-fields and village-ponds and it is 

| Rec. Geol, Surv, Ind., V, p. 61 (1869). 
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probable that the bleached shells are of more recent origin than those of the 

brackish-water forms found with them. As the country is liable to be flooded the 

beds have frequently been disturbed. The shells of all species occur in very fine grey. 

sand. 

If we compare these beds at the head of Rambha Bay with those 6n Barkuda, we 

notice very little difference so far as the composition of the fauna is concerned, 

except in the absence of probably adventitious freshwater forms in the latter. The 

only other species that is not common to the two localities is Sunnetta scripta, 

of which only a few valves were found on Barkuda. 

The soil of Barkuda is too shallow to admit of any differentiation into distinct 

layers or strata, but a certain difference may be observed between the shells found in 

it and those from the sandy shores of the northern and western ends of the island. 

In the soil the most abundant species is Meretrix casta, while Potamides cingulatus is 

relatively and the Cuma and the Arca actually scarce. On the shore, on the other 

hand, the most abundant species is Cuma disjuncta, while the Meretrix is scarce and 

the Potamides has not been found at all. Furthermore, bivalve shells are seldom to 

be discovered on the exposed eastern end of the island, on which the Cuma 

is particularly common. These facts seem to point to a certain diversity of origin 

among the fossils of the island, but are probably correlated rather with differences in 

the habits of the molluscs than with differences of date. We know that Cuma 

disjuncta is essentially a rock-loving species, feeding on the small mussels (Modiola 

striatula) that adhere to rocks and stones, while all the other species frequent a soft 

bottom. Meretrix casta cannot live in soft mud but prefers clean sand, while Arca 

granosa is much less particular ; Potamides cingulatus prefers very shallow water with 

a bottom composed of either sand or sandy mud. It is quite probable, to judge 

from the condition of the shells, that the deposits of Meretrix on the island 

do not occupy precisely the situations in which the mollusc originally lived, and 

all the shells from the shore of the island have the appearance of having been rolled 

about in the water; but the distribution of the species in a subfossil state corres- 

ponds on the whole with their habits in a living one. 

The deposits at the head of Rambha Bay are so often disturbed by floods that 

it is difficult to derive from them any very precise information as to relative dates of 

origin. The only difference of phase between the shells they contain and those 

from Barkuda is to be found in the Meretrix, which is larger, thicker and more 

variable in shape in the beds on the mainland than it isin the island deposits. 

Moreover, the shells show a greater tendency to be ovoid in the former, owing to 

their posterior extremities being frequently more produced. In other words, the 

sublossil shells of the mainland are further removed from the forma typica 

of the species than those from Barkuda. As Hornell has shown (of. cit., p. 167; 

1917) conditions are now very favourable for the growth of the forma typica in the 

outer channel of the Chilka Lake. The beds near Rambha probably represent an old 

channel which ran southwards and eastwards into the Bay of Bengal at a time 

previous to the separation therefrom of the lake, but conditions in it must have 
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been different in several respects from those now prevalent in the outer channel. 

The variation in salinity of the water in particular was probably much less extreme 

and the sandy bottom must have consisted of finer particles. Lime must also have 

been abundant, as large quantities of kankar (nodular concretions of carbonate of 

lime) are dug ftom shallow pits at the edge of the lake, close to the place where the 

shells are found. 

The small size of the shells of Meretrix from Barkuda shows that the molluscs 

cannot have been living in particularly favourable conditions, but as they are less far 

removed from the forma typica, which is the form that lives in conditions most 

nearly normal for a marine mollusc, they possibly represent an earlier stage in the 

evolution of the lake. Their dwarfed condition may be due to an admixture of 

alluvial mud with the sand in which they once lived, and this also may have 

had some effect in reducing the thickness of their shell, for heavy-shelled bivalve 

molluscs are not suited to live in dense sticky mud, such as that of the main area of 

the Chilka Lake. 

The light thrown by paleontology on the history of Barkuda is not a strong one. 

It is, however, sufficiently bright to show that the island is of recent origin as such, 

and in considering its biology we are not concerned with the age of the ancient rocks 

of which it is composed. The existence of deposits of shells of a distinctly estuarine 

type, 30 or 40 feet above the present level of the lake, shows that its level has sunk 

considerably since the lake was an open bay, and Barkuda must have been 

completely submerged at the time at which the Rambha beds were laid down. 

III. VEGETATION. 

GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE VEGETATION. 

The flora of Barkuda, as might be expected from its scanty soil, infertile rocks 

and by no meansexcessive rainfall, is of a restricted kind. A rigid natural selection 

has taken place and many species, even genera and families, common on the main- 

land a few miles away, are absent or maintain a precarious existence as stray plants. 

The vegetation, however, is not a normal desert vegetation, for it consists mainly of 

large trees, shrubs and thick-stemmed creepers and is, at any rate in the rainy 

season, luxuriant in appearance. Neither is it a true equatorial jungle, many of the 

elements of which are entirely absent. There are no epiphytes (except ‘‘parasitic”’ 

figs), no tall grasses, reeds or bamboos, no palms, screw-pines, aroids or orchids, few 

true parasites, ferns, mosses or liverworts; and it is only where man has interfered 

that herbaceous plants (with very few exceptions) have been able to gain a footing. 

Moreover, the greater number of the creepers lose their leaves in the dry season. 

Nevertheless, in spite of it; restricted nature, the vegetation of the island can on 

analysis be divided into several distinct types occupying different areas. The greater 

part of the surface has been colonized primarily by a ficetum or fig-jungle in which 

the dominant tree is the wide-spreading Banyan, Ficus bengalensis. In this ficetum 

there is a fairly dense undergrowth, in which Glycosmis pentaphylla is the most 
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abundant shrub, while the branches of the trees are profusely festooned with the 

curious swollen and jointed stems of the vine, Vitis quadvangularis. ‘This type of 

vegetation, for natural causes into which I will enter later, is rapidly being replaced 

by mixed thickets in which various vines and liafias are abundant and the 

Nim (Azadirachta indica) contends for the chief place among the trees with several 

species of Ficus that have not the spreading habit and adventitious roots of the 

Banyan. ‘This occurs on parts of the island in which the rocky basis is covered by a 

thin layer of soil. 

Part of the area we have to consider is, however, sandy and graveliy rather than 

rocky and soil of this kind is unsuitable for Ficus bengalensis and other fig-trees and 

also for Glycosms pentaphylia. In inland spots where rocks are absent or deeply 

buried in sand there is, therefore, no ficetum and Weihea ceylonica replaces the 

Glycosmis as the dominant shrub, while the most abundant trees are the Nim and 

Crataeva religiosa, which here reaches a large size. 

In the inland parts of the island these are the main types of vegetation, but the 

areas they occupy are almost completely surrounded by a marginal zone of trees of 

Pongamia glabra, which forms a ring round the island at high flood-level. 

Two less important types of natural vegetation can further be distinguished, that 

of bare rocks and almost soil-less stony patches in the interior, and that of the littoral 

zone exposed between the ring of Pongamia-trees and the edge of the water when the 

autumn floods subside. The former type is, however, poorly developed and little 

differentiated, while the latter consists mainly of a few small herbs, sedges and grasses 

and of maritime trailers, such as [pomaea biloba, which attempt to gain a footing at 

certain sandy spots on the shore every year, but never succeed in establishing them- 

selves firmly. 

Types of vegetation, due to the interference of man, now occupy certain parts of 

the island, though there is no actual cultivation. Of these, two can be recognized, 

viz. (a) thickets of the large leguminous herbs, Crotalaria striata and Tephrosia 

purpurea, growing on soil from which all other plants have been removed, and (b) the 

scanty growth of dwarf grasses, sedges and other plants which spring up on ground 

that has been levelled and practically deprived of soil as well as being cleared. 

Round the edges of a pond and of a well dug in the rock similar plants appear at first 

sight to constitute a third type, but the species are for the most part the same, only 

more vigorous and as a rule more erect. 

Finally, it should be noted in this general account of the vegetation of the 

island that several exotic plants are feral and abundant and have conspicuously 

altered its facies. The chief of these are the Prickly Pear (Opuntia sp.), which 

seems to be replacing the indigenous giant Euphorbias, the Custard Apple (Anona 

squamosa), a very abundant large shrub or small tree, and Jatropha gossypifolia, one 

of the commonest of the larger herbaceous plants. 

The various types of vegetation will be considered separately in greater detail, 

but a comparison of the flora and vegetation as a whole with those of the neigh- 

bouring islands and headlands may first be made. 
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COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FLORA AND VEGETATION OF BARKUDA AND 

THOSE OF OTHER ISLANDS AND HEADLANDS IN THE LAKE. 

Very little detailed information is available about the flora of the shores and 

islands of the Chilka Lake and all I can do here is to give a few facts and 

impressions. ‘The islands of the lake are of several kinds, differing greatly in forma- 

tion and vegetation. Among them it is possible to distinguish at least five types, 

one of which exists more frequently as a headland or peninsula than as a complete 

island. These five types of island and peninsula may be considered separately. 

Between most of them and Barkuda no real comparison is possible, the contrast 

is SO great. 

In the outer channel of the lake-system the islands are mere sandbanks often 

submerged, completely or in part, in the flood season. ‘Their vegetation is composed 

of a few species of low sedges and grasses, which sometimes form a coarse turf, and 

occasionally of small thickets of dwarfed Crataeva religiosa only a few feet high. 

The largest island in the main area, Nalbano by name, is a flat mud-bank 

entirely covered by a phragmitetum of Phragmites Karka, the roots of which are 

submerged in the flood-season. In the dry weather a few small herbaceous plants 

spring up as the mud is exposed with the retreat of the waters, but the flora is a 

scanty one. 

The third type of island, also in this area, is low or undulating, though always 

higher than Nalbano, and consists mainly of alluvium. It always lies close to the 

shore and frequently becomes a peninsula as the waters of the channel that separate 

it from the mainland dry up. The vegetation is that of a meadow with clumps of 

large trees, mostly figs of various species and tamarinds. ‘The flora is much richer 

than that of Barkuda, especially in herbaceous plants, and many herbs, bushes and 

herbaceous creepers abound that do not occur on that island, or are represented there 

only by occasional plants. Among the more conspicuous of such species I may 

mention the following :—Helictres isora, Martyma diandra, Barleria priomtis, Mucuna 

pruriens, Crpadessa fruticosa. 

A characteristic feature of the scenery of the Chilka Lake is the presence of 

small conical hills that appear to be much higher than they are on account 

of their regularity of shape and of the way in which they stand out from their 

surroundings. Several of these hills jut out into the lake and form conspicuous 

landmarks, while others, all of a smaller size, are completely surrounded by its 

waters. They have the appearance of being composed of irregular masses of large 

stones piled up one upon another. According to Blanford they are formed of 

gneiss and their peculiar structure is due to the weathering away of the softer parts 

of the original rock and the persistence of harder blocks. The most conspicuous of 

these headlands at the south-western end of the lake is named Ganta Sila. It lies 

only about four miles south-west from Barkuda and might be expected a priori 

to have a rather close affinity in vegetation. I made collections of plants upon it 

on several occasions and though my time was too limited to permit of attention to 
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any but the more conspicuous species, an interesting comparison is possible. Two 
points struck me particularly on my visits in the rainy season, viz. (1) the superior 

brightness, size and conspicuousness of the flowers as compared with those of the 

island, and (2) the much larger number of species of Graminaceae and of herbaceous 

plants, including creepers. 

Among plants with showy flowers on Ganta Sila the commonest is the 

beautiful Baulima tomentosa with pale yellow flowers bearing a conspicuous claret- 

coloured spot on one of the petals. The shrub forms irregular thickets among the 

blocks of rock on the steeper slopes. Neither it nor any of its genus is found on 

Barkuda. Other plants with bright-coloured flowers collected in the space of five 

minutes on the hill in September, 1919, were Cassia occidentalis, Pavonia odorata, 

Helictres tsora, Argyraea speciosa and Ipomaea sepiaria. ‘The only one of these seen 

on Barkuda was the Ipomaea, of which a stray plant occasionally establishes itself 

on the island. 

Numerous species of grasses were observed on Ganta Sila on this and other 

occasions, but more important in the vegetation than any of them are the bamboo, 

Bambusa arundinaceae, and the reed, Phragmites karka. ‘The latter forms a ring round 

the base of the hill at the edge of the lake, while alae former grows with great 

luxuriance in thickets on the gentler slopes. 

The main difference between the creepers on Ganta Sila, where plants with 

this habit are extremely abundant in the thickets of Bauhinia and Bambusa, and 

those on Barkuda, is that the majority on the hill are herbaceous, belonging mostly 

to the Convolvulaceae and the Cucurbitaceae, while those on the islands are mainly 

liaflas with very stout woody stems of great length, the genus dominant among them 

being Vitis, to use the generic name in a broad sense. On those parts of the hill 

where more soil is present, many of the shrubs are identical with those on Barkuda, 

one of the commonest being Wezhea ceylonica. The large bushy Euphorbia abundant 

at these spots is, however, different from either of the two large species of the genus 

on the island. It is probably, as Colonel Gage informs me, F. fortilis, but the flowers 

have not yet been examined. 

The fifth type of island in the Chilka Lake is that of Barkuda itself and its 

sister-island Cherriakuda. The two are very similar in formation and vegetation. 

Among the genera (indigenous and feral), of which at least one species is 

cominon in the district in which Barkuda is situated but none are found on the 

island are, therefore, the following:—Phragmites, Bambusa, Bauhinia, Cassia, 

Mucuna, Cipadessa, Pavonia, Helictres, Argyraea, Martynia, Barleria, Pandanus. 

Those represented on the island merely by stray plants are Cereus, Barringtonia, 

Mimusops, Calatropis, Ipomaea, Solanum, Evolvulus, Clerodendron. The genus 

represented by the most species on Barkuda is Ficus, with seven species, all capable of 

growing into large trees. Euphorbia comes next with four species, two of which 

are tree-like, while two are small and spreading. The subgenera assigned by Dr. 

Carter to Vitis (Cissus and Cayratia of some authors) have three species between 

them, all large creepers, and so have Capparis, with two creepers and an upright 
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shrub, and Oldenlandia, the representatives of which are among the few herbs that 

seem to belong to the true indigenous flora. 

FLOWERING AND LEAFING SEASONS. 

The flowering and leafing seasons of the main constituents of the vegetation of 

the island are not only of interest in themselves but have a special importance 

from an entomological point of view. The plants of Barkuda fall into three groups 

so far as flowering is concerned, viz. (1) those that flower in spring, (2) those that 

flower in the rainy season, 7.e. between the middle of June and the middle of Octo- 

ber, and (3) those that have no definite flowering season. The division is not 

absolute, for some plants which flower mainly in spring (e.g. the common shrubs 

Glycosnus pentaphylla and Wethea ceylonica) also flower less profusely or occasion- 

ally at other seasons, while many of those that belong to the rainy season group 

begin to flower a little before the rains commence. Among those that do so are 

the Nim, Barringtonia acutangula and the vines Vitis quadrangulans and V. vitigt- 

nosa. 

The spring flowering season is for the most part of very short duration. At the 

beginning of April (perhaps a little earlier in some years) there is a sudden burst of 

blossom all over the island, the most conspicuous species being the Glycosmis and 

the Weihea among the shrubs, and among the creepers Dalbergia monosperma and 

Symphorema involucratum. With the exception of the last, the general colour of the. 

flowers of which is dull mauve, all these plants are almost hidden in white blossom 

for a few weeks, or even but a few days. 

Craeteva religiosa, with pale yellow and mauve flowers, and Ochna squarrosa, with 

gorgeous deep yellow flowers, are also in blossom at the same time, but their season 

is more protracted. 

Except the figs, which belong to the third group, most of the larger trees and 

creepers belong to that of the rainy season, for example the Nim, the Barringtonia 

and Mimusops hexandra among the trees and among the creepers the true vines, 

Aganosma caryvophyllata and Acacia intzia. None of these, except the Barringtonia 

with deep pink and the Aganosma with pure white blossoms, have flowers that are 

conspicuous in themselves. Most of the herbs of the island, springing up as they do 

in the rainy season, naturally flower at this season. 

Among the species that flower at all seasons or at any season several of the herbs 

' of cleared ground must be included, and also Datura fastuosa and the various fig- 

kaces. 

Two leafing seasons can be distinguished on Barkuda, one immediately preceding 

the spring flowering season, the other at or shortly after the beginning of the rainy 

season. In March most of the trees and shrubs put forth new leaves, but if the 

weather is dry in April and May most of these new leaves wilt and die, and about the 

end of June, when the heavy rains are well established, new leaves are produced for 

a second time. At this period also the large deciduous creepers come into full leaf 

and thus completely change the aspect of the vegetation. The tree Euphorbia 
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(E. neviifolia) also puts forth its large and handsome leaves in June, and the various 

cryptogamic plants revive, while the more conspicuous herbs spring up afresh. 

TYPES OF VEGETATION ON THE ISLAND. 

We may now consider the types of vegetation to be noticed on the island further. 

It will be convenient to discuss them in geographical order, commencing our survey 

with the foreshore and proceeding inland. I will, however, leave those types that are 

due to the interference of man until the last, discussing what we may call the natural 

types first. 
VEGETATION OF THE FORESHORE. 

As the flood-level of the lake begins to sink in autumn with the cessation of the 

monsoon rains a wide stretch of foreshore is gradually exposed. Its character differs 

at different spots, but it is everywhere either rocky, gravelly or-sandy and nowhere 

muddy. The greater part of the sheltered northern shore is sandy, while the southern 

shore is rocky with sandy patches. The eastern shore, the most exposed, is mainly 

composed of gravel or very coarse sand, while the western shore is rocky. 

The vegetation of the foreshore is very scanty. Indeed, on its rocky parts there 

is at most spots, practically speaking, no vegetation at all except that of filamentous 

algae, with Potamogeton pectinatus in softer depressions; and these plants of course 

die down completely as the rocks become desiccated. Just below the highest flood-level, 

however, one or two trees have managed to establish themselves among the rocks. 

Their roots are washed by the waters of the lake for a short period in years of high 

flood-level only. Of such trees the only one at all common is Salvadora persica, 

which on Barkuda is only found in such situations.' It grows to a fair size but 

always has its trunk distorted and of abnormal form owing to the young shoots being 

eaten by deer. A beautifully regular tree of Barringtonia acutangula, the only one 

on the island, grows in a small! patch of rocks on the south shore, while on the same 

side two handsome specimens of Mimusops hexandra occupy a similar position. 

Apart from lichens on the stones, the other plants at all characteristic of the upper 

flood-level below the zone of Pongamia to which I shall have to refer later, are two 

species of Phyllanthus, one of which (P. ? debilis), has, though small, a bushy 

habit and an extremely tough woody stem and tap-root. I may mention here the 

dwarfed dome-shaped plants of Canthium parviflorum (Plate X) that grow among 

rocks near the shore, as their peculiar form is due partly to the leaves and young 

twigs being killed off by salt spray, and partly to the attacks of deer. These plants, 

however, as a rule grow well above high flood-level. 

The vegetation of the sandy and gravelly foreshore is much less conspicuous, if 

more composite, than that of marginal rocks. It consists in the earlier part of the 

year of a few small sedges and grasses, of a single abundant herbaceous plant (Cressa 

cretica) of wide geographical distribution, and of occasional species that attempt 

without success to establish themselves annually. Among these is /pomaea biloba, 

one of the most characteristic forms in the vegetation of sand-dunes on the Indian 

1 Except for a few dwarfed specimens growing in the side of a well. 
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coasts. Single plants of this species spring up every autumn in the sandy patches 

on the southern side of the island from seeds left by the floods, but perish long 

before the returning floods, without reproducing themselves or even flowering. 

Later on, by the beginning of April, other plants establish themselves on the 

sandy foreshore, but not all by the same means. The nodular roots of a small sedge 

remain alive at the bottom of the lake near, but a little above, the low-water level. 

These sprout and form a coarse turf as they are exposed by the complete retreat of 

the floods, but I have never found the species in flower. Doubtless the seeds of 

certain halophytic plants remain dormant beneath the water in crevices in the rocks 

and under stones, for both Cressa cretica and Suaeda nudiflora spring up, at first 

appearing as very small plants, a little above low-water level, the latter species later 

in the year than the former. 

Other plants are introduced anew each year by flood-carried seeds or rooting 

stems. One of the commonest of these, though it is represented merely by scattered 

plants on the lower parts of the foreshore, is the common dhub-grass (Cynodon 

dactvlon), stocks of which are brought as such and flourish among the rotting algae, 

without, however, flowering. Fragments of Phragmites are also cast ashore in the 

flood season and attempt to grow, but never with final success. 

Yet other plants, which appear on the sandy foreshore latest of all, are introduced 

by aerial agencies. Few of these are immigrants from other parts of the island, the 

most conspicuous that may so be classed being Datura fastuosa and the little sedge, 

Cyperus compressus, the latter conspicuous on account of its bright green colour and 

abundance. The Datura flourishes in this situation in the hot weather but attains 

its maximum development and full flowering shortly before the return of the floods, 

in which it disappears. The most conspicuous, however, of all the members of this 

seasonal association is Coldenia procumbens, which has not been found in any other 

zone on Barkuda. It forms in March and April large circular mats, which are often 

contiguous, and thus covers considerable areas. By the end of June the majority of 

these are black and dead, probably owing to the heat of the sand, for plants in the 

shade of Datura bushes survive longer. Other herbs found on the foreshore in the 

dry season attain no more than a precarious existence as scattered individuals. On 

Barkuda I have never seen the rush-like Scirpus littoralis, which forms a large scir- 

petum on the more sheltered part of the foreshore of Cherriakuda, where soft mud 

occurs. . 

THE PONGAMIA ZONE. 

The ring of Pongamia glabra that surrounds the island at high-flood level 

is almost unbroken on the northern shore, where it is three. or four trees deep and is 

only interrupted by occasional trees of Azadirachta and Crataeva. The individuals 

of these two species are wedged in singly among those of the Pongamia and it 

is a striking fact that in this position they are asa rule almost overwhelmed by dense 

masses of creepers, the commonest of which are the Leguminosae, Dervis scandens and 

Acacia intza. Capparis Roxburghii is also found in this zone on Nim trees, which are 

sometimes parasitized by Cassytha filiformis. Neither creeper nor parasite was found 
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commonly in any other part of the island. The Pongamia trees in this association 

provide a remarkable contrast to those of the Nim and Crataeva in that they are 

almost always entirely free from creepers, only an occasional spray of Derris 

stretching out over them from an adjacent tree of one of the other species. This 

appears to be due partly to their spreading habit and dense foliage, which prevents 

other plants from springing up in their shade. It cannot, however, be the only 

explanation, as the woody stems of both of the common Leguminous creepers 

often extend along the sand for great distances before they grow upright. I once 

traced a stem of the kind on the surface for 75 paces on the sand outside the Pongamia 

trees. Itran parallel to them and then mounted on a Nim. 

On the more exposed eastern shore of the island the ring of Pongamia is more 

frequently broken by intrusions of Crataeva and Nim, while in the more stony 

parts of the margin of the lake trees of Salvadora persica are not uncommonly found 

in the same situation. Where the rock is quite solid Pongania glabra cannot 

establish itself. 

In years of high flood-level the roots and lower branches of the trees are often 

completely submerged for several months in brackish water. In these circum- 

stances the submerged branches die, but the rest of the tree apparently does not 

suffer. As the floods retire they leave the dead branches festooned with plants of 

Potamogeton pectinatus and filamentous algae. 

There is an almost complete absence of herbaceous or bushy undergrowth in the 

denser parts of this zone, but at a few spots little thickets of Datura fastuosa 

establish themselves on its outer edge in the dry season. As the floods rise and the 

plants are sprayed with brackish water, their young shoots undergo a peculiar 

modification and become densely covered with very small, deeply incised leaves. At 

other places a line of Jatropha grows up in a similar situation. Its leaves are always 

small and distorted, without being densely packed together as in the Datura; but 

this dwarfing and distortion of the leaves of Jatropha is a common phenomenon all 

over the island, and also in many parts of Southern India in which no brackish 

water is present. 

VEGETATION OF SANDY AREAS WITHIN THE PONGAMIA ZONE. 

Towards the eastern end of the island and near the northern shore, inside the 

Pongamia zone, a distinct association of shrubs and trees occupies a considerable area 

of sandy and gravelly soil. Indeed, this association can be traced all along the north 

side, but it merges gradually into the one that I will describe after it, the most 

conspicuous feature being the gradual substitution of Weihea ceylonica for Glycosmis 

pentaphylla in the sandy ground, and the entire absence therefrom of trees of the 

genus Ficus. In the area now to be considered the vegetation is not so dense as in 

some other parts of the island and consists mainly of small, more or less isolated 

clumps of bushes (W. ceylonica) and large trees. Cvataeva religiosa here reaches a larger 

size than in the Pongamia zone and shares with the Nim the preponderance among 

the trees. Odina Wodier is also common and a few trees of Albizzia odoratissima 
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occur in the intermediate territory between that of Glycosmis and that of Wethea. 

There are comparatively few clumps of Prickly Pear in the sandy area, but trees of 

the indigenous Euphorbia neruifolia are not uncommon and perhaps reach a larger 

size than in any other area. 

Generally speaking, creepers are less abundant and less luxuriant than either in 

the Pongamia zone or in the other main area of the interior. This is particularly 

true of the large lianas, for herbaceous species such as those of the genera Dioscorea 

and Cissampelos are not uncommon on the bushes. 

Except for masses of Jatropha, herbaceous plants are represented in this area 

mainly by Oldenlandia Heynit, which forms a regular border to the clumps of Weihea 

in the rainy season. This plant, however, has almost completely dried up by 

TEXT-FIG. 3.—Thickets of Wethea ceylonica on sandy ground. Dead plants of 

Oldenlandia Heynii in the foreground; a large tree of Crataeva religiosa in the background. 

December and the soil is bare except for its dead stems. At a few spots where the 

bushes are absent, perhaps owing to sand-pits having been dug or to their roots 

having been destroyed by visitors in search of the tubers of Dioscorea, there are 

small thickets of Tephrosia and Crotalaria. 

THE ORIGINAL FICETUM AND ITS SUBSTITUTED THICKETS. 

We now come to what I regard as the most important feature in the vegetation 

of the island. In my account of the general character of this vegetation I have 

therefore given it greater prominence than any other. 

The largest and apparently the oldest trees in the island are a few fine specimens 

of the Banyan (Ficus bengalensis). But evenin my own experience of seven years some 

of the finest of these have almost completely disappeared, while others have under- 
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gone a rapid but partial decay. A careful search through those parts of the island 

in which the rock is covered by a thin layer of soil reveals the fact that remains of 

the same tree are scattered all over them, and from what we know of the method 

of growth of the Banyan it is not extravagant to suppose that it was one of the 

earliest plants to find a foothold on the trunks of trees that have now entirely 

disappeared, or even in crevices in the rocks, probably soon after the island became 

dry land. Individuals of the species often spread over an area greater perhaps 

than that covered by any other tree, owing to its power of sending down from 

horizontal branches adventitious roots which penetrate into the soil, thicken and grow 

into supplementary trunks. The tree, therefore, takes the form when fully 

developed of a vast colonade. It is very common for some. of the trunks to die with 

their parent branches, which decay, leaving other trunks and branches of the same 

organism still intact and flourishing. The process can be observed as a common 

phenomenon on Barkuda. Frequently the dead trunks form a basis for the growth 

of other trees of the same genus, as a rule a peculiar variety of F’. gibbosa with 

highly polished, dark-green leaves and the branches, at any rate in the younger 

stages of growth, pointing almost directly upwards. This tree (which according to 

Dr. Carter and Mr. Narayanaswami is distinct from Koenig’s var. parasitica) has never 

the spreading habit of the Banyan. A single long branch of the latter tree, with its 

supporting columns, is sometimes replaced by a straight row of fig-trees of the other 

species set at fairly regular distances apart and so completely separated that these 

spaces are considerably greater than their own periphery. 

Thus one kind of ficetum replaces another and the ground between its individual 

plants has been prepared by the decay of the branches and leaves of the Banyan for 

the growth of other trees belonging both to the same and other genera. One of the 

most abundant of these is Ficus infectoria: F. retusa has a similar habit to the 

Banyan and is not very common; it does not appear to be able to establish itself 

in quite such rocky soil as that species. Commoner than any fig, however, in this 

association is the Nim, certainly the most abundant tree of any single species on 

the island. Other common trees are Alphonsea sclerocarpa, Strychnos nux-vomica, 

Mornnda tinctoria, Walsura ternata and Ochna squarrosa, which, however, is smaller 

than the others. Round the margin of the thickets feral Custard-Apples (Anona 

squamosa) are now establishing themselves in large numbers and often attain the 

dimensions of small trees. In less congested spots the Prickly Pear Opuntia! forms 

large and formidable clumps and seems to be ousting the indigenous Euphorbia 

neriifolia. 

Even under the densest shade of the Banyan Glycosmis pentaphylla can flourish 

as asmall shrub. When these trees decay it grows larger and more luxuriant and 

may, indeed, sometimes be called a small tree. It is by far the most abundant 

! In wet weather the higher plants of this species become top-heavy and, as the soil round their roots grows 

damp and soft with the rain, frequently fall over. From their terminal branches, as they lie prone on the ground, 

new shoots spring upwards. The basal part of the plant, which apparently has less vitality, usually rots away, so that 

the whole organism actually progresses forwards slowly from year to year almost in the manner of a leech, 
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shrub in the thickets. After it in order of numbers come Canthium parviflorum, 

Capparis brevispina and Randia malabarica. With these grow numerous other plants 

which it is hard to call definitely either shrubs or creepers, as they appear to depend 

for support on firmer plants more at some spots than at others. Such are Zizvphus 

oenoplia and some of the numerous forms of Premna latifolia. 

True creepers form an important element in the vegetation of the thickets. 

They are of three kinds, woody, succulent and herbaceous. 

The woody creepers or liafias are almost as large and as abundant asin a tropical 

rain-forest, at any rate in those parts in which the original Banyans have disappeared ; 

but they are deciduous. On the Banyans that remain, and indeed also on the fig- 

trees of other kinds, these creepers find it difficult to spread themselves. Apparently 

most of the species that are found on the island must commence their growth in fairly 

open places and cannot start to grow upright in dense shade. It is only, therefore, 

when they can first trail over bushes or smaller trees that they can reach the tops of 

the figs and there luxuriate. Inthis way, by growing first over a small thicket of Glycos- 

mis, Aganosma caryophyllata occasionally almost overwhelms a large fig. This is one of 

the largest and certainly the most conspicuous liafia on the island, but it is not very 

common. Its masses of white sweet-smelling blossoms last from July to September or 

October and in these months it is a most beautiful object. Far commoner is the vine 

Vitis vitiginea, which also flowers in the rainy season. Its blossoms are much less 

conspicuous in themselves but are rendered almost as noteworthy by the flocks of 

butterflies (especially Papilio polytes) always hovering over them. In the older parts 

of the thickets this vine is perhaps the commonest species of liana, but towards the 

edge of the island Gymnema ceylonica, Combretum extensum and Dalbergia monos- 

perma, are more abundant. Derris scandens and Acacia intzia are more characteristic 

of the Pongamia zone, but the latter creeper penetrates into the central thickets 

towards the east end of the island. 

A characteristic feature of the lianas is that several different species often grow 

together, with their branches intertwined, and yet each remains in a flourishing 

condition. The masses of their foliage often appear to overwhelm the trees that 

support them (especially Nim trees) without killing their hosts. 

The only two completely succulent creepers in the flora of Barkuda are Vitis 

quadrangularis and Sarcostemma brevistigma. The former is the most generally 

distributed creeper on the island in all types of vegetation that include shrubs or trees. 

Its curious jointed stems hang in festoons on a very large proportion of the trees of 

all species. It has this advantage that it can spring up and grow without incon- 

venience in the densest shade. The fleshy leafless stems of the Sarcostemma, which 

is much less abundant, as a rule trail over Prickly Pears in fairly open spots. 

I have already noticed that herbaceous creepers play a much less important 

part in the vegetation of Barkuda than they do in that of high rocky headlands in 

the vicinity. It is interesting to note that several species common on the headlands 

(e.g. Lpomaea sepiaria) occasionally establish a single plant on the island, without 

ever becoming in any way common. Other creepers, common on richer soil on the 
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mainland, have a similar status, for example Abrus precatorius, and Solanum 

trilobatum. Duoscorea sativa and D. oppositifolia, on the other hand, must be regarded 

as part of the successful indigenous flora. The former grows toa great length and 

succeeds in climbing on fairly tall trees, while the latter is not infrequently found 

on Prickly Pears and on Glycosmis. 

There is hardly any herbaceous vegetation other than a few creepers in most 

parts of the thickets, but open spaces in them are usually edged in the wet season 

with a border of Oldenlandia Heynii, while in the shade of the Banyans small 

scattered plants of O. nudicaulis and Vandellia hirsuta spring up at this season. On 

the roots of fig trees and on small piles of stones in the damper spots there is also a 

small Cryptogamous association, consisting of at least one species of moss, the 

liverwort Riccia crispatula, Selaginella tenera (not always present) and the fern 

Adiantum caudatum. Hemionites aerifolia is also to be found not infrequently in this 

association, but often grows alone in the soil of the thickets. 

VEGETATION OF ROCKS AND STONY AREAS. 

In the midst of the thickets there are many stony areas, fifty to a hundred yards 

in circumference or perhaps sometimes a little more. In these the larger xerophytes, 

such as the tree-Euphorbias and the Prickly Pear, are too heavy to maintain a foot- 

hold owing to the lack of soil. The vegetation is extremely scanty. Small plants of 

-the sedge Bulbostylis barbata sometimes form a sparse covering, but the only 

characteristic plant, which is not found elsewhere on the island, is Caralluma 

adscendens, little bushy clumps of which often form, with their upright leafless 

stems, conspicuous objects in the central, most exposed parts of such areas. 

The true rock-flora of the interior of the island is in one respect more distinctive, 

viz. in the dense masses of tall shrubs of Euphorbia antiquorum that it includes. 

These, however, occur only at one or two sheltered places, where the rock is 

sufficiently broken for their roots to penetrate far enough to give them stability. 

The fern Cheilanthes tenuifolia is found growing in their shade, as is Phyllanthus 

? debilis. Portulaca quadrifida grows occasionally on these rocks but is commoner 

among stones in more exposed places. 

VEGETATION OF CLEARED AREAS. 

Two bungalows have been built on Barkuda. Round these and their offices a 

considerable area has been cleared of all jungle except a few large fig-trees of 

different species, and the ground has been levelled in such a way that the soil has 

been almost completely removed in the process, or else subsequently washed away 

by rain. In this area the vegetation consists almost exclusively of plants growing 

prone or forming small clumps not more than two or three inches high. The com- 

monest species are grasses and sedges, the most abundant being Panicum trypheron 

and Elusine aegyptiaca among the former and Bulbostylis barbata among the latter. 

All these form sparse rosettes which lie flat on the ground. Numerous other small 

herbs are also included in this vegetation, all or nearly all being common weeds 
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widely ‘distributed in India. Among the most abundant are Aevua lanata, Boerhavia 

diffusa, Mollugo stricta, Euphorbia thymifolia, Iomdium suffruticosum, Vernonia cinerea 

and Oldenlandia Heynii. ‘The last, however, is not so abundant as at the edge of the 

thickets. 

There are two wells on the island, dug in the rock, and also, as already stated, 

a small pond constructed in the same manner. At first sight the vegetation 

immediately surrounding these, where the rock is damp, looks very different from 

that of the cleared and levelled area, but on examination most of the plants are 

found to belong to the same species but to be much more luxuriant and to 

grow erect. Vernonia cinerea, for example, is rarely more than three inches high on 

the bare ground, while at the edge of a well surrounded by territory of the kind it 

grows to a height of at least two feet. This is also so with Aerua lanata, and in less 

degree with most of the herbs I have mentioned. The sedge Bulbostylis barbata 

gradually assumes the form pulchella as the rock on which it grows becomes damper, 

and in all the species transitionary forms can be found between the extreme 

depauperated and fairly normal phases. 

A curious feature of the vegetation of dry cleared areas is that while the majority 

of its species flourish, as might be expected, in wet weather, a few (e.g. Evolvulus 

alsinoides and Indigofera linifolia) appear in the dry season. 

On the rocks immediately round the pond a few plants are found that do not 

occur elsewhere on the island. The most conspicuous of these is the sedge Mariscus 

albescens, the roots of which are submerged in the rainy season. Its flowering 

stems grow at least three feet high. This is the only Phanerogamous plant in any 

sense aquatic found in the pond. 

Behind the bungalows and sheltered by them and by a circle of large fig-trees 

(Ff. bengalensis, f’. infectoria, and I. retusa), a small field was prepared for agriculture 

some years ago by the removal of all indigenous plants and probably also of most of 

the stones. The site was chosen as that in which the soil was most likely to be 

fertile, but owing to some difficulty about land revenue nothing was ever planted. 

A high, dense herbaceous thicket consisting mainly of Tephrosia purpurea and Crota- 

laria striata, with scattered clumps of Datura, has sprung up on this area. In the wet 

season the Tephrosia is the dominant species, but in the cold weather it begins to 

die down and the Crotalaria assumes the predominance. Both die down almost 

completely in the hot weather. 

This type of vegetation is also found on neglected footpaths in those parts of 

the island from which fig-trees have recently disappeared. It can only flourish at 

spots which are unshaded through the day. Where the soil is shaded by trees it 

disappears abruptly and its place is taken by thickets of Glycosmis and Anona. This 

is shown very clearly in the lower photograph reproduced on plate XI. The photo- 

graph had to be taken at early dawn in order to secure sufficient light under the 

large trees of ficus infectoria seen on the right of the picture. 

A further point that may be noted as to the interference by man with 

the natural vegetation of the island is that a small herd of spotted deer (Cervus 
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axis) has been introduced. ‘Their effect on the vegetation has not, however, been 

very great except perhaps in preventing the introduction of new species, as there are 

few plants in it suitable for their food. They leave the Glycosmis, the Tephrosia, 

the Crotalaria and most of the other shrubs and larger herbs untouched, and feed 

mainly on the leaves of Canthium parviforum and Cappams brevispina and on the 

scanty herbage of cleared and levelled ground. This has the effect of dwarfing the 

latter still further. The deer have also eaten away the leaves and twigs of fig-trees 

accessible to them, thus giving the trees a somewhat peculiar appearance, as though 

all their lower branches had been pruned. This is particularly noteworthy in the 

trees immediately round the bungalow, the trunks of which are protected by brick- 

work. 

In the foregoing pages I have attempted to write a summary analysis of the 

main factors other than zoological that have influenced and are influencing the fauna 

of the island of Barkuda. Various specialists have been kind enough to promise 

me reports on different groups of animals. To them, as well as to the botanists and 

geologists mentioned in my prefatory note, my hearty thanks are due. 

Let me in conclusion reiterate my firm conviction that to study the fauna of any 

area as a whole, and gain a clear conception of its peculiarities and their causation, 

it is necessary first to study the physiography, paleontology and vegetation of that 

area. It is highly desirable, moreover, that the observer sho d have the knowledge 

of the principles of zoological taxonomy only to be gained by practical experience. 

The generous co-operation with which those I have mentioned have assisted me has 

alone made my work on Barkuda possible, but may not the mere fact that it has 

been possible, and indeed not very difficult, to carry out a preliminary investigation 

of the kind embodied in this memoir, perhaps indicate that pure museum taxo- 

nomy plays too important a part in our present ideals of faunistic work? Taxo- 

nomy is necessary and valuable, but can any faunistic investigation be considered 

complete, or even placed on a firm basis, when the work of the taxonomist is accom- 

plished without reference to environment ? 
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ABBREVIATIONS. 

Bak. Fern. All.—Baker’s Fern Allies. 

Bedd. F.B.1.C.—Beddome’s Handbook of Ferns in British India and Ceylon. 

Eng. and Prantl Pflanz.—Pflanzenfamilien by Engler and Prantl. 

F.B.I.—Flora of British India by Sir Joseph Hooker. 

Prain. Beng. Pl.—Bengal Plants by Sir David Prain. 

Roxb. Fl. Ind.—Flora Indica by Dr. W. Roxburgh. 

Syn. Fil.—Synopsis Filicum by Hooker and Baker. 

CLASSIFIED LIST. 

EMBRYOPHYTA ASIPHONOGAMA. 

BRYOPHY TA. 

I. - RICCIACKAE. 

I. Riccia LINN. 
1. R. crispatula Mitt.' 
Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1304. 

“Common on stones in damp, shady places, also found on walls, etc. In more 

exposed situations becoming hard and black when the air is dry and immediately 

vreen again as soon rain falls.”’ 

Distrib._Hitherto known from Ceylon. 

JPIPID IRI DOU ENG SETAE 

II. FILICALES. 

2. Hemionites Linn. 

2. H. arifolia Burm. Bedd. F.B.I.C. 413. 

H. cordata Roxb. Hk. and B. Syn. Fil. 308. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1201. 

“Grows in the shade of bushes on stony ground in the interior of the island. 

Not uncommon in the rainy season.” 

1 Identified by Professor S$. R. Kashyap. 
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Distvib.—-Common in South India both in plains and on hills, Ceylon, East 

Bengal, Burma and the Philippines. 

3. Adiantum LInn. 

3. A. caudatum Linn. Hk. and B. Syn. Fil. 115; Bedd. F.B.I.C. 83. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1274. 

‘““A fern on rocks at the edge of the pond, also found with preceding species in 

thickets. Most plants die down in dry season but a few green fronds can be found 

as late as the end of April.” 

Distvib.—Throughout India, Ceylon and Malay Islands, Mauritius and Cape 

Verde Islands. 
4. Cheilanthes Swartz. 

4. C. tenuifolia Swattz. Hk and B) Syn- Fil. 138.) Bedd= Fr BeeCnozs 
Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1306. 

“Found on the wall at the edge of the pond, but scarce on the island. It grows 

also on rocks at the base of Euphorbia antiquorum.” 

Distrio.—Subtropical Himalayas from Sikkim to Assam and Chittagong, Madras 

Ceylon, and the Pacific region. 

EMC ORO DEATHS: 

III. SELAGINELLACEAE. 

5. Selaginella Sprinc. 

5. S. tenera Spring. Mon. ii, 241; Bak. Fern Allies 118. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1321. 

“On soil among stones in thick jungle; only in the rainy season.”’ 

Distvib.—Hills in South India and Ceylon. 

EMBRYOPHYTA SIPHONOGAMA. 

ANGIOSPERMEAE. 

MONOCOTYLEDONEAE. 

IV. POTAMOGETONACEAE. 

6. Potamogeton LINN. 

6, P. pectinatas Linh. Se sBalivin5o7.) Prain; Bens se Rnieerzs: 
Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1387. 

“Tn the lake close to the shore of the island.’”’ See Annandale Proc. As. Soc. 

Bengal. | 

Disivib.—Throughout India and Ceylon. Found in most regions. 

V. GRAMINACEAHE. 

7. Panicum LINN. 

7. FP. trypheron Schult. Var? F.B.1. vii, 47; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 1179: 
P. tenellum Roxb. FI. Ind. i, 306. 
Loc.—Barkuda. No, 1236. 
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‘“On bare stony ground, chiefly in the rainy season.”’ 

Distvib.—Throughout India. Also in China, Borneo and Tropical Africa. 

8. Eleusine GAERTN. 

SE, aegyptiaca Desf. F-.B.I. vii, 295; Prain, Beng. Pl. ti, 1230; 

Roxb. Fl. Ind. i, 344. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1326. 

_ “Grows profusely in the rainy season on loose stony soil.’ 

Distvib.—Throughout India and Burma. Found in the warm regions of the old 

world and introduced into the new. 

9g. Cynodon PERs.* 

9g. C. dactylon Pers. F.B.I. vii, 288; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 1227. 
Pamcum dactylon Linn. Roxb. FI. Ind. i, 289. 

Loc.——Barkuda. No. £508. 

“On sandy beach, where it springs up in March and April and persists without 
flowering till overwhelmed by the monsoon floods. It is most abundant among 

masses of dead felted algae.” | 

Distvib.— Throughout all warm countries. 

10. Eragrostis BEAUvv. 

10. E. tenella Roem. and Sch. var. plumosa Stapf. F.B.I. vii, 315; Prain, 
BenswPl. i, 1221. 

Poa plumosa Roxb. FI. Ind. i, 337. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1204 and 1324. 

“No. 1204 was growing at the edge of a well and is more luxuriant than No. 

1324, which was growing sparsely on bare stony ground. Both were collected in the 

rainy season.” 

Distrib.—Throughout India, Burma and Ceylon. 

11. E. tenella Roem and Sch. var. breviculmis Stapf. F.B.I. vii, 316; Prain, 
Beng. Pl. 11, 1222. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1391. 

“A single plant found growing on footpath in December.”’ 

Distvib.—Upper India from the Punjab to Behar, and C. India extending to the 

Circars. 

12. KE. interrupta Beauv. F.B.I. vii, 316; Prain, Beng. Pl. 1i, 1222. 
Poa interrupta Koen. M.S. Roxb. FI. Ind. 1, 335. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1386. 

“A single plant growing on a footpath in December.”’ 

Distrib.—Throughout India, Burma and Ceylon. Also in Mesopotamia and Trop- 
ical Africa. . 

Wis CY PHRACHAK. 

11. Lipocarpha Br. 

imearcenteame: br l.B.L vi, 667 ; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 1157. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1285. 
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‘“ Rare, at the side of a footpath.” 

Disivib.— India and Ceylon. Throughout the tropical and sub-tropical parts of 
the old world. 

12. Cyperus Linn. 

14. C. cuspidatus H. B. and K. forma angustifolia Buch.-Ham. F.B.I. vi 
598 ; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 1141. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1276 and 1309. 

“No. 1276, growing among rocks at the edge of the pond, is much larger than 
No. 1309 growing in the shade of herbage at the edge of a path.” 

Distrib. —Throughout India and in all warm regions. 

15. C. compressus Linn. F.B.I. vi, 605; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 143; Roxb. Fl. 
Ind.a, 2194 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1206 and 1389. 

“Both Nos. growing on sand of the shore near upper’ flood-level.”’ 

Distrib..—Throughout India as also in all warm countries except Australia. 

13. Mariscus VAHL. 

(Included as a section of Cyperus in Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. I. 2.) 

16. Mariscus sp. nov., aff. (M. Dregeanus Kunth.). Differing from M. 

Dregeanus Kunth. in having nuts in all the spikelets, which are dorsally compressed 

and longer than those of /. Dregeanus. The flowering glums are boat-shaped and 

not ovate. 

Loc.—Barkuda: . No: 1213. 

ERAT. 7 

17. M. albescens Gaud F.B.I. vi, 623 ; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 1147. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1214. 

“Between rocks in water near the edge of the pond ; plants 3 ft. high. Flowers 

mainly in the wet season (July—October), but also in April, when the rocks are 

quite dry.”’ 

Distvib.—From Bengal to Ceylon and Singapore. 

14. Fimbristylis Van. 

18. F. dichotoma Vahl. F:B-I, vi, 635; Prain, Beng: Plu, 1153. 
Scirpus pallescens Roxb. FI. Ind. ti, 229. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1473. 

‘A sedge found in the sandy foreshore on the south side of the island.” 

Distvib.—Throughout India and the warm regions of the old world. 

15. Bulbostylis Kunru. 

(Included as a section of Scirpus in Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. Fam. II, 2.) 

19. B. barbata Kunth. F.BI. vi, 651; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 1156. 
Scirpus monander et S. antarcticus (non Jinn.)—Roxb. FI. Ind. i, 222, 223. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1205 and 1388. 
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““A very common species on bare soil in the rainy season. No. 1205 gathered 

at the edge of the well; No. 1388 gathered on the sand of the shore near upper 

flood-level.”’ 

Disivib.—Throughout India and all warm regions. 

20. B. barbata Kuuth. var. pulchella Thw. F-.B.I. vi, 652. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1225 and 1277. 

“No. 1277 growing among rocks at the edge of the pond.” 

Wight regarded this and the type as one species and Clarke admits that, in many 

intermediate forms, the var. pulchella is hardly separable from the type. 

Distvib.—Throughout India. 

16. Scirpus LInn. 

20. S, littoralis Schrad. F-.B.I. vi, 659; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 3161. 
S. pectinatus Roxb. FI. Ind. 1, 218. 

Loc.—Cherriakuda. No. 14609. 

This rush forms a large bed in lake on the north shore of Cherriakuda but has 

not been found in Barkuda. 

Distvib.— Throughout India, Europe, Africa, W. Asia and Australia. 

VII. COMMELINACEAE. 

17. Cyanotis D. Don. 

Dome Ge cristata ochultes. f. FBI. vi, 385; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 1085. 
Tradescantia imbricata Roxb. Cor. Pl. 2. 108; Roxb. FI. Ind. ii, 120. 

Loc.—-Barkuda. Nos. 1215 and 1316. 

“Disappears in the dry season. No. 1215 found in the shade in the chinks of 

plaster of brick walls, No. 1316 on rock-wall of the pond. Both found in the rainy 

season. <A few plants survive till December.” 

Distrib.—Throughout tropical India in hilly districts, Burma and Ceylon. Also 

Malay Islands, Mauritius and Tropical Africa. 

Vi LIVtACH Ar. 

18. Asparagus LINN. 

23. A. racemosus Willd. F.B.I. vi, 316; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 1070; Roxb. 
JENI Shave sbipes dp ep 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1477. 

“Growing on Canthium parviflorum. Occasionally seen on the island, but never 

found in flower.” 

Distvib.—Tropical and sub-tropical India, also tropical parts of the Pacific region 
and Africa. 

18a. Gloriosa LInn. 

23a. G. superba Linn. F.B.I. vi, 358; Roxb. FI. Ind. ii, 143. 

Loc.—Barkuda. 
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This plant was found on the island by Dr. Gravely when the report was in the 

press. 

Distrib.—Throughout Tropical India, Malacca, Cochin China and Tropical 

Africa. 

IX. DIOSCOREACEAE. 

19. Dioscorea LINN. 

24. D. oppositifolia Linn. F.B.I. vi, 292; Roxb. FI. Ind. iti, 804. 
Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1259, 1331 and 1374. 

“Not uncommon in thickets, especially in those of Wezhea ceylanica.”’ 

Distrib.—Tropical India, southwards to Ceylon. 

25. D. sativa Linn. F-.B.I. vi, 295. 

D. bulbifera Br. De. Prodr. 294: (in part). 

D. bulbifera Br. var. sativa ex. Herb. Hort. Bot. Calc. ; Prain, Beng. Pl. 1066. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1273. 

“Not uncommon in the rainy season in Glycosmis thickets.”’ 

Distvib.—Throughout the tropics. 

DICOT YLEDONEAE. 

X. MORACEAE. 

20. Plecospermum TRECUL. 

26. P. spinosum Trecul. . F.B.I. v, 401. 
Batts spinosa Roxb. FI. Ind. ti, 763. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1373, and 1452. 

“A creeper in mixed thickets, climbing on Azadirachta indica.” 

Distvib.—Throughout India. 

21. Ficus LINN. 

27. F. gibbosa Blume. var? F-.B.I. vi, 496; King, Ann. R.B.G. 1, pt. i, 6 and 
Diy: 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1202. 

“No. 1202 grows as an epiphyte on the banyan and other fig trees. Figs bright 

yellow when ripe.” It does not conform with any of the varieties of this protean 

species mentioned in F.B.I. 

Distrib.—Throughout India near the bases of hill ranges, Burma, Ceylon and 

the Malay Peninsula. Also in Hongkong. 

28. F. gibbosa Blume. var. parasitica Koenig. F.B.I. v, 497; King, Ann. 

R.B.G, 1, pt. 1, 6, iand pl. 26; Prain, Bene elk 970: 

F. parasitica Koenig, Willd. Act. Berol. 25. tab 3. 

F. sclerophylla Roxb. FI. Ind. iii, 546. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1307, 1372, 1455, 1456 and 1465. 

‘No. 1307 is a shrub growing on the side of a well. A single seedling was found 

as an epiphyte on Premmna Jatifolia in April, and another on the banyan.” Elsewhere 

found asa large tree with branches, at least on the upper parts, growing upright. 
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Leaves dark and glossy but scabrid, figs bright yellow. On one specimen the leaves 

were found dotted with white spots due to the swelling of the epidermis through the 

action of some disease. 

Distvib.—Behar, Central India and the Deccan. 

29. F. bengalensis Linn. F-.B.I. v, 499; King, Ann. R.B.G. i, pt. 1,18 and 

plemrebraimy sense Pl! 11, 0679-80. 

F. wndica Linn. F1. Ind. iii, 539. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1245 and 1248 and 1457. Banyan. “Bay gachh.” 

“One of the commonest indigenous trees on the island but now apparently dying 

out. In April, 1920, only one young plant could be discovered. It was growing as 

an epiphyte on a Nim Tree. Figs red when ripe.”’ 

Distrib. —Planted in all the plains of India, said to be wild only in the Sub- 

Himalayan Forests and on the lower slopes of the Deccan hills. 

BOmmb retusa Linn) PBT. v, 511° King, Ann. R-B.G. 1, pt. 1, 52. and pl. 62; 

Prain, Beng. Pl. 1i, 980. 

F. Benjamina Willd. F\. Ind. iti, 550. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1229, 1459 and 1524. ! 

“This is a large tree, common on the island with a spreading growth and stout 

adventitious roots like the Banyan.”’ 

Distvib.—South India, East Himalayas through Assam to Burma and the Malayan 

region. 

31. F. religiosa Linn. F.B.I. v, 513; King, Ann. R.B.G. 1, pt.i, 55 and pl. 

O72 Prain, Beng. Pl) ii, 980, Roxb. Fl. Ind. ii, 547. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1458, 1462 and 1522. 

“By no means common on the island ; always as an epiphyte on another Ficus.” 

Distrib.—Said to be wild only in the Sub-Himalayan forests, Bengal and Central 

India. Universally planted throughout India and Ceylon but less frequently in 

Burma and rarely in Malayan region. 

32. F. arnottiana Mig. F.B.I. v, 513; King, Ann.R.B.G. Calc. i. 56 and 
pl. 68. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1384, 1461 and 1476. 7 

“ A large tree, not at allcommon. Figs dull purple when fully ripe.” 

Distrib.—In rocky places of the Deccan Peninsula and Ceylon. 

33. F.infectoria Roxb. var. Lambertiana (sp. Miq.) F.B.I. v, 516; King, 

Ann RBG, Calc, 1,63) and pl. 76;. Prain, Beng. Pl. ti, 981. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1453 and 1454. 

“Large tree common in the island, with coriaceous leaves having broad bases, 

often without adventitious roots. Figs white when ripe flushed with red or purple 

and dotted when young.” 

Distvib.—Chota Nagpur through Central India to the Deccan and Ceylon. 

34. F. geniculata Kurz. F.B.I. v, 516; King, Ficus 64, pl. 80; Prain, Beng. 

JAR abl solo t 

Loc,—Barkuda. No. 1523. 
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“ A large tree, rare on the island.”’ 

Distvib.—East Himalayas to Burma and the Malayan region. 

XI. CHENOPODIACEAE. 

22. Suaeda Forsk. 

35. S nudiflora Mog. F.B.I. v, 14; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 878: 
Salsola nudiflora Willd. Fl. Ind. ii, 60. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1478 and 1506. 

“Found on the beach in April. In flower in June, but is then dying down.” 

Distrib.—On the sea coast Bengal, Bombay, Deccan and Ceylon. 

XII. AMARANTACEAE. 

23. Arua FORSK. 

36. AS. lanata A: Juss. \F.B-l iv) 728e eran Beng 2. ai e776 
Achyranthes lanata Linn. FI. Ind. 1, 676. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1247 and 1368. 

“No. 1247, found growing in the wall at the edge of pond, is much larger than 

the other, which is dwarfed.’’ One of the most striking example of edaphic variation 

among the plants of the island. 

Distvib.—Throughout India in all situations. 

24. Alternanthera Forsk. 

37. A. sessilis Br. F.Bildy, 7303 9eraimy Beng, Plviil 875) 

Achyranthes triandra Roxb. FI. Ind. i, 678. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1527. 

Found in pockets of sand on rocky beach in April; a few scattered plants only. 

Distrib.—Throughout India and Ceylon as in all warm countries. 

XIII. NYCTAGINACEA. 

25. Boerhavia LINN. 

38. B,. diffusa Linn. Sp. Pll 3-7 Duthie Hl Gane. Pi iii: 

B. repens 1,. var. diffusa F.B.I1. iv, 709. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1239, 1308, 1328, 1470 and 1471. 

‘A common weed. 

No. 1239 was found growing among stones at edge of lake in rains, while No. 

1308 was growing on hare stony ground. No. 1328 trailing over bushes in under- 

growth is more luxuriant than 1308. Common in such situations at all seasons.”’ 

Distvib.—Throughout India. Also in tropical Asia, Africa and America. 

MV. | AIZOACHAL 

26. Mollugo Linn. 

39. M. stricta Linn. F.B.I. 11, 663. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1212, 1219, 1345 and 1514, 
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“No. 1212 was found growing at the edge of the well, No. 1219 on stony 

ground in shade is much smaller, while No. 1345 is from bare stony soil and hence 

is provided with long primary roots.”’ 

Disivib.—Throughout India and Ceylon on dry stony ground. In South and 

Hast Asia. 
40. M. Spergula Linn. F-B.I. ii, 662; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 533. 

M. verticillata Roxb. (non Linn.) FI. Ind. i, 360. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1463 and 1513. 

“On damp rocks on the edge of the pond in rainy season.” 

Distvib.—Throughout India from the base of the Himalayas: also Tropical 

Africa and Australia. 

XV.. PORTULACACEKAE. 

27. Portulaca LINN. 

41. P. quadrifida Linn. var. meridiana Calc. Herb. Mss. F.B.I. 1, 247; Prain 

Beng. Pl. i, 240. 

P. mendiana Linn. Roxb. F. I. ii, 463. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1216. 

“ Growing among stones at the edge of and on the top of walls; also on stones 

near the shore of the lake. Flowersin rainy season and also in June before rains 

begin.” 

Distvib.—Throughout India and Ceylon. In Tropical Asia and Africa. 

XVI. CARYOPHYLLACEAE. 

28. Polycarpza LAMK. 

42. P. corymbosa Lamk. F.B.I.i, 245; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 2309. 
Celosia corymbosa Roxb. Fl. Ind. 1, 681. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1390. 

“Growing up only in dry weather. Single plant on footpath.” 

Distrib.—Throughout India, Burma and Ceylon and in the tropics of Asia, 

Africa, Australia and America. 

XVII. MENISPERMACEAE. 

29. Missampelos Linn. 

43. C. Pareira Linn. F.B.I. i, 103; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 208. 

Loc.—-Barkuda. Nos. 1251 and 1280. 

““Creeper on prickly pear. Flowers in rainy season: common.” 

Disivib.—Throughout tropical India. Cosmopolitan in warm regions. 

30. Tinospora MIERS. 

44. T. cordifolia Miers. F.B.I. i, 97; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 200. 

Memspermum cordifolium Willd. Roxb. FI. Ind. iti, 811. 

Loc.—-Barkuda. No. 1292. : 
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“Creeper on a large fig-tree: only one plant seen.” 

Distrib..Throughout tropical India and Ceylon. Cosmopolitan in warm regions. 

XVIII. ANONACEAE. 

31. Anona LINN. 

45. »A. squamosa Linn. F.B.I0i, 78 Prain, Beng. Play 200; Roxb ae 

Ind. 11,657: 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1228. 

The custard-apple and ata of India and the sweet-sop of the W. Indies. 

“Has run wild and become very abundant on Barkuda, where it produces 

excellent fruit in September.” 

Distrib.—An inhabitant of tropical America naturalised throughout India. 

32. Alphonsea Hk. anp T. 

46. Alphonsea sp. ? nov. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1232, 1249, 1310 and 1512. 

A common tree in the island. 

Distrib.—South India and Ceylon. 

XIX. LAURINEAE. 

33. Cassytha Linn. 

47. C. filiformis Linn. -F.B.1. v, 188 > Prain, Beng. Pl) \ii,:9004- Roxb ae 

Ind. ii, 314. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1242 and 1508. 

‘“ Parasite on various trees including the Nim.” 

Distvib.—Throughout India. In tropical parts of Asia, Africa and America. 

XxX. CAPPARIDACEAE. 

34. Capparis LINN. 

48. C. brevispina DC. Prodr. 24; Gamble, Fl. Mad. i, 45. 

C.  zeylanica Wall. (not of Linn.); F.B.I. 1,174; Prain, Beng. Pl1;226 Roxb 

Fl. Ind. ii, 568. 

Loc.-—Barkuda. No. 1262. 

‘“ 4 common shrub, the leaves of which are almost always destroyed by insects 

and deer. Flowers in April, fruit ripe in June.” 

Distrib.—Common, usually near the coast. in the Carnatic and Malabar also 

Ceylon. 

49. ©. Roxburchir DG Bilis: 

C. corymbosa Roxb. FI. Ind. ti, 560. 

Loc.—--Barkuda. No. 1332. 

“A large creeper with red fruits growing over trees at the edge of the island 

and occasionally inland. Flowers in October and April.”’ 
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Distib.—Confined to the W. Ghauts and the Carnatic. 

50 ©. sepiaria Linn. F.B.I. i, 177; Roxb. Fl. Ind. i, 177; Prain, Beng. 

Pivie227 Gam, Hl, Mad. 1, 46 

Loc.—Barkuda and Cherriakuda. Nos. 1447 and 1468. 

“Large woody climber overwhelming Nim trees in mixed thickets. It was 

found more luxuriant and flourishing on Cherriakuda than on Barkuda, on which © 

only one plant was observed. Flowers in April.” 

Distrib.—Throughout India and Ceylon also in the Philippines. 

35. Crataeva LINN. 

51. C. religiosa Forst. F.B.I. i, 172; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 227; Gamble, FI. 
Mad. ii. 47. 

Capparis trifoliata Roxb. Fl. Ind. ii, 571. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1261 and 1287. 

One of these specimens is quite peculiar in having dimorphic flowers. ‘There is 

a tendency for the ovary in some of the flowers to split into two and form 2 sepa- 

rate ovaries on two distinct gynophores, each with two separate parietal placentae. 

A detailed note on it, with diagrams, will appear in a separate paper. 

‘““A common tree at the edge of the marginal zone. Several trees (? planted) 

near the bungalow flower both in September and in the winter months. Most trees, 

however, usually begin to flower in December, while some are in flower till April. 

Petals pale yellow. Fruit ripens in July, scarlet when ripe. The trees are in full 

leaf when in fruit. In flower they are almost bare or with voung shoots just com- 

ing out.’’ 

Distvib.—Indigenous only in Malabar and Canara, near streams, elsewhere 

cultivated. Also in tropical Africa. 

XXI. LEGUMINOSAE. 
SUB-ORDER MIMOSOIDEAE. 

36. Albizzia DuRAzz. 

52. A. odoratissima Benth. F.B.I. ii, 299; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 461. 

Mimosa odoratissima Roxb. FI. Ind. ii, 546. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1378. 

“ A tree in sandy area in Wezhea-thickets, scarce.”’ 

Distvib.—In India from Central Himalayas, also Malacca. 

37- Dichrostachys DC. 

53. D. cinerea W. and A. F.B.I. ii, 288; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 543. 

Mimosa cinerea Roxb. FI. Ind. 11, 561. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1370. 

“Small tree, scarce on the island, though common on Ganta Sila near Rambha. 

Proximal part of inflorescence mauve, distal bright yellow.”’ | 
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Distrib.— Throughout India. In Malay Islands and North Australia. Baker 

observes that it is doubtfully distinct from D. natans of Tropical Africa. 

38. Acacia WILLD. 

54. A. intsia Willd. F.B.I. ii, 297; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 459. 
Mimosa intsia Roxb. FI. Ind. ii, 565. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1313. - 

“An overwhelming prickly climber common on Barkuda, coming into flower in 

September. Its flowering period lasts only a few weeks. Seeds are ripe in 

December.” 

Distrib. Throughout India and Ceylon. 

SUB-ORDER PAPIPIONACEAE. 

39. Crotalaria Linn. 

55. Casttiata DCy EBaaiesm 
C. saltiana Andr. Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 373. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1293. 

“An herbaceous shrub very common on places entirely cleared of jungle, espe- 

cially towards the end of the rainy season and for some months later. Dies down 

at the end of winter.”’ 

Distrib.—Throughout India, Malay Islands, Tropical Africa and America. 

40. Indigofera LINN. 

56. I. linifolia Retz. var. Campbellii. F.B.I. ti, 92; Roxb. Fl. Ind. 111, 370; 

Prain, Beng. Ela wen, 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1366. 

“Single plant on bare soil in hot weather.”’ 

Distrib.—Throughout India and Ceylon, extending in the N.W. to Afghanistan 

and in the east to the Malay Islands. Also North Africa and Australia. 

41. Tephrosia PERs. 

57. T. purpurea DC. FBI. ii, 112; Prain, Beng:. Pll, 405, 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1294. 

“In June to September this is the most abundant plant on places entirely cleared 

of jungle. After September it begins to die down.” 
Distvib.—Throughout India a common weed, and found everywhere in the tropics. 

42. Dalbergia LINN. 

58. D. monosperma Dalz. F.B.I. ii, 297. 
D. torta Grah. in Wall. Cat. 5870. 

Loc.---Barkuda. Nos. 1379, 1510, 1518. 
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“An overwhelming creeper with small leaves. Flowers in March and April for 
a short period only.” 

Distvib.—South India and Ceylon, China and the Pacific region. 

43. Pongamia VENT’. 

(Galedupa' Lam. in Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. iti, 3, 334.) 

59. P. glabra Vent. F.B.I. ii, 240; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 407. 

Galedupa indica Roxb. FI. Ind. ti, 239. 

G. pinnata Linn. Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. iii, 3, 344. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1330 and 1333. 

“A tree growing in an almost complete ring round the island within high water 

level. In full flower in April, a few trees coming into flower in December. In fruit 

at all seasons. I know of only one tree, surrounded by seedlings, in the interior of 

Barkuda.”’ 
44. Derris Lovr. 

(Deguelia' Aubl. in Eng. and Pranil. III, 3, 345.) 

60. Derris scandens Benth. FBI. ii, 240; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 408. 
Dalbergia scandens Roxb. F1. Ind. iii, 232. 

Deguelia tumoriensis DC. Eng. and Pranti Pflanz. iti, 3, 345. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1238. 

“A large climbing shrub, with flowers rosy white. Flowers in rainy season, 

several times in succession.” 

Distvib.—Throughout India, China and the Pacific region. 

45. Abrus. Linn. 

61. A. precatorius Linn. F.B.I. 1,175; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 369; Roxb. FI. 

Ind. iii, 258. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1283. 

“Only one plant, dead and in seed, seen on Barkuda, in rainy season.”’ 

Distvib.—Cosmopolitan in the tropics. 

ee 46. Canavalia Linn. 

62. C. ensiformis DC. F-.B.I. ii, 195; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 394. 

Dolichos gladiatus Roxb. FI. Ind. iti, 300. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1365. 

“The sword-bean. Flowers towards the end of rainy season.”’ 

Distvib.—Throughout the tropics, geuerally: cultivated as a vegetable. 

63. C. virosa Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 394; Gamble, Fl. Mad. ii, 359. 

C. ensiformis DC. var. virosa. F.B.I. ii, 196. 
Dolichos virosus Roxb. FI. Ind. iti, 301. 

Loc.—Barkuda. 

| Pongamia and Derris are both ‘‘nomina conservanda”’ in the Vienna fist. 
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“A climber. It forms the food of the caterpillars of Papilio hector and P. aris- 

tolochiae on the island. Flowers towards the end of the rainy season.”’ 

Distvib.—Throughout India. 

XXII. RUTACEAE. 

47. Toddalia A. Juss. 

64. T. asiatica Lamk. var. gracilis. Gamble, Fl. Mad. I. i, 151. 

T. aculeata Pets. FBI, 407 ; Prain, Bese welii, 200. 

Scopolia aculeata Roxb. FI. Ind. i, 616. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1281. 

“ A climbing shrub.”’ 

Distvib.—Throughout India, Malay Islands, and China. 

48. Glycosmis CoRREA. 

65. G. pentaphylla Correa. F.B.I. i, 499; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 300. 
Limonia pentaphylla Roxb. FY. Ind. ii, 381. 

Glycosmts cochinchinensis (Lour.) Pierre, Eng. and Prantl. Pflanz. 3, 4, 185. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1286. 

“A common shrub. Flowers at all seasons, but most profusely in April at the 

same time as Wethea ceylanica.”’ 

Distrib.—Throughout India and the Pacific region. 

49. Atalantia Correa. 

66. A. monophylia Correa. F.B.I. i. 511; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 301 ; Gamble, 
Mad. FI. i. 

Limonia monophylla Roxb. FI. Ind. ii, 378. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1460. 

‘Not uncommon in the island.” 

Distrib.—Throughout Deccan and Ceylon, also in Sylhet and the Khasia Hills. 

XXII. MELIACEAE. 

50. Azadirachta A. Juss. 

67. A.indica A. Juss. Eng. and Prantl. Pflanz. ui, 4, 288; Gamble Fl. Mad. 

Laie 7 ; 

Melia Azadivachia Linn. F.B-.I. 1,544; Pram, Beng. Pl 1, 314-7 Roxb) Kis inds 

li, 394. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1230. 

“Flowers in April and in August: the most abundant tree on the island. The 

iit 15 Tipe in |unes 

Distrib.— Throughout India and in warm countries. Often planted. 

51. Cipadessa BLUME. 

68. C. fruticasa Bl. BiB 545. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1353. 
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“A bushy shrub or small tree.’ 

Distvtb.—From Concan and Cirears southwards. 

52. Walsura Roxe. 

CONES piscida Roxb. E.B.1. 1, 564- Roxb. Fl. Ind. 11, 380: 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1329, 1339 and 1451. 

“A small tree in mixed thickets. In flower in October, fruit ripe in April.” 

Distrib.Deccan and the Punjab. Beddome found it common in the hilly 

forests of the Northern Division of the Madras Presidency. 

XOX HUPHORBIACEH Sk. 

53. Phyllanthus Linn. 

gore. Niruri Winn, FBI. v, 298; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 936; Roxb. FI. Ind. 
ili, 659. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1235. 

“Very abundant, growing among stones. Flowers in August, disappears in 

winter and begins to appear again in April.”’ 

Distvib.—Throughout the hotter parts of India and the tropics generally except. 

Australia. 

71. Phyllanthus sp., aff. P. ? debilis Ham. F.B.I. v, 290. 
Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1201. 

“Growing among rocks at edge of lake. Flowers in September.” 

Distrib.—Throughout Upper India and Deccan to Tropical Africa. 

54. Jatropha LInn. 

72. J. gossypifolia Linn. F.B.I. v, 383; Prain. Beng. Pl. ii, 941. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No 1256. 

“Common both in the jungle and in the open.” 

Distrib.—A native of Brazil, also in tropical America and Africa. In India 
extensively naturalized. 

55. Euphorbia Linn. 

jg Ep hicta’. Roxb. Bl, Ind: 11, 472. 

E. pilulifera Jacq. (non Linn.) Fl. Br. Ind. v, 250; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 925. 

Loc.—Barkuda. 

“On bare stony ground near the house in April: a single plant.”’ 

Distvib.—Throughout India and Ceylon. Also in all tropical and sub-tropical 

countries. Largely collected in Orissa for export to America where they make 

it into medicine. 

(ames tiiyimitolian Barm. ,F.B.1. v, 252; Prain, Beng. Pl. ti, 925; Roxb. 
ene 47.3. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1241. 

“Growing profusely on sand in open dry stony places at all seasons.” 

Disirvb.—Throughout India and Ceylon ; also in all hot countries except Australia. 
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“5. ‘EK. nertifolia Linn. F.B.1: v, 255 > Brain, Bene. “Bl i470 Roxby ar 

Ind. 11, 470. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1367. 

“A small tree. Begins to flower in December. Fruits in April, in’ which 

month a few trees are still in flower.”’ 

Distrib.—Deccan Peninsula, in Bengal, Burma and Ceylon but probably culti- 

vated. Also in Malay Islands and Baluchistan. 

76. E. antiquorum Linn. F Bil v,%255= Pram. Beng: pee o727 eieonae 

Fl. Ind. ii, 468. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1369. 

“A tree-Eupherbia on rocks. Begins to flower in December. Fruits in April.” 

Distrib.—Throughout the hotter parts of India and Ceylon, often planted. 

56. Excoecaria LINN. 

77. EH. agallocha Linn. -F.BI. v, 472; Prain, Beng. Pi) 1/0955 Rexbale 

Ind. iti, 756. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1344. 

‘Solitary tree growing in gravel by edge of lake amongst Nim and Crataeva.” . 

Distrib.—The tidal forests on the coasts of India and Ceylon, extending through- 

out the Pacific region. 

XXV. ANACARDIACEAE. 

57- Odina Roxs. 

(Lannea A, Rich.') 

78. ‘0. Wodier Roxb. F.B.1.i, 29; Prain) Beng. Pl 1, 354 Roxb, ising: 
li, 202. 

Calesitum grande O. Ktze. Eng. and Prantl. Pflanz. iii, 5, 153. 
Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1375. 

“A large tree not uncommon in the sandy area on the north side of the Island. 

Flowers in April without leaves.” 

Distrib.—Throughout India. Yields a gum. 

XXVI. HIPPOCRATEACEAE. — 

58. Hippocratea LINN. 

49. H. indica Willd. “F.B.1.)1, 62405 4Prain, Beng. Int 3327 Roxphmeie 

Ind. i, 165. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1264, 1266, 1284, 1312 and 1383. 

“An overwhelming creeper. Very common on the island. Flowers at least 

from September to June.” 

Distrib.—Throughout the hotter parts of India, Malay Archipelago and Africa. 

1 Lannea of A. Richmond is a ‘(nomen conservandum,” both Odina of Roxburgh and Calesium of Adans. are 

‘« nomina rejicienda’”’ in the Vienna list. 
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XXVII. SAPINDACEAE. 

59. Allophyllus Linn. 

80. A. Cobbe BL. var. glabra F.B.I. i, 674; Prain. Beng. Pl. i, 343. 
Orinthotrope glabra Roxb. FI. Ind. ii, 267. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1231. 

Disitvib.—Common throughout India, extending to Malayan Archipelago and 

Australia, perhaps also to Africa and America. 

60. Hemigyrosa Bl. 

81, H. canescens Thw. F.B.I. i, 671. 
Molinaea canescens Roxb. Cor. Pl. i. 43, t. 60; FI. Ind. ii, 243. 

Deinbollia canescens Pers. Eng. and Prantl. Pflanz. ili, 5, 315. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1360. 

“A Mango-like tree, flowering in April. In June and the rainy season only 

remains of dead fruit were found.” 

Distvib.—In the Deccan and Ceylon, also Burma. 

XXVIII. RHAMNACEAE. 

61. Zizyphus Juss. 

sae. Oenoplia Mill, E.B-1. i, 634; Prain, Beng. Pl. 1, 334; Roxb. FI: 
Ind. 1, 611; 

Z. Oenoplia (ly.) DC. Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. iii, 5, 402. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1272 and 1334. 

“A thorny climbing shrub, common in mixed thickets. Flowers in August and 

September.” 

Distvib.—Throughout India, particularly in the hotter parts ; Tropical Asia and 

Australia. 

XXIX. VITACEAE. 

62. Cissus LINN. 

83. C. vitiginea Linn. Eng. and Prantl. Pflanz. iii, 5, 450; Gamble, F1. 
Mad. I, ii, 234. 

Vitis Linnae Wall. ¥F.B.I. i, 640. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1222 and 1253. 

“Growing over trees in jungle; flowers throughout rainy season; leafless in 

April, coming into leaf and flower at beginning of June. Flowers very attractive to 

butterflies of various kinds.” 

Distrib.—The Deccan from Concan southwards and Ceylon. 

84. Cissus quadrangularis Linn. Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. ili, 5, 452; 

Roxb. Fl. Ind. i, 407 ; Gamble Fl. Mad. I, ii, 233. 

Vitis quadrangularis Wall. F.B.1. i, 645; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 338. 

Loc._-Barkuda. Nos. 1271 and 1358. 

“A very common climber on every kind of tree and shrub, especially on the 
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larger Ficus: springs up readily in deep shade on stony ground. In full flower at 

the beginning of June.”’ 

Distrib.—Throughout India and Ceylon ; Malay Islands and East Africa. 

63. Cayratia Juss. 

85. Cayratia carnosa Gagnepain. Gamb. FI. Mad. I, i, 237. 
Vitis carnosa Wall. F.B.I. i, 654. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1268. 

“Usually not so large a plant as Cissus vitiginea and coming into leaf and flowers 

later.” 

Distrib.—Throughout India and Ceylon. Also Malacca. 

XXX! PIL TACH AR: 

64. Grewia LINN. 

86. G. ? orientalis Linn. F.B.I. i, 384. 
Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1220. 

“In thickets, not common.” 

Distvib.—Southern parts of the Deccan and Ceylon. 

XXXI. MALVACEAE. 

65. Sida LInn. © 

87. S. cordifolia Linn. F-.B.1.1, 324; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 258 ;, Roxb iia: 

Mie 77. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1338. 

A weed of road-side and waste land in all districts. 

“Quite common on the island but always eaten down by deer. Flowers at the 

end of the rains.’’ 

Distrib.—Throughout India and the tropics. 

XXXIT- -OCHNACHAE. 

66. Ochna Linn. 

88. O.squarrosa Linn. FE.BI. 1,523; Prain, Beng: Pl 300rRoxbake 

Ind. ii, 643. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1337. 

“A tree in substituted thickets, not at all abundant. Flowers in April.” 

Distrib.—The Deccan and Ceylon. Also from Assam to Burma. 

XXXITI. VIOLACEAE. 

67. JTonidium VENT. 

89. I, suffruticosum Ging. F.B.I. i, 185; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 228, 

Viola suffruticosa Roxb. FI. Ind. i, 649. 

Loc.---Barkuda. No. 1203. 
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“On edge of wells, typical. Flowers in the rains. 

Distvib.—Throughout India. 

XXXIV. CACTACEAE. 

68. Cereus Haw. 
go. Cereus sp. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1268 and 134. 

Columnar cactus, run wild. In Records Bot. Surv. Ind. iv, p. 287, etc. Mr. 

Burkill mentions Cereus pterogonus Lemaire as a columnar Cereus common in India 

and he cites fig. 5360 in Bot. Mag. as his authority. It has, however, been since 

pointed out that C. pievogonus is a climbing species. The cactus generally believed 

to be a Cereus and seen round Calcutta may not be a true Cereus. At this stage it is 

therefore difficult to name any of the introduced Cerei. 

“Flowers in hot weather and rains.”’ 

69. Opuntia TourRN. 
g1. Opuntia sp. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1269 and 1448. 

“Tn full flower in April. Only one species of this genus, with flowers of a curious 

shade of orange shaded with pink, occurs on Barkuda. On the neighbouring islands 

another species is also found (No. 1466) in smaller numbers. It has bright yellow 

flowers the outer petals of which are stained with scarlet, and its spines growing 

singly are larger, firmer and less easily detached.’”’ The latter is probably O. mono- 

cantha, but there has been much confusion about the species of Opuntza feral in 

India. 
XXXV. LECYTHIDACEAE. 

70. Barringtonia Forst. 

92. B. acutangula Gaertn. F.B.I. ii, 508; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 493; Roxb. 

Fl. Ind. ii, 508. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1244. 

“A single tree growing at edge of lake. It flowers at several times in succession 

between the beginning of June and October. In 1920 the first flowers opened at 

the end of the first week in June. At this time the tree was the only tree or shrub 

in full flower on the island.” 

Distrib.—Throughout India. 

XXXVI. RHIZOPHORACEAE. 

71. Weihea SPRENG. 

93. W.ceylanica Baill. F.B.I. ii, 44r. 
Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1240, 1265, 1381 and 1382. 

“Tn profuse flower in April for a few days only. Fruit-capsules dehiscing in 

June.” 

Distvib.—Mysore, Carnatic and Ceylon at low levels. 
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XXXVII. COMBRETACEAE. 

72. Combretum Linn. 

94. C.extensum Roxb. F-B.I. ii, 458; Roxb. Fl. Ind. ii, 220. 
C. votundifolium Roxb. FI. Ind. ii, 228. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1380. 

“An overwhelming creeper very common in mixed thickets. ‘Towards the end 

of the rains it sends out long shoots. These bear the flowers sometime between 

December and April. In the former month and also in the rains a careful but unsuc- 

cessful search was made for flowers; in April the seeds were ripe or nearly so.”’ 

Distvib.—-Deccan Peninsula and Ceylon also Malaya. 

XXXVITI. MYRTACEAE. 

73. Eugenia LINN. 

95. E. bracteata Roxb. F-B.I. ii, 502; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 490; Roxb. FI. 

Ind. ii, 490. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1296. 

“A small tree in sandy area. In flower in April.” 

Distrib.—Sylhet and plains of $. India, especially near the sea. 

XXXIX. PLUMBAGINACEAE. 

74. Plumbago LINN. 

96. P. zeylanica Linn. F.B.I. ii, 480; Prain, Beng. Pl. 1, 639, Roxb. she 

Ind! 4.462. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1349. 

“Scarce on the island, a common plant on the adjacent mainland.” 

Distrib.—Throughout India also throughout the tropics in the old world. 

XL. SAPOTACEAE. 

75. Mimusops LINN. 

g7- M. hexandra Roxb. F-.B.I. iii, 549. 
Loc.-—Barkuda. No. 1302 A. 

“Two trees growing among rocks at edge of lake. Flowering in September.” 

Distvib.—_Common in the Deccan Peninsula and Ceylon, extending north through 

Guzerat to Banda ; elsewhere cultivated. 

XLII. SALVADORACEAE. 

76. Salvadora LINN. 

98: S. persica Linn. FBI. ii, 610; “Prain; Beng. Pla; 663 >7Roxb) Fly imde 

i, 380. 
Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1340. 

“A small tree found growing only among rocks at the edge of the lake, except 
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for a single small specimen observed on the coping of a well. Trunk thick and 

usually more or less distorted and twisted. Leaves very bright green ; not in flower 

or fruit between August and end of December: fruits ripening in April.” 

Distrib.—Throughout India, Arabia, Syria and E. Africa. Often planted. 

77. Azima LAMK. 

99. A. tetracantha Lamk. F.B.I. iii; 620; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 663; Roxb, 

FI. Ind. iii, 765. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1376. 

“A spiny creeper growing over Wezhea in sandy area: scarce on island.” 

Distrib.-—Deccan Peninsula and Ceylon. According to Roxburgh one of the 

commonest shrubs of Coromandel, growing in all situations. 

XLT. LOGANIACEAE. 

78. Strychnos LInn. 

100. S. ? nux-vomica Linn. F.B.I. iv, 90; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, Roxb. FI. 
Ind. 11, 261 (ed. Carey and Wall). 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1356, 1385. 

“A fairly common tree in mixed thickets. Flowering and fruiting in April.” 

Distvib.—N. Cirears. 

XLII. APOCYNACEAE. 

79. Aganosma G. Don. 

tor. A. caryophyllata (Wall.) G. Don. F-.B.I. iii, 664; Prain, Beng. Pl. 
ii, 679. 

A. dichotoma Roth. Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. iv, 2, 173. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1209 A, 1354 and 1393. 

“Flowers throughout the rains, fruits dehiscing in April. Flowers with a very 

strong and sweet odour.” 

Distvib.—Bengal and the Deccan Peninsula. 

XLIV. ASCLEPIADACEAE. 

80. Cryptolepis Br. 

102. C. elegans Wail. F-.B.I. iv, 6; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 685. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1243. 

“ Flowers pale greenish yellow, in rains. A common creeper in mixed thickets.’ 

Disivib.—-South India, from Sikkim eastwards to Burma, Java and $. China. 

81. Calotropis Br. 

HOpG. Sigantea Br. ib BI, iv; 17; Prain. Beng. Pl. ii, 680. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1502. 

“An erect shrub.’ Vern. Beng. Akand. 

Distrib.—Throughout India, Ceylon and Singapore. 
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104. C, Acta Ham: F-B.I. iv, 18) PrainBeng Elan Ose: 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1346. 

“On Barkuda itself, a solitary plant was found among rocks on edge of the lake 

much eaten by deer and grasshoppers, but it is common on the mainland.” This is 

the first record of its occurrence from Barkuda. It.has not been known to occur 

till now to the South of Bengal. 

Distrib.—Sub-Himalayan tracts from Dehra Dun eastwards. N. Bengal, Douars, 

Sikkim and Assam. 
82. Sarcostemma Br. 

105. S. brevistigma Wt. and Arn. F.B.I. iv, 27; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 692 
Asclepias acida Roxb. FI. Ind. ii, 31. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1250 and 1336. 

“A trailing leafless shrub common on prickly pear. In flower in the latter part 

of the rains and at the beginning of June. At the latter season flowers and ripe 

fruits were on the plant together.” 

Distrib.—The Deccan and Ceylon, also in Burma. 

83. Gymnema Br. 

106. G. sylvestre Br. var. ceylanica, F-.B.I. iv, 209. 
Asclepias geminata Roxb. FI. Ind. ii, 45. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1289, 1298 and 137r. 

“A large woody climber not uncommon.”’ 

Distrib.—Deccan Peninsula as far as Travancore. Also Tropical Africa. 

84. Leptadenia Br. 

107. Li. reticulata Wt. and Arar PB, 63. 

Asclepias tuberosa Roxb. FI. Ind. ii, 38. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1246. 
“Common creeper with small greenish white flowers Flowers throughout the 

rainy season, beginning in the hot weather.”’ 

Distvib.—Throughout India to Singapore and Ceylon. 

85. Caralluma Br. 

10o8.. ©. adscendens R: Br.. E-Bay) 76: 

Stapelea adscendens Roxb. Cor. Pl. i, 28, t. 30. 

Loc.—--Barkuda. No. 1233. 

“An erect leafless herb in small patches in open stony spaces; not uncommon.” 

Distvib.—Deccan Peninsula. 

XLV. CONVOLVULACEAE. 

86. Ipomoea LINN. 

109. .1, sepiaria Koen. © F.B.I. iv, 209; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 736. 

Convoloulus stipulaceus Roxb. FI. Ind i. 484. 
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C. sepiavia Koen. Roxb. FI. Ind. i, 499. 

Loc.—Barkuda, also Ganta Sila. Nos. 1303 A. and 1355. 

“Stray plant growing over bush near the edge of the lake on Barkuda; very 

common on the hill Ganta Sila near Rambha.”’ 

Distrib.—Throughout India and Ceylon. Also Malaya. 

110. I, biloba Forsk. F.B.I. iv, 212. 

Convolvulus bilobatus Roxb. FI. Ind. i, 485. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1364. 

“Single plants growing upon sandy foreshore in December ; does not survive to 

flower on Barkuda.”’ 

Distrib.—Throughout India and Ceylon, especially near the sea shore. Also 

throughout the tropics in both hemispheres. 

87. Evolvulus Linn. 

Pm Ealsinoiges; Linn. BL. iv. 220; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 725 «. ‘Roxb. 

binds 11) 106: 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1394. 

“Single plants on path in December, April and June.”’ 

Distrib.--Throughout India and Ceylon also throughout the tropical and sub- 

tropical areas in both hemispheres. 

88. Cressa LINN. 

112. C. cretica Linn. FBI. iv, 225; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 725. 
Ceindica, Roxb, Fl. Ind. ii, 72. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1363 and 1504. 

“A shore plant, growing up only when the foreshore is exposed. In flower in 

April, appearing first about December and dying off by the end of the hot weather.”’ 

Distrib.— Throughout India and all warm regions. 

XLVI. BORAGINACEAE. 

89. Coldenia LINN. 

mow, procumbens Ll. IB iv, 144; Prain, Beng, Pl. 1, 718; Roxb. Fl. 

Ind. i, 448. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1505. 

“Forming flat mats on sandy pocket in the beach on the south side of the island ; 

grows up between December and April and mostly dies off by the beginning of 

June.” 

Distrib.—Throughout India as a weed, also in all the other continents except 

Europe. 
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XLVII. VERBENACEAE. 

90. Lippia Linn. 

114. L. nodiflora Rich. F.B.I. iv, 563; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 825; Roxb. Hort. 

Beng. 4. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1474 and 1526. 

“Found on the beach in April.”’ 

Distrib.—Throughout India and Ceylon. Also in all tropical and warm temper- 

ate regions. 

gt. Premna LINN. 

115. P. latitolia Roxb. F.B.I. iv, 577; Prain, Beng. Pl 1, 631; Roxbaemle 

Ind; 117, 76: 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1445, 1449, 1450 and 1464. 

No. 1464 was a fairly large upright tree, with many defoliated twigs growing at 

right angles from the larger branches. This was found growing by itself in an 

open space, but can hardly be held to be varietally distinct. 

“A common plant in mixed thickets, often reaching a considerabl size. There 

are at least two flowering seasons, one in April, another in the rains.’’ 

Distvib.—From Bengal to the Coromandel Coast and the Circars. 

116, P. latifolia Roxb. var. cuneata Cl. F.B.I. iv, 577. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1314. 

Tree common in sandy area. 

Distvib.—According to Clarke’s definition given in F.B.I. var. cuneata seems to 

be confined to Burma, while the Madras var. is said to be mollissima, the only difference 

being the smaller size of the flowers. 

117. P. latifolia Roxb. var. viburnoides Wall. F-.B.I. iv, 578. 1224. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1361, 1223, 1224. 

It is said to be distinguished from the other forms of P. latifolia by its green 

colour when dry instead of the characteristic blue-black. Clarke suggests that it 

may be a distinct species. 

“Its flowers have a strong smell but this is by no means peculiar to the 

variety.”’ 

Distvib.—The Deccan Peninsula. 

118. P. Wightiana Schauer. F B.-L iv,-578. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1295. 

‘““A creeper or scandent shrub with flower having a peculiar smell, very attrac- 

tive to butterflies, especially to Papilio polytes.”’ 

Distrib.—The Deccan Peninsula. 

92. Clerodendron Linn. 

119. C.inerme Gaertn. F.B.I. iv, 589; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 835; Roxb. Fl. 
Ind. iii, 58. 

Loc.-—-Barkuda and Ganta Sila. Nos. 1325 and 1301 A. 
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“No. 1301A. A single plant trailing on trees at the edge of the lake ; very com- 

mon on Ganta Sila.” 

Distvib.—India and Ceylon especially near the sea. 

93. Symphorema Roxs. 

120. S. involucratum Roxb. F.B.I. iv, 599;  Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 837; 
Roxb. FI. Ind. ii, 262. 

Loc.—-Barkuda. No. 1507. _ 

“One of the most common overwhelming creepers of the island. Flowers pro- 

fusely in April.” 

Distrib.—From Behar to Ceylon. 

XLVI. SOLANACEAE. 

94. Solanum Linn. 

121. §S. trilobatum Linn. F.B.I. iv, 236. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1288. 

“A scandent thorny shrub. Only a single stray plant observed on the island, 
in a Glycosmis thicket.” 

Distrib.—Deccan Peninsula, Ceylon, and from Arracan to Malacca. 

122. S$. lycopersicum. Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. iv, 3 B. 24; Roxb. F1. 
Tad. i, 565. 

Lycopersicum esculentum Mill. F.B.I. iv, 237; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 743. 

Loc.—Barkuda. “The Tomato. 

A native of Tropical America but becoming established in the island. 

95. Datura LINN. 

123. D. fastuosa Linn. F.B.I. iv, 242; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 751; Roxb. FI. 

Ind. i, 561. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1257 and 1258. 

“A very common plant on Barkuda exhibiting considerable variation in the 

colour of the flowers and stamens, both of which are often deeply tinged with 

purple.’ A variety with double flowers occurs occasionally. 

Distvib.--Throughout India. In Malaya and Tropical Africa. In America said 

to be. introduced. 

124. D. fastuosa Linn. var. alba. (lc. 243). 

Loc. Barkuda. No. 1227. 

“This form is particularly common in the dry season in which, however, the 

other is also found.” 

Distvib.—As in-type. 
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XLIX. SCROPHULARIACEAE. 

96. Vandellia Linn. 

(Linderma All. in Eng. and Prantl. Pflanz. iv, 3.) 

125. V. hirsuta Benth. F.B.I. iv, 280; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 768. 

Lindernia luysuta Benth. Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. iv, 3, 79. 

Loc..—Barkuda. No. 1221. 

“Tn shade of bushes and of fig-trees.” 

Distvib.—-Eastern and Southern India, Java, Borneo, Phillippine Islands and 

China. 

126. WV.crustacea Benth. F.B.I. iv, 279; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 768. 

Lindernia crustacea Linn. Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. iv, 3, 80. 

Torenia varians Roxb. FI. Ind. iii, 96. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1209 and 1275. 

No. 1209 growing in shade of bushes on stony ground. No. 1275 growing among 

rocks at edge of pond: both in rainy season. 

Distvib.—Throughout India and Ceylon. ‘Tropics of the old world, rare in the 

new, if not introduced. - 

97- Bonnaya LINK AND O?rTo. 

(Included in Ilysanthes Rafine in Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. tv, 3.) 

127. B. brachiata Link and Otto.. KB, 284; Prainy Beng. Pia 770: 

Gratiola serrata Roxb. FI. Ind. 1, 139. 

Ilysanthes serrata Roxb. Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. iv, 3, 80. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1278. 

‘“ Among rocks at edge of pond in rainy season.”’ 

Distvib.—Throughout India, Java, China and Phillippine Islands. 

LX. ACANTHACEHAE. 

98. Rungia NEES. 

128. R, pectinata Nees. F/B iv, 550; Pram, “Beng | Pla, 82m 

Justicia pectinata Roxb. FI. Ind. 132. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1362. 

“Grows up in dry weather on dry ground in December to April.” 

Disirib.—Throughout India and Ceylag. 

99. Justicia LINN. 

129. J. diffusa Willd. var. prostrata Roxb. F.BLI. iv, 538. 
J. procumbens Roxb. FI. Ind. i, 132. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1208, 1211 and 1342. 

A very variable variety connected by almost imperceptible gradations with 

the type. 

“No. 1208 from the edge of the well is much more luxuriant, spreading and 
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rooting at the nodes. No. 121I apparently eaten down by deer, and No. 1341 

growing in low clumps on bare stony soil. Flowers at all seasons.”’ 

Disitib.—Common in the Deccan Peninsula and Ceylon, extending North to 

Nagpur, Kumaon and the Punjab Terai. 

LI. RUBIACEAE. 

100. Oldenlandia Linn. 

130. O.corymbosa Linn. F-.B.I. iii, 64; Prain, Beng. Pl. ii, 559. 
Loc.---Barkuda. No. 1317. 

“Grows at the edge of the pond. Itis generally found as an abundant weed, 

but is scarce on Barkuda.”’ 

Disitvib.—Throughout India and Ceylon. Also in Tropical E. Asia, Tropical 

Africa and America. 

i ©.Heynit Be FBT. iii, 65; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 550: 
O. herbacea Roxb. FI. Ind. 1, 424. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1217, 1270 and 1359. 

No. 1217 found on stony ground in shade, very small. No. 1270 is reported to be 

very abundant in shade at the edge of paths and open spaces. Perhaps the most 

abundant herb that appears to be really indigenous in the Island. 

Distvib._-Throughout India and Ceylon, Tropical Asia to Malay Islands. 

m226) ©. niudicaulis Roth. FBI. iii, 70; Prain, Beng, Pl. 1,560. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1210. 

“Generally on stony ground in the shade of bushes. A very small herb in 

Ficetum.” 

Disivib.—Throughout India not in Ceylon, Java. 

tor. Randia LINN. 

hoot, mMalabarica Wamk, F.B-1: iii, 11Y. 

Gardenia fragrans Koen. Roxb. Cor. Pl. t. 137. 

Posoquenia fragrans Koen. Roxb. Fl. Ind. i. 717. 

Loc.-—Barkuda. Nos. 130rA, 1322. 

“A shrub with white flowers and red berries, not uncommon. In full flower in 

latter part of June.’ 

Distvib.—W. Peninsula from Canara southwards to Ceylon. 

102. Canthium Linn. 

(Plectronia Linn. in Eng. and Prantl.) 

134. C. parviflorum Lamk. F.B.1. iii, 136. 

C. parvifolium Roxb. Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 374; Roxb. FI. Ind. i, 534. 

Plectroma parvifoha Roxb. Eng. and Prantl Pflanz. iv, 4, 92. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1252, 1290 and 1297. 

“A large bush or a small tree in mixed thickets, reduced to a small shrub in 

rocky places. A famine-food of the Uriyas. JIeaves cooked with rice and eaten. 
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The deer also eat it. Very common on the island: flowers in September but also, 
more profusely, from the end of April to June.” 

Distrib.—_-W. Peninsula from Concan southward to Ceylon. 

103. Morinda Linn. 

135. M. tinctoria Roxb. F.B.I. iii, 156; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 573; Roxb. FI. 

Ind. i, 543 in part. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1255. 

““ Not uncommon as a large tree in thickets.” 

Distvib.—Throughout India also Malay Archipelago. Yields the well known 

dye “dari haridra.”’ 
LII. COMPOSITAE. 

104. Vernonia SCHREB. 

1360, Vi cinerea. eless.2) EF Bale itie23 32 

V. cinereva Less) Prain, Beng. .Pl.1; 500. 

Serratula cinerera. Roxb. FI. Ind. iti, 406. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1207, 1237, 1319, 1320, 1343. 

A very variable plant, found in flower at all seasons. No. 1207 obtained from 

the edge of the well is the largest specimen of the collection and has much stouter 

and longer stems than the others. No. 1237 is the smallest. No. 1319, from a heap 

of stones under the shade of trees, has large leaves, No. 1320 is found in rock-wall of 

the pond and resembles 1207, No. 1343 was growing on bare stony soil. 

Distrib.—Throughout India one of the commonest weeds. Also in Tropical 

Asia, Africa and Australia. 
105. Blumea De. 

137. Blumea sp. 
Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1392. 

Springing up in December. 
106. Eclipta LINN. 

138. E. erecta Linn. Mant. Duthie Fl. Gang. Pl. i, 468. 

E. alba Hassk. F.B.I. iii, 304; Prain, Beng. Pl. i, 610. 

E. prostrata Roxb. FA. Ind. iti, 438. 

Loc.—Barkuda. Nos. 1279, 1315, 1472 and 1479. 

Nos. 1279 and 1315 grow at the edge of the pond among stones. No. 1472 isa 

depauperated plant, and No. 1479 which was found on the sandy foreshore on the 

south side of the Island. 

Distrib.—Cosmopolitan in all warm countries. 

107. Tridax LINN. 

139. T. procumbens Linn. F-.B.I. iii, 311; Prain, Beng: Pl 1, O18. 

Loc.—Barkuda. No. 1318. 

“On steps leading to the pond. A weak, straggling herb, by no means common, 

disappearing in dry season.”’ ‘ 

"Distrib. A weed of South America, now well established throughout India. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

PEATE eVaue 

Upper figure.—Unbroken line of Pongamia glabra on the north side of the island. 

Note the plants of Potamogeton pectinatus left hanging on the lower 

branches by the retreating floods. Photo taken in October rg19Q, 

1920. 

Lower figure.—Line of Pongamia glabra on the south side of the island with a single 

tree of Barringtoma acutangula in the foreground. Note the re- 

mains of Potamogeton and algae left on the shore. Photo taken in 

October, 1919. N.Bb.—Owing to violent storms and unusually high 

water level the deposit of weed was scanty in 1919. 

PLATE VIII. 

Upper figure.—Tree of Salvadora persica on rocks on the north side of the island with 

a large Nim behind it. Note the distorted trunk. Photo taken in 

October, IgI9. 

Lower figure.—Trees of Crataeva religiosa and Azadiracthta indica on the east side of 

the island, overwhelmed by lianas (Derris scandens and Acacia 

intsva, the latter in flower). The sand has been washed away from 

the roots of the Crataeva, which has fallen over and sent out 

upright branches from its prone trunk. The Acacia (the stem of 

which is marked with a X) has grown up from the sand directly 

over this tree, while the Derris extends from the neighbouring 

Nim. Inthe background various trees, with dead stems of Jatropha 

gossypifolia in front of them. Photo taken in October, 19109. 

PLATE IX. 

Upper figure.—Another tree of Salvudora persica at the north-west corner of the island. 

Note the stems of Cissus quadrangularis festooned upon its branches. 

Photo taken in October, 1919. 

Lower figure.—Large clump of Opuntia in-the interior of the island, with bushes of 

Glycosmis pentaphylla interspersed with it and surrounded by a 

border of Oldenlandia Heynii. Photo taken in October, 1919. 

PLATE XX: 

Upper figure.—Large Tree-Euphorbia (E. neriifolia) with Cissus quadrangulamis on its 

lower branches. Bushes of Glycosmis pentaphylla and young plants 
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of Opuntia below it ; Dicrostachys cinerea in the background and a 

dwarfed plant of Canthium parviflorum among the stones in front. 

Lower figure.—Tall masses of Euphorbia antiquorum with Cissus quadrangularis trailing 

over them. A branch of Ficus gibbosa on the right ; F. bengalensis 

and Glycosms pentaphylla in the background. Photo taken in 

October, IrgI9. 

PLATE XI. 

Upper figure.—Remains of a large tree of Ficus bengalensis, the living part of which 

is seen in the extreme background. On the left a dead secondary 

trunk with the remains of the branch from which it sprang ; on the 

right a larger trunk occupied by a young tree of Ficus gibbosa. 

In the background on the left masses of Euphorbia antiquorum 

growing on the rock; in the foreground young plants of Opuntia 

diseased plants of Jatropha gossypifolia and seedlings of Glycosmis 

pentaphylla. 

Lower figure.—Herbaceous thickets on cleared land surrounded by trees of Ficus 

infectoria, F. retusa and Ff’. bengalensis. Beyond the shade of the - 

trees the vegetation consists of Tephrosia purpurea, Crotalaria 

striata and Datura fastuosa ; in their shade these plants are replaced 

by Glycosms pentaphylla and seedlings of Anona squamosa. Note 

the precise line of division. Photo taken in October, 1919. N.B. 

—The growth of the Leguminosae was much less dense in 1920 than 

in IgIo. 
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or 2s. 3d.) — 
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D.Se. (Price Re. 1-8; or 2s. 3d.) 
Ashvafpur Copper-plate Grants of Devakhadga.—By GANGA Moan Laskar, M.A. (Price Annas 8; or 10d.) 

VII. Festivals and Folklore of Gilgit.—By GHULAM MUHAMMAD. (Price Rs. 2; or 2s. tod.) 
VIII. Notes on the Bhotias of Almova and British Garhwal.—By C. A. SHERRING, M.A., F.R.G.S., I.C.S. (Price is 

UN ahaka Re. I-5; or 2s. 
Ix. Religion and Cline of the Uraons.—By the late REV. FATHER DEHON, S.J. (Price Rs. 2; or 2s. tod.) 
&. Notes on the Fauna of a Desert Tract in Southern India (Herpetology and Entomology). —By N. ANNANDALE, ; 

; D.Sc., C.M.Z.S., with a list of Mammals by R. C. WrRouGHTON, F.E.S. (Price Rs. 2; or 2s. 10d.) i 
XI. Amuiets as Agents m the Prevention of Disease in Bengal. —Compiled in the Office of the Superintendent of 
) Ethnography, Bengal. (Price Annas 12; or Is. 2d.) 

XII. Earth-Eating und the Harth-Eating Habit in India. —By D. HOOPER and H. H. Mann. (Price Re.1; or 1s. 6d.) 
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SIGNS. 

* Means the word is in Haughton’s Dictionary and in the Prakritibad Abhidhan. 

+ Means the word is in Haughton and not in the other. 

t{ Means the word is in the Prakritibad Abhidhan and not in Haughton. 

§ Means the word is in Prakritibodh Abhidhan. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Corrup. } =corruption, corrupted. 
erp. 
fr: = from. 

gen. gener. = general, generally. 

perh. = perhaps. 

prob. = probably. 

q.v. = quod vide, ‘‘ which see.” 

Skt., = Sanskrit. 

Conjunct. ¥ with a dot under 
: : his pronounced distinctly as y; thus kya. 
it as in @J 

@ with a dot under it is pronounced 2. 



PRR ANCE, 

During the whole of my service in Bengal it was my practice to note down every 

Bengali word that I did not know, and in this way the collection of words formed a 

large vocabulary at the end. The lists were then compared with Haughton’s Bengali 

Dictionary, with the Prakritibad-abhidhan of Shyamacharan Karmakar and with 

the Prakritibodh-abhidhan of Asutosh Deb. Words in my lists that were found in 

any of those three dictionaries were generally struck out, unless they had locaij 

meanings not mentioned there, and only those words were retained in the Vocabulary 

which did not appear in any of those dictionaries or which, if they did occur there, 

had meanings not noticed there. I had some thought of utilizing the Vocabulary 

for a Bengali Dictionary, but that did not prove to be feasible, and at length I 

offered it to the Asiatic Society. The Society has accepted it favourably and has 

now published it. 

This Vocabulary will be useful for three purposes. First, it preserves verna- 

cular words and meanings which are not generally known and might be lost in time. 

Secondly, it helps to trace the modifications of words and their meanings, for a word 

that is puzzling in one district may appear in another district in a form or with a 

meaning that elucidates it at once: thus, the expression @ii@4 “everything” in 

Chittagong is strange, but becomes intelligible when compared with caalewfert “ every- 

thing”? in Dacca. Thirdly, it will aid the elucidation of the composite nature of the 

Bengali language: thus, in the phrase cata crit “children’”’ the second word is no 

doubt Dravidian, being the Telugu pzlla, Kanarese pille, Tamil pillar, ‘‘ child.” 

Perhaps compare also Telugu bidda, ‘child,’ and Tamil vidala7, ‘‘ male-child.” 

F. EH, PARGITER, 

Oxford, May, 1923. Indian Civil Service (retired). 





VOCABULARY OF PECULIAR VERNACULAR BENGALI WORDS. 

By F. E. PARGITER, M.A. 

SI 

sare (corrupt. of At), adv., now, at the present time. Chzt. 

asi (from A negative and Fes, to cut), adj., uncut, unfelled (as jungle); so primi- 

tive, virgin, thick-grown (as forest). Ray. 

SER 
APA 
*ae (Skt. past part. Ha, anointed), adj., soft, flaccid, weak, sickly. Mald. 

Rata fea, (perhaps from at+ la s.,) first day cf a month. ess. 

Hai] +facs, v.n., to go to stool. Chit. 

*a seit! (Skt., receiving gifts first), s., a low class of brahmans to whom presents are 

first made at a feast. Jess. 

aeifa (prob. from Ws wonderful), adv., inexplicably, unaccountably ; unexpectedly, 

suddenly. Raj. [The dict. gives with this meaning aIwts4 and salsa and 
the derivation ai@+W~+ which seems doubtful. | ; ; 

*afs (Skt., exceedingly), adv., exceedingly, very much ; e.g. #4vla Afs (the mosquitoes) 

bite terribly. Bak. 

*afonta (Skt.), s., diarrhoea; dysentery; cholera. F. Beng. 

364 (corrupt. of Skt. 4#4), adv., together, in one place. Chit. 
HS= US, g.v., Chit. 
aaqe (*Sq8, endless), s., a kind of armlet. 24-Pargs. and gen. 

Baticr (vile. for AataicA loc., without effort), adv., easily. Hug. 

*agd, s., interval; distance; e.g. ABCA, /oc., at a distance. 

Bist (from BM negative and *s4 a settlement), adj., not leased out, unleased 

(applied to land). 

aria (corrupt. of A712), s., afternoon. ess. 

aarafs (from Skt. way, to shake out), s., a system of medicine which consists in the 

use of magical, drastic and dangerous drugs and remedies. aj. 

aah (prob. A negative and 4la, affection), s., dislike, revulsion from love. Jess. 

FAS, s., exercise, practice; habit, course of conduct, Raj. Accustoming babies to 

bear the heat of the sun by laying them out in the sun. 24-Pargs. 

3%, adv., off and on, occasionally. Mald. 

aa] (szay through *si ?), s., wild buffalo. Chit. 
*afeitS, v.n., to light upon, fall upon, accrue. Bak. 

5 = 8%, g.v. E. Beng. 
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aad (from H negative and 4%, applied, attached), ad7., not leased out, unleased, un- 

settled (applied to land). 

* Sytem 

sete (from sos separate), adv., separate, apart. 

ital 
qee (from 3+ fb, impurity), s., the prohibition arising from an act entailing impu- 

tity, taboo. E.g., a person may not marry on a day on which a relative has 

given birth to a child, and to do so is me@t@ Ffats. Dac. 

WTS =HAeT. Raj. 

WN =ASER. Dac. 

ofa (from Gel origin), adj., original, pristine ; applied to riverine lands which have 

never been diluviated within the knowledge of man, as opposed to bai qg.v. Raj. 

*4 (corrupt. of WTeTx, spreading out ?), s., plastering. Mald. 

*ag{q (from | negative and 7", a place), s., the private parts (especially the female) ; 

back parts. 

ST 
ai, the letter @. It is however very commonly pronounced (and written) 4 e in Central 

Beng., especially if = or 4 occurs in the following syllable; e.g. jele for afer, a 

fisherman; mere for sta, he beats; jen? for Sfa, I know; cac# theke for atfew, from ; 

In the termination —af7 of the past tense of verbs, the 31 is commonly pronounced 

u in Cent. Beng., e.g. gelum for carats, I went ; parilum for vifeeta, I fell; mepilum 

(both changes), for aft, T measured. 

=| (Skt. # negative), a negative prefix, used in forming words, e.g. ala (a bad period), 

a time of famine, Bog. are, g.v., Jess. alsa, g.v., Raj. atts, g.v., Hug. arr, 

a place where there is no proper path, 24-Pargs. 

ayeai (for aif), s., ridge of earth dividing fields. E. Beng. 

aera =aifaa, g.v. Maid. 
Be (corrupt. of act), prep. and adv., before, in front of. Cut. 

await, adj., closed but not fastened (as a door). Jess. 

SSG (deriv. unknown), s., fodder for cattle. Raj. 

RSG=MG, g.v. Chit. 

BBV (prob. from #3f¥, across), s., trees or branches stuck fast in water, snag. Pub. 

atSfG (= safe), a large paddy basket. Raj. 
HSA (corrupt. of Blea), s., fire. Chit. 

xOBA (),¢ a woman), s., a title applied to married women. Raj. 

awa = eae, the suffix forming nouns of agency. Jess. 

ae, with 44, a kitchen. Chit. 

area, s., a small gola or granary (= Gules Jess: 

eal ia, 
satin ¢ SKt: 414), s. (with or without «l), the aus or early rice (paddy) which is 

reaped about Sept.—Octr.; but in Chit. a quick-growing rice which may be grown 

in the autumn, cold season or spring according to the condition of the land. 

ale a (onomatop. ?), s., inarticulate noise, meaningless sound. Ray. 
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aieq (perh. atefacs, to ooze, trickle), s., a small water-way (in an embankment) (=p%1). 

Chit. 

aitea] (Pers. s),] scattered), adj., unclaimed (as property, waifs and strays). Cit. 

Be (corrup. of mfx), pron., I. Chit. 
atta (Eng. auger), s., an auger. 24-Pargs. 

@{b, s., a guess. Hug. 

SIbG, s., furrow. Rang. 
scala (x8lbeil), s., the loose upper part of a woman’s Sari. 24-Pargs. 

*aiibai, s., the edge or hem of a garment, dict. A fringe, broidered fringe. Pub. 

ae =aAel, g.v. Tip. 
ao = aw. 24-Pargs. 

SG (AG, g.v.), s., a bamboo rail (used for hanging things on in a house). Jess. 

Mel (=A), s., a trench. Jess. 
aIf%, s., part of a bamboo with one node, forming a kind of cup. Jess. 

aifea (Skt. sag, a testicle; comp. Hindi aa, having large testicles), s., a bull. 

Ste, (perhaps 18244 ) s., lying-in room. 24-Pargs. see NSA 

ain (corrup. of sisal), pron., we. Chit. 

stAeN (?) (see StbeTI), s., a bairagi’s alms-bag. Jess. 

No) Mo (sea ?), s., mutual enmity. 24-Pargs. 

Blswl, adj., costly, dear, expensive. Hug. 

stent> (from BAT AIS), adv., before or behind. Jess. 

#ON%] (said in the dict., to be corrupt. of 3f8#l from Skt. Hatt and afrat, a fire-place ; 

but see #15), s., a hole or small pit dug in the ground and used as a fire-place 

for cooking. Ray. 

stb) (from 1 negative and 4ibi, cut), adj., uncut, unreaped. Jess. 

at#ia1 (from Si negative and #13, wood), adj., not having good wood, not vielding 

valuable timber (as mango trees, babul trees, etc.). Raj. 

MNS (see Hl), s., mud hearth (=ata). Aug. 

emt (Sl negative and $a, time), s., time of famine. Bog. 

aif, s., kind of ear-ring. Jess. 

aleolecS (from o4) seizing, intercepting ?), v.a., to go in front of a person and stop 
him (when running away), to intercept. Jess. see alafu sifewcs. 

Stel (corrupt. of siAl), adj., castrated, gelt. 
mete (corrupt. of Ale), s., hostility, ill-feeling. Dac. 

ae (from oA))=s¢2e which ismorecommon. F. Beng. 
Sato, s., arm-pit. Dac. 
aiifa (from tz or less properly ot, sugar-cane), s., sugar-cane field. Bardh 

alfaal (connected no doubt with s1aGi, an assembly or place for singing, dancing etc.), 
s., a place where bairagis live and perform their devotions, ete., Dac. A hermit- 
age, (Chit. 

SNCAF (or Ble, from sl), s., hostility, enmity, ill-feeling, animosity. E. and C. 
Beng. 

sical (see sifeai), s., Hindu temple. Chit. 
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ater = sests. EL. Beng. 
att c#lta (from sit, front and c#la, flank, side), s., front, prow (of a boat). Ray. 

att sifute= sate sifers. Ray. 
aA (for sicatw, from at and ys, to guard), s., ajhamp-door made of hogla leaves, C. 

Beng. The place where a jhamp-door is fastened to the door-post. Pub. 

aye sifucs, v.a., to go in front of a person in order to stop him, to intercept. Raj. 

attr (corrupt. of 2nd Fut. particip. atfaeq, which shall come ?), adv., in future. 

Dac. 

sain (from S84, foremost, anterior), s., the extremity or top or point (of anything) ; 

the prow (of a boat); source, beginning (of a river). Sundbn., Chit. 

ats (Turk. ! prob.), s., an Afghan, a Kabuli. 24-Pargs. 

alate (for otf; from att, q.v.), s., the top portion of a bamboo. Raj. See 

ost era. 
aiats) (Si negative and 8, a tree; i.e. a worthless tree), s., plants or trees that spring 

up of themselves, weeds. Hug. 

aims (from BAYH, g.v.), s., prow (of a boat); top (of a tree). Chit. 

aint (from Ba, g.v.), s., prow (of a boat), E. Beng. Adv., infront, ahead. How. 

aiattfa (from NN, g.v.), s., end, extremity. E> Beng. 

sapnfera (from ay, g.v.; see also afta), s., upper part of a bamboo stem. Ray. 

safe (from B34, foremost, anterior), adv., forward, before, ahead, first ; very commonly 

used as a cry for help, F. Beng.; ate feats, I remonstrated, protested, forbade. 

Dac. Also Sta. 

Beets (from Ale), v.v.. to go forward, advance; to come forward, approach; to 

advance, progress; to prosper, succeed. EF. Beng. and Raj. 

xe (corrupt. of aft), s., fire: ate *ealet5, to get warmth from a fire. Jess. 

stn, adj., unploughed. 

aap (from ata, the front part and bia, thatched roof), s., verandah (of a kutcha 

house). aj. 

d 

oa" (from osc), s., the ’aqd ceremony in a wedding. C/ut. 

alzi (from 4}, foremost, anterior ?), s., the cloth that covers a woman’s breast. Jess. 

S21, corrupt. of Ble, loose. Jess. 

abAw|, s., straw-stack. 

SbIG, s., handle (of a knife, sickle or any other instrument). 

YbIFY (from biG), s., handle (of a sickle, etc). ess. 

ap (corrupt. of Atos, a fracture, scratch ?), s., scratch. Chit. 

HFSS = HTHISTS. Jess. 
OSG, s., firm land, solid ground (distinguished from made-up soil such as a filled-up 

tank). 24-Pargs. 

SSvi (from S| prep. and SUIs7%, to free, scatter ?), s.,a harrow. /ess. 

HSetscs (from Bi prep. and Beles, to set free ?), v.a., to lift (a person) up and then 

throw (him) down. Jess. 

HISYw (connected with the proceeding), s., lifting up and then throwing down. Jess. 

aBIG, s., a covert, hiding-place. Sundbn. 

d 

d 
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seta, ad7., (land) with paddy-stubble remaining on it. Raj. 

aifee1=foa, he was. Chit. 

alfeaty —foas, Iwas. Chit. 

<ae le, adv., to-day and yesterday, lately, recently. 

aie, s., clasping around (a person’s body) with both arms. Chit. It is pronounced 

HS] on Trp. 

Aste, (for alawtecs from aMafacts, to close, shut), v.a., to shut, close (asadoor). Tip. 

aNeiF4, s., a workman’s leisure time after work is done. Chit. 

aitett (from lol), s., the call to prayers (among Mohammedans). Chit. 

aleifa (from aie, to-day), adv., to-day. Hug. 

aifeal (ste), adv., to-day. Chit. 
*SISal (bronounced short), s., a command, order. cq Ai, or shortly BAe, is commonly 

used as an interjection sigmfying obedience, compliance ; then extended to indicate 

assent, respect, doubt, interrogation, etc. 

aiett, corrupt. of mui. L. Beng. 

aes (from sb, obstruction), adj., excommunicated ; shunned (by one’s friends), 
Colts 

alba, s., boundary. 

aie 7S) (from a3, eight and #4, a watch of three hours ; fit., a man who ison duty 

all day and night), s., a paik. Pub. 

ab ate (prob. from bl, any sticky substance), adv., very close to, contiguously, 

adjacently. Mald. 

Hibifa (from sbi, any sticky substance, or connected with abt, a tick), s., a leech. 

Bak. 

Sioa (prob. from Albi, any sticky substance), adj., having remains of food, uncleaned 

after a meal (as a plate), greasy. Jess. 

as cafe (from as, eight and caf, a curve ?; but see aecafs), s., an anklet worn above 
the mal anklet, Mald. A girl’s net-work-like anklet. /ess. 

aw (from sw, athwart, across), s., a horizontal bamboo rail (for hanging things on), 

Jess. cp. M8. Standing with the hands raised and the palms outwards (to pre- 

vent a person from coming against one). Chit. 

Blwey, ad7., set with gems, jewelled. 24-P. 

MNS cHlen (from MG, across and «cela, the bosom ?), s., an embrace (?), e.g. MG cHlata 

#faai, holding (a person) up in one’s arms. Jess. 

xa@IG| (from *S{%, across and ¥, fence, fortification), s., a rough fence of stakes, 

Chit.; any place fenced in; a pound; a stable; a carriage-shed. 

aeocr (from «atv, across and xb, the eye), adv., looking side-ways, in a peeping 

manner, 2. Beng: 

xe (from Bll, a rail?; so det., a railed-in spot ?), s., a warehouse. 

alurafe (from #3{¥, across and caf#, a curve? but see as caf), s., a silver anklet of 

a particular curved shape. Raj. 

ael, s., a trench, ditch. Jess. Mald. See aww. 

Oi, s., small wage. Chit, 

€ 
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sate (from af, athwart, across), s., a cross-rafter (in a thatched roof), gen. A cross- 

bar in the frame of a bullock-cart, Raj. A partition, fence, Dac. 

Hi, s., small embankment of a bari. C/ut. The side, bank (of a tank). Howr 

Swi, s., jungle, thicket. Bog. 

Aw afS (from Aly, across), adv., across, athwart, gen. Crossing directly (as a direct 

road). - fess. 

aify, s., a large basket for storing paddy. Raj. 
aifees (from AW’, across ?), v.a., to ward off, parry; to guard. Maid. 

SCA = stfu, Jess. 

*oBB1, s., term of duty, spell of work (as of a pilot between two places). Raz. 

ASG, s., ditch, trench. Raj. 

ais! (from Ae, an egg ?), s., a ball of mud (used by children in play); a billiard ball, 
hence Sto) 24, a billiard room. 

ate (from at, the knee ?) *{8 (in grafting), the stem which carries the graft. Hug. 

arsta, s., furrow made by a piough. Jess. 

oisfa tisfa, (corrup. of Alga F154) s., convulsive movements, spasm. Jess. 

aietecs (from Sts, the hand ?), v.a., to feel with the hand. Dac. 

asta, s., vagina, pudenda. Bog. 

olga (Skt. BTqu), adj., sick; BIg4 44, a woman’s lying-in chamber, confinement 

room. Jess. 

wea, s., the throwing (of a missile), hurling (of a spear). Svyéh. 

arate (corrupt. of loc, enmity), s., enmity, strife; quarrel, dispute. Cent. Beng. 

airs (prob. from afft, beginning ; first, prior), ad7., real, genuine, true, Raj. Principal 

(as rent, excluding all cesses and exactions). Jess.; Bak. 

aiMG, s., low jungle, scrub, under-wood. Raj. 

aif4 (from a4, half), s., the system of cultivating land by which the cultivator and 

his landlord get half the produce each. WN. Beng. 

atfamta (from aif4+ jlo ), s., the cultivator in the a@dhi system. N. Beng. 

aifeaa =aifanta. Jalp. 
otf cates, s., a bolak (g.v.) without the pendants. Chit. 
aiiela, s., dysentery. Chit. 

Tee (= Sluts), adv., about, nearly, approximately. Tv. 
saitulet, s., general talk, rumour, gossip. 

aN (S1 negative and 7%, a path), s., a place where there is no path. 

*BAW1, bronoun., genit. case, one’s own; used commonly as (1) equivalent to Atala 

in describing brothers and sisters and (2) excluding cousins; e.g. aq Bt, one’s 

own full brother. 

acta ; sicvita fre S375, to be compromised, be settled amicably (as a law suit). 

state (from sb), cultivated), s., cultivation of waste or forest land, gen.: the initial 

rent-free period in a lease for reclaiming jungle land, Bak. (especially by the 

Mags). 

alta (from A prep. and at, speech), adj., quarrelsome. Chit. 
siatet a, s., bullock. Dac. 
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adie, s., a castrated ox, a bullock (=w~awl). Jess. 

SJ, s., grandmother. Mald. 

alae, adv., indistinctly. Jess. 

HNASKISTS, v.a., to shut, close (as a door). Tip. 

awl (corrupt. of Salt, g.v.), s., the initial rent-free term in a lease for reclaiming 

jungle land. Bak. | . 

awa, adj., beyond one’s sight, out of view ; concealed (by something intervening), 

hiding from view. 

*os (Skt. BTA), s.. mango. aly ACD Gatsts, to burn (a person). Chit. 

Sasa, s., the portion of the verandah (in front of the door of a mud-walled house) 

which is separated off by walls from the rest of the verandah on either side. 

aire (from ec ), s., (1) action, practice, c.g. at SBlfacs, v.a., to perform, carry out, 

accomplish. FE. Beng; (2) administration, governance (o/ten with the jingle Bia 

added). 

AAS (prob. from negative and afscs, to speak), s., silence. Chit. 

saint (from Sq{9, unworthy of regard), s. or adj., disregarding, denying, e.g. aly 

@acs, to deny, contradict. Maid. 

atts (from —ile)), s., a deposit. altts face, to gather together, place together 
ina bundle. Jess. 

Olfrel, s., jute. Maid. 
ait (prob. corrupt. of sei, g.v.), inter7. commonly used interrogatively, or during 

hesitation, or simply as an expletive. Cut. 

ola%, s., market. Rang. 

aloi, s., extension of time. Chit. 

air, s., certainty, precise knowledge. Maid. 

SNAG 4, s., the constables’ house at a thana; the peons’ room ina zamindari cut- 

cherry. Dac. 

ay = Ale. §=Mald. i 

Seri: sei $fac5, to lift up, raiseup. Bog. 
oleil (Hindi atat), affix signifying possessing, e.g. biel FfG ale, adj., possessed of 

money, monied, a capitalist. Raz. 

ae sf (from sya, a ridge of earth), adj., close to an Ali, having the same 4li, con- 

tiguous (as plots of land). Mald. 

atts (from ~~e, mark, sign), s., trace, indication, Pub. The space included within 
specified boundaries. Dac. 

SNe Aa (corrupt. of sett Arar ?), s., conversation, intimacy. Chut. 

sofa (Skt. atfa), s., a ridge of earth dividing fields, gen. See a2a. 

alfeatal (from aif, a ridge of earth), s., a person who has ‘the same boundary as 

another, the holder of contiguous land. Mald. 

aifeal (connected with atfaf*tal, a cornice on the top of a house—Dict. and prob. from 

aie, a line, a ridge), s., a parapet around the roof of a house. Maid. 

He (Si negative and afsc5, to be in contact with), adj., unconnected, separate, gen. 

Loose, crumbled (as earth), Wald, Unfastened, half-opened, ajar (as a door); 

t 
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unenclosed, open, ¢.g. Mi! 44, a shed without walls. Distinct, different ; other, 

another. E. Beng. 

alae, s., a stout staff. Bak. 
al] (see BB), s., a rail hung by a string at each end (used for hanging things on). 

Raj.; 24-Pargs. 

aH (from 4./)1, better, best ?), adj., best, superior in quality (applied to land). Sund. 

oat’ (Skt. steTe 2), s., a poor fellow against whom one cannot be severe, either be- 

cause of his poverty or because he is dear to one (applied to ratyats, whose rents 

are in arrears, but against whom one does not wish to take full legal measures). 

Bak. ; 

BMS (= «TI2) s., the asvattha or holy fig tree. 

aceite (from tle, a lover ?), s.,a paramour. Jess. 

sass (from Pers. (641, friendship), s., acquaintance, familiarity, Diction.; but 

generally an illicit intimacy between a man and woman, a liaison. 

alo (from Ws), num., eight. Chit. 

saa (from ,as, the time of prayer before sunset), s., the prayer before sunset (among 

Mohammedans). Chit. 

aA, s., the upper end of a sari, that passes around a woman’s breast and head. 

Jess. see Scola and spat. 
acs (Pers. oh! ), s., sleeve. How. » 

- 

att (from BM prep. and 774, bathing), s., bathing. Madd. 

a\fea, s., a natural reservoir of water. Hug. 

= 
=, the letter 7. But the termination 2a is commonly pronounced e in Cent. Beng., 

e.g. mere for afaal having beaten; jele for aifaa, a fisherman ; 

2, pronoun, this; 284, his. Chit. 

eas (loc. case of pron. «), adv., here, in this place. Chit. 

ata (connected with 2#i, a sort of reed or grass—dict.), s., a kind of reed (used for 

making tattis). Dac. 

Sajia, adv., hither. Chit. 

354 (from .4], permission ?), s., the consent given by the bride at a Mohammedan 

marriage. E. Beng. 

3555 (from +, honour, respect), s., honour, fair name, good repute. 2559 fas, to 

outrage (a woman’s) modesty, to ravish, rape. 

ola (from pron. 4), pron., nomin. plur., these things. Dac. 

34| (from pron. 4), pronom. adj., this. Chit. 

Sf@ (probably from 3, this and fats, direction), adv., hither, in this direction. C/ut. 

aj (pron. base %), pron., this (person or thing), Cit. 24) #54, this much. Chit. 

ai (from pron. 4), adv., so, thus. Chit. i 

att (from pron. 4), pron., this (thing). Chit. 

aft (corrupt. of «itt ?), adv., here, in this place. Cyt. 

AS 

AXP AS AS 

49 
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' Bx, s., the shaft of a plough. Chit. 
8% {6a (from French escritoire), s., a small box. Raj. 

2a (Eng. screw), s., a screw. 

BA, inter)., expressing hesitation, or used when hesitating. Jess. 

G 
G, pronoun, that. baa, his. Chit. 
BIF=VrF, prep., on, upon. Chit. 
Sal, particle (=i, fb), used with numerals and pronouns to denote things and with 

nouns to particularise, e.g. AfS Gai, seven things; * Gai, how many (things); ¢é 

als Ga, that particular night. Chit. See ea. 
Gee, adv., there, in that place. Chit. 
Bsa (Eng. will), s., a will, a testament. 

GSP% (pronounced wiskt), s., the portion of a thatched roof projecting beyond the 

walls, the eave. Mald. 

Gate (pronounced wiski; prob. connected with Gf#~5, to stir up, excite), s., hard 
breathing, difficult breathing. Mald. 

GSfscs (pronounced wiskite; from G8f*), v.n., to breathe hard or with difficulty. 

Mald. 

GS (corrupt. of G#i, a torch), s., a wisp of straw, a torch. Mald. 

Gfé (connected with —%], sickness at the stomach, inclination to vomit), s., vomiting. 

Mald. See Giofa. 
Gfee (from Uw,, an agent, representative), s. (I) an authorized agent, especially in 

legal matters; (2) one of the highest class (vakil) of legal practitioners ; (3) the 

agent for the bride (?) in a Mohammedan marriage ceremony. 

vga, s..a louse. Chit. 

Ufofel (connected with Gi, g.v., and Gpfects, to toss about), s., vomiting. Mald. 

Gfoatec5 (from Gfbfar), v.2., to vomit. Mald. 

Gop! (corrupt. of eaf4, a plant ?), s., a kind of vegetable. FE. Beng. See Gi. 
VHleS (from GF, g.v., with perhaps alfArs, to come), v.1., to approach direct, go 

straight towards. Its imperative tats, “come straight here!” is used as a cry 

Tonelli. wt ipe7e: 

Balq (Urdu wis), from *BH), adj., and adv., up-stream, against the tide; opposed to 

Sift qg.v. 

Gala (from VR, blazing), s.,a torch made of a bundle of split bamboos. Chit. 

wg (prob. from Sansk. root Ya, tomake straight or #q, straight), adj., right in front ; 

. Straight, up-right. EF. Beng. 

Be\ (from Skt. va; Hindi sat and Har), adj., high, lofty. 

BoRtS (caus. of Gofsts which means the same; deriv. uncertain), v.a., to seek, 

search for, hunt about for. Raj. 

Gis WES (from ists, to rise up), v.7., to stand out, to keep off (from the land or 
from another boat); opposed to bif% aiface, g.v. uautical: (2) to emigrate (with 

-ablat.). 
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UG, adv., there, to that place. Chit. 

Ges}s (prob. for Gers), s., ejectment. Pub. 

BS (from —-,, time), wsed in composition to denote time, e.g. CRC, when? Chit. 

*Geats (Skt.), s., bother, trouble, annoyance, vexation. /ess. 

vem efe, s., struggling together. Raj. 

Gra (prob. corrup. of Gla, g.v.), adj., open (as the lid of a box). Raj. 

Bret, adj., stark naked. Chit 

Balt (prob. from Skr. yeta, unrestrained, free), adj., having the lid open (as a box). 
Dac. 

bail, (prob. same as GUTH, g.v.), adj., unenclosed, unfenced, open. Chit. 

Calta =Gaics, pron., him (honorific). 24-Pargs. 
vf (prob. from 8, that and fac, direction), adv., in that direction, thither. Cyut. 

Gala, s., mud hearth (=aefs, ¢.v.). Hug. Also Gala and Gya. 

wfaan, see fara. Chit. 

GYs (Geaqal), adv., facing northwards. Chit. 
xoAntS (from 6% and *fS), s., a gallant, paramour; a prostitute’s chief paramour. 
*o4, adv., upon: GAA 22a ABTS, to fall face downwards. C. Beng. 

SrAecs (from Skt. yufx, upwards), v.a., to pull up, root up. Jess. 

*Gafq (Skt.), adv., upon, above, in addition to: Gx»fa Bafa sfacs, to work for another, 
work for hire. Bak. 

Bal, pron., that (person or thing). Chit. Gal #54, that much. Chit. 

844 (prob. connected with G14, see above: the dictionary gives SY and Gqw with 

this meaning), adv., lying on one’s breast, lying face downwards, prone. 

G¥Ys (perhaps corrupt. of Bxfacs, loc. case from Bafa), prep., on, upon (= Ga). Dac. 
Gq (prob. corrup. of Balt, knowledge as founded on comparison), s., accurate k now- 

ledge, certainty. Bak. ' 

* Ga (from eel, uneducated, illiterate), adj., ignorant, doltish; G4 cal, a country- 

tellow ignorant of the ways of towns and law-courts, a mere rustic, a country 

bumpkin. 

Bat (prob. from Skt. root Sm, to cover; and also connected with GG, a chaddar), 

s., a woman’s upper garment, the cloth that covers her breast. Mald. 

wa, s., the thigh. Sylh. 

$a\ (perhaps corrup. of |«!,a porch, a shed), s., a buffalo-shed. Chit. 

Gis, s., a tattoo mark above the bridge of the nose (it is usually made in childhood, 

but the practice is dying out). Jess. 

GF (see Gat above), s., a chaddar of fine transparent cloth. Dac. 

fa, s., a short coat or jacket (like a police constable’s jumper). Maid. 
fw 

d 

ql, adj., wearing an urdi. Mald. 

BH: (prob. corrup. of Iu, a porch), s., verandah. 24-Pargs. 

ba, s., the front eave (of a house). 24-Pargs. 

Ga, s., a downward slope, declivity, decline. 24-Pargs. 

| (prob. corrup. of Gavi), s., thatching grass. Ray. cal 

Gf (Gal), adj., sloping downward. 24-Pargs. 
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Wr, s., white ant. E. Beng. 
*GciibCS, v.n., to be reversed ; Gabi faa, the following day, next day. Mald. 
GVABISCS (caus. of GaieTS), v.a., to overturn, upset. Chit. 

Gal (corrupt. of ‘saf4, a plant ?), s., a kind of vegetable. E. Beng. See Gm. 

v 
Ss, s., a machan or raised place in a house for placing paddy-baskets. Chit. 

BH=VE.  Chut. 
we (corrup. of GY and G4, an otter), s., an otter. E. Beng. 
wal, adj., straight and upright (applied to a cow’s horns). Chit. 

BAS (Joc. case, corrup. from Ge, the thigh), adv., up to the thigh, as high as the 

thighs. LE. Beng. | 

al 
afa, s., a low caste, partly Mohammedan but chiefly Hindu, which deals in hides, 

makes shoes, etc. FE. Beng. 

c) 
4, the letter ce. At the beginning of certain words, such as 44, 4%, “A, etc., it has 

the sound of the last vowel in the word #aji (a daughter); this is especially the 

case in and around Calcutta. 

“ie ate ata (d¢., one or half a time), once or so, very rarely. ay. 

ge ali (Ge and jos ), adj., made at one throw, made as a whole, e.g. “te awe 

efarl, a general measurement (of a large area) at once. 

“etta (4 and GUS, to eat), adv., joint in food, (living) in commensality. 7p. 

_ 4 alata (4% and altifa, g.v.), adv., continuously, consecutively. Raj. 

FSI (corrupt. of “i#4), adv., in one place, together. 

“ele (from 4, one), adj., adherent, touching, contiguous. Raj. 

“ifeeq (corrup. of 44), adv., in one place, together. 

atta (from Pers. «6, kindred), s.,a kinsman, an agnate relation. aj. 

4eq (corrup. from at, the front), adv., in front. 24-Pargs. 

4@l (pronounced éda; prob. =, this), a particle used during hesitation. Jess. 

* qui (from «f&7S, to loosen, relinquish), adj. (1) untethered, free, roaming at pleasure ; 

Jess.; (2) slightly open, ajar (as a door), Raj.; [(3) of thin make, of a single thick- 

ness (as matting), Clit. See 4a |. 

BIST (TFLfGCS), v.a , to let off, let go, set free, e.g. CFB Bk fara vivla, if any one gives 

(him) a bribe, he lets him off. Bak. 

“ifts (= aise, g.v.), v.a., to ward off, etc. Maid. 

fUrs, v.a., to put, place, keep. Chit. 

“ICG, adv., to this place, here. Chit. 

“ifeata, adv., now. 

MS (=S;, prob. loc. case of 4, “in this’’) 
Chit. 

adv., with: e.g. colata “tS, with vou. 
J 
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“ial, numer., one (thing =4svi). Bog. 

* gala (4 and ala), adv., this time; this season, this year; lately, recently. Jess. 

aft (4aqat+3) , adv., just so, simply, in the state in which a thing is, e.g. fefa aafa 

faaicsa, he has gone just as he was; of* faite faal for fe «aft for, do you re- 
cognize it by any sign or do you simply recognize it as it is ? 

4a (gen. of «), pron., of this. Bak. and gen. 

“ial (4 2+), adj., of a single thickness, of thin make (as matting), Chit. Cp. cial. 

“ia (e165), adj. (1) free, open, unconfined (as a door, etc.); 4a afG, a bari unenclosed 

with walls or fence; (2) free, unrestrained, loose (as a woman’s hair when un- 

bound), e.g. “icalt#4t, having the hair flowing free, 24-Pargs.; (3) without settled 

purpose, random, fortuitous, e.g. “i cv, at random, How. 

“tat, adv., so (= 44a). 24-Pargs. 
— 

f 
*@ pron., that, that very (one); that same, the same, ditto; that there, yon, yonder ; 

that further (one); ¢.g. 4 4a, the year before last year. 

co} 

*@, pron., that, yonder (the most distant of objects considered); \¢ 4944, the year be- 

fore last. 

“b\ (perhaps from 9}, g.v.), s., the ground below the eaves of a house. /ess. 
s 

e% (from ¢ ,#,, an event, occurrence), s., an event, occurrence, especially the commis- 

sion of acrime. EF. Beng. Also AF. 

gem, numeral, one (person or thing). Chit. 

*ee_q (perhaps from jae excuse, apology), s., awaiting, expectance, tarrying for. Dac. 

*eai,s., a kabiraj, medical man. Dac. 

eb\= 931. Dac. 

<3) (from Skt. ¥q and wf), s., earthen steps or stairs, especially at the entrance of 

a house; Dae 

eY (the dictionary gives #4) s., end, limit, extremity. Mald. 

sul (past part. of <f8tS), adj., wrapped round, swathed. Maid. 

ors (Urdu ling] and 4y!, to cover one’s self), v.a. to wrap around, swathe, envelop. 

Mald. 

ea, s., basket for collecting cow-dung (=c7¥m). Chit. 

eqs (the dictionary gives saf¥, width and el4, wide, width), adi., wide, broad. Jess. 

e7a| (Urdu Ital a porch), s..a verandah. Dac. 

ewtya (from eta a teacher and termin. 6 ?), s.. a head mason who superintends the 

building (of a house, etc). Dac. 

62] ¢fS (onomatop.?), s., ery, noise, hubbub, row. Jess. 
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f 

# (pronounced kha like the Arabic ¢ ; corrup. of #5), pron., how many ? Chit. 

#2 (pronounced koi; from Skt. pron. #&, who, which), adv., where ?, in what place ? 

It is used to express strong and contemptuous negation, e.g. $8 al, where is 

there a road ? there is no road at all. Chit. 

#441, s., a clasp, fastening (in an ornament). Ray. 

#b, s., a small pile or heap (of money). Pub. 

#b| (see @f%), s., a twig, small branch. 
foifel (prob. #bi), adj., consisting of scrub, bushy (applied to the low jungle which 

springs up after forest has been cut down). 24-Pargs. 

afb (see #f2), s., small branch, twig, switch. Chit. 
eon4d, (from 2bq¥)s., a mule. Chit. 

#zlaa (prob. corrup. of 44), a quarrel), s., a quarrel, dispute. C/uvt. 

afeai (corrup. of Fie, the liver), s., the liver. Cut. 

*efee (Skt. afgat, a bambo branch), s., a small bamboo branch, bamboo twig, gen. 
A thin bamboo fence. Hug. 

#oi4, s., a large kind of wild rat. Bak. 

#pal, s., a small round box or case, Jess. A small metal box or casket. Maid. 

#¥, s., part, portion, e.g. cata Ya $Y, the east portion of the field ; atGHa CHa FCG, in 

the latter part of the month. Mald. 

@ule (from #b{2, a shallow iron boiler), s., a low pot with a large mouth. Chit. 

*afu, s., an ear-ring. Raj. 

ais ava (from fs, a necklace and Jw, exchange), s., 
formed by exchanging neck-garlands. 24-Pargs. 

*#5, pron., how many ?; #5 a, #5 aft, or F9 4A, adj., how much ? 
(applied to land). Cut. 

$y. (0%, stature),'s., stature. Dac. 

SHS (PS+ CGA), adj., how much? Chit. 

$f, s., a thump with the elbow, given downwards. E. Beng. 

FAS, adv. (1) interrog., whither ?; (2) indefinite, in some direction. Chit. 

Sritb1 (from Fle+fb 2), s., forehead. Dac. 
Fevila, s., the forehead. 77 7fUcs, v.z., to be ruined. Jess. 
ernfea (from #71¥, cloth), s., a cloth-seller. Mad. 

#ag (Arab. Vas, a receipt), s., receipts; documents, title-deeds. 

sale (from Fala Jus, a weighman), s., a broker. Dac. 
#44 Ibi, s., a flexible silver waist-band. How. 

aj ae, s., a jhali made of upright split bamboos spread out and fastened to trans- 

verse strips of bamboo. Chit. 

#al, s., kind of silver bracelet. 

aia] (from 4I5, firmness, stability), adj., firm, permanent, of long continuance (as 

riverine land which has never been diluviated). Raj.; Mald. But in some places 

in Maldah it has the opposite meaning ‘‘ recently-formied, alluvial,”’ 

a sort of baisnab marriage, per- 

of what quantity ? 
») 
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*sala{— ata. Raj.; Mald. 

#fa, s., kind of ear-pendant. Ray. 
#5, adj., pressed out, expressed (?), e.g. #ff Coa, any oil expressed from seed. Chit. 

*aclgel (4, the ear and Fa, a flower), s., a large chased ear-stud (worn in a hole through 
the ear-lobe). Ray. 

|, s., a log, block of wood. Chit. 

#e| (from Arab. sali, a plough ?), s., the lowest grade of raiyat, who actually tills 

the soil. Mald.; 24-Pargs. 

#4 (from #3, to plough), s., a cultivator, a raiyat; the lowest grade of raiyat, who 

actually tills the soil. bak.; Khul.; 24-Pargs. 

*eaj,s.,a machine; steam-engine, steam-works; #014 *WNf¥, a railway carriage. Hug. 

A lock (which is fixed inside a door). Hug. 

#2] (corrup. of #4, time ?), s., time, occasion. Mald. 

*ee73| (from ¢4, cuttings of trees), s., a cutting (in horticulture), gen. A stem with the 

graft upon it. Aug. 

#ai1, s., small earthenware vessel. Chit. 

*eferel, s., the top piece of a hukka where the fire is placed, gen. A hubble-bubble. 

ess: 

fae] (*#71e] ; Hind. wast, the liver), s., the heart. Chit. 

esi, (from #fe#i, a bud) s., the mark 2 commonly found asa pattern on cloth. Pub. 

M1 (from Pers. als the head), s., the head. Chit. 

Fae WG (from Pers. yoxs, to draw), s., mutual pulling; a struggle. Mald. 

#56 (from Pers. —4,5, grief ?), s., pain, suffering. Maid. 
*#B| el, s., a conversation, gen.; bandying words, an altercation. Jess. 

Satta (U cee US, where ?), adv., where ?, in what place? Jess. 

SAG (= *st71¥), cloth, clothes. Chit. 

#{2 (perhaps corrup. of Arab. 495 ), s., a pace, foot-step. Cut. 

#{efeal, s., small log of wood. Dac. See aati. 
#feu, s., small natural embankment. C/ut. 

#24, s., split bamboo ; calala #124, a plain gold circular bracelet. Chit. 

#feq (Arab. et, fixed, durable), adj., permanent, lasting; gen. : ataq Fa, a raiyat with 

d 

d 

heritable and transferable rights. Khu. 

#{Za1 (same as the foregoing), adj., fixed, permanent, lasting ; #183 Gi, a lease in per- 

petuity at a fixed rent. Pub.; #83) cots, a raiyat’s holding with the occupancy 

right and at a fixed rent. Ray. 

F203, s., a sickle. 

#{UG, s., fence, enclosure (vulg.). Raj. 

Fisti (Urdu 51,5; Beng. *#71b), a door. Mald. See cay. 

#4 (from *#F, the side ?), s., the edge, rim (as of a drum). } 

tif (connected with *#1¢u and H¢Ui, a kind of cucumber), a kind of melon. Mald. 

ae S., a mistress; a prostitute. Dac. 
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#a\, (from #9 ) adj., contiguous, adjacent. Maid. 
rule, s., a stick coated with cow-dung and used as fuel (=catwl). Ray. 

eal (from 421 which means the same), s., a warm quilted-garment made of several 

(old) clothes stitched together. 

ei (from #%F), s., the side of the body, the loins. Jess. 

#icalz, s., a worker in horn. Dac. 

ltt (same as S71), s., a bracelet, wristlet. Chit. 

#7 (from Skt. a¥a, a bracelet, wristlet), s., a broad silver bracelet. 

eia7fa (from $f), s., a kind of bracelet. Raj. @#fa 21%, a kind of bracelet. 
atafa (from Skt. aga, a comb), s., comb-making. Dac. 

Fiala ze (prob. from #174), s., a silver bracelet. Chit. 

#ib1 (same as *{bi, a cage), s.,a cage. Dac. 

ib] (same as Urdti jsf and ess from Skt. a=, low moist land, marshy ground), s., a 
depression or low spot in the ground, a hollow, Raj. A ditch, trench, drain. 

Jess. See Fel. 

tbl (=*#tbi from Skt. wax, dirty =bad), adj., unripe, raw ; immature, imperfect ; poor 

in quality, of coarse make. {bi © (pronounced zi=4¥al?), a mere boy. Jess. 

aiblfa (=*stofei from Skt. agfaat a boddice), s.,a kind of boddice worn by women. 

Jess. ‘ 

4ifs (corrup. of *tei), s., a thick rope, a cable. 
sifoal (corrup. of *#{pfeal, a sickle), s., a sickle, reaping-hook. Maid. 

s\b| (same as *#{8, shore; from Skt. Hw margin of a river, lake, etc.), s., edge, mar- 

aval, (Clee 

{el (same as F101, g.v.), s., ditch. Dac. 

sieifa (Hindi areal), s., a court of justice; a revenue office; any business office, 
espec. in the mufassil a zamindat’s office for collecting rents. 

*eifoq (from Skt. a=@u, a tortoise), s., a tortoise. Jess. 

*alq (kaz: corrup. of Skt. ata, what is to be done), s., anything to be done ; work, 

labour; business, duty. 108, Joc. case used as adv., in fact. #itea Fj, a matter 

of importance, relevant matter. cal #\tHd Fell 4g, it is of no importance. 

afe=—silfo. Jess. 
aipemlaife (from 4%, difficult ? and calals, g.v.), adj., (a night) unlit by the moon but 

lit by the stars. Ray. 

abst (from #lfecS, to cut, to stop one’s wages), s., deducting, deduction. Chit. 

apy (fut. of sors), I will cut. Bak. 

alibi (prob. from *#{b\ and Skt. waen, a thorn), s., a cane basket, Raj. It is used asa 
measure and also for feeding horses out of. Jess. 

#ibi WH, s., a string of silver beads tied round the upper arm as an armlet. aj. 

aibifa (from #75, to cut), s., one who reels silk off cocoons, a silk-reeler. Cent. Beng. 

alfé (from #151, a thorn), s., a tooth (of a harrow); Jess. A small stick or rod, Mald. 

The stick (of a match). Chit. 
* @lbCS, v.a., to cut. Used in various idiomatic ways, thus *{b #fbcs, to twist jute 

into rope; 24-Pargs.; &feal srs, to cry, weep aloud. 
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abl, s., an embankment. C/it. 

alsa (from bl and 4}, binding, constructing), s. 
Chit. 

Spal (from Ffocs), s(?), cutting; ¢.g. ala Fipal faaice, he has gone to reap paddy. 

Mald. 

ipa, s., a tortoise. Sylh. 
@\bri, s., cane sandals (to protect the feet when walking over gufja thatching grass 

stubble). Chit. 

lai, (from +18, wood), adj., having good wood (as trees), yielding valuable timber. 

Raj. 

alata (from *#{3, wood), s., jungle. Mald. 

aiv=Ftng. Chit. 

FIS05, v.a., to plough (land). Mid. 

aivial (from *#Gi, a kind of drum), s.,a kind of drum. Jess. 

@ife (prob. from Skt. atag, a stalk, stem), s., paddy-stalks, paddy-straw. Maid. 

alfecs, v.a., to tear, rend. Svwih. 

aifoai, s.,a small pitcher. /ess. 
FGA, s., a heifer. Chut. 

#itib = s., the rear of a house; Jess. The eave or edge of the thatch (at the back of 

*etcitfb ' a house). 24-Pargs. 

aif (from Skt. ma, the ear), s.,a corner. Raj. 

aif, s., a square measure of land, 12 nals long and 10 broad (the nal=73 hats, and 

the hat=18 inches), i.e. 1,6873 sq. yds. (rather more than a standard bigha). It 

is also used as a measure of length and then means 12 nalsor 45 yds. Chit.; Tip. 

@je (Skt. atag, portion of a work or of a book), s., deed, action, matter, affair, tran- 

Saction.. ndjin;, j css: 

@fej (corrup. of Skt. qa, the shoulder ?), s., the bank of a khal (a tidal stream). 

Khul. 

atatefy (from 41), g.v. and ?), s., uncultivable lands on the bank of a khal. Khu. 

aif (from Skt. ata, a cluster), s., a whole stalk-ful of plaintains. Hug. 

ale, prep., for, on account of ; in, among. Chit.; Jess. 

aise (from 44, slaughter ?), s.,a forked wooden frame used by Hindus for slaughtering 

buffaloes and goats. (The head is fixed in the fork and cut off with a sword). 

Raj. 

Fol = Fal, ¢.v. 
#15i (from Skt. aq, to cut), s., a kind of dao (=2I¥i). Jess. 

alot, s., a long dao, sometimes sacrificial. How. 

slola afew (from *#ista, a line and oi,, binding, constructing), adv., in a line, in a row. 

*eloifa, s., a small flattish earthen pot with a wide mouth. Maid. 

*eie| (from Skt. az, mud, clay), s., mud, mire. #1 #fav5, to smooth down the clods 
after ploughing. 

Fira, s., a hill-stream. Chit. 

ifs, s., the earthen floor of a house, the basement. Raj. 

constructing an embankment. 
) 
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#74, s., an expanse of fields, a math. Jess. 

ial (=*lai, from Skt. iy, the shoulder), s., a raised edge or rim, a bank. 
ial (from the above), adj., high, well-raised (applied to land). Bak. 

sf (from Skt. ay, the shoulder), s., the shoulder. Jess. 
*al7 (prob. from Skt. aa, manner of acting, practice), s., pretence, feigning, shamming. 

Jess. 

*a{ru, cloth. 7G cbING (a jingle), clothes. 

lala (prob. from 4s, a jacket, gown), s.,a chapkan. Dac. 

lq, adj., ill, sick, unwell. Jess. 

*e{q (corrup. of Skt. Ha), s., act, deed ; affair, business, gen. Intercourse between a 

man and woman, cohabitation. Dac. 

PAG (FW, a bite), s., colic. Chit. 

staal, s., a cocoon-shaped amulet-ornament. Jess. 

Facil, s.. a thatcher. Dac. 

#{TSCS, v.a., to get one’s self shaved (by another). Sydh. 

iS, s., land kept by a landlord in his own possession and cultivation ; a place of 

occasional residence near a person’s lands. Raj.,; Maid. 

elalfe (from FS), adj., attached toa kamat; s.=#{ats. Mad. 

fai (from Skt. ata, the body), s., the penis. Mald. 

#i4, s., a machan or platform in the middle of a house. Dac. 

tifa (connected with #f¥ts?), adj., severe, grievous (applied to blows and wounds). 

E. Beng. 

leq (corrup. of Urdu »,/s, a heifer ?), s., a heifer. Chit. 

sla (from Skt. ats), adj., black, blue-black. Used idicmatically to express age and 

mature development; e.g. #f fal, s., old grass. Chit. ei GH, dense high 

forest. Sundarbans. 

Sifeiai (*e3), adv. (1) yesterday. Chit. (2) to-morrow. Chit. 

tefew, s., pickle prepared from unripe mangoes. 24-Pargs. 

aifacs (from *s{#, cough), v.z., to cough, clear the throat. 

ifs, adj., thatched ; having a roof of thatch. Raj. fs <4, an open thatched shed, 

Dac. Athatched hut. Clut. 

#eifaa (from Arab. Ja, languid, sick; and Ul, subdued), adj., weak ; weary, fatigued, 

d 

exhausted, gen. Sick, unwell, Jess.; subdued, defeated. Chui. 

fea (loc. case of pron. fe), adv., in what place ? where? Chit. 

featai, s., discovery, clue. Maid. 

feal, s., small metal box or casket. Maid. 

fealecs (corrup. of CFS g.v. ?), v.n., to cry or moan with pain. Jess. 

feaicd, adv., for what reason? why? Tip. 
feat (corrup. of Fats), s., a-ploughman; a day-labourer. ess. 

feels (prob. corrup. of fe 78a and —¥ _S), adv., for what reason? why? Chit. 

feecatfa, s., elbow. Chit. 

TetH= fens, g.v.; 92 fers a BISa, why did you not come? Chit. 
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«ffs (Arab. bs’), s., instalment, part-payment, gen.: time, turn, e.g. a fef¥, once. 

#14 (prob. corrup. of Urdu,s, a deed, a religious act, an oath, from Skt. far), s., an 

oath (administered to a person to bind him to do a certain thing) ; #141 favs to 

take an oath. Dac. 

FAs (prob. onomatop., but perh, from Skt. rt. HFA, to coo, call), s., a call, the distance 

that a call can travel. Sundbn. 

eA, s., a cocoon (of the silkworm). C. Beng. 

#fG {see FGI), s., the hen (of a fowl). Chit. 
x€e¥ (from Skt. g, bad and HH, action), s., a bad deed, wrong action, improper act ; 

hence commonly illicit sexual intercourse. 

TH (from Skt. F, bad and ara, what is to be done), s. =F". 

fs (a Buna word ?), s., a female child, a girl. 24-Pargs. 
bl, s., kind of pointed weapon. Sylh. 

4fS (from Skt. gai, crooked ?), s., a kind of thorny shrub growing in marshy places. 

Mald. 

afeets) from $fS, and *#tbi, a thorn), s.— gfe. Maid. 

ef (from Skt. afyat, the branch of a bamboo), s., a bamboo branch or twig (used for 

driving cattle). Jess. 

egaife (from €%, an arbour and @Gi, a dwelling ?), s., the place where the idols are kept 
between the Rath and Ulta Rath Jatras. Raj. 

¢b (kuta), s., straw. Jess. 

$bl (—Fb), s., straw. Jess. 
ib, s., an earthen receptacle in a house for holding grain. Madd. 

*ERS, v.a., to pound, pulverize, gen. To husk (paddy) by pounding. Chit. 

ThA (Fee), s., a relative, kinsman. Chit. 

*epfasi (from *¢>¥), s., relationship, the belonging to a common family, Raj., 24- 

Pargs. 

Sbalfa (from Skt. #gATt, a bawd, procuress), s., seduction, intrigue. Chat. 

ul, s., from #¢Ul, the common fowl (whether wild or domesticated). Clit. See COIR 

Fule (from *FleTS, to pick up), s., a collection, gathering. C/ut. 

fea (=*sviai, from Skt. afe, afex and Fete, a hut), s., a hut, shed ; a hut for watch- 

ing crops by night. 

{Gal (prob. from Ff¥rs, to pick up, gather up), s.,a manger. Chit. 

Fl ( c#It ), ad7., having a corner (?) 24-Pargs. 

sia (citi), adj., relating to a corner, angular. 24-Pargs. 

fe, s., plough-handle. Chit. 

$f, s., the point or prong of a $bi, g.v. Sylh. 

Fires (from «§f"tS, to leap), v.n., to leap, bound; to hasten forward with anger. 

Chit. H. ReAaT. | 

gf (perhaps connected with #f#rs), adv., with force. Jess. 

Ff, adj., many. Bak. 

#facs, v.1., to be finished, used up, exhausted, consumed. aj. 
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$F (=F, g.v.) a man who cultivates land under a karsa raiyat. Bak. 

Pui, s., slaughter, killing (of cattle). Pub. 

$41, s., a plum ; fa We, a plum tree. Jess. 

&Peis, adj., relating to a family ; Fa cH, (with Pers. ,f, speaking), s., a person who 
keeps village genealogies, a ghatak. Raj. 

fei (connected with Pers. als, the head ?), s., the skull. The diction. gives 47. 

IF, s., sugar-cane. Jess. 

Fxt24, s., sugar-cane. Raj., Chit. 

cla, s., sugar-cane. Chit. 

Sista (— tsa), s., sugar-cane. Chit. 
$fe (=c#19)), s., a written horoscope. Chit. 

Fol (perhaps=« 4, a well) s..a small pond. Chit. 

Fo a4, (from Skt. Re, a trick, puzzle, and 44, a question), s., examination of a party’s 

witness by the adverse party, cross-examination. 

©, s., toll. Dac. 

Fert (from Fe, blue, and FI, a bird), s., the blue jay; used facetiously by 

Hindus for “a fowl,” when they eat it contrary to their strict rules. Ray. 

CeFlSTS (connected with *c#t#13tS ; prob. onomatop.) v.7., to cry or moan in pain. 

CHBISTS (—c#lSe5). Dac. 
C#bl, s., spear. 24-Pargs. 

c¥bl (pron. C& with affix bi), pron. who? Jess. (where it is used generally instead of 

C#). 

ceala, s., (1) a field, plot of ground; (2) used as a measure of distance. Svylh. 

c#t=cta why ? Dac. 

c#yatl (connected with Urdu es, a leopard ?), s.,a leopard. Jess.; Chit. 

CFUNG (Urdu 31,5, and Beng. «#*fb), s.,a door. Chit. See Hay. 

ceata—ceata, Sylh. 

ceatse (connected with Urdu ibys, to poke, to thrust ?), s., a pole-hook (for raking 

paddy). Jess. 

CPalb, adv., obliquely, diagonally. Sundbn. 

cacaala, s., quarrel, contention. Chit. 

cafa atitl, s., clasping (one) around the body. Jess. 

CHAS (corrup. of «7iIb), s.,adoor. Jess. See #{sUi. 

caebi—sfeei. Maid. 
c#tb (connected with Hindi atwat, to thrust, pierce), s., a sawing cut with a sharp 

instrument). 

«C#\b, s., a bundle of small iron-pointed spears about two feet long tied firmly to- 

gether at the butt ends. It is thrown down into water with a kind of twist and 

the points spread out, so as to transfix fish, ete. Jess. 

C#{61, s., long slender and flexible bamboo. Pab. Cp. c@itl. 

CHI= Fol. Sylh. 
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calfe (corrup. of $f), s.,a bamboo branch. Dac. 
«C#lba, s., the hollow of a tree, gen. A small wooden fancy box, a tiny box such as 

children play with. Raj. 

CHIbi (=2c4lb, a casket), s., a small circular box. Raj. 

c#iti, adj., bound, tied. Dac. 

c#ibi (from Skt. root $b, to bend, curve ?), adj., turned inwards (as a cow’s horns). 
Chit. 

C#Ibl, s., a long, slender and flexible bamboo. Pao. 

cai (from catibes, to grind), s., a mill. ft csi, a mill for grinding paddy (like an 

oil-mill). Bak. 

c#{b] (perhaps connected with *caial, a field), s., a plot of ground, a field. Chit. 

CHibleal (= *sbie1), s., aspring-tide. 24-Pargs. 
cpa, s., a kind of pot. Jess. 

cFlai (=cFibl), a plot of ground. Chit. 

CFITSS (see CHIT), adv., in what or which place ? where? Chit. 

ctifa, s., apond. 24-Pargs. 

caice (from c#l+ fact ?), adv., in what or which place ? where? Chit. 

CAS (CFI GTS, g.v.), adv., at what time ? when? Chit. 
cata (*c#t21), adv., in what or which direction? whither ? Chit. catia ga, whence ? 

Chit. 

cHita (c#t), pronoun, who? Chit. 
cHIta (CH), adv., in what place? where? Jess. 

catfew (cat+ fest), adv., in which direction ? whither? Chit. 
“C#I7i (corrup. of c#l4), s., a blow, stroke (with a sharp weapon). 

c#{a (from Pers. ~,S, beating), s., a blow, stroke (especially with a sharp weapon). 

Jess. Chit. Used figuratively, e.g.; c#ta «fats, to give the first stroke, to begin. 
Chit. 

cFlatecs (from c#{4), v.a., to cut, wound. Chit. 

c#it4 (prob. connected with c#{a, the flank, side), adv., at the side of, near. C/ut. 

“Cla, s., the concave side (of anything); the flank, hip; the bosom, gen. Side. Jess. 

c#la ba (a char formed in a bend of a river ?), a small char. Bak. 

c#lAl (prob. from c#l), s., an earthen jar, a pitcher; a very large earthen jar (for 

storing water; =Giq). Jess. 

c#lal, s., a parcel of land covered with jungle. Bak. 

« Cet (Skt. ata; often wrongly written c#l4; it has the general meaning of a hollow 

receptacle), s., the trunk of a tree hollowed out to form a boat, a dug-out, a 

boat. Bak. cet cae) (lit., a cargo boat ?), a large boat bound and fastened with 

iron. Chit. 

«CFIA, see CFIA. 

cata cata, s., a bitter sensation ; c#l4 c#la AC, there is a bitter taste. Bak. 

c#il, s., jute. Bog. 

C16) (prob. =c@bl), s., a kind of pot. Jess. 

#C@l¥, s., the bosom, lap. c@#tG GFa, s., a supplementary will, a codicil. aj. 
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sF|, S.. a moment; 71 4s and *7+s, s. and adv., a moment, for a moment. 

aif (corrup. of *C%S, g.v.?), adv., fora moment. Dac. 

fara (Skt.) (1) thrown, cast; (2) deranged in mind, insane. 

cole (Skt. aa, a field), s., the occupier of a field ? 

x 
ate (verbal noun from 2t8ts, to eat), s., a small oval plot of ground enclosed with a 

low bamboo fence, used as a manger for cattle, a manger. C/vt. 

2if>, s.. a small stake in a fence. Chit. 

2ibtS, v.n., to slip aside, slink away. Chit. 

afi, s., post of a fence. Chit. 

x26, S., coarse grass dried, hay; paddy-straw, straw, gen. San grass. Jess. 

awl (perh. from 2% above), s., basket. 24-Pargs. See catvi. 

Awl (=*2twl), ad7., upright, erect. Jess. 

awlets (from awl), v.n., to stand upright, to stand still. Jess. 

af&% (connected with 263), s., a small stick, small rod. Maid. 

2¢ (=#2%S), s., a bond for money. ess. 

x28 (from Skt. root aa, to dig), s., a spade, hoe, paddle, Diction.; but generally a 

staff with an oblong-shaped iron head (used for digging); the iron head itself. 

Cent. and E. Beng. See al. 

ste—2sl. Cent. and E. Beng. 

sy (prob. from Skt. wa, to dig}, s., cultivation; crop. C. Beng. 

24| (from Pers. (24, angry), s., a mad hare-brained quarrelsome fellow. Maid. 

23 (perhaps from Skt. aa, virility), a4 tfaal, adv., thorougly, fully, completely. Maid. 

2g cata (Pers. Us 5),4, food and raiment), s., food and raiment, maintenance. 

ab Visi, s.. expenses. 

aatf (from « zal, overbaked, parched), s., dry season of the year (Novr. to May). 

Raj. . 

* tb) (from Pers. @ >, expenditure), s., expenditure ; costs of a law suit; anything 

paid by a raiyat in excess of his legal rent and cesses. 

bj (corrup. of A#A, small, petty), adv., in small quantities, by retail. Jess. 

zee, s., closely woven bamboo fencing (=2a#l). Raj. 

ae] (Skt. wa, a threshing-floor but compare ~fei and cle), s., a threshing-ground, | 

threshing place, E. Beng. An open space in a bari, an angina, court-vard, Raj. 

The outer yard of a bari, Bog. A place where dhobis wash clothes, Dac. Pre- 

pared ground for growing seedlings. Chit. 

aio (from il), s., an open space inside or on one side of a bari, an angina (—Usta 

very nearly). Jess. 

2feaia (Hindi wfaata and ufaeta; from Skt. wa; see 2), s., a threshing-ground, 
threshing-fldor, gen. An open space outside the bari, hence afaata afe, the outer 

bari. Maid. | 
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23] (from Skt. wa), s., a threshing-ground ; a piece of open ground in the outer part 

of a bari. Maid. 

*aer, s., an encasement (generally of silver) around the top of the body (cata) and 

the bottom of the pipe (a), of a hukka. Jess. 

AqF] (=e), s., closely woven bamboo fencing. Raj. 

24 (corrup. 44), s., a father-in-law. Dac. 

ate (from *2{8t5, to eat), s., eating, feeding ; 21 9s, s., eating and feasting, the being 

on terms of dining together. 

2{8b1 (connected with fal), s., a log of wood; a mattock. 

2ebai (from wbdi), s., a large block of wood, a log. Raj. 

z{Saq, s., subscription, contribution. Chit. 

ateateai (from 2t2tS to eat), s., an eater, a person to be fed. Chit. 

ater (from 28s), s., eating, feasting. Chit. 

aifoa, s., the R. Karnaphuli. Chit. 

*aifG (from Skt. wag a fissure, a chasm), s., an inlet, firth, strait, Diction. ; the chan- 

ne] of a river, Chit.; a water-course, channel, nudlah. 

2ifs (see chi), adj., newly born. Maid. 

agi (Pers. 4ssl,5 a small tray ?), s., a large strong open-frame basket. 24-Pargs. 

aife, s., a liaison (=arttS). Dac. 
*aife (from 2b, small, 7m Diction.; but perhaps connected with *2tvi upright and 

Hindi ast upright, honest, all right), adv., clean, explicit, Diction.; but generally — 

exactly, precisely, accurately. 

4216S, v.n., to work, labour; to operate, take effect; cata alfets, to work as a la- 

bourer. fate 2tfocs, to undergo a term of imprisonment, gen. ; ae tb, verbal 

particip. used as adv., by labour, with exertion, with pains. ale of zecs, to 

work as a labourer, 24-Pargs. yfeay 2673, to do manual labour, work as a la- 

bourer, Raz. 

aie (prob. corrup. from #13, wood; compare 2p), s., a piece of wood used by gold- 

smiths for beating out metal. Raj. 

abi, s., a small enclosure made in a tank to catch fishin. Chit. 

2p (prob. corrup. of **%, compare aifeal), adj., hard, difficult; e.g. alfa =p eft, I am 

hard of hearing. aj. 

*atGl, adj., erect, upright; direct, exact (applied to direction), e.g. wl Gea, due 

north, gen. - high, lofty, (=e), Dac. 

2{@i (perhaps corrup. of wg a scymitar), s., a kind of dao with which goats are sacri- 

ficed (=@11). Jess. 

awe (from *2{¥i high), s., height, altitude. Maid. 

*2tg (connected with Skt. wtfz a bracelet ?), s., a kind of bracelet; an anklet. In 

some districts it means the former, in others (e.g. Jess.) the latter; in Chit. it 

means both. Its shape varies in different districts. 

*etSl (perhaps from Arab. Ty hand-writing; a letter: and *&%, a writing, a letter, 

bond: compare *2{s#, a debtor), s., an account-book, gen: an agreement, con- 

tract (e.g. to grow indigo for another person), /ess. 
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2ifs (from 2tscs, to eat), s., food. 
att (from Skt. wta excavated ; a ditch; from root ua, to dig), s., any excavated place, 

a pit ; a ditch. 

aim, s., a quantity of land,=16 pakhis. Mazm. 

agai wal, ad7., rough, uneven, having elevations and depressions. Jess. 

*2i\q| (from Skt. root wa, to dig), s., a pit, hole; pond, pool; a ditch, drain; a hollow 

place, a depression (in the ground). 

2ift (from 2ztets, to eat), s., eating ; consuming, using (as water). Chit. 

2ife (from Skt. root wa, to dig; compare fs), s., an instrument for making a hole 

through an earthen floor (in house-breaking), C/ut. ; = *fqaatol. 

2 (prob. from Skt. root wa, to dig), s., a hole or ditch containing water. /ess. 

atatecs (causal of xtBtS), v.a., to feed, graze (cattle). Chit. 
ate, s., a small earthen pot. Ray. 

*itq, s., sealing of a letter, Dictton ; an envelope (of a letter), Raj. 

*aitszt] (from Pers. %lys0 sl,5), adv., nolens volens ; unexpectedly, suddenly ; without 

cause, for no reason; vaguely, on mere guess. 

*zitsfa, s., a threshing-floor, Diction.; a place where paddy is collected and threshed 

(hence tata afG, a house where paddy is threshed and stored, Hug.) ; but generally 

land kept by an owner in his own possession and cultivation: in E. Beng. land 

which a raiyat cultivates at a distance from his home; and atata afG (or 2a) a 

hut near such land where a raiyat puts up during the tilling and reaping 

seasons. 

af, s., a kind of chain-buckle. How. 

alfa (connected with *2fa%. see 22), s., kind of fish-basket. 
atte] (prob. from *2ifG q.v.), s. (1) a channel, stream of water, gen.; (2) a creek or 

tidal water-course, gen. ; (3) any stream or river, Chit. 

ala, s., skin, hide (?). Chit. 

~alei2 (connected with *2\y% , see alfa), s., a fish-basket. Pub. 

2aifa, s., a large tubular bracelet, sometimes fluted. Raj.; Maid. 

ata] (from Arab. Ne excellent), adj., good, excellent, e.g. tl faata a good breeze. 

Mald. 

fact, s., rough stitching, tacking together (as cloth, before sewing it properly). Ray. 

ala (=*fla; Skt. faa, uncultivated land), adj., uncultivated, fallow. Bak. 

4G (from *2fers, to dig), s., a tank, pond. Maid. 

*#fwis, v.a., to dig; excavate, hollow out. Chit. 
abi, s., kind of pot. Jess. 

3b) (=*{bi), s., a peg, tent-pin. 

afb (=*1), s., a wooden post (of a house). /Jess.; Raj. 

2G) (=*callgl), s., an up-country man. 
af (same as Hindi wrt), s.,a small bag; a purse, Jess. fe st, a bag of strong 

cloth, Jess.; a purse, Dac. 

ami (Pers. lo4), s., God. amta etfa liter. God’s court; used as an adjuration, in the 

presence of God, calling God to witness. Jess. 
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afer (from Pers. ws murder), s., a murdered body; a dead body, a corpse. Maid. 

#4, s., a spade or paddle, dict.; a long flat spoon, How. 
afr: xfs awl, a private path. Chit. 

aaife (from Pers. _.Sly,4), s., a daily allowance of food; a daily money allowance for 

food; a money allowance for incidental expenses (espec. for menials). 

APG, s., village. How. 

2% (Pers. 83,4 small coin); a BY, small coin. 

aff (=*2efi), s., a spud or flat trowel (for grubbing up grass). 

*acia (from Arab. Ved free, liberated), adj., clear, serene (as a night without clouds). 
Dac. 

afei (perhaps from 2fe~ts, to open; but prob. also related to Skt. wa and tq), s., a 

flat open space outside a bari, Mald.; the outer yard of a bari, Pub.; the court- 

yard of a bari (=angina), Rangp. 

*AAA (prob. onamatop.), s., the rustling sound of leaves or of reeds swaying about. 

24-Pargs. 

yi (perhaps corrup. of **9, empty ; compare x4 above), adj., empty, deserted, for- 

saken. Dac. (women’s speech). . 

CA8TS (prob. corrup. of c#fATS, to throw; to row), v.n., to row, to paddle. E. Beng. 

casfa (perhaps corrup. from Skt. @z a razor), s., shaving, paring nails, etc. ; the busi- 

ness of a barber. i 

casa (from cadets, to row), s., the act of rowing; the business of ferrying. EF. Beng. ; 

hence c2eal xb, a ferry ghat, a ferry; casa Ga#l, a ferry boat. 

calbi (see 2fs), adj., newly born. Mald. 
cane =asa. Raj. 
CAG (=A), s., long coarse grass: straw. 

cafe (from cay), adj., thatched with coarse grass or straw, having a roof of coarse 

grass or straw; Cafe 44, an open thatched shed. Dac. 

cafefe (=*fawst), s., a window. Dac. 

*cay (from Skt. a), s., a field; a plot of land; an expanse of fields : caS 4 (corrup. 

of Gta 4b¢), adj., (a chittha or paper) containing full particulars about the 

fields, their areas, occupants, etc., and the estates to which they belong. Raz. 

CASI (from ¢a3), s., cultivation of land; the status of a cultivator. Dac. 

cafacs (=*cawists), v.a., to drive away, chase away, hustle away. Dac. 

CAA (prob. =c#* a throw, a cast), s., first meaning prob. a ‘shot,’ a venture; a trip, 

a voyage, Raj.; a trading trip by boat; trading by boat, EL, Beng.; an occasion, 

a time. 

caabieil, s., a dancing woman (and prostitute). Dac. 
CAM (f7. CARTS), s., a ferry. 24-Pargs.; cal atv, ferry place, ferry. 24-Pargs. 

caala, adj., slender. Jess. 

cafa (=cafa), s., shaving. 
cel (from Pers. Uxz,5 own; a kinsman), s., a relation, relative, kinsman. Chit. 

*c2ibl (from cats thrusting, pushing), s., a dent, an indented mark or wound. Jess. 

cate, s., corner (of a mosquito curtain). 24-Pargs. 
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cat! (from cab) q.v.), adj., dug, cut, broken up, Jess. catbl atfacs, to dig a thing into 

the ground (so as to feel what is beneath), Chit. 

Cth) (same as foregoing), s., an abrasion of the skin. Bog. 

Catwi, s., alarge cane-basket. 24-Pargs. See 2Wi. 

cat (Pers. o,4 self, own), s., (a raiyat’s) own homestead land. fay. 

calewsia (Arab. § yl), Haughton gives calt#la as “the person among the Moham- 

medans who performs the ceremony of circumcision.” 

cata (same as Hindi uty), s., a recess (e.g. atfet cata the box-like recess at the bottom 

of a carriage, where the feet are placed); a chamber, a room, /Jess.; a corner 

(e.g. caltad wea? a small off-verandah) ; side, direction, Bog. 

*cailai, s., a small stone cup. Ray. 

catat=*catal. Raz. 

*c2iei, the bowl of a hukka. Jess. 

*cate| (from ~z{fe~s, to open), ad7., open, free, unobstructed ; call 44, an open shed ; 

- Caleil Af, a bari unenclosed, a bari open on ail sides; calle Gi, adj., having eye- 

brows that do not unite. 

*cale (same as foregoing), s., any open space; an open space in a bari, the court- 

yard, (=alfaal), Raj.; a threshing floor (=A), Raj.: a site, a place, e.g. ab 

cate, the site of a hat, a market-place; ca cata the open field, a field. 

*caieil, s., a tile. cated 4, a tiled hut. 24-Pargs. 

| 

q This letter is often confused with 4 in Midnapore and Orissa, especially at the be- 

ginning of words. 

HeMsto (either a causal from Skt. root at, to go, or a corrup. from Pers. root yas to 

pass over, to elapse), v.a., to pass, spend (time); to live. Bak. 

afb, s.. a branch stuck into the ground to form the upright of a fence, a fence-post. 

Dac. 

jdalt (—=*sblat), s.. making over, consigning, entrusting. Raz. 

‘telat (from **s{qt entrusting, depositing), adj,, deposited, entrusted; ett} ofa, 
land leased out by an indigo factory to a raiyat on the agreement that he is to 

cultivate indigo on it for the factory (while he may grow any crop besides for 

himself). Jess. 

sifeai, s.,a purse. Raj., 24-Pargs. 
*1G, s., a mixture; a medium, an average, gen.; ACW adv. 

dicates precision, 1 9%, two precisely, 24-Pargs. 

ACTS (see AfwTS), loc. case of verbal noun G4 ? 
JG] (prob. connected with 7 a ditch, and Hindi mgat, to be sunk in the earth—which 

come prob. from Skt. aa a hole, a cave), s., a place (in a bari) where cattle are 

kept ; a raised earthen feeding-trough ‘in a bari) for cattle. Ray. 

— *st@t (garana), adj., sloping or shelving downwards (as a canal-bank). 24-Pargs. 

*sf¥CS (prob. from Skr. root ag to distil, to run as a fluid), v.1., to roll, gen. ; to reel, 

to stagger, Jess.: to decline, sink, e.g., caai afGal ca, the day had begun to 

on the average; also in- 
5) 
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decline, gen.; and 92 aaa Ala AW, some time after noon, Raj.; 72 Aza ATS, 

just after noon, Bog. 

*efUcs, v.a., to shape, to make, to fashion, gen.: to forge (as a sickle), Jess. 

‘Ncwal, s., a passage or corridor (in a building). 24-Pargs. 

att) ei (from fits and *ferS), verbal n., counting and reading; calculations (applied 

to the black arts). Maid. 

Tee, s., quarrel, contention. 24-Pargs. 

tStza (perhaps from Skr. 7a gone and Sat disregard, neglect ; or possibly the Eng- 

lish ‘go to hell’); with fats to cast off utterly, to refuse to have anything more 

to do with (any one). /ess. 

s¢ (prob. connected with Hindi meat muddy), s., mud. 24-Pargs. 

*siff (same as Hindi wet), s., a cushion, seat; a throne: sf¢ 44 a business-house, 

office. Mald. 

*afeata (from *sf¢), adj., possessed of a seat, gew.: s., a chief agent or manager in an 

arat or warehouse, Wald. 

9, s., a very large kind of boat. Chit. 

sa (corrup. of *cat#a), s., cow-dung ; 44 afb, cow-dung. Dac. 
TI, adj., good (=), Chat. ; adv., well, much, Chit. Cp. BATA. 

afcs (from Skr. root 7H to go), v.n., to go. Chit. 
*rale (xfq), adj., a kind of large-grained paddy. Dac. 

va (Arab. ©) prefix, to words of Arabic origin, to give an opposite meaning. 

a7 (Skr. atea, which occurs in Vayu Purana 87, 31), s., cattle. Chit. [From this is, 

no doubt, derived the shortened form *t¥]. 

17, s.. a cowherd. Cut. 

aa, s., handle of a khanta. Dac. 

aati, s., tending cattle by turns for one another (among villagers). Sydh. 

aft (from Pers. .,9,° the neck), s., a seize or push by the back of the neck. Maid. 

aefeal (above), s., pushing a person by the back of the neck. Chit. 

*ore (Skr.), s., a foetus or embryo; the womb; the inside of anything ; gen.: that 

which is contained within or under (anything else), e.g. 1 af8ae an under-raiyat, 

Raj. 

TA NSF (4H) ); ad}., unfit for cultivation, unculturable (as land). 

ae (—=*Ie1 and *fe and Hindi weet), s., the prow (of a boat). Maid. 
*ste11 (from 41 the throat), s., a voice, a loud voice, gen.; talking, noise, Maid. 

*sife1 (= Hindi wat and aaft), s., a lane, a narrow passage, defile, gen. ; a narrow open- 
ing, interval or space, as between the fingers or toes (Dict.), or between the top 

of a wall and the roof, Mald. 

*§ (Skr.), s., story, chit-chat, gen.; tH alfacs v.n. to chatter away, spin a long yarn, 

Mald. 

af (from Pers. ~“f going round, perambulation), s., a going round, patrolling (by 

police and chaukidars), gen.: often compounded with Eng. “round”, ava safe 

going the rounds, patrolling. 
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20 (=*te1 and Hindi wear), s., ornaments, jewellery. 

H2b (=*NSb, from Skr. af a knot), s., a knot. Mald.; Bak. 

N20 =a g.v. Raj. 
MSE (corrup. of HSA and of Wea), s., a gariwan, a cartman. Dac. 

Nez -(ls)), Sa. talk, 2. atale. Chit. 

aiteaten (from + a village), s., a large body of villagers, a village conclave. Bog. 

*Hel (from afsts to tie together, and Skr. af a knot), adj., tied together, knotted ; 

knit together, arranged orderly, gen. ; s., a combination of men who work together 

on each other’s land by turns, Jess. 

Toe (from si), ad)., relating to a gamta or combination of mutual workers. Jess. 

HS (prob. from HSI), s., a kind of land tenure (prob. originally taken by a number 

of men jointly), C. Beng.: a domain, place of authority or dominion, Jess. 

‘fa (Skr. of a knot), adj., having knots, knotted: having knobs or protuberances 

(as a stick). Howry. 

at% (from 1%) the Ganges), s. (I) a river (generally) ; (2) a large river, Chit. 

alfa) (from s%), s., a small stream, rivulet. Ray. 

*sttb, s., a tree; a shrub, gen.; trunk of a tree, Chit.: applied metaphorically to various 

things with some resemblance thereto, e.g. the branch (of a stream), Khul.: 15 «1, 

standing paddy, paddy reaped with the stalk, 24-Pargs. 

51 (from ‘{5), s.. a wooden stand. Mald. 

stifea (from *<f> a knot), s., a kind of ear-pendant. Raj. 

attb, adv., leaning one’s body against (anything). Chit. 
sid (from sHafa and sf), s., a bundle. Dac. 

NGA, s., jewellery, ornaments. aj. 

awl (from fTS to dig), s., a small oblong tank. Raz. 

afG (connected with *fw7S to dig), s., low land. Raj. 
‘fe (corrup. of “IfS), s., a bundle. Hug. 
wifecs (causal from Hindi agat to be sunk in the earth; connected with *1% a ditch) 

v.a. and n., to dig. 

Whe (=—sNUi), s., a small oblong tank. Ray. 

NiwIe, s., the last day of ASwin. Tip. 

ticwlel (= *Gei a sheep), s.,a sheep. 24-Pargs. 

abl (connected with sifw~s to dig), s., a ditch, trench. Mald. 
atS| (perhaps from **{s knotted), s., a swelling caused by a blow. Chit. 

aS! (=H), s., a combination of mutual workers. Jess. 

atfscte (from 11 the body, with perhaps corrup. of $feS to raise), v.7., to’ rise up, get 

up. Jess. 

Nfsts, v.n., to pierce, penetrate (dt. to bury one’s self into ?). Sylh. 

ate ew (from Skr. root 7¥ to speak; with @W as a jingle to it), s., whispering. Madd. 

‘ri, s., wooden block of the ploughshare. Cut. 

ata, s., fisherman, Sy/h. See stg. 
atlal fa, s., disturbance, commotion, hubbub, row. Maid. 
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sttfa (from Arab. le absent), s., absence (by a servant) from duty; the time of such 

absence. Raz. 

aa, s., coolie, labourer; servant. EL. Beng. See 84 and saa. 

tga, s.,a hired labourer. Bak. See 9a. 

3} corrup. of J27a1 and N37. Mald. 

sari) (from “te the cheek, and % cloth), s., a cloth wrapped round the face (so as 

to conceal all the features except the eyes, nose and mouth); a kind of mask for 

the face. Adj. having such a cloth, masked, muffled up. 

‘agi (from +41 the cheek, and 7§ cloth) = Wari. 

Nantel = Na}. 24-Pargs. 

tei (from Skr. root 7a to drip, ooze, trickle), s., juice. Ray. 

sie (from ei, voice), s.,a voice. Mald. 

stata (prob. from i and “lei voice), s., abuse, scurrilous language. Hug. 

*eife, s., abusive or scurrilous language, gen. ; aIfe1 *ifcS (prob. for ~IfeeS) to abuse, 

Sylh. 

ste sais (from ste} abuse; =Hindi atet aways), s., abuse, scurrilous language, C. 

Beng.: with *ifwts to abuse, revile, Jess. 

aifeat, s., toll due (from vessels lying) in a river more than a fixed time (3 days). 
Dac. 

at2 (perhaps from Skr. root are to dive into, plunge into), s., the person who gives 
clothes (to a washerman) to be washed ; a dhobi’s customer. Dac. 

fat (short for fara) past part., having gone. Tv. 

fafi=fafd. 24-Pargs. 
fata (=*fstai, from Pers. 5 a knot), s., a knot (of any kind ; e.g. in a cloth, in a bam- 

boo). 214 farq knee, knee-cap. 
feta) (corrup. from fafacs to surround), s., a fence. Chit. 

fetatfe (prob. from Arab. 5 ¢ immersed, sunk), s., an anchor. Kaj. 

fafazieit corrup. of Jest, g.v., Raz. 
fre (= fetal Pers. 4,5), s., a knot, node, or joint (in a bamboo or sugarcane). Dac. 

fafe (afeet), s., mistress of a house, lady of the house (women’s expression). 24 

Pargs. 

ste (perhaps corrup. of Arab. Jas, vulg. kulaf, a lock), s.,a padlock (=i). Chit. 

ao (pronounced gwa; prob. corrup. of * eal) particle, =fb and 6); affixed to numerals 

to particularize them, e.g. 3 l= 9b two, E. Beng. See Gar. 
@e1 (perhaps connected with wae a sort of fragrant gum-resin), s., spittle, saliva (of 

cattle). Raj. 

ena= ete. Raz. 

am| (from Pers. &iS dumb), adj., dumb, speechless. 

*eoal or wefa, s., a tubular anklet with (heart-shaped) pendants, Jess. 

*ene (from Pers. aias past), adj., past, elapsed, gew.; @B¥ Gal a rental carried on 

from the preceding year, a rental paid in the preceding year, 77/. 
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wala (from Pers. sos passing on, forwarding), aaj., published, notified, made known. 

Chit. 

*eal, s., the stubble left after cutting san or thatching grass. Chit. 

“bi (prob. from * af5tS to roll up, collect), s., the vegetation pulled up in a bil (marsh) 

and laid in lines upon, and to form, ails. Jess. 

afb, particle, affixed to numerals, to particularize them; e.g. ef w ten. Jess. 

@U (prob. same as CNG q.v.), s., the heel. 

ww (pronounced gura), s., powder, anything reduced to powder, ash. Jess. 

“Ui powder, any pulverized substance. Raj. 

®U| pulp, soft substance. ess. 

%b, adj., stout, thick (as a plank). Ray. 

#41 (from Pali and Skr. mtat a sack; the diction. gives it erroneously as #4), s., a 

sack, a gunny bag. 

afi (from *% a rope), adj., relating to a towing-rope; wf atl, a towing-path. Pub. 

efits (corrup. of *ftS, to count), v.a., to count, reckon up. 

@9| (=—*@S), s., a thrust, poke, push (with something). 

emai (from Pers. has aienty), s., a terry. Lp. 

afa, s.,aferry. Khul. 

afew, s., a wisp (of straw). Maid. 
eal (from @% concealed), s., a dark lantern. Dac. 
ea particle , see BA. 

#qj (from Skr. root g to void excrement), s., the anus. Bog. See cto. 

wale| (corrup. of ee), s., spittle, saliva. Raz. 

we] Ga, s.. a cultivator’s holding paying a produce rent. 24-Pargs. 

afa, s., fisherman. Maid. 
afe (for *ca51), s., family, kindred. 

4805 (prob. onomatop.), v.2., to groan, moan. 24-Pargs. 
aja (from *% ordure and 2{87S to eat), s., one who eats ordure or filth. C. Beng. 

ACAI = Ae. C. Beng. 

*)8%, s., a house-holder, gen. ; a husband (women’s word), Swndbn.; a husbandman, 

a settled cultivator of land, gen. 

Jaze (from J), s., the position or status of a settled cultivator of land (who has 

land and a plough of his own). Raj. 

JI (from 378), s., the status of a settled cultivator of land. E. Beny. 

cts (=*ces| and Hindi afsat; perhaps from Pers. -if a treasury), s., a purse, a small 
bag. Raj. See cafeai. : 

ciQa1 (from Te a tree), s., a man who taps date-trees. 

cifea—cis. 24-Pargs. 
cafe, s., a loosely-woven elastic vest or jacket. 24-Pargs. 

CACE= NSA, g.v., Ray. 

cvetA (from Eng. ‘glass’), s., any drinking vessel shaped like a tumbler; but generally, 
a brass tumbler. 

CNS (= S32), s., the anus. cae aWfats to commit sodomy (with acc.). Dac. 

4 
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cate (I) a water-passage (through an embankment), 24-Pargs.; (2) a sluice, sluice- 

gate, sluice-pipe, 24-Pargs.; (2) a small pool, a hole containing water, 24- 
Pargs. 

cre, past participle (=faN or Wea), having gone: used commonly after a finite verb 

to emphasize it; ¢& c= cone GAZ he went there direct. Chit. 

CMSA 
cal 

caf} (prob. onomatop. see F278), S., groaning, moaning. 24-Pargs. 

cha, s., snail. Chit. 

*catiny (connected with Hindi wat), adj., dumb, mute, gen.: stupid, dull, doltish, 
24-Pargs. : 

caibl, s., rib of a boat. Ray. 

calbienN (from ca} a cow and bli a thatched roof), s., a cow-shed. Tv. 

cab, s., a stake for fixing nets in the water. Chit. 

cateal (prob. from cts), adj., tethered to a stake (as cattle when left to graze). Dac. 

cue, s., the ankle. Jess. 

cafe (prob. from c*S), s., a stick. Chit. 

cael, s., stubble, the stalks left on the ground of any plant which has been reaped 

(e.g. of indigo). Raz. 

*catbl, adj7., whole, entire, unbroken, gen.; distinct, clear (as writing), Mald. 

caw (prob. connected with cml q.v.), s., the heel, Raj.: the leg, Mald. 

*¢NG\, s., the base or foundation (of anything); as, the root or base (of a tree), the 

base or foundation (of a building), the basement or lower part (of a house), the 

stalk (of paddy): the greater or main end or extremity, as, the mouth (of a 

river), the end (of a char), the end (of the handle of a sickle). 

cAwi, s., a stick of dried cow-dung (used as fuel). Mald. 

cAeSs (Hindi mya), s., a zamindari peon. Maid. 

cate (prob. corrup. of ct a cow and W234), s., a cattle-track. Ray. 

cual], s bund, embankment. Chit. 

cat (=*ca; perhaps from Skr. atm subordinate, secondary), s., delay. Chit. 

cut, s., any corner or tongue of cultivated land protruding into jungle. Chit. 

cuv_s., a large pond formed by the collection of water in a depressed area of land. 

PRCSS: 

CHAS (fv. CA+7A?P), s., a cattle path. 

cMAlacsta, s., and adj., a superior kind of mango. Hug. 

CAI, s.. a private path. Chit. 

*craate (from clt4 cow-dung, according to diction.; but doubtful), s., the threshold 

of a door gen.; the wooden sill of a window; the frame at the bottom of an 

opening in a mat-wall, Jess. 

ctata (from ct a cow, and 4 wandering ?), s., common pasture-land, a common. 

Chit. (= Bey). 

cua (prob. from Pers. said a dome), s. 

t corrup. of cate q.v., Hug.; 24-Pargs. 

a dome, cupola. Jess. 
J 
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catqb) (prob. from Skr. root yw to envelop, conceal), s., a marriage veil, Jess. —The 

diction. gives calqv) a veil, muffler, and derives it from Skr. waqfaeat a veil. 

CHA, s., cow-dung. Chit. 

curate, gen. 
culate. Chit. > (corrup. of *caleil q.v.), s., a cow-shed, cow-house. 

cuatfa. Jess. 5 

crate (prob. from Pers. 5,6 a swing, cradle), s., a ta’ziya, the structure carried 

about by Mohammedans at the Muharram. Ray. 

calal (perhaps from Arab. »),¢ a large sack), s., a bag, sack. Hug. 

caai, s., a low reed fence to hold fodder for cattle. Jess. 

cate (prob. a shortened form of csai7i q.v.; compare Hindi a#~e), s., cattle, an ox or 

cow. 
cata (from ci a cow and *% form), s.,cattle, an ox or cow. Raj. See TH. 

*catte (from Pers. Jé noise, tumult), s. (1) noise, hubbub, tumult; (2) row, disturb- 

ance; (3) quarrel, Sylh. 

*calasiaa (from cre noise and WW as a jingle), s., noise, tumult (gen. implying that 

there is something wvong); disorder, confusion ; culpable error, reprehensible 

mistake; mal-practice, falsification. 

catacanyt (from cite noise, and catty joining, adding), s., noise, hubbub, tumult. 

cata (from cstte noise), s., noise, tumult; disturbance, row, confusion. Maid. 

Cnaib) caiaibl, s., talking, narrating, relating. Jess. 

create (from clea ball? and *fsj a leaf), s., the name of a kind of plant (which 

grows in the Sundarbans, and is used for coarse matting and thatching). 

crc cata (prob. wrongly for cafacalst), s., cyclone, storm-wave. Bak. 

crate (from Skr. atetat a religious mendicant, ascetic; and Hindi aytaté a saint, the 

deity), s., an honorary title for Brahmans; a saint, holy person, gen.; a god or 

demon of the forest (among Santals), Maid. 

CA’ (prob. Pers. iS going around), s., touting for business, seeking for customers. 

gen. 

catewta (from cone) =calfea. 24-Pargs. 

catetatfa (perhaps from Pers. ~~i,S flesh, and termin. )!, possessing), ad7., well-deve- 
loped in body (as a man), stout, fullin figure, Jess. 

crf (from ce) =cnfeal. 24-Pargs. 

cafe (prob. from Pers. Wis a collector of market dues, and ~S going around), 

s., an agent who travels about to purchase (articles of trade for his master), a 

commercial agent. Pub. 

cHateei=calale, q.v., gen. 

catatet (prob. from ct a cow and a a hall, room), s., a cow-shed, cow-house, gen.— 

Note: the diction. gives c*{atei| and derives it from ca and =teil, but does not 

give 2\ei, and there is no such word applicable to such a derivation as far as I 

know, in Bengali, Sanskrit or any other North Indian language. 

catetfel = cael, q.v., gen. 
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11 (gya; corrup. of 8%) ? q.v.,) an interjection used during hesitation, £. Beng. espec. 

Chit. ; see coats. 

q 

aa (corrup. from “tl a small pitcher 2), s., a water-pot, pitcher. Madd. 

*zcp], s., a bell, gong; the striking of a clock; the time between the strikings of a 

clock, an hour; a short space of time, gen.; f@% 4b) or BH Abi a short time; 

qebs( = AG) +4) a short time, Jess. 

aqaj (from *a), adj., close, thick, dense. Mald. 

qal, s., a portion (of land) which juts out (from a field), an outlying corner or recess. 

Raj. See: 

*qq, s.,a house. 4 48tS to occupy a house, to reside in a house, Cit. «asate a 

son-in-law who lives in his father-in-law’s house (the expression now implies 

inferiority or contempt). “® <4 (restricted) to a single house, excommunicated : 

“ea favs, to excommunicate, put out of caste ; “Puta S305, to be excommu- 
nicated, put out of caste. 

*aaq\ (from *¥4), s., a receptacle, drawer, gen.; an open shelf, Raj. 

Wal Ft (from *aa) and *#{bl a piece of wood), s., an open shelf. Raj. 

a, s., a wound with a pointed weapon (?); “1 wfats to strike a blow with a pointed 

weapon (?) Svylh. 

ae, s., the place where a silk-reeler (katani) sits, a silk-reeling place. aj. 

“2a Id, s., a house where mustard seed is pressed, an oil-mill house. /ess. 

azea fae (Arab. sé negative and faa agreement), adj., dissimilar, unlike. Raj. 

“Gl, s:, the path to a baris *C/77- 

ab (for *3b and *=fo), s., fault, wrong-doing. Hug. 

*gib (from «G), s., a landing-place at the water’s edge; a passage or steps leading 
down to the water's edge; a bathing-place ; a ferry; a quay, wharf. «cb ects 

to go to stool, to ease one’s self (no doubt from the habit of resorting to river- 

banks for the purpose). Bog. 

ato “at (ab a ferry and “875 to obtain), s., ferry-hire, ferry-toll. Chit. 

abl, s., a path, foot-track, narrow road, N. Reng.; the path leading into a bari, Raj. 

and Chit. 

afb, s., a police beat, Dac. ; an outpost, Hug. 
*a{U, s., the nape or back of the neck; the shoulder (of an animal). 

afi, s., finger-mark. 24-Pargs. 

afa\ (prob. from Skr. root 34 to strike), s., the blunt edge (of a cutting instrument). 

Dac. 

aA (from **F grass), s., a grass-cutter, grass-seller. Dac. 

gfe, s., chaff, husk. Raj. 
¥bi, s.. a promontory or point (in a river). Jess. 

gio with facs to plant (rice seedlings). Bak. 
qb (prob. connected with * 4b the ancle), s. (1) lump of earth, clod; (2) small heaps 
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of earth (placed to mark the boundary of a field); (3) a silkworm-cocoon; (24- 

Pargs.) 

qs adj., middle, central (applied to situation); e.g. Yivtwi the middle para (of a 

village). Ray. 

gate (connected with Hindi waat to turn, go round), s., a sentry-box, guard-box. 

Jess. 

qafa, s., a string worn round the waist, waist-cord. 24-Pargs. 

¥ai (from ¥fats to whirl), adj., round-about, circuitous, indirect. Jess. 

*afacs, v.a., to whirl, turn round, roll; to whirl about, brandish (a stick) ; to roll in, 

draw in (as a fishing net). 

qF— qi. Jess. 
gilt (connected with Yotecs to untie, open), adj., open (as the lid of a box). aj. 

*qazcs, v.a., to gather up, roll up, coil up (as a rope). Jess. 

ga (*¥qq), s., sleep. 

caa (fr. cafats to encompass), s., going around along the boundaries (of land). Jess. 

cdas (fr. cafats), s., surrounding, encompassing. Sylh. 

cafa (fr. cafacs), s., enclosure. 
*cate (prob. connected with *«fsts to thrust in, tuck in), s., a bend, a curve; bend 

in a road, crooked path; a recess, corner. 

cael (=cate), s., a bend, curve. 
CU#STS (prob. onomatop. ; see cil), v.z., to groan, moan. Chit. 

*cqui, s., the cock (of a gun). Chit. 

cai] (prob. from Skr. 4tat the nose), s., a portion (of land) which juts out (from a 

field) an outlying recess or corner. Jess. See Wal. 

*cala, adj., terrible, dreadful; formidable; dark; gen.: pitch-dark (as night), Raj.; 

dusk, dusky (as evening), Jess.; gloomy, dim (as eye-sight), Pub. 

*cala, s., horror, awfulness; darkness, gloom, gen.: dusk, evening-dusk, /ess.; dim- 

ness (as of eye-sight), Pub. 

| 5 
bats (for bfatS), v.a., to plough, till. FE. Beng. 
be (from Skr. wR a wheel, circle, district ?), s 

parcel of ground, a field, Dac. 

bSy (corrup. of b%?), s., a ladder, steps. zp. 

bel (corrup. of foetl4?), s., an outery, alarm. Swundbn. 

dE SIA, s., a kind of cloth with a variegated stripe down the middle (generally worn 

by Mags). Chit. 

del (prob. erron. for **&i), s., fear; intimidation, menace. Mald. 

by, s., a ladder, steps, Dac.: a ladder used as a harrow (42), Jess.: a high machan 

or platform in fields, Chit. 

bo (=dele), s.,a chandal. E. Beng. 

bbe (from *bb glitter), adj., glazed. Pub. 
bbl (from *b{btS to split off in pieces), s., a piece of bamboo split lengthwise. 

bvIz (fv. DDI), s., mat, matting. 

a large block of land, S. Beng.; a or), 

J 
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*pbla, s., uncultivated grass-land, pasturage (=c7falq). 

pba| (from *bbeISTS to knead dough, to temper clay), adj., trampled, trodden down. 

Jess. 

big (=*bb and *bbi), s., gunny cloth, sack-cloth. Maid. 
pfS (no doubt connected with *pbus and beI a sparrow, and *fofwai a bird), s., the 

yellow oriole or mango-bird ; called also azifa fofual. Chit. 

bw (or b#?=*bI a boat-pole ; perhaps connected with 3G} a switch, thin stick), s., 

* a bamboo pole for pushing (a boat) along, a punting pole) (=agl). Jess. 

bf 7, s., the front part of a boat. Ray. 

phe AeA, s., the idol-house in a private dwelling. 

BS (corrup. of 564). Ray. 

bea, s., the quadrangle formed by houses on all four sides of the court-yard (af¥\) 

Raj. 

b4 (corrup. of *bfaq), s., behaviour, conduct. Jess. 

Dew, adj., like, similar. Raz. 

bul (see bl), s., partial unconsciousness, partial loss of one’s senses; e.g. Dari afta 

he half lost his senses. Raj. 

peatawi, a very large kind of snake. ess. 

*peyelt (bw +t), s., a silver waist-chain (worn by women), gen.; bI¥ Aalt Dwatia 

quadruple-chained chandrahar, /ess. 

baa, s., heavy bamboo spear with a detachable barbed point. Sydh. 

ba, s., any land formed in a river, whether above or below the surface of the water ; 

an alluvial bank, a sand-bank, an alluvial island ; a shoal—Note: the diction. 

gives DU] with these meanings; but according to all my experience the word is 

ba, and Forbes gives the Hindi word as az. Note. It is probably indigenous ; 

see Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, 1911, p. 488. The grant is genuine. 

bai (from ba), adj., consisting of char, alluvial; characterized by char, shallow. 

ba| (from ba), s., an expanse of alluvial math or open land which has accreted to 

other land; an expanse of fields, a math. Raj. 

bald, s., key. Ray. 

DP see bY . 

Diol (? the slapping-place, from Skt. we the open palm of the hand), s., the buttock. 
Bog. 

ba (prob. from Skr. root wa to chew; and connected with *pata the jaw, and *cotatfa 

the jaw-bone), s., the jaw; the cheek. Raz. 

ba (fr. Dae ?). s., a bamboo fishing-spear with divergent prongs, 77p.; heavy bamboo 

spear with a detachable barbed point, Sy/h. 

bail, s., wood, timber. Dac. 

Blea (corrup. of *bi#4), s., a servant. Chit. 

bisa (corrup. of *pt¥at), s., service; domestic service. Chit. 
biz, s., a basket-work fish-trap. Tip.; Chit. 

bIztS (perhaps corrup. of bifats from bi a thatched roof), v.a., to thatch or roof with 

san grass. Jess. 
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*ple| (*bie anything circular), s.. a lump, clot; a lump of earth, clod; a piece of 

brick, brick-bat; gold bullion. Dac. 

*ptHeCS, v.n., to be seized with a fit, to have a fit. Jess. 

bIxal (prob. connected with b% a ladder, platform), s., a bamboo platform at the 

prow of a boat. Raj. 

*ptatfa (prob. connected with btwal), s., a basket. Dac. 

bvI, s., a door or screen made of split bamboos plaited together. Raj. 

pity (? what can merely be licked, from bifecS to lick: or for bifa 5), adj., little, small, 
trifling. Jess. 

Difss (prob. corrup. of bibs), ad7., some; e.g. {4 DIfSs some paddy. Hug. 
BIS, s., a fishing rod. Chit. 

bislt (perhaps from Skr. Waa observant, intelligent, alive), adj7., awake, alert ; active, 

energetic; e.g. a ‘sharp’ man, a ‘virulent’ epidemic. Bak. 

*piela, s.. the masonry platform at the top of a pakka ghat. 

*piwa (fr. Skr. rt. eX to cover, clothe; or fr. Pers. j= a sheet), s., a sheet, table-cloth 

or wide cloth; the cloth worn arround the upper part of the body by men. 

bia (corrup. of *RlA), s., bathing. gen. 

bi (corrup. of *be the moon), s., the moon; anything disk-like, e.g. a small disk 

attached to a nose-ring, Raj.; oi4 ae a kind of bracelet, Mald.; di calait a 

semi-circular bolak, Chit. 

bi, s., the general features, characteristics (of a thing; as of handwriting). Dac. 

blwa (prob. connected with *b{*#iw the ridge of a house), s., the flank or side (of a 

native house ; the courtyard being the #2 or front, and the back being #15 

or *NC). 
pilwal (perhaps from ba), adj., tied or roped together by the neck sideways (as a 

couple of cattle). Jess. 

pil, s., open spaces (in thatch). Hug. See cb. 

pif (=Hindi atet), s., the crown of the head. Raj. 

bit (prob. from *sIf*itS to press down), s., a (tiger’s) lair. 

pif™t (*pifzits to press down), s., a crow-bar. Dac. 
*DIfACS, v.a., to press down, gen.; to haul (a sail) downwards so as to make it taut, 

nautical: to press in, keep in (as a boat near the land, opposed to Gf ats to 

stand out from the land), nautical. 

biaal, s., a hollow. 

piy (Skt. waa), s. (I) a skin, gen.; (2) the human skin, Chit. ; (3) leather, gen. 

bial, s., Shade (of all kinds), shadow. Chit. 

bly, s., a four-sided basket (=cUlwl). Chit. 

bla, s., a light tressle bridge made of bamboos or single trees (= tal). EL. Beng. 

blaaq (Pers. shes) ordinal, fourth. Chit. 
bial (=v q.v. and Hindi ate a bait for fish), s., a kind of cage for catching fish. 

Jess. 

bial 2a, s., seed-bed, nursery for seedlings. Clit. 
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bifa (perhaps from *b# a vessel for an oblation), s., a large earthen gamla or tub 

(used for feeding cattle; also asa boat). Raj. 

bie (=bdIal q.v.), s., a kind of fish-trap. Jess. 

*pleats, adj., active, lively, gen.; blaAe fats to cause to move along, set in motion, 

Jess. 

*plataq, s., sifting, winnowing. Chit. 

*plet (from bia a thatched roof), s..a kaccha verandah. Maid. 

piala (bYeTetS to drive forward or away), s., despatching, forwarding (as goods or 
money), gew.: divorcing (a wife), Dac.; invoice, bill of lading, gev. 

bia, s., hearing, perceiving by the ear; noise, talk. Mald. 

*pifa, s., a number of logs tied together, a raft of logs. Raj. 

*pfa, s., agriculture, tillage; bla aA (with AH prob. a jingle), agriculture, cultivation of 

land. 

*pifacs (bia), v.a., to plough, till, gen.; to trim, to pare (as sugarcane, for use), Jess. 

fos, s., necklace, 24-Pargs. Cp. foe. 

*fota, adj., fine (paddy). Bak. 

fo# (prob. *f># a chick, blind), s., rope-netting (to hold articles), Pub.: a string 

frame-work (for hanging things in, so as to carry them), gen. Cp. feel. 

fof@s (prob. corrup. of foes; see fof#a), s., a scream, shriek, cry; fof#s ~ifers to 
scream, cry out. Dac. 

fofea (corrup. of foex4ta), s., a scream, shriek, cry. Chit. 

*foae fot (prob. onomatop.) with @favs v.n.. to flicker, send forth the last gleams (as a 

light, or the setting sun). Raj. 

forte 
fora 
fool, s., small cross-rafters of split bamboo. Chit. 

fofecs (fos the understanding), v.1., to come to one’s senses, be conscious. aj. 

foa (*fo), s., a mark, sign. 

foa, s., a large concourse (of people). Dac. 

fofecs (*fox! thought), v.v., to think, reflect. 
forwal, s., the growing of vice (paddy), either sowing it or transplanting it out. Chit. 

foster 
foarte 
fofa (*fo%), s., a mark, sign. Raj. 

foafaa, s., lightning. lay. 

fofH (*fofrics to squeeze), s., a squeeze. Dac. 

foai (—*foed, fozait and fost) s., a comb. The word appears to be derived from a 

word meaning ‘horn’; see foafa. 

t (corrup. of foetta), s., a scream, shriek. Dac. 

, s., a dwarf kind of rice (paddy), reaped in Sept.-Oct. Chit. See HYG. 

foaf‘, s., a worker in horn. Dac. 

« foal (prob, from* fba the kite) s.; see br. 

Bt corrup. of Al; e.g. bdift short for the name S\frata. 

bt# s., a necklet of small square plaques. 24-Pargs. 
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Bie (connected with * foi and fobt) s., an extract from a land-measurement paper 
(chittha). Raj. 

bibl (connected with *fob rust ?) s., chaff (of paddy). Dac. 
bIS s. a white mark or spot (on a horse’s forehead). Jess. 

*plel (*foei; Skr. faa; prob. onomatop. fromits cry) s., the kite (Falco ater). bia «1 
Jess. and *foe] a small room on the roof of a house at the top of the staircase. 

dial, s., a track through jungle (such as a deer-track). Bak. 

Pai (corrup. of pa) s., the hair of the head. Chit. 

bb (connected with *p for to strike) s., force; Stats pcb by the force of the blow. 

Tip. 

pata, adj. with “ei, a kind of Sari printed completely with variegated patterns and 

colours. Mald. 

pal (prob. connected with Hindi gant dim-sighted, purblind) s., being dazed, losing one’s 

presence of mind. Maild.: see fm. 

pH, s., peeping into; pw fare to peep into. Dac. 
pus (*pays sipping) s., a broad-bottomed brass cup, 24-Pargs. ; adj. broad in pro- 

portion to height, squat (as jars, cups, etc.), 24-Pargs. 

pia, s., the covering over cocoanut flowers. Bak. 

*pail, s., a small earthen fire-place for cooking. 

pate (*petl and Skr. gat a fire-place) s., distilling (of spirits). Ray. 

pi connected with cbl#) whetted, sharp) adj. sharpened to a point, sharp-pointed, 

fine-pointed. 7p. 

pm) (pawl), s., a small water-way in an embankment. Chit. 

pai, s., a clump, thicket; e.g. cas pra cane-brake. T1p. 

pal (for ba fr. ra ) adj., broken to pieces, shattered. Mald. 

patees (connected with *p=1#18tS to itch) v.n., to itch. 

cbe ¥f¥, (Eng. check), s., the counterfoil of a receipt. 

cow, s., a land tenure (generally). 

cbal4, s., split-bamboo post. aj. 

cb#u| (connected with Hindi #st young) adj., very young, Bog; a boy, lad, gen. 

cba, s. (I) a short stout stick (used as a missile), /Jess.; (2) a piece of the thorny 

bark of the wild palm, Bak. 

coal afd s., grass growing in long tufts. Tip 
CObwISTS, v.a., to drag along on the ground. Chit. 

cba, s., rushes, reeds. 

Cbd (prob. for cAb fr. *cXfocS to sprinkle, irrigate), s., watering (plants). 

cbfbtS (prob. for Gifots) v.a., to water, pour water on (plants). 
Cbb, s., penis. Sylh. 

CbS| (*CdS3), s., consciousness. Jess. 

cofacs (for *fofts) v.a., to know, recognize. 

*cCbail, s., a chip; a split bamboo. 24-Pargs. 

cba, s., a male buffalo. Chit. 
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Cbsifa (prob. from (ba the month Chaitra), adj. (scil. *yel, the mustard and other 
crops) sown in Phalgun and gathered in Baisakh. Raj. 

coisa, adj., clear, open, unobstructed. Jess. 

cis (prob. corrup. of *cbt#\; see also bal), s., a bamboo pipe or tube. Jess. 

cole (from cbyfs), s., a chair. Chit. 

cbIztS (corrup. of *bfaTS) v.a., to plough, till. Chit. 
clea, s., a bamboo pole, a punting pole (=aal), Pub.: cota a a bamboo punting 

pole, 77p. See cot. 

*col#| (Skr. tat sharp) adj., sharp, keen; sharpened, whetted ; sharpened to a point, 
sharp-pointed. 

Colt (*baR the eye), s., the eye; Chit. ; also *cpi. 

cbtete. s., a tiny earthen pot (used for keeping things in). Maid. 

cbt#| (comp. Hindi att the skin), s., husk (of paddy), Chit.; of any kind of pulse. 

CbIS|, with 4 a memorandum, note, abstract. Bak. 

cov, s., bush, clump. Bak. 

cola (see cb124), s., a bamboo punting-pole (=a), Raj. ; a post, stake, T7p. 

Cbl, s., means, resource, expedient (=*G*{a). Ray. 

*cb) (corrup. of bgZ four) gener. used in compound words to denote four, e.g. colatifaat 

and cblolet q.v. ; but also used adverbially, in four ways, in four parts, in E. Beng. 

e.g. 6b) cafe a bamboo split (diter., thrown) into four pieces lengthwise. 

coarser = cbienferm. Chit. 
coranty (Ge four, and {Gj a rafter), adj. and s., (a kaccha house) having the roof slop- 

ing four-ways, Raj. ; a baithak-khana, reception room, Maid. 

coranfen (cb) four and atfa ridge) adj. and s. (land) bounding (a field) on all four 
sides; boundaries. L. Beng. 

cb\Sa—cbl24 BV) the principal rafters in a kaccha house. 

coleta (fv. BA), s., bamboo harrow. Sylh. 
cof, s., a fish-spear (single-pointed). 24-Pargs. 

cbi#t, s., a moat, fosse. Ray. 

cole (same as *cbl#/), s., a water-pipe, a rain-pipe. Maid. 

copia (cb) four, and bt a roof), adj. and s. (a kaccha house) having the roof sloping 

four-ways. 

coffe (for cbletfe q.v.), adj. (a kaccha house) having the roof sloping four-ways. Jess. 
BIAS, S., an angina or uthan in the outer bari; a cow-shed. Mald. 

cblaipel (Pers. hey a vat, cistern), s., a receptacle or place for depositing rubbish. 
Mald. 

cblai (perhaps connected with *cpYaH flat, smooth), adj., low, low-lying (asland). Dac. 

byt, s., a fold of cloth at the waist, waist (?). 24-Pargs. 

bila (corrup. of Wt), s., bathing, ablution. 

R 
% This letter properly has the sound of an aspirated ch; but throughout Bengal has 

the sound of s in every position except at the beginning of words. In Kast 
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Bengal it is pronounced s in every position, and has taken that sound so com- 

pletely that Arabic and Persian names containing s are generally written with it, 

e.g., Salim ple Bata; Asghar eel se4 ; and similarly there is a tendency to con- 

found initial 4 with ¥. 

Beal, s., business of thatching. 24-Pargs. 

Dexa (f steala), s. (1) a child, a boy ; (2) children; in this sense often added to fe. 

Heala Aa the Boy-Saint, a semi-divine person believed to rule over the Western 

part of the Sundarbans, and propitiated by Hindus and Mohammedans in order 

to obtain immunity from tigers; his shrine is often marked only with a flag. 

Haughton derives bieaa from f+ bfeale which is for bfe + aa. 

Bfe (prob. connected with *cB{fetS to be set free), s., giving birth (to a child), delivery. 

Dac. 

BoA (=*Sbed), s., rolling about, tossing about (as a person in pain). 
BY (prob. Bf¥tS to be set free), s., a thrust ov lunge with a spear. 24-Pargs. 

BU (=*caib) adj., small, little. Chit. 

*5ul (prob. fr. Bfers to strew about), s. [The meaning seems to have been first “strew- 

ing about,” then “‘things strewn in a row, a series,’ ‘““a row or aggregate of 

like things connected together.’’|: (1) the sprinkling of a house before sweeping ; 

(2) shot, small shot ; (3) a band or string (of articles, especially ornaments) as 

Sifacad BUI and 4s BY SIfasw a band of tabizes ; and so (4) often pleonastically or to 

give definiteness, as dia BY CaYe four gots (waist chains), gen; (5) a waist-chain, 

Jess ; (6) a bunch of plaintains, gen. 

BUI, s., a small river, stream or canal. Chit. 

Bula (for *cBlvia), s.,a key. Jess. 

BUiai = BuIA. Jess. 
5eq (=*b¥4), s., a division or separate portion of a bari. Kaz. 

tBu, s., rool. 

Ba C74), s., a kind of bracket shaped like half a bauti, Jess.; (~%i= Hindi wyat the 

waist ; the dictiony. gives ¢7ibi the waist, and derives it from Pers. keniy the 

claws, but it seems doubtful. 

Byat| (prob. for Clq cate a gold-washer), s., a worker in precious metals. Dac. 

lz @fe, s., one’s self and all one’s family, one’s self and all one’s male and female re- 

latives. Jess. 

Blab (for * Bifb), s., the eaves of a thatched house. Chit. 

*5{ST5, v.a. (I) to cover, cover over ; (2) to roof, to thatch ; (3) to put anything over 

as a cover (as a Skin over a drum, cane-work in a chair.) 

Bisel (Arab. Us. a mendicant), s., a Mohammedan priest who lives on charity. 

BIG (=*b) from **if4s the young of an animal), adj., young, not full grown (vulg.) 

Khul. | 

*5\Gfa, s., the skin (of a drum). 

peas. 
bib, s., the outskirts or appurtenances of a bari. Jp. 

” (s{5 
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Siw (ft SifGrs), s., release, delivery. Dac. 

*piui (* Bifers), adj. (1) abandoned, relinquished ; (2) separated from, apart, distant. 

STO (*BIv)), adv., without, besides; apart from, away from. 

bie (Skr.), s., roof. 

sit =) (vulg.) C. Beng. 
*5ifa (*B18C5 to cover) s., a wicker or cane-work cover (around a glass jar). Chit. 

sts=s. Tip. See fst. 
slwaq, s., fastening (an animal’s forelegs) together, hobbling (an animal). Bog. 

Bina (*BI%a% a covering, or roof) s., an open temporary hut or shed. Jess. 

dIq, s., partition, allotment. Raj. 

BIA, s., a boy, youngster. Jess. See (BABI. 

BTACT (BIAS), s., a girl. Jess. 

Brare (corrup. of *#afmH) s., a wife’s brother (among Mohammedans). Dac. 

Safa =sift. Chit. 
*pie (perh. fr. *8{4 bark), s. (1) coarse cloth, sack cloth, sail-cloth, Dac. ; (2) a coarse 

sack or bag, gen. 

fee eb (fofers to tear+*b a small piece of anything) s., a slip of paper for a memo- 

randum. 

fos s., a necklace ; 24-Pargs. Cp. fo#. 
foal, s., a kind of shelf. Chit., Cp. foe. 

fsb, adj., queer, eccentric, cracked. 24-Pargs. See BW. 
feb) (*fefors to sprinkle), adj., sprinkled ; feb) af land belonging to one village but 

situated within the limits of another village, gen. 

fobia (*fobist5 to scatter about) s., a rubbish heap. Dac. 

*f55, adj. (1) cut, divided, gen.; (2) fragmentary; foes afy land belonging to one 

village situated within the limits of another village. Raz. 

*feaiai, adj., unchaste, Jess. ; s., a prostitute. 

fefrics (prob. fr. Skr. rt. fau to throw) v.a., to throw, scatter, sprinkle (as anes on a 

fire). Mald. 

foal, s., a branch or sprout (of a bamboo). Chit. 
BIb, adj.. very queer, very eccentric, cracked ; 24-Pargs. See fv. 

B11 (fr. fetbrs to scatter seed), adj., broad-cast, e.g., 5151 Ai broad-cast sowing of seed, 
Raj.: s , broad-cast scattering of seed (generally without previous ploughing), Raj, 

B15 (fr. fs5), adj., fragmentary ; dispersed, scattered. Raz. 

*5CS, v.n. (I) to get loose, escape; (2) to be discharged ; (3) to fly (asa cannon- 

ball) ; (4) to escape, hurry off, run away; (5) to run. 

26%] (connected with cB{b little), adj., inferior, subordinate, second-rate (applied to 

raiyats, as contrasted with aaa). Ray. 

ovifa (=*cBltla), s.,a key. Tip. 
fs( =*9%), s., the communication of one thing to another, e.g. in the giving of some 

durba grass when making a contract; compare Latin stipulatio (?). Ray. 

9a\ (*Z41), s., a large knife. Maid. 
(2D feonneaea with *c8¢@b| burnt, seared), adj., charred. Chit. 

vl 
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(ab (fr. cBfocS) s., an outlet for water (e.g. from abil). Bardh. 

C@bl, s., coarse bamboo mat-work (used for house-walls and fences). Raj. 

cer (Skr. rt. fx to cut), s., a knife (for tapping date-trees). Jess. 

Coe] em ¢ = OT 
CB (corrup. of *Bftl), s., the young (of an animal); a kid. 

coal (*feata), s., illicit sexual intercourse, whoredom, immorality. Raj. 

Ceft (prob. corrup. of Skr. Seat fr. fex to cut, pierce). s., a punch, awl; a chisel; a 

punch for punching stamps, gen.: a long narrowish straight dao, Dac. 

cota, s., refuse silk. az. 

coats (Arab. ~.2lew folly ?), s., improper carnal intercourse. Bog. 

ceafea (Skr. aa and gaz a fatherless orphan), s., a child that has neither father 

nor mother, an orphan child. Chit. 

cea, s., the ground below the eaves of a house. Dac. 

CBqUl (perh. fr. ceafeal an orphan child, and then generally) s., a boy, youngster, 

E. Beng. See Btqwh. 

CBya (connected with cB4Bi) s., a girl, young girl. EE. Beng. 

CBail, s.. an aquatic weed. /ess. 

ceca (for *cefeal), s., a child. ceva cvita children. [The diction. gives sifemi fafer and 

says fafa is a jingle to the first word; but it no doubt=Uriya fila, a child, 

and may very probably be connected with the Telugu pzlakaya and Tamil filler, 

a child]. cote aya a young person (boy or girl). 

Cala, s., wandering about. Chit. 

Galati, s., branches and sticks thrown into water (to prevent people fishing there). 

Chat. 

*Co\b youngest (among sons), see CAS. 

CBD, s., a long (swift-going) boat. 24-Pargs. 

calbicetb! (prod. fr. *afecs q.v.), s., mutual abuse. Dac. 

CBIbSI (fr. *cBib small; see Bb), s. (scil. wife), the junior or inferior (of two co- 
wives). Mald. 

cBIbt (with 4%), adj. (a kind of paddy) grown on high land (where the inundation in 

the rainy season hardly reaches). Jess. 

or 
6 this letter has the sound of 7 generally throughout Bengal, except as a final (as in 

#1) where it is almost universally pronounced z. But in East Bengal it is very 

commonly pronounced z in all positions and the sound of z prevails over that of 

jin Chittagong, thus gift “I know” is pronounced zani; GR “straight” wzu, 

Ejsewhere it has a tendency to run into @ d especially at the beginning of a word. 

as wale for Stats! (Pers. olels) a son-in-law, and these two letters are often confused 

in that position in Midnapore and Orissa, as walwa for Galea ; qfafea for afatsa. 

wealy (Pers. .),>), adj., strong (in health), hale. 24-Pargs. 

Seale (prob. corrup. fr. *se1), adj. (?) Gea Fei water and mire. Jess. 
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SU (prob. fr. *FG root, origin), s. (?) origin, beginning (?); with fa, v.a., to begin, 

undertake, set to work upon (something). Bardh. 

fe (SY root), s., a small root, rootlet ; a medicinal root, a root dried for use as a 

drug. Mald. 

*afuts, v.2., to be wound around, be entangled (?): afea *ftrs to be entangled men- 

tally, look confused, be out of countenance. Howr. 

gam (fr. Pers. a4, female apartments), s., a wife. 

*oy (Arab, bss discipline, control, check), s., repression, subduing : with #facs to sub- 

due, put one to trouble, punish. 

*om] (Arab. es accumulation, sum total, land assessment), s., the amount of revenue 

or rental assessed upon land, especially a raiyat’s rental; a raiyat’s holding, the 

area for which he pays rent: &fa Gq raiyati land. 

Ste (Fa), adj., subject to the payment of rental, rent-paying; appertaining to a 

raiyat’s holding. 

#Bab, ad7., collected, gathered together. Jess. 

ofa (Pers. .s}), s., land, espec. cultivated land. The diction. gives G4] but it is be- 
coming obsolete. 

*afacs (Arab. es= accumulation), v.1., toaccumulate, gather, assemble (as a crowd, or 

water when obstructed) ; to grow compact, become dense ; to coagulate, congeal. 

ofaas (Arab, Huss collection), s., SfIS AF a concourse of people, an unruly crowd, 

a mob. 

*@a, s., victory, triumph gen. : Sa ceed) BIS a cubit increased by 4 fingers’ breadth, 

Khul. , 

afas (*afacs to be dissolved in an acid), adj., soaked (with anything), stained. Dac. 

wei zlab S[acS to wash one’s self after going to stool. Jess. 

Fe AMWEeTS (and He ~afeal) to take light refreshment, to have a snack of food. Gea wets 

cMeal, s., giving light refreshment. Ga zeala AW (among cultivators) the time 

for stopping work in order to have a snack of food, i.e. about 8 or 9 a.m. 

Re we (—*FAq7e), adj., covered with water (as land), always submerged, marshy. 

pess. 

we ba shoal water, shallow water. Jess. 

wel fuTs, v.2., to leak (as a boat). Nautical. 
Ha 7b, s., the place where water dripping from a roof falls. Ray. 

He Ai, s , the pronouncing of mantras over water (in order to purify it). 

a Sif#e, v.n., to have (so much) draught of water (as a boat), e.g. CIS! FS as Fa 

3iC#, how many cubits of water does the boat draw ? Nautical. 

*wel| (*e1), s.. marshy ground ; low moist ground capable of growing rice ; the fields, 

open ground, C. Beng.: level ground, a plain, Jess.; adj., cleared (of jungle), 

opened out (as land), Bak. 

eA, s., kind of armlet. 

wags (perh. cetva, from Skr. ate the chin), s..a dewlap. 24-Pargs. 
Sea, s., chin. Chit. 
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HieeI (prob. corrup. of Bw; afs+a84 a difference in caste), s., removal from 

one’s caste; disgrace to one’s caste or family: with #fats to ravish, violate (a 

woman). Jess. 

Seq corrup. of GPa, q.v. 

‘Shews = ales, q.v. 

Slol (*7a), s, a harrow (=¥8). Jess. 

aleaq, s., the frame of bamboo or mat laid at the bottom of a boat (on which the 

cargo is laid). Jess. 

*@ia, s., the steeping (of jute) in water. Raj. 

*aifACS, v.n., to awake, be awake, gen.: to return to existence, re-appear (as a char, 

after being submerged by the inundation of the rainy season), Raj.: to be fruit- 

ful, to produce crops (as land), Bak. 

alfa (a causal noun from *&tfttS 2), s., a teacher, tutor. Chit. 

Sle (Gre), adj7., appertaining to the jungle; jungly, wild, uncouth, oil Fal 

random talk, talk not to the point. Jess. 

*alaie (Skr. w¥ta a boundary-ridge in a field), s.. a boundary-embankment ; an em- 

bankment used as a pathway, C. Beng.; a path, way, Bak. 

Sibi, s., spear. Sylh. 

Slolq (GIS ?), s., details, particulars, items (in an account). 24-Pargs. 

alfeatfa (*aifs), adj., relating to caste, appertaining to caste matters. Raj. 
aiq (*Gea the thigh), s., the outside of the thigh. Dac. 

aly "Hw (for *Fiq 7Rbiq), s., acquaintance, being acquainted with. Dac. 

Sita (= *etalal), s., a window. 

SASS (connected with *s{AxivTS to clasp in the arms) 

clasp around. 

Slate (Arab. ee slaughter), s., slaughter. 

Saal, adj., coarse (paddy). Bak. 

*aiaiz, s. (1) a daughter’s husband, gen.: (2) a sister's husband, Dac. 4 Yale a 

son-in-law who lives in his father-in-law’s house (the expression now implies 

v.a., to seize in both arms, to 
d 

inferiority or contempt ; originally it meant apparently a son-in-law virtually pur- 

chased by the father-in-law to reside with the daughter). 

wile C#ibl, s.. a kind of shrub. Raj. 

ala, s.. chaff, chopped straw (?). 24-Pargs. 

Hal, s., sowing vice (paddy) seed, Chit.; Stal c#fetts to sow rice seed. Chit. 

Gilet, s., a plot where rice (paddy) seed is sown for seedlings, a rice seedling-bed, 

Dac.; Stal fable (fv. fafe 2), the same, Chit. 

@leil, s.. a brother’s wife. Dac. 

GeNSts (perh. fr. Sel a seedling-bed), v v., to spring up, sprout forth. Jess. 

ofa (*aie1 a net), s., a woven purse, closed at its mouth by drawing a thread. Chit. 

fasleco=feetecs. Chit. 
fag (*a4 life), s., life, soul. Ray. 
feas (loc. case of pron. a31), adv., in which place, where. Chit. 

fare, s.. a bamboo twig. Tip. - 
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fentets, v.a., to ask, enquire. Bak. Cp. faxtacs. 

fextsts (corrup. of *feeifArs), v.a., to question, interrogate; to ask, enquire 

Ei. Beng. 

*fawelai, s., a desire to know, wish to enquire ; questioning, interrogating, gen.: with 

tfats to question, interrogate, gen.: feesiAl aim, s., questioning, interrog ating. 

Chit. 

fafeacs (fr. fasalal), v.a., to question, interrogate. Chit. 

fas (perh. *f&S conquered, ov Arab. xe contrary) with #fac%, to persist, persevere. 

Chit, 

fom, adj., sent, despatched. Cyt. 

fertial (Urdu us® b; fornication), s., improper carnal intercourse. Bog. 

feaecs (causal fr. SI life), v.a., to cause to live, to make thrive ; ab fealsts to stock 

(a tank) with fish. Chit. 

fafa, s., lightning. Jess. 

Sl (see ail), s., a daughter, FE. Beng. &\ 6 daughters and sons, children, youngsters, 

ess: 

Gla, s., hope, expectation. Maid. 

gap (prob. corrup. fr. *gaitbla a cheat), s., putting off with false excuses. 

Gel, s., ear-ring. Chit. 

gre4— cole. Chit. 
wra=catrn. Chit. 

ofS, s., a fishing-spear; a fishing harpoon with a single shaft and several iron-barbed 

heads; a bundle of small iron-barbed fishing darts bound together at the butt- 

ends (=c#l#). Jess. 

TUS = CHAN > HAF SA a clear moon-lit night. Tv. 

gala, s., yoke of a plough. Chit. 

gj, s., a bamboo split partially down opened out and fastened around with hoops, 

so as to form a round case for holding things. Chit. 

ceaael (cea a pocket + ai a clock), s., a watch. 

cwdala (Pers. j42; under a burden), adj., responsible, liable. Cut. 

CHaata (cHANA), s., ruining, breaking, injury. Chit. 

ceal, s., examination of a party’s witnesses by the adverse party, cross-examination. 

cata (Pers. 3; under), adv., under ; after, subsequent to. Bak. 

caiata (*@ata, Hindi ate; perh. fr. Skr. saz the hot stage of fever), s., the flood-tide 

(opp. to Stb! the ebb-tide): carata facts to take the flood-tide. 
cayata, s., a trench, rut. Chit. 

calwal, s., a kind of large hood or cowl made of leaves and bamboo (which is worn 

suspended from the head down the back as a protection from rain, while leaving 

the hands free). Chit. 

Cals (also written *cats: fy. J# ? assigned—the portion of land assigned to a villager), 

s., the portion of land held and cultivated by a resident villager ; the land held 

by an occupancy-raiyat, gew.: (where the area has been large and the land fer- 
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tile, the jot has been sub-let, and so the word has come to mean) a tenure the 

lands of which are sub-let to cultivating raiyats, Jess.; Pub. Note. This word 

is probably not Sanskrit but indigenous; see Journal of the Bengal Asiatic 

Society, I9giI, p. 486, note 9. The grant discussed there is a genuine one. 

CHSib, s., cutting paddy close below the ears. Mid. 

colyoula (also written catswla ; ceis-+ Pers. Jo holding), s., the owner of a 7ot (in all the 

meanings of this word). ; 

*c@ta, s., a labourer, cooly: c&ia ztvectS to earn one’s living by manual labour: cata 

efats to make up a labourer’s work-account. 

Cola (*CSISRl), s., moon-light, moon-shine. EF. Beng. 

Fcatate (cata), adj., illuminated by the moon, moon-lit (as a night) gew.: s., moon- 

light, Mald. 

cotafe (catats), adj7., moon-lit. Raj. 

*cala (Pers. y; force), s., force, strength, effort; violence, compulsion; hardihood, 

effrontery, e.g. cold ¢fa afers to speak with a brazen face, gen.: adj., strong, 

powerful, Mald. 

cala, s., illicit sexual intimacy, liaison (=al4t@). Dac. 

CBia (perh. connected with cHlatta a trench), s., a water-channel, small nullah. Chit. 

caien (*cala low moist land), s., any depression in land where water settles; a watery 

hollow or trough in land ; a channel, trench, ditch. Ray. 

Cale4, s., jungle, Dac. (a woman’s word). 

cale4 (Arab. 5,5) s., the time after midday when the heat is greatest, i.e. about 2 p.m. 

(one of the times of prayer among Mohammedans). Chit. 

Bale! (prob. connected with BIfS a kinsman; hence perh. the original meaning was a 

‘“‘brother-hood’’) s., a social faction or party (in a village). Ray. 

Bis] = wis) Raz. 

a, (jya), adv., exactly, precisely; eg. 9514 (q.v.) GT exactly noon. Chit. 

ql 
a has generally the sound of 74; but in East Bengal it is modified very much like 

@ 7 and is very commonly pronounced z; e.g. @fat “I understand” is pro- 

nounced buzz; Ifa “the headman of a boat”’ mazv. 

aprib (Skt. a or wz onomatop. +b as a jingle), adv., suddenly, instantaneously ; quickly. 
*ay, s., storm, tempest, cyclone. 24-Pargs. 

af (*alw), adj., rainy; afe Aya the rainy season. Maid. 
aio (onomatop.), s., the sound of a thing falling on the ground. 

aa (onomatop ; so also *ata\e), s., clatter, ring (of metal). Dac. 

anbce (connected with 4b), adv., quickly, hastiiy, hurriedly. Maid. 
ad, s., after-birth. Rang. 

al, adj., Ha) ze a tiny khal, 24-Pargs. @a\ aA unfruitful paddy that has sprung 

up self sown, Dac. 

alfa, s., any kind of litter slung on a pole,a dooly. Maid. 
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aeii, s., a bairagi’s alms-bag. 24-Pargs. 

afa, s., a closely-constructed tatt: (through which one cannot see). Chit. 

ata, s. (1) leathern bag, leathern case, Mald; (2) a pit where water is baled out. 

Hug. 

*ayB, s. (1) the shrub Tamarix Indica; (2) the tree, Casuarina. 
at#l (perh. 7v.* até a crowd), s., a large hemispherical basket (for carrying small 

articles} ; Jess; 24-Pargs. 

aif (connected with *ai{* and *a7), s., a large round cane-made store-basket with 

a cover, Ss: 

aife (perh. connected with *aif#7S), adj., aife Gia a circular fishing-net (thrown so 

as to fall in a circle on the water and sink). Chit. 

ate catbi (fr. * anfees and c*lfocs), s., ter. rubbing and wiping; applying medicines, 

medical treatment. Dac. 

AG) SH (fr. xanifers and #f4c9), s., iter. rubbing and blowing, incantation, witchcraft. 

Raj. 

*aGl, s., a privy: Wei fefas to go to stool, to go aside to ease one’s self. Jess. 

attests (eAtl7i1BTS), v.a., to cover (something) with (something else). Cyt. 

aintsts, v.a., to cause (cattle) to wallow about in water, to allow them to disport 

themselves in water. Dac. 

af (alfats to overspread, as plants), ad7., overspreading. aif G#a, low jungle scrub 

*atai, s., broken brick. 

*fais. (I) a daughter; (2) a maid servant. 

aate, s., an open shell. Dac. 

‘ay (* fal), s., a daughter,: at aU daughters and wives, the women-folk of a family. 
Jess. 

ana (*fafacs to nod with drowsiness), s., nodding with drowsiness: aq wats to nod 
with drowsiness. 

ae fats, v.a., to get before one, to anticipate one, get the start of one. Cut. 

*afUcs, v.a., to cut, reap (pulse crops), Mald; to cut off, lop, trim off. 
aa (*afers to swing) s., tugging to and fro, pulling about (as in a scuffle). ess. 

*canwi, s., a very large basket (capable of carrying a man). aj. 

CANWYE (CANGI) ad7., contained in a jhora. Ray. 

cata, s., low ground. C. Beng. 

cata, s..a small path. Chit. 

B 
BEbF2TS (prob. from some vernac. root 6%; compare *3{b% an obstruction), v.a., to 

obstruct, hinder. Chit. Cp. #8ts. 

bala, s., tetanus. Jess. 

b%, s., raised platform. Sylh. 

bf#s (perh. corrup. fr. 5¥| money) adj., bfes) atti a garden temporarily leased out. 
Dac. 

bv-(tata), adv., rather quickly. 

bE, s., bolt, bar (for fastening a gate). Mad. 
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DABSCS, v.a., to leap over (a fence or wall) ; to climb over, to scale. 

baa (connected with *cbivi, *cbiria, * cBIFH), s., the roof or covering (over a boat). 
Mald. 

b4 (Engl. tub), s., flower-pot. Hug. 

bay] (Hindi ewa house-work, drudgery), s., a servant who does all the odd jobs in 

a kitchen. Chit. 

blz, s., certainty, precision, accuracy. Maid. 
BIZb (corrup. of Gifs), s., a fence. Maid. 
VIG, s., =the. Ch. Nagp. 

bis (connected with dif#cts to appraise), s., estimate, reckoning, calculation (as of the 

crop on a field). Jess. 

bifeai, s., stem of a tree, trunk. Chit. 

vista, s., kind of wooden pail or cup. Dac. 

bly, s., hatchet, axe. Sant.-P. 

Dif, s., axe, Midn.; 24-Pargs. 
Bib, s., interstice in a mat wall. ess. 

Bite : BIG Gf common pasture land (=bbIa). Khul. 

*b1bS1, adj., fresh, new, recent ; sound, unimpaired, gen.: clear, precise, exact, definite 
(as a recollection), Maid. 

*btt (*bifacsS to pull), s. (1) a pull, tug, haul; (2) the strength of a stream, force of a 
current ; (3) a violent tension, spasm; (4) attraction; (5) attraction of the feel- 

ings, affection, love; (6) demand (for goods), scarcity. 

bla, s., land, bank, shore. Dac. 

Bia prob. nasalized form of bla g.v. Chit. 

bial (*bIfIcS to pull), adj. (1) pulled, stretched, extended, gen.; (2) far off, distant, 
Khul. 

bla (prob. =3tB4 q.v.), s., recollection, remembrance. Chit. 
Dia, s. (I) a wide expanse of open fields; (2) low, swampy ground; (3) a marsh, 

swamp. Mald. 

bia, s., pile, heap. Chit. 
*ib1, s., inoculation for small-pox, gen. : vaccination, Chit. 

fea (*t 2), s., small skull-cap (worn by Mohammedans). Chit. 

fofFal, s., leopard. Chit. 

bfefa ytia, s., a temporary stall or shop ata hat. Jess. 

ical (BATS), S., a press or feel with the fingers. /ess. 

bf (SI), s., hinting by a sign or gesture. Jess. 

*(BfAITS, v.a., to press, squeeze, gen.; to press with the hand (so as to feel a thing), 
Jess. 

PA (=BIF), s., rupee; money. Chit. 

Bal, prep., used to indicate the ablative case. =220S. Hug. 

fofa (from bal), s., a jungly or grassy hillock. Chit. 

BACs (sfofFi¢w), v.a., to press, squeeze. 
BIA BI (onamatop.), s., dripping of rain. 24-Pargs. 
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biel (Hindi état), s., a hillock. Chit. 
fects, (prob. *p# a small bit, a little piece) v.a., to jot down, make a rough note; to 

note, insert a note. 24-Pargs. 

f#aa, s., an outer-house in a bari, used as a baithak-khana. Rav. (see cof#). 
pie, s., the back of the neck, the nape of the neck. Raj. 
pfa, s., post, stake. Chit. 

pa (Engl. stool), s., a low stool; a small bench. 

coe (=cbe). Chit. 

cbéSa\ (perh. corrup. of Gafaa) pushing) with Ga a wedge-shaped fishing-net (pushed 
forward and downward). Chit. 

be, (prob. connected with *(3# a hindrance: the original meaning seems to be “ any- 

thing protruding or protuberant’’), s.. a promontory, a tongue of land (in a 

river), gen.: lumpy places or irregularities (in a road), Jess. 

OF (=Ti+4%) particle implying nearly, about, approximately, e.g. 484 cbt about a 
prahar. 

CBE (*¢3%), s. (1) thigh, leg (of an animal), Chit.; (2) lower leg (of men), C/ut. 

CoUB=Cats. 24-Pargs. 
CbHUI, s., an open fence (of upright and horizontal bamboos). Chit. 

CbHUISTS, v.a., to solicit, importune, urge. Raj. 

cba (=*caH), s., a stick, staff, Purul.; Sant. P. 

cof# 44, s., baithak-khana, reception room, sitting-room. Raj. (See 5f%). 

cob] =cuafa. Sylh 

(bai, s., a rag, bit of cloth. Maid. 
*cbAl (cbf*ItS), adj., pressed, squeezed ; indented, gen. : pressed down, so cb*Il 44 trans- 

planted paddy, Jess. 

cov, s., a small pot, with a hole in the bottom (used in making salt). Chit. 

COIATS (fPFACS), v.a., to press down. Jess. 
Coa, s. (I) notice, intimation, gen.; (2) clue, trace. 
cea 
cofaal 
CbI#l (Gf#C5), s., a note, note (in a book); a memorandum, abstract. 
CbI#, s., a kind cf palm-leaf umbrella for the head. Jess. 

cofy , s., a hillock. Ch. Nagp. 

cbIb] (prob. connected with *(3tb a bird’s beak), s., a promontory (in a river). See 
Carel. 

cola, s., knee. 
*(bI7I, Ss. (I) a dent, indentation, gen.; (2) a shallow circular pit (where shikaris sit at 

night to shoot wild animals), Sundbn. 

coIm—=cbIa Chit. (perh. connected with cbI%t above). 

cbItA, adv., without, besides, beyond (=att#). Maid. 
corer (*cbI7i a cover, hat), s., a circular roof. Maid. 

CBIAl corrup. of cba. Jess. 
cbial (connected with cUlal), s., asmall pond. Chit. 

. s., branch of a tree. Chit. 
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y 
3 This letter is always pronounced th; but after a vowel has a tendency towards dh; 

espec. in E. Beng., e.g. udhan for Gata “a courtyard.” 

face (prob. fr. afte stopped, debarred), v.a., to lose, fail in, be unsuccessful in (a 

thing). Jess. 

ate (corrup. of ait in a place) (x) adv., in a place ; used with the pronom. 4, &, etc., 

to form adv. of place, e.g. 4 at% here, Mald.; (2) prep. used to give a dative or loca- 

tive meaning, e.g. 88 312 to him, in or with him. 

3120 Ffacs, v.a., to beat, give a thrashing. Dac. 
dtba (prob. fr. Baa fixed, steadfast ; hence orig. meaning prob. “ fixing or determining a 

thing’”’), s. (1) looking carefully at, inspection, attentive regard, scrutiny, Chit. : 

(2) recognition, identification, gen. ; (3) clear recollection, accurate memory, Cit. ; 

(4) recollection, remembrance ; (5) inference, deduction, conclusion ; (6) opinion, 

conjecture : gen. 

dieq =siba. 24-Pargs. 
dis (Hindi Zlz), s., the frame work of a thatched roof. Maid. 

*$12a (Hindi aexat to be fixed, determined; prob. connected with 3t84 q.v.), s., con- 

sideration, determination ; thought, reflection ; opinion, fancy, gen. In Chit. its 

meanings blend with those of 3184. 

{38 (*19% precise, exact), s. (1) a sum fixed, an amount settled, a sum agreed upon, 

Raj.; (2) a fixed price (for work to be done), fixed hire of labour, Raj. ; adj. (1) 

working at a fixed hire; (2) working for daily hire, hired; (3) taking chance 

work, doing job-work; (4) working by chance, labouring temporarily ; (5) tem- 

porary, undertaking for a time only (espec. with reference to the cultivation of 

land, e.g. af fs) alfa I hold land temporarily). 

faei (from last meaning of f3#\ above), s. (1) a temporary cultivator of land, the 

lowest grade of cultivators who have no permanent right in the land, a karfa 

tenant, Mald.; (2) name of a particular tenure in Jessore (fvob. orig. one leased 

out at a fixed sum). 

PsBts=*slsts. Jess. 
siria (from last meaning of {3#\ above), s., the holder of a thika, name of a particular 

kind of tenure-holder. Jess. 

SH (corrup. of 31%), adv., ina place; used with pronom. 4, &, etc., to form. adv. of 

place, e.g. 4 foti here. Mald. 

cats (corrup. of 313 and fiz), adv., in places, here and there. Raj. 
*(S#ISTS (*(3# an obstruction, hindrance), v.a. (1) to obstruct, hinder ; (2) to oppose, 

prevent, resist; (3) to press against, exert pressure against ; (4) to protest, re- 

monstrate, forbid ; (5) to stop, put an end to (a thing, as a quarrel) ; (6) to inter- 

pose, intervene ; (7) to ward off, guard, protect. 

Coal (*(5%), s., obstructing, hindering ; opposing, resisting ; protesting against. Jess. 

(acs, adv., with, beside, in the possession of. 24-Pargs. 

ca% place? «“#tet7 in the same place, in the same village. 24-Pargs. 
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(3B) =bea. Chit. 
aa (corrup. of fa), s., a place, spot. Maid. 

«tea, s., a blow with the foot, a kick. Raj. 

cate) (*C1B a bird’s beak), s., a point or spur (of land), a promontory. See cbtbi. 

© 

& this letter is always pronounced d but constantly runs into © 7 when not initial. 

In the common language it sometimes represents a # d, e.g. BIG) Dac. for WAG! 

a bullock ; fl a group of villages fr. Pers. ss a village ; f% for fa direction: G24 

fr. Wh. 
UF, s., rain, ashower. /ess. 

GA, s., the principal shoot (of a plant), the top of the growing stem. Mald. See 04! 

and Corn. 

wi, adj., low, low-lying (applied to land) ; low and fertile. 

*om (prob. fy. GT) s., adj., prominent, large. 

SUN (GH, s.) s. (1) the principal shoot (of a plant, as a sugar-cane). ; (2) the top of the 

growing stem; (3) a peak or tip; (4) the point or fore-part of anything. 

Ut (GH adj.) =O adj. 

BANA} (Vit), ad7. low-lying, subject to submersion by water (as land). Khul. 

wyqa (*GI4), s..a double drum. Cut. 

BN (Gt adj.), adj., = Bt adj. See GMa. 

wal = vil. 

ba corrup. of bea. Raj. 

Ga\ (for G2aj fr. Fa), adj., low, low-lying (applied to land). hut. 

wa, s., a flood. Chit. 

“624 (Hindi s#e), s. (I) a village road or path; (2) a low village-road, Raj.; Mald; 

(3) low land flooded with water ; see #&I. 

WG, nautical adj. left (= aa, as opposed to right); port (as opposed to starboard in 

boats). C. Beng. 

wie", s., a cultivated plot of ground. Raj. See Gt. 

Bwie4 (*afsF), adj. right (opposed to left). 

visa = ira. Chit. 
* VF (GIFTS to summon), s., a peon, Chit; a postman; a guide. 

*oYs4, (prob. fr. Si s.), adj. full-grown, adult, mature ; large (as an instrument), exten- 

sive (as an estate), voluminous (as papers): influential, respectable. Bak. 

B\Aal, s., a pitcher (= #afH.) Sundodn. 
wld = *vita. Bak. 

* wal, (prob. connected with GH s., BIT, GHA), s. (1) high ground (raised well above 

water or floods), gen.: (2) a river-bank, gen. ; (*) high unculturable land, fallow 

land, Mald.; (4) the raised site of a bari, a bhita, Midn. Note. This word is 

very widely used as a final in forming the names of places. 

vite (*BIFl q.v.), s., plain, level land. Jess. 
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Uw, s., a water-course, streamlet: a branch or arm of a 7/7/ or marsh. Ray. 

wl, s., a cultivated plot of ground. Raj. See GF4. 
wit, s., the part of the upper arm just below the shoulder. Jess. See coi. 

Gib (*4), s., a wooden handle (as of a dao). Maid. 

ble, s., high ground (= G7). Ch. Nagp. 

UIA, s., the cross-rafters in a kaccha roof. Raj. 

*U\t4 (connected with *vl4 a young watery cocoanut ?) s. (omg. anything shaped like 

a cocoanut?) a pitcher ; a spittoon ; a grass-purse tokeep panleavesin. 24-Pargs. 

Gla (prob. fr. *bfa), s., the pipe of a cocoanut hukka. Dac. 

olqA, s.. a channel left in a river between a char and the bank or between two chars, 

which becomes shallow or dries up in the hot season. Raj.; Mald. 

* Ole, s. (I) a large shallow basket; (2) a lid, cover, top, gen.; (3) a coarse mat, 
Mald. 

wie (77. “let a basket ?), s., articles prepared as offerings for idols. 24-Pargs. Com- 
pare English ‘hamper.’ 

viata (*Glet), s., a large basket for rearing silkworms. Raj. 

olfar (*Oifsat), s., a witch. Mald. Also *oiea. 
f& (corrup. of fats? see fa) prep. = fates, Fie: e.g. ea f% sfeatfe I have told him. 

Dac. 

t fustecs (tfefscs), v.a., to leap, jump; leap over, jump over. 
+ fefacs, v.72. (1) leap over, jump over; (2) to climb over, scale ; (3) to frisk. 

fox (*fSfacS to leap), s.,a leap, a jump. 24-Pargs. 
*fGS} (Pers. ssa village), s. (I) a group of villages, a small district consisting of a 

group of villages, gen.; (2) a village cutcherry, a zamindar’s village office, 
Mald. 

Bal, s., a fish-basket. Chit. 
ya, s., a funnel-shaped fish-trap. Chit. 

bal, s., a bamboo hedge around atank. Chit. 

vaifa (*Ofacs to dive), s., one who dives, a diver. 

*oface, v.n. (I) to go under water, sink under water, be immersed ; (2) to plunge into 

water, to dive; (3) to sink, disappear (as the sun, moon, day-light, etc.). 

oa (*¥4l a small piece), s., a small cloth or scarf, a gamcha. Chit. 

Bal, S., a ditch made by excavating earth to raise other land (*i7ti#) alongside it. Raj. 

BRT (*cUlAT), s., a female of the dom caste. Dac. 

ofaai, s., a fish-basket carried on the back between the shoulders. Chit. 

wa = CU. Dac. 

COMTS 
ComtfacS 
co) (connected with *Uf# ?), s., a wall of earth surrounding a bari. Chit. 

cB, s., the upper arm, Raj.; Mald.; the part of the upper arm just below the 

shoulder, Jess. See Uf. 

Ceti (corrup. of bIF4), adj., right (opposed to left). C. Beng. 

CUai, s., a tent, gen.: a very small house, Dac. 

; v.a., to drive (cattle). Chit. 
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*cua| (Hindi sat and eat), s. (I) a lump of earth, a clod, gen. ; a round lump, a ball- 

like thing, e.g. Daa cUa the eye-ball, Dac. 

cole, s., the outside edge of the raised earth floor of a house (= caG). Jess. 

CUIN| (GF s.), s., the principal shoot of a plant, the top of the growing stem. Maid. 

CUtAlal (Cola), s., one who plies a donga, one who rows a donga for hire. 24-Pargs. 

COI, s., tooth-powder. AMald. 

CUI, s., a net-purse. Raj. 

cola, s., afisherman. Chit. 

cBla (fats to go under water), s., low ground, a hollow. Maid. 

*c@tal (Vfats to go under water), s. (1) a hollow or depression (in land) covered with 

water; (2) a pond, pool, ge. ; (3) any hollow or depression in land; (4) a pit, 

ditch, Raj.; Maid. 

*CBIq, s.. a dom, a low caste employed as scavengers, etc., gen. ; a fisherman, Chit. 

cBim (connected with 94] ?), s., a cloth with broad red border (worn by Mohammed- 

ans). Chit. 

«Cola, s., a large deep basket or basket-like enclosure (in houses for storing paddy, 

rice ctc).= La Bene 

cuifaa (*ceia fashion, manner), adj., of a fashion, of a kind, like, e.g. CHa curfers of 

what kind ? like what? Chit. 

G 

b this letter is always pronounced dh, but constantly runs into 6 y/ when not initial. 

be, s., figure, shape, make, appearance. ess. 

Daa, s.. an iron fishing-spear. Chit. 

*pal, s., a flood or rise of water (in a river) Clit. ; the red and turbid waters from the 

upper countries flowing into the rivers of Bengal, dzct. 

DIFC (DIT), adv., close by, very near. Cyt. 

pifeal (*bie a large drum), s.,a drummer. Ray. 

Fa = vifeal. Raz. 
bits, prep. at the side, by the side. C/ut. 

bie, s., a small earthenware pot. /ess. 

Dial, adj. Bie 712% an open public path. 24-Pargs. 

bt (*bla a downward slope), adj. sloping downwards. Ray. 

bla (=*foa), s., a brick-bat. Pub. 
cba, s., a large wide-shaped pitcher. 

(bY (=*cba), s.,a heap; plenty, abundance, lots, heaps: adj., plentiful, abundant, 

more than enough; e.g. CGY Bice there’s heaps of water. 

coOAl, s., a marsh. Chit. 

coafA (same as xCb*AI1), s., a kept mistress, a concubine. Chit. 

Coal, s., a mark, sign (by a person who cannot write): cba afe signature by means of 

a mark. 

*“cbail. s.. a lump of earth, a clod, gen.: a brick-bat, Pub. 

colt (*cbla), s., a long narrow drum. 

colle (*cblela), s., conveying, carrying, transporting. Raj. 
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‘9 

> this letter is always pronounced 7. 

fs (“ost from Arab. aoe investigation, enquiry), s. (with or without 9fa7!) a small 

measurement of one or a few holdings (as opposed to a large general measure- 

ment); a partial measurement of a few plots (in order to test a full measure- 

ment). 

5Ui, s., fallow ground. Bank. 

Gal, adj., situated on the bank (of a river), riverine; SGai NB a road along the 

* bank (of a river). Svih. 

3g Sit, s., superintendence, supervision. Dac. 

*oaS, s., a scope, object ; an investigation, inquiry (= Sa@l¥F), gen. 

omtee (Arab. GIS), s., an investigation, inquiry, esfec. a police investigation into a 

criminal complaint, gen : care, attention, nursing, good treatment, Raz. 

Sa, s., in composition takes the forms 5a, Sai and Sal. -s-l has two meanings (1) 

eq what issbeneath” - and (2) =-s-7l, “shelter, or “vicinity”: eg. 

ab 9211 ‘‘ what is beneath the bat tree’’ (= 4b9a) ; and ‘‘ what is under the shelter 

of or in the vicinity of the bat tree’’ (abszil). C. Beng. 

smuifa, s., an investigation, inquiry (=—S#I##). Jess. See gata. 
Sat, (perh. Arab. sb plate, leaf, disk), s., a piece, portion (applied to land). Bak. 

*54q, adv., of time and argument (1) then, E. Beng. ; (2) yet, notwithstanding. 

StH, s., a small rather heavy axe (= wail). Mid. 

34 (=A 4), adv., after that, afterwards. Chit. 

*eaec5 (causal of *sfar5), v.a. (I) to cross (a person) over (a river, etc.), to ferry 

across, Bak ; (2) to get (a person) over (a difficulty), to save. 

S#| (Arab. 453), s., property inherited. Chit. 

*Sifa, s., (I) esculent vegetables ; (2) spices: (3) curry. 

Satz, s., a large wide earthen pot. Raj. 

*Sal2C5 (1) to go to the bottom, to sink, gen. ; (2) to be washed to the bottom, to dilu- 

viate (as land), Jess.; (3) (to put to the bottom) to darn, mend, fill in (a thin 

spot in a cloth), Jess. 

37#l (women’s word), s., case, reason. Dac. 

Sala ( pai), s., fault, sin, transgression. 

34a) (Arab. isu leather thong or strap), s., leather strap (for holding up a horse’s leg. 

when shoeing him. 

SAA (= Hindi aaa), s. 

Mald. 

seat (Arab. ys writing correctly, manumission), s., a fee paid by a tenant to his 

a large low wide-mouthed brass pot (used for boiling ; = 47). 
J 

landlord’s amla (or the landlord himself) when closing the yearly account of rent 

(= fextalai). 
att (prob. corrup. of Arab. “isd ascertainment), s., investigation, search, inquiry. 

Dac. 
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SlGsE (fv. *StS dear father ; cf. Hindi ats a paternal uncle), adj., like a father (applied 

to a person who has the same name as one’s father), Jess. ; (2) a brother’s or 

sister’s or cousin’s father-in-law, Jess. See steate and slye. 

BIBS (corrup. of SWE), s., tobacco. Chit. 

steal (prob. fr. S85 to heat), s., a stage for growing melons on. ess. 

Steaz (see SIGS), s., a mother’s brother’s wife’s brother. Dac. 

OIG see SS. 

*ote (Arab. 3b a recess, shelf), s., the top of the wall of a house where the thatched 
roof rests (used as a kind of secret shelf). Maid. 

BletstS (Sifets to look at, view), v.2., to glance at, tc look at, glance around, throw 

one’s eyes upon, Raj.; Dac. 

oit (Hindi ata, atat a thread), s.. a waistlet. Dac. 

ints, adv., as far as, up to; from. Raj. 
Sl (Stal), s., a waist-string (into which the dhoti is tucked.) Pub. 

*SIG, s., a bracelet, bangle ov armlet. Jts shape and the place where it 1s worn vary 

from district to district ; in Mald, Raj. and Chit. it 1s an armlet for the upper arm. 

*SIUi (SIWETS), s. (1) beating, chastisement ; (2) expulsion with blows, gen.; (3) pur- 

suing, chasing, 24-Pargs.; (4) a roll or bundle (of papers) ; see S{#, 24-Pargs. 

BETS, v.a. (I) to expel with blows or threats; (2) to drive away, gen. ; (3) to pur- 

sue, chase, 24-Pargs. 

SIG, s.. high paddy land. Ch. Nag. 

st, oblique case of fefa, used as accus. and genit. gen.: e.g. Slt FFat] told him, Cit. ; 
stat of his land, gen. 

S71, s., a sudden thrust forward of the hand. Jess. 

st7 (perh. fr. Pers. ~S power), s., sense, consciousness, presence of mind; ¢.g. ata 

371) foe for aj I was not perfectly collected in mind. Raj. 
DlASTS, v.a., to smoothe down, to level, make flat. ess. 

* slate (Arab. 53735), s. (1) amulet, charm; (2) a kind of ornament for the upper arm. 

It varies in different districts, from a small egg-shaped ornament for the neck or 

upper arm, ¢o a band-like armlet. 

siatfa (perh. connected with Hind. arg), s., asmall pot with a spout (= awa). Dac. 

aif, s., a red-bordered cloth (worn by Mags). Chit. 

Sf, s., a roll ov bundle (of papers) ; see SIGi. 24-Pargs. 

ola, s., a bali (of thread or tobacco). 

Sle (fv. *Se the floor ?), s., mat, matting (made of bamboo, and used as a bed-mat). 
Raj. 

SPN (Sle ?), s., any flat surface of the body (e.g., crown of the head, palm of the 

hand, sole of the foot). Chit. 

Gl@= (see SIGS), s., a brother’s or sister’s or brother-in-law’s or sister-in-law’s father- 

in-law. Mald. 

sias (Arab ~<lb devotion, obsequiousness), s. (1) attendance (on a person who is 

wounded or ill); (2) applying remedies (generally water and oil, to the wounds 

or to the head of a wounded person). 
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Io 

*ola26 (Arab. »,) an agreement, contract), s., an agreement, gen. ; (2) a tahsildar’s se- 

curity-bond. Chit. 

ofall (77. above St2@S + Pers. ails a place, house), s. a hospital, dispensary. The 

dict. erroneously derives this word from Arab. 5,3 an agreement. 

fsfeata (prob. fr. pronom. root aq that + ala a day), adv., at that time, then. Maid, 

fsa, s., a cross-rafter (in a kaccha roof). Bog.; Chit. See Sia. 

Sia (fsa), s., a cross-rafter (in a kaccha or pakka roof). 
9S (for *9S), s., the mulberry-tree, Raj.; Mald. 
oa, sign of the ablat. case (= 2203), from. E. Beng. 
gia, s., supervision, superintendence. Khul.; see ouifa. 

era, s., a mound of earth (at the side ofa field). Chit. 

4%, s., a Small tin box in a wooden frame. How. 

Col Cpe pvo.. We,she, it. E. Beng. 

*c@2, pron. honorific, he, she. E. Beng. 

Cowl = cena. Syih. 

pe t corrup. of comet. 

comatfa (fa three + afi head), s., a place where three (roads or rivers) meet. 

cofsfea (eats ?), adv., three times, thrice. Chit. 

Coafs (Arab. oss appointment, deputation), ad}. deputed, despatched, Chit. ; a paik, 

24-Pargs. : 

CoPeMtscs (perh. corrup. of Sl*\2tS to glance), v.a., to search, seek. Chit. 

Cale, (prob. corrup. of SA then), adv. (used interrogatively) then? what next? Chit, 

Cols, CSI AFI consolation. 24-Pargs. 

corrata (genit. of Colaa you), pron. plural, of you, your. Chat. 

cattta (pron. your) an interjection commonly used during hesitation in speaking ; 

“el and i (gya) are often added to it. Jess. 

Cola (941), s., a balance, a pair of scales. 

Catal (perh. fr. ofets, to lift up, take up), s., acess, toll or market-due (levied on 

people who sell at a hat or bazar) ; sometimes a percentage on the money realized 

by the sales, Jess. ; sometimes a portion of the articles brought for sale, Dac. 

Corfacs (?), v.w., to wake, be awake. Chut. 

*ay, adj. (1) frightened, terrified, gen. ; (2) adv. quickly, Dac. 

cami: cama alae, a head raiyat, a leading raiyat. Jess. 

gia sifa (Skr. rt. @& to make haste), adv., hastily, swiftly. 
¥ 

| o 
a this letter is always pronounced th. 

a3] (WAT), S., post, stake, pillar. Chit. 

ate (7214), s., place. 24-Pargs. 

ates (*etG erect), s.. a measure of height, that of a man with his arm stretched 
straight above his head. Bak. 
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aife (for wifes fr. *atfecs to stop, stay) past particip. used as prep. of ablat. case, from. 

Chit. (Its meaning is precisely similar to that of 23t3). 

afaecs (pres. particip. of *2atifets to stay, stop) remaining. It is used, in an absolute 

construction, to denote anything remaining, e.g. can) “e 7e atfecs “one danda 

of day-light remaining,” ‘‘ one danda before sunset.’’ 

*ofacs (rt. WI) v.n. (I) to stay, stop, pause; (2) to stay, remain; (3) to subsist, 

exist, be ; (4) to continue, endure; (5) to dwell, reside; (6) after prep. ACH, to 

live with, cohabit with. The imperat. is often used as “‘be silent! be quiet !”’ 

*attq (applied to cloth) plain, without pattern or colour. 

ait: ttt A375 to get notice (of a thing). Chit. 
atl adj., foreign ( —caatfs). Jess. | 
faa (acs to stand) past particip. used as prep. of ablat. case, from, than, ete. Bak. 

Its meaning is analogous to that of af and cafezi. 

faatscs (causal of M205), v.2., to stand; to remain, wait. Chit. 

faa (f8a fixed) fixed, e.g. caai fataa aya “the time when day stands still,” “noon.” 

Chit. 

asee (Skr. rt. wtto stand and f7%4 fixed) v.n., to stand. Al4 32 abe “ stand upright.”’ 
Chit. 

afecs, v.a., to fasten (cattle) out with a rope (to graze), to tether (cattle). Maid. 

afa (perh. *{8tS to put down, place down), s., a post (of a house). Ray. 

cafeal (= atfea and atfe) prep. of ablat. case, from. Chit. 
cats (cafeai), prep. of ablat. case, from. C. Beng. 
catei (*cat#, whole), adj., whole, entire, aggregated; e.g. cate! bie] a big lump sum of 

money. fay. 

cate (corrup. of cw little ?), s., a note, memorandum, abstract (= cbl#i). Bak . 

caWwl: cate 41H a bamboo used for cleaning away weeds from boro paddy land. Jess. 

# this letter is always pronounced d. It is confused with @ especially at the begin- 

ning of a word in Midnapore and Orissa; see note to letter &. 

wal corrup. of Waa q.v. Chit. 

#24 (af), adj., right (not left): south. Chit. 
weaifa, s., belt. Chit. 
Wiel (Arab UAo entrance), s. (1) the entering into (a place) ; (2) the entering into 

possession (of a thing, especially of land), possession, occupation; (3) the intrud- 

ing into (an affair), interference; (4) (metaphor.) the gaining of power (in a 

place), authority, influence, domination. 

woirfe, s., pulling one another, mutual pulling. Chit. 

ufs, (perh. Arab. ss station, degree), s., the place where the second oarsman (reckon- 

ing from the prow) sits in a boat. Mald. 

*4Ul, s., a cord, rope, string, gen.; a measure of length, equal to 12 or 13 cubits, 

HAS 
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WS F194 

UCSP PAI S 

fai, s., a person who mourns for a deceased person for the prescribed time and 

then shaves; arelative. Mald. (vulgar). The Hindi <¢feata pedigree, ancestors, 

may be connected with this word. See aicant. 

WS, s., short club. 24-Pargs. 

"4 (connected with Hindi ¢a@at to be pressed down, to give way), s., a slope, declivity : 

inclination, direction. Madd. 

waa (fr. Skr. <a fire), s., a bright gleam; waya efacs to burn brightly (as charcoal). 

Raj. 

wii, s., the rump (applied to cattle). Mald. 

wa (44), adv., in the direction of, towards, e.g. *f*5t71a WA towards the west. Maid. 

waa, s., a small rather heavy axe (=saal),. Mid. 

wait, (for *araia fr. Pers. olla), s., a son-in-law. 

wattle (prob. 424, g.v. and Cla, q.v). s., a low piece of ground in the midst of jungle 

where the jungle is somewhat open and where water accumulates. Bak. 

Wacals (Pers. 9 written and CBI q.v.), s., a holding under a jot; (# may or may not be 

permanent, and may or may not be held at a fixed rental). Pub. 

waqafew (Pers. o pain, sympathy and 4: a band, tie), s., one who feels for one, a rela- 

Liven ak. 

waa (Pers. ay y all, entire), adj., all, entire (applied to estates, as opposed to FeAAS a 

portion). Bak. 

ua (prod. fr. 424), adj., low, low-lying (as land). Khul. 

wal 44 Cots (prod. fr. Pers. »» within and 44 CBs q.v.), s., a holding under a dar-jot ; (it 

may or may not be permanent, and may or may not be held at a fixed rental). 
Pub. 

el) 
wee J 

watz, s., kind of red-bordered chadar. Dac. (Compare Hindi <arg a veil or covering 
of two breadths used by women.) 

tual = waiefea. Jess. 
*yaafel (from wea party, faction). s., parties mutually opposed, factions: party- 

feeling, party-animosity, faction-strife, gen. : opposition, enmity, Jess. 

ufamw (Pers. jsle a portico, threshold), s. (1) a portico; (2) a verandah outside a bari, 

used as a sitting room; (3) an outer shed, used as a sitting room or for worship. 

24-Pargs.; Howr. It is used by Mohammedans and corresponds to wala among 

Hindus. 

Wail, s., salt in lumps or cakes. Chit. 

*yxi num. ten. In Jess. it frequently implies (1) generality, universality, e.g. 4 ov TI 

Bq ov Wt Sal “ten men,” “the majority’’ (of the village, community or caste), 

“most people” ; 4 aa ‘‘often’’ (women’s expression), 24-Pargs.; (2) indefinite- 
ness of a general kind, e.g. in relation to money, @ Bit] FH ae borrow some 

money, Jess. Cp. 15. 

(ea measure of time and) about a danda. LE. Beng. 

3 

(Pers. wy in, within), adv., because of, by reason of, on account of. 
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*q2, s. (I) any hollow or cavity, e.g. af 42 tfacs to place both hands together so as 

to form a hollow (for carrying water, etc.), Mald.; (2) hollow ground, a marsh, 

swamp, C. Beng.; (3) an abyss, deep place in a river, eddy, Dict. 

wea (apparently connected with 2), s., path, village-road, Raj. It seems to imply 

hollowness ov depression. 

W231 (*2), s., marsh, swamp. Jess. 

wz (for wifa), s., a claim, lien. Ray. 

we (apparently connected with 42), s., a cattle-track, foot-path (=a). Jess. 

wea (#2), s., a tow-path, a path along the bank of a stream. 

miei dell, s., a sort of beaded bali (q.v.). Chit. 
ate (*wi), s., a dao, a bill-hook, cleaver, Gen.- cefa wie a dao for trimming leaves 

trom date trees, 24-Pargs.: a4 4h¢ a kind of dao, Bak. 

alea, s., a rope fastened between two posts to which rope cattle are tethered. Dac. 

wisn=wens. Hug. 

wteatz, s., the verandah of a kaccha house, the projecting earthen plinth covered by 

the projecting roof. 24-Pargs.; Howr. 

weatfe (whe), s., a large heavy dao. C. Beng. 

wbeatfer (fr. ateatfa or fr. wte+term. eatal), s., hired labourers who reap a paddy 

crop and thresh it (and receive one-fifth, one-sixth, or one-seventh of it as 

wages). Jess. 

mW (corrup. of *#%), s., an oar (a long shaft with a separate roundish blade fastened 

on to it). Chit. 

We (perh. fr. *#), s., the bank of a khal. Jess. 

me faces (with cate), to tether (cattle) for grazing. Raj. 

me ate (fv. *7e), s., a straight road, a large road, a highway. Howry. 

Wi, s., a water-channel ; 3{7\ mB) a channel for overflow-water, a surface-drainage 

channel. W. Beng. 

mf (fv. *#e), s., a sort of island enclosed between the two branches of a stream (not 

of char formation). Jess. 

WI9al 2igsl, adj., uneven, rough, having ups and downs, having cavities and protuber- 

ances. Jess. 

wil min (perh. fr. ais to stamp), s., rolling and tossing about. Jess. 

WAGES (prob. connected with *cafecs to run), v.a., to run in pursuit, to pursue, chase. 

C. Beng. 

wifa (*aifacs to press down), s., a downward slope. Jess. 

alfa (*atat fr. Pers. use a claim, plaint)y es: 

claim, lien. 

wifaetia (aif4), adj., claimed, subject to a claim or lien. Jess. 
wie cals (connected with *#7¥i a castrated bullock), s., a cow that has never calved. 

ligp. 

Wawa, s., a bit, a mite, a tiny piece 

wicaal (perh. fr. wat an inheritance), s. 

J 

a complaint, request, supplication; a J 

a kinsman, relative, connexion (vulgar). Jess. 
d 
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ula 4 (fv. alf door ?), s., an out-house. Jess. 

utean (*ate), ad7., made of wood, consisting of wood. Chit. 

wial (connected with *viel and *vife a basket containing a present), s.,a present. Ray. 

ules (fv. Pers. ¥Jlo a hall), s.. a small pakka house constituting a kind of hall in a 

bari; a pakka hall used for worship and ceremonies ; and so generally any small 

pakka building ; a shed or verandah at the entrance of a bari, used as a sitting- 

room. C. Beng. This word is used by Hindus and corresponds to afas among 

Mohammedans. ‘arteta or alartett, s., a pakka closed-verandah or pakka room 

without doors. Jess. 

mleitfar UY, Ss. a kind of kharu or bracelet. 

waty, s., side, party, faction (= Wa). Bog. 

fe (corrup. of fr#), s., region of the sky, direction, side; e.g. 44 ft the east. Also 

used advertially, e.g. 44 fa eastwards; caalq fa thither, there. Cit. 

fac (corrup. of festa, Pers. 7&9 other) and the others, e¢ ceteri. Jess. 

fara (from #4), adj., tall (applied to stature). Raj. 
. feasts, s. (it. the day’s measure) day-time. Saugor Island. 

ao] fey (fut. of wer) I will give. Bak. ) 
fatten (fr. WIA + *lets), s., a match (for lighting). Haughton gives its corruption 

cater. 

frst fan (from rt. fe*t to point out; fae is merely a jingle), s., certainty, accurate 
knowledge. 

g (fr. 9% two) used especially in compound words, two, twice, e.g. Fe Bist two 

children ; 941241 dif¥ a bari with two compounds. General. 

goa (corrup. of 44), s., door. gaa fats to shut a door. C. Beng. 

gaia (fv. ata, door ?), s., verandah. Mald.; 24-Pargs.; How. 

gaa (faetea), s., noon. LE. Beng. 

gare, adj., non-resident (as a raiyat), paekasht. Jess.; Bak. 
grtgia, pushing and pulling one another about. Chit. 

gael, (connected with 941, ditb grass ?), s., common grass. Pub. 

fa, s., beetle for ramming earth down. Chit. 

ga (corrup. of 44?), emterjection (1) away! be off! be gone! ; (2) extended to express 

feelings of repulsion, disgust, and impatience at stupidity. 

Qed (fv. a4), s., door, door-way. ess. | 
Qrcoa, s., a very small beautiful crimson-headed bird. Bak. 
9ail, s., a kind of play after a Mohammedan marriage. Jess. 

gene. s., an unmade-up chaddar. Raj. 
Yl = wal. Jess. 

watt (fv. Qeta, Pers. of shop), s., a shop-keeper. Maid. 
44 (connected with y¥ milk), s..a woman’s breasts. Mald. 

gfaal (from 44 ?), adj. (as a cloth) having coloured lines running lengthwise, striped 

lengthwise. Mald. 

cHe = C444, s.. a husband’s younger brother ; cwe 7S = coda Aa. Jess. 
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cmeai (fv. faq the sky ; or corrup. of (M451 ?), s. (I) the sky, the heaven, e.g. cweal foa- 

faci faa the sky flashed with lightning, Raj.; (2) thunder, rain, Jess. 

caealasi, s., a name for ‘mother-in-law’ among Mohammedans. Dac. 

casts, adj., insolvent. Raj. ca¥et and caSfaa “bankrupt” are given in the 

dictionary; and the c of cweta = the faal of catfaa; hence the simpler form 

would be caGatl or cHeeil. 

+(##N, s. (I) an unmarried person (man or woman), especially a bachelor, Chit; 

(2) a widower (Haughton). 

craggy (fry. ca god; and ?), s., a thunder-bolt. Jess. 

ca@al, s., a large pool left by the recession of a river. Chit. 

CHal (= coe), s., a kept mistress, aconcubine. Dac. 

cwaf, s., the house or room at the entrance of a bari, an out-house. Mald. This= 

the Hindi deori and deorhi which mean “a threshold, door, gate, antechamber.”’ 

The corresponding Beng. forms given in the dictionaries are cwafa and cwaeil, 

which mean “a verandah, the ground in the front of the door, the rak (q.v.) 

in front of a house’’; these words are said in Ramakamala Vidyalankara’s 

Prakritibada Abhidhan to be derived from cw& ‘place of entrance’ + #1 ‘ taking 

hold of’; but this appears fanciful. 

ewal (fv. C44 fate; accident), adj., uncertainly, not regularly, not always (applied to 

any act that does not take place regularly, but is subject to breaks). Jess. 

cars = wal. Jess. 

cate = fev, bhita (q.v.). Jess. 

crien st (7/7. *crte milking ; milk), s., a milch cow. Jess. 

caisteenl (?) (fv. . and soi! 2), s., a narrow path between two houses. Chit. 
catatata fa, s., a jhali (q.v.) made of split bamboos spread out and intertwined cross- 

wise. Clit. 

cuieal, s., an open spot ina jungle. Dac. See cual. 

cafe (= Al), s., a rope, cord, string; e.g. cafe *t875 to make a rope. Jess. 

cla, s., a large khal or creek on the sea-coast. Bak. 

cala s., low land, being the best paddy land. Ch. Nagp. 

calcal, (Hindi etat ), adv., twice, doubled. Chit. 

cain, s., a low place, depression, hollow. Jess. 

caivia (or Calne 2) (fv. cel and AB cloth?), s., a thick chaddar. Maid. 

cw (fv. cal"), ad7., low, low-lying. Bogra. 

cmitvi (loc. of cat*), adv., below, at the foot of; e.g. alfea cwita below the bari. Jess. 

Catal *if@l, s., a wide-bordered Sari. Dac. 
catal (fv. 98), adj., of double thickness, of extra thickness, of thick make (as matting). 

Chit. Cp. «al. 

cHleqs, s., fear, apprehension (vulg.). Ray. 

calai (see *#S), s., a swamp, marsh, bil, collection of water. Jess. 

culate (fr. cH) two, and ats the hand—because requiring both hands), s., a large 

wooden mattock (used for hammering). 
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*cmlata (/v. cal two) (1) adj., double, two-fold, general ; (2) s., a pakka house consisting 

of a room and a;verandah-room in front. Howr. 

calsfa (cal and &fx), s., land that produces two crops yearly (aus paddy and cold 

weather produce). Bard. 

*CMWW, s., running, general. cave favs to run, run away, Dac.: cw aifacs to run 

away, bolt off, Jess. 

*cul, s., a square measure, =16 kanis= 27,000 sq. yds.=16¢ standard bighas. It is 

also used as a measure of length, =16 linear kanis=720 yds. Tip.; Chit: 

fasta fate =fasly Acata. 
fasta 4c7814, s., the first appearance of a woman’s courses. [She then goes to live 

with her husband. See aq ¥<7@ta]. 

4% (or fb), s., weight. 

497, s., make, fashion, shape. Raj. 

qe (fv. 8 ?), s., post, stake, pillar (as a landmark). Mald. 

*qq 

Faas 
44 A¥{ZC5, v.n., to roll about on the ground. Chit. 

*uaf (fv. 4facs), s., the hand-rail of a sako. 

*4ai (fr. xfacs), past-particip. pass, held retained; applied to a stroke (as with a spear) 

in which the weapon ts not let go. Jess. 

4aifa (fr. 4facs), s., performing work for a neighbour on condition that the latter shall 

give his labour in return (= Ii Jess.). Ray. 
*ufg (for «faa jy. 4facs ; comp. Engl. ‘touching’) verbal partictp. used asa prepos., for ; 

e.g. 5 faa «fa for how many days? Tip. 

*xfgCS, v.a. (I) to hold; 4a “fees to be found, to be met with; (2) to bear (fruit): 

e.g., aly <faaice it has produced mangoes, Raj.; (3) to hold up (as rain), eg. 

«fa alte (sc. rain) to stop, cease; (4) to wave about (as burning straw, so as to 

get itinto flame). /Jess.; (5) to apprehend ; (6) to find room enough ; (7) to con- 

tinue, remain. 

*uol (fv. “face ?), s., penalty, penal stipulation; excessive interest imposed as a 
penalty if a debt is not paid on the due date. Raj. 

*47¥, s., a close semi-religious relation or kinship formed voluntarily between two 

persons, who thenceforward behave to each other as if they are so related; e.g. 

4 SIZ, LH ASI etc., general. 
Has (fr. aocs to unite, put together ?), s., conspiracy, combination. Hug. 

qai (fv. 41 white) ; (1) adj., white; (2) s., white powder, Jess. 

ae (fr. 4180S to run, pursue ?), s., = Wer. Jess. 
“eco (fy. root uta to run), v.2., (I) to run; (2) run away, flee, Chit. ; (3), v.a., to 

pursue. 

q{8a1, s., eave of a house. 

+ “ll, s., a push, a shove: hence the propelling force (of the flood-tide). 

s., a euphemism for a boy’s private parts. Jess. 
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q{fG, s.,a reed, rush. Mald. 
ql, ad7., sultry. Raj. 

tam, s., a cane basket (often hemispherical) for paddy. Jess. 

4{7{Za, s., a bamboo platform in a boat, (= atp2a). Dac. . 

dalece (from *4la\, dropping, oozing), v.a., to drop profuse watery foeces (applied to 

cattle). Raj. (Haughton gives c#fets with the same meaning—this would be 

a natural Central-Bengal modification). 

“tai (77. <1al8tS), s., profuse watery foeces (applied to cattle). Ray. 

<tfa, s., open foot-path, foot-track. Chit. 

atfam, s., an otter. 
ica (loc. of *4{# a loan), with fefacs to buy on credit. 24-Pargs. 

faefafe, adj., fluttering, flickering (as a candle before going out): applied to persons at 

the point of death. Dac. [Compare *4%## the gradual increase of light. ] 

{an fan t = +9 (qv.). Chit. 

qa, s., washerman. Sylh. 

tq (I) adj., heavy, thick, gross; (2) s., ardour, zeal. 

qq (=—Hindi waa), s., threat, intimidation. Ray. 

qe, S., or adj., meaning something soft and yielding (like mud.) Jess. 

qala (fv. 44, smoke ?), with cafacs to see dimly, see mistily. 24-Pargs. 

{a (corrup. of 44). s., smoke, vapour: with facs to fumigate. 
¢ furs (= Handi eat), v.a., to search for, seek. Chit. 

qalsai (fv. 47 smoke, and #4 engine), s., steamer. Maid. 

- , s., earth impregnated with salt. 

+cafe, s. circular shield-shaped ear-ornament of filagree work. Jess. 

c¥x, s., (said to be) a kind of lily. Ray. 

tcaf#i, s. [(1) stratagem, deceit, illusion; (2) doubt, suspicion—Haughton] a scare- 

crow, anything put up to frighten wild animals away. 

caifs (prob. fr. cfs. from rt. #4 to wash), s., flood, inundation, cyclone-wave. Bak. 

calq = euphemistic #4 (q.v.). 24-Pargs. 

catH [or cot ?), s., weight. 

caw, s., cough (as an ailment). /ess. 

cat" (connected with 4441 ?), adj., white (= Ala). Chit. 

aq 

This letter is commonly, and especially in C. Beng., confused with 4 and 4; as af for 

aS night; seal for tq injury, damage. Initial 4 is sometimes dropped, as 

yaaa for Tees. 
a, adv., not. Placed before the verb: M2 4 Weyq I will not go. yz fats a asa why 

did you not come? Chit. See a in Ct. 

ee —_ 
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tq (for Ai new ?), adj., the general appellation for the fourth out of 5 or more 

brothers. 24-Pargs. See cag. 

ASC6 corrup. of afsts. Jess. 
AVF (AY), s., finger-nail. Chit. 

TW! (= A), adj., new: ASA zeta AAW the time of taking the first daily meal, about 

Qasim Jess. 

aAeAMl, s., jungle, jungly tract. Mald. 

al = ai. Raj. 

A% with sfaa = a% Sfagi. Maid. 
A¢fa, s., an outer house. Rang. 
avi, s., stalk, stem, caulm (of a plant). Jess. 

4G (see AfYTS), s., moving, moving away: 4G furs = afers: aw aIfars, to disperse, clear 
out, decamp. /ess. 

tawlecs (f7. AfStS), v.a., to move away, cause to go off or go aside. Jess. 

Awl afe (fv. AfStS ?), adv., running, in haste. 

taf¥ts, v.n., to move, shake, quiver, be agitated: to move aside, move away. [Haugh- 

ton says the proper form is afwts, fr. vt. as, which means ‘to play, frolic; throw, 

toss’; but afevS is the form which I have generally heard, and the primary idea 

seems to be ‘the motion of dancing’ ; thus the two meanings would be ‘ dancing in 

one spot,’ and ‘dancing away.’ The better derivation would therefore be the 

rt. te to dance.’ | 

AS (=*a2), s., a nose-ring. 
qm, s., cow-dung cake. Raj. Ch. ate. 

aml = cata. Raj. 

qagfa, s., a ditch or drain (beside a road), Jess. 

watefa, s., a ditch or drain (beside a road), Jess.: a narrow path (between two 

baris) (?) Raj. 

Aab4, s., difference of opinion, want of unanimity. C/uit. 

afam, s., flax. Mald. See atfaai. 
aqai (from 4), s., mat-maker. 
al, interrogative after a negative, and placed at the end of the sentence; 9% 4 Wea A will 

you not go? Chit. 

*q|, adv., no, not. *\ $fat6 to deny; forbid, prohibit, prevent. Dac. 

ta (*¢al), s., a boat (most general term in Chit.). 

até (from #\ which is from ca) a boat), s., a boat, Dac. al@4 94 (crpt. of BAA ?) on or in 

a boat, by boat, Dac. 

aN205, crpt. for aifacs, which=affaics. Jess. 
*q{SC5, v.n., to bathe. 

até cla, s., a boat. Dac. 

alse4, s. (a woman’s) visiting or staying a short time at any bari besides her hus- 

band’s ; es. visiting at her parents’ bari. With fats, to take (a woman) away 

on such a visit. FE. Beng. 
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taza (fr. a2), s., a boatman, a rower, C. and E. Beng.; (2) the owner of a boat, 

Pub. 

azul (fv. até because of its resemblance in shape ?), s., the small iron anvil (used in 

shoeing horses). Jess. But see fasts. 
aea—atfaa, he brought. Dac. 
wBa1 (crpt. of atfea), s., jute. Dac. 
als (fr. Gi), s., a boat, Chit.; tS ata (crpt. of ats att) the boat, Chit. 

ateotfa (fv. al nose and biel a key), s., nose-key, a kind of nose-ornament. 24-Pargs. 

vienifd (fv. al nose and ?), s., a gold flower-ornament for the nose. Raj. 

at#\ (= Hindi atat), s., Police Outpost. Raj. Forbessays atat means ‘ the extremity 

of a road’; but in his Engl.-Hind. Dict., he gives it as the equivalent of a ‘ mili- 

tary, ete); post:; 

ateifa, adj., like, resembling, of similar appearance. Raj. 

aife (fv. ae ?), s., the eave of a house at the corner of the roof. Jess. 

alta, s., trace, clue, information (=a). Jess. 

a7, s., plough, gen. ; We AZtS to drive a plough, Jess. 

atarfam (fv. wt), s., a harrow (=¥8). Pub. 

aifo (fv. aifocs), s., dancing. Chit. 

aia (fr. AB 2), adj., inferior, worst (applied to land). Sundarbans. 

aiis=atfs, a stick. Dac. : 

atu, s., a mistress, leman (=—cwaAal). Jess. 
awl (fv. Ta ?), adj., bound, fastened (as a door). Chit. 

aiwiatfe cabq a low-caste baishnab (as distinguished from a Joa ?a%4, who worships 

Visnu in especial, but otherwise observes all the customs of brahmans and 

kayasthas. Hug. Also ame cama. 
+ atfecs (caus. of afBtS), v.a., to move, move from one place to another. Jess. 
atfcs, v.a., to dry, dry in the sun. Ray. 

ats Siate (fv. AifStt and Stats), s., the husband of a grand-daughter. 24-Pargs. 

atfoa (*aifertt), s., grand-daughter. C/ut. 

tate (cp. awl), s., the excrement (of cattle). Chit. 

afew, s., a gamla, large earthenware basin. Hug. (=Caba). 

ata (naba, crpt. of Sata fr. «fics to descend ?), adv., under, beneath. Hug. 

alal (fv. tat2tS to bathe), s., bathing. Hug. 
atst (*aifs), s., grandson. 
taiate (7/7. ala), adj., low, low-lying (as land). 24-Pargs. 

alti (verb. n. fr. atfacs), s., descent, descending. atm G3} descent and ascent, a 
passage for descending from and ascending to (a building or place). Raj. 

atmMetS, v.n., to purge. Bak. 

alate (fr. ataib an iron arrow ?), s., an iron blade (?). ataltea Sifaett the curved part of 

the blade of a sickle, just above the handle. 

alfaa (atfwal ?), s., the side of the buttock. Ray. 
ata, s., one of the minor shafts of a juti (q.v.). Jess. 

ala, adj., cultivable, arable (as land). E. Beng. 
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aie (fv. ae tubular stalk of a plant ?), s., jute. E. Beng. See afaai. 
ate (cp. ale), ad7., rice-growing ; ale aft paddy land. Khul. 

atl, s., a drain, Chit. (crpt. of fasta ?). 
fasta (*frattt through *cqats), s., an anvil. Chit. 

frstetece (Hindi faateaat), v.a., to draw out, pull out, take out. Chit. 
( (perhaps from root frau to draw through—cp. Skt. fava an open space, a 

court—or from root frata to shine in oy through: thus the original meaning 

would have been “the drawing through,” “‘opening out of a passage,” or 

“the letting light through’), s. (1) the removal of an obstacle; (2) a 

thoroughfare (as a road), Mald; (3) a small drain, gutter, Dac.; (4) the 

(clearing up of an account, gen. 

faetz (Arab. rane ; fai is the form given in the dictionaries), s., a second or subse- 

*frett 
fasta 
aca 

quent marriage (among Mohammedans) ; (a euphemism for) concubinage. faz 

afacs to contract a second marriage (said of the woman). E. Beng. 

fasif2el (from fas{2 by false analogy of past. pass. participle), adj. (a woman) 

married by the fa#{z form. 

face*t, s., breath. Jess. 

fates (for *fras), adj., without appearance of life, as if dead, lifeless. Jess. 

faspa (crpt. of f*oa), adv., with certainty, positively, exactly. Chit. 
fasta, adj., pulled out. Chit. 
fasan (—faeatn), adj., clear, positive, certain. 24-Pargs. 

fasatecs (crpt. of att WTS), to go to sleep. Maid. 

fasain (—fase), adv., clearly, truly, accurately, Jess. ; excellently, very well. Chit. 

t faut (fr. fafets), s.. a hoe. Jess. 

+ fAwlecs (caus. of fafets), v.a., to weed (the ground). ess. 

+fafwrs, v.a., to pull out weeds, to weed. 
fqu, adj., full, complete ? faqu 4g absolute ownership (of property). 24-Pargs. 

*fralfra (fat ofa), adj., without flesh: but (a meal) containing no fish, Mazm. 
fa*pfa, adv., secretly. Jess. 

fate (?), s., tail. 24-Pargs. See tay. 
faala, adj., rich, wealthy. Jess. 

*iICb, adv., used adjectively, low, low-lying (applied to land). Khu. 
aa (fv. fel), s., sleep, ae WSt5 (or crptly fasatscs) to go to sleep. Maid. 

ala (fv. fax), ad7., low, situated low. Raj. 
‘ica (=a2al and Urd. — ?), adv., because (used at the end of a sentence to qualify it). 

Sylh. 

ala (*e1), adj., blue. Chit. 
aval (77. *144), adj., of poor quality, less productive, inferior (applied to land). Khu. 

qui (/v. | XY), s., straw rolled up into a small ball. Jess. 

ZY (cp. Call), s., penis. 24-Pargs. 

Ul (=I), s., a bunch (as of straw). Maid. 

afv, adj., damaged, broken, e.g. 4f% 3b broken or damaged brick. 24-Pargs. 

a4 (i Gilsl)is., Salt. 
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Jt (fr. JW), adj., salt, saline, Gen. - s., inundation of the sea, storm-wave, Cit. 

afs=afs. Jess. 

cree (fr. te), adj., low, depressed, low-lying. Tif. 

caeala (fv. tS), s., a hollow or trough (in land). Raj. 

+A, s., tail. See faate. 

CACCM (= FAB; fr. *CAVI), adj., bald-headed (applied contemptuously to Moham- 

medans, because they shave their heads). Jess. 

can (=TtcAn), s., a thick garment. Hug. 

CAMB CANT (fr. ANB), s., struggling together. 

cafacs (*atfacs), v.u., to go down, descend. 24-Pargs. 

CAAA (Cp. CAI), Ss., Semen virile. Bog. 

tats, s. the pipe that bears the chilam of a hukka. Jess. 

tcat@i, s., stone roller used in grinding spices. Chit. (= Si). 

cate = cate. Raj. 

cam, s., a stick coated with cow-dung and used as fuel. Raj. See aH and aM. 
catal (cp. ¥4), s., penis. Mald. From a ? 

cay = catel. Raz. 

CG = cw, s., running, cw fers = cals fers to run, run off ov away; to chase. Dac. 
clfers = cafes torun. Dac. 

> 

This letter is often pronounced like ® in Chittagong. 

AeA, s., a stick for driving cattle, a cattle-goad. Mald.; Raj. 

AeA) (crpt. of Ass), dawn, e.g., AeA aAlfitsre it is just dawning, Jess. *eATS loc. 
case, at dawn, Chit. 

ASUSCS (fv. WEAl), v.n., to dawn; e.g. ats *ealy the night is turning to dawn, it is 

dawning, Chit. as “eats after the night turned to dawn, 24-Pargs. Cp. 

CHATSTS. 
Heqe| (=. tcntale), s., straw. Jess. 

ABS (crpt. of Bets), s., dawn, day-break. Maid. 
7 

atta (fv. Pers. xx a ditch, furrow), s., a ditch, trench. Cent. Beng. 

tt4 s., land, the level of which has been raised artificially. Raz. 

“1% s., semi-cylindrical mat-covering over a boat. C/ut. 

afors (fv. rt. WH), v.n., to rot, putrefy; decay. “bi past. pass. part., rotten, decayed. 
*sie7, s., a pafichait. Jess. 
tAbéa, s., seizing and throwing (a person) down. Dac. 

tribe, s., vegetables. 707 CAS vegetable garden. Jess. 
ABTS (cp. tAxb{ETS), v.a., to go in, enter. Chit. 
APA, s., one who does paint-work, a painter. 24-Pargs. 

AGA, s., division (of char lands among the landlords.) Bard. 

714, S., side, Part.. /i2ss. Nek 

AfweS, v.n., to fall: (after a noun with prep. #4) to assault, attack. 

afS (crpt. of c*al), s., a son’s daughter. Raj. 

*sifSs, ad)., fallow, uncultivated (as land). 
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Wea, s., the settlement of a raiyat on land: afy eq the settlement of land: afe *a 
the settlement of a bari: 4 favs to lease out, settle. 

Atal (fv. ASA), adj. (raiyats) who have been settled on land, Gen: non-resident, 

paekasht (holding under karsha raiyats), Jess. 

aattal (fv. 72), S., path, way, track. Bak. 

*si7, s., is used as a determinative particle, like fa, 2tai, and cb. Dac. 

Aud, s., the bottom of a bottle. 

Act (fr. 1 leaf 2), s., vegetation that grows on the surface of a tank. Chit. 

*olqq, s., breath. Ray. 

agata = Ata. Jess. 

AI) s., reformation of land, alluvion. 3% 7Iw} reformation of land which had 
been diluviated on its old site, Raj. 

+14 (crpt. of «GA4?), prep., on, upon. Jess. 

aq (crpt. of *44?), s., husband. Jess. 

AAS with #fas, v.a. to store up. Chit. 

sai (crpt. of rir, vast ?), s., a neighbour. FE. Beng. 

vail (fv. a4), s., a neighbour. 

Ag (crpt. of AAA), s., child-birth, delivery. Dac. 

toatatfie, s., a barber. 

viqeais (for laeats ? ), adj., penetrable, permeable (as a hole or tunnel). Jess. 

Afia, adj., paying a fixed produce-rent (irrespective of the actual yield of land). 

Af{al ete a raiyat who pays sucha rent. fa) «fq the fixed quantity of paddy 

so paid. Mald. 

aul (fv. Pers. 83, flying ?), s., a butterfly. /ess. 

again, s,afather’s father. Bak. (fr. Ga + wil ?). 

we (connected with **ae1?), s., straw. C. Beng. 

%ei (pala). Chit. = 9, kind of basket. 

Aamo] (f7. AafIS + *), adj. (land or a house) from which the tenant has fled, aban- 

doneda, deserted. 

“fe (connected with aa mud ?), s., silt. Mald. 
Ae (cp. Hindi faq a worm. Haughton gives #4 crit which is pleonastic), s. (1) a silk 

worm ; (2) a silk-worm cocoon. Mald. Raj. 

%a], s., a basket, hemispherical in shape, with a small mouth at the top of the hemis- 

phere (used in fishing). Jess. 

weet, s., pillau. 24-Pargs. 

aS (crpt. of **{) placing both hands together with the palms hollowed (as for the 

purpose of carrying something). Mald. 

a with faces, v.a., to ill-treat. Jess. 
*eixem with @facs to approve, assent to, agree to, consent to. 

WFAA, Ss. (I) light (= Site) ; (2) moonlight; (3) blaze, flame. Chit. 

WHA Ae, s., talk, gossip; rumour, report. ess. 

AeA = WAG. Chit. 

AsteCS (connected with 54 ?), v.n., to sit near a fire and warm one’s self. 
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“tie ; s., drain, ditch. Maid. 
acl 
até (short for M@#l a raiyat who does not reside on his land, cp. Hind. WTz), s., the 

surname ‘ Pai,’ e.g. Pandit Pai. Raz. 

*o18e, s., a tabsildari peon. 
ajssaq (ch. *teela, Hind. ‘atx and Pers. Such; the original meaning seems to have 

been one who carried on a trade on foot, a travelling seller), s. (1) a hawker, 

petty dealer, retail dealer, Raj. ; (2) a dealer in large quantities, a wholesale 

dealer, Jess. ; (3) a commission agent, e.g. c#lata fea an agent who receives 

sums of money from a Silk Factory and makes advances to silk-worm rearers, 
Raj. Used adv., in large quantities, wholesale, Jess. 

ntacata (fv. 1 foot, and ?), s., a kind of anclet. 24-Pargs. 

a[sb, s., a day-labourer, cooly, Raj. ; 786 2atbrs, v.n., to work asa cooly, Raj. 

Aled adj.? slightly open, ajar. {8b ¢fats, v.a., to put a door ajar, Dac. 

“sbi (fv. 7f2b), s., the occupation or condition of a pait. Ray. 

*{BU, s., a cross-beam (in a house). ess. 
ASS) (fr. Ae ), s., a kind of rent receipt, Maim. ; cp. Uriya pauti. 

*T24 (for *itfa), s., the coloured border of a cloth. Pub. 

“een (for §*itfaai), s., a large pot for boiling food. (= &tf%). Jess. 

*{G3, s., bamboo post of a verandah. Ray. 

apofaal (77. vt8), s., foot-path. Maid. 

“SFG, s., the rim, edge (as of a well): the space or ground between a road and the 

ditch alongside ; the mud portion of the bank (of a river). /ess. 

rita (fr. *#1), s., foot. rilaa Bet footsteps, 24-Pargs. 

vial (fr. Pers, seo ge), adj., alluvial. Chit. 
vila (fv. “4), s., anclet. Maid. 

aie (fv. 14), s., foot-path. Maid. 

Ale (fr. **Al), s., foot. 
*1b, five. It is used to express: (1) combined generality of a superior quality, e.g. 

ql ib Ga aca “what five men say,” meaning the concurrent opinion of the better 

qualified men; (2) varied generality, e.g. tb ae ste Bice “there are trees of 

various kinds”; sf& 7b aeq sal faaive “’ the trees have died in various ways.” 

Cp. wi. 

*silpa, s., driving of cattle ? 24-Pargs. ; “hoa atfe a staff for driving cattle. 
“oft, s, a goad for driving cattle. 24-Pargs. 

“lifoa (fv. *eibia), s., a wall around a bari. 24-Pargs. 

Neal (fv. **iga), s., side (of the body). Bog. 

ie (fv. **¢), s., dust, ashes. Ray. 

*aTé, s., cooking, Gen. 7t#Htt cooking, Chit. 

tate, s. (1) a circular motion, e.g. be a whirlpool; (2) making the circuit (of any- 

thing), e.g. going around in a pond, Jess.; (3) causing a circular motion, twist, 

a it tte 
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turn, e.g. “1 faa cHfeTS to seize, turn round and throw down, Maid. ; (4) enve- 
loping in a circular way, a clasp, e.g. “!* fcs to seize (a person) around with 

one’s arms, iess.: ; 

ate ( = wl aperture, interval, separating space), s., separation, split, Chit.; eg. 

cael *tte 28ca there was a split in the assembly (or party). Chit. 
We (777) s., a (bird’s) wing. Chit. 

ASU! (fv. TAIFBTS), s., seizing, catching hold of ; arresting. Raj. 

frtsfecs (fv. “te clasping ?), v.a., to seize, lay hold of. The original meaning being to 

clasp ? 

aie (fr. Alt), s.; a twist, turn. Mald. 

*otfecs, v.2., to grow grey (as hair). 
vial, s., one and a half bigha: equals 8 gandas in Maim. 

sittta (= 7914), s., land the level of which has been raised artificially. Raj. 

ala, adj., pale, pallid. - Raz. 

vilfer 
AICHTS 
aiib, s., “icba dle excommunication. iitoa aifes excommunicated. Sylh. 

a plat (f7. *il foot and bifewS to cause to move), s., sauntering along, walking slowly 

with no object. Jess. 

+715 (fv. 7b), s., the back part (of anything). 

ateta (fv. +712), adj7., behind, hinder. Mald. 

*siite (loc. of 7B), adv., back, backwards. E. Beng. 

sitce (for viifeal ? fr. ft 71S), s., the stern (of a boat). Chit. 

Altea, s., a long stick for driving cattle. Dac. Cp. *ttofe, ateefer. 
vitefa, s.,a goad. Jess. Cp. era. 

aleai, s., assembly, gathering (for purpose of discussion). Chit. 

aitfeea (fv. attba), s.. wall, fence-wall. 
alfa (= vilfeea), s., fence around a bari. 
ated (fv. *7\g4), s., rib, side. Bard. 

atei, s. (1) a load, bundle; (2) heap of bricks, Pub. ; (3) brick-kiln, Raj. 

ate (fv. %4?), (I) s., jute; (2) a determinative particle used in connexion with 

the names of ornaments, e.g. G# 7b aly ‘one armlet,’ Mald. 

ab, s., wall (of a house), mud-wall. Mald. 

Albi (= tf aba), s., a ferryman, ghatwala. 
*{b1, s., flat stone (on which spices are ground and prepared). Chit. (= f#l@). 

vibi, s., a waist-belt (ornament). C. Beng. 

afb, s., the two pieces of bamboo that form the sides of mai or harrow. Raj. 

+b, s., bamboo-matting, Jess. ; fine mat. Raj. 

ALDCRAA, s., old brick (such as are extracted from a building). Jess. 

“Alois (**bal), s., aferryman. C. Beng. 
#913, s., superscription of a letter, the portion containing the name of the addressee. 

Raj. 

alata, s., edge, margin. Raj. 

' s., an oar (made of one piece of wood). Chit. 
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ale (fr. WIG), s.. embankment round a tank. LE. Beng. 

tte (connected with *4f% edge, margin; or with *lq further bank?), s. (I) edge, 

margin ; (2) bank, shore; (3) side, border ; (4) border or margin (of cloth); (5) 

a pattern or stripe along the border (of cloth). | 

“eS, s., fisherman. — Jess. 
vel. s., buffalo. Raz. 

aU, s., heap, pile, stack. E. Beng. Cp. ~tal, vital, *terz. 

+>1WSCS (caus. of *ilfwt), v.a. (1) to cause toi fall or come down, bring down to the 

ground ; (2) to tread down, trample, 77p.; (3) to pluck, gather (flowers or fruit), 

Gen. ; (4) to imprecate, invoke, e.g. WealNfe *NetstS to imprecate abuse, revile, 

Raj. 

awrite (fr. tatfers 2), s., struggling together. Ray. 
atolfaa (77. **tel), s., the inhabitant of a para. Chit. 

afte (fr. 71%), ad7., having a border, having a pattern or stripe along the border (of 

cloth), e.g. ‘larilfe yf a blue-bordered dhoti. Jess. 

xAtfets (caus. of “BTS ?), v.a. (I) to cause to fall down, throw down, bring to the 

ground ; (2) to pluck, gather (flowers or fruit); (3) to imprecate, invoke, e.g. 

aif ates to abuse, Raj. 
atfea = fe. 
*sil (fy. v1), s., the pan plant; its leaf. 9 28t6 fats (lit. to give one pan to eat) 

to give one some reward, to give one something good, Maid. 

sit, s., a small stick for driving cattle. Bog. 

sitesi (see fl), s., back, back part, e.g. hela Sita at the back, behind. Hug. 

ied, s., the fields. Rang. See *fe2ta. 

soa, s., clump, cluster; “fea “Sain clumps. Chit. 

atsl, adj., low, small, e.g. *ifsi Ga, low (grass) jungle. Chit. 

+atfS (connected with #51 ?), adj., small, puny. ffs fae. a jackal, Bak. 
+aifets, v.a., to throw down, cast down; spread out (on the ground) ; to place down, 

lay, set, fix (as a trap or fishing net). 

alfea (fr. * a ?), s., a pot: a large pot = Sif%, Raj.: alow pot = cml, Chit. 

“lela, s., open ground, open field. Mald. See *ihs4. 

si2ifa, adj., situated crosswise, transverse. Chit. Cp. 7ialtfe. 

alata = vitetfa. Chat. 
staat (fv. *vi2t path ?), s., a small embankment (generally composed of three layers of 

small blocks of earth, the two lower layers being two blocks broad and the 

uppermost only one block). Jess. 

atatfa, s., or adj., holding anything horizontally in both arms. Raj. Cp. *atfa. 

vit, s., heap, pile, stack. Mald. Cp. “iwi, »1a, “ez. 
ala (fr. “STS 2), s., boat hire. Chit. 
tata, s., side, direction. itt towards, Hug. Cp. 74, *le, itv. 

+ *&\, adj., laid up for future use (applied to rice cooked). fi SIS rice cooked and 

kept for use till the following day. iti 2feald cazl about 9 a.m. 

“teul, s.. behind, back part. Hug. 
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si\*, s., the portion (of a bamboo or sugar-cane) between two knots or joints. Dac. 

sila, s., side. Dac. Cp. ~t&, la, *1e. 

aAtaeals (fv. “4, the further bank), adj., penetrating from one side to the other, pass- 

ing completely through. /ess. 

*lal, s., a touch, contact (with anything). Dac. 

afal s., a heap, pile, stack. Dac. Cp. ta, vite, *Hei, “Al. 
trill, s., quicksilver, mercury. (fv. Skt. utz). 

AHN (fv. W441), ad7., relating to a festival: s., a fee paid by villagers to chaukidars and 

others on the occasion of a festival. Ray. 

sei, s., a sail, sail-cloth: a small kind of tent. 

ale, s., side, direction. Chit. Cp. fa, vl. 

na (pron. pala; = **\e a time or turn in rotation ?), *la facts to lend or borrow 

ploughs in turns among neighbours. Jess. 

*si@, s., a heap, pile, stack, Bard.; a rick of paddy with its straw. Cp. »al, "Ui, 

vill, “et. 

alealfa (palwari), s., a kind of large deep saucer (of metal). Ray. 

tril, s, (1) out-house, house in the outer bari (for the accommodation of persons 

not members of the family), Mald.; (2) sort of bedstead. Cp. 701. 

tate, s., heap, pile, stack (as of straw). Cent. and N. Beng. Cp. *ilal, mle. 

vile, s.. a post (of a house). TvA. 

ala, ad7., ,tame. 

alte (palang), s., threshing-ground, a clear spot in a bari where grain is threshed. 

Raj. 

viel, s. (1) a piece of ground inside or adjacent to a bari, where paddy seed is sown 

and whence it is afterwards transplanted, (this is also called fagal), Dac.; (2) 

the land immediately adjoining a bari on whatever side, Jess. ; (3) field, Dac. 

*oilfei, s., abale (of cotton). Chit. Cp. 7% and lai and *e7. 

vi\facs (fr. *eIETS), v.w., to flee. 24-Pargs. 

* sci, s., heap, pile, stack. Bard. Cp. *itfa. 
sical, s., shed in which cattle are tied up, cow-shed. Jess. Cp. le. 

vital, s., distance, range (e.g. of a shot). Maid. 

sa, adj., wide (= ciel). Dac. 

*eitate, s. (1) a hill, mountain; (2) a hillock, C/it.; (3) embankment round a tank, 

W. Beng. 

eta) (/v. &f34), s., keeping watch or ward (as the Police). 

iatalsalal, s., a policeman, constable. 

fribl, s., twisted straw used for sweeping. Dac. 

fraza (/y. + {7181 and $a), s., the back, behind, rear part. Ciit. 

tfrifbcs, v.a. (x) to beat, strike, hammer, Gen.; (2) to beat or hammer smooth (as 

the ground), Chit. ; (3) (metaphor.) fafsai aifics to follow behind, follow after, 
Mald. 

fripfis (from frifocs), adv., immediately after, close along with. 

frifea (crp. of fam), s., lamp (of any kind). 24-Pargs. 
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fomint (crp. of tx), s., lamp (of any kind). Jess. fami atet3cs to light a lamp. 
aga =faniri. Jess. 
feizta (prob. crp. of ‘pillar’), s., pillar, post (as a boundary mark) ; sign-post, notice- 

post (as the notice-boards of the Forest Department). 

AS cael Aha fastening (a person’s hands) behind his back. Chit. 

Aisa (fr. +fA81), s., the back room (of a house). Jess. 

Ab (pita), s., a kind of rice-cake. How. 

Alea see AMA4. 

1 (fr. fd: =+t FAB and ¢ fAvi), s. (1) the part of the raised floor of a house outside 

the house, the outside edge of the raised floor, Dac.; (2) a verandah (in a 

kaccha house), Dac. ; Jess. 

AA (erp. of ‘pipe’ 2), s., a cask. 

Hen a (fr. fartfeet), s., a large ant. 

Alas, s., a nail (of iron). 

Ala, s., a short coat (resembling a shirt). 

Ala see AT. 

Ata = fariia. 
AMNSe (prob. fry. AV; see c*tMBtS) about 4 a.m. Chit. See FFSIl. 

AGA (crp. of AW), s., tank. Bak. 

tof, s.,a bundle. Hug. 
ATA a causeway (across a lake or marsh)? ess. 

aaa (crp. of #fail), s., a tank. 

af% (Burmese phungyi), s., a Mag priest (unable to read or write). Chit. 

771, s.,a bastard woman. Sylh. 

+AC s.,a sack. 24-Pargs. 

afl (erp. of 4#fai), s., a tank. Chit. 
AS, s., a stone roller (used in preparing spices), Chit. = ca{ot. 

A\S, s..a very small button. Dac. 

taAfets, v.a. (1) to put into the ground, plant (as trees) ; (2) to bury ; (3) to drive or 

knock into the ground. 

“era (fr. “fal ?), s., image, idol. Jess. 

“jail (fv. 7%), s.. a younger brother’s wife’s sister’s son (vulgar). Dac. 

yaar (fr. Aes and sl), s., re-examination (in law), examination by a party of his 

own witness after cross-examination by the adverse party. 

AAfS erp. of GAAfS. Jess. 

AMS see ABMSSi. Chit. 

Aaa, s., the top of a wall over which there is thatch. Hug. 

aAsfagl (fr. 7a), adj., male. Jess. 

oiferw, s., a packet, parcel, small bundle. © Raj. 
“5 (Hindi yw), s., question, interrogation, enquiry, Chit. ; 7% #fac5 to ask, question. 

Vela (fv. AS; or YS+ Hla) =A Chit. 

Wa, s., lime-pit, lime-kiln. Chit. 
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ArICal (fv. A), adj7., descended from one’s father’s sister. Ciit. rts! wt= father’s 

sister’s son. 

37, s., father’s sister, paternal aunt. C/ut. 

Arteta (crp. of 44 ble ?), s., the part of Satkaniya, east of the hills, in Chittagong. 

Chit. 

t 44 (fr. 4), adj., eastern ; 9 fat or 04 fret the east. 
ae (fr. at), ad7., old, ancient. Bak. 

+ crs (fr. 7%), s., mud, mire, dirt. Tif. 
caBIG (for Ale, crp. of MFI), s., jute-stalk. 24-Pargs. 

cafotS, v.2., to be delayed (?). 

crea ) (from frsl; cAgI is the more common), adj., behind, hinder. caga, cristq and 

CAB ae faca, adv., behind, in the rear of. 

*¢91B, s. (I) the belly ; (2) the womb; cvitba 4a the vagina ; (3) pregnancy, the foetus; 

Sta c7ib fos (vulgar) she was with child. 

t cabal (/7. CAD ? cp. English ‘ chest’), s., any strong receptacle, chest or case of 

country fashion; (e.g. a leather case, a cane chest covered with leather). 

caibte (fr. cro ?), adj. It appears to be literally equivalent to faefa (q.v.) and is 

applied to land-tenures under and within other tenures, as c”ble SI a depend- 

ent taluk. It is often vulgarly modified to critia. Bak. 
+ crblal (fv. CAI), s., a cane box or chest. Dac. See cvibts. 

cael, s., mud, mire ; adj., muddy, swampy (applied to land). Jess. Cp. cviat. 

cAga, s., a basket for collecting cow-dung (= eal). Chit. 

caatai (connected with fcrtata?), s., dry grass of paddy. Chit. 
caal (crp. of *if4al), s., footpath. Mald. 

cra, s., mud, mire. - Jess. Cp. cat. 
CAA, s., a cup or small basket made of close-set cane (used as a measure). ess. 

criela 

crits 

Cito 
aco 
?v51, Ss. (I) steps at the entrance of a house, Gen.: (2) a verandah (in a Bengali 

house), Bog. 3 

easy face to resume one’s meals after recovery from severe illness. Ray. 

casa, s., straw. Raj. Cp. caterer. 

crit (from cre), s.. a boy, lad. Chit. 

CAMSTS (prob. fr. ASI), v.2., to become light, to dawn; e.g. ats cvtate ca dawn 

broke. Raj. Cp. %eat8ts. 
catats (crp. of 7% ?), s., path, road. Jess. 

crtatet (f7. TcrtwtScs ?), s., a potter’s kiln or furnace. aj. 

+ cvilatea , s., straw. Cp. eae. 

catefes (fr. tai), s., a kind of wristlet (= caata). Chit. 
cHtetscs ) (fv. calb), v.a., to cut in a sawing manner with a sharp weapon. Cent. and 

calfocs JS EF. Beng. 

HS a prostitute, harlot. 

(prob. for fal fr. Pers. Asha), s., an ornament for the wrist, a wristlet. 
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+cAfsts, v.a. (1) to put, place or fix in the ground; to plant; to bury. 

+ criti, s. (1) an insect, any kind of small creeping or flying thing, gen. (2) a worm ; 

ali criti (euphemistically, to avoid using the plain name) a tiger, Sundarbans. 

CATS (= cratti ?), s.,a snake. Chit. 

cab, s., a Sawing cut with a sharp instrument; the mark of a sawing cut. C. and E. 

Beng. 

calbl (= *AdI) rotten. Dac. 

cate (= crib). C. and E. Beng. 

catfecs = crtifocs. C. and E. Beng. 
calbal, s., the ground below the eaves of a house. Jess. 

cra (= «c*ifbeM), s. (I) a lump, bunch, cluster; (2) a bundle, packet; (3) the cover- 

ing of a bundle. . 

caw (fr. toxitfBrs and 4b), a burning ghat, burning ground. Ray. 

T cvitetats (caus. fr. crtfets), v.a., to cause to burn, to burn. 

+ carts, v.n., to burn. 

cals (fr. ca), s., son’s son, grandson. fay. 

cats! (77. Pers. ab,3 2), s., a case, receptacle (e.g. in which scales are kept). Ray. 

(C7); S.,.2 dhott. .77p. 

CATS (fr. cAlfSts), s., the earthern foundation of a kaccha house. = fsb. 

cats for casa. Raz. 

cvla, s., the buttock. 24-Pargs. 

critaifs (fr. cri, a son ?), adj., pregnant. 

crate = corse. 

cate, s., a boy, lad. Chit. 

carol = cipal. Jess. 
cvifa, s., jute. Dac. 

T CARSI, s., a buttress. Maid. 

Belt AHA, s., a girl’s marriage, the performance of the marriage ceremony. [She 

does not go to live with her husband till the fasta 7s! (q.v.) | 

ala, s., rush of water, strong current. Jess. 

2iaife, s., the head of a party or faction (wa) in a village. C. Beng. 

Aely (= acer), s., plaster. Pub. 

#224, s.. a watch of the day or night, consisting of a fourth part of either or about 

three hours, and reckoned from sunrise and sunset: 9% 284 mid-day, noon; cBlv 

9% 224 a little before noon. 

ainifiet (fr. *etttfet), s., the status of a pramanik, the position of an arbitrator (as 

in a salis). 

= 
This letter often represents a %in Chittagong. 

Fata, prep., with, along with, together with. Chit. 

eefsal (*%iFS1), s., a brahman’s sacred thread. Chit. 

#5 Sj|, loc. case., early in the morning, before day-break. Chit, See %a2SH1, 
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af, s., penis (boy’s slang). Bog. 

are (*75F1), s., a bird (general term). Chit. 

Fea (Santali ?), s..a witch. Mald. = FASTA. 

wy (Ae), s., lotus. Chat. 

eq, s., light generally (of lamp, torch, etc.) ; 

see Cafes). Chit. 

eq (e714), s., a feather. Chit. 

eae (Arab. 5), adj., separate, different. Chit. 

spa (see Fal), s., early dawn. Jess. 

ECF (ACTS), adv., singly, every. Chit. 

=| (fv. English ‘form’), adj., made in a form or mould (as, good bricks). Raj. 

eat (for Pst — Pers. Lstiilers), ad}., prepared to order. 

bitwa 4 moon-light (but for sun-light, 

Fal, s., light, luminosity, early dawn, Mald.: adj. (m) luminous, bright (as dawn), 

Maid. ; (2) light-coloured, Raj. ; (3) clear, pellucid ; (4) bright, clean (as clothes), 

Mald. 

Fai with fycs, v.a., to have one’s revenge, to pay one out (a grudge). Raj. 

es, s., large bamboo needle (for making nets). 

wat (fv. BCS), s., crop, produce. 24-Pargs. 
@lG, s.. breadth, width. Raj. 
PAG y (cp. feiv¥ difficulty), s., agitation, confusion, bewilderment; e.g. alata =tIa 

aro tars ee I am confused, I have lost my presence of mind. Ray. 

+ s{#, s. (I) an opening of any kind, fissure, crevice (= {#f#); (2) the open air, e.g. 

wits AktS to go into the open air, go outside, 24-Pargs. ; (3) opening, oppor- 

tunity, 24-Pargs. 

wife 
maka , 
T FF, s., a gate, large door; gate of a prison. ®@b¢ 28C5 to be imprisoned. 

He = aw. Chit. 

Tel (fv. teIfeCS), adj., torn, rent ; split, cleft. 
Bif{Bts, v.a., to tear, rend; to split, cleave, cut asunder; to cut off, lop off. 

ei, s., probability, likelihood ; e.g. #4 ala (for act) “the probability occurs, it is 

probable.’ Chit. 

wlaé (Arab. 3), s. (1) difference, distinction, separation, Gen. , e.g. Slaca caté people 

from elsewhere, outside folk, T7.; (2) relinquishment, release, Raj. (This 

meaning seems to come from Arab. EL). 

Hs deception, fraud, cheating, swindling. Raj. 

ejaes | (formed apparently from a confusion of Arab. ep ee with 3), s. (x) 

divorce, deed of divorce, Gen. ; (2) #l4#fS a receipt in full for the year’s 

elatfs ) rent, given by a landlord to a tenant, Raj. 

@lai, s., hiring, engaging, employing. ay. 

ala = Fal. 
Hla, s.. a jump, leap: sa fats to jump. Chit. 

BAUNSTS (ch. }ePeNSTS), v.a. to throw, cast. Chit. 
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elete (= *Afete), s., a hill, mountain. Chit. 

wifa, s., a square- shoped chili basket. Chit. 

fega,s.,aspear. Sylh. 
fefaeaient (fr. tfefars), s., a hawker, pedlar. 

ee, s., a hole through a wall as a drainage passage. 24-Pargs. 

Ele (erp. of fat ? cp. Aa), s., a tank. Chit. 
eset (crp. of FF + GF), s., sons and daughters, children. Chit. 

gb, s., a drop (of rain). Jess. 

Ebi, s., penetration, perforation. Maid. 

FS, s., twine, string, thread. Chit. 

FS (crp. of Aa), s., a son. Chit. 

garfs, s., the lungs. Chit. 

*ga, s., a kind of ear-ornament. Hug. 

oF (Santali ?), s., a witch (= sealq). Mald. 

caps, , & fats to blow. Jess. 
z, Si (271), ., paternal aunt. Chit. 

Fate = = Snel Chit. 

Fel, ad}., uncultivated, fallow, waste. Mald. 

arse see faz. Chit. 

aE (*44y2h), adj., facing eastwards. Chit. See ye. 

Fey] (= TFA), s., a swelling, tumour. /ess. 

C#b, S., a cut, cut-mark, incision; notch. Raj. 

c¥4, s., the water in which rice has been boiled, rice-water, rice-gruel. Maid. 

cen =At. Chit. 

CFT, s., a small round disk, attached to one pany of a nose-ring (#2) and balanced on 

ie other side by the bi. Fay. 

CP, s.. a kind of lota. Ray. 

(HPI, s., a small ghati for drinking water from. Jess. 

cea (ingl. ‘ fail’) ; cee 2375 to fail, become bankrupt. Bak. 

ceesitfat (Arabic ?), s. sexual intercourse. Ray. 

caHal (for FAR), s., crops, harvest. Jess. 

c#| (crp. of crt), s. (1) boy, lad, Chit.; (2) a son, 24-Pargs., e.g. Sta CH husband’s 

elder brother’s son. : 
cea (crp. of calel), s., a child; generally boy, lad, young son; Weal cH a girl, 

young daughter. Chit. 

CHIME s., an oar (= AHS 2). Chit. 

cers, s., plural of ces (formed thus, cH AFA, CHIS, SHA, CHM SHA, CHA 2A, 

cea), boys, sons. Chit. 

CTS ) (crp. of “efat through some forms like §7afa, faa, $724; cp. 724), s., a tank, 
cHrsfa § Chit. 

cate, adv., lying on one’s back, supine. Chit. 

cel#l, s., a swelling or blister on the skin. 24-Pargs. 

xed 
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q 

4. This letter is often confused with 4%, especially at the beginning of a word in 

Midnapore and Orissa. 

a, adv. = fs. 
48s (for *afats), v.a., to carry, bear. Sylh. 

48tS (for *afHcs) , v.., to sit. Chit. 
qaq = afar. EL. Beng. 
ae (fr. 44), s. (1) daughter-in-law ; (2) a wife. 4% al¥a a modest married woman, a 

home-keeping wife, Sundarbans. . 

aio = bl. 
Aq (= TAF), s., heifer. 

asfa, s., courtyard. 24-Pargs. 
ase (fv. tafecs), s., one who is always talking, a chatterbox. Pub. 

aslafe (fv. t afecs), s., bandying words, altercation, dispute, quarrel. C. Beng. 

+ afecs, v.a. and 7. (1) to speak, talk, tell, Mald.; (2) to prate, chatter. 

aceal (fv. + afecs), s., altercation, dispute, quarrel. Maid. 

af#ai, s., a large brass cooking-pot. Raj. Cp. am. 

4@, s., a share, portion. 

+ 41 (Hindi qHet), s. (I) a he-goat ; (2) a piece of goat’s flesh for sale. 

tam, s., a straight hanger (used in sacrificing goats). 24-Pargs. 

451b4, s., the inner sloping bank of a tank just above the water. 

ami, s., a large low wide-mouthed brass pot (used for boiling). Mald (= S¥al). 

494 s., cotton-tree. Raj. 

+ a7, s., altercation, dispute, quarrel. 24-Pargs. 

ate, s., a knife fixed upright in a flat-board and used for slicing fish. 

apa, s., a paddle (made of one piece of wood) of a boat. 

+ abt = afp. 
4 (bar), s., a rope of twisted straw. Hug. 

*ay, adj., great. In Chit. pronounced bar. 

*ay, adj., eldest of sons (or brothers). 

a iq a kind of late paddy, grown on low land and reaped about February (?) 

av wefa, adv., often, frequently; constantly. Raj. 
awa aq = AWaia. Raz. 

Ault ai, s., a kind of paddy grown on low land, which is liable to be flooded. ess. 

= 4 xa. 

avfs, s., fishing-hook. Chit. 
qwfaat (Av), adj., great, large. Chit. 

qv (fy. Skt. ZB; = 4B), adv., very, exceedingly. 

*4>%, s. division, partition, sharing out. 
45, s., stream, flow of water, current ina river. (= cats). Jess. 

45 (bata), s., gain, profit, advantage. Bak. 

4g], s., vomiting. Pub. 
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afe, s., split bamboo, a piece of bamboo split lengthwise. aj. Cp. agi. 

ara (connected with 44 ?), s., shout, noise. Chit. 

avai (for awe cloud), s. (1) cloud, esp. thunder-cloud ; (2) thunder. 

aufaai (fr. Arab. Jo, exchange), s., a person who gives his labour to another in return 

for that person’s labour. Chit. 

a] (Arabic kay ?), s., egg. Chit. . 

arate (Like w2), adj. (1) of bad livelihood ; (2) of bad conduct (as a man, a horse, etc.). 

s. (1) aman of bad livelihood ; (2) a man of bad conduct or nature; (3) a ruff- 

ian, blackguard. Haughton gives q7qat*. 

agai, s., conduct of the kinds described under awa. 

awaits (fr. Arab. Jos, exchange), adj., given in exchange, e.g. await? He labour given in 

exchange for labour. J7/. 

xqanfs (for afearys), s., a sister’s son. 24-Pargs. 

aafafa. The Forest Lady, a goddess of the Sundarban forests in the 24-Parganas, 

propitiated by both Hindus and Mohammedans in order to obtain immunity from 

tigers. Her shrine is often marked only with a flag. 

afacs (fr. rt. a4 to honour, love ?), v.7., to live in concord, be in harmony. Bog. 

afaaaie (fv. afats; reduplicated), s. (1) living in concord, being in harmony, union ; 

(2) affection, friendship, good feeling (applied esp. to family life). Haughton gives 

aus, ata and afs: I have not met with these words. 

afeata, s.. a day-labourer. Mald. 

aflzifa, s., the occupation, business or condition of a day-labourer; daily manual 

labour. Mald. 

aq (fv. afee), s., sister’s husband. Haughton gives 49%. 

aw (Pers. o4:?), s. (1) a plot or parcel of land, a field; (2) a plot of ground, used as a 

measure of length and equal to about 7 yards, /Jess.; (3) a collection or cluster 

of baris; (4) the periodic time when any crop comes in or work is done (e.g. the 

four times in the year when mulberry leaves are plucked and cocoons are reeled ; 

the time when reeds are cut). Raj. 

ameatal (fv. a4), s., a list or schedule of parcels of land specified in a deed. Jess. 

“aq, s. (1) binding, tying, fastening; (2) a bond, tie, fastening; (3) obstructing, 

hindering ; (4) fastening in, shutting in ; (5) fastening out, exclusion, e.g. ANCe 

Sa 4h Bq “he is excluded from the samaj,’” Dac. ; (6) a thing bound, composed 

or constructed so as to form one piece, mass or block; (7) a piece of bamboo 

mat work of a particular size, 9 cubits long and 6 cubits wide (used as a unit of 

measurement of such work) Dac. ; (8) a parcel of land, a field; (9) a collection 

or expanse of fields (= 4d), Sylh. 

4a, s.. a hollow kharu. Chit. 

+ 44%, s., a barai, one who cultivates and sells pan. Chit. 

aaf*i, s., a fish-hook. Dac. Haughton gives aa*ij and afa‘t. 
4a) (for 7412), s., wild pig. 24-Pargs. 

aa (Arab. In), s. (1) a commission, assignment: an order or request, written or 
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verbal, authorizing another person to do something on one’s behalf, generally in 

the way of payment, Gen. (2) special business, particular affair, Mald. Adv., 

for, on behalf of, Hug. 

*agiqa, adv., all along, continually, constantly. 24-Pargs. 

aata, adv., apparently, seemingly. Bog. 

afan (fv. adm), s. (1) the country near the boundary between the Rajshahi and 

Maldah Districts; (2) main land (as distinguished from chars). aj. 

afam (fv. aca), s., high land not submerged during the rains. Mald. 

aaeaifa, s., public village worship of an idol. 24-Pargs. 
asf, s., concord, agreement. Chit. 
afi, s.. the metayer system of cultivation, under which the raiyat does all the culti- 

vation and keeps half the produce, and the landlord receives the other half. 

atl face or atfacs to take (as lessee) land in barga tenure, afi fats or afl Wea 

alfacs to give (as lessor) land in barga tenure. 

aij, s., the small beams or rafters that are laid across the main beams in a roof. 

anizs, s., the lessee under the barga system. 

asfiwta, s., the lessee under the barga system. 

aal, s. (I) rain, a shower; (2) the rainy season, Gen. (3) a storm, cyclone, Bak. 

ql $2) = Fal aa. Jess. 

afea, s., small earthen pot. Maid. 
Ta7s, s. (1) dwelling; (2) a cultivator’s homestead ; often a4 afe. FE. Beng. 

anfecs (fr. aafs), v.n. to dwell, reside. Chit. 
afacs, v.n., to be settled, accrue, become due (applied to the incidence of rent, esp. 

after a rent-free period), e.g. ela) aH a2 “no rent has yet been assessed ’’ 
or ‘“‘ become payable.” Bak. 

ati (Pers. Roy s., roll (of paper). Dac. 

424 cays, S.; large: boat. 

afa (fv. afe:), adv., except, besides. Rarely used except with f#, a73, 4a, and a2, 

e.g. ofa faaife af fe “ what else did I do but go” ; 98t afS ave ‘it is nothing but 
misfortune;” la a afe tai az “he has no daughter but one.” It is also 

written fa@ and + ¢a. 

t af2t5, v.a., to carry, bear; to carry away. “HH afecere “he draws breath with diff- 

culty,’’ ‘““he can hardly breathe.” 24-Pargs. 

afar (Sfatat), s., sister. 

afaag, s., sister's daughter. Raj. 

az (fv. aa), s. and adj., left (not right). 

AeA, s., the brinjal or egg-plant. 

asa, s., a dancing girl, a singing girl. Dac. 

ass 2? favs, v.n., to vomit. Bak. 

a2, v.a. (1) to pull, row (a boat) ; (2) to drag or ply (a fishing-net) ; (3) to ply (a fish- 

ing-hook). E. Beng. (for aifats? q.v.; and so from rt. we carry ?); (4) to 

drive (a plough). &. Beng. 
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av, ad)., third-class (cultivated land.) Bank. 

asus, s., striking, beating (with a blunt weapon). Chit. 
aza, s., scattering, sowing (seed). FE. Beng. 

aza_s., a drum-player. 

ateai (fv. az), adj., left-handed. Maid. 

aaaq=aleea. Chit. 
azatets = afanecs. LE. Beng. 
+afea, s., the leaf of a folding door, half a cagata. Jess. 

aaca cole (for alfa caezi q.v.), s., star-light on a clear moonless night. Jess. 

agi, s., an adze. Jess. 

aw, s., a bracelet. Chit. (fr. We ?) 

ave (for aes q.v. fr. Skt a¥ carry), s.,a bamboo yoke over the shoulders (for 

carrying things). Chit. 

aoe, s., a long and narrow swamp, marsh or pool. Jess. 

ase (fv. AW), adj., crooked. ASS A or simply ASF a contorted kind of anclet. 

as (/v. %@ ?), s. (1) a broad solid silver bracelet with ribbed rims, C. Beng.; (2) a 

kind of bracelet = pa, Mald. ats ofa a very broad bracelet, of greater circum- 

ference at one end than at the other, Jess. 

ave = avy. Jess. 

alGas, s., one’s father’s family, paternal relatives. Chit. 

t aa, s., an itinerant ascetic, a wandering bairagi. Jess. 

ateatat, s., a Sundarban wood-cutter. 

aia] (ATS ?), S., upper arm. Chit. 

ale (fr. Te carry ?), s., shoulder-yoke (for carrying things), Gen. (2) a yoke-load, two 

bojhas, of paddy, Jess. ; (3) a bamboo pole, Mid. 

ale (fv. 4), s. (1) a curve or reach (ina river); (2) the length of a curve or reach. 

It is used as a measure of distance by stream, and varies from about } mile to 

2 miles according to the size of the river. Gen. (3) a place where fishermen 

fish in a river, Pub. 

4a (/r. aifacs), adj., bound, fastened, Gen. “ai aiail® a woman kept (wholly by one 

man) as a mistress, a permanent mistress, Faz. ; al4| avi a firmly constructed 

well-raised road, Gen. ala aifacs to keep (a woman) as a permanent mistress, 

Raj. 

+ aifacs, v.a. (1) to bind, fasten, tie; (2) to shut up, confine; la afats to store up 
paddy in a gola; (3) to construct, build; ati aifats to construct a solid road ; 

cate} Aifars (Chit.) to build a boat; (4) to restrain, check, stop. 

+ 483, s., a bamboo harrow (= ¥). Jess. 

a{iaife, s., fixing a bamboo in the ground to indicate the taking of possessicn. 

awl 
dtiga f° 
at (= a{#) a yoke-load. Jess. 

al#ifa, s., a pin made of split bamboo. Hug. 

a bamboo clump or thicket. C/ut. 
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alga, s. (1) the part of the court-yard (angina) below the verandah of a house (fr. 

aes $1?) 24-Pargs.; (2) being beside or alongside, proximity (?) Saugor. 

ats (Engl. box), s., a box, chest. 3S ai# a small box to be carried in the hand. 

ald, s., a softish white substance composed of roots used in the manufacture of 

intoxicating liquors. Dac. 

satatfa, s., a split bamboo. 

a, s., advantage, superiority, e.g. alt lets to get (a person) at a disadvantage. 

Mald. 

falsta (Pers. 4), s. (1) a wooded garden, grove, Gen. (2) jungle, Jess. 

aa, s., a ditch, trench (=oi¥) and atta). Jess. 

ae = <*, a curve or reach in a river. 
+ aH, ad). (1) relating to Bengal; (2) country-made, of inferior make or quality, e.g. 

al7ail <4 (in a narrow sense) a kaccha house having a thatched roof with only 

two slopes, (in a wider sense) a thatched house, kaccha house (whence “ bun- 

galow’’); axe ste country-made paper; ave) eferas an informal kabuliyat. 

able (? fv. aIb1etS to save, protect), s., a temporary cattle-shed. Chit. 

abifa, s., ashed ina bazar. Dac. 
afocs (fr. aifocs 2), v.a., to clear out, pick out, weed out. Chit. 

alsbl, s. (boy’s slang), penis. og. 

aS, adj., uncultivated, fallow (as land). Jess. 

t ale) (/v. aa), s. (used in addressing women familiarly and good-humouredly) 

good girl,” “‘my good woman.”’ 

ais (Pers. sit), s., a spectacle, display, tamasha. Mald. 

agen (fr. *aty, and? ), s., an armlet for the upper arm. 

+ apa, s., a cloth bag-purse. ess. 

f albatai (Urdu), s., weights for a weighing balance. 

awl Sifts to husk paddy. Raj. 

wets, v.n., to talk in a turgid or thick manner (?); c#4= alvtstere he can scarcely 

speak. Mald. 

ate = atfa (a blow). Jess. 

tafe (fv. alibi), s. (x) a piece of ground fenced in Ovissa; (2) an enclosed dwelling or 

residence ; (3) a dwelling, residence; (4) high ground, Sundarbans. 

c¢ my 

are 

avi 
aifo, s., a kind of stick or staff. 24-Pargs. 
all (Sti ?) aats, to bewitch, enchant. Chit. 

alte, s., a silk-reeling apparatus, a silk filature. ay. 

aio, s., a silk filature. 

alto, s., warm clothing. 

ate, s., the handle of a pocket-knife. Jess. 

afe (Eng. “bundle” ?), s., a small bundle or packet (as a box of matches). Raj. Cp. 

atfea. 

s., a bamboo staff or lathi. 24-Pargs. 
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alfee (Eng. “bundle’’), s., a packet, a match-box. Raj. 
*alS, s., rheumatism, gout. 

asi, s., a slender or split bamboo. Raj. Cp. af. 
“Sl, s., a stone pestle. 24-Pargs. 

asi, s., the top of the wall of a house near the roof. Dac. 
astfa, s., a chisel. 24-Pargs. 
alotfa, s., a small boat. Sundarbans. 

7 afsia, s., evil influence. 

T WSR, s., a kind of sweetmeat, small sugar-cakes. 

aife?, adj., mature, ripe (as fruit). Dac. 

ala aifG (1) a temporary hut for residence and housing cattle during the time of culti- 

vation (as on a char); (2) a temporary zamindari cutcherry there. Raj. 

ai" (? Arab. o» after), adv., without. Chit. 

aq Gea, s., bandying words, altercation, quarrel. Jess. 

atta, s., a sail (of a boat). Jess. 

Tateen (fv. aa), adj., rainy. 

awi, s., the open fields (= 43). 24-Pargs. 

atti (2? Arab. 46 desert, wilderness), s., forest, jungle; adj., containing forest, jungly. 

e.g. ai] of dense forest land, Bak.; Sundarbans. 

amizai {2cS to hang (a thing) up against the wall. Jess. 

act (fv. ate 2), adv., besides, except. Clit 

ata (fv. aay ?), s., a flood, inundation, Raj.; Mald. 

aia, s., a close-set fence or barrier planted in water to prevent fish from escaping. 

Raj. 

alfats, v.a., to sow (plant). Dac. 
atfaai (fv. ala 2), s., kind of fish-trap, Jess.; alflal aifece to empty (the fish) out of 

such a trap, Jess. 

aii, s., pledgment, hypothecation, mortgage. Chit. 

atfw (Pers. tou), s., slave, Chit.; Sylh; atfewpal a stealer of slave-girls. Syih. 

alata (fv. TI), s., a fence placed in or across a river to catch fish. Jess. 

ata, s.,a fathom. Gen. 

aa, s., WA At cattle pasture. Chit. 

ama, s., property, goods, chattels (= wa). 24-Pargs. 

alfa, s., (1) a stick (= af) ; (2) a blow with a blunt weapon. See aifw. 

aifacs (fr. atfea), v.a., to take out, extract. 
aifaai cvifi a very small black fly, about ¥4; inch in length, which bites as badly asa 

mosquito. Bak. 

atfaatecs (fr. atfa), v.a., to beat, strike, hit. Dac. 

alfa pa (fr. 444?) s., hair hanging down to the shoulders and curled at the ends. Dac. 

aj, s., kind of bracelet, Mald.; a hollow ring-bangle, Jess.; a thick kharu or 

bracelet. Chit. 

alata, s., (with or without cal#i) a large boat, bound and fastened with bamboo and 

cane. Chit. 
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alfel, s., a kind of nose-ring. Raj. Cp. at. 

alfei ba (fv. atfet sand ? -or a young ?), s., a newly accreted sandbank. 

aifaai cayiem s., starlight on a clear moonless night. Jess. Cp. aaca cole. 

ala, s., a nose-ring (fastened through the septum). Chit. Cp. atfa. 
a], s., sand. 

alert (fv. afar), s., pillow. Jess. 

aee, s.,a smallaxe. Mald. Cp. ae. 
aa, adj., bad. Chit. 

ane, s., a harrow (= 42). Jess. 

aaAv, s., selecting, choosing out. Raj. 
ainfaal (fv. at), s., one who lives in a temporary hut. 

afy casi, s., midday meal (among cultivators). Maid. 

*alfarm (Pers. saith), s.. resident (as a raiyat) on the land which he cultivates, khud- 

kasht. Bak. 

atwen (fv. aA), s., inhabitant, resident. Chit. 

Fae (fr. aA), s., the land on which a raiyat’s dwelling is, homestead land. 

aife (fv. We ?), s., kind of bracelet (= ba). Mald. 

aifacs (fr. qe ?), v.a., to ply (a boat). Cp. Wats. 

alae (fr. rt. ag), s.. a yoke for carrying burdens on the shoulder. Mald. 

T@a2 (adj., external, exterior. 2 (or 42) asts to go outside to ease one’s self, to 

ease one’s self. 

f¢ (contraction of fafa), s., a term added to a Mohammedan woman’s name if she is 

married, or even generally, e.g. 444 fq Nttran (nisa) Bibi. 

faa, s., paddy seedlings. 24-Pargs. 
fa8 (= atB), s.,ifathom. Chit. 
fasfw ata (fr. fae ?), s., a large fishing net. Chit. 

*faeia, s., collapse after bad fever, delirium, coma. It is often applied vulgarly to 

any critical condition of the body. 

faaG, s., a span measured between the thumb and middle finger. Maid. 

t faa s. (1) a superficial measure of land. Its size has varied in different places and 

at different times. The standard bigha has been fixed by Government at a 

square of 40 yards, that is, nearly one-third of an acre. (2) a linear measure of 

land, being,the side of a square bigha, that is, 40 yards. The bigha, whether 

superficial or linear, is divided into 20 kathas. 

fabal (/r. fa and wx), s., a piece of vacant ground around a garden, used for grazing 

cattle or growing crops. Dac. | 

fafo (am), s., seed. Chit. 

fatotea, s., a large hand-fan, a hand pankha. Chit. 

fasal (= *Hela). Dac. Cf. fava. 

t faewlecs, v.a., to search about. Pub. Cf. 4B¥I. 
fama (fr. He), s., semen virile. Tip. 

fagai, adj.. unmarked, unstamped, unbranded. Chit. Cp. faaiai. 

fagail (/v. 41%), s., semen virile (boy’s slang). Bog. 
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fam (fr. ae), s., semen virile. Tip. 

fama, s., wizard, sorcerer. Din. 

fast (/v. AS or At), s., semen virile. Bog. 

fasfe (for favife), s., paddy-stalks, straw. fasf ea la unthreshed paddy. 24- 
Pargs. 

faatial, adj., illicit, unlicensed. Chit. Cp. fawai. 

favfay, s., a tingling sensation;  faufas 474 the body is tingling. Bak. 

*fag, s. (1) property, wealth, Gen. (2) landed property, Bak. 

fafe (fr. fs), s., land granted out by a landlord free of rent, a rent-free tenure. Sw4 

fafe a rent-free tenure granted to a woman; #44 faf@ a rent-free tenure granted 
fOlanaGol sa) ess. 

fafe, s., bamboo fish-trap. Ray. 
fata (fr. fstx), adv., besides, except. Chit. 

fax Gea, grass jungle. Dac. Cp. fai. 
fam), s., a kind of grass or reed. Raj. Cp. fan. 

faa (fr. rt. 4t?), adj., “having produced a young one’ (applied to a goat that has pro- 

duced a kid in contradistinction to one that has never produced). 

faal (fr. faatz), s., wedding, marriage. FE. Beng. 
faais, s., delay. Jess. 

fast, s., remission (of rent). Bak. 

faata, s., breeze, wind. Mald. Hindi. 

*faat@l, adj. (1) contentious, quarrelsome, litigious ; (2) pertaining to a dispute or to 

litigation, disputed, contested ; (3) s. (Dac.) dispute, ill-will, enmity. 

fafamta, s., brass box or casket or pot for keeping betel. Raj.; Jess. 

fafafs, s., one who works in return (for work done for him by another). 24-Pargs. 

fafe = fafe. 
fare, (f7. fara having a different mark) adj., separate. Clit. Cp. cae. 

fasta (fr. fact), adj., pertaining to a bil or marsh, situated in a marsh or swamp. Raj. 

*fafa. s., wife (among Mohammedans). Chit. 

fa*ti, s., remembrance, recollection. Mald. 

fast, s., kind of chain for the waist. Mald. 

fasti# a surname given to Mohammedans who can read and write. Pub. 

fas (fr. fay ordure ?), s., a privy. Dac. 

fast (fr. faatfes ?), s., a son-in-law’s brother. aj. 

a (fv. fai), s., wedding, marriage. Chit. 

1b (fy. 41%), s., seed; Alb cafaii a seed-bed, nursery (for paddy seedlings before trans- 

planting), Bak. ib Sif¥cS to pull up paddy seedlings in order to transplant them, 

24-Pargs. 

aS, s., search, seeking. Dac. Cp. fasvtacs. 
aia (fv. fats), s., marriage, wedding. Jess. The first marriage when applied to a 

Mohammedan woman. 

ala, s., a large swamp or marsh, Gen. 4 loc. cas., Raj. 

ala, s., dry measure of quantity (for paddy). 
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4a (fv. fa poison ?), s., a pricking pain. Jess. 
77 22). s., land. fess. 

q24 (for afea), s., sister. Jess. 

*aq (fv. 483 ?), s. (1) the breast, the chest ; (2) a woman’s breast. 

qi (/r. J*), s., the breast, the chest. Raj. 

{#Bi, s., things wrapped up in a cloth, a bundle, parcel. Jess. 

qe (fr. t Ieee), s., filling in, stopping up (asa hole). Jess. 

t3facs v.n. (1) to be filled up ; (2) to close (as the eyes); (3) to be extinguished (as a 

lamp). 

t Ja (77. qa), s. (1) intellect, understanding; (2) thought, idea, opinion; Ja #facs 
(Chit.) to decide. 

Gfea, s.,asmall axe. Mid. 

qela (Eng. “button’’), s., a button. 

q (fr. afea through Ja), s., sister. 

+ 9fcS, v.a., to sow. 

Gfaal (fv. Aa through caiat), adj. termination: “having such and such a jungle”: it 

denotes a place where jungle of the specified kind grows or grew, e.g. cal@agfaai 

Hogulbuniya (i.e. a place where there is or was hogul jungle). Swndarbans. 

qfew, s., a twist (of straw), a roll or wisp (of straw). Maid. (fr. 3 ?). 

t JalB0s, v.a., to rub, stroke; rub with the hand. as alec to rub with the hands, 

‘shampoo. Dac. 

44, s., the two long bamboo poles that form the lengthwise frame and shafts of a 

bullock cart. Chit. 

cA (fr. fate; cp. faa), s., marriage, wedding. 24-Pargs. 

CARD (cael), adv., in the morning. Chit. 

cast = caate. Chit. 

aiey (= cateefe) (x) all things, everything; (2) all persons. F. Beng., esp. 

Chit. 

caatga (fv. cAmIz), s., violence, outrage (to a woman). 24-Pargs. 

tcaaiee (Pers. Be) 2), adj., dishonourable, base, mean, Gen. s., dishonour, disgrace, 

less: 

c42q (= Caml), s., daytime. Bak. 

cata, s., paddy seedlings. 24-Pargs. 
cata (fv. cA and Ga), adj., dull, foolish, stupid. Bak. 
C485, s., compartment or room ina hut. /ess. 

casalfaa, s.,a class of people who sell fancy goods and fish. They live in small 

semi-cylindrical huts raised on poles. Bak. 

*C4e\, adj., bent, curved; crooked, awry. c4# afAcs (Jess.) to sit down, leaning on 
one’s side. 

cataei, s., a kind of twisted anclet. FOSS. 

Cael (fr. *c4#1 curved), s., a large curved knife for paring horses’ hoofs. Jess. 

Ca#T CAI (fr. CAF), S., a fence put just inside the entrance to a bari to cut off the view 
from outside inwards. Jess. 
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cay = CAMA Gv. Chit. 

Caw = AeA, 
capa (fv. aI ?), s., seed. Jess. aba «fq paddy seed for sowing. Jess. 

case (Pers. & #), adj. (1) out of place; (2) improper, unfit; unbecoming, indecent ; 

e.g. CAH12 Nei indecent abuse. Ray. 

case (Arab. Sy 2 ?), s., something unbefitting or incongruous, that may prove mis- 

chievous or cause trouble. 24-Pargs. 

* Cabi, s. (I) son; (2) used familiarly, contemptuously or angrily, “fellow” ‘“ my good 

fellow,” “ dolt,” “ rascal.’ 

cabiaiat, s., a woman who eats her son. 

cabistai, s., a child’s armlet. Maid. 

Capa, s., a small cloth bag-purse. Raj. Cp. ctti. 
Cav, s., (1) barring, obstructing ; (2) fence, hedge, enclosure; (3) surrounding, encom- 

passing. Sylh. 

ca, s., ditch, channel. Chit. 

cay (bera), s., small circular receptacle. Bank. 

CAGETS (CASTS ? for Alfacy fr. alfa >), v.a. to thresh (e.g. paddy). Bard. 

+ CASTS, v.n., to walk about, walk to and fro, to stroll (without any definite object). 

+caei, s., small pair of pincers. Jess. 

casi, s., (1) kind of high coarse grass (said to be khas-khas), Raj.; (2) a torch of 

twisted straw, E. Beng. 

cafets, v.a., to crush, pound, bruise (as a drug). Maid. 
CAS) (fv. CAM 2), s., pain. Jess. 

cafs (fv. arsts), adj. gone by, passed, elapsed. 24-Pargs. 

cay (fr. WHat), s., curry. 24-Pargs. 

cay) = caatts. Chit. 

+ CAMs (_ 34 2), adj., all, every (not used for things). E. Beng. 

caalbiz, adj., spoiled, wayward (as a child). Raj. 

+ cafaa (Use 2 and fafars), s., disagreement, discord, ill-feeling. Chit. 

cafa = alfeca. Jess. 

cafacs (fr. atfea), v.n., to go out, issue forth. 

CaPatase, s., fighting together. Jess. 

cane (fv. fast having a different mark), adj., separate, distinct. Chit. Cp. fase. 

caaaatfa, s., a whetstone made of wood. 24-Pargs. 

*caet], s., daytime, the time between sunrise and sunset. 

cafaics (said to be from ca#f#es, from cam), v.a. to pick out and put apart, to divide 
apart, separate. Maid. 

Cail AA, s., a round platter with a high rim. Jess. (? /r. cael shore). 

camaiferes (caus. of cafecs ? see cafacs) = cafats. Maid. 

C4, Ss., property, wealth. Chit. 

cast (Pers. Ux ?), adv., well, excellently ; very ; most certainly : e.g. cai 7f4 most cer- 

tainly Ican. Jess. 
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ca*la, adj., confused, agitated. Madd. 

CASA (At), ad7., made or consisting of bamboo, e.g. Aa@at alts a bamboo lathi. Jess. 

caale (fr. faaifas ?), s. (orig. prob. any person related to one by marriage; see faa{2) 

(1) commonly the father of one’s son-in-law or daughter-in-law, Gen. (2) less com- 

monly the father-in-law of one’s nephew or niece; and (3) a sister-in-law’s 

husband, Mald. 

caata, s.. dawn, the morning. caaitq about dawn, very early. 

@— Ae. 
tabi (fr. abal), s., a paddle (for a boat). Dac. 

?abi, s., a large and deep closely-constructed basket (holding 8 arhis of paddy). Chit. 

Cab = ?abl, afoul. 
Caay, s., a large jar with a narrow neck, enclosed in wicker-work (8{f4) with a wicker- 

work handle: a tall jar. Chit. 

Camia, s., a tall kind of aus (q.v.) rice, reaped at 2 or 3 seasons. Chit. 

catl (fr. Caaitel), s., the month Baigakh. Chit. 
Capea crp. of (aya. 

cata (fr. $2), s., land. Jess. 

T Cale, s., a bundle wrapped up in cloth. Jess. Cp. catbal. 

cats, s., a large pot for cooking rice. aj. 

cal] (Santali ?), s., a god or demon of the forest. Mald. 

caldi, ad7., flat, flattened (applied to the nose). Dac. 

capa 
carers § 
calbi, s., money-bag. Dac. Cp. capa. 

cafoal = aba, a paddle. 

Calw, s., a waist-chain of beads. How. 

(al@ (bora), s., a pan garden. Chit. 

Catwl, adj. (land) growing boro paddy. Raj. 

cal, s., a kind of thatching grass (which grows on chars). raj. 

cata (modified pronunciation of a4, as cola from @a), s. (r) any kind of jungle from 

high grass to trees; (2) San-grass, thatching grass. calq SICH wzcs to go to the 

forest to get wood, Bak. 

+catats, (fr. JA), s., sister's husband. 24-Pargs. 

(alas, s., the threads of a weaving instrument (41%). Cut. 

+ Cli, s., a small bag of gunny. Mald. 

calabla, s., bandying of abuse. Chit. 

calat®, s. (1) a nose-pendant, Raj.; (2) a nose-ring with pendants, Cit. Gia cates 

a kind of bolak, dal bolak, Chit. 

cal (fv. Ja), s., sister’s husband. Jess. 

aie (fr. caat® through cast), adj., ali, every. E. Beng. It, noun. pl., all persons, 

every one. FE. Beng. 

ana for ate before a soft consonant; arta = cam ae fer q.v. E. Beng.; ar aWyA 

all men. Chit. 

s., bundle, packet. N.and C. Beng. Cp. cartel. 
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aia Li 

any s" 
aia, s., bolak, q.v. Kay. 

ae s., the courtyard space in front of one of the huts of a bari. Jess. 

vy. asivat®), s., illness, sickness. Chit. 

% 

&. This letter often approximates to the sound of v in modern pronunciation. 

oy af (S¥ and Fa), adj., made on the banks of the R. Bhadra (a kind of very broad 

boat for carrying timber). Ahzui. 

*oulaa, s., the family dwelling-house, the family house. 

+ Sfats, v.a. (1) to fill, fill up; (2) to load (a gun); Gen. (3) to rely upon, depend 

upon, trust to, Ray. 

wef (from root %), s., compensation for damage inflicted. Dac. 

wal, s., kind of curry made from cocoanut. Bak. 

+ ose = OUR. 24- aes 
Sle av (fr. SF and av), a brother’s wife, Gen. (2) a younger brother’s wife, Raz. 

BS), s., brother’s son. eS 

Bis (+ Se), s. (1) price, cost, value, Dac. ; (2) commission charged by money-changers 

for changing money, Dac. 

Btls, s., an elder brother’s wife. 

witfaa cai, s., a bowlio, a large flat bottomed barge with cabins and venetian 

windows. 

Bl*Ui, s., comparing a survey map with the locality. 

BTeUlsts, v.a., to make a bhaorra. 

~IBi, s., a combination by which men work in turn for one another. Mald. (= ats 

C. Beng.) 3ts\ #facs to do such work. Cp. Sf@1. 

34, s., rolling up (as of paper), folding up into small rolls. Jess. Haughton gives 

Be. 
wile, s. (I) a devotee; (2) a male dancer, Raj. 

sti, s., the metayer system of cultivation (=a). siti fats to lease out under this 

sea 

wlt4l, s., a cee who holds under the bhag or metayer system. Bak. 

BHHSeS, v.a. (1) to cause to flee or run away ; (2) to induce to go away, entice away. 

Dae. 

*SG, s., narrow tract of grass land used as village road. Jess. 

oifetata, s., the raiyat under the bhag or metayer system. Pub. 

SIM, s., fhe raiyat under the metayer system. Hug. 

SNCIVi, s., bhag land, land let out under the metayer system. /ess. 

StHe = ote. Jess. 

Bibi face to give (paddy) to be husked. Hug. 

wIF, s., sensation, perception (as of a person near). Dac. 

SIS = Bei. Mald. 
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wb, s., handle (of a knife). Chat. 

*S{bl, s. (I) the natural current of a river downwards; (2) the ebb-tide. Sibi fats to 

take the ebb-tide. 

Site (fr. Bibi), adv. (1) down-stream ; (2) with the ebb-tide. Also metaphorically as 

(3) with the wind, down the wind, Mald ; (4) st cae (Raj.; Jess.) afternoon. 

Bie, s., a still for distilling spirits. ifbetal a distillery. 

BIG (—*s) a small earthen pitcher. Jess. 
*SlUl, s. (I) hire, rent (not applied to land). Siwi sif#7s., (Jess.) lit. to husk (paddy) 

for hire. 

sii (fv. Shi), s. (I) a tenant paying rent (for a house or room), a lodger. Haughton 

gives SIGibi and SieIibal. 

+olfts, v.a., tohusk (paddy). 

*ofela, s., store-house, magazine; (2) treasury; Gen. (3) kitchen, Mald. 

wietfa (fr. Shela), s. (1) the keeper of a store-house or magazine; (2) a steward ; (3) 

a caterer ; (4) (Mald.) a cook. 

Sts F178 food and clothing, maintenance. 

waa Sl, s., wife’s sister’s husband. C. Beng. 

+ Stal, s., a framework for fastening cattle to. 24-Pargs. 

wiaifa, s., a khal or creek or strait into which the tide flows from both ends. Bak. 

*Sifl, adj. (I) carrying a burden, loaded, laden; (2) possessing weight, heavy ; (3) 

weighty, important, momentous ; (4) serious, sad, wretched, e.g. Stal Bazi (Mald.) 
a wretched plight ; (5) used ‘collog.’ as adv. to express the superlative degree, 

generally with uncomplimentary meaning, e.g. Sta} aval! an ‘‘awful” black- 

guard. 

wla, s., the prong of a ceRfag.v. Sylh. 

*olel. lei DIZTS to intend well, to have a real intention, /ess. 

+ oIfAcs, v.n. (1) to float in water; (2) to be submerged, be overflowed, e.g. 54 SIfAai ala 

the char becomes submerged. 

Slfsa, adj., floating. Pub. 

wifsal, s., brother’s son. Jess. 

+ fee (fr. fer), s., alms, charity. 

fssifa (fs), s., Hindu religious mendicant. Chit. 

*fsap|, s. (1) alms, charity ; (2) the alms given to a brahman boy, newly invested with 

the sacred thread, by some woman; she becomes his fe*i4 ai and he becomes 

her feria cbet, Hug; (3) a present given by raiyats to the zamindar on special 

occasions (as an adoption), Raj. 

fefats, v.n., to be wet or damp. Haughton gives fsa{srs. Cp. cefars. 

*fSbl, s., the raised earthen base of a house. 

fsib, s. (1) a house-site ; (2) garden and outskirts or appurtenances of a bari; see BIG. 
Tip. 

feo — febl. Chit. 
+ fea (/r. fea), adj., separate, distinct, different. 
¥5l, s., rind, peel (of fruit). Ray. 
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Pea = oat. Jess. 

vfs., s., rind, peel (of fruit). Raj. Cp. ¥@. 
Si, s..a peep, a glance. /ess. 

Yas. s. (I) peeping into ; (2) prying, searching about. Jess. 

gst bs ae Sue. . 

*ge (fr. yfi), s. (1) land; (2) ground, soil; (3) a field. y% @face to till land, Khu. 

ye HTS to transplant paddy seedlings. 

¥4, s. (I) full dawn, morning twilight. 

was sanillery/ ss: 

9m (4), s., eye-brow. Chit. 

O74, s., a kind of (brass) jug with a spout. Saugor. 

CSF, s., initiation into Baisnabism. Far. 

ceafa, s., three-pronged spear (for spearing tortoises). Sylh. 

CS ala, s. (1) anything that brings one into trouble, suspicious article in one’s posses- 

sion, Jess.; (2) adulteration; and thence (3) slang, a great crowd. Hug. 

CBfars, v.n., to be wet or damp. 7ecsfeal *f%a blood fell profusely, Jess. Haughton 

gives feats7s. Cp. fsfars. 
cefeal, s., damp, moisture. Jess. 

coibara (fv. Sib car), s., afternoon. ess. 

+ CSU, s., an embankment. 

(Bai, s., a scarecrow, anything put up to frighten wild animals away. Bak. 

Coal (= SlAa\ STB), s., wife’s sister's husband. Jess. 

Cele, adv., under, below. Cut. 
cure (fr. afaa >), s., sister’s husband. 24-Pargs. 

cela, s., a conduit, pipe. ‘Sita cSt a tal tree hollowed to form a water-pipe. 24- 

Pargs. 

*@aq, s., respect, honour (due to a person). Sylh. 

| a 
qa, s..a harrow. Chit. 

wal, s., a peg for tethering cattle when grazing. Chit. 

Wal, s., inquest (by the Police); examination. 24-Pargs. 

aa#\, s., clenched hand, fist, Mald. 

wf (Hind.), adj., dim, faint, e.g. af@ biwft faint moon-light (as when the moon is 

clouded over). Mald. 

weal, adv., in the direction of (=yfa Chit.). Dac. 

al, s., kind of weapon. Sylh. 

ataja (Arab. x). s., time for lighting lamps, about half an hour after sunset. Chat. 

wal (see FN), s., a weapon with an iron point. Syih. 

*yq| (Pers. %}°), s. (1) flavour, savour, taste, Gen. (2) fun, joke, Raj.; (3) a 

practical joke, Raj. ai ceases (a threat) to serve a person out, to punish, 

Jess. 

*Wb4, s. (I) a pea; (2) a bead. 
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*qbG], s. (1) the ridge cf a thatched roof, Jess.; (2) a large jar, Raj. ; (3) a gola, 

Raj. 

*ea], s. (1) the chief tenant of a village, the head man, Gen. (2) a head man 

among retainers, Dac. ; (3) a peon who brings the raiyats to the zamindari office 

to pay their rents, Raj. 

*@i, s., the business or status of a maudal. Raz. 
+ el, s., a kind of sweetmeat made of flour and sugar. Mald. 

+ Jaq, s., mode, manner: adj., in the manner, like, resembling, e.g. C1 AS like that. 

Ws, adj. =WSA. Jess. 

WI, s., the spot where water is baled out from a pond, etc. Hug. 

acated (fv. AAS and Asa), s., disagreement, enmity. 

wcalzal, s., fancy goods, pretty articles. 

TH AfGTS v.n., to be slack, to have no current (as the tide). Nautical. . 

wafer, s., the space between the top of the wall and the roof (in a house). 24-Pargs. 

wal, s., shoulder. Dac. 

*yq\, s., a round granary, with sides made of twisted-straw rope wound round and 

round. Hug. 

+ afae5, v.2. (1) to die, perish ; (2) to dry up, wither ; (3) to decay; (4) to come toan 

end, cease. ¥#f4 a205 to silt up, become filled up (as a river). wal AfSES (Chit.) 
to be drowned. 

ufs (fr. afacs), s., death. Aug. 
+ Wa, s., a (woman’s) circular anclet. 

ya, gen. doubled, 4144; a word used to elephants meaning ‘step out,’ ‘walk on,’ ‘ go 

On 2 . 

+ WHI, s., a man employed in salt-manufacture from sea-water. 

waa WATS, v.a., to thresh (paddy). Jess. (? for waa fr. afecs). 

WAST, v.a., to thresh (paddy). Jess. 
+ afews, v.a., to thresh (paddy). 

TAT (= Fab), s., mother’s sister. Chit. 

WA (= fT We), s., spices. Hug. 

*yale (Arab. Use), s., a landed estate, held directly under the State, recorded in the 

Collector’s register and paying revenue to the Collector. 4 Wle a landed estate 

belonging to the State and managed directly by it. 

yale (Arab. pl. ere) s., the district or ward ministered to by a khondakar. C/uit. 

ufgmi, s., a servant who looks after the cultivation of land. 24-Pargs. Cp. 1181 

(/y. aIfea ?) 
Web (fv. AW 2), s., a large earthen jar. Bak. 

mew, s., a male domestic servant. Jess. Cp. afei. 

tatzal (fr. *f% a woman’s breast ? or for aiftal from at ?), s. (1) a female, a woman 

or girl; (2) womenkind ; (3) a wife. The word 4a is often added to it, es- 

pecially in the last two senses. Haughton gives cata and cya. 

wteaten (Sa + ate ?), s., a woman. Chit. 
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wa (S§sifa), s., beating, striking, thrashing, F. Beng. 1124 27S to be beaten: in Sylh. 

a fight. 

MGS (fv. MW ?), ad7., like a mother (cp. St¥8), Jess.; s., a brother’s or sister’s or 

cousin’s mother-in-law. Jess. 

194 (—*aI94), s., a kind of grass mat. Jess. 

wmiefG, s., a large circular ear-ring. Hug, 24-Pargs. 

t aft, s. (I) a woman, a wench; (2) a wife. 

wfaAcS, v.a., to beg, to live by begging. Chit. Cp. aif. 
afaat (fv. att), s. = aT. =Mald. 
*M (fv. AW), s., (1) a woman, esp. a young woman, a wench, gen.; (2) a wife; (3) a 

leman, concubine, mistress, Gev. 

atafa (fr. + wif#es), adj., borrowed, lent. Mald. 

wIf#tS, v.a., to beg, solicit. 

*sIbI, s., a high platform, a stage on a scaffold. 

aNbTea (fr. © Tdi, Skr. #¥y), a bamboo platform in a boat. Dac. 

abl = * abl. 

aifo “IS, s., a flat triangular ear- pendant. Ray. 

wifom (/v. atl ?), s., a chair. Ray. 

aif vite = aifo ate. Ray. 
aby = aatibl. Jess. 
mteeal TFS, s., a pond in a bil or marsh where fish are caught. Jess. 

tateal (Arab. late), s., occurrence, event, incident, Gen.; used of a criminal offence. 

weal lat, s., the place of the occurrence, the spot where an offence was commit- 

ted, the scene of the offence. 

wea, s., blight in paddy(?); aeral cali the blight insect. Bak. 
satel (/r. AJ), s., the small of the back. Raj. 

MHS (fr. + WETS), v.a., to wipe, cleanse. Saugor. 

wife = atfa. 
tatfacs (fr. rt. #1), v.a., to wipe, rub, clean. 

atfeal (fv. a4 or fr. rt. za), s., the floor (of a house), Jess. Haughton gives cafeai, 

ces] and cate. Cp. cae. 

afeal (fr. a4), adj., middle, middlemost. wfeal StF the middle brother (in a family). 

TaUNeT = sifa. 
“sta (fv. Aa), s., the middle, centre. alata, s., the middle, centre. 

tatata = aya. 

Tatar (/r. ata), adj., middling, moderate. 

tatfal (fr. wat and wy; original meaning being ‘the centre man’ who collects a gang or 

crew around him ?), s. (1) a headman, foreman (of a gang of coolies), Chit. ; (2) a 

steersman, helmsman (he being the headman in a boat), Gen.; (3) a pilot. 

wb, s., a preparation of mahwa fruit and water, from which spirituous liquor is 

distilled. 

‘sib (/r. afl), s. (1) earth, soil; (2) land, esp. cultivated land. (It is generally used 
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in Raj. instead of &f¥4) ; (3) mud, dirt ; wsed metaphor., e.g. We wzECS to do a dis- 

graceful or wicked act, Dac. 

abate (fr. st), s. (1) a man who digs earth, Chit.; (2) a low caste of labourers who 

do earth-work, Raj.; (3) an excavation in the earth, a ditch, trench, pond, 

N. Beng. 

alata, s., a small silver bangle. Mald. Cp. cafeai. 

Wibatey (/r. at), s., high land, permanent land, land that has not been subjected to 

diluvion (= #afal). Madd. 

aibla (fr. aS), adj., made of earth, earthen. Chit. 

mule (fr. f WISTS), s., threshing (paddy). Jess. 

mS (fr. aIfStS),s., speaking, talking. Chit. ws cata talking, conversation. Chit. 

aoa (77. WHStS), s. (1) speaking, talking ; (2) a word; (3) a question. Chit. 

1544) s., headman of a village, E. Beng.; adj., worthy of respect, eminent, principal. 

hot j This word is said to be a Mohammedan word and is generally connected with 

Arab. ie “trustworthy, respectable.”’ Asa title it seems more probably a 

a corruption of matar-bar, i.e. Skr. mahattara-vara, ‘chief of the greater 

men (of the village).’’ This derivation may have caused the modification of 

the first syllable of the Arabic word, and so the two words and their meanings 

may have become fused. 

t ateatfa (77. wet), s., drunkenness, intoxication. 

wIfSts, v.n., to speak, talk; (2) to utter sound. Chit. 

*WNel (f7. ABS), s. (1) the head; well al Ffavs to break a (man’s) head; (2) the top, 

summit. 

amleta (doc. case of m2), adv. (1) on the top of, upon ; (2) upon, immediately following 

on, e.g. OCF4 Telly upon the call, immediately after the call, H. Beng.; (2) upon, 

in relation to, e.g. io fasta stata for sai feg3 aq (a discrepancy of) 3 kathas in 

(a total length of) 5 bighds is of no importance. 

alatsa (fv. et), s. = Gaol. Dac. 
alatgai, s., menstruation. Maid. 

alata (fv. alate), s., afternoon. Trp. 

alaya (fv. *aat%), s., midday, noon. Dac. 

+ atfacs (fv. rt. ata), v.a. (I) to honour, venerate, revere, worship ; (2) to esteem, res- 

pect, regard ; (3) to regard, attend to, mind ; (4) to pay attention to, obey, heed ; 

(5) to obey, answer (as a boat. Nauticad). 

arg (fv. aya), s., men, people. T7p. 

alga, s. (1) a human being ; 2a) aWFyA a female, woman or girl; colo aA a youngster, 

boy, lad ; (2) folk, people. 

ala, s. liking (= ola a). Jess. 

tafacs, v.a. (1) to put to death, kill; but sometimes intransitively (idiomatically) as 

ali Gets to die (24-Pargs.) ; alfa WSS to die (Chit.) ; (2) to destroy, efface, obliter- 
ate ; *2 aI141 flatcS the path has been obliterated ; (3) to beat, strike, thrash ; afaz 

2 @facs to give a good thrashing (Jess). 
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ataaa (fr. aifacs + «facs), s., beating, assaulting, thrashing. 

warap | 
WAAD 
wlac#bl, s., the pleats of the dhoti that hang down in front between the legs. 

wa, s., party, faction (= wa). Pub. 

mas = walas. Chit. 

aia, s., a kind of necklace, Raj. ; Dac. 

* Wel, s. (I) the shell of a cocoanut ; (2) a cup made out of a cocoanut shell, Raz. 

‘ate, s., a fisherman, caste of fishermen. * 

ate, s., abbrev. of *atHl. 

aifAa, ad)., having any colour, not primary but secondary and intermediate, as brown, 

grey, slate-coloured, ete. Chit. 

mata (Arab. Us), s., a storey (of a house). 

aifecaita, s., a large wooden chest or platform-box, in which things are kept and on 

which people sleep. Fay. 

fam, adv. of termination (fr. 9), facing, towards, e.g. BL fan) (for 7A yi) facing east- 

wards: Ufaasi northwards: «feat in this direction, hitherward. Chit. 

fafecaa chat, s., a kind of taziya carried about in the Janmastami festival-procession. 

Dae: 

fasst = fam at. Chit. 

faatéts, v.a., to settle amicably, compromise ; hush up. Jess. 

fam corrup. of faa. Chit. 
faa (fv. faat + at), s., a name for a teacher of Persian. Chit. 

+ fafaf (fr. aM), s., epilepsy. 

fafafar = fare. 
faa (fr. fafeics), s. (1) union, society ; (2) intercourse, association, Raj. ; (3) agreement, 

concord ; (4) acquaintance, friendship, intimacy, Raj. 

fasfeas (Arab. ~ste), s., rent-free land. Ray. 

} (fr. wfacs + frites), s., beating, assaulting, thrashing. 

farefa, s. (I) a barber ; (2) a carpenter, Chit. 

yz (q2i), adv., facing towards. Chit. Compounded with Gea, >a, er and 757; as 

Gays, northwards ; #1q¥ eastwards. Chit. 

qecaen (Arab. ARES s., altercation, dispute. 

Jt4i, s., a thump with the fist (=). Maid. 

qa, s., quarrelling. Jess. 

*yea (fr. Ya) s. (1) a wooden mattock, Dac. ; (2) a bamboo staff or mace. 

+ifb, s.,a crucible. Jess. 

4S, s., a kind of tree (used for fences). Dac. 

qsts —atets. Jess. 

yor (fr. * ZbI the fist), s., holding in the hand, handling. Syih. 

FPA 2S, s., a short cubit, measured with the hand closed. 

+ yw (mura), s., end, extremity, point (as of a stick). 

t yw (fv. FW), s. (1) side, direction, Gen.; (2) a downward blow with the heel, Dac. ; | 

(3) a hill, Chit. 
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yore (77. 7821), s.. headman of a village. 24-Pargs. 

ye, s., counterfoil of a dakhila (rent-receipt). C/t. 

artets (Arab. slasey s., land taken by a landlord from one raiyat and leased out 

to another raiyat. If taken from A and leased to B, it is B’s jama land and A’s 

mudafat. Jess. 

San 

aetr 
yt, s., the pestle in a dherhki. Pub. 

qa (fr. qm), S., corpse. 

yfa, (prod. fr. afr; cp. WR), s.,a labourer. Tip. 

¥faa, s., labour, manual work (= ¥fAa). Raj. 
yfera (for TET), s.. a human being. 

afer (fv. ay), s., labour, manual work. Raj. 

zw, 

(Arab. slo), adv., constantly, frequently, often, repeatedly. Kaj. 

t yaa (Arab. ey s. (I) a patron, master; (2) a landlord, zamindar. 

yal, s., a hill, Chit. Cp. qWi: jungle, Chit. 

WfF, s., an ear-ring. Dac. 
Yas, s., the common fowl (*gsf%) in its wild state, jungle fowl. Chit. 
yay (fr. Ja ?), s., the principal stream of a river or khal. 

3 

qs (Arab. Mle), s. (I) acountry, kingdom, realm; (2) the country (as distinguished 

from ‘town’). Jae Heaysts (t., to set the country on fire) to make a place hot, 

so as to arouse the authorities, Chit. 

ray (Arab. alee), adj., all, entire, whole; every. Jess. 

yafaa = yr. Dac. 
qatal (fv. Fe), s., a drain or outlet of a tank. 

JS (J), s., urine. Bankur. 

afei (/7. F1?), s., a pointed bamboo (used as a weapon). 7p. 

ft caeen (fr. cr), adj., cloudy. Chit. 

cxBail, s.. a gamla, a large earthenware basin. Hug. (= a). 

CAS (? connected with afew, fv. 47), s., the floor (of ahouse). Raj. ; 24-Pargs. ; Chit.; 

Jess. Cp. care, cafeai and caren and cael. 
CAG, s.,a chair. Madd. 

CAG (fv. AX), s., the second son (or brother). 24-Pargs. Cp. cay and cagai. The 

eldest son is called 4, the second cae, the third cam, the fourth 4 or CBlb CAG, 

and the youngest cB{b. 24-Pargs. 
*cafeal (fv. CAS), s., the floor (of a house). Chit. 

ae f (/7. CAS), adj., middle (applied to brothers), and generally the second eldest. 

i j (cr. of cafeal), s., the floor (of a house). Chit. 

caibal, s., small silver bangle. Mald. Cp. aifbata. 

catba (= alibate), s., a ditch, trench. Pub. 
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CAB, s., (I) the outside edge of the raised earthen floor (of a house), Jess.; (2) a 

raised platform or ledge in front of a house, Dac. 

capa, s., a Hindustani, a man from Hindustan. 24-Pargs. 

*caca (fr. at8a1), ad7., female; s., a girl, woman. 

CHASTS, v.a., to thresh (paddy). Bak. Cp. wales. 

CA (?), s., natural outflow of water. Hug. See caqz. 

*cyai (fr. rt. faa), s. (1) a concourse, assembly; (2) a large gathering of people for a 

religious or semi-religious purpose, a fair, Gen.; (3) a party, faction, C/it.; (4) a 

feast, banquet, Chit. 

*caal (fv. rt. fa), adj. (1) assembled, congregated ; (2) thronged, crowded, e.g. caal 

cal® a large gathering of people; (3) close together, contiguous, e.g. cual aft an 

adjacent village, /ess.; (4) numerous, extensive, large and wide, e.g. cya awl a 

large and wide road, Bak. 

cal (connected with the word 74 used to elephants, meaning ‘step out,’ ?), caal face 

to step out, walk along, FE. Beng., caal fats to set out, start off, E. Beng.: caal 

azts to go along, walk along, Chit.: but in Jess. cal facts to hang (clothes) out 

to dry. 

caatfa: sta caatft, s.. unyoking the plough. Chit. 

cafeai, s., a kind of reed with a triangular stem, growing in the Sundarbans. (= 

caufa). 
Cra (?), s., natural outflow of water. Hug. See cyl. 

CAR, CTI, C1 past tense = alfaata, etc., from alfars to beat: 92 Sica fe fa caml what 
did you beat him with? Chit. 

cq, S$. a Kitid ol jute. 3170. 

+catAl, s., mother’s sister’s husband. 24-Pargs. 

Cael (fr. a4), s., the floor (of a house). Mald. Cp. cas. 

caevi, s., wild cat. Chit. 

cael (77. Fa), s., entrance, opening, e.g. 9atad Catal the frame of a door. Chit. 

Calbw ) s. (1) a bend, twist, or contortion of any kind, especially one caused by sud- 

caBe f den force; (2) a bend, curve (as in a river). 

“Cqbl, adj. (1) stout, fat, plump; catbinte) (Raj.) stout and strong, having a fine 
physique ; (2) fat, corpulent; (3) thick, coarse. 

toate (fv. catbi), adv. (1) in the gross, altogether ; (2) at all. 

tome (fr. afers), s. (x) a turn, bend, twist ; (2) circumventing, e.g. cate fats to circum- 

vent a person who is running away, so as to prevent his escape, Hug.; (3) a 

road that branches off from another, a cross-road, 24-Pargs.; (4) cross-roads, 

juncticn of roads, 24-Pargs. 

*cat@l (fv. CMY), s. (1) a roll, anything rolled or wrapped up.; (2) a bundle (as of 

thread). 

Cw (/7. CNG), adj., rolled or wrapped up. 24-Pargs. 
cub [this seems the right spelling], s., a place where three or more roads meet, cross- 

roads. 24-Pargs. 
Gala ?, s., a thin stick. Bak. 
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cater (for *sxif, Arab. esis, s., a torch, flambeau. Dac. 

calaetl (aia), s., a conduit. Hug. 

calafa (fr. qe ?), s., a small drain, gutter, trench. Dac. 

toatatal (fr. qalal), s., an outlet or drain (from a tank). 24-Pargs. 

Caen, eilaveimattine (—pbie). Dac. | 

fad, s., a head zamindari peon. Jess. 

a 

q. This letter, when the final member of a compound consonant, is always pronounced 

as y in Chittagong ; and often so in the extreme east of Bengal. 

ae Beat (verb. noun), s., coming and going. Chit. 
aheal (fv. NAS), s., a water-passage, drain. Hug. Cp. aa. 

able (fv. rt. ary), s., inquiry, investigation, search. Tip. 

aa (fv. ets), s., an outlet or passage (for water), water-way, drain. E. Beng. 

Cp. ape. 

aie (fv. AB), s., a nut-cracker. Jess. 
fase, adv. relative, where. Chit. 

Afsws (fr. *¥S), v.a., to unite, combine. 

*Cal (crp. of cata), s. (1) means, method; (2) fitness, suitability, Raz.; (3) capital, 

stock. 

cua (/r. {tq and Pers. wly=), adj., possessing the full vigour of youthful adultness (as 

from 20 to 30 years). Mald. 

aS (fv. JAe1?), s., the yoke of a plough. Jess.; Raj. 

*cala, s., fitness, suitability, e.g. ofa calst «ta the land becomes fit for cultivation. 

Raj. 

catty (fv. ¢ catatStS), s. (1) application, effort, endeavour, Bog.; (2) means, expedi- 

ent; (3) help, aid (by money or advice), Chit.; (4) supply of materials (for a 

workman). 

catia (fr. t catt8eS), s. (1) buying goods on credit and paying afterwards, /ess.; (2) 

giving clothes to be washed. 

catattata (fv. alata), s., a sShop-keeper with whom one deals on credit, with whom one 

has a running account. Jess. 

cate (=catat@), s., aid, assistance; advice. Jess. 

* ats, s. (I) strings fastening the bullocks’ necks beneath when yoked ; (2) traces (in 

harness). 

<i 
4. This letter is commonly, and especially in C. Beng. confused with 4 and 4; see 

notes to these two letters. In N. Bengal it is often (1) omitted from the begin- 

ning of a word, as MS for a5, night; sf for afH, rope; and (2) prefixed to 

words beginning with vowels, as ata for a" mango; alte, fo alte, is, clad for 

244, medicine. 
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+ aout (Arab. is s)), Ss. (I) an open unroofed masonry verandah (alongside a house), 

24-Pargs.; (2) a masonry plinth extending outside the basement (of a house), 

Howr.; Dac. Cp. 4®. 

AAG, s., a Mag headman of a Vo ia Chit. 

a, crp. 5 ASas. 

ta, s. (1) the temple, temporal region of the head; (2) the part of the forehead over 

the eye-brow. 

+ 4 (Pers. Ss ), Ss. (I) a sinew; (2) a vein. Raj. 

*axH, s., used idiomatically to mean ‘result, outcome’; e.g. cSfala 4A Alco this is your 

doing, this is the result of your advice. Jess. 

anal (fr. *anw), adj. (7) relating to vasad (provisions supplied to troops or officials on 

the march), gew.; (2) common to several co-sharers (as joint land), Maim. 

+ af, s. (I) a rope; (2) a measure of length, a linear bigha. 

afeasla (fr. a8aS), adj., occupied (as land) by raiyats or cultivators, belonging to 

taiyats. Raj. 

a{ufe, s., a Mag priest and teacher. Chit. 

ate (fr. af4 2), s., noise. Dac. (vulgar). 

+ fats (rt. BA), v.a. (1) to cook (food, esp. rice). Gen. (2) to prepare by decoction, 

etc., e.g. 444 FifatS to make salt by boiling off the water from salt water, Chit. 

2 (fy. afats), s., guarding, preserving, protection. ess. 

aif (fr. *al rai = s., a fee (levied by the paiicait on the villagers) to pay for T#aifa 

q.v. Sylh. 

*atst, s., force or current of a stream. 

a{qt, adj., firm, hard (as mud). Bak. 

taface (fr. *atst), v.n., to become angry. Chit. 

*ala| (fr. 2%), adj. (1) red; (2) ruddy, tawny, e.g. ati caifel the tawny insect (Bak. 

used euphemistically for a ‘tiger’): s., dawn, Jess. 
J 

aw, s., a weaving instrument. Chit. 

aida, s., the cock (of fowls). Chit. 

AIG, s., the occupation of a mason, brick-building. Dac. 

a(7sit, s., the half-produce paid as rent by a bargadar to his landlord. Jess. 

a1 (Pers. wl) ), s., the upper leg, the thigh. C/iz. 

arsi, s.,a cock. Bak. 

aq wie, s., a kind of dao. Bak. 

aii (= ale), adj., red; ruddy; brown. Jess. 

> (? fr. Pers. ely ), adj., well-known, manifest; plain, clear. Chit. 

a4, Ss... a concourse, a fair (= cae). Jess. 

10% (Engl. rascal), s., rascal, scamp. 

*alauia (Pers. sl) + JJ0), s., a wayfarer, traveller. 24-Pargs. 

#21 (Pers. 2), adj., pertaining to a road; e.g. afl 24bi travelling expenses. Chit. 

fagfa, s., a screw-driver. 24-Pargs. 

fare (fr. “far; fr. Arab. san si 
Jess. 

darning, mending, filling in (a thin spot in a cloth) 

i 
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¥2t5 (crp. of tcalece from causal root *t¥?), v.a., to transplant (paddy seedlings). 

Cp. #facs. 

# (Pers. 2), Seedinectione side: | 7p. 

Hise (= tcaifecs), v.a., to obstruct, prevent, hinder, resist. Dac. 

Sala (fv. cS), s., a day’s wages. Dac. 

¥2l, s., a bamboo rafter (in a kachha house). Jess. 

PIAS = PAWS. 
ais (fv. F8CS), s., transplanting (paddy seedlings). ess. 

CaS (Hind. tat), s., a file (the instrument). 

CAS, s., waist-chain. C. Beng. 

cant) (Engl. wrapper ?), s., a wrapper, a chadar of plaid pattern. 

caata, s., a kind of bracelet (= catéfa). Chit. 
(42195, s., deduction, subtraction. Ray. 

cate4q (Arab. .,,2)), s., debt. 

Cala (fr. caCB), adj., relating to a debt. 

cal vocat. interjection = ¢4; e.g. cai O mother! Ray. 

cal (crp. of #21 ?), s., rafter? cal 4t*{ a rafter-bamboo. 24-Pargs. 

caace (*calzi), v.a., to transplant out rice (paddy) seedlings. Chit. 

Calais = Femts. 24-Pargs. 

*cal® (Hind. ta), s. (1) ready money, cash; applied to the word bt&\ it denotes ‘ whole’ 

rupees ; (2) a purchase made with ready cash. 

cate (fv. #F), s. (1) side, direction; (2) direction, aspect (in reference to the length of 

areas), e.g. Gag wfar fact cate the direction or length (of a plot of land) is north 

and south. 

Calfacs,. v.a., to obstruct, prevent. Cp. #fcs. 
calstaifa (fr. catet + affix war ?), s., illness, ailment, disease. Mad. 

calg@ (Pers. 35), s. (1) a day, Gen. (2) a day’s wages (= Pata), Dac. 

calaté, s., Arakan. Chit. 

calfas (Skt. atfea?), s., sunshine, glare of the sun. Cyt. 

fers = calfecs. : 
cera (Engl. round + Pers. LnaS), s., going the rounds (as a police constable, 

warder or chaukidar). 

oT 
# This letter is commonly and especially in C. Beng. confused with 4 and 4, and 

is in ordinary writing written like 4. See notes to those two letters. 

aS = ag. Chit. 
Aeats (loc. case of aeql, taking), adv., subsequent to, after; e.g. 42 yFual WIAs after 

this civil suit. Chit. 

at = aa. Raz. 

ae (crp. of t afte fr. rt. aq), prep., close to, near. Chit. 

afe crp. of afe. Jess. 
alata, s., Thursday. Hug. 
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aad (fr. AX?), s., finger, Raj.; aa sfaai (t., holding up a finger ?) keeping silence, 
silently, noiselessly, Mald. 

afa, s., urine? af éface to make water, pass urine. Raj. 
anata (fr. rt. wa), adv., close to, near. Chit. 

*Aey (connected with Hind. was, wast and aqs), s. (1) a stick, staff; (2) a club; 

(3) an iron mace; oy a finger, Jess.; qt Aes the et. 

tact (fr. rt. aa), prep. (1) close to, near; (2) along with, with; S!4 atq along with 

him; (3) in common with, on account of, by redson of Dac., ; fecxa ata by reason 

of what a coat to, after, Dac.; eal Att after a meal. 

afa (Hind. ait), a pole for pushing a bade with; a punting pole. Cp. AG; (2) 

| afa tfacs to = ee to make water (women’s Ber etsion): 

avi (connected with 7%), s. (I) a stick, a branch; (2) wood. Madd. 

aN (/v. rt. a1; orig. meaning, applying, employing ?), s., money-lending. Bak. 

ANA es an), adv., closely adherent to, immediately following. Bak. 

am, s., low eon ground that becomes a pool or swamp in the rainy season. Dac. 

aw re tafecs to shake, quiver), adj. (1) tremulous, indistinct (as in speaking), 

Mald.; (2) wavering, saying one thing at one time and another thing at 

another. Dac.; (3) untrustworthy, untruthful, deceptive, Dac. 

(/7. CS), S., running. AG fats or W2tS to run, run away. Tip. 

as BY (fr. ace with bY as jingle), s., moving about, restlessness (as in sickness). 

tafe, (fr. AW’), s., a small bamboo stick (used for driving cattle, = *Itwa). Jess. 

+ afore (another form of afwts, q.v.), v.2., to quiver, shake, vibrate. Gen.: v.a. to 

leave, quit, abandon, Dac. 

Asi, s. (with #4), the lobe of the ear. Dac. 

waa, s., a peon. From Frgl. ‘number,’ each peon having a number on his badge. 

Chit. 

*arg| (fv. ea), adj. (1) long; al 44 (C/ztt.) a prison, jail; (2) tall. 

afaca (fv. A), adj. (1) long; (2) tall. Chit. 

s., Sir. It is also used interrogatively when a person does not understand what 

is said to him, ‘Sir?’. Chat. 

aq (fr. act), prep., with, along with. Chit. 

ae e Hind. weat; prob. fr. Arab. .,2); cp. Cava), s., mortgage-deed. 24-Pargs. 

am (Skt. atfea), s., blood. 

| (fy. Gh), s.. a boat. Ray. 

aa Perace added to numerals to give Bs (= Di); e.g. ots a eight. Dac. 

ae (fr. + alfa, cp. at; or fr. ABA, cp. AealS), prep., by reason of, on account of. Chit. 

2, s., a small closely-constructed basket. Chit. 

alee (Arab. #9), adj. (1) fit, suitable, adapted ; (2) capable, qualified) able; (3) fit 

for cultivation (as land), culturable ; (4) mature, adult; (5) fit for sexual inter- 

a) aX” 

course. 

AMESE (prob. jr. ASF), s., an outer or secondary verandah. C/uit. 

ate (crp. fy. Hea q.v.), s., a ridge of earth dividing fields. L. Beng. 

ASS, s., verandah. Chit. Cp. aeste and alfsai. 
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any (77. fates), adv. and prep., touching, close to, very near. als Ata (Raj.) imme: 

diately on the east. al ~T8tS (C/it.) to catch, seize. . 

alta (cp. 7%), s., a long bamboo stick or pole. Mald. Cp. atti. 

alate (fr. tata), adj., touching, immediately adjoining, very close to. 

ANTS (fv. tattses), prep., wp to, to, as far as. Chit. 

+ atfacs (rt. aa), v.2. (1) to adhere, stick to; (2) to be in contact with, touch; (3) to 

come into contact with, to hit; (4) to apply one’s self to, begin, commence; (5) 

v.a. in E. Beng., to apply, make contact, e.g. foatt alfcs to apply (light) to a 

lamp, to light a lamp. 

AAAS ( fr. tT ftcs), adj. (1) assigned (to raiyats), leased out, sublet; (2) planted 

out, transplanted, Chit. alfaas @fats to lease out (land) ; to transplant (paddy 

seedlings), Chit. 

alm (fr. ate), s., a long bamboo stick or pole. Mald. 

ab) (Hindi atat), s., bird-lime. Chit. Cp. ati. 

Naas (fv. 1 + Gata ?), s., bad language, indecent words. kaj. 

“NCS, s., dung, droppings (of deer, etc.). Bak. 

aI, s., the paddy along the border of a field, that bends over into the next field. 

Tip. 

alfocs (fv. afecs), v.a. (1) to shake, agitate, Gen. (2) to tether (cattle) for grazing 

(so as to allow them to move about in one spot), Dac. 

atsies (fv. Pers. G6 + Arab. ~Jlb), adj., weak, infirm, exhausted. Dac. 

aife, s.,a verandah. Chit. Cp. 7lesl®. 

altel (connected with alsa and alii 2), s., a stick, staff. Mald. 

ats (fv. alfaes), adv., below, down stream. 

almcs, prep: and adv., below, beneath. Sylh. 

alfacs (for alfcs), v.n., to go down, step down, descend. 

al] 
alti 
atta adv., gently. Clut. 

ata (Pers. J)), adj. (x) red, reddish; (2) ruddy brown. It is applied to objects (as 

cattle) which have any degree of ruddiness in their colour. ata Of aa, adj. (cloth) 

with red stripes crossed. ala aifeai, adj. (cloth) with a red border. 

ala (cp. altel), adj., rice-growing. ala sfa paddy land. Khul. aa is said to be the 

corrupt form of aa. 

ala (fv. t ala saliva), s., mucous or viscous matter. Raj. 

ao wale (fv. 3B + Pers. U4I,3), s., plunder and robbery. Hug. 

el (Engl. ‘ rule’), s., a baton or short Stati. L7p: 

j (jr. alfacs,), adj., low, low-lying (applied to land). Khu. 

5) 

Aa, adj., paralyzed in the arms and legs. Dac. 

ca, s., flour-paste, paste. Haughton gives Cale. 

crea (for crea fr. fax 2), adj., low, depressed, low-lying. Raj. 

G@ea\, s., a flail made of bamboo with tendrils of the wild cane. Bak. 

caarbl (fr. AY ?), adj., naked. Cit. 

cae, s., tail (of any animal, fish, reptile, etc., but not of a bird). “Cit. 
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*cae, s., tail (of an animal). Jess. 

CASI, s., spear. Bak. 

caibi, s., low jungle (such as grows on chars). Ray. 

CAIRTS = CABIRTS. Chit. 

cawa, adv., lying on one’s back, supine. Chit. 

CASTRTS, v.a., to lay down or place on the ground. Chit. 

*CaA, s.. a garment stuffed with cotton and quilted, a warm cloak. 

cau crp. of wt. Jess. 

CAAT) =cAlats. Bog. 

caate (Arab. BlsJ ), s., thought, opinion; conjecture. Dac. 

cAtZ, s., kind of creeping plant. Raz. 

cPetts (cate and efits), s., a census. Pub. 

caf =afst. Jess. 
cals (fr. CATS), s. (1) mud, dirt.; (2) any viscous substance, Tip. 

CANS) (= cailb}), s., a lota. 

cat =cae. Tip. ; 

*caia, s., the hair of the body ; (2) vulg. the hair of the head, e.g. cary fee (dit., tear 

your hair) an expression of utter contempt, meaning ‘you can’t do anything to 

me, Dac. (2) Prak. B. gives, the tail (of an animal). 

GAYS), s., a graze, abrasion (of the skin). C. Beng. 

cae, s., saliva, spittle. Dac. Cp. fala. 

+ catere (fv. *catA), adj., pendant, swinging: s., an ear-ring, Chit. 

carataey (catei? + ale), s., a kind of bracelet. Mald. 

ce) =*cale|. Jess. 

GAG (—=cw\B), s., running. Dac. CAS facs to run, run off. 

cafes (=cH\fers), 7%. tO tun, tun ott) Dac. 

ay 

eal = BSAA. 

sige (for **{Fa), s..a vulture. Chit. 

*(q\a, s. (1) a foot-track through jungle, a jungle-path; (2) a passage cut through a 

forest (where an embankment or survey is to be made). 

“face (root Wt), v.2., to lie down. Chit. 

«(4 (women’s word for *{#), s. (1) a word; (2) acall, shout. Jess. 

*(47104, s., a kind of hard light mud that covers a field. C/ut. 

*sig\, s., an earthenware cover. Chit. 

*atafe (Arab. ~l,4), s., perversity, forwardness, Chit. “tafe #faa not acting willingly, 

Chit. 

«ifaa (fr. *I414), s., the body; (2) the pudenda, esp. muliebria, Mald. 

“faa — «faa. N. Beng. 
tale (fv. *ate), s. (1) twisted straw used for sweeping, Dac.; (2) a match (for 

lighting), gen., as faateats. 
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*79| (connected with + 2), s.,a torch. Ray. 

“12? s., hurt, damage, injury. Bak. 
“So (fr. **1/AS ?), s., a shelf, or tier in a series of shelves. Raj. 

“TCiG = ASG. Jess. 

“ofa (Pers. a SUit), s., the pupil of a Mohammedan teacher (alia), Dac. 

*st(Gl (*tIbT), s., the cloth worn by women, enveloping the body. 

+*ii@l (Pers. _svlit), s., the first marriage among Mohammedans. Subsequent marriages 

are called feat. 
Tat (77. Hat ?), s., a floor. Jess. Cp. ala. 

*ifal, (cp. 4%), s., sound, noise. Mald. 

+t (connected with + =a **WIe1?), s., wife’s sister’s husband. Mald.; 24-Pargs. 

“ten (fv. *isle1), s. (1) a wife’s brother, Gen. (2) a wife’s younger brother, Dac. 

“Heifs (fr. *ie), adj., made out of the Sal tree; s. (1) a donga made of Sal ; (2) a donga, 
a dug-out (boat). 

*ettAq with sfacs (1) to command, govern; (2) to discipline, correct, punish; (3) to 
threaten, express ill-will. 

*xiifs, adj. (1) commanded, governed; (2) disciplined, corrected, punished; (3) 

protected, guarded (as by a ditch or fence), Jess. 

“fetal (Pers. ailalé ?) s.. a zamindar’s messenger (who summons raiyats to the 

cutcherry). Raj. 

tf, ¢. (1) an iron bar, Gen. (2) the iron frame-work of an umbrella, Maid. 

feat (Pers. 4), adj. (applied to land tenures) comprised within (a superior tenure), 

subordinate, e.g. fsa} Sts a subordinate ta’alluka held under a large ta’alluka. 

farsfer (fr. *f*tea), s., a chain, fetter. 24-Pargs. 

feet (Pers. situs) s., diluvion. 

festa (fr. *fsteai), s., a chain, fetter. Dac. 

feifafa, s., a water-herb. Jess. 

feifal, s., a circular gold ornament for the forehead. Cp. fafa. 

fata, adj., tall, high. Mald. 

*faate (fy. * *jottel), s. (x) a jackal, Gen. (2) a tiger, Bak. 
fetaten (fr. fate), adj. coloured like a jackal, brown. Raj. 

fetta (loc. case of feta the head), adj. (1) upon, Chit.; (2) at, about, e.g. a7 fetta about 

the time, Dac. 

feif#, s., a small tent (such as is used by wandering Nats). Raj. 

fata (fv. 14 ?), s., a tongue or spit (of land). Ray. 
‘faa = “Ie. 
Ie, s., flame of fire. Chit. 

(Isa) ) (fv. rt. wt), s. (1) the place where the head lies in sleeping, Jess. ; (2) the 

ator j place directly at the top of the head when a person is lying down, Jess. 

‘Ifo, s, forehead. Jess. 

‘taf, s., offering oblations (of any kind) to an idol. Maid. 

“itl, adj., small, tiny (?); ti eta a small khal or creek. 
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a (crp. of Arab. wis), s., doubt. Mald. 

e205 = efacs. LE. Beng. 

seta (fr. @f205), s. (I) dry ground ; (2) the bank (of a river). Ray. 

@facs (/r. 8%), v.n., to dry, dry up, evaporate. 

“> ay (/v. fb), s., cleaning one’s self with water after stool. Dac. 

*eaq, prep. (endowed with), together with, with; e.g. ais @a af8ca he has come with 

the fish. Chit. 

| (**)y), adj. (I) empty; (2) deserted, forsaken. Dac. 

ears (Arab. capt), s., hearsay, common report. Bak. 

ora tal 
cat s.,along spear. Mald.; Tip. Cp. af#. 

eerie 
sn (fr. @Fats), adj., dried up, dry. FE. Beng. 

‘aj @faal, verb. particip. (lit. placing in emptiness ?) lifting up in both arms, carrying 

(a person) in both arms. C. Beng. Cp. af “3. 

SEC (7 + Slt), s., an employé who is paid by means of a share of the profits of 

a business. fay. 

ja] (*4)e1), s., small pointed excrescences (that spring up from the ground out of the 

roots of sundri trees). Bak. 

«jf (**Je1), s., the pin in a yoke (one on each side of the bullock’s neck). WN. Beng. 

cepefa wie, s., dao for trimming leaves from date trees. 24-Pargs. 

caita (loc. of *o*4), prep., after; e.g. alata cata after me. Chit. 

caitsi (*ifaS), ad7., lying down. Tip. 
cata (Skt. ater ?), s., (orig. meaning, clearing up?) questioning, interrogation. c*it¥ 

fats to question, interrogate. N. and C. Beng. 

C*IdTSTS (CIA), v.a., to question, interrogate. N. Beng. 

+ caita (Pers. y,%) s. (1) ery, outcry ; (2) clamour, hubbub, noise; Gen. cia “fers to 

cry out, make a clamour, Dac. cia {4 (I is from *if4i or is a Jingle) clamour, 

hubbub, noise, C. Beng. 

cetfats (Arab. eat), adj., divugled, made known, published. Dac. Cp. ats. 

cata, adj., hollow. Cilut. 

“4, adj., second-class (as land). Burbh. 

“incense (§ “pte or **pfq + cat#), s., a person related to one through one’s wife, wife’s 

relation. C/ut. 

F 

7. ‘This letter is often turned into # in East Bengal, especially at the beginning of a 

word; and among the illiterate people there the converse is often found. 

Instances of both changes will be found here. 

AAA (crp. of AFA), adj., all, every. Chit. 

Hz, adj., taut, tight, tense. Gen. 
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Hea (fv. AZ ?), s., a close friend, an intimate (applied to women who have gone 

through a ceremony for the purpose). J7p. 

Haifa (Hindi aaet), adv., early, in the morning. FE. Beng. 

Hes (Pers. jpn), s., a palki. Saugor. 

AAA see * Sale. 

*yenld, s. (1) worldly life and concerns; (2) domestic life and concerns; (3) Jess. 

household, house. 

TASCA (A+), adv. (1) betimes in the morning, early in the morning ; (2) early, 

soon; Gen. (3) quickly, without delay, Chit. 

AS (AGP), s., a wife’s sister’s husband. C/ut. 

wa, s., fishing basket. Sylh. 

tava, s., roaming about (as of wild animals). 

Aga, s., a fire for warming a house. Rang. 

alse (A + fa), adv., accurately, definitely, positively. /ess. 

wx (fr, AAS?) a word used in compounds to denote “ step-’ 

step-mother ; 4e*\{@t step-mother-in-law. 

*HG\ (fv. A), s., a co-wife. 

AIS (fv. A), s., step-mother. Chit. 
Holl (cp. AStS), adj., born of the same father but of a different mother, step. Bak. 

Cp. ASI, ACTA. 
Aol, adj., having a ‘step’ relation; e.g. AS *t@#Cl a husband’s or wife’s step- 

mother. Raj. Cp. Asie. 
Afsat (f7. *AAgl; cp. *Afsa), s., a co-wife, rival wife. Chit. 

Wal (/7. *afSa+al), s., a co-wife’s daughter. Chit. 

AY (AG? fr. rt. Wt ?), s., making to lie down, laying down, depositing. Madd. 

ACSA, adj., of the half-blood ; e.g. AtSal StF = a half-brother. 24-Pargs. Cp. Wier. 

weal (fv. *afea? +a), s., step-mother. Bak. 

*AG, s. (1) a sacrifice; (2) a Hindu religious endowment, Szbsagar. 

wra (Arab. s<), s., the front side (of a house), front door, Gen. ; 1474 outside the front 

door. 

AMS (Arabic ?), s., registration. Chit. 
waa (fr. *AcaIt4), ad7., uterine, born of the same mother, C/t. 

wa (f7. Ald?), adv., to the utmost of one’s power, as much as one can. Bak. 

AYA, s., a worker in ores, smelter. Dac. 

*waN, s. (I) the evening twilight. Gen. e.g. wail ya 22a folatfee1 evening had quite 

ended and it was dark, Tip; (2) the evening prayer or light (among Hindus), 

e.g. Wal tfacs to say the evening prayers, Jess. WAT ales to light the evening 

lamp, Jess. 

AA (fv. AS above + A ?), s., sister’s mother-in-law. Madd. 

*AH (Arab. 20), s. (1) bamboo-matting; Jess.; (2) mat, small piece of matting, Raj. 

we, s., pulp, soft substance. Jess. 

wara (cp. 44if4), adv., early, in the morning. Chit. 

d 

relationship; e.g. AS 
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Aas (Pers. js), s. (I) any pot herb, vegetable, greens, Gen. (2) a green ear-pendant, 

Raj. 

ATS, adj., young (as a young wife). 24-Pargs. 

al (/v. *HAI), s., time, period of time. Mald. 

*yata, adj. (1) similar, alike, same, Gen. 4 ATA at the same time, in one company, 

together, Tip.; (2) level, e.g. AWA 2805 (zt. to become level) to attain its full 

height (as the flood tide), to reach high water, Nautical. 

afsfwa for wafaal. Jess. 
AF, ad7., all. 

mafa = mya. Jess. 

wafRal (/v. *A PH), s., a wife’s brother (= *Ne). Jess. 
Aga = "Wala. Sargor. 

+HAFé14, s., a surname given to Mohammedans who can read and write. Pub. 

WaSla (Pers. ,lsul yw), s. (1) apparatus, furniture, utensils, materials, chattels, Gen. 

(2) goods, articles, things, Dac. 

t Haws, s. (1) a headman, chief, leader, Gew.; (2) a lathiyal, Dac. 

*HaA (H+), adj., superior, excellent, better in quality. Jess. 

+ AGs% (Pers. ree) s., boundary, border, limit. 

Aa, s., a small earthen plate or saucer (used as a cover for pots). C. Beng. 

+ Hales (caus. of AfATS), v.a., (I) to cause to move, put into motion, Gen. (2) to put 

into use, make use of, use, 24-Pargs. 

wate (Pers. Si» w), s., the captain of a large boat or small vessel. 

wal (fv. + AafeeS), s. (1) imparting motion, moving ; (2) a high way, road. 

Waly = tAWa%. Jess. 

Aaa = AaSai, s., removing. 

walAal (/v. WAAA sg he and immoveables ?) ad}., with cats a jot with the occu- 

pancy right but enhanceable rental. N. Beng. 

afa Sq, s.,a kind of mango. Aug. 

afa% (erron. for 2f4%), s.,a deer. Bak. 

+ Afavs (rt. €), v.n. (1) to move, move away; (2) to shift, slip; (3) to be put into use, 

be used. 

Wal, s., a small stick, switch. Jess. 

J 

aca, adv. commonly, ordinarily, (for use.) C/ut. 

ACA gaa, adj., all, entire, whole (fr. A ?). 

AAA (ATA ?), s. (with or without a) a small boat. Chit. 

mraz, ad). (with or without cay#{) an open boat made out of a single tree, a dug-out. 

Guise. 

nfé (/v. “ili 2), s., an iron-pointed bamboo staff, a spear. E. Beng. Cp. wifri. 

AAs, s. (1) on illumination, blaze ; (2) the glare or reflection from a fire or light, 

Raj. Cp. afacs. 
wal, s. (1) a large and very thick bamboo post, Dac.; (2) the shaft of a weapon, Sylh. 

afacs, s., alamp. Jess. 
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H2AQ (AS+AG), adj., pregnant. Pub. (common). 

main (*caratn, cal), s., borax. Jess. 

ABA (Arab. ¢~), s., share, allotment, portion. Fev. 

afs (Arab. pe), s., signature; cba ¥fS signature by a mark Haughton gives 
a: 

WIZS, s., Specimen, sample. Raj. 
AIS, (ANBl) s., a co-wife. 24-Pargs. 

mlSe s., master, lord. Dac. (vulgar). 
Aiea! s., a light bridge made of bamboo or a single tree. Haughton and the Pra- 

kritibad Abhidhan give 4it#/; but I have always heard it pronounced Hirai. 
Forbes gives afat and quotes Binning that the word is commonly used in the 
Carnatic. 

"le (fr. *AaHT), s., evening twilight, evening. Haughton gives Ha. 

Aifeal (fr. tA), adj., fastened together, coupled (as two cattle when grazing). Jess. 
Hlfoa — He. Jess. 

mel ) 

HYSTA | 
HatSTS (fr. PHIfate), v.a., to enter, go into, penetrate. AaTETs. 

+ HIfaes, v.a., to enter, go into, go within, penetrate. Cp. cHfacs. 

#17 (Af), s., a snake, serpent. 

eae (Skt), ondecl. adv. (1) before the eyes, in sight of, in presence of; (2) with 

one’s own eyes; (3) eye to eye, visibly, manifestly: adj., patent; atric of 

(one’s) own brother, full brother, Dac : s., an interview, meeting, ger. 

mica = Arce. 
wfeifa, s., small gunny bag. 24-Pargs. 

wri, s., a second or nikah marriage (applied to women). Chit. 

wmleatH, adj., armed, accoutred. Sylh. 

+ WSIS, v.a., (1) to dress, accoutre ; (2) to arrange, put in order, put to rights; (3) 

to fabricate, concoct (a false story). 

Aelia = Agia. Rang. 

Al Sl (fr. Ate) Sl), s., a money-lender, mahajan. Jess. 

mlz, s., a term applied to the youngest of three children. Jess. See cag. 

Atala (fv. v4. AAa), s., burning incense (at evening to drive mosquitoes away), fumiga- 

(/r. + *tsfacs), s., swimming; 4fsl4 @ unfordable water. Raj. 

Om, Jayeie 

wort (fv. *Hews*), a pair of pincers. Jess. 

Asia (/v. WZ ?), ad7., born of the same father and a different mother. Chit. 

AW) (Pers. so), adj., white. Haughton gives «#1. 

arta, adv., without objection, readily. 

*Al¢s, s., a zamindari peon. Dac. (vilg.) 

wa] (for All), ad7., white. 

Aldi, s., tobacco mixed with chtina (lime) and used for chewing. Dac. 

ft IfacS, v.a., to enjoin, impress on. Bak. 

* Ald, adj., able, capable. Chit. 
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Hla, s., an open unroofed plinth or platform outside a house. Wald. Cp. «if. 

AlwletS, v.a., to push in (as a thing into water). Chit. 

AUST S 

MASTS § 

alge (Arab. —~b and wys3), s., proof. Hug. 

(caus.), v.a., to enter, go into. Cp. WasTs and Gifacs. 

*atty, adj. (1) common, general, universal, Gen. (2) common, of low class or position, 

Gen. (3) of low degree, insignificant, small, e.g. afaty Fay Ales (/t. there is very 

little sun) the sun is nearly setting, Hug. 

wae, s., the frame of the roof, on which the thatch is laid. C/ut. 

Aged (AlA+0), s., a dung-heap, rubbish-heap. Hug. 

atqafew ( ?+ Pers. 042), s., a row, line (of houses). Mad. 

Atal, adj. (I) accomplished, performed, finished ; (2) the place of finishing or ending, 

limit, e.g. coy All the place where dongas must stop, unable to go further. 

(Prob. fr. +Hffats). 

HIfacs, v.a., to take away (prob. caus. fr. Hfats). Dac. 

AACA, s.. an oval platter. Jess. (Engl. salver ?) 

taAfaaian (Pers. ails), s. 

fa 

fAesl 

faa ( = *fafe), s. a quarter-rupee. Duc. 

faaa, s., a root (= 4a). Jess. 

fara, s., a small goad or stick (for driving cattle). SvlA. 

fafocs, v.a., to bale out, empty (as water from a tank). Chit. Cp. tGfors. 

fafea, s., searching, looking for, finding, collecting. Dac. 

a receipt for a year’s rent paid. Dac. 3) 

\ (ir. fac3), s., a barkandaz, a retainer armed with a gun. aj. 

fafa ) 
. = fafa. 24-Pargs. 

fafaritts § ee 
fafa, s., a wife(—7il). Jess. (Prob. modifn. of faf9). 

fara (fr. *fRega), s. (1) vermilion, Gen. (2) a mark placed by Mohammedan women on 

their foreheads indicative of their husbands’ being alive, /ess. 

fam (—*fHa), s., a hole made through a mud wall or floor by house breakers. 

faneibl (— + fa4etbt), s., a chisel used for cutting sindhs. Raj. 

fafa (fr. Bl), s., a woman. Mald. 

faca see faica. Dac. 
fafe, s., small cloth tent (used by wandering Nats). 

faaj see fsiaij. Ray. 

wife (crp. of 7ifs), s., remembrance, recollection. Raj. 

ma (fr. *A1a), s., a boundary, e.g. 7a atfats to fix a boundary. Tv. 

qzb| = afoul. Chit. 
afe — fafe. Chit., Raj. 

3a crp. of SF4 a command. Dac. 

zs (fr. F+WA+ CS), adv., 

foal, s., a bamboo yoke for carrying paddy. Chit. 

very well. Chit. 
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Zefa, s., a coloured counterpane, a quilted sheet. Ray. 

yaa (fr. Aa ?); Fea favs to mark out (a piece of ground) with pins. 24-Pargs. 

Fx, adj., open, vacant, free (as a spot of ground). TJ7/. 

Bxiyfe (fr. B4i ?), adv., for no reason at all, quite unprovokedly, in sheer wanton- 

ness. Dac. 

fa (crp. of AWA ?), s., a wife’s elder brother. Dac. 

BAe Ae... fess. 

wait — si". fess. 
yale (crp. of AWH ?), s., kinship, relation, connexion. 24-Pargs. 

Wal, s., a track worn by wild animals. 24-Pargs. (Arab. ely Oe 

fa, adj., narrow. 

_ 3fats, v.a., to sweep. Chit. 

afé (fr. afa?), s., a narrow strip (of land). Raj. 

Ri], s., a staple for fastening a padlock and chain. 

Rafa, s.,aspear. Tip. Cp. ofa. 
Aas, s., aspear. Sylh. 

Fly = Arlt. Chat. 
Ae (fv. 7A), s., carpentry. 
7S (crp. of Mfs ?), s., remembrance, recollection. Mald. 

Wold (/7. 7AAlA 2), s., a carpenter. 

Art, s., a rudder (in a large boat). 

3%, s., seeking, search (= salt). Jess. 

Ciba, s., the eave of a roof. Raj. Connected with + cHfors, fafors ? 

CHfacs, (= HIfatS), v.n., to enter, go in. 
cafe (fr. CA+3F4), adv., at that moment, then. Raj. 
CAH) (= AT), s., a second or nikah marriage, Hug.; the remarriage of a widow among 

low Hindu castes (unaccompanied with any religious ceremony), 24-Pargs. 

CARA, CAQA *IfsCS to move along with great difficulty, to drag one’s self along. Dac. 

Cas, s., a term applied to the third son (or brother), where there are four or more. 

24-Pargs. cole Am a term applied to the fourth son or brother. 24-Pargs. See 

caw and Ale. 
CASA, s., a porcupine, hedge-hog. Bak Cp. t cai and taGte. 

CAS (seta; fr. CA), bronom. so much, e.g. CAS 44 so far, so much. Bak. 

CHAM (CAA + AAI), s., (the general term describing) a widow who becomes concubine 

toa baishnab. Hug. 

+cAtel (/7. *cetsa), s., flowing channel of water. = cals. 

Gitt (Hind. qt 2), s., senses, consciousness. Raj. 

CATS) (fr. *cateA), s., a flowing channel of water, a water-channel in a river (as a 

channel between a char and the river bank). 

cAlaeal, s., salt-water inundation. Chit. 

cata, adj., low (cultivated land). Bank. 

cAlaa\ (Arab. yt ?), s., publication by beat of drum (?) (= cbla sf ?). Jess. 
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*f7g5, s., total gross rental (of an estate). 

‘glela, s. (I) assent, consent; (2) acknowledgment, admission, avowal; (3) accept- 

ance, agreement, gen.: lela éfacs (or 712tS in EL. Beng.) to assent, acknowledge, 

uc, 

= 

This letter is often confused with 4, as explained under that letter. In Chitta- 

gong it often represents a 4. 

SBE (crp. * *{@GI), s., mother-in-law. Chit. 

aud (crp. *#4), s., father-in-law. Chit. 

Bee (— *HFA), adj., all. EL. Beng. 

Sefaa (crp. *Htaefeaa) everything. Chit. 

2ale, s.. a gem-cutter, jeweller. 24-Pargs. 

eat, s., riot, affray. Wald. Cp. t sata. 

eA (AA), adj., connected with, attached to, associated. Chit. 
salt (fr. AL + StfATS? or from Awa?) : SST SBT, v.v., to awake. Chit. 

af (crp. SBUI i.e. “V@TI), s., mother-in-law. Cit. 

ou, s., road, pathway. 77ip. ale a khal alongside which is a road or path. Tv. 

out (fv. 24 a boundary ? Arab. a); adv. (1) in all, in the aggregate; (2) at the out- 

side, not more than. 

ata (crp. Celtt), pron. who? Chit. 

ata (*HTH 2?) prep. on, depending from, with (?). Madd. 

ax, s., a thin place in a piece of cloth. Jess. 

afa,s., shield. Pub. 

5a (crp. Si, t.e. AHA), ady., all. Chit. 

Sa%|, s., a pointed bamboo (used as a spear). Pub. 

aa (*SlA), s., ploughman. Mald. 

oq (for SHAG ie. HeAefet). adj., all; eg. Wea sat “all the men.” Chat. 

alap, s., side. Lap. 

s{ea\ (Arabic Kasd), s., cholera. Chit. 

alec (+ atfets), v.a., to drive, drive away. Bak. al® fers to drive away. Bak. 

a{84 adj., sweet-smelling. Chit. 

AS| 

{sq (SA), s. a stern-oar used as a rudder. ; 

s{ea, s., (with 4/4), aman paddy reaped in the cold season. Chit. 

(SB, s., a narrow tract of low ground, which is dry in the cold season and forms a 

watercourse in the rainy season. ess. 

a{Ga\, adj., having no owner, without proprietor (=)),9). Dac. 

a{Gai, adj., half-witted, cracked. 

a{ ga (Arab. 4/1 as s., a tenure of land (origin. by which a man gets a tract of land 

to bring into cultivation). E. Beng. 

alee, s., a cattle-path. Sylh. Cp. ate. 

A9| 

zeae (Arab. !l,a), s., a loan of money without interest. 
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speciatd, s., the owner of a haola. LF. Beng. 

aletatfe (aifses), s., calling out, shouting. 

+ a}fare, v.a. (1) to drive, drive away ; (2) to give a cry, give a shout. 

aie (for + Ate; fr. *Aayl), s., evening twilight, evening. Gen. 

atofra = ate. Chit. 

a\ey, adv., in the evening. Chit. 
atei, s., a rope for tethering cattle. N.and C. Beng. 

sifeat — ate. Chit. 

2{b Awl, adj. (a woman) who has neither husband nor children. ald. 

s{Aa, s., a solid silver necklet with knobs at the ends. 

atal = are. Raz. 
aleatets, v.a., to force open, make to open, separate (as an animal’s mouth). Jess. 

alfacs, v.n., to purge, have profuse stools. Ray. 

alpwi, s., (I) a rake, Chit. ; (2) a comb, Chit. 

SVISTS ( SIBUI), v.a. (1) to rake, Chit. ; (2) to comb, Chit. 

ate, s., cloudiness in the sky. Dac. 

alfe, s., a hemispherical basket for charcoal (used by wood-cutters). Bak. 

*o{b, s., a market that meets only on stated days, Gen. att fafers to found or estab- 

lish a hat, Jess. 

aibai (from 2{b market ?): Stbal {Aisi (also aibai Biba), expenses of feeding, etc., coolies. 
atbfaal (*atb), adj. (a boat) used for going to hat. Dac. 

aie, s., a ridge in a chili field. Chit. 

aifecs, v.n., to walk. Gen., afb aIFHI, s. 

Haughton gives 2{fbrs. 

aig (Haughton &¥§), s., the knee. 31pa feta knee, knee-cap. Dac. 

aio (= ANd), num., sixty. E. Beng. 

alfecs, v.a., to uproot. Chit. 

* ots, s. (I) the hand.; (2) the arm from the elbow to the fingers. ; (3) a cubit; Gen. 

sfeefa the hands, Dac. 2t9 *aaq (Raz). ates (Mald.), s., carrying in both arms, 

bearing upon both arms (cp. #9 faa). atts «fa fecs, Jess. (1) to handcuff; (2) to 

bring one into criminal troubles. 

ats atea, s., an ail. Dac. Cp. sicsfe. 

215s (hatata; = Afetcel), adj., with SfS a half-brother. Chit. 

ats (*2t5 2), s., a cloth hand-bag. Chit. 

So), s., ground around an English-built house, a compound. Raj. 

aifsai (for § alfsal; cp. StS), ad7., of the half-blood, step-; e.g. atfsa cacz a daughter 

by one’s wiie’s former husband. Pub. Cp. atgai. 

{ aifeata (*SIS), s., tools, implements. 
asi, s.,a verandah. C.and E. Beng. Haughton gives alfa. 

aga (= alfa), adj., of the half-blood, step-; {9m 4 the son of a wife’s former 

husband. aj. 

aigfaa (fv. ats? cp. * ategt), s. 

walking and coming; gait, walk. Trp. 
5) 

atool. How. 
) 
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sirofel (ats BSA), s., an ail. Jess. 

aim (fr. 24), adv., at the outside, at the most. 

ala (crp. ata), s., a drain. 

aia (41%), s., a snake. Bak. 

sicvita (Haughton + 21%i4), s., a seed-plot ; nursery for seedlings. Hug. 

aja\, s.,a ladder. Chit. 

+afau,s., mud. Jess. 

sae, adj., dull of understanding. 24-Pargs. Cp. Caual, 

alfaal (Arab. _ <ys), s., a brick-house. Dac. 

sjqeata (Pers. em + Arab. ,'3) ) s., being joint in food and business, commensality 

atresia (Pers. -2 + Arab. pbb) § Chit. 

ara] : Staal Adela a lathiyal. ess. 

aiala, s., depredation (by wild animals). Bak. 

stata = ata, mine. Mald. 

atfy — alfa, I. Maid. 

ala, s., protesting, objecting, resisting. Hug. 

tq (Arabic -4 coiled, folded ?); ty fats, v.2., to stoop, bend down. Jess. 

aia, s. (I) a plough; e.g. aia Stale Bog.; cultivation (of land); at yeast 77p. the ore 

ly 

occupation of a cultivator, cultivation ; 2 acs 7T7p. and sla 6375 Chit. to drive 

a plough, to plough; 24 caaifra AX Chit. the time of unyoking the plough, about 

10 a.m.; fase ala Raj. cultivation (of land) by the holder himself.: (2) a stern-oar 

used as arudder. Cp. 3f{%@. 

slab). s., the path leading into a bari(?). Swlh. 

Blab, s. (I) a cattle-track, /ess.; (2) a narrow path, foot-path, Jess. Cp. ateatt. 

slab (*SlA), s., the occupation of a ploughman. 

aifa, s., a plantain leaf. Howr. 

a\facs. v.n., to decline, diminish ; e.g. caal Sife ca# day-light had declined, it was past 

noon. Chit. 

alfa (*Sla), s., a servant who ploughs. ess. 
aifert (*atfet), s., a rudder. Chit. 

stat (for “ite, fem. of *|l#il), s., a wife’s sister. Chit. 

aica sir (Arab. Jls), adv., at short intervals; gradually, slowly. ; 

aiem| (*S1F), s., a ploughman, Chit. Cp. aifaa: =leeife the ploughman’s rice (-break- 

fast), about 10 a.m., Chit. Cp. 3a crated Aa. 

2\Hl, s., an uproar, row, disturbance. 

aifeiaia, s., a kitchen-house, kitchen. Mald.; Raj. 

aq = aaa. Dac. 

aifraa = afta. Mald. 

fevfab, s., conversation, consultation, conference ; advice. Dac. 

faa = ' ( Hind. at), adv., in this place, here. Chit. 
feaira J 
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forall (Arab. lua), $4 a fee paid by a tenant to his landlord’s amla when closing 

the yearly rent account (= seal). It is taken by the landlord himself if he has 

no amla. 

ait, pron., that. Chit. 
aaa, prep., together with, with. Chit. 

aalfa, s., the pin of a yoke. Chit. 
OCF (crp. AYCa), prvep., in the presence of, before. Bak. 

emt (crp. AWA ?), s., wife’s brother. Bak. 
a&, s., difficulty of breathing, suffocation. Mald. 

+@sqel (Arab. ec} s., altercation, dispute. Bard. 

*5USl, s. (Ij a wooden door-bar, 24-Pargs.; (2) a pin, bolt, Dac. 

HU, s., vegetation growing on bil or marshy land. Jess. 

BB, s., thrust or poke (with the end of a stick). Mald. 

aul, adj., small, little; e.g. uw S94 Sripur the less. Jess. 

+ DuIafT (Sj), s. (1) struggling together, scuffle, affray ; (2) tumult, clamour. 

afacs = eface. Chit. 

BHA (crp. **%4), s., boar, wild pig. Bak. 

3U| = Qi, a thrust or poke. Maid. 

24 (= calla), s., a noise. Chit. 

62 (for GA), pronoun, he, she, that. L. Beng. 

cea (from crate), adv., that place, there. Chit. 

c2a\ca, adv., in that place, there. EL. Beng. 

c20al adj., stupid, dull, doltish. 24-Pargs. Cp. alae. 
casfa, s., a reed with a triagonal stem. Khul. Its proper name is Cafe. 

C2TLS 

62098 

c85 (heta; = CAS), pronom., so much; e.g. C25 44 so far, so much. Bak. 

CBee (fr. CA), pronom., this; e.g. cesta AAT at this time. ess. 

coats (fv. A) = slate. Trp. 

Cacs (fr. Ci), pron, he, she. Chit. 

caata (for Cael) pron., that thing. Chit. 

caata (he-yana ; for cAaita), adv., in that place, there. 1p. 

c2a\ (plur. of ¢&) pron., they. Chit. 

+C2fatS, v.a., to gaze at, see. 

cata (fr. GA), adv., in that place, there. Jess. 

+ cafes, v.n., to bend, become curved. Bog. 

caqm (2a), s., a ploughman. 24-Pargs. Cp. aif. 

cata, s. (1) a kind of snake, Raj.; (2) a kind of necklace, 24-Pargs. 

cacaala (catei+ ata), s., a kind of necklace. Raj. 

(2a : Caml facts, v.2., to lean, lean back, rest against. aj. 

(24 (haira), s., mustard-plant. Chit. 

bade., in that place, there. Cwuit. 
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caiats, adv., lying on one’s back, supine. Chit. | va 

calfew=caify. Chit. | 

caltd, s., casuarina tree. Cut. 
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Abrus precatorius Linn., 301. 

Acacia intsia Willd., 300. 

Adi or Aji Saka, legendary leader of Indian colo- 

nists in A.D. 75, 213. 

Adiantum caudatum Linn., 290. 

Adirampatnam boats, 164-6. 

Aerua lanata A. Juss., 296. 

Aganosma caryophyllata (Wall.) G. Don., 309. 

Agatharchides, a Greek historian, on Sabaea and 

Indian trade, 198-9, 208. 

Ahambadiar caste (fishermen) 

ments of, 246. 

Albizzia odoratissima Benth., 299. 

Allophylius Cobbe Bl. var. glabra, 305. 

Alphonsea sp. ? nov., 208. 

Alternanthera sessilis Br., 296. 

head measure- 

Ancient sea-trade with India, 191-206. 

Andaman Islands boat types, 183-4. 

Andhra sea-going ships, 221. 

Annandale, N. Fauna of an island in the Chilka 

Lake, 257-87. 

Anona squamosa Linn., 208. 

Arab influence in boat and ship design along the 

North-West Coast of India, 140-1. 

» uaval expeditions to India, 200. 

» vessels at Ormuz, 217. 

Arca granosa I,., 208. 

Asparagus vacemosus Willd., 293. 

Atalantia monophylla Correa., 302. 

Azadwrachta indica A. Juss., 302. 

Azima tetracantha amk., 309. 

B 

Baberu-Jaiaka, on voyages by Indian merchants 

to Babylon, 207-8. 

Backwater boats on the east coast of India, 

177-8. 

Baggala, a kind of boat, 142. 

Ballams or vallams, fishing boats of the Tinnevelly 

coast, 155-6. 

Barakis, vii-ix (No. 1). 

Bargista see Ormuri. 

Barkuda Island, fauna of, 257-87; list of plants 

of, 289-319; paleontology of, 264-74; physio- 

graphy of, 259-64; vegetation of, 274-87. 

Barringtonia acutangula Gaertn., 307. 

Batel, a kind of primitive vessel, 142-3. 

Battela, a cargo vessel of the Bombay coast, 

145-6. 

Bengali words, peculiar, vocabulary of, 321-436. 

Blumea sp., 315. 

Boat designs in the extreme south of India and 

in Ceylon, 218-9. 

» types now existing in India, 139-90. 

Boerhavia diffusa Linn., 296. 

Bombay coast boat designs, 144-6. 

Bonito-fishing boats, Minicoy Island, 180-1. 

Bonnaya brachiata Link and Otto., 314. 

Boom or dhangi, a form of boat, 143. 

Boro Budur ships, 219-20, 255. 

Bulbostylis barbata Kunth., 292. 

- barbata Kunth. var. pulchella Thw., 293. 

Burma river boat crafts, Igo. 

C 

Calotropis Acia Ham., 310. 

_ gigantea Br., 309. 

Canavalia ensiformis DC., 301. 

- virosa Prain, 301. 

Canthium parviflorum Lamk., 315. 

Cape Comorin and the Tinnevelly coast boat 

catamaran, 153-5. 

Cappanis brevispina DC., 208. 

5 Roxburghit DC., 208. 

rr sepraria Linn., 299. 

Caralluma adscendens R. Br., 310. 

Carter, H. G. see Narayanaswami, V., and H. G. 

Carter. 

Cassytha filiformis Linn., 298. 

Cayratia carnosa Gagnepain, 306. 

Cereus sp., 307. 

Ceylon and Bengal, trade between, 211. 

» outrigger canoes, 158-9. 

,,  padagu from Valaveddithurai, dimensions 

of, 180. 
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Chatty-raft of South India, 186. 

Cheilanthes tenuifolia Swartz., 290. 

Chinese with reference to ancient sea-trade with 

India, 201-5. 

Chinna-maram, a type of catamaran, I71. 

Cipadessa fruticasa Bl., 302. 

Cissampelos Pareiva Linn., 297. 

Cissus quadrangularis Linn., 305. 

»,  vitiginea Linn., 305. 

Classes of vessels employed by Indians in ancient 

days, 215-24. 

Clerodendron inerme Gaertn., 312. 

Coldenia procumbens I,., 311. 

Combretum extensum Roxb., 308. 

Coracle of the Cauveri and Tungabhadra, 186. 

Coringa (Kalinga), a shipbuilding centre on the 

east coast of India, 212. 

Crataeva religiosa Forst., 299. 

Cressa cretica Tinn., 311. 

Crotalaria striata DC., 300. 

Cryptolepis elegans Wall., 309. 

Cuma disjuncta, sp. nov., 266. 

Cyanotis cristata Schultes., 293. 

Cynodon dactylon Pers., 291. 

Cyperus conpressus Linn., 292. 

»  cuspidatus H. B. and K. f. angustifolia 

Buch.-Ham., 292. 

D 

Dalbergia monosperma Dalz., 300. 

Datura fastuosa Linn., 313. 

»  fastuosa Linn. var. alba, 313. 

De Mello, F., et J. F. St. Antonio Fernandes. 

Révision des champiguons appartenant au 

genre Nocardia, 103-38. 

Derris scandens Benth., 301. 

Dichrostachys cinerea W. and A., 299. 

Dioscorea oppositifolia Linn., 294. 

3 sativa Linn., 294. 

E 

East Coast of India boat designs, 169-76. 

Eastern ethnological problems, light shed upon, 

by Indian boat designs, 225-46. 

Eclipta erecta Linn., 315. 

Egyptian funeral boats with eye symbol, 248. 

Egyptians with reference to ancient sea-trade 

with India, 191-2. 

Eleusine aegyptiaca Desf., 291. 

Evagrostis interrupta Beauv., 291. 

oA tenella Roem and Sch. var. breviculms 

Stapf., 291. 

An tenella Roem. and Sch. var. plumosa 

Stapf., 291. 

Eudoxus, his voyage to India, 208. 

Eugenia bracteata Roxb., 308. 

Euphorbia antiquorum Linn., 304. 

a lurta V,., 303. 

5 neriifolra Linn., 304. 

3% thymifolia Burm., 303. 

Evolvulus alsinoides Linn., 311. 

Excoecaria agallocha Linn., 304. 

F 

Fa Hian, his voyage to Ceyion, 212. 

Fauna of an island in the Chilka Lake, 257-87 

Ficus arnottiana Migq., 295. 

,, bengalensts Linn., 295. 

»  gentculata Kutrz., 295. 

», gtbbosa Blume. var? 294. 

»  gtbbosa Blume. var. parasitica Koenig., 294. 

», tfectoria Roxb. var. Lambertiana sp. Miq., 

295. 
» veligiosa Linn., 295. 

», vetusa Linn., 295. 

Fimbristylis dichotoma Vahl., 292. 

G 

Ganges sailing crafts, 187-9. 

Ganjam catamaran, 172-3. 

Gloriosa superba Linn., 293. 

Glycosmis pentaphylla Correa., 302. 

Greeks and Arabs with reference to ancient sea- 

trade with India, 195-201. 

Grewia ? orientalis Linn., 306. 

Grierson, G. A. Ormuri or Bargista language 

I-I0I. 

Gujarat coast, chief centre of Indian shipping 

activity, 209. 

Gulf of Mannar region boat crafts, 152-7. 

Gymnema sylvestre Br. var. ceylanica, 310. 

EL 

Hemigyrosa canescens Thw., 305. 

Hemionites arifolia Burm., 289. 

Hippocratea indica Willd., 304. 

Hiram of ‘lyre, a sea-king, 193. 
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Hody, a fishing boat of the Bombay harbour, 

147-8. 

Hornell, J. Origins and ethnological significance 

of Indian boat designs, 139-256. . 

Hornell, J. Significance of the oculus in boat 

decoration, 247-56. 

I 

Indian boat designs, light shed upon eastern 

ethnological problems by, 225-46; 

boat designs, origins and ethnological 

significance of, 139-256. 

, boat types in existence at present, 139-90. 

boat worship when first launched, 249-51, 

254. 
,. boats and the eye symbol, 249-53. 

colonization of Java, 214. 

commerce in the time of Chandragupta, 

ait. 

»  coracles, 224. 

inscriptions and documents on sea-trade 

upon the East Coast of India, 20. 

overseas trade and colonization in ancient 

times, 212-13. 

,, ports resorted to by Chinese junks, 202. 

,,  tiver crafts having Egyptian and Baby- 

lonian affinities, 222-4. 

.. ships trading between India and the Red 

Sea, 209. 

.. timber in Babylonian ruins, 208. 

, traders attacked by Naga pirates, 213. 

» vessels carrying on sea-trade with Baby- 

lon, 208. 

Indian-built ships in past sea trade, 207-14. 

Indicopleustes, Kosmas, on the mercantile im- 

portance of Ceylon, 212. 

Indigofera linifolia Retz. var. Campbellii, 300. 

Indo-Sabzean trade, 208-9. 

Tonidium suffruticosum Ging., 306 

Ipomoea biboba Forsk., 311. 

- sepiaria Koen., 310. 

Ivukka-maram, a variety of sea-craft, 171. 

I- Tsing, on the prosperity of Tamralipta, 212. 

J 

Jatfina dhonis, 179, 252-3. 

,, schooners, 159. 

Jatropha gossypifolia Linn., 303. 

Javanese legends in connection with Indian colo- 

nization, 213. 

Jews, Phoenicians and Persians with reference to 

ancient sea-trade with India, 192-5. 

Justicia diffusa Willd. var. prostrata Roxb., 314. 

K 

Kadisu, a kind of balance board, 164-5. 

Kalla dhom, a balance-board boat of Kodikarai, 

166-9. 

Kanniamma, a sea-goddess in Madras, 249, 251-2. 

Kapal, Malay term for a large ship, 222. 

Karathurai Vellalas, oculus and inscription incised 

on the boats of, 168. 

Kaveripattanam, sea-borne commerce of, 210-IT. 

Kilakarai outrigger fishing boats, 160-2. 

King Solomon (c. 950 B) and direct sea-trade with 

India, 193. 

Kodikaraij, a port and a fishing centre, 166. 

Kolamaram, or “‘ flying-fish catamaran,” 172. 

Kolandiophonta or Kolandia, an Indian trading 

vessel, 215-6. 

Konkan coasters, 146-7. 

5 fishing boats, 147-50. 

Kotia, a kind of vessel, 142. 

L, 

Labbai caste (Muhammadans), head measure- 

ments of, 246. 

Laccadive sailing crafts, 182-3. 

Leptadenia reticulata Wt. and Arn., 310. 

Light shed upon eastern ethnological problems 

by Indian boat desigus, 225-46. 

Lipocarpha argentea R. Br., 291. 

Lippra nodiflora Rich., 312. 

M 

Machwa, a kind of vessel, 144. 

Malabar and Travancore boat types, I50-I. 

Maldive boats, 180-2. 

Mari Amman, a village goddess in Kodakarai, 

252. 
Maritime knowledge and skill since Strabo’s days, 

196-7. 

Meretrix casta Chemnitz, 270. 

Mariscus sp. nov., 292. 

37 albescens Gaud, 292. 

Mimusops hexandra Roxb., 308. 

Mollugo Spergula Linn., 297. 

» stricta Linn., 296. 

Morinda tinctoria Roxh., .316. 
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Muhammad Kasim, and Arab influence on Sind 

boat designs, 200. 

Muthupet boat, 163-4. 

Muziris, an ancient Malabar port, 108. 

N 

Narayanaswami, V., and H. G. Carter. 

Nauri, a form of boat, 143. 

Negrito, Australian and Papuasian affinities, 

228-30. 

Nicobar Islands boat designs, 184-5. 

Nocardia, revision of the fungi belonging to genus, 

103-38. 

a alba, 105, II2, 132. 

albida, 105, 112, 134. 

albosporea, 105, I12, 135. 

americana, 112, 138. 

»,  appendicis, 105, 112, 134. 

a aquatilis, 106, 112, 138. 

asteroides, 106, II2, 132. 

i aurantiaca, 106, I12, 134. 

5 berestneffi, 106, I12, 137. 

on beta, 106, I12, 134. 

- bicolor, 106, 114, 138. 

_ bonvicint, 106, 114, 138. 

bovis, 106, 114, 134. 

* brazihensis, 106, I14, 133. 

bruni, 106, 114, 136. 

- buccalis, 106, 114, 138. 

5 candida, 106, 114, 136. 

PP canis, 106, II4, 132. 

o carnea, 106, 114, 135. 

43 carougeaut, 107, I16, 138. 

7 chalcea, 107, 116, 135. 

- chalmersi, 107, 130, 136. 

i chondri, 107, 116, 138. 

- christophersont, 107, 130, 133. 

$s cinereonigra, 107, 110, 137. 

- citvea, 107, 116, 134. 

coelicolor, 107, I16, 132. 

a convoluta, 107, 116, 134. 

- cuniculi, 107, 116, 137. 

dassonvilliet, 107, 116, 137. 

e decussatu, 107, 116, 138. 

a dichotoma, 107, 118, 132. 

enteritidis, 108, 118, 135. 

oe equi, 108, 118, 137. 

5 erythrea, 108, 118, 137. 

Syste- 

matic list of the plants of Barkuda, 289-319. 
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Nocardia farcinica, 108, 118, 135. 

foerstert, 108, 118, 136. 

foulertont, 108, 118, 136. 

fusca, 108, 118, 138. 

gartent, 108, 118, 135. 

gedanensis, 108, 120, 137. 

gelatinosa, 108, 120, 138. 

glauca, 108, 120, 738. 

goensis, 108, 130, 133. 

graminarium, 108, 120, 136. 

hoffman, 108, 120, 138. 

holmest, 108, 120, 138. 

hominis, 108, 120, 138. 

indica, 10g, 120, 136. 

invulnerabilis, 109, 120, 136. 

israeli, 109, I20, 137. 

krauset, 109, 122, 137. 

lacertae, 109, 122, 138. 

lanfranchit, 109, 122, 134. 

lasseryvet, 109, 122, 134. 

lehman, 109, 122, 138. 

leishmant, 109, 122, 138. 

liguive, 109, 138. 

lingualis, 109, 122, 134. 

liquefactens, 109, 122, 134. 

londinensis, 109, 122, 130. 

luteola, I10, 122, 135. 

melanocycla, 110, 122, 135. 

melanosporea, I10, 122, 135. 

microparva, ILO, 122, 134. 

minutissima, TIO, 124, 135. 

monospora, I10, 124, 138. 

muris, 110, 124, 136. 

musculorum suis, I10, 124, 128. 

neschezadinenchi, 137. 

odorifera, 110, 124, 135. 

ovangica, 110, 124, 137. 

panginensis, I10, 130, 133. 

parva, 110, 124, 134. 

pelletieri, T10, 124, 138. 

pinoyt, ILO, 130, 135. 

plumonalis, 111, 126. 

pluricolory, 110, 124, 137. 

poncett, 110, 124, 137. 

pseudotuberculosis, 110, 124, 138. 

pulmonalis, 138. 

putridogenes, 111, 120, 138. 

vivierel, III, 126. 

vosea, III, 126, 134. 
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Nocardia vosembacm, 111, 126, 137. 

»  vubra, III, 126, 135. 

a saprophytica, 111, 126, 138. 

a silberschmidit, III, 126, 137. 

as somaliensis, III, 126, 132. 

x tenuis, III, 126, 137. 

i thermophyla, III, 126, 133. 

Me thiburger, 138. 

5 thiryet, III, 128, 133. 

us thybierget, III, 126. 

5 valuulae, III, 128, 138. 

s verrucosa, III, 128, 138. 

2, violacea, III, 128, 132. 

North-west coast of India, boat designs of, 140-4. 

O 

Ochna squarrosa Linn., 306. 

Oculus in boat decoration, 247-56. 

Oculus with the Chinese and the Annamites, 

255-6. , 
Odina Wodter Roxb., 304. 

Oldenlandia corymbosa Linn., 315. 

i Heynii Br., 315. 

5 nudicaulis Roth., 315. 

Opuntia sp., 307. 

Origins and ethnological significance of Indian 

boat designs, 139-256. 

Ormuri or Bargista language, I-ror. 
Ormurs, vii-ix. (No. 1). 
Outrigger canoe design, types and distribution 

of, 226-35. 

P 

Padagu or salangu, a kind of masula boat, 174. 

Padao, a cargo vessel of the Bombay coast, 145-6. 

Palagat katiu vattai, a type of plank-built canoe, 

165. 

Palk Bay and Strait (Indian side),boat types of 

this region, 162-9. 

Panicum, trypheron Schult., 290. 

Parawar caste (men), measurements of, 235-7. 

Parayans, measurements of, 242-3. 

Pargiter, F. EK. Vocabulary of peculiar vernacular 

Bengali words, 321-436. 

Pattamars, vessels of the Konkan and Kanarese 

ports, 146-7. 

Pattanavar caste (fishermen), head measurements 

of, 246. 

Peacock exported from India, 208. 

“Periplus,” on direct dealings of India with 

Arabia, east coast of Africa and the towns on 

the Persian Gulf, 197. 

Periya maram, a kind of sea-craft, 170-1. 

Philadelphus, Ptolemy, his opening of ports to 

facilitate trade with India, 195-6. 

Phoenician voyage. to or trade settlements in 

India, 194-5. 

Phyllanthus sp., 303. 

Phyllanthus Nirun Linn., 303. 

Pillais (Vellala caste), measurements of, 243. 

Pirate and trading vessels upon the western coast 

of India, 209-10. 

Plantain-stem catamaran of Tanjore and Bengal, 

186. 

Plecospermum spinosum 'Trecul., 294. 

Pliny, on trade between Rome and India, 196. 

Pliny the Elder, about fleet for India, 196. 

Plumbago zeylanica T,inn., 308. 

Polo, Marco, on Arab ships at Ormuz, 217. 

- on Arab trade, 2o1. 

‘sf on sea-trade between China and 

India, 202-4. 

Polycarpea corymbosa Lamk., 297. 

Polynesian element in India, 230-5. 

Ponganua glabra Vent., 301. 

Portulaca quadrifida Linn. var. meridiana Calc. 

Herb. Mss., 297. 

Potamides (Tympanotonos) cingulatus Gmelin, 265. 

Potamogeton pectinatus Linn., 290. 

Premna latifolia Roxb., 312. 

, latifolia Roxb. var. cuneata cl., 312. 

,, latifolia Roxb. var. viburnoides Wall., 312. 

,  Wightiana Schauer., 312. 

Ptolemy of Alexandria, about Indian ports, 196. 

Piingayi, a type of fishing boat, 149. 

Punt, a mysterious land, 192. 

Q 
Qawaid-é-Bargista, a book on the language of the 

Barakis or Ormurs, viii. (No. 1.) 

Queen Hatshepsut, her fleet sent to Punt (C. 

1500 B.C.), 192. 

Ramayana and Mahabharata, on voyages by sea, 

207. 

Randia malabarica Yjamk., 315. 

Ratnagiri and Kanarese pattamar coasters, 149. 

and Rajpur boats, 148-9. 

Révision des champignons appartenant au genre 

Nocardia, 103-38. 
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Riccia crispatula Mitt., 289. 

River craft types seen in India, 185-90. 

Rungia pectinata Nees., 314. 

S 

Saba, the Biblical Sheba, 193. 

St. Antonio Fernandes, J. F. see DeMello, F., et 

J. F. St. Antonio Fernandes. 

Salvadora persica Linn., 308. 

Sambuk, a type of boat, 142. 

Sangadam or double canoe, Godavari river, 186-7. 

Sangara, an Indian trading vessel, 215. 

Sankh-ka-Ra (c. 2743-31 B.C.), sea-going warships 

of, 192. 

Sarcostemma brevistigma Wt., and Arn., 310. 

Scirpus littoralis Schrad., 293. 

Sea-going ships on the East Coast of India, 

178-80. 

Selaginella tenera Spring., 290. 

Sembadavar caste (men), head measurements of, 

245. 

Shanars, head measurements of, 238-41. 

Shoe-dhoni, a peculiar sort of fishing craft, 175-6. 

Sida cordifolia Linn., 306. 

Sneferu (c. 2900 B.C.), vessels built and sent by, 

IgI-2. 

Solanum lycopersicum, 313. 

A trilobatum Linn., 313. 

South Indian (Chola) powers, their invasion of the 

Burmese coast by sea (c. 1025 A.D.), 211. 

Strabo’s account of trade between India and 

Egypt, 196. 

Strychnos ? nux-vomica Linn., 309. 

Suaeda nudiflora Mogq., 296. 

Sunnetta scripta Linn., 272. 

Surul in Hindu padagus, 179-80. 

Suita Pitaka, on sea voyages, 207. 

Symphorema tnvolucratum Roxb., 313. 

a 

Tephrosia purpurea DC., 300. 

Teppu, a peculiar craft of the Ganjam coast, 173. 

Thundil-maram, or “ hook-catamaran,” 172. 

Tinospora cordifolia Miers., 297. 

Toddalia asiatica Lamk. var. gracilis Gamble, 302. 

Tridax procumbens Linn., 315. 

Tuticorin cargo lighter, 156-7. 

V 

Vala vathar, a kind of boat, 163. 

Vandellia crustacea Benth., 314. 

- hirsuta Benth., 314. 

Vellalas, head measurements of, 244. 

Vernonia cinerea Less., 316. . 

Vessels employed by Indians in ancient days, 

215-24. 

Vijaya’s voyage to Ceylon, about 550 B.C., 20. 

Vizagapatam fishing masulas, 175. 

Vocabulary of peculiar vernacular Bengali words, 

321-436. 
W 

Walsura piscida Roxb., 303. 

Wethea ceylanica Baill., 307. 

We 

Yathra oruwa, a Sinhalese outrigger coaster, 

158-9, 180. 

Z 

Lizyphus Oenoplia Mill., 305. 
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é _ Csoma DE K6rés.—Edited by E. DENISON Ross, PH.D., and MAHAMAHOPADHYAYA SATIS CHANDRA VIDVA a 

* Hal BHUSANA, PH.D., Part I. (Price Rs. 4/8/-.) 
nine ” Ditto’ ditto _ Part II. (Price Rs. 4/8/,) 

x In Progress (1910-__). Probably two more numbers to be issued to complete the Volume. 



Vol. 

I. Svid- pa-ho—a Tibeto-Chinese "Tortoise Chart one 
VIDYABHUSANA, PH.D. (Price RSQ 20) yas oe 

Il. Fragments of a Buddhist work in the “ancient Aryan loneuage Pe Chinese Turk 5 
(Price Rs. 2/13/-.) et. 

Ill. The Palas of Bengal.—By R. D. BANERJI. (Price Rs. ‘9/9 /-») ees 
IV. Mivza Zu-l-Oarnain. A Christian Grandee of Three Great regis With Nove on ABba's Chri. 
the Indian Bourbons.—By Rev. H. Hosren, S.J. (Price Rs. 2/13/-:) 

V. Miscellanea Ethnographica. Part III. 1. Weighing Apparatus from the Southern ‘Shan Sige ey: NN . 
ANNANDALE, D.Sc. 2. The ‘* Bismey” in Russia. —By Dr, G. H. MEERWARTH. _ Note on the gle 
Mechanics of Balances and Steelyards By H. G. GRAVES. (Price Rs. 2/13/--) - | 

VI. A Revision of the Lizards of the Genus Tachydromus. —By G. A. BOULENGER, F.R.S. (PriceRs. Siip ot eae A 
Extra No. Abors and Galongs.—Part I.—Notes on certain Hill Tribes of the Indo-Tibetan Bordey—By Groner 
D-S-DunBaR.—Part II.—Anthyopological Section. By J. Coccmn Brown, and S. W. Kemp. (Price on ls) 
Part III. Personal nayvative of a visit to Pemakoichen. —By GEORGE D- S-DUNBAR. (Price Rs. 1 WE Vicey AX eS 

Text of Volume Complete (1913-1917). Title. and Noss not issued: in 1 preparation. lie Ba's tame 
Ni 

sh Wai My 

YVR aah a ee 
I. Zoologicai Results of a Tour in the Far East. —Part r Sesion Erisoprovtgs and Coiniastapates ony 

ANNANDALE, D.Sc. The Mollusca of Lake Biwa, Japan—By N. ANNANDALE, D.Sc, | (Price Rs, 4/8/-.) ets 
II. Zoological Results of a Tour in the Fay EBast.—Part II.—Aquatic Hemiptera from the Talé Sap i Pepe. 

Hh) Siam.—By C. A. Patva. Aquatic Oligochaeta from Japan and China.—By J. STEPHENSON, D.Sc. _ Hydroz 
and Cienophora.—By N. ANNANDALE, D.Sc. _Baivachia. —By N. ANNANDALE, D.Sc. (Price Rs. 4/8/-.) 

III. Zoological Results of a Tour in the Far East.—Part I II.—Hivudinea.—By Dr. ASATIRO OKa. _ Mollusca Nudi- 
byanchtiata (Ascoglossa). —By ‘SiR CHARLES Eriot, K.C.M.G. (Price Rs.1/11/-.) fe 

IV... Zoological Results “of a Tour in the Far East.—Part IV. — Brackish Water Polyelads.—By DR. ie KABURARL se 
Sponges.—By N. ANNANDALE, D.Sc. (Price Rs. 2/4/-.) ates 

V. Zoological Results of a Toury tm the Far EBast.—Part |“ Grustacen Decapoda and ns —By Srancey 
KEMP. Mollusca of the Tat-Hu.—By N. ANNANDALE, D.Sc. _ (Price Rs. 4/8/- Daa 

of a new marine species from the Aindapiaie —By. Dr. B. PRASHAD. | Les Orthopteres Cavernicoles de Birmanie = ze 
_ et de la Peninsule Malaise.—Par 1. CHOPARD. ‘(Price Rs. 5/1/-.) 

VII. Zoological Resulis of a Tour in the Far East.—Part VII.—The Viviparous Water-Snail of Lake Biwas Yanan — 
By N. ANNANDALE, D.Sc Saoclouicee Survey of India, Calcutta). M ysidacea, Tanardacea and 
Isopoda.—By W. M. TATTERSALL, D.Sc., Keeper of the Manchester Museum. (Price Rs. 3/6/-.) i 

VHT. Zoological Results of a Tour in the Far East. —Part VIII. Pa al with notes on an Additional Sp 
; ‘Isopoda.—By W. M, TATTERSALL, D.Sc. ing Rs. cle ie 

In Progress (1916- 5 

jae raids Vil ae ie 
I. TheOrmuri or Bargista Language, an “account of a, Lille-known Evanian Dialect. By Sm ( FORGE, 

GRIERSON, K.C.I.E. (Price Rs. 4/8/--) et AR, Fil My Fa 
UL. Révision des Champignons CEP ane an Genre Nocardia. —Par le Capitaine de Mello et DR. 

FERNANDES. (Price Rs. 1/11/-.) ny 
III. The Origins and Ethnological Significance of I ndian Boat Designs. —By JAMES Hornet, ' Dir ecto 

Madras Government. (Price Rs. 7/14/-.) — “i ‘ 
IV. Introduction to the Study of the Fauna of an Island in ie Chilka Lake. —By N. Amiens Acbeees , Zoolag 

; Suvvey of India. With a List of the Plants. By vz. Ce ole oe la M.A.. y and HE. G. “ARTER, 
Botanical Suyvey of India. (Price Rs. s/1/-.) ; 

V. Vocabulary of Peculiar Vernacular Bengalt Words.—By he B PAnerin, M.A. (Price Rs, laf i 

Text of Volume ra ad (1918-1923). Title and Index not, issued : Z in \ prepa 2 ration 

- Vol. vill. 

I. Ismailitica—By W. IvANow. (Price Rs. 2/13/-.) 
Tl. The Prakvit Dhatu-adésas.—By Str GEORGE Abranam GRIERSON, KCB 

In Progress (1922-_). 
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